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PREFACE 

THIS volume contains a complete translation of Part I of the makh- 

tebhanuth zabhne or the Chronological and Political History of the 
World from the Creation to the year A.D. 1286, which was compiled by 
Gregorius Abu’l-Farag[h], who is commonly known as ‘Bar Hebraeus’ 
(Bar 'Ebhraya), or the ‘Son of the Jew’ (i.e. of ’Ahron the physician). The 
transliteration is as literal as I could make it, and I have followed the 
renderings of many of the passages and whole sections of the book which I 
made when I read them at Cambridge with Professor William Wright in 
1879 and the following years. With the help of the splendid Thesaurus 
Syriacus of Payne Smith, and the Supplement to it compiled by Mrs. J. P. 
Margoliouth (Oxford, 1927), a very large number of the lexicographical 
difficulties which then existed have been cleared up. Words added to make 
the meaning of the text clearer are enclosed within brackets [ ], and every 
doubtful rendering is followed by a question mark (?). The transliteration 
of the Syriac forms of proper names—French, Italian, Turkish, Arabic, 
Armenian, Tatar (Mongolian), Indian, and Chinese—have, in spite of 
Bedjan’s useful variants, caused me much difficulty, and I am guilty of a 
certain amount of inconsistency in the English transliterations. The 
numbers printed in heavier type and enclosed within brackets [ ] refer to 
the pages of Bedjan’s text. 

It is very probable that those who use this book will complain that it 
lacks philological and historical notes, and that it has no commentary and 
contains no indications when the statements made by Bar Hebraeus are 
incomplete, or misleading, or are absolutely incorrect. And while ad¬ 
mitting that such readers will be justified in complaining, I would point 
out that this Chronography could be annotated almost indefinitely, and 
that the addition of a series of notes, however brief, to be of any use, would 
have doubled the size of a book which is already sufficiently long. 

The Chronography of Bar Hebraeus (as it must be called if we are to 
translate the Syrian title) does contain lists of Hebrew Patriarchs, and Kings 
of the Hebrews, Assyrians, Babylonians^Persians, and Greeks (Ionians and 
Byzantines), Khalifs, Khans, &c., but these and the years of their reigns 
taken together occupy only a very small portion of the book. The Chrono¬ 
graphy of Bar Hebraeus is in reality a chronological and historical encyclo¬ 
paedia, into which an enormous amount of information of various kinds, 
which has little to do with Chronography, has been crammed. It is what 
Bar Hebraeus himself says about kings and their peoples which fills the 
book, and, it must be admitted, that it forms the chief interest of the work. 
He deals with histories, religions, languages, the manners and customs of 
peoples; and adds biographies of great warriors and physicians; he 
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describes battles and sieges and the capture of cities; and the coming of 

comets and extraordinary appearances in the heavens; and earthquakes, 

famines, falls of snow, and the freezing over of the Tigris and Euphrates; 

and the prices of foodstuffs in times of famine and scarcity. He also reports 

Court scandals, and repeats gossip of all kinds, and tells ‘laughable stories’ 

(many of which are extremely Oriental in character), and some of his re¬ 

marks on portents derived from the appearances of the sun and other 

heavenly bodies will remind the reader of passages in Old Moore’s Almanack. 

Nothing seems to be too absurd or foolish or unimportant for him to set 

down in writing. In one place he records the birth of a monstrosity which 

had the head, mouth, and neck of a man, but no hands and no feet. When 

this creature dropped on the ground it prophesied and said that ‘in four 

years’ time there would come a famine which would destroy all man¬ 

kind’, and that the only way to avert it was ‘for men, women, children, 

and the beasts to go outside the city and weep before God, so that He 

might make His rain to descend’ {infra, p. 193). When the Khalifah 

Kaim heard this he ordered all the people to go outside the city and pray, 

but, as Bar Hebraeus solemnly remarks, because many of them did not 

believe this report, very few went out! Elsewhere Bar Hebraeus records 

the birth of a child with two heads, and four hands and four feet (see infra, 

p. 361). In another place he tells us that in a.d. 927 the cold in Baghdad 

was so great that eggs, oil, and vinegar froze {infra, p. 155). And his 

credulity appears frequently, for he tells that after the appearance of a 

comet Theodosius was thrown from his horse and broke his neck {infra, 

p. 67). Another comet having appeared for many days the locusts came 

and ate up everything, and the Aurora Borealis flamed in the heavens the 

whole night long {infra, p. 70). After the appearance of another comet, the 

Persians defeated the Greeks and captured many cities {infra, p. 74), and 

after the appearance of another for several days, the Euphrates was frozen 

over {infra, p. 102). How much of all the absurd things which he reports 

were believed by him personally cannot be said, but it is clear that he tried 

to fulfil his task as a remembrancer. 

Returning to the question of the need for notes to the Chronography. 

There is no doubt that notes and a running commentary which would con¬ 

tain full references to modern printed Oriental literature would be very 

useful, and such a work should be written. I once thought of trying to 

write something of the kind to print in the present work, but when I remem¬ 

bered the full Index which it was absolutely necessary for me to add to my 

translation, and the many pages which it would fill, I decided that such a work 

must be written by a younger hand than mine, and printed as a separate work. 

I hope that it will be written, and if the writer finds my translation in any 

way useful, the three years which I have devoted to the translation of the 

Chronography will not have been wasted. 
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In considering the Chronography as a whole it should be remembered 

that when Bar Hebraeus began his studies in the great library at Maraghah 

he only intended to write the history of the last eighty years. The Chronicle 

of Michael the Great stops with the year 1196, and its author died in 1199. 

The Library at Maraghah contained many Syriac, Arabic, and Persian 

manuscripts, and also, of course, contemporary documents dealing with 

the extraordinary events which took place in the thirteenth century, e.g., 

the rise of the Mongol power under Chingiz Khan (died 1227) and his sons 

and grandsons, and the adoption of Christianity by the Mongols. Of many 

of them Bar Hebraeus was an eyewitness. Takudar Oghlu was baptized 

early in the thirteenth century. Kuyuk was a Christian, and all his officials 

and physicians were Christians, and he had a church-tent set up by 

the side of the royal pavilion about 1250. Prayers were said in it by day 

and by night, and the Sacrament was administered several times during 

the day, and the beating of the board which served as a bell rarely ceased. 

Having completed his history of the eighty years, he worked backwards, 

and using the Chronicle of Michael the Great as a foundation, he compiled 

his great work dealing with the profane history of the world from the 

Creation to the year of his death in 1286. His intention was, as he plainly 

says, to instruct his ‘people’, i.e. the Jacobites, both the old and the young, 

the educated and the uneducated. But he knew well that mere chrono¬ 

logical data form dry reading, and though he included all these, he supple¬ 

mented them with a great mass of interesting and arresting facts, which 

would please the young and uneducated, and at the same time appeal to 

the scholar. His Chronography is in reality an Introduction to the study 

of Ancient History, and is a popular Handbook or Compendium of 

Chronology in general for the use of students. 

The fact has been overlooked generally that Bar Hebraeus was a popular 

lecturer on mathematics and astronomy, and a writer of popular works on 

philosophy, religion, and grammar, in which he managed to treat abstruse 

subjects in a simple manner and to describe them in clear and easy lan¬ 

guage. Thus Tegerath Tegeratha is an abridgement of Hewath Hekhmethd, 

and was intended for popular use and as an introduction to the study of 

Greek philosophy. The Kethabha dhe-Zalge is a popular version of the 

Menarath Kudhshe. His great Grammar called Kethabha dhe-Semhe was 

written for expert grammarians, and the smaller simplified grammar in 

metre (Kethabha dhe-Ghra?nmatiki) for beginners. And the translations 

which he made of Greek and Arabic medical works were intended to 

popularize the system of medicine which the Greeks of Alexandria had 

established all over Asia Minor. It is said that he himself wrote a large 

book of medicine, but whether he finished it or not is not known. 

The translation printed in this volume has been made from the edition 

of the Syriac text of the Makhtebhanuth Zabhne which was edited by Pere 
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Bedjan and published at Paris in 1890 (see p. xxxvii). The text there is 

printed in Nestorian Syrian characters, and the vocalization is Nestorian. 

The edition was probably intended for the use of Nestorian pupils and 

students, for Bedjan added notes in which he warns his readers against ac¬ 

cepting everything which he finds in the book, and exhorts him to remember 

that Bar Hebraeus was a Jacobite, who only regarded history from the 

point of view of the monophysite. What Bar Hebraeus himself would 

think or say if he could see his text in its Nestorian dress offers us an 

interesting field for speculation. But Bedjan’s edition provided a good 

text, and the Syriac scholars, who were not keen theologians, were thankful 

to have it. It is to be regretted that, according to the report of continental 

booksellers, this edition is ‘epuise’ and that copies of it are ‘tres rare’. 

This being so, students who have wanted to read the Chronography in Syriac 

could only do so in some library which possessed a manuscript copy of it. 

Whilst writing the translation of the Chronography the thought came 

to me repeatedly that the time had come when it was necessary to have a 

new edition of the Syriac text. There is no manuscript containing it in 

the British Museum, and it was obvious that the best source on which to 

draw for it was one of the two great manuscripts of the works of Bar 

Hebraeus preserved in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, viz. Hunt No. 1 and 

Hunt No. 52, which are described at length by Payne Smith, Catalogus, col. 

368 f. and col. 548 f. Hunt No. 1 (see Plate II) is a huge paper manuscript, a 

large folio from which the priests read from the lectern to their congregations 

in church; it measures 22 inches in length and 15 inches in breadth. Each 

page contains four columns of text, and Part I, i.e. the Chronography, fills 

219 pages. The writing is large and handsome, and the letters are beautifully 

formed; many scribes were employed in copying the work, but all were 

experts, and they all seem to have been better scribes than Syriac scholars. 

Hunt No. 52 (see Plate III) is a paper manuscript which may or may not 

have been used as a service book in church; it measures 12 inches in length 

and 8^ inches in breadth, and contains Part I, i.e. the Chronography, 

only. Each of its 402 pages is filled with two columns of fine bold 

writing, and it was written by more than one scribe. A part of Hunt No. 1 

was written by one Joseph, a monk in the year of the Greeks 1809 = A.D. 

1498, but Hunt No. 52 is much older, and was probably written in the 

fourteenth century, perhaps not very long after the death of Bar Hebraeus 

in 1286. Among the readers of the latter was one who understood what 

he was reading, for he has added notes in many places. 

I decided to reproduce the text of one of these manuscripts in a form 

which would make it convenient for use by students and to make it the 

second volume of this work. To reproduce the text by type would be a 

very expensive undertaking, for the cost of setting Oriental books in type 

is now prohibitive in England; and as the mistakes of the editor and the 
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compositor can never be wholly eliminated, the reader can never be certain 

that the printed text is absolutely correct. A full-sized facsimile of Hunt 

No. i was out of the question, because of its unwieldiness, and the great 

cost of its reproduction would place the volume beyond the reach of all 

but the wealthy. I then consulted Mr. John Johnson, Printer to the Uni¬ 

versity of Oxford, and having gone into the matter very carefully he showed 

that the cost of producing a facsimile of the text of Hunt No. i, whether 

by line blocks or by photography, was prohibitive. In either case each 

column of text would have to be divided and its two halves made to form 

one octavo page; and the text would fill 876 pages! But the manuscript 

Hunt No. 52 lent itself more readily to our wishes. By reducing the size 

of the page of the actual text a very little it was possible to reproduce the 

manuscript page for page, each with its two columns of writing, and to 

produce a complete facsimile including all the marginal corrections and 

notes. Mr. Johnson’s experiments were eminently successful, and the 

result of them is the excellent facsimile of the text of Hunt No. 52, which 

accompanies my translation. The scribe who wrote the text made mistakes, 

like every other scribe, but the student who is not working at the manu¬ 

script in the Bodleian Library, will for the first time know of a certainty 

exactly what the scribe did write, and will not have to contend with the 

mistakes of the editor and compositor, and some of the emendations pro¬ 

posed by modern scholars. 

The encyclopaedic character of Bar Hebraeus’s Chronography made the 

addition of a full Index of proper names and things absolutely necessary, 

and I have endeavoured to provide one. The writing of the slips, about 

15,000 in number, and the making of the fair copy for the printer occupied 

several weeks. In connexion with the Index I gratefully acknowledge the 

assistance which I received from Mrs. K. M. Gadd, whose experience 

enabled her to sort the slips and arrange them in alphabetical order with 

great success. 

It is a natural wish to show the reader what the monastery is like in which 

Bar Hebraeus’s remains are preserved. For many years I tried to obtain 

photographs of the venerable Monastery of Mar[i] Mattai, which once seen 

can never be forgotten, but it was impossible to find a photographer who 

would undertake the journey thither from Mosul, and the trouble and risk 

incurred in the transport of a camera and plates to the monastery. Two 

years ago when my former colleague in the British Museum, R. Campbell 

Thompson, D.Litt., F.S.A., was excavating the great temple of Nabu at 

Kuyunjik (Nineveh), I asked his help in the matter. With great willingness 

he set to work and found a photographer and sent him with full directions 

to the Monastery, and the plates in the Introduction showing the exterior 

and interior, and the inscriptions over the graves of Bar Hebraeus and Mar[i] 

Mattai have been made from the negatives then made. All the negatives 
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survived their journey from the Jabal Maklub to London, but during their 

transit from London to Oxford, one of them, perhaps the most important 

of them all, was smashed to pieces by the over zealous use of the stamp- 

obliterator by the clerk in the post office. I have therefore reproduced the 

drawing of the south front which was made for Mr. Percy Badger and is 

published in the first volume of his Nestorians and their Rituals. 

My thanks are due to the authorities of the Bodleian Library for per¬ 

mission to reproduce the Chronography of Bar Hebraeus from the manu¬ 

script Hunt No. 52 in its entirety, and to Bodley’s librarian, Dr. H. H. E. 

Craster, who gave every facility possible to the staff of the Oxford University 

Press. I am also indebted to Mr. John Johnson, Printer to the University, 

for the personal care and attention which he has given to the production of 

this work, especially in connexion with the volume containing the reproduc¬ 

tion of the manuscript. The all-seeing readers for the press also made 

many suggestions which I have adopted thankfully. The proof sheets of 

the Introduction were also carefully read by my former colleague, Sidney 

Smith, now Keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British 

Museum. His duties as Director of the Museum of the 'Irak Government 

at Baghdad enabled him to acquire a sound practical knowledge of the 

country and its peoples, and his observations on certain paragraphs were 

very helpful, and confirm much which Bar Hebraeus wrote more than 

seven centuries ago. 

ERNEST WALLIS BUDGE. 
48 BLOOMSBURY STREET, 

BEDFORD SQUARE, LONDON, W.C.I. 

March 27, 1932. 
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INTRODUCTION 
THE LIFE OF BAR HEBRAEUS 

THE comparatively limited number of facts about the life of bar 
hebraeus which we possess are derived from the statements concerning 

his career which he himself made in his Makhtebhanuth Zabhne, which is 

written in Syriac and contains a History of the World from the Creation to 

his own time, and in his Al-Mukhtasar Fi ’d-Dawal, a recension of political 

history written in Arabic shortly before his death.1 The oldest and best 

summary of these facts is found in assemani, Bibliotheca Orientalis 

Clementino Vaticana, Rome, 1719-28, tom. ii, pp. 244-463. A tolerably full 

account of his work from the time when he succeeded ignatius, that is to 

say, salibha, the son of Jacob, is given by bar hebraeus in his Chronicon 

Ecclesiasticum, ed. abbeloos and lamy, Paris, 1872-7, tom. ii, cols. 431-68. 

Shorter summaries of the life of bar hebraeus have been published by 

pococke, Historia compendiosa dynastiarum, Oxford, 1663; cardahi, Liber 

thesauri de artepoetica Syrorum, Rome, 1875, p. 63 ; noldeke, Orientalische 

Skizzen, Berlin, 1892, pp. 233-73; wright, Syriac Literature, which first 

appeared in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 9th edition, vol. xxii, and was 

reprinted, with notes by duval nestle and robertson smith, under the 

title of A Short History of Syriac Literature, London, 1894; rubens duval, 

La Litterature Syriaque, Paris, 1899, PP* 4°9 f*> and anton baumstark, 
Geschichte der Syrischen Literatur, Bonn, 1922, p. 313. 

bar hebraeus was born in malatiyah, the Melitene2 of the Greeks, and 

the chief town of the eastern province on the Euphrates boundary in the 

year 1225-6 (Anno Graec. 1537). He was the son of ’ahron (aaron), a dis¬ 

tinguished physician of Hebrew descent, and was therefore commonly 

known as bar 'ebhraya, i.e. the ‘Son of the Hebrew’, or in Arabic ibn 
al-'ibri. The name which his father gave him at birth was yohannan 
or john. How or why he came to adopt the name of grighor or Gregory 
is not known; some think that he adopted it when he was consecrated a 

bishop some twenty years after his birth. It is interesting to note that in 

the Karshuni inscription (i.e. Arabic written in Syriac letters) which is 

1 See p. xxxix. 

2 Melitene became an important city under the early Roman emperors and a great 

market centre in which many caravan roads met. It stood on the bank of a tributary of 

the Euphrates called Melas by the Greeks, Kubakib by the Arabs, and Tukhmah Su by 

the Turks. The town was rebuilt by the Khalifah Mansur in a.d. 756 and a strong garrison 

held the bridge over the river, which was about three miles from the great fortress, or 

citadel. In the time of Bar Hebraeus the town, or city, was exceedingly prosperous, and 

crops of grain of all kinds and fruit grew in the fertile lands round about it in great abun¬ 

dance. And its climate is said to have been very salubrious. The inhabitants of the 

districts suffered greatly by the raids of the Greeks and Arabs, and later by the Mongols. 

For descriptions of it by the Arab geographers see G. Le Strange, Lands of the Eastern 

CaHphate, p. 120. 
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found over his grave in the Beth Kaddishe or Sanctuary in the Church of 

the Monastery of mar mattai on mount elpeph (see Plate V) near mawsil 

(mosul), we find both names JOHN and GREGORY together thus: 

This is the grave of mar Gregory John, and of mar bar sawma his 

brother, the children of the Hebrew on Mount Elpeph.’1 

But bar hebraeus had another name, viz. abu’l farag (Faraj), which is 

clearly Arabic. There is nothing in any of his writings, or for the matter of 

that in those of other Syrian writers, to show why he adopted this name or 

why it is applied to him, and no satisfactory explanation of its meaning 

has been given, bernstein wrote in his Chronici syriaci specimine (Leipzig, 

1823, p. 3): ‘Abu'lfaragius, h.e. pater Faragii dictus est, cognomento ex 

Arabum more ab ipsius filio, Far agio, sumpto.’ But this view is from the 

nature of the case wholly untenable, and it has been dealt with satisfactorily.2 

There is no good reason for doubting the aaron his father was a genuine 

Jew, and that he was a physician like many of his co-religionists, but his 

wife may have been an Arab woman, or of Arab extraction; the fact that 

Gregory calls himself by an Arab name, or perhaps nickname, seems to 

suggest that something of the kind was the case. To assign a meaning to 

the name is difficult, but it may mean ‘Father of what is pleasing’. It will 

be remembered that one of the gates of aleppo was called bab al-faraj 

because on looking through it from the city the eye fell upon beautiful 

gardens and pleasing plantations. Certainly no other Syrian writer possessed 

to such a wonderful degree the knowledge of the history, traditions, and 

spirit of the Christian and Muhammadan religions. 

When still very young he devoted himself to the study of Syriac and 

Arabic, and, presumably, of Hebrew, assemani (B.O. ii. 244) says that 

he worked at Greek, but nolbeke believed this to be incorrect; see his 

Orientalische Skizzen, p. 254. Later he studied diligently Philosophy and 

Theology, and he acquired a considerable knowledge of Medicine, under 

the direction of his father and other distinguished physicians of the day, 

and treated patients. In 1243 the news of the doings of the Tatars under 

the Mongol hulagu (or hulabu) in all the countries of western asia from 

Persia to Palestine, and accounts of the destruction of whole towns and 

their inhabitants, reached melitene, and large numbers of the people of 

that region became terrified and panic-stricken and fled to aleppo. aaron 

the physician determined to go there also, and made preparations for 

1 Read by Badger (Nestorians and their Rituals, vol. i, p. 97). 
2 ‘Fallitur Bernsteinius. Nam quod Barhebraeus liberos habueritnullouspiamdocumento 

insinuatur, cum e contra ab ipso vitam coelibem ductam perpetuo fuisse argumentis 
evincatur plurimis. Antequam annos viginti natus ad episcopatum promoveretur, 
monachi habitum susceperat, adeoque ut castitatem servandam lege Jacobitica adstringe- 

batur; episcopi vero e monachis eligebantur, et si quis monachus habitum suae pro¬ 
fession^ exuisset, is porro ad ordines sacros promoveri vetabatur. Haec statuta, a veteribus 

accepta, refert ipse Barhebraeus in Nomocanone, pt. 1, cap vii, sect, x, apud Mai, Scriptt. 

Vett. nova Collect, tom. x.’ See Abbeloos and Lamy, Chronicon Ecclesiasticum, tom. i, p. viii. 
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departure, but was prevented from doing so by a curious accident. Whilst 

his servants were loading up the pack animals, and were pulling the ropes 

tight over the load of a certain mule, the animal lashed out with his hooves 

and scattered the mule men, and made it impossible for the party to leave. 

The loads were thrown about and the idlers at the gate of the city rushed 

out with the idea of plundering the little caravan, aaron returned to the 

city and visited the Archbishop Dionysius, and Christians and Muslims 

alike took counsel together in the great church and decided upon a course 

of action. All was well, for the Mongols did not attack the city.1 

In the following year shawer nawin, a Mongol general, invaded meli- 

tene, and laid waste the country and destroyed all the crops. When he was 

about to leave and continue his conquests he fell sick and asked for a 

physician to treat his ailment. By some means AARON, the father of bar 

hebraeus, was summoned, and he accompanied the Mongol to khartabirt, 

where he recovered, shawer nawIn returned to melitene with his 

physician, and stayed there for a few days, and then both he and aaron, 

who took his family with him, went to antioch.2 There bar hebraeus 

continued his studies and received a visit from the Jacobite Patriarch 

ignatius saba, or david, and when he was about seventeen years of age 

he became a monk and began to lead the life of the hermit.3 

From antioch he went to Tripoli of Phoenicia, and he and salIbha 

bar ya'kub wagih4 were instructed in rhetoric and medicine by a Nestorian 

rhetorician called ya'kub. The Patriarch ignatius ii sent for them, and 

had them brought that he might consecrate one of them bishop of fAKKO 

and the other bishop of gubos (gubbas). And when they came he ordained 

abu ’l-farag bishop of gubos on the day of the Festival of the day of the 

Redeeming Cross, on the 14th day of the month of ’ilul (September), 

A. Gr. 1557 = a.d. 1246.5 

In the following year ’ahron of lakabhin6 left his flock (or, diocese) 

and went and made for himself a retreat in Jerusalem. The Patriarch 

ignatius 11 promptly transferred bar hebraeus from gubos to the vacant 

see, and bar sawma, the son of the brother of lazarus, who had formerly 

been bishop of gubos, was ordained bishop of gubos (B.O. ii, p. 246; 

Chron. Eccles. i, p. 685). bar hebraeus remained at lakabhin for six or 

seven years. On the death of the Patriarch schism broke out among the 

Jacobites, for one party wished JOHN bar ma'dani to succeed him, and the 

1 For the Arabic text see B.O. ii, pp. 244, 245. 
2 B.O. ii, p. 245. 
3 See the poem in Codex Vat. No. CLXXIV (Catal. iii, p. 356), No. 29. 
4 Salibha was transferred from 'Akko to Aleppo, where he took the name of Basil, and 

in December 1252 he was made Maphrian under the name of Ignatius by John bar 
Ma'dani. He died six years later. B.O. ii, pp. 375, 377, and 455. 

5 B.O. ii, pp. 245, 246. Abbeloos and Lamy, Chron. Eccles., sect. 1, pp. 667, 669. 
6 One of the seven dioceses of Melitene which was in ruins in the days of Bar Hebraeus. 

B. O. ii, p. 260. 
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other wanted dionysius (’ahron anqur) to rule over them, bar hebraeus 

took the part of dionysius, and this candidate for the Patriarchate being 

elected, he was transferred by him from lakabhin to aleppo in 1253 (B.O. 

ii, p. 246; Chron. Eccles. i, p. 721). But he did not remain there for very 

long undisturbed. For when he had been in aleppo a short time, his old 

friend and fellow student at Tripoli, the Maphrian salibha, came from 

the East, and he sat down in aleppo for one winter. And he made himself 

ready and went to Damascus, and he undertook to pay as much gold as 

dionysius had undertaken to pay, and he obtained a patent (i.e. authority 

from the government) for the deposition of dionysius and for the pro¬ 

clamation of mar John bar ma'dani. And he turned and came to aleppo, 

and sat down (i.e. lived) in the church there. Now Gregory [bar hebraeus] 

dwelt in the house of his father who had recently come from melitene and 

taken up his abode in aleppo ; and after a short time he went up to the 

monastery, to the Patriarch. 

And the Maphrian sent to john bar madani to come to Syria and to 

pay the gold which he had undertaken to provide; and mar john excused 

himself from coming and from [the payment of] the gold. And he did not 

render thanks to the Maphrian for what he had done. And the Maphrian 

being urged by those who demanded [the gold], sent [again] to mar john 

to come and pay [the gold], and added that if he did not do so, he would 

support dionysius, and come to terms with him. And, moreover, the 

Maphrian himself rose up to go and say these things to bar ma'dani and 

to hear his answer. And when the Maphrian arrived at the city of balash 

by the side of the Euphrates, bar ma'dani, who was on his way to Syria, 

met him and he went back with him to aleppo. And mar john made 

ready the gold through a loan from a certain Kushite (i.e. Ethiopian) 

merchant, a friend of his whose name was mithkal, and he paid what he 

had undertaken to pay {Chron. Eccles. i, col. 722). 

And at that time there came an envoy from the Tatars, a nestorian 

whose name was amin ad-din mubarak. And in going to Syria he made his 

way by the monastery of bar sawma, and he met dionysius, and he pro¬ 

mised to go to malik an-nasir and to arrange his business with him. And 

bar ma'dani heard [of this], and did not wish to dwell in SYRIA, lest the 

strong hand of the Tatars should have power over him, but he went to 

Cilicia, and was well received by King haitum, and a village was also 

given to him. And he lived in a little monastery by the side of sis. And 

that envoy came to malik an-nasir, and he was unable to annul the pro¬ 

clamation of bar ma'dani, and he left and departed. And after a year kir 

mikha’il, a physician, the son of Gabriel, came to h Arran, and he sent a mes¬ 

sage to dionysius [saying], ‘Behold, I am going as an envoy to malik an- 

nasir, therefore send one of thy holy men to come with me that he may be 

careful on thy behalf.’ When dionysius heard [this], he sent Gregory [bar 
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hebraeus] of Aleppo, who, his diocese having been taken away from him, 

had come to the monastery [of Dionysius]. And Gregory the bishop went, 

and he came to the physician-envoy on the road, and he went with him to 

Damascus. And kir mikha’il received a new patent of authority for 

dionysius, and he gave it to Gregory, who took it and came to aleppo. 

And he went into the church and dwelt there and ruled the diocese. And 

as soon as the Maphrian ignatius heard that the matter of dionysius was 

settled, he departed from aleppo and went to Tripoli. And he promul¬ 

gated a report concerning himself that he was never again going to minister 

in the chief office of the priesthood, neither in the East nor in the West, 

but was going to make a living by healing the sick. And when he began to 

go in and out in visiting the sick, and wellnigh became an object of con¬ 

tempt, God removed him from this temporary life by means of an acute 

disease which attacked him. He died on the fourth day, and he was buried 

with honour by the monks, and the Frankish elders and our own community 

in the Church of mar behnam (Chron. Eccles. i, col. 726 f.; ii, col. 427). 

bar hebraeus was restored to the diocese of aleppo in 1258. 

In 1264 bar hebraeus was elected Maphrian of the East, and in the 

Chron. Eccles. i, col. 749, ii, col. 423, he describes the event thus: 

At the time when ignatius1 [iii], that is salibha the Maphrian, died, 

the countries were in a disturbed state, Baghdad was laid waste, and after 

it there were laid waste aleppo, and the whole of Syria, and beth nahrin. 

Moreover, thereupon the arabs of athor (Assyria) and nineveh rose up 

against the Christians who were there and destroyed them. And after a 

little while the Tatars came and killed the arabs, and thus there was 

general destruction in all countries. Thus the wasted Church of the East 

remained a widow for the space of six years. Moreover, for three years 

before the death of salibha the Maphrian, the Church had been deprived 

of a Father-General. Therefore the Synod of the pious bishops having 

assembled in cilicia, they appointed to be Patriarch mar ignatius or 

rabban isho', the Archimandrite of gawikhath, and they also proceeded 

to the election of the Maphrian. And a few days after the consecration of 

the Patriarch the pious bishops and the Patriarch assembled in sis of 

cilicia, and they summoned Gregory, that is ’abu’l-farag, the son of 

’ahron. And on the first day of the week, on the 19th day of the month 

of the latter kanon (i.e. January), of the fifteen hundred and seventy- 

fifth year of the Greeks (i.e. a.d. 1264), they proclaimed him Maphrian of 

tagrith and the East. For mar John the Patriarch, bar ma'dani wished to 

proclaim him, and he had also made known to the Eastern churchmen 

concerning him, that he was fitting to rise up as a head for them; but owing 

to the disturbed state of the countries the laying on of hands (i.e. consecra¬ 

tion of him) had been delayed. 

1 He sat from 1264 to 1282. 
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In Part I of the Chron. Eccles.y col. 749, we read: And after the consecra¬ 

tion of the Patriarch had been accomplished, the Patriarch himself and the 

bishops of the East also, who had been deprived for a long time [of a 

Father General], were anxious to appoint a Maphrian. And because they 

knew that the deceased bar ma'dani had aforetime chosen mar Gregory of 

aleppo to be the Maphrian, and had made known to those who were in 

the East concerning him, and in many of his epistles had called him the 

elect of the East, and they had sent to him their consent, and because his 

dispatch had been delayed through the disturbed state of ’athor through 

the troops of the Mongols, they did not change their election, and they 

committed to him the headship of the East. And the Patriarch together 

with the bishops came to sis, and there were present also King haytum 

and his sons, and his nobles, and certain bishops and doctors of the 

Armenians, and a great crowd of people, in the catholic church of the 

Mother of God, and Gregory was proclaimed ‘Maphrian of the East5. 

And on that same day the Maphrian himself preached on the headship of 

the priesthood from the text ‘Thou hast fashioned me and hast laid thine 

hand upon me5. And Theodore of smakriah translated [the discourse] 

into Armenian. And that day was a very famous day. 

The life and activities of bar hebraeus from the time of his appointment 

as Maphrian to his last illness are described by him (Chron. Eccles. ii, 

cols. 432 f.; B.O. ii, pp. 248-63) thus: 

At the time when ignatius, the Maphrian, that is to say salibha, died 

(i.e. A.Gr. 1576 = a.d. 1265), the countries were in a disturbed state. 

Baghdad was destroyed, and after it aleppo, and the whole of Syria, and 

beth nahrin were laid waste. And after this the Arabs of ’athor and 

nineveh rose up against the Christians who were there, and massacred 

them. And after a short time the Tatars came and killed the arabs, and 

thus they were all involved in a general state of ruin. And the wasted 

Church of the East remained a widow for the space of six years. Now 

before the death of salibha the Maphrian also the Church was deprived 

of a Father General for three years more. Therefore when the Synod of 

holy bishops had assembled in cilicia, and had appointed mar ignatius 

Patriarch, that is rabban Isho', the head of the monastery of gawJkhath, 

they elected a Maphrian also. And a few days after the appointment of 

the Patriarch in the city of sis, they summoned Gregory, that is ’abu’l 

faraj, the son of ’ahron (aaron). And on Sunday, the 16th day of the 

latter kanon, of the year of the Greeks 1575 (a.d. 1264), they proclaimed 

him Maphrian of tagrith and the East. For mar John the Patriarch bar 

ma'dani wished them to proclaim him, and he made known to the Orientals 

concerning him that he was fit to stand up for them. And through the 

disturbed state of the countries his ordination was delayed. And on the 

day when the Maphrian was ordained there were present the King of 
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cilicia, and his sons, and his brothers, and the remainder of his nobles, 

and other Armenian bishops in the Church of the Mother of God. And 

the Patriarch with the Maphrian and the rest of the bishops made ready 

and went to tender homage to the king of kings (i.e. hulagu, the King 

of the Tatars), and [one] Patent was written for the Patriarch, and another 

for the Maphrian. And whilst the Patriarch removed to the territory of 

the rumaye, the Maphrian came to Mosul. And the people of the palace 

and all Christians went forth to meet him, and they brought him in with 

[the] singing of hymns and psalms. And from there he went up to the 

monastery, and he was received with love by the dwellers in the monastery 

and by the men of the country. And he ordained behnam, the monk, who 

was known as bar summanah, bishop of beth nuhadhre, in the church of 

beth daniel the Upper, on the fourth day of the half of the Fast of our 

Lord (i.e. Mid-Lent), in the year 1576 (a.d. 1265). 

And he also came down to Baghdad, and the Archdeacon and the other 

honourables went forth to meet him. mar makhikha, the Catholicus of 

the Nestorians, perceiving this, sent the son of his brother and the son of 

his sister and other natives of Baghdad to meet him, and they brought him 

to him with honour. And when he went forth from the cell of the Catho¬ 

licus to go to his church which is in the gate of muhul, he sent with him 

those who had gone forth to meet him, and with them was a white silk 

dalmatic, and they came and put it on the Maphrian, and they left and 

departed. And the Maphrian also sent to him valuable gifts, and the 

believing men rejoiced greatly in the Maphrian. And, moreover, crowds 

of Nestorians gathered together every day in that church of ours, and they 

also prepared muron oil for consecration, and saw a wonderful sign. For 

when the vessel was unfilled to a depth of four fingers, as soon as the 

consecration thereof was completed, the muron oil swelled up in the vessel 

and would have run over the top to waste if they had not poured it off into 

a small flask. 

And again certain men of the nestorians heard that the Jacobites were 

proclaiming the Maphrian Catholicus in the Diptychs, and they went and 

told the Catholicus. And he was smitten with envy and schemed to dis¬ 

cover an opportunity for stirring up strife. Then God, glory be to His 

grace! prevented him from giving offence to any man. And in the days 

which came after the festival he felt pain in the colon at the ninth hour of 

the sixth day of the week (i.e. Friday), and he died in the morning of the 

Sabbath which followed the Sabbath of the White, on the 18th day of 

nIsan, in the year 1576 (a.d. 1265), and was buried in the new church 

which he had built. 

And the Maphrian was in Baghdad the whole of that summer, and he 

ordained many deacons and bishops. And he also ordained to Baghdad 

iSHOr the monk, from the monastery of mar hananya, and he was called 
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timothy. And he also ordained denha, that is bar-hamzah, of the 

monastery of mar mattai, bishop of ’adhorbijan, and he was called 

Joannes. When this man had been ordained and had set out to go to his 

diocese, he arrived at beth saidha, a village in the district of ’arbil, and 

there he died, and he was buried in the new church which had been built 

in the village. 

And in the later months of the year the Maphrian returned to nineveh. 

And in the year 1577 (a.d. 1266) he ordained bishop of gazarta of kardo 

wahab, a monk from the monastery of mar mattai, and he was called 

JOHN. And in those days he also ordained bishop of ’adhorbijan isho', the 

monk from the monastery which is called sawIra. And in this year (1577 = 

a.d. 1266) mar denha, who was Metropolitan of ’arb!l, was ordained 

Catholicus. For he was the first and he went to the camp of the King of 

Kings. And it happened that hulagu departed, and makhikha the 

Catholicus also died. And his story was told to the believing Queen 

dakuz khatun, saying, ‘Some time ago he was fitted to be the Catholicus, 

but makhIkha overcame him by bribery and calumny.’ And the Queen 

commanded that he should be the Catholicus, and a yarlikh (i.e. Patent) 

was given to him and he came to ’arbil. And he assembled the bishops 

and came down to Baghdad, and he was ordained in seleucia in the latter 

teshrin, on the first day of the week of the third Sunday of the consecra¬ 

tion of the Church. 

And in the year 1579 (a.d. 1268) the Maphrian went to the West to see 

his kinsfolk. And on the road he met the Patriarch, in the city of ’argish, 

which is on Lake arkestia, who was going to make a charge against simon 

the elder and physician, concerning the affair of the monastery of mar 

bar-sawma. And the Maphrian did not wish to hold converse with the 

Patriarch, because the Maphrian advised him that it was not seemly to 

engage in quarrels before the barbarian Huns, and to lower our dignity in 

their eyes, but that we should settle among ourselves the dispute between 

the Elder and the Patriarch. But the Catholicus did not accept his advice 

with love, because he thought that the Maphrian was supporting the Elder. 

And when the Patriarch saw that the Maphrian was not disposed to meet 

him, he sent three of the bishops who were with him to persuade the 

Maphrian to meet him, and the Maphrian bowed before their words and went 

to the Patriarch, where he was lodged and saw him; and he departed and 

went to Cilicia. And the Patriarch went to the King of Kings, and settled 

his affairs and returned to the monastery. 

And at that time a severe illness due to dysentery caused by the liver 

attacked the Maphrian in sis of cilicia, and he came to death’s door, but 

God had compassion upon him and he recovered. And when the Patriarch 

heard of his restoration to health, he sent an affectionate letter to him, and in 

it gave thanks to God for his recovery. And when the Maphrian was 
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strong enough he went to the Patriarch in the monastery of bar-sawma. 

And in [those] days also there came Simon the Elder, and he brought a 

pukdana which abrogated that document which the Patriarch had, and 

thus that which the Maphrian has said actually came to pass. 

And the Maphrian left and went to Tabriz, and from there to maragha, 

and he sat down in the new monastery there. And he finished the Book of 

euclid, and then he went to nineveh in the latter months of the year. 

And in the year 1583 (a.d. 1272), in the days of winter, basil [bishop] of 

Tabriz died; with the help of certain blessed merchants he had restored 

our church which was therein. And when certain monks from the monas¬ 

tery of mar mattai drew nigh and offered the Maphrian money to ordain 

them to the diocese, he refused to do so because they were lacking in 

learning and possessed the habits and manners of young men. But he 

committed the monastery to severus, who when he went there in the days 

of the Great Festival of the Resurrection was well received, and he began 

to take charge of the finishing of the buildings of the new church at 

TABRIZ. 

And in the days of summer also the Maphrian went to maragha a second 

time, and he built a cell and a house of prayer in the new church which was 

there. And when he had been there one year, and had finished the Book 

of migisti of ptolemy, there came to him ya'kub the Elder, the brother of 

simon the Elder and physician, after the Festival of the Resurrection of 

the year 1584 (a.d. 1273), and he entreated him to go with him to the 

monastery of bar sawma to establish peace between them and the Patriarch. 

And the Maphrian hearkened to him, and went up with him to the monas¬ 

tery, and from there he went to cilicia, to the Patriarch, and he took with 

him nimrud the deacon, the son of the brother of the Elders, and he 

ordained him Elder and Metropolitan of melitene, and confirmed the peace. 

And the Maphrian returned to melitene, and from there [he came] to 

NINEVEH. 

And in the year 1585 (a.d. 1274) the church of our people which was in 

the city of Baghdad, near the palace of the Khalifah, was restored by the 

help of the chief of the lawyers, safi ad-dawlah suliman bar gamala. 

And in the year 1588 (a.d. 1277) severus, bishop of Tabriz, died, and the 

believers mourned his death greatly, and they gave a general agreement to 

Joseph the monk, his nephew. And he came and was ordained in the 

monastery of mar mattai by the Maphrian in the days of the Fast of Forty 

Days; and he went and sat in the Church of Tabriz and was named 

Dionysius. And in the year, in the days of the Festival of the Resurrection, 

the Maphrian went down to Baghdad and kept the festival there. And he 

ordained shams ad-dawlah mari, the son of am!n ad-dawlah taoma, a 

deacon, and with him others of the sons of noblemen. And he also conse¬ 

crated muron oil in the church of the Catholicus of mar thomas the 
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Apostle, which was in the gate of muhul, and he ordained other deacons in 

another church of the Mother of God in Baghdad. 

Now before the Maphrian went into Baghdad he sent and informed 

Archdeacon Thomas [of his coming], and he informed the Catholicus mar 

denha, and he sent bishops and many Baghdad noblemen to meet the 

Maphrian, and when he went into him he honoured him greatly on the 

roadside. And he turned to the great crowd of Jacobites and nestorians 

and said unto them, ‘Blessed are the people whom he thus hath.’ And 

having remained there the whole summer, in the latter months of the year 

1588 (a.d. 1277), he went up to tagrith and sojourned in the famous 

churches which are therein. And all the nobles of tagrIth in every place 

rejoiced at this, for during the whole period of sixty years since the time 

when Ignatius, who became Patriarch, went forth from the town the 

Maphrian had never entered it. And having stayed there for about two 

months, he went back to nineveh and ordained three bishops, the first 

being michael, who is mukhles for beth raman, the second basil for the 

monastery of mar mattai over the diocese of beth takhshur, and the 

third denha, that is JOHN, over the monastery of mu'allak. 

And on the Sabbath of the Great Fast of the year 1590 (a.d. 1279), 

whilst the Maphrian was in the city of maragha, athanasius, bishop of 

beth nuhadhra, that is bar-summanah, died in bartall!—a capable and 

excellent man—and he was carried to the monastery of mar mattai. And 

in this year simon, the man who was known as bar-kaligh, who was 

bishop of the city of tus in khorasan, and denha, the Catholicus, had 

ordained him Metropolitan of the Chinese, began to magnify himself over 

the Catholicus before he went to china. And he sent and had him brought 

to him to the city of ’ashna in ’adhorbijan. And he stripped him of 

everything which he had, and he shut him up in the Monastery of mar 

behnam, which is in the city of lakhah. And when he fled from there to 

the mountains, certain of the men of the mountains seized him and 

brought him to the Catholicus, and he shut him up in his own cell. And 

after a few days simon and the bishops and monks who were with him died, 

but how this took place many people hold many and various opinions. 

And in the year 1591 (a.d. 1280), on the fourth day of the Sabbath of 

the Passion, John, bishop of gazarta of kardo, died. And because of his 

very long illness he had long ago spent everything which he had. He had 

freed the captive and he had sent to the monastery and the Maphrian 

everything which he possibly could, and he did not leave behind him a 
single coin. 

And in the year 1592 (a.d. 1281) mar denha, the Catholicus, having set 

out to go to Baghdad, was taken ill on the road. And after he reached the 

city he lingered on for a few days. Then on the night of the second day 

of the week which lighteneth the Great Fast, he departed this life on the 
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24th day of shebat of that year. Whilst mar denha was still alive two 

Uigur monks came from china,1 by the command of kublai, the Great 

Khan, to go and worship in Jerusalem. And when they arrived in these 

countries they could neither find a road nor the means of travelling 

[further]. And they tarried with mar denha, and so that his enemy bar- 

kal!gh might not go to china, mar denha ordained one of these two 

Uigur, that is to say Turkish, monks Metropolitan of China, and gave him 

the name of ‘yahbh ’allaha’. And whilst they were preparing to go back 

to their country mar denha died. Then the Amir ’ashmut, who was a 

kinsman of theirs, spake concerning yahbh ’allaha to the King of Kings, 

saying, ‘The Christians wish him to be their Catholicus. And the people 

of Baghdad also wish for him because by reason of his affinity with the 

MONGOLS both in race and in language, they will be helped by him.’ How¬ 

ever, the matter was a Royal Pukdana went forth that yahbh ’allaha was to 

be the Catholicus. And he collected about four and twenty bishops, and they 

went down to seleucia and ctesiphon, and they ordained him Catholicus. 

Now although this mar yahbh ’allaha was weak in the Syrian doctrine and 

literature, he was by nature a good man, and the fear of God was found in 

him, and he displayed much affection for us and the children of our nation. 

And in the year 1593 (a.d. 1282), in the days of spring, the Maphrian 

set his face to go to the city of tabr!z, and to complete the building of the 

new church which was there, for there were very many things lacking in 

its house of prayer (oratory). And as he was travelling along he joined the 

caravan of the daughter of king mangalijn in order to be in her retinue, and 

the report arrived of the departure (i.e. death) of ’abaka, the King of Kings. 

Therefore he left the Tabriz road, and journeyed directly to the tak 

(Mongol palace), where the new king was about to rise up (or succeed). 

And when he arrived there, and the valiant ’ahmad had been elected and 

was seated on the royal throne, the nobles introduced the Maphrian into 

his presence. And he recited prayers and blessings according to custom. 

And ’ahmad commanded, and a marvellous Patent was written for the 

churches of ’adhorbijan, and ’athor and beth nahrin. And he left and 

came and dwelt in the church of Tabriz, and he completed the building 

of the house of prayer which is therein. And he crowned it with a gate of 

sculptured (i.e. hewn) stones. And he also built cells above the oratory for 

the pilgrims, and a cemetery for the dead. And because with the exception 

of the sardab which is under the temple there was no place for the throne 

of the bishop, he built a summer-house and a winter chamber of the fire¬ 

place (or furnace), and he completed everything according to his utmost 

ability. But in truth it was his brother bar-sawma who managed and carried 
out all these things. 

1 The full story is told by Mar Yahbh-AllSha, who was one of the two monks in my 

Monks of Kublai Khan, London, 1928. 
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At the beginning of the year 1594 (a.d. 1283), after the death of the 

Patriarch mar ignatius, envoys came from the monastery, and with them 

were letters of submission and apology for the haste which they had been 

obliged to submit in establishing the new Patriarch, and the Maphrian 

would not receive them. Afterwards rabban simon, the physician himself, 

came to the Maphrian, and with many words [tried to] coax him into 

receiving his brother’s son. And the Maphrian would not be coaxed, and 

replied, ‘From ancient times the holy fathers have laid it down that a 

Maphrian cannot be established without a Patriarch, and a Patriarch cannot 

be established without a Maphrian. And since these [men] have trans¬ 

gressed the law and the canons of the Fathers, I have no part with them, 

neither will I associate myself with them in their transgression of the law.’ 

Thereupon the physician left and went away offended. And the Maphrian 

set out with the caravan and daughter of the king to come to nineveh. 

And whilst he was on the road taj ad-dawlah, the son of rabban simon, 

came to him about this matter. And because the Maphrian had brought 

up this man and educated him, and loved him like a son, he received him 

and the gifts which were with him. 

And the Maphrian wrote a letter of agreement to philoxenus and said 

unto him, ‘Peradventure thou wilt think of me that I myself had the desire 

to rise up [as Patriarch], and that because of this I am angry. God Himself, 

who trieth hearts, knoweth that there is not in me one member that wisheth 

this. [And I do not do so] for many reasons. For one reason, for nearly 

forty years I have been entrusted with the rank of high-priesthood, twenty 

years in the West, and twenty years in the East, and I am sated with this 

state of authority. Therefore I desire rest, and relaxation, and a life of 

peace (or, tranquillity), and the conclusion and the good end which is 

reserved for men of peace. Another reason is that in this my eastern dio¬ 

cese, by the grace of God, I live in great content, and I lack nothing therein. 

Am I to flee from it and go to another like my predecessors ? For although 

our time is in a disturbed state, the quiet which I have in the East existeth 

for no other [man]. The third reason is this. Even if I had the longing for 

the Patriarchate like other men, inasmuch as the dioceses of the West are 

laid waste, in this case for which could any desire remain in me ? Supposing 

I had a desire for antioch ; it is in a state of lamentation and tears. Or for 

the priestly diocese of gumya wherein there remaineth not a man to 

micturate against a wall; or aleppo, or mabbugh, or calonicus, or edessa 

and harran, all of which are laid waste; or the seven dioceses which are 

round about melitene, in none of which doth a single house remain [stand¬ 

ing], viz. lakabhin, and arka, and kallisura, and gubbos, and samha, 

and claudia and gargar. And from these [reasons] it is manifest that the 

cause of my complaining was your action which cannot be praised, and is 

to be condemned, for ye have done what ye have done without the consent 
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of the Westerners and the Easterners. Therefore ye know [it], and your 

Lord, who is no accepter of persons, also knoweth [it]/ 

And at this time the Maphrian joined in matrimony two physicians who 

were his disciples in the city of Tabriz ; and he made abu’l’kairman dwell 

in Tabriz, and JOHN in maragha. And when he came to nineveh in the 

days of the Lord’s Fast of the year 1595 (a.d. 1284), he elected job the 

monk, an Elder, to beth kudidha, and he laid the hand of episcopacy upon 

him, and called him Joannes, and named him to the diocese of beth 

nuhadhra. And he was the twelfth of the bishops whom the Maphrian 

ordained in the East. 

And in that year the village of beth ’akre, in which was a sanctuary of mar 

JOHN bar naggare was destroyed. And the thieves laid ambushes therein, 

and they robbed the Elders and Deacons who used to go there. And the 

Maphrian began to build a monastery in the name of the martyr in the 

north-west [quarter] of bartalli, a fortress of the country of nineveh. 

And the clergy had great content thereat. 

And in the year 1596 (a.d. 1285) the building of the renowned monastery 

which was in the fortress of bartalli, and which the Maphrian built in the 

name of the martyr mar John bar naggare, was completed. And since 

the believing queen dhesbina khatun had brought two marvellously 

skilled painters from Constantinople, from the king her father, to paint 

pictures for the church of the Greeks in the city of Tabriz, the Maphrian 

sent and brought one of them, and he began to paint pictures for the new 

church of bar naggare. And before this year the Maphrian had sent 

many monks and elders to bring portions (i.e. relics) of saints to the old 

church. And having gone, they dug and made excavations and they found 

nothing. And the holy martyr appeared unto certain believing men in a 

dream, and said, ‘If the Maphrian doth not come no relics will be found.’ 

Now the Maphrian did not place any confidence in the words of these lay 

folk. He made a pretence of being sick, and he shut the door of the 

chamber in his cell, wherein he passed the night, upon himself, and he 

fasted and prayed, and spoke to no one from the night Friday until the 

night of the first day of the week following, the 23rd day of the month of 

the latter teshrin of this year. And after the Office of the night [was 

said], and he was partly awake and partly asleep, he saw a splendid young 

man who said, ‘There are relics under the old throne (i.e. altar).’ And 

when the Maphrian heard this he cried out to his brother and said, ‘I 

myself wish to go and seek for relics.’ And they brought horses for him 

and the two holy bishops. And they mounted their beasts and went to the 

old church. And the Maphrian told the diggers to dig in the place where 

in former times the altar had stood. And when they had gone down in the 

ground nearly as far as the height of a man, they found a funerary chest, 

and above it was a bowl filled with dust (or ashes), and below it, in the 
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middle of the chest was a coffer [made] of alabaster. And when they had 

opened it by force, they found in it portions of bones which had been 

treated with sweet-smelling unguents; and they rejoiced with a great joy. 

And they sent and informed bartalli, and the Elders and the Deacons and 

all the clergy went out to meet them, and with hymns and psalms they 

brought the coffer into the haikal of the new church and placed it in the 

martyrium which was therein. And on the first day of the week after the 

discovery of these relics the Maphrian ordained Gabriel, a monk of 

bartalli, [and] mattai, bishop of gazarta, a city of kardo, and he called 

him dionysius. This man was the architect of this monastery which the 

Maphrian built, and he built it over the relics of the holy man bar naggare, 

after the diocese had remained a widow for a period of five years. 

And in the year 1597 (a.d. 1286), which was the sixtieth year of the birth 

of the Maphrian, he feared death and he expected it. For he said, Tn that 

year in which kronos and zeus were in conjunction in the Zodiacal Sign 

of Aquarius I was born. And twenty years after, when they were in con¬ 

junction in the Zodiacal Sign of libra, I was ordained bishop. And twenty 

years after, when they were in conjunction in the Zodiacal Sign of Gemini, I 

undertook the office of Maphrian. And after another twenty years, when 

they will be again in conjunction in the Zodiacal Sign of Aquarius, I think 

that I shall go out of this world.5 And he used to say, ‘O net of the worlds, 

in the year 1537 (a.d. 1226) thy snare seized me, and I think that in the 

year 1597 (a.d. 1286) I shall not be in thee.5 

[The Death of Bar Hebraeus] 

From this point and onwards, bar-sawma, the brother of the writer, 

setteth on record the narrative of his death, [showing] when and where 

and how it took place. 

Now in this year, when he was continually brooding on this evil thing, 

and it was wholly impossible to make him escape from it, he was living in 

the region of nineveh. And because the thieves and robbers from Syria 

were in the habit of raiding it every year in the summer, and they plundered 

and looted, and killed and carried off into slavery the people of the country 

of Mosul, his brother, disturbed by the state of affairs, thought and said, 

‘Peradventure, they might accidentally fall into the hands of the robbers, 

and the words of the Maphrian [as to his death] actually be fulfilled.5 And 

bar-sawma began to urge the Maphrian, and to importune him, and to 

press him incessantly concerning the departure to maragha, a city of 

’adhorbijan, so that perchance the Maphrian might be saved from this 

death upon which he was brooding continually. And being pestered by 

his brother, he consented at length and departed thither. And when he was 

living there, honoured by both great and small, the foremost men among 

the arabs asked him to turn the Chronography which he had composed 
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in Syriac into the Saracenic language so that they also might read and 

enjoy it. To this the Maphrian agreed, and straightway he began to turn 

the [book into Arabic] in noble and exceedingly eloquent language. [He 

worked] for a month of days, until he had very nearly finished it, and there 

remained of it [untranslated] perhaps three folios. 

But in the night of the Sabbath of the 28th day of tammuz (july), he 

felt somewhat feverish, and he was burnt up with the heat thereof the 

whole of that night. And on the first day of the week the physicians came, 

and they contended that he must drink a root (or drug) and physic his 

body. But he would not agree to this, for, said he, ‘The drug will not do 

any good, for [my] time hath come,5 although he was like a lion, and that 

year his body was stronger, and his constitution healthier than it had been 

in former years. But to speak briefly in these three days he had become so 

weak that when on the [following] Sunday he asked for a reed and paper that 

he might write and bequeath his cell to his disciples, he was unable to hold 

the reed and to write at all. But in every hour once and twice he smote his 

left hand with his right, saying, ‘My strength hath come to an end and is 

exhausted. Thou hast wronged me, my brother, in that thou didst not 

let me die and be surrounded by the bishops, and monks, and elders and 

deacons, at the head of whom I have this day stood for two-and-twenty 

years. My brother, thou didst make me flee from death, and behold my 

flight hath not profited me. Nevertheless, be strong and of good courage, 

and thou shalt neither weep nor mourn excessively as if [my death] was 

something new in the world. Certainly not.’ These encouragements and 

others like thereunto he uttered throughout that day, and he was cheerful, 

and laughed, and he did not dread and fear death like other men. And 

forthwith he called sa id, the deacon and physician, and said unto him, 

‘Write down what I am going to say unto thee.’ And he made the beginning 

of his discourse thus: ‘Man, his days are like the grass, and he springeth up 

like the flower of the field.’ Then after he had finished the Confession of 

his Faith, as was fitting, he brought forth two orders, one concerning the 

throne of the Patriarch, and the other the throne of the Maphrian and the 

administration of his cell. And he delivered them into the hands of his 

brother. And he began to lay commands on his disciples, and said, 

‘Dwell ye in love, and separate not yourselves from each other, for every 

time in which ye shall be gathered together in love I shall be in your 

midst.’ 

Then those miserable men rent their garments, and poured dust on their 

heads, and wept until about three hours of the night had passed; mean¬ 

while he never ceased from telling stories with laughter and a cheerful face. 

[Suddenly] he went out like a lamp. I ought not to say ‘like a lamp’, but 

like a glorious and brilliant beacon, and the great pillar [of fire] of the few 

and feeble Jacobites. And he went to his Lord on the third [day of the 
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week], on the 30th day of the month of tammuz (July), in the year 1597 

(a.d. 1286) of the GREEKS. 
And because mar yahbh ’allaha, the praiseworthy Catholicus, was at 

that time in the city of maragha, he commanded that no man should go 

to business in the bazar, and that no man should open [his] shop. And he 

sent out a beater of a board (i.e. bell-ringer), and all the people gathered 

together at the cell of the Maphrian. And the Catholicus sent the bishops 

who were with him, and many large candles, and a whole crowd of 

Armenians and Greeks were there, but of our own community only four 

Elders were present. About two hundred souls were gathered together, 

and they stood in prayer from dawn until the ninth hour. O what a day 

of perdition and a morning without mercy! O what a day of wrath and 

night of death which burst upon the brother of this saint who was joined 

unto the angels and left the poor and miserable ones in suffering, and 

weeping, and sadness, and tears and sighs. And when the nestorians , and the 

Greeks, and the Armenians had finished their prayers, and prepared him for 

burial in a fitting manner, they deposited his holy body in a little altar whereat 

a man might pray and make an offering whensoever he was in maragha. 
Who is there that will not weep for the excellent people of the jacobites 

when he seeth that they were left as orphans by this man who stood alone, 

and was a marvellous philosopher. And there remained not among them 

any one who could inform a stranger by an answer to any question, 

whether it concerned the Church or some profane matter, whether it was 

difficult or easy, or who could write a discreet, or courteous, or an admoni¬ 

tory letter, as could this man whom God adorned with every kind of 

learning both of those who are in (i.e. natives) and those who are out 

(i.e. foreigners). And from the time when he was twenty years old until 

[he drew] the last breath he never ceased from reading and writing. And 

he composed and wrote many books, and he could translate from one 

language into another. 

[Here bar-sawmA gives a list of the one and thirty books which his 

brother wrote or translated, but in order not to break his narrative 

they are enumerated on p. xxxii f.] 

And though during the whole period of his life the Maphrian was occu¬ 

pied with books, he never ceased to build new churches and restore those 

that were overthrown from the beginning of his episcopate. He began in 

aleppo and he built a huge khan (i.e. inn or guest house) by the side of the 

church which was therein, [which entailed] sundry and divers expenses, for 

at that period Arabdom was in a sound and flourishing condition. And 

those (i.e. the churches) which are in maragha, and Tabriz, and bartalli 
are manifest to everybody. And whensoever he passed a day in any place 

he never ceased from restoring some [sacred] building, and he spared no 

expense nor considered the losses which he suffered. I do not say these 
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things in the way of laudation—indeed it would not be right for me to 

praise, lest it might be thought that I have written these things as if I had 

been conquered by a defeat—but for me to hide a lamp under a bushel 

would not be just. And behold, I leave on one side the story of the excellent 

and chosen Orientals who saw his manner of life, and his diligence, and 

the power of his writings and his humility. If he is worthy of praise they 

would praise, and if he is worthy of blame they would blame, I shall not 

be blamed when I say a very little about his excellent mode of life, and his 

marvellous qualities because they were revealed to me more than to 

strangers. For during forty years I never saw him receive in his hand a 

daric (i.e. gold coin) or a zuza (i.e. copper coin). And when the believers 

brought to him bags of money as for a blessing, they crowded together that 

they might put them into his hand; and when he was unable to grasp them 

they set them down before him. And thus [the money] remained there 

until one of the disciples went into the place where he was, when he would 

say straightway, ‘Take this away from in front of me.’ Certain men when 

they were kissing his hands were in the habit of placing the bag of money 

under a covering cloth (or carpet). And of this we have knowledge from 

the fact that when he moved from one place to another, and they were 

lifting up that cloth many bags (i.e. purses) of money were found beneath 

it. And when he learned (or got the knowledge) that a few zuzi were 

collected in the cell, he schemed and thought out a plan whereby he might 

spend them. As for his goodness, and his humility, and his gentleness, and 

his pleasantness of his conversation, and his great-heartedness, I have not 

the power to define them or to set them down in writing, for I am too 

uneducated and feeble, and I lack the power of speech (i.e. eloquence) to do 

so. It is better for me to hold my peace, for I am confident that the nobles, 

and the brethren, and the chosen doctors with whom he was in the habit 

of holding frequent intercourse will, according to their powers, assign to 

him the true measure of his excellencies. And that is sufficient as far as 

I myself am concerned. 
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In his biography of his brother Bar Hebraeus Bar-Sawma says: ‘And here 

I enumerate the names of his books which are one-and-thirty1 in number.’ 

His list is as follows: 

1. teghrath teghrAthA, or Mercatura Mercaturaram, a work dealing 

with Physics and Theology. This is an abridgement of the large work 

(No. io) hewath hekhmetha, or the ‘Butter of Wisdom’, and goes over 

the same ground in briefer terms. 

2. kethabha dhe-bhAbhAthA, or ‘Book of the Pupils of the Eyes’. This 

is a compendium of the art of logic or dialectics. The seven chapters in it 

deal with the isagAge of Porphyry, the categories, de interpretatione 

ANALYTICA PRIORA TOPICA, ANALYTICA POSTERIORA, and DE SOPHISTICIO 

ELENCHIS. 

3. kethabha dhe-sewadh sophia, or ‘The Book of the Speech of 

Wisdom’. This is a compendium of dialectics, physics and metaphysics or 

theology. 

4. kethabha dhe-sullAkA hawnAnAyA, or ‘The Book of the Ascent of 

the Mind’. This is a treatise on Astronomy and Cosmography, and was to 

be used in connexion with the tables in his Astronomical Almanack. It 

was written in the year 1279. 

5. kethAbhA dhe-menArath kudhshe, or ‘The Lamp of the Sanctuary’. 

This work deals with the twelve fundamental principles (bases) on which 

the Church is established. These are: (1) On knowledge. (2) The nature 

of the universe. (3) Theology. (4) The Incarnation. (5) Knowledge of 

celestial substances. (6) The priesthood on earth. (7) Evil Spirits. (8) The 

rational soul. (9) Free will and liberty, Fate and Destiny. (10) The 

Resurrection. (11) The end of the world, the Last Judgement, &c. 

(12) Paradise. 

6. kethAbhA dhe-zalghi, or ‘Book of Rays’. This work contains ten 

sections and deals with theology in the same way as No. 5. 

7. kethAbhA dhe-semhe, or ‘Book of Lights’. The fuller of the two 

treatises on Grammar. 

8. kethAbhA dhe-ghrammatik!, or ‘Book of Grammar’ in the metre of 

Mar Aphrem. 

9. kethAbhA dh’ Ithikon, or ‘Book of Ethics’ (composed at Maraghah 

in 1279) in Four Parts: I. Exercises of the mind (prayer, study, &c.) and 

body (manual labour, fastings, vigils, &c.). II. The regimen of the body. 

III. On the purification of the soul. IV. On the adornments of the soul. 

1 These are carefully classified by Baumstark (op. cit., pp. 313 f.), who adds in his notes 
copious references to the existing manuscript authorities and the published literature. 
See also Assemani, B.O. ii, pp. 268 f., and Wright, Syr. Lit., pp. 268 f. 
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10. The great Book hewath hekhmethA, or ‘Book of the Butter of 

Wisdom’,1 which comprises the whole of the Aristotelian discipline. 

Vol. I deals with Logic, vol. II with Physics, vol. Ill with Metaphysics 

(Part I) and Ethics, Economics, and Politics (Part II). No. 2 is an abridge¬ 

ment of this great encyclopaedia. 

11. kethabha dhe-remze wa-me'irAn-wAthA, or ‘The Book of Indica¬ 

tions and Prognostications’. This is the Syriac translation of Ibn Sina’s 

Kitab al-isharat wa't-tanbihat, i.e. Theoremata et Exercitationes, a course of 

logic, physics, and metaphyscis. See B.O. ii, p. 270, note 2. 

12. kethabha DHE-HUDDAYE, or the ‘Book of Directions’. This is the 

final authority for the Jacobites on every matter which concerns the clergy 

and the laity. See B.O. ii, p. 299. 

13. kethabha-dhe-dhioskoridhis. This is a Syriac translation of the 

great treatise on Materia Medica by Dioscorides (Tiepi vXrjg iarpiKrjs). 

It deals with the forms, properties, and powers of herbs and plants and the 

forms in which they are to be administered. 

14. The Great Book of ghAfiki. This is an abridgement in Syriac of 

Al-Ghafiki’s Al-Adwiyah al-mufradah, or ‘Book of Simples.’ The Arabic 

book was in three large volumes. 

15. kethabhA dhe pushAkA dhe pushAke. This is an Arabic translation 

of the aphorisms of Hippocrates. 

16. kethAbhA dhe-shuwAle dhe-hunain. This is a Syriac translation 

of Quaestiones Medicae of Hunain ibn Ishak in Syriac. 

17. kethAbhA dhe-zig de-sharwAye, or Tables of Astronomical Calcu¬ 

lations for the Use of Beginners. 

18. kethAbhA dhe-zabdat al-asrAr, or ‘The Cream of Secrets’. This 

is a Syriac translation of an Arabic work by Athir ad-Din Mufaddal ibn 

'Omar al-Abhari (died in 1262). See Wright, Syr. Lit., p. 271. 

19. kethAbhA dhe-makhtebhAnuth zabhne, or ‘Chronography’. This 

is a Universal History in three parts. Part I contains the political History 

of the World from the Creation to a.d. 1286. Part II contains a history of 

the Church from Aaron downwards. Part III contains the history of the 

Eastern division of the Syrian Church from St. Thomas onwards. See 

Wright, Syr. Lit., p. 279. When Bar Hebraeus removed from Nineveh to 

Maraghah in 1286, because his brother was afraid that they might be killed 

during one of the raids which the robbers from Syria were wont to make 

upon the town every year, at the request of some of his Muhammadan 

friends he began to make an Arabic translation of Part I of his chrono¬ 

graphy. He worked at this for a whole month, and had only three more 

leaves to translate when death overtook him. This Arabic version is called 

al-mukhtasar fi’d-dawal, and contains many references to Muslim 

writers and literature which are not found in the Syriac work. 

1 Also called the ‘Book of the Wisdom of the Wise’. 
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20. kethabha dhe-pushak helme, or ‘Book of the Interpretation of 

Dreams’; this Bar Hebraeus wrote when he was a young man. 

21. KETHABHA DHE-THUNNAYE MEGHAHHEKHANE, or ‘Book of Laughable 

Stories’. The Arabic rendering of this work is called daf' al-hamm, or 

‘The Driving Away of Care’. 

22. kethabha dhe-yauna, or the ‘Book of the Dove’, a work on the 

regimen of Anchorites and hermits who have no spiritual directors. It 

contains four parts which deal with: (I) The training of the body. (II) The 

training of the soul. (Ill) The spiritual content which is enjoyed by the 

perfect. (IV) An account of his own spiritual experiences and difficulties 

in respect of religious belief and practices. 

23. kethabha kanuna rabba dhe abu 'al!, or, ‘The Book of the Great 

Canon of Abu All bar-Sina (Avicenna)’. This book deals with the medicine 

of the body, but it contains the Syriac translation of only four quires of 

the Arabic original. Death overtook Bar Hebraeus before he could finish 

the translation. It will be noted that it is numbered 24 in the list given by 

Assemani in B.O. ii, p. 272, and that there is no No. 23. For the reason 

see B.O. ii, p. 269, col. 1, of the notes. 

24. The ‘Book which is on the hands, that is to say, Kethabha dhe 

Makhtebhanutha Zabhne’. 

25. The great book in which all the opinions of physicians are given at 

length. This is presumably his great Book of Medicine. Unfinished? 

26. kethabha DHA-BHELESUsiraA, or ‘The Book of the Spark’. This is a 

small book on Grammar which Bar Hebraeus left unfinished. 

27. KETHABHA DHE-PU SHAKA DHE- SHU WALE DHE-HUNAIN, Or ‘The Book 

of the Interpretation of the Questions of Hunain’ (i.e. the Questioner Medicae 

of Honain ibn Ishak). This translation is unfinished for Bar-Sawma says 

‘as far as Thiryaki’.1 

28. kethabha dhe-mushhatha, or ‘Book of Songs’ (see Assemani, B.O. 

ii, p. 308, No. 12), wherein are marvellous metrical homilies. 

29. kethabha dha-ausar raze, or ‘Book of the Storehouse of Secrets’, 

commonly known as the Horreum Mysteriorum.2 Bar Hebraeus collected 

therein an exposition, with the correct readings of the whole of the texts, 

of the Old and New Testaments. Wright (Syr. Lit., p. 274) describes it as 

a ‘critical and doctrinal commentary on the text of the Scriptures of the 

Old and New Testaments based on the Peshitta, but taking note of the 

various readings of the Hebrew text, the LXX, and other Greek versions, 

the later Syriac translations, and even the Armenian and Coptic, besides 

noting differences of reading between the Nestorians and Jacobites. The 

doctrinal portion is drawn from the Greek Fathers and previous Syrian 

1 For an account of theriaca, its component parts and method of administration, see 

Budge, Syrian Anatomy, vol. ii, p. 409. 

2 See J. Gottesberger, Barhebraus und seine Scholien zur heiligen Schrifts, Freiburg, 1900. 
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theologians, of course of the Monophysite school’. According to Baum- 

stark (p. 314) the work is based upon the writings of Dionysius bar-Salibhi 

and more remotely on those of Isho'dadh of Merv. The first volume of a 

complete edition of Part I of the ausar raze has recently1 appeared. A large 

number of its sections have been published by various scholars at various 

times. For lists of these see Nestle, Brevis Linguae Syr. Gram., 1881, 

pp. 31-2, and Baumstark, Syr. Lit., p. 314. 

30. The book of the exposition of hierotheus, in short sections.2 

The poetical works of Bar Hebraeus have always been, and still are, 

greatly admired by the Jacobites, but their author was not a poet in the 

true sense of the word. He possessed great skill in stringing together words 

in metre in verses of four lines, which often have the form of our old 

English ballads. Specimens of these have been published by C. von 

Lengerke, Greg. B. aliorumque Carmina syrica aliquot adhuc inedita, 

Konigsberg, 1836-8; A. Scebabi, Greg. B. Carmina, Rome, 1877. His 

poem on Divine Wisdom was published by Gabriel Sionita, Vet. philosophi 

Syri de sapientia divina po 'ema aenigmaticum, Paris, 1638, and was repub¬ 

lished by Yohanna Notayn Dara'uni, Carmen de Div. Sap. Auct. celeberr. 

viro Abulphargio, Rome, 1880. On the memra zaughnaya, written in 

twelve-syllable metre, and the epistle in seven-syllable metre which Bar 

Hebraeus sent to the Nestorian Catholicus Mar Denha, see Baumstark, 

Syr. Lit., pp. 319,320. On the anaphora and liturgy which Bar Hebraeus 

composed in ’Amid, see B.O. ii, p. 275. 

Bar Sawma’s list of the works of his brother makes it very clear that the 

literary activity of Bar Hebraeus was very great, and it seems at first sight 

as if he not only studied but wrote about every branch of learning which 

occupied the human mind in his day. But if we examine the list carefully 

it is evident that the works mentioned in it may be classified, and that they 

deal with a comparatively limited number of subjects, viz. theology, 

philosophy, grammar, astronomy and mathematics, medicine, and history. 

His ‘Book of Laughable Stories’ he wrote probably as much to amuse him¬ 

self as other people. Under theology may be placed: The Book of the 

Storehouse of Secrets, the Exposition of Hierotheus, The Book of Rays, 

The Lamp of the Sanctuary, The Book of Directions, The Book of Ethics, 

The Book of the Dove, The Book of Discernment, the Liturgy based on 

the work of Jacob of Edessa, and the abbreviated form of the Anaphora of 

James the brother of our Lord. 

Under philosophy we have: The Book of the Butter of Wisdom, i.e. the 

complete Aristotelian system of philosophy, The Book of the Speech of 

1 Sprengling and Graham, Barhebraeus’ Scholia on the Old Testament, Part I: Genesis- 

II Samuel, Chicago, 1932, 

2 In the list given in the Bodleian MS. (Hunt No. 1, p. 637) numbers 25 and 26 are 

omitted, so that only 29 works are actually given in it. 
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Wisdom, The Book of the Pupils of the Eyes, The Book of the Merchandise 

of the Merchants, The Book of Indications and Prognostications, and the 

Book of the Cream of Secrets. 

Under grammar must be grouped: The Book of Lights, The Book of 

Grammar, The Book of the Spark. 

Under astronomy and mathematics we have The Book of the Ascent 

of the Mind, which is a complete work on astronomy and cosmography. 

He wrote on Euclid and the Megiste of Ptolemy, and compiled an 

astronomical almanac Zigle. 

Under medicine must be included translations of Greek works on medi¬ 

cine by Dioscorides, Hippocrates, and Galen, and of Arabic medical 

treatises by Ghafiki, Ibn Sina (Avicenna), and others. 

That Bar Hebraeus was a great student of history is made manifest by 

his ‘Chronography’, which to us is the most important of all his works. It 

has been rightly described as a chronological and political History of the 

World. 



THE MAKHTEBHANUTH ZABHNE 

OR 

THE CHRONOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL HISTORY OF THE 

WORLD, PART I, BY BAR HEBRAEUS 

The chief aim and object of the life and work of Bar Hebraeus was to 

stimulate the interest of the Syrians in their history, language, and litera¬ 

ture, and to help them to maintain their position as a living force in Western 

Asia. He tried to make them realize the vital importance to them of some 

knowledge of the learning of both the Greeks and the Arabs. And he 

endeavoured to provide them with what may be regarded as authoritative 

text-books on their own language and religion, and also with translations 

into Syriac of some of the most important Greek and Arabic works on 

philosophy, history, and medicine. And he proved that if the Syrians 

wished to become an enlightened nation and not to remain merely as an 

ancient religious Christian sect, they must adopt and develop in their own 

special way the fruits of pagan culture and learning. To supply them with 

trustworthy information concerning the history of the great kingdoms of 

the world, and describe the parts which their rulers had played among the 

great nations, followed by a chronological History of the Church, he com¬ 

piled the book which he called makhtebhanuth zabhne. The exact 

meaning of this title is ‘Chronography’, but this word does not by any means 

describe fully the scope and miscellaneous character of the contents of the 

book. Bar Hebraeus knew that he was not the first to write such a book, 

for the Chronographies of Eusebius of Caesarea, Socrates the scholastic, 

Zachariah Rhetor, John of Asia, and Dionysius of Tall Mahre were well 

known to him. But he felt that there were periods of which no trustworthy 

history existed, and that he ought to do for later times at least what the 

above-mentioned historians had done for the earlier centuries of the 

Christian Era. The most recent Chronography known to him was that 

written by Michael,1 the Elder, the son of Elias, a priest of Melitene, and 

Abbot of the Monastery of Bar Sawrna, near Melitene. Michael was born 

in 1126, and was Patriarch of the Jacobite Church at Antioch from 1166 

until his death, which took place on the 7th of November, 1199. He knew 

Syriac, Arabic, and Armenian, and probably had a knowledge of Greek, 

and he wrote a Chronography which is now famous among scholars, 

whether Orientals or Occidentals. But the Chronography of Michael was 

1 See the Note by Chabot in his splendid edition of the Syriac version of the Chronicle 
published at Paris in four volumes. The title-page reads, ‘The Book of Makhtebhanuth 

Zabhne which was composed by Michael the Great, the Patriarch, according to an ancient 

manuscript preserved in the church of the Jacobites in the city of Edessa of Beth Nahrin. 
Printed in the city of Paris in the year of Christ 1899.’ 
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completed in 1196, and Bar Hebraeus set to work to write a record of the 
stirring events in Western Asia which had taken place since that year. The 
reader who is acquainted with the Chronography of Michael and that of 
Bar Hebraeus will see that although the latter scholar derived many of his 
facts from the work of the former, he does not hesitate to disagree with him 
on points of chronology and even important details. 

The first section or Part I of the Chronography of Bar Hebraeus deals 
with the government of the world, i.e. profane history, from the time of 
Adam to that of the conquests of the Mongols, which were taking place in 
his own time. Part II deals with sacred history, beginning with Aaron,, the 
first high-priest. When we reach the post-apostolic period it becomes a 
history of the Patriarchs of the Church of Antioch, and finally, after the 
age of Severus, of the Patriarchs of the Monophysite branch of that Church 
down to the year 1285, the year before Bar Hebraeus died. This forms 
Section I of Part II. Section II of this part gives the history of the Eastern 
division of the Syrian Church from St. Thomas the Apostle downwards. 
After Marutha (a.d. 629) it becomes the history of the Monophysite 
Maphrians of Taghrith (Takrit), but the Catholic Patriarchs of the 
Nestorians are carefully noted. It ends with the year 1286, the death-year 
of Bar Hebraeus, but his brother Bar-Sawma continued the history to 
1288, and another writer to 1496. The two sections of Part II have been 
treated at great length by Assemani in the second volume of his great work 
Bibliotheca Orientalis. And the complete Syriac text has been published 
by J. A. Abbeloos and T. J. Lamy in thee volumes, Section I in two 
volumes,1 and Section II in one volume,2 accompanied by a Latin transla¬ 
tion and notes. This edition of the Syriac text was opportune, and its 
appearance was welcomed by scholars in general, but both the editing of 
the text and the translation were severely criticized by Noldeke and others. 
Professor William Wright, the greatest Syrian scholar of his day, had greatly 
assisted the editors in their work, and in their preface they acknowledged 
the great value of his assistance in no uncertain terms. Wright was famous 
as an expert editor of Syriac texts, and all he remarked about the edition 
was ‘It might be advantageously reprinted, if revised by a competent hand’. 
Noldeke’s erudition was very great, but he had never edited a long work 
in Syriac, and therefore has no experience of the difficulties which are 
inherent in the work. 

THE PUBLICATION OF PART I OF THE CHRONOGRAPHY OF 

BAR HEBRAEUS 

Curiously enough the existence and importance of the Chronography of 
Bar Hebraeus was first made known to European orientalists by an excerpt 

1 Gregorii Barhebraei Chromcon Ecclesiasticum e Codice Musei Britannici descriptwn 
tomm. i, ii, Lovanii 1872. 

2 Tomus iii, 1877 (Paris and Louvain). 
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from the Arabic translation of it which Edward Pococke (1604—10 Sept. 

1691) published in his Specimen historiae Arabum, Oxford, 1650. This 

‘Specimen5 was one of the two first books printed in the Arabic character 

which issued from the Oxford University Press. Bar Hebraeus called this 

Arabic translation Al-Mukhtasar fCd Duwal, i.e. ‘Compendious History of 

the Dynasties’, and it was made by him during the last month of his life 

in answer to urgent requests made by Arab noblemen and scholars who 

wanted to read his profane history in their own tongue. Pococke added to 

the excerpt a series of essays on the history, language, literature, and religion 

of the Arabs, and his work was so greatly appreciated by scholars that a 

reprint of it edited by Joseph White was issued in 1806. In 1663 Pococke 

published the complete Arabic text of Al-Mukhtasar fCd Duwal with a 

Latin translation under the title of Historia compendiosa dynastiarum, but 

it excited little notice. 

A flood of new light was thrown on Bar Hebraeus and his life and works 

by J. A. Assemani, who published a long series of extracts from the Syriac 

and Arabic versions of the Chronography, with Latin translations and 

notes, in the second volume of his marvellous Bibliotheca Orientalis, Rome, 

1721, pp. 244 f. In the same volume he published the text, with a Latin 

translation, of Bar-Sawma’s biography of his brother Bar Hebraeus and 

the list of his works from the famous manuscript in the Vatican. Further 

information about Bar Hebraeus appeared in the great catalogue of manu¬ 

scripts which was published by St. E. and J. S. Assemani [Bibliothecae 

apostolicae nat. codd. MSS. Catalogus in tres partes distributus, Paris, 1858— 

1859), and the third volume of this work contained a Latin translation of 

nearly the whole of the two last sections of the Chronicum Ecclesiasticum of 

the Makhtebhanuth Zabhne. As these sections dealt with ecclesiastical history 

they interested Assemani more than the profane history given in Part I, but 

other scholars were now anxious to know exactly what that Part I contains. 

At that time P. J. Bruns, Professor of Oriental Languages in the Uni¬ 

versity of Helmstadt, was staying in Oxford, and he began to study the 

two manuscripts containing the works of Bar Hebraeus (Hunt 1 and 52) 

which are preserved in the Bodleian Library. The section which deals 

with the Crusades interested him specially, and in 1780 he published a 

portion of it in his De rebus gestis Richardi Angliae regis in Palaestina. This 

little book was so well received that Bruns determined to publish the 

complete Syriac text of Part I of the Makhtebhanuth Zabhne. He succeeded 

in enlisting the services of Dr. G. G. Kirsch as a translator, and nine years 

later the work appeared at Leipzig in two volumes,1 the first containing the 

1 Gregorii Abulpharagii sive Bar-Hebraei Chronicon Syriacum, e Codicibus Bodleianis 

descnpsit maximam partem vertit notisque illustravit P. J. Bruns . . . edidit ex parte vertit 

notasque adjecit G. G. Kirsch. . . . Lipsiae apud Adamum Fridericum Boehmium 
CIO 10 CCLXXXVIIII. 
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Syriac text and the second the Latin translation. Bruns seems to have 

printed the text from a copy of it which he made when he was in Oxford, 

but there is no evidence that the printed sheets were collated with the 

Bodleian manuscript. Passages about which he had difficulty were examined 

or verified for him by Professor Ford, Professor of Arabic at Oxford, but 

even so, many errors crept into the text when printed. The book was 

severely criticized by many scholars, especially by Bernstein,1 who went to 

Oxford and Rome and collated the original manuscripts and began to 

collect material for a scholarly edition of the Syriac text. He worked hard 

for a number of years and made good use of Lorsbach’s corrections, and 

emendations and suggestions, but death overtook him before he could 

publish the results of his valuable labours, and the only part of the new 

edition that saw the light was contained in the pamphlet entitled Greg. 

Barhebraei chronici syriaci e codd. MSS. passim emendati atque illustrati 

specimen primum, Lipsiae, 1822. Whether the edition of Bruns deserved 

all the vituperation which it received must ever be a matter of opinion, 

but when we consider the period at which it was produced it must be 

admitted that the publication of a small quarto volume containing several 

hundreds of pages of Syriac text set solid was at least a typographical 

triumph. The labour involved in copying the text and in reading and 

revising the proof sheets was very great, and none of Bruns’s critics had 

any experience in this kind of work; they could not understand the editor’s 

difficulties and they underrated them. The truth is that Bruns’s zeal and 

diligence were far greater than his knowledge of the Syriac language. And 

the same may be said of Kirsch; and neither of them had any experience 

in reading Syriac manuscripts generally. It is quite clear from the Latin 

translation that the meaning of many of the words in the Chronography 

were unknown to them, and that many of their renderings were the result 

of guesswork. The only Syriac Lexicon they had to refer to was that con¬ 

tained in Dr. Edmund Castell’s Lexicon Heptaglotton which was published 

in two volumes folio in 1669, or the separate Syriac section of it which was 

published by J. D. Michaelis at Gottingen in 1788. And as none of the 

Itineraries written by Arab travellers in Western Asia were published they 

could not make use of them in solving their geographical difficulties. It 

seems to me that these facts should be remembered by the Semitic scholars 

of our own time who have Payne Smith’s Thesaurus at their elbows, and 

1 His opinion of the work is given by him in the first part of his own edition of the 

Syriac text thus: ‘Sive enim textum ab editoribus publicatum, spectamus, ingenti ille 
mendorum scatet numero multisque turpiter labibus deformatus est; sive interpretationem, 

quae textui apposita est, consideramus, magna eius pars tot vitiis foedata est ac tantis 
maculis adspersa, ut qui huic libro studere veiint sive linguae, qua conscriptus, sive 
rerum caussa, qua in eo traduntur, iis quam maxime verendum est, ne plures magnosque 

facile in errores inducantur, qui summam in utendo eo ipsoque nitendo et prudentiam et 
cautionem adhibeant.’ 
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the Arabic texts of all the principal travellers and geographers on their 

shelves, to say nothing of Chabot’s edition of the Syriac Chronicle of 

Michael the Great, on which the Chronography of Bar Hebraeus is based. 

The edition of Bruns and Kirsch stirred up a certain amount of interest 

in the Syriac language, and the Syriac Chrestomathies of Michaelis, and 

Kirsch and Bernstein were published before the end of the eighteenth 

century. Several others appeared in the nineteenth century, e.g. those of 

Roediger (published in 1858 and twice reprinted) and Nestle (Berlin, 

1888). Nearly every editor of a Chrestomathy included extracts from the 

Chronography of Bar Hebraeus in his compilation, and those which 

Roediger selected fill forty-six pages. These and many other portions of 

the Chronography I had the good fortune to read with Professor William 

Wright, during my first year at Cambridge, and before I left the University 

I had read nearly the whole Chronography. Professor Wright was a great 

admirer of the historical writings of Bar Hebraeus, and he held his mastery 

of the Syriac language and his lucidity and eloquence in high esteem. His 

great desire was to get the Chronography re-edited and re-translated, and 

at his persuasion Dr. Charles Taylor (1840-1908), Master of St. John’s 

College, Cambridge, undertook the work. Professor Wright gave him a 

mass of notes, and for a few years Dr. Taylor worked at the translation 

steadily; Professor Wright died in 1889, and that seems to have brought 

his work to a standstill. At all events no part of Dr. Taylor’s translation 

has been published. 

BEDJAN’S EDITION OF THE SYRIAC TEXT OF THE MAKHTEBHAnCTH 

ZABHNfi OF BAR HEBRAEUS 

In 1890 Paul Bedjan, a native of ’Adhorbijan, published the complete 

Syriac text of the Makhtebhdnuth Zabhne at Paris (Maisonneuve) in one 

volume containing 599 pages. The title-page has a border of a wholly 

inappropriate character, and each page of text is enclosed in a frame of 

thick lines printed in red ink. At last the editing of the Syriac text had 

fallen into the right hands, for Bedjan’s knowledge of the language was 

both profound and scholarly, and he had read and copied and published 

more Syriac manuscripts than any of his contemporaries. It was well 

known that Bernstein had collated the contents of the Vatican manuscripts 

of the Chronography with those of Oxford, and that he had noted all the 

variants with meticulous care in order to use them in the edition of the 

text which he proposed to publish. But he was never able to do so, for 

death overtook him soon after the appearance of the first part of his edition. 

These notes passed into the possession of the Royal Library of Berlin, and 

the authorities of that great Library generously sent them to the Director 

of the University of Liege, who placed them at Bedjan’s disposition. 

Though these notes cleared away many of the textual inexactitudes of 
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Bruns and Kirsch’s edition, they left many difficulties unsolved. The 

punctuation in many places was inaccurate, in many pages the misprints 

or mistakes remained uncorrected, and many of the notes showed that 

Bernstein himself (the stern critic of others!) ‘ne possedant pas d’une 

maniere assez parfaite le genie des tournures orientales, met des marques 

de doute, la oil le doute n’existe pas’ (Bedjan, p. vi). A large number of 

the notes and ‘corrections’ of Bernstein had no value at all because they 

were generally faulty forms of words or proper names; these Bedjan dis¬ 

regarded entirely. And he removed from the text of the edition of Bruns 

all words which were not in the manuscripts. We may then conclude that 

we have in Bedjan’s edition a correct version of the Chronography as 

contained in the manuscripts of the Vatican and some other great libraries. 

Due regard was given by him to the observations made by Lorsbach, 

Arnold, and Mayer, and the emendations suggested by them and by him¬ 

self are, whenever doubtful, placed within parentheses and followed by ?. 

Many of the statements and opinions found in the Chronography are such 

as we should expect to find in the writings of a Jacobite, and Bedjan being 

a ‘Chaldean5 or Nestorian, hesitated about printing them in an edition 

which was chiefly intended for Western Syrians. But to have bowdlerized 

Bar Hebraeus’s text, or to have mutilated or abbreviated it in the smallest 

degree, would have been a colossal mistake, and would have reduced the 

value of the book in the eyes of scholars who were not theologians; Bedjan 

was well advised to give us the text, the whole text, and nothing but 

the text. 

In one very important matter Bedjan struck out a new line. The Chrono¬ 

graphy, like all other works of Bar Hebraeus, was written in the form of 

Syriac writing called ‘Syrian5 or ‘Jacobite5. Its general character is clearly 

shown by the extract from the text of the Chronography which is repro¬ 

duced in full size on Plate II from the Bodleian MS. Hunt No. i, and 

the extract on Plate III from the Bodleian MS. Hunt 54, in which this 

page is slightly reduced. The text is, of course, not vocalized, and the 

reader was expected to be able to supply the vowels for himself, as he would 

have to do in the case of an ‘unpointed5, i.e. unvowelled Hebrew or 

Arabic text. Now the Jacobites added vowels to many of their texts and 

as vowel signs they used r — a, * = e, - = i, * =0, and * = u, thus: 

But the Chaldeans or Nestorians use another form of Syriac writing, and 

wholly different signs for vowels. Thus in Bedjan’s text (p. 386) we have: 

J2)b£v3otA cpu&io blisA^ia ja\ip ^5**070 

And throughout he has been careful to show by points when the 

letters are to be hard or soft. He has done everything possible to facilitate 

1 And then the King of England went forth and took Cyprus. 
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the reading of the text, and he was fortunate enough to be assisted in this 

mighty task by Dr. Chamizer-Lenoir of the firm of Messrs. W. Drugulin 

of Leipzig, who was at once a fine Semitic scholar and a marvellous proof¬ 

reader. The book is a triumph of the art of the typographer, and it is the 

most accurate publication of a text in the Nestorian character that has 

appeared. In this respect very few of the most carefully written Nestorian 

manuscripts can be compared with it. Bar Hebraeus himself and all Syriac 

scholars must ever be greatly indebted to Pere Bedjan not only for his work 

on the Chronography, but also for his edition of the History of Yahb- 

’Allaha III,1 and for his volumes of the Acta Sanctorum. 

In the ‘Note’ prefixed to his edition Bedjan summarizes the life of Bar 

Hebraeus thus: 

Mar[y] Gregory ’Abulfaragh was born in the year of our Lord 1226, in the 
city of Melitene, which is in the country of Cappadocia, which is to-day called 
Malatya (Malatiah). By race he was a Syrian, and in his religion a Jacobite. 
And the writers say that he was called ‘Bar 'Ebhraya* (i.e. son of the Hebrew) 
because ’Ahron his father was a Jew; and he turned and became a Christian. 

Because of the rebellions and wars which took place, his parents set out and 
went and dwelt in Antioch, and there ’Abulfaragh became a monk. And after¬ 
wards he was ordained Bishop of Gubbos, and they translated him to the throne 
of L&kabhin, and from L&kabhin to the diocese of Beroea and Halab (Aleppo). 

In the year of our Lord 1264, on the 19th day of the month of the Latter 
Kanon, they ordained him Maphrian of the East, that is, head of the Jacobite 
bishops of Beth Nahrin, and ’Athor, and Babel and of the other eastern countries. 

During the twenty-two years in which he was Maphrian, he came several 
times to this our country of ’Adhorbijan. And in Maragha he compiled this 
famous and admirable [book of] MakhtSbhanuth Zabhne. And there he departed 
from this world, on the 30th day of the month of Tammuz, in the year of our 
Lord 1286. And that feeble man who toiled at the correcting of this book and 
over the printing of the same was a Chaldean from ’Adhorbijan. O our Lord 
pardon Thou the shortcomings thereof. 

1 See Budge, The Monks of Kubhlai Khan, p. 8. 
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‘Yet in that period (twelve centuries) some strangers of merit have been con¬ 
verted to the Monophysite faith, and a Jew was the father of Abulpharagius, 
primate of the East, so truly eminent both in his life and death. In his life he 
was an elegant writer of the Syriac and Arabic tongues, a poet, physician, and 
historian, a subtle philosopher, and a moderate divine. In his death his funeral 
was attended by his rival the Nestorian patriarch, with a train of Greeks and 
Armenians, who forgot their disputes and mingled their tears on the grave of an 
enemy.’ 

gibbon, Decline and Fall, Smith’s edition, vol. vi, p. 55. 

For some six and a half centuries the Jacobites who form the Eastern 

section of the Syrian Church have venerated the name of Bar Hebraeus, 

and held his writings in the highest esteem. To them his books contain the 

quintessence of wisdom, and the base of all knowledge, both sacred and 

profane. And of all the writers of their Church, and of all their philosophers 

and sages who have written in Syriac, which they believe to have been the 

first language spoken upon the earth and of divine origin, they regard him 

as the greatest and best, and the final authority on every kind of learning, 

whether native or foreign. For nearly three centuries Occidental scholars 

have agreed unanimously that Bar Hebraeus was as Assemani said ‘scripto- 

rum Jacobitarum facile princeps’ (B.O. ii, p. 244), and praised him as a 

grammarian, a theologian, an historian, a philosopher, as a scholar whose 

knowledge was encyclopaedic, and as a learned and versatile man. But 

Syriac scholars, whether in the East or in the West, have made no attempt 

to find out what Bar Hebraeus the man, apart from Bar Hebraeus the 

scholar, was like or to describe his character and disposition, and his 

personal opinions on the politics of the day, and his virtues and his faults. 

It seems that many of his personal characteristics and qualities and likes, 

and dislikes, and sympathies, may be deduced from the great mass of 

general information which is contained in his Chronography. This is no 

mere ‘Book of Dates’, but a very lengthy narrative of the events, both good 

and evil, which went to make up human affairs during the long period 

covered by this work. The following paragraphs are submitted in support 

of this assumption. 

The works of Bar Hebraeus show that he possessed in a remarkable 

degree the faculty of acquiring languages, which was and is a marked 

characteristic of the Hebrew. Hebrew was his mother tongue, but living 

as he did in Malatiyah, he learned Arabic at a very early age, and there is 

little doubt that he could speak, read, and write both Hebrew and Arabic. 

His mother may have been an Arab woman, but his profound knowledge 

of Syriac and the ease and eloquence with which he wrote it, suggests that 

she was a Syrian Christian. The influence which turned the son of Aaron 
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the Jew into a Christian, and made him write in Syriac instead of Hebrew, 

was evidently powerful, and must have been exerted on him early in life. 

He continued his reading of Syriac and Arabic works all his life, and this 

fact is proved by his quotations from authors whom he names in his 

various works. He read widely in Arabic and understood the history, 

language, and religion of the Arabs better than any other Syrian writer.1 

Assemani has given (B.O. ii, p. 311) a list of several writers in Greek, 

Syriac, and Arabic whose works are quoted by Bar Hebraeus. 

Whether he was able to read Greek is a question which is not easy to 

decide. Noldeke said that he could not, but with all respect to this great 

Orientalist, it is difficult to believe. Bar Hebraeus quotes the LXX 

apparently at first hand, and there are several references to Greek authors 

which suggest that he possessed at least a bowing acquaintance with this 

language. The Greeks and others, philosophers, physicians, historians, &c., 

whose works were extant in Syriac or Arabic, he, no doubt, used freely. 

Among the Greek writers quoted by him are Hermes Trismegistus,2 

Anianus, Africanus, Andronicus, Eusebius, Apollonius, Euclid, and 

Archimedes. 

In dealing with the history of Persia his narrative suggests that his know¬ 

ledge of the facts which he is giving was obtained at first hand, and in the 

Preface to the Chronography he says, ‘Therefore, according to what time 

hath brought, I, having entered the Library of the city of Maraghah of 

’Adhorbijan,3 have loaded up this my little book with narratives which are 

worthy of remembrance from many volumes of the Syrians, Saracens 

(Arabs), and Persians which are [preserved] here.5 Arab writers describe 

Maraghah as a very pleasant town on the river Safi, about seventy miles 

south of Tabriz, and it was surrounded by a great wall within which were 

situated the citadel and its fortifications. It was originally called Karigat 

al-Maraghah or the ‘Town of Meadows’, in allusion to the plantations and 

gardens and orchards among which it was situated. Under the earlier 

Mongols it became the capital of ’Adhorbijan, and assumed an importance 

it had never before known. The Mongols were patrons of science and 

learning generally, and Hulagu, the brother of Mangu Khan, immediately 

after he had taken and destroyed Baghdad in February 1258, ordered his 

astronomer Nasir ad-Din of Tus to build an observatory at Maraghah. 

This observatory stood just outside the town, and in it the famous tl-khani 

astronomical plates with their tables of calculations were preserved. The 

library which Bar Hebraeus mentions may have been connected with the 

1 Compare Baumstark (p. 312): ‘Der Sprosse einer judischen Familie . . . hat wie kein 
anderer syrischer Schriftsteller das geistige Erbe der islamischen mit demjenigen der 

national-kirchlichen christlichen Kultur verschmolzen.* 
2 The original was written in the Babylonian (Aramaic ?) language, but a Syriac version 

was known (B.O. ii, p. 310). 

3 The Atropatene of the Greeks. 
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observatory, though it is more probable that it was in the town itself. 

The ll-Khan Kazan (reigned 1295-1304) built an observatory at Tabriz, 

and that of Maraghah fell into decay. When we consider the friendly 

relations which existed between Bar Hebraeus and the Mongols it is hardly 

possible to doubt that he had a good knowledge of the Persian language, 

both spoken and written. 

In the section of the Chronography which deals with the rise and pro¬ 

gress of the power of the Mongols, Bar Hebraeus speaks with the directness 

and assurance which must come from a knowledge of their history acquired 

at first hand. This may have been gained by intercourse with Mongols at 

Maraghah, but the information which he gives is so detailed that it must 

have been derived from books or documents of some kind, and it is very 

probable that he could read Uigur, and perhaps even talk it. When Bar 

Hebraeus was a young man, his father, Aaron, acted as physician to one of 

the Mongol princes and healed him successfully; and the illustrious patient 

probably conversed with him in the Uigur language. That Bar Hebraeus 

himself was on friendly terms with the Mongols, and had a sympathy for 

them is evident from many passages in his history of them. The Laws of 

Chingiz Khan (see p. 354) appear to have been translated from some docu¬ 

ment verbatim. And his knowledge of the Chinese, however acquired, was 

considerable. 

From the above paragraphs it is clear that Bar Hebraeus was well 

equipped for his work linguistically, that he knew Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, 

and Persian well, and that he had some knowledge of Greek, and more 

than a mere ‘bowing acquaintance’ with Armenian and with some of the 

dialects of Turkestan, Mongolia, and Western China. 

There is no doubt that Bar Hebraeus was an original thinker and that 

he worked hard, and judged facts independently, but it is impossible to 

doubt that he was a skilful adopter of the works of others, and that his 

largest works were based upon the labours of his predecessors. But for the 

Commentaries on the Old and New Testaments by Jacob1 Bar Salibhi 

(died 1171), who in turn derived much information from the Commentaries 

on the Old and New Testaments written by Itho'-dadh of Merv in the 

ninth century, he could never have written the ausar rAze. In this work 

the renderings of the Hebrew text of the Old Testament, and the variants in 

versions of the Greek text, and the teachings of the Armenian and Coptic 

versions of the Bible are often given, and there is no doubt that he copied 

these from the works of older writers. The same is the case with the 

chronography, which borrows largely from the chronicle of Michael the 

Great, and which gives the history of the world from the Creation to the year 

1196. Bar Hebraeus does not always accept Michael’s conclusion, and in a 

few cases he shows that the great chronographer had made mistakes. 

1 i.e. Dionysius Bar-Salibhi, bishop of Mar'ash and Mabbogh. 
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The number of his books and the great length of many of them indicate 

that Bar Hebraeus was a rapid worker, and a swift writer, and his ‘Compen¬ 

dious History of the Dynasties’ (Al-Mukhtasar fCd Duwal) illustrates these 

facts. This work, with the exception of three folios, he translated from his 

Syriac Chronography into Arabic, adding many passages which dealt with 

the history and religion of the Arabs as he went, in less than a month, 

when he was an old man sixty years of age. His translations from Arabic 

into Syriac were also made with great rapidity, but even so it is difficult to 

discover how in the midst of all his other work he found time to write 

such lengthy translations as the great philosophical encyclopaedia called 

the ‘Butter (or Cream) of Wisdom’ (Hewath Hekhmetha) or ‘The Wisdom 

of the Wise’ (Hekhmatk Hekhmatha), for this work comprises the whole 

Aristotelian discipline. He must have spent every hour which he could 

snatch from his ecclesiastical duties in his writing closet, and he was 

indefatigable. After his elevation to the headship of the Jacobite Church, 

not being sufficiently occupied with the routine work which that high 

office demanded of him, he must needs lecture on Euclid and Ptolemy’s 

megiste between 1268 and 1272. As a result of his study of the megiste 

he compiled a set of astronomical tables for use by the students in the 

Observatory at Maraghah, and later (1279) he wrote an exposition on 

astronomy and geography (sullaka hawmanaya). His astronomical 

knowledge cannot, it would seem, have been very wide or deep, and in 

this case he can only be regarded as a ‘popularizer’ of a fascinating but 

little known science. This treatise shows that he had the faculty of absorb¬ 

ing scientific facts quickly, and was able to transmute abstruse or technical 

statements into language which was understanded of the people, and to 
impart information easily. 

Though Bar Hebraeus had a very retentive memory, it is tolerably 

certain that he took careful notes of all that he read; only by the use of 

copious notes arranged for easy reference could he have composed his 

books as quickly as he did. He reels out his facts like the dropping of water, 

and each group of facts falls into its proper place, and there is little 
repetition. 

The short biographies of famous men which are scattered through the 

Chronography show that he was a good reader of character, and that he had 

an eye quick to estimate the follies and fancies, the virtues and vices, and 

the wisdom and sense of his fellow men. He condemned sparingly, he 

judged not at all, but he regarded the idiosyncrasies of men with a certain 

amount of amusement and kindly cynicism. And all the time he was 

conscious of possessing secretly some of the qualities which he derided 

publicly. Take, for example, the subject of astrology, which he says was 

invented by Kainan, the son of Arphaxad (see pp. 6 and 7). In one passage 

he laughs at Ja'far the astrologer because he did not discover that the 
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being for whom he made a prediction was not a man but a cat (see p. 155), 

and in another he shows that Theophila’s prediction was fulfilled (see 

p.117). In yet another passage he laughs at the astronomers who, because 

of the conjunction of six wandering stars in Libra, with Mars in Gemini, 

on the 29th day of the sixth month of the Arabs, prophesied the coming of 

a wind storm and a flood which would destroy all mankind, because nothing 

of the sort happened (see p. 321). And again the astrologers predicted that 

heavy rains would fall, and that the rivers would flood the country, and 

yet not a drop of rain fell for a whole year (see p. 152). But in spite of these 

statements it is quite clear that Bar Hebraeus had some belief in astrology, 

a fact which is proved by a statement of his brother Bar Sawma, who says 

that in the year of the Greeks 1597 (= a.d. 1286), when Bar Hebraeus was 

sixty years of age, he was fearing death and expecting it, ‘For,’ he used to 

say, ‘in that year in which Chronos and Zeus were in conjunction in 

Aquarius I was born. And after twenty years they were in conjunction in 

Libra, and I was ordained bishop. And after another twenty years, when 

they were in conjunction again in Gemini, the Office of Maphrian was 

committed to me. And after another twenty years, when they are in con¬ 

junction again in Aquarius, I think that I shall go forth from this world’ 

(Hunt No. 1, p. 636, col. 3). Some one must have cast the nativity of Bar 

Hebraeus and laid out his horoscope probably when he was a young man, 

and he apparently never forgot the astrologer’s reading of the horoscope. 

And an Oriental to-day would say that it was the knowledge of it being 

perpetually in his mind killed him. Bar Hebraeus regarded the Magians as 

idolators because, like the Persians, they worshipped fire, but he approved 

of the Magi whose knowledge of astrology enabled them to understand the 

meaning of the star which led them to our Lord’s manger, where they 

presented their offerings and worshipped Him. 
The narrative of Bar Sawma given above (see p. xxviii f.) shows that Bar 

Hebraeus was tolerant in his religious opinions, and that he was on the 

whole a fair-minded and truthful historian. He was on good terms not 

only with the Nestorians, but also with the Arabs and Mongols, though 

he must have deplored the fighting and inevitable slaughter which went 

on among them incessantly. The only details in his narrative which seem 

open to doubt are the numbers of the various combatants, which he gives, 

and the numbers of the slain. Whether the facts tell against the Franks, 

or the Arabs, or the Mongols, does not concern him, he felt it to be his 

duty to record them, and he did so without comment. The hideous 

cruelties and atrocities of the Mongols must have horrified him, but he 

never makes any remark which showed that they did. Had he criticized 

the Mongol princes and their doings he would probably have fared ill. 

The influence and authority which he wielded among men depended 

largely on the fact that he was ‘recognized’ by the Great Camp of the 
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Mongols, and had probably received from the reigning prince a ‘pukdana’ 

or ‘Licence’ or ‘Patent’ to hold the office of Maphrian. Bar Hebraeus him¬ 

self uses the word Pukdana, which means literally a ‘command’, instead of 

its Mongol equivalent yarlikh or yarligh. The Yarlikh was a letter 

stamped with the great seal of the Kakhan or Khan in which the king called 

upon all officials and sundry other individuals to render to the bearer any 

assistance which he might require. To a high state official or great favourite 

the Khan gave both a paizah and a Yarlikh. The former was a gold tablet 

about 6 inches long and 2 inches broad,1 and was originally only given by 

the Mongol kings to members of the royal house who were to act as deputies 

for the king. Some Paizahs were made of silver2 and weighed as much as 

two pounds. The ‘Yarlikh al-tamgha’ was a special kind of warrant and 

bore upon it a red stamp or seal. The Mongol king who approved of the 

appointment of Bar Hebraeus to be Maphrian was probably Abga or 

Abagha, the eldest son of Hulagu Khan, who reigned from 1265 to 1281. 

It was he who confirmed the appointment of Yahbh-Allaha as Patriarch 

of the Nestorians and who gave him a gold Paizah, and in November 1281 

gave him a Yarlikh which authorized him to levy a tax of 30,000 dinars 

on the people for the upkeep of the monasteries and churches. Abga 

corresponded with the Pope and with Edward I, King of England, and 

was a powerful protector of the Christians. His successor, Ahmud 

Takudar (1281-4), was baptized when a child, but when he became king 

he embraced Islam. When Bar Hebraeus died the Mongol king was 

Arghon (1284-91). It is unlikely that either Abga or Arghon gave him a 

gold or silver Paizah, and assuredly not the power to levy taxes on the 

people, for Bar Hebraeus was a different man in everyway from Yahbh- 

Allaha III. 

We have seen that Bar Hebraeus attached some importance to astrology, 

and some passages in his Chronography show that he was not wholly 

averse from the practice of divination, under certain circumstances. He 

relates that arrows were used in divination at the election of Marwan 

(p. 103), and slips of paper on which names were written at the election of 

Monomachus (p. 200), and the Christians also used slips of paper when they 

needed guidance in the election of an ecclesiastical official. But it is clear 

that he had no belief in inquiries derived from the inspection of a liver 

(see p. no). From time immemorial Orientals have believed that the will 

of the Deity as regards future events were often disclosed to man in dreams, 

and Jews and Christians alike held this view. In his early manhood Bar 

Hebraeus also believed in the value and importance of dreams, for in the 

1 For a lithograph facsimile of the ‘Gold Tablet of Command* see Marco Polo, ed. 
Yule, vol. i, facing p. 342. 

2 A reproduction of the obverse and reverse of a silver Paizah with an inscription in the 

Mongolian tongue is given in Budge, Monks of KxLblai Khan, plate V. 
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list of his works which was compiled by his brother a Pushshak Helme or 

book dealing with the ‘Interpretation of Dreams’ is mentioned (see above, 

p. xxxiv, and Assemani, B.O. ii, p. 271, No. 20). And that his views about 

dreams were unchanged in his old age is proved by his brother’s narrative 

(see above, p. xxvii). In this it is said that Bar Hebraeus was greatly 

interested in the building of the new church which was dedicated to John 

Bar Naggare. When the building was finished he wanted to obtain relics 

of saints to bury under the altar, and he told certain men to go and dig 

among the ruins of the old church, where he thought relics ought to be 

found. Their search proved fruitless, and Bar Hebraeus was troubled. 

Some believing men had dreamed that there were relics underground there, 

but Bar Hebraeus did not pay much attention to them. One night, however, 

when half awake and half asleep, he saw in a vision a ‘splendid young man’, 

who said to him, ‘There are relics under the old throne (i.e. altar).’ Taking 

a couple of bishops with him, Bar Hebraeus rode with them to the old 

church, and told the diggers to dig out the site on which the old altar 

had stood. When they had reached a depth of about six feet they found a 

funerary coffer with a bowl of ashes on top of it and another containing 

human bones inside it. These relics were taken with great joy to the new 

church and placed in the martyrium there. 

Of all the books written by Bar Hebraeus the one which most clearly 

indicates his mental characteristics is the Kethabha dhe-ThunnayeMeghah- 

hekhane, or ‘The Book of Stories which provoke laughter’. This book con¬ 

tains a collection of seven hundred and twenty-seven 1 ‘ Stories’ which are 

divided into chapters of varying lengths. These were collected from the 

writings of Hebrews, Greeks, Syrians, Arabs, Persians, and Indians, and 

the book appears to have been put into its present shape by Bar Hebraeus 

himself in his old age. The Stories show that their compiler was a man who 

possessed a great fund of humour, coupled with shrewdness, and was an 

adept in reading the characters of men,and in noting the fads and the follies, 

and the virtues and the vices of all sorts and conditions of men, from kings 

to barbers and tax-collectors. His large books attest his piety, learning, and 

scholarship, but the Stories illustrate his broadmindedness and his versa¬ 

tility, and show that he loved a ‘good story’ even though they were of a 

character which we should not expect the great Maphrian to relate. His 

Stories are generally amusing and often cynical, but like Oriental Stories 

in general they are true to life. And their compiler has admirably suc¬ 

ceeded in inculcating the soundest and best teaching, both as regards the 

present and future life, by means of a series of concise anecdotes and 

x About sixty-eight of them were published by Adler, Bernstein, and Morales. The 
Syriac text of the whole collection, edited from the India Office MS. No. 9 and a manu¬ 

script in my private possession, was published by me with an English translation in 1897. 
See Budge, The Laughable Stories collected by Mar Gregory John Bar-Hebraeus, London 

(Luzac & Co., Semitic Text and Translation Series, vol. i). 
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sayings, and proverbs and aphorisms culled from some of the oldest and 

best literatures of the world. The Book of Laughable Stories covers a very 

wide ground and embraces a very miscellaneous group of subjects. We 

should hardly expect the idea of Woman’s Rights ever to have entered the 

head of the Maphrian, or even to have existed in an Oriental country in 

the thirteenth century of our era. But in Story No. 515 we read that a 

certain woman asked her neighbour, ‘Why should a man have power to 

buy a handmaiden and to lie with her, and to do whatsoever he pleaseth 

with her, while a woman hath no power to do any such things freely and 

openly?’ And her neighbour said to her, ‘Because the kings, and the 

judges, and the lawgivers are all men; and they have therefore acted the 

parts of advocates of their own causes and have oppressed the women.’ 

In his Stories of cranks and faddists and simpletons Bar Hebraeus 

pillories Christians as well as Pagans, and philosophers as well as lunatics. 

The Stories of the Christian ascetics (chap, v) are of great interest, and 

twenty-eight of the thirty-five stories which deal with them I have 

identified in the Syriac Version of the paradise of Palladius, which was 

compiled by Anan tsho', the famous editor of texts, and a monk of Beth 

Abhe.1 Bar Hebraeus seems to have used a copy of Anan Isho’s Recen¬ 

sion,2 for the similarity of his text to that of Anan Isho’s is too close to be 

accidental. 

More than twenty of the Stories deal with matters which are not 

generally discussed or mentioned in books which are intended for popular 

reading among western nations. Some of these refer to the physical rela¬ 

tions of men and women, and others are decidedly ‘coarse’. The scribe 

who wrote the India Office manuscript, which I used in preparing my 

edition of the ‘Laughable Stories’, seems to have realized that not all of 

them were profitable or suitable for all readers. By the side of some of 

these he wrote on the margin the word shewar, i.e. ‘skip’, and by the side 

of others he wrote kri, i.e. ‘read’. Thus in the ninth chapter (medical 

stories) he tells the reader to skip No. 327, which reads: Dixit medicus 

alius questo cuidam quia saepe cum feminis coire nequibat. ‘Carne vescere, 

vinum bibe, medicamentis utere in Venerem incitantibus, cum petulantibus 

versare ac lascivis—sic demum virum te praestare poteris.’ But the reader 

is told to read No. 328: Medicus quidam cui dixerat aliquis, ‘Clamosis 

ventris inflationibus afficior et ructationibus flatuosis’ respondit ‘Ventrem 

certe cum strepitu inflant pedita quae nequeunt evadere: de flatuosis 

tamen ructationibus non adhuc legi quid sint.’ And several most repulsive 

stories remain uncensored, e.g. No. 437, which reads: Avarus alius quidam 

1 The story of the Syriac compilation of the Book of Paradise is told by Thomas of 
Marga. See Budge, Book of Governors, vol. ii, p. 189 (chap. xv). 

2 The Syriac text of this Recension with an English translation was printed for private 

circulation by Lady Meux in two volumes in 1904. A reprint of the translation and the 
Apophthegmata was published in two volumes three years later. 
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aegrotans oleum medicis jubentibus, hausit: ubi alvum autem purgasset, 

servis, ‘Ite5, clamat, ‘oleum e stereo re meo colligite quo ad lucernas 

incendendo uti possimus.’ 

Now Bar Hebraeus was well aware that such stories were not suitable 

for general reading, and in a paragraph which follows No. 727 he says to 

the reader, ‘Peradventure, having meditated upon these miscellaneous 

stories which I have gathered together and arranged in this my book, thou 

mayest find one which lieth beyond the pale of the path of chastity, and 

which should neither be recited or acted upon by him that dwelleth chastely 

in flourishing and well-ordered monasteries, and mayest begin to heap 

imprecations upon me and to cast blame upon me. But do not do this. 

For as in the tabernacle of wisdom every kind of thing is necessary, 

nothing whatsoever that in a natural way sharpeneth the intelligence, and 

enlighteneth the understanding, and comforteth and rejoiceth the mind 

which is sorrowful and suffering, should ever be rejected. So likewise is it 

in a large house; for not only are vessels of gold and silver necessary, but 

even vessels made of gourd-skins. But to speak after the manner of an 

apostle, whilst thou dost purify thy mind and dost refine thine under¬ 

standing, thou wilt not find in this book a single petty or contemptible 

story, or one which is absolutely destitute of some intellectual profit.’ 



THE MONASTERY OF MAR MATTAI ON JABAL 
MAKLUB 

The last resting-place of the body of Bar Hebraeus, the Maphrian of the 

East, is in the church of the monastery of Mar Mattai, and as for some 

thirteen centuries it has been one of the most important centres of the 

Jacobite doctrine, a few notes on the history of the monastery may rightly 

be given here. 

Of the early life of Mar Mattai we know nothing except that he was a 

Christian, and that he lived either at Amid (i.e. Diarbekir) or in a village 

in the immediate neighbourhood of this city. He received the tonsure and 

adopted the garb of the ascetic life, and was living as a monk in a monastery 

when Julian the Apostate was fighting in Western Asia. Following the ex¬ 

ample of Diocletian, Julian promulgated an Edict in which he ordered the 

people to worship the old pagan gods, and he threatened all those who did 

not obey his command with floggings and tortures of various kinds. Many 

Christians apostatized and denied Christ and made the customary offer¬ 

ings to the gods in order to save themselves and their families from arrest 

and imprisonment, and from torturings and agonized deaths. But a large 

number of the monks and ascetics who lived in the religious houses and 

monasteries round about Amid not only refused to obey the Edict, but 

made up their minds to help the laity in resisting it also. They came to 

this decision at a general assembly of ascetics who met together in the 

great Monastery of Zukarin. When they found that the Roman magistrates 

were carrying out the commands of the Edict with the utmost severity, 

they decided to forsake Roman territory, and they departed and sought 

asylum in the country round about Nineveh and in the districts of Persia 

which bordered on Assyria, where the Christians were not persecuted. 

Among those who migrated to Nineveh was an ascetic called mattai 

who was famous in many parts of the country and well known to many 

because of the miracles which he wrought, and the marvellous success 

which he had achieved in healing the sick. Leaving Nineveh, which lies 

on the east bank of the Tigris, he went and settled down on one of the high 

mountains of the Jabal Maklub range, where presumably a Jacobite 

monkish settlement had already been made. In a very short time his skill 

as a great physician became noised abroad, and the sick and ailing Christians 

from far and near came to be treated by him. Those who were healed 

made offerings, as is usual to this day in the neighbourhood, in money 

and in kind to Mattai, and on these his fellow monks lived. The king of 

’Athor (i.e. Assyria) at this time was called sanherib who was a 

Magian, and whose daughter Sara was smitten with leprosy; she had 

suffered from the disease for many years, and the local physicians had 
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failed to heal her. In due course the rumour of Mattai and his healings 

reached him, and he began to make inquiries about him and tried to find 

out where he lived. For a time he was unable to discover the abode of the 

Saint, but his son behnam1 found it out under the guidance of Providence. 

One day when Prince Behnam and his companions were out hunting in 

the desert near Nineveh a huge stag suddenly appeared before them and 

they set off to capture it. Though they rode hard the chase was long, and 

when the night fell they found themselves tired and exhausted at the foot 

of the mountain on which Mar Mattai dwelt. Close by was a little running 

stream or brook, and they decided to camp there for the night. During his 

sleep an angel woke up the prince and told him to go to Mar Mattai, and 

when one of his servants, who was a Christian, urged him to obey the 

angel, he rose up and with some of his companions began to climb the 

mountain, and at length he arrived at the cave in the rock in which the 

saint dwelt. Mattai saw him long before he reached the top of the moun¬ 

tain, and he rose up and went to meet him, and gave him a hearty welcome. 

In answer to Mattai’s question the prince told him that he was the son of 

King Sanherib, and that he had come there as the result of following the 

stag. Very soon Mattai began to talk about spiritual matters, and apparently 

Behnam hearkened, for he became converted to Christianity, and he and 

his sister were baptized by Mattai. The leprosy of the princess disappeared, 

and the king her father built the monastery in which Mattai and his 

followers took up their abode therein. Ascetics of all classes flocked to the 

mountain. The anchorites and solitaries lived in clefts and caves in the 

mountain, and the ordinary monks built ‘cells’ for themselves or lived in 

the monastery. 

The mountain itself was called ’alpeph in allusion to the ‘thousands 

[of monks]’ (’alpaiya) who lived on it. Under the direction of Abraham, 

the mother of Prince Behnam built the Monastery of Abraham, which is 

also known as the Daira dhe Kukhyatha, and the Monastery of Beth 

Gubbe. Prince Behnam and Sara suffered martyrdom at the hands of 

their father, the Magian, who later was converted to Christianity, in the 

year of the Greeks 663 = a.d. 352, and he and his sister were buried in 

the Monastery of Beth Gubbe. The above-mentioned facts are derived 

from Brit. Mus. MS. Add. 7200, fol. 94 f., from which translations of 

extracts have been given by Hoffmann, Auszuge, pp. 17 f., and from Brit. 

Mus. MS. Add. 12174, fol. 400 f. (see Wright, Catalogue of Syriac MSS., 

p. 1135). There is therefore no doubt that the Monastery of Mar Mattai 

on Mount ’Alpeph was founded before the end of the fourth century of 

our era. The popular story that it was built by Sanherib after he had re¬ 

nounced Magianism and become a Christian, is incredible. Some have 

thought that Mar Mattai suffered martyrdom during the persecution of the 

1 This name means ‘Saint of the Good Name’. Felix Jones compares the Persian (A sj* 
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PLATE V 

The Epitaph over the grave of Bar Hebraeus and his brother Bar Sawma 

on the north wall of the Sacrarinm in the Church of the Monastery of Mar 

Mattai on Jabal Maklub. See page xvi 
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Christians which was begun by Sapor, a.d. 330, when monks were killed by 

the thousand. But this is unlikely, especially when we find his name 

mentioned along with the names of St. Simon Stylites, and Mar ’Awgin, 

Anthony the Great, Macarius, Bishoi, ’Abba Pula and other great ascetics 

of the mountains and deserts (see Add. 14709, fol. 78^; Wright, Catalogue 

of Syriac MSS., p. 175, col. 2). 

The Monastery of Mar Mattai is certainly one of the oldest, if not the 

oldest of all the Jacobite monasteries in Mesopotamia, and it has for many 

centuries been regarded as a specially holy place. Though its height above 

the plain renders a laborious climb up the mountain side of two or three 

hours before reaching the building itself unavoidable, a very considerable 

number of the inhabitants of Mosul (Al-Mawsil) make the ascent yearly 

and pass one or more nights on the mountain in the cool, health-giving air 

under the open sky. The Jacobites call the saint ‘Mar Mutti’, and the 

Arabs ‘Shaikh Mutti’, and both Christians and Muslims carry away small 

quantities of the dust collected from the floor of the church in which his 

tomb is situated with the idea that they will cause their wearers to be 

‘blessed’ or ‘lucky’. The monastery flourished under Mar Mattai, and 

also under his successor the Mehimandrite Zakkai. 

In the fifth and sixth centuries several small Jacobite monasteries sprang 

up in ’Athor and the neighbouring districts, and the Nestorians were not 

slow in building monasteries in the mountains near Mardin and Mosul. 

Political circumstances being favourable and money being forthcoming, 

the Nestorian archimandrites Babhai of Mount tzla, and Jacob of Beth 

Abhe, Bar 'Idta, and others became famous in the land.1 At the end of 

the sixth or beginning of the seventh century Rabban Hormizd, a Nestorian, 

a native of Beth Laphat, i.e. Shiraz, entered the monastery of Bar 'Idta 

and very soon became a power therein because of the miracles which he 

wrought. His biographers say that he could turn water into oil, and raise 

the dead, and that like Anthony of Egypt he overcame the Devil, who 

presented himself to him in various terrifying forms and tormented him 

continually, and put all the hosts of darkness to flight. He lived in the 

monastery of Bar 'Idta for thirty-nine years, and seven years more in the 

monastery of Abraham of Risha, and then at the age of sixty-six he went and 

settled down in the mountains of Beth 'Edhrai near Al-Kosh. 

The fame of Hormizd as a healer and worker of miracles throughout the 

country was great, and when the people of Al-Kosh found that this remark¬ 

able man had come to dwell among them permanently, they offered to 

build a monastery close to their town for him. A wealthy Persian Christian 

called Khodhawi gave them seven talents of silver, and 'Ukbe, the governor 

of Mosul, gave three more, and the building of the monastery was begun 

forthwith and finished in twenty months. The consecration ceremony was 

1 See the opening chapters of the History of Thomas of Marga, ed. Budge, vol. ii. 
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performed by the Catholicus Tomarsa II, who gave Hormizd a Patent 

by which he was freed absolutely from the interference of any Metro¬ 

politan or Bishop in the affairs of the new monastery. The governor 

expelled all the Jacobites from the district, and encouraged Nestorians 

to come and settle in their place. One of the first acts of Hormizd was to 

go to ’Arsham, a stronghold of the Jacobites, and with the help of fAbhd 

Ishof, bishop of Nuhdheran, establish a Nestorian church there. Hor¬ 

mizd was then nearly seventy years of age. 

At no great distance from Al-Kosh was situated the monastery of 

Bezkin, probably close to the Gomel river, but its exact site is unknown. 

It contained many Jacobite monks, who maintained very friendly relations 

with the archimandrite of the monastery of Mar Mattai, which they seem to 

have regarded as their ‘mother house5. Bitter enmity existed between 

Hormizd and the abbot of Bezkin, and Hormizd’s biographer says that the 

Jacobite monks led lives of self-indulgence and immorality, and whenever 

he has occasion to refer to their monastery he always calls it a ‘tavern5.1 

Whether the monks of Bezkin were moved to wrath against those of Al- 

Kosh because of their differences of opinions in respect of religious 

doctrine, or whether they were jealous of the great reputation of Hormizd 

for holiness and his healing powers cannot be said, but their hatred took 

the form of acts of violence, if we can trust the statements of Hormizd’s 

biographer. According to him the monks of Bezkin attacked in his cell 

and tried to kill him. Ten of them went there by night, but just as they 

were about to break into the cell they were smitten with paralysis and 

sank helplessly to the ground. There they were found the following morn¬ 

ing by the saint, who prayed to God to restore motion to their limbs, and 

then he took them in, and having with his own hands washed their feet, 

fed them and blessed them and sent them away. 

Having failed in their attempt to murder Hormizd, the monks of 

Bezkin went to eUkba, the governor of Mosul, and charged Hormizd with 

being a fornicator and a murderer, and having given him two talents of 

silver, besought him to expel Hormizd from Al-Kosh, saying that either 

he or they must be masters of the mountain. When called upon by eUkbe 

to answer the charges brought against him, Hormizd did so and satisfied 

the governor that the monks of Bezkin were liars. Soon after this the son 

of 'Ukbe was attacked by a dangerous disease, and became sick unto 

death, but Hormizd healed him. 'Ukbe the governor, in spite of this, 

maintained friendly relations with the monks of Bezkin, and went and 

stayed with them in their monastery. Whilst he was there Divine Provi¬ 

dence decreed the destruction of Bezkin, and an angel came to Hormizd 

1 He also speaks of the ‘tavern of Mattai’; see Budge, History of Rabban Hormizd, 
vol. ii, part i, p. 118. Elsewhere we read of the ‘polluted shrine of Mattai’, and of its monks 

who are described as ‘miserable little impostors’. 
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carrying in his hand an iron crowbar. This he gave to Hormizd, and then 

he set out with the saint to overthrow the Monastery of Bezkin. When 

they reached the building the angel smote the walls with the crowbar, and 

they collapsed forthwith, and 'Ukbe only escaped with difficulty; some 

of the monks escaped, but many were crushed to death by the falling 

masonry. Nestorians from all parts rushed to the place and carried away 

from the ruins everything which had any value, and nothing but broken 

stones remained to show where the monastery of Bezkin had stood. 

But the wrath and hatred of Hormizd and his monks were not appeased 

by the destruction of Bezkin, and they now turned their attention to the 

monastery of Mar Mattai. Rightly or wrongly they believed that monks 

of Mar Mattai worshipped and adored an image of some god or devil, 

which they kept under the shrine of the church in order to give them pro¬ 

tection against evil spirits; therefore they called the monks of Mattai 

‘idolators5. They further believed that the Jacobites were following the 

custom of the pagan Egyptians who kept figures of their gods and sacred 

animals in carefully protected shrines. It is quite possible that the monks 

of Mattai kept a sacred image of some kind under their shrine, for the 

Sumerians, Babylonians, and Assyrians buried what we may call ‘magical 

figures5, or ‘prophylactic and evil-averting figures5,1 under the floors of 

their buildings, both temples and houses. 

As Hormizd grew older his hatred of the Jacobites increased, and he 

determined to go to the Monastery of Mattai and destroy their ‘idol5. 

With this object in view he set out from Al-Kosh and by some means 

succeeded in reaching the mountain of ’Alpeph. The distance between the 

two monasteries by the shortest road is at least twenty miles, and the old 

man Hormizd, who was then probably about eighty years of age, must 

have found the journey most exhausting. But he counted the toil of the 

road as nothing provided he could seize and destroy the ‘miserable little 

idol5. He arrived at the ‘tavern of Mattai5 at sunset, and believing the lies 

which he told him, the doorkeeper admitted him and said that he might 

hide there until the dawn; he took Hormizd into the church and left him 

there. Hormizd prayed, and the angel of the Lord came down and opened 

the shrine, and put in his hand and drew out from the base of the shrine 

a brass idol with inlaid eyes of striped beryls, and gave it to Hormizd. 

He told Hormizd that the monks of Mar Mattai had been corrupted by the 

teachings of the Egyptian Cyril of Alexandria and of the heretic Marcion, 

and had through them adopted the use of this ‘miserable little idol5. Cyril 

himself had been led astray by an Egyptian sorceress called ‘Kaki5, in 

Greek Xa/07 (?). The angel then transported Hormizd to his own monastery 

1 A large number of such figures were found at Ur by Mr. C. L. Woolley. Translations 

of the texts which describe their use and object were published by Sidney Smith in the 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for 1926, pp. 205 f. 
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at Al-Kosh, and the ‘idol’ was shown to the one hundred and eleven monks 

who were there. The devil resident in the idol began to speak and to 

complain of the treatment to which he was subjected, and then one, 

George, a priest, took it and carried it into village after village and told the 

people its history. 

Having destroyed the idol of Mar Mattai, Hormizd determined to destroy 

the manuscripts of the Jacobite works which were preserved in his 

monastery. Once again he made his way to ’Alpeph, and by the help of 

the angel of the Lord obtained access to the library. Here the angel 

caused a well of filthy liquid to appear, and one by one Hormizd dipped the 

volumes into it, and destroyed the writing on their folios, and polluted 

them. When he had finished this work the filthy liquid ceased to flow, 

and the angel of the Lord carried him bodily outside the monastery by 

the gate. From this place he made his way back to Al-Kosh, and at once 

began to evolve a scheme whereby he could destroy Ignatius, the archi¬ 

mandrite of Mar Mattai. The story of the way in which he succeeded can 

hardly have any historical foundation. 

Very little is known about the history of the monastery of Mar Mattai 

during the centuries which followed the rise of the Muhammadan power 

in Mesopotamia. It is clear that it continued to be an important centre 

of Jacobite influence and an asylum for Jacobites in times of persecution 

by the Arabs, and, at a later period, by the Mongols and the savage Kurdish 

tribes. It seems that the monks of Mar Mattai remained unmolested for 

many years at a time. During these periods of respite they repaired theif 

buildings, and lined the main portions of the steep path up from the plain 

to the monastery with stones, and provided the church with brocade 

curtains and sacramental vessels made of gold and silver, and piled up 

stores of wine and oil, &c. In a very short time the monastery became 

worth looting, and the Kurds and their allied tribes attacked the monks 

and stripped the monastery bare. One of such attacks is described by 

Bar Hebraeus (see p. 441), who says that about 1262 a numerous force of 

Kurdish cavalry and infantry made war on the monks for a period of four 

months. They set up scaling ladders in order to reach the platform of the 

monastery, but these the monks dragged up and burnt. Then the Kurds 

climbed up the mountain behind the monastery and dislodged a huge 

rock, which they sent crashing down, and one portion of this breached the 

wall and stuck fast in it. The other portion broke through the wall, and 

through the gap thus made the Kurds rushed in. The monks attacked the 

enemy with stones and arrows, and drove them out and repaired the breach 

in the wall. During the fight ’Abu Nasr the archimandrite lost an eye, and 

many of the monks were wounded by Kurdish arrows. Meanwhile the 

stores of food were getting low, and no supplies from the plain could reach 

the besieged. They therefore sued for peace, and promised to give the 
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Kurds the curtains, hangings, and furniture of the church, and to collect 
as much gold and silver as possible. The Kurds hearing that the Mongols 
were on the march to Mosul, accepted their offer and rode away with 
church properties which were worth one thousand gold dinars. 

A few years later (see p. 459) the Kurds ambushed ten of the monks of 
’Alpeph from the Monastery of Mar Mattai, and tortured them. One of 
the ten they killed, and the other nine they sold for 4,000 zuze, i.e. about 
£100. In 1286 a body of Kurds invaded the monastery of Mar Mattai, 
and remained there for four days (see p. 475). And on another occasion 
the Ninevites only saved their churches by stripping them of their crosses, 
eikons, censers, and books bound in gold, which they gave to the Mongols, 
together with a sum of nearly 15,000 dinars (i.e. nearly £8,000), which 
was collected in the neighbouring towns and villages. 

All the great monasteries, whether Nestorian or Jacobite, in the regions 
about Nineveh must have been raided and looted several times in the 
course of the fourteenth and following centuries, and it is something to 
wonder at that so much of their buildings still remain. About 1844 the 
troops of the Kurdish Pasha of Rawandus1 swooped down on Mosul, 
and having taken the town, attacked the monasteries of Rabban Hormizd 
at ’Al-Kosh and Mar Mattai on ’Alpeph. There was a large library at 
Al-Kosh, and the monks took away about 500 manuscripts and hid them 
in caves in the side of a neighbouring hill. Almost immediately after 
heavy rains fell, and the flood waters invaded the cave and swept away the 
manuscripts, which were never seen again. The Kurds looted the monastery 
and destroyed what they could not use, and they hacked to pieces the 
manuscripts which they found, and defiled these fragments, and then 
hurled them into the river which flows down the mountain at one side of 
the monastery. They went to the monastery of Mar Mattai, and they 
expelled Rabban Matta (Matthew) and his monks, and stripped the 
church, and consumed or burnt all the stores. This done, they obliterated 
many of the inscriptions, and defaced the remainder. 

During the Great War the Kurds and Hamawind destroyed everything 
they found, including all the old and valuable manuscripts preserved at 
Kudshanis, and then went to Urmi on Lake Wan, and looted and burnt 
the churches and houses and the buildings of the American Mission. They 
smashed the printing presses and destroyed the types and formes and 
furniture of the rooms of the compositors and machinists. The Library 
of the Mission contained several old Syriac manuscripts, and many modern 
copies of manuscripts which were in the Library of Kudshanis and in the 
possession of private individuals, and copies of the great Bibles printed 

1 Badr Khan Beg, the Mira of Bohtan, attacked the Christian tribes in 1845 (1843?) and 

perpetrated a massacre so appalling that the years are dated from it to this day. Wigram, 

The Cradle of Mankind, p. 279. 
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in Syriac, and the Fallachi and the other works printed by the Mission 

since the establishment of the printing press at Urmi by the Rev. Dr. Perkins1 

and his colleagues, Messrs. W. R. Stocking, A. L. Holladay, E. Breath, 

J. L. Merrick, W. Jones, Dr. Grant, and Lieut.-Col. Stoddard, in 1840. 

All these and the file copy of the periodical Zahrire dhe Bahra were 

burnt, and copies of them are no longer obtainable. 

During the last century many Europeans visited the monastery of 

Mar Mattai, and a short account of the monastery buildings which have 

been studied on the spot by others than myself may now be given. The 

indefatigable Claudius James Rich, the first British Consul-General of 

Baghdad, visited Mar Mattai in 1820, and published an account of the 

monastery in his Residence in Kurdistan, vol. ii, p. 98. The small company 

of monks who lived there were in comparatively comfortable circumstances 

at the time, for he was hospitably entertained by Matran Musa, the archi¬ 

mandrite. About 1830 the monastery was looted and wrecked by the 

Kurds, and Rabban Matta, Musa’s successor, and his flock were expelled. 

In October 1843 the Rev. G. P. Badger, one of the Honourable East India 

Company’s chaplains in the diocese of Bombay, passed a couple of days 

there, and was an eyewitness of the damage which had been done to the 

church and the buildings of the monastery generally by the Kurds. He found 

the building deserted and entirely destitute of gates and doors, which had, 

of course, been burnt by the Kurds to cook their food. The row of small 

rooms, or as the monks would call them, ‘cells’, were in a state of ruin. On 

Plate III the lithographed drawing of the monastery, which Badger pub¬ 

lished in his book,2 is reproduced. It gives a good idea of the ravine through 

which access to the monastery is obtained, and shows the remains of another 

religious edifice farther up on the mountain side, and the steep slope 

down which the Kurds rolled stones on the walls of the monastery. 

Before setting out to visit Mar Mattai I made careful inquiries both of 

my Nestorian host Nimrud Rassam and of Jacobite acquaintances about 

the general condition of the monastery and its inhabitants. Mr. Rassam 

strongly advised me not to go near the mountain and to have nothing to 

do with the monks, whom he described as evil-living men. And he suggested 

that they had traffick with Satan. The Jacobites pointed out that I had 

visited the monastery of Rabban Hormizd at Al-Kosh and stayed there 

two days, and that if I did not go to Mar Mattai they would consider 

themselves and their saint slighted. Mar Mattai’s monastery lies about 

three hours distant from Kuyunjik, the old fortress of Nineveh; slow- 

moving caravans make the journey in about five hours. A few miserable 

villages were passed through before the base of the mountain was reached, 

and the black chadar tents were numerous. The appearance of the 

1 See his Residence of Eight Years in Persia, Andover, 1843. 

2 The Nestorians and their Rituals, vol. i, p. 97. 
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monastery, perched as it is on the top of a perpendicular mountain, is 

most impressive, and as no path up to it is at first visible, the visitor finds it 

difficult to understand how mere human beings managed to build it. 

Close to the village of Mallah, at the foot of the mountain, the entrance to a 

E 

w 
Ground Plan of the Church of Mar Mattai on Jabal Maklub. 

A, Altar. B, Reading desks, c, Font, d, Chamber for burials or the monastic 

cemetery, e, The grave of MSr Mattai. F, The tomb of Bar Hebraeus. 

rugged path is seen, and after a strenuous hour of climbing the visitor 

reaches the flat top of the great rock on which the monastery is built. 

We were met by a Persian monk and two or three of his companions, who 

at once took charge of our horses and mules, and who after a very short time 

prepared ‘a table’ for us. Little by little we realized that the monastery 

had been turned into a ‘Khan’ or guest-house, and that the ‘monks’ made 

a very good living by supplying the family parties from Mosul and else¬ 

where who came to spend their holidays there, and visitors who rode out 

to the mountain to enjoy the beautiful fresh air and the marvellous 

scenery for a day and a night. The Jacobite merchants of Mosul had for 
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several years past provided money which the ‘monks’ had spent in repairing 

the outer walls and the church and the little chambers which had served 

as ‘cells’ for the monks in olden days, and were now not uncomfortable 

living rooms for visitors. The ‘monks’ kept sheep, cattle, and fowls in 

considerable numbers, and they had large stores of oil, wood, and grain, 

and even honey, so that they might be able to supply the crowds of towns¬ 

men who expected to find bed, board, and lodging on the mountain top of 

’Alpeph. Seeing this state of things, it was easy to understand the jibe of 

the Nestorians of ’Al-Kosh, who called the monastery the ‘tavern of Mar 

Mattai’. In 1890-1 the sanitary arrangements of Mar Mattai needed 

drastic alterations and improvement. The most favourite spot on the 

mountain is the ‘dripping’ cave which nestled under the shadow of plum 

trees and pomegranate trees, and was entered through a garden. Here 

many visitors and whole families were gathered together, and their eating and 

drinking was accompanied by a good deal of unwise and rough horse-play. 

The contents of the ‘table’ being disposed of, and the day advancing 

quickly, we were anxious to examine the buildings and the church without 

delay so that we might not have to negotiate the descent to the plain before 

the night fell. As I had only a slight working knowledge of the Fallalhi 

dialect, and none of the monks knew any European language, the questions 

which we wished to ask them had to be put to them by my Nestorian host 

from Mosul who had learned French in one of the Mission schools in 

that town. The monks turned out to be illiterate peasants who could not 

read old Syriac and who knew nothing about the history of the Jacobites; 

they were wholly occupied with the care of their sheep and chickens, and 

with ‘things temporal’, and in resisting the unjust and vexatious demands 

of the tax-gatherers of the Wall of Mosul. They had no manuscripts, at 

least they said they had not, and their surprise at our questions was un¬ 

feigned. We first examined a large building close to the monastery which 

contained the graves of many of the bishops of Mar Mattai. Over many of 

them were long inscriptions in the old Estrangela character, which ought 

to be copied and published, for the dates in them are of interest historically. 

A little farther up the mountain are two small caves, almost side by side, 

which tradition says were the dwelling-place of Mar Mattai when he first 

came there, and were inhabited by him even after his monastery was 

built. In one of these is a small roughly hewn altar before which the saint 

made his devotions, and in one side of the other is a long cavity in which he 

probably slept. The two hollows in the rocky floor are said to have been 

made by the knees of Mar Mattai when praying. There are many niches 

or clefts in the rock near the two caves of Mar Mattai, and these are said 

to have been the dwelling-places of the anchorites and ‘solitaries’ who lived 

on Mount Alpeph in ancient days. The lives of such men must have been 

truly Spartan. 



PLATE VI 

Inscription on the north wall of the Sacrarium of the Church 

of the Monastery of Mar Mattai on Jabal Maklub 
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PLATE VII 

Inscription over the grave of Mar Mattai on the east wall of the 

Sacrarium in the Church of the Monastery of Mar Mattai on 

Jabal Maklub 







PLATE VIII 

Modern shrine and altar in the Church of the Monastery of 

Mar Mattai on Jabal Maklub 
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The most important building is the church, many parts of which were 

being rebuilt or repaired. A general idea of its internal arrangement may 

be obtained from the plan on p. lxi, which is reproduced from the drawing 

in Badger’s Nestorians, vol. i, facing p. 95. It is specially interesting be¬ 

cause it contains a divided chancel, with two sanctuaries instead of the 

three aisles and three sanctuaries which are usually found in churches of 

this kind. The place of the third aisle and sanctuary is occupied by the 

Beth Kaddishe, here a cemetery, and a series of chambers the purposes of 

which are unknown. Usually the Beth Kaddishe is an external building 

joined to the south wall of the church; at Mar Mattai the font is placed by 

the south wall.1 It is very difficult even to guess at the date when the church 

was built, but some of the lower parts of the main walls resembled the 

work of the twelfth or thirteenth century. The interior has been so much 

damaged by the Kurds during their raids that there is nothing left in the 

way of sculpture, decoration, or ornament to help the visitor to arrive at a 

conclusion. Near the monastery are a few modern chapels, one dedicated 

to the Virgin Mary, in which services were performed, but these we were 

obliged to leave unvisited. It is impressed upon visitors that they and their 

beasts are the guests of monks, and that they are entertained gratis. But 

on making our way to the head of the path leading down to the plain, the 

Persian monk, who certainly acted as Abbot, made us to understand 

that the personal honour of all guests made it obligatory for them to make 

an offering in payment for the food which they and their beasts had con¬ 

sumed. For this we were, of course, prepared, as we had already visited 

Rabban Hormizd and other monasteries, and knew the custom of the 

country. When we came to make the offering we discovered that besides 

paying for the food, we were expected to add bakshish for the saint and his 

church, and bakshish for the monks. In short we found that they were as 

capable at driving a bargain as any merchants in the Mosul bazar. 

Mr. O. H. Parry visited the monastery of Mar Mattai in 1892 on behalf 

of the Syrian Patriarchate Education Society, and published an account of 

his travels in Six Months in a Syrian Monastery, London, 1895, pp. 266 f. 

He was well received by the monks, who provided him with comfortable 

quarters for the night, and he found that the repair of the buildings was 

still going on. Between 1891 and 1914 I received information about the 

monastery from time to time from friends in Mosul, and heard that the 

Jacobites of Mosul were spending considerable sums of money in the 

restoration of the church and in building terraces of chambers wherein 

they could live when they went to the mountain to enjoy fresh air and rest. 

Badger (vol. i, p. 96) notes that the Syrian Christians of old administered baptism near 

the abode of the dead, and quotes ‘buried with Christ in baptism unto death’, Rom. vi. 4.: 

Col. ii. 12. 
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THE BOOK OF THE CHRONICLE OF THE 
GENERATIONS [OF KINGS] 

E, invoking the help of the Holy Trinity, Father, and Son, and Holy 

W Spirit, One veritable God, begin to write the ‘Book of the Chronicle 

of the Generations [of Kings]’ which was composed by mar Gregory, the 

Maphrian, the Light of the East and of the West, who is abu’l-faraj, the 

son of aaron, the physician, who [came] from the city of melitene, who is 

commonly called ‘bar 'ebhraya’ (i.e. ‘the son of the Hebrew’). 

FIRSTLY. THE PREFACE 
OD, help my feebleness! 

Blessed be Thou, Lord, and Lord of the Universe, the beginning and 

the end ; 
Thou art the First, and Thou art the Last. 

With Thee every course of action is prepared, and unto Thee all praise 

is rightfully due; 

And to the Son, the Word, the strength of Thy wisdom, 

And to the Holy Spirit, the Life of Thy Being, 

From everlasting, and now, and for ever. 

And as this our rational being was created so that it might know 

righteousness, so that it might glorify it, and goodness that it might find it; 

and as knowledge in the first place becometh rich through thoughts of a theo¬ 

retical nature, and it in the second place profiteth through practical (i.e. 

actual) hearings, the calling to remembrance of the things, both good and 

bad, which have happened in each and every generation conferreth no 

small benefit on all those who care greatly to acquire what is good, and who 

take pains to hate what is bad, and it urgeth a man to demonstrate pointedly 

the things which are excellent related thereby, and inciteth him to reject 

the disgraceful happenings which it narrateth. 

For a period of eighty years none of our people have given any thought 

to this object, and to the doings of this none of our people has devoted him¬ 

self thereto (that is to say, from the time of the blessed old man Michael, 
the deceased Patriarch, who compiled that great threefold historical chrono- 

graphy), and to the [information] afforded by the old and antiquated his¬ 

torical chronographies of eusebius, I mean him of caesarea, and socrates, 
the scholastic, and zachariah, the rhetorician, and John of ASIA, and Diony¬ 
sius of tall mahre, together with what he himself quickened. It hath 
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seemed to me that a similar breach and a gap which inviteth [filling] existeth 

in respect of us and our people, and that the famous events in the affairs 

of the world, and also in those of the Church which have happened in the 

period which precedeth us which will fall into oblivion and be no longer 

found in our own times after the lapse of much time will be sought for. 

Therefore, according to what time hath brought I, having entered the 

Library of the city of maraghah of ’adhorbijan, have loaded up this my 

little book with narratives which are worthy of remembrance from many 

volumes of the Syrians, saracens (arabs), and Persians which are [pre¬ 

served] here. And those which concern the government of the world I have 

set in order from the Patriarchs, the first of whom was ad am, and from them 

I proceed to the judges of the Hebrews, then to their kings, then to the 

Chaldeans, then to the medes, then to the Persians, then to the pagan 

Greeks, then to the rhomaye (i.e. Byzantines), then to the Christian 

Greeks, then to the Arabs, and then I conclude with the huns who [live] 

in our own days, order after order. And these I have committed to the 

First Part of the chronography. In the matter of ecclesiastical affairs 

I have begun with aaron, the first high priest, and as I end, to those who 

stand at the head to-day in the Second Part of the Ecclesiastical History. 

This last I have sealed in two discourses; the first treateth of the Western 

high-priesthood which is of antioch, and the second treateth of our own 

Eastern high-priesthood. 



THE FIRST PART OF THE CHRONOGRAPHY 
l 

THE PATRIARCHS. FROM ADAM TO MOSES 

The First Series of generations, which beginneth with the 
Patriarchs 

[3]1 ADAM, the first man, the king of those who are on the earth, 

-/jL according to the opinion of the Divine Book, was created on 

Friday, the sixth day of the month of nisan, the first month of year one 

of the existence of the world, which began on the first day of the week 

(Sunday), the first day of the month of nisan. Now ’anyanos1 2 3 (anianus) 

the monk, adducing testimonies from the Book of Enoch, saith, that seventy 

years after the expulsion from paradise, adam knew eve, and she brought 

forth cain. And after seven (or, seventy) years, she brought forth abel. 

And after fifty-three years cain slew abel, and adam and eve mourned for 

him one hundred years. And then adam knew eve again, and she brought 

forth seth. And according to methodius 3 thirty (or, three) years after they 

had gone forth from paradise [adam] begot cain together with klimya (or 

klima, or eklima) his sister. And after another thirty years [adam] begot 

abel together with labhudha (or, 'abhudha) his sister. And when adam 

was one hundred and thirty years old abel was killed, and when he was 

two hundred4 and thirty years old he begot seth. [4] All the years that 

adam lived were nine hundred and thirty years. 

After adam [came] seth his son. In the time of seth, when his sons 

remembered the blessed life [which they had led] in paradise, they went 

up into the mountain of hermon, and there they led a chaste and holy life, 

being remote from carnal intercourse (or, marriage); and for this reason 

they were called 'ire (i.e. ‘Watchers’, and ‘Sons of ’alohim’ ( = Sons of 

God)). Now seth, being two hundred and five years old, begot ’anosh ; and 

all the years that seth lived was nine hundred and twelve years. 

After seth [came] ’anosh his son. Fie announced that he would call upon 

the Name of the Lord. Now, although he submitted to marriage, he was 

1 The numbers in brackets refer to the pages of Bedjan’s text. 

2 The writer of a Chronicle now lost. 
3 Bishop of Tyre; martyred about a.d. 300. 

4 a general warning by bedjan. Various statements will be found in this history 

which do not agree with the Book of the Law of the Syrians which is called ‘Peshifta’, 
especially those which refer to the number of the years of the world, the lives of the 

Patriarch, and so on. It is not seemly for us to stumble over these because our author made 

use of the Book of the Law according to the Seventy (i.e. the Septuagint), and the Book of 

the Law according to the Samaritans, and other ancient [versions of the] Scriptures, and 
he wrote down in historical fashion the opinion of each one of them even as he found it. 
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not neglectful in pleasing God, and he did so more than those who chose 

a life of virginity and who went up into [the mountain of hermon] but who 

did not abide in (i.e. keep) their covenant, ’anosh was one hundred and 

ninety years old when he begot kainan, and all his years were nine hundred 

and five. 

After ’anosh [came] kainan his son, who at the age of one hundred and 

seventy years begot mahlala’il; and all the years of his life were nine 

hundred and ten years. 

And after kainan [came] mahlala’il his son, who at the age of one 

hundred and sixty-five years begot yard ; and all the years of his life were 

eight hundred and ninety-five years. 

And after mahlala’il [came] yard his son, who, when he was one hun¬ 

dred and sixty and two years old begot hanokh (enoch) ; and all the years 

of his life were nine hundred and sixty and two years. And in the fortieth 

year [of the life] of yard, that is to say in the year one thousand of the 

world, the Sons of God, about two hundred souls, came down from the 

mountain of hermon, because they had lost all hope of a return to paradise. 

And because they lusted for carnal intercourse with women, their brethren 

the sons of seth and anosh despised them, and regarded them as trans¬ 

gressors of the covenant, and they refused to give them their daughters. 

And because of this they (i.e. the men from hermon) went to the children 

of cain, and took wives, and begat mighty men of names, that is to say, 

men notorious for murders and robberies. Moreover, they set up over them 

the first king, a man whose name was samyazos, and when they began to 

quarrel with their brethren the children of seth, they forced them also to set 

up a king over them, and they set up a king. 

The first was a man whose name was ’aloros. 

And the second was ’alparos. 

And the third was ’almilon. 

And the fourth was ’ammanon. 

And the fifth was mighalaros. 

And the sixth was ’aonos, the shepherd. 

[5] And the seventh was ’aodhoranbos. 

And the eighth was ’ampesis. 

And the ninth was ’aotyartis. 
• • 

And the tenth was ksIsothros (or KsisoRraos) his son, in whose days the 

flood took place. 

All these were khaldhaye, that is to say ancient Syrians, according to 

the tradition of the early writers. And because the greater number of 

[these] writers were Greeks, they changed the sounds of the Chaldean 

names and did not pronounce them as they were pronounced in Chaldean 

fashion. For behold, also, in the case of ‘noh’ (noah), which is a pure 

Syrian name, and is derived from nawha, yet they (i.e. the Greeks) call it 
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‘noachos’. And it is not only the ancient [writers] who do this, but people 

who are living in our own days are in the habit of changing the pronuncia¬ 

tion [of words], thus ya'kob, which [is derived] from ‘Ekbha, is called 

‘aiakobhos’, and bar-sawma they call ‘somos’; and many others. 

And after yard [came] hanokh (enoch), who at the age of one hundred 

and sixty-five years begot mathushlah (methuselah). And having pleased 

God for three hundred years he was translated to the place where God 

wished him [to be], and it is said, to Paradise, the place where the first 

adam was when he transgressed the command in days of old. Now this 

Enoch made manifest before every man the knowledge of books and the art 

of writing. The ancient Greeks say that Enoch is harmis (hermes) tris- 

maghistos 1 (the ‘thrice great’), and it was he who taught men to build 

cities; and he established wonderful laws. And in his days one hundred 

and eighty cities were built; of which the smallest is urhai (edessa). And 

he invented the science of the constellations and the courses (orbits ?) of the 

stars. And he ordained that the children of men should worship God, and 

that they should fast, and pray, and give alms, and [make] votive offer¬ 

ings, and [pay] tithes. And he rejected the foods [which produced] im¬ 

purities, and drunkenness. And he ordered festivals for the entrance of the 

sun into each Sign of the Zodiac, and for the New Moon, and for every 

star (planet?) when it entereth its house or when it riseth. And he com¬ 

manded [men] to present offerings of perfumes (sweet incense ?), and beasts 

for slaughter sacrificially, and wine, and offerings of first-fruits of every 

kind. And they say that he received all this doctrine (or, learning) from 

’aghathodahmon (agathodaimon), and they also say that ’aghatho- 

dahmon was seth, the son of ’adham, that is to say, the priest of the priest 

of enoch. And they also say that ’asklaipidis (aesculapius), the wise king, 

was a disciple of hermes, that is to say, of enoch. 

And when God translated [6] enoch to Himself, ’asklaipyadis (aescu¬ 

lapius) was greatly afflicted because the earth and the inhabitants thereof 

were deprived of his blessings and his wisdom. And he painted his picture 

in most marvellous fashion, as one who is being taken up into heaven, and 

he set up an image of hermes in the temple in which he used to pray and 

worship God. And when he went into that temple he used to sit down 

before it as he used to sit before him when he was alive, and he was blessed 

thereby. And it is said that this thing which had been made was the cause 

of the worship of images in the world. Now after many generations the 

Greeks imagined that that image was the image of ’asklaipyadis (aescu¬ 

lapius), and for this reason they magnified it greatly, and they swore oaths 

by it before Christianity [existed]. For Hippocrates said, ‘My disciples, 

I adjure you by the creator of death and life, and by the father of your 

father, ’asklaipyadis’. And he said, ‘His name is derived etymologically 

1 That is, Thrice Great, Lawgiver, Priest and Philosopher (Bedjan’s note). 
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from beauty, and light, and healing, and therefore it is right that every 

physician should be like unto him in purity, and chasteness, and holiness’. 

And galen said, ‘It is not seemly to deny the healing which cometh to the 

sick when they go into the temple of ’asklaipyadis’. And Hippocrates 

saith, ‘His staff on which he supported himself was the netaphta (i.e. marsh¬ 

mallow = hibiscum, or althaea ficifolia or officinalis)’. And galen saith, ‘It 

indicateth moderation, which is the most excellent thing, because the marsh¬ 

mallow is half-way between heat and cold. 

After Enoch [came] mathushlah (methuselah) his son. When he was 

one hundred and sixty and seven years old he begot lamkh (lamech) ; all 

his days were nine hundred and sixty and two years. 

After methuselah [came] lamech his son. When he was five hundred 

years old he begot shem ; all the days of his life were nine hundred and fifty 

years. 

In the six hundredth year of his [life] the flood took place on the 

twenty-seventh day of [the month of] iyar. There was heavy rain for forty 

days, and the waters increased and floated the ark which noah had made, 

and he and his wife, and his three sons and their wives went into it by the 

command of God. And the waters rose up above the high mountains to 

a height of fifteen cubits. Then the wrath subsided, and on [7] the twenty- 

seventh day of the month of iyar of the year following, they went forth 

from the ark, which they left in apamaea, the metropolis of pisidia. 

According to what josephus said: the years from ad am to the flood 

added together are two thousand, and two hundred, and forty and two. 

And then noah divided the earth among his three sons: 

The Border of shem: From Persia and bhakurtos to hendo (india) and 

rinokura, [where are] the Assyrians, the chaldeans, the lydians (the 

lurians ?), the Syrians, the Hebrews, and the PERSIANS. 

The Border of ham: From rinokura to gadhiron. And his sons are, 

the Indians, the hitaye (hittites), the yabhusaye (the jebusites), the 

hawaye (the hivites), the amorites, the girgasites, the ’arodhaye (the 

ARVADITES). 

The Border of yapht (japhet) : From media to gadhiron, the north side. 

And his sons are the Macedonians, the Armenians, the medes, the Greeks, 

the Latins, the Byzantines, [and] the ’ibheraye. 

After noah [came] shem his son. When he was one hundred and one 

years old he begot ’arpachshar (arphaxad) ; all [the days of] his life were 

two hundred years. 

After shem [came] arphaxad his son. When he was one hundred and 

thirty years old he begot kainan ; all [the days of] his life were four hundred 

and sixty and five years. 

After arphaxad [came] kainan his son. When he was one hundred and 

thirty years old he begot shalah ; all [the days of] his life were four hundred 
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and thirty years. Now eusebius doth not reckon this kainan and his years 

in his table of years; neither doth the Hebrew Book (i.e. the Bible: see 

Genesis xi. 12-14), and our Syrian Book doth not. But luke (see chap, iii, 

v. 36) mentioneth him in the Gospel. And according to what is said, it 

was he who invented chaldayutha (i.e. Astrology and the Art of Magic). 

His sons worshipped him as a god, and set up an image of him; thence 

began the worship of idols. And he built the city of harran in the name of 

haran his son. 

After kainan [came] shalah his son. When he was one hundred and 

thirty years old he begot 'abhar (eber) ; all [the days of] his life were four 

hundred and sixty years. 

After shalah [came] 'abhar (eber) his son. He was one hundred and 

thirty and three years old when he begot palagh (peleg) ; all [the days of] 

his life were three hundred and forty-three years. And it is said that the 

Hebrews derive their name from him. 

After 'abhar (eber) [came] palagh his son. He was one hundred and 

thirty years when he begot ’ar'o (reu) ; all [the days of] his life were three 

hundred and forty-three years. 

And in the one hundred and first year of his [life] panopis, the first king 

of EGYPT, reigned sixty-eight years. 

And in the one hundred and fortieth year of palagh the earth was divided 

a second time, between the sons of noah. And to the sons of shem [8] 

came the inheritance from the middle of the inhabited world to the limit 

thereof on the east, [including] Palestine, Arabia, and Phoenicia, and the 

country of Syria, and all the country between the Two Rivers (Mesopo¬ 

tamia), and hyrcania, and ’athor (Assyria), and the country of sen'ar 

(shinar), and babil, and kardo, and all Persia, and northern India and 

bactriana. And to the sons of ham [came the inheritance], the whole of 

the south, from east to west, India (Central, Outer, and Southern), kush, 

shebha, EGYPT, lybia, thebais, Africa, and towards the north CILICIA, 

PAMPHYLIA, PISIDIA, MYSIA, PHRYGIA, LUKYA (LYCIA), LYDIA, and of the 

Islands [of the mediterranean] Cyprus, Chios, sicily, and twenty others. 

And to the sons of japhet [came the inheritance], the whole of the north 

from east to west, the country of the ’alanaye (Germans), the Turks, 

MEDIA, ARMENIA, CAPPADOCIA, GALATIA, ASIA, MYSIA, TARKI (THRACE?), 

’iladha (hellas), the land of the Greeks (ionians), the rhomaye (byzan- 

TINES), the S ARM AT IANS, the ’ASKLABHE (SCLAVS), the BULGARS, the GALLAYE 

(gauls ?), the Spaniards as far as gadira. 

And after palagh died and the sons of jaktan, his brother, saw that they 

had no inheritance, they set up three governors, shebha, and ’Asher, and 

haw!la, and they seized [other] countries. And men began to build fort¬ 

resses (or, citadels) whereunto they might go and take refuge from the 

armour (or, weapons) of the sons of jaktan, for they were the first to begin 
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to arm themselves. And when the sons of Canaan, the son of ham, the 

son of noah, saw that the land of Palestine and the land of lebhnan 

(Lebanon) were good, they sat down there and they did not wish to go to 

their inheritance, which was the western maritime regions of EGYPT. 

After palagh [came] ’ar'o (reu) his son. When he was one hundred and 

thirty-three (?) years old he begot serogh (serug) ; all [the days of] his life 

were three hundred and thirty and seven years. 

And in the seventieth year of reu the building of the Great Tower in the 

land of sen'ar (shinar) began, and nemrodh (nimrod), the son of rush, 

fed the builders on the beasts which he hunted. And forty years after the 

Tower was finished God sent a wind and the Tower was overturned, and 

nemrodh died in it. It was he who after the flood reigned in babil. Now 

his royal crown was of woven work, even as ’Asaph wrote. And nemrodh 

built three cities ’arach (erech), ’akhar (akkad), and kalya (calach), that 

is to say ’urhai (edessa), nisibis, and salik (seleucia). And the speech of 

them (i.e. the builders of the Tower) was divided into seventy languages. 

And the land of sen'ar (shinar) was called ‘babhel’, that is to say, ‘Con¬ 

fusion’. And Saint [9] basil and mar ’aprim (ephrem) have decided that 

the first (i.e. oldest) language which existed before the division of tongues 

was syriac, even as the word ‘bhulbala’ itself testifieth. But the pious 

jacob and JOHN of yathreb think that Hebrew was the first (i.e. oldest) 

language—the Hebrew which was preserved with 'abher (eber), for he was 

a righteous man and did not agree to the building of the Tower. Others 

think that the word ‘Hebrew’ is so called from ’abhraham, who crossed the 

rivers (Tigris and Euphrates), and crossed the divided pieces (see Genesis 

xv. 17), and passed from the paganism of his father to the Faith which is 

in God. 

After reu [came] serugh his son. When he was one hundred and thirty 

years old he begot nahor, and all [the days of] his life were three hundred 

and thirty years. Now in his days money and [womens’] chains (i.e. 

jewellery) appeared from ophir. And men made idols for the devils, and 

they relied for help upon demons. 

And after nemrodh arose the second king in babel, kambiros; he 

reigned eighty-five years in the days of serugh. And he made war on the 

people who are called ‘kalto’, and conquered [them], and he set their 

boundary in the mountains that were in their midst. 

And after kambiros rose up samiros, the third king of the Chaldeans ; 

[he reigned] seventy and two years. And he made war on the Greeks 

(ionians) and the canaanites and conquered them, and he built cities for 

the parthians and Chaldeans. And he was the first among them to make 

weights (or, measures) and scales, and in his day silk and dyed fabrics 

appeared. And it is said that he had three eyes and horns. And at this time 

there rose up a second governor ’apIphanyos [who reigned] for forty and 
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six years. And he was the first who constructed a ship and rode (i.e. sailed) 

the sea. 

And after him rose up the third governor in Egypt, ’athanopyos 

(aithiops ?), and it was because he made war on the cushites and conquered 

them that he was called by this name, whereof the interpretation is 

‘cushite’. And he slew shebha. And after shebha his daughter reigned 

forty years, and henceforward women began to reign over the cushites. 

And after ’apiphanyos a fourth king rose up in Egypt, per'on bar- 

sanos, [and he reigned] thirty and five years. From this time the name of 

‘per'on’ (pharaoh) [came into use]. 

After serugh [came] nahor his son. He was seventy-nine years old when 

he begat tarh (terah) ; and all [the days of] his life were two hundred and 

one years. At this time kasaronos (basaronos) the parthian made war on 

samiros (?) and killed him, [10] and he lifted (i.e. carried off) his horns and 

set them on his crown. And ’arodh, the canaanite, saith, ‘In the twenty- 

fifth year of nahor the agony of job, the righteous man, took place, job 

was a rich man of beth yaktan, and seven times by himself alone he con¬ 

tended with satan and conquered.’ Asaph saith, ‘His agony took place after 

sixty years’, and others say that [the agony] was that of yobhabh, the son of 

zarh, of the children of esau (Genesis xxxvi. 33). 

And at [this] time a fifth king rose up in Egypt, pharaoh karimon ; [he 

reigned] four years. And at this time two sons came to ’armonJs, the 

canaanite, sedhom (sodom) and 'amora (gomorrah), and he built a city 

in the name of each of them, and he also built sa'ar (zoar) in the name of 

sa'ar, their mother. 

And there rose up also a sixth king in Egypt, pharaoh ’apintos; [he 

reigned] thirty and two years. This king sent to kasaronos, the Parthian 

king, and he brought the writings and the doctrine (religion ?) of the Chal¬ 

dees to Egypt. And ’apintos also built a city on the river Nile, and he 

named it ‘babhulon’, that is to say babel. And Asaph also saith that in the 

days of tarh the Egyptians learned Chaldeeism, and they made an image 

of gold in honour of kinos, the idol. 

After nahor [came] tarh his son. When he was seventy years old he 

begot abraham ; and all [the days of] his life was two hundred and seventy- 

five years. And in the fifth year of tarh a fifth king rose up in babhil, 

’arpazadh ; [he reigned] eighteen years, and then the kingdom of babhil 

came to an end for seven years, until bilos (belus), the Assyrian, rebelled 

against the Chaldeans. And he made war upon them and upon the medes 

and conquered them, and he reigned over Assyria and babhil, and over 

the whole of ASIA, with the exception of India, for sixty and two years. 

And in the fifth year of tarh the seventh king reigned over EGYPT, 

pharaoh ’auronkos, for thirty and three years. And after this [king] the 

eighth king of Egypt, pharaoh simonos, reigned for twenty years. And 
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after this [king] the ninth king of Egypt, ’arminos, reigned for twenty and 

seven years, and twenty years before ’abraham was born darmasuk (Damas¬ 

cus) was built by morfos, and josephus saith that fuz, the son of ’Aram, 

built it. 

After tarh (terah) [came] abraham his son. He was one hundred years 

old when he begot Isaac; all [the days of] his life were one hundred and 

seventy-five years. And when abraham was fifteen years of age he en¬ 

treated [n] God and drove away the ‘karkase’ (ravens ? locusts ?) which were 

destroying the country of the Chaldeans and eating up their crops. At this 

time bIlos (belus) died, and a second king rose up in Assyria, viz. his son 

ninos (ninus), [who reigned] for fifty and two years, and built nineveh. 

After that city rahbuth (rehoboth) and rasan and kalnai (cabah), that is 

to say, ’arbil, and r!sh 'ayna (ras 'ain), and salik (seleucia), were built. 

And Jerusalem also was built by melchisedek, the canaanite. 

And abraham burned the temple of idols which was in ur of the Chal¬ 

dees, and haran his brother went to quench the fire, and he was burned to 

death therein. And for this reason abraham, when he was sixty years old, 

fled to harran with tarh his father, and nahor his brother, and lot, the 

brother of haran, who was burnt to death; and he dwelt therein for fourteen 

years. And then he departed from his father from harran and came to the 

land of Canaan. And in his seventy-first year the war of kardl'mar 

(chedarlaomer) took place. And when he was eighty and five years old, 

that is to say in the first year of the promise concerning EGYPT, he begot 

ishmael by haghar. ishmael lived one hundred and thirty and seven years. 

And the fortieth year of the promise, reckoning from adam, was the year 

three thousand three hundred. And at that time shamIram (semiramis) 

the wife of ninos (ninus) reigned over the Assyrians forty-six (or, forty-five) 

years. And she built mounds because of the flood. 

And a tenth king rose up in Egypt, parandos, the theban ; he reigned 

forty and three years. And after him rose up in EGYPT the eleventh king, 

pharaoh panos. This king snatched from abraham his wife sara, and he 

returned her to him afterwards with gold, and silver, and stuffs, and sent 

him away from Egypt. And after him the twelfth king, pharaoh ’isokos, 

reigned over Egypt twenty-one years. And after him the thirteenth king, 

pharaoh sosonos, [reigned] forty-four years. And after him the fourteenth 

king, pharaoh tarkos (tarakos), [reigned] forty-four years. 

And after shamiram (semiramis) a fourth king reigned over the Assyrians, 

viz. zmaros, for thirty-eight years. And in his days rose up the first king 

of the krItaye (Cretans) [called] karis, who builded krit! (crete). 

After abraham [came] Isaac his son. When he was sixty years old he 

begot Jacob ; all the [days of] his life were one hundred and eighty years. 

And when he was fifteen years old his father offered him [as a] [12] sacri¬ 

fice. In his thirty-eighth year his mother sara died, being one hundred and 
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twenty-seven years old. And after one year he took rapka (rebecca) to wife, 

and in his sixtieth year she conceived, and she went to melchisedek to 

inquire of the Lord concerning what she had conceived. And he said unto 

her, ‘There are two peoples in thy womb, and the one people shall be 

greater than the other’, viz. esau, who is ’adom (edom) from whom [sprang] 

the edomites, and Jacob from whom [sprang] the Israelites, abimelech 

was a friend to those of the house of Isaac, and he it was who in the year 

one hundred of [the life of] abraham made war; and the Bible calls him 

‘King of ghadhar (gerar in Genesis xx. i) from the name of his city, and 

here [he is king] of the Philistines, because of the many peoples over whom 

he reigned. 

And in the days of Isaac the fifth king of the Assyrians rose up—’aris ; [he 

reigned] thirty years. And the fifteenth king of the Egyptians, set!s ; [he 

reigned] nineteen years. This was the first king of the four kings who were 

called ‘shepherds’. 

After isaac [came] Jacob his son. When he was eighty-two years old he 

begot levi ; all [the days of] his life were one hundred and forty-seven years. 

When he was seventy-seven years old ISAAC blessed him and sent him to 

harran. And in the tenth year of levi, Jacob went up to Isaac his father. 

In the third year of levi, Joseph was born, and in the twentieth year of 

levi, JOSEPH was sold, being seventeen years old. He was a slave for ten 

years and was in the prison house for three years, and [he stood] before 

pharaoh for thirty years, and he was in authority in EGYPT for eighty years, 

and he died at the age of one hundred and forty years. And after isaac died 

the children of esau were subject to moab and 'ammon, and ’Aram, and they 

came to war against Jacob and his sons in hebron ; and Jacob prevailed, and 

he smote esau with an arrow and killed him, and the children of esau were 

broken before the children of Jacob, and their allies fled. When Jacob was 

one hundred and thirty years old he went down to Egypt, in the second 

year of the famine. 

After Jacob [came] levi his son. When he was forty-seven years old he 

begot kahath ; all his life was one hundred and thirty and seven years. In 

his days the flood which [came] in the days of ’agogos took place, when 

bilos (belus) was reigning in Assyria ; and mapos (memphis) in Egypt was 

built. And stasikoros [13] (or, stikoros) brought acrobatic dancing and 

games into the world, for his bringing up (or, education) had been among 

women. And manos (humanos) the king displayed luxuriousness in his 

own person (?). 

And that fourth Shepherd king, ’apapos, reigned in EGYPT fourteen years. 

He it was who dreamed dreams and who made Joseph ruler, according to 

the histories of the Chaldeans, and it seemeth likely that the ‘shepherds’ 

were called ‘kings’ because of Joseph’s brethren. 

After levi [came] kahath (kohath) his son. When he was sixty years 
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old he begot 'amram ; all [the days of] his life were one hundred and thirty- 

three years. 

After kahath [came] 'amram his son. He was seventy-five years old 

when he begot moses in the three hundred and fiftieth year of the promise; 

all [the days of] his life were one hundred and thirty and seven years. And 

in his days mapros reigned in Egypt twelve years; and then tomothos 

(thothmes?) eighteen years; and then ’amonpathis (amenophis?) forty- 

three years. It was this king who began to strangle (i.e. drown) the chil¬ 

dren of the Hebrews in the Nile. 

After 'amram [came] moses his son. He ruled over the children of Israel 

when he was eighty years old, and he led the people in the wilderness forty 

years. When he was born he was cast into the river, and the daughter of 

’amonpathis (amenophis ?), whose name was tremothisa, who is ra'osa 

(ra‘mos6) whom the Hebrews call ‘damaris’, the wife of kanpara, the king of 

map as (Memphis), found him and saved him from the waters, and brought him 

up as a son of hers. And when he was ten years old yanes and yambres taught 

him wisdom, as ’artamonis showeth in his Epistle; this [fact] is not written 

in the Book of the Law, but the Apostle PAUL (Acts vii. 22) mentioneth it. 

And in his twenty-second year pharaoh ’amonpathis began to compel 

the Hebrews to throw (i.e. cast or mould) bricks and to build the city of 

’ARMOPOLis (sic) (hermopolis ?). And he also conquered the Cushites, and 

he took ra'osa, the daughter of soros (zoros ?) their king to wife. And the 

people were ascribing this victory to moses, and saying, ‘he hath taken this 

ra'osa to wife’. And because of this kanpara (?) was jealous of him, 

[because he wished to marry ra'osa, but] was unable to do so until damaris 

his wife was dead. Then he sent a certain khan6th!s to kill him. But 

moses prevailed and killed [14] this man, and fled into Arabia, to ra'u’il, the 

midianite. And when he was forty years old, he took to wife sepora 

(zipporah), the daughter of yathron (jethro) the son of ra'u’il, the 

midianite, the son of daran, the son of yakshan, the son of abraham by 

kentora his wife. The expositors say that yathron (jethro) is ra'u’il. 

And at this time a flood took place, the third, in thessaly in the days of 

dokalyon (deucalion) ; and a great conflagration in rush in the days of 

paraton; and the famous war of the chaldeans with the Phoenicians; 

and eunomius invented the art of signs (i.e. the alphabet ?); and menander 

invented comedy; and khyaron and ’asclepiadis [the art of] healing. 

And when moses was eighty years old, that is to say, in the four hundred 

and thirtieth year of the promise, he was commanded by God to take the 

Hebrews out from Egypt. And when the Hebrews had passed over in the 

middle of the sea on dry land, pharaoh psonos, who rose [as king] after 

’amonpathis, and all his army were drowned in the sea of suph. Now 

when those Egyptians who had not sallied forth with pharaoh saw the 

destruction of those who had sallied forth, each one with the labour which 
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was found in his hands made an [object of] fear for himself and worshipped 

it, as if forsooth by means of it he had been prevented from the going forth 

[which was] the cause of the disaster. And in that year moses warred with 

f am Alik (amalek). And he went up into the mountain in the third month 

and received the law and the judgements for Israel. And from the time 

when God said unto abraham, ‘Know well that thy seed shall be dwellerfs] 

and sojournerfs] in a country which is not theirs’, must be counted the four 

hundred and thirty years of the subjugation, as it is written in the book of 
exodus, and this also Paul testifieth, although in the first Book, genesis, 
four hundred years only are written. And from adam to the death of moses 
is three thousand eight hundred (or, four hundred) and fifty years, accord¬ 

ing to anianus the monk, and this computation agreeth with his. Accord¬ 

ing to the Septuagint, however, it is three thousand eight hundred (or, four 

hundred) and eighty-two years, and according to the Syrian and Hebrew 

[Books] it is two thousand four hundred and twenty [years], moses lived 

in Egypt forty years, and in midian forty years, and in the desert forty 

years. 





II 

THE JUDGES. FROM JOSHUA TO SAMUEL 

[15] Here beginneth the Second Series, from the Patriarchs to 
the Judges 

AFTER moses the prophet, isho' (joshua) the son of non, his disciple, ruled 
the people, according to eusebius and andronicus, twenty-seven years, 

and according to anianus twenty-five years. And when joshua was eighty- 
three years old he received the rod of rule from moses the Great, and he 
brought the people into the land of promise; and he destroyed seven 
peoples of the canaanites. And in his tenth year, that is to say of his rule, 
he divided the inheritance for the people. He died at the age of one hun¬ 
dred and ten years. 

After joshua, the son of non, the priests (or, elders) governed the people. 
Now the Book doth not show the number of their years, but africanus 
saith that they ruled for thirty years. And anianus saith that phinehas, 
the Zealot, the son of eliezar, the priest, governed the people for twenty- 
four years, kushan the wicked had dominion over the peoples of the 
people for eight years, and he was killed by 'athni’el (othniel). 

After kushan, othniel judged the people forty years, and in the days of 
othniel cities were built in bethunIa (bithynia), malos, papos, tasos, 
KALISTA, [and] MARONDA. 

After othniel, 'eglon, the moabite, ruled the people after the manner 
of a tyrant for eighteen years, and he was killed by ’ahor (ehud), the son 
of GIRA. 

After 'eglon, ’ahor (ehud) the son of girajudged the people for sixty-two 
years; those who say eighty years include with them the eighteen years of 
[the exile of] 'eglon. In the time of ’ahor the ‘Beth Din’ (i.e. temple) of 
’arios paghos (Areopagus) was built in Athens ; and lacedemon ’ia was built, 
and halab (aleppo) was built by balkos, the Assyrian king. 

After ’ahor (ehud), shamghar the son of 'anath judged the people for 
eighteen years. This man killed sixty men of the philistine chiefs with 
a goad for bulls—in [another] manuscript [we read] six hundred. 

After shamghar, nabhin (jabin), king of hasor, [judged the people for] 
twenty years. The name of the captain of the host of this nabhin was 
sisra, and he had ninety (nine hundred in Judges iv. 3) chariots of iron; 
his head was smashed in by Deborah the prophetess and he perished. 

After nabhIn (jabin) came Deborah and barak, [they ruled for] forty 
years, Deborah and barak sang the song of [16] praise for the deliverance 
of the Lord. 

After deborah and barAjv the midianites ruled the people in a cruel 
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manner for seven (or, seventy) years—until ged'on (gideon) destroyed 

them. 

After the midianites, gideon judged the people for forty years. Unto 

gideon were born seventy sons. In [his] time there reigned in thebes 
’apolon (apollo ?), who by the music of his lyre used to coax the stones, 

that is to say, the hearts that were heavy and cruel. 

After gideon [came] abimelech his son, who was born of a concubine. 

And he slew his seventy brethren and judged the people for three years. 

After abimelech, tol'a the son of poa [judged] the people for twenty 

years. And in the twentieth year of his [rule] the city of tarsos (tarsus) 
was built by prisos (parsos) the son of dana, and karkidon (carthage) 
also was built and ilion (ilium) was reduced to subjection, but others say 

that it was subjugated in the days of shemshon (samson). 
After tol'a, yair, the Gileadite, judged the people twenty-two years. 

After yair the ammonites ruled the Hebrews in a cruel fashion for 

eighteen years, and they oppressed the Hebrews sorely until they were con¬ 

quered by NAPHTAH (jEPHTHAH). 
After the ammonites, jephthah [ruled the people] for six years. Those 

[who say] twenty-four years include the eighteen years of the ammonites 
with the six years. Now when the Hebrews were sorely oppressed by the 

ammonites the dwellers in gilead went to jephthah, after they had driven 

him out from among them, and brought him [back] and he became their 

governor. It was he who having fought and conquered offered up his 

daughter as a sacrifice, according to his vow which cannot be applauded. 

After jephthah, ’abhisan [ruled] seven years. Some of the writers of 

histories never mention this name at all. 

After ’abhisan, ’alon, the zebulonite [ruled] ten years. JOHN of yatreb 
says seven [years], and this [name also] is not [found] in the commentary 

of the Septuagint. 

After ’alon, 'akhron [ruled] eight years. In the seventh year of this man 

there rose up ’anias (aeneas) the first king of the Latins, that is to say, the 

rhomaye (Byzantine Greeks), who were the franks ; [according to some he 

reigned] three years, and according to others eight. 

After ’akhron the Philistines ruled the people cruelly for forty years. 

eusebius doth not admit these, but ’anianus sets down forty years and 

andronicus says twenty years only. 

After the Philistines, samson the nazarite, of the tribe of dan, judged 

the people twenty [17] years. And in his third year he began to wage war 

against the Philistines, and in his fifth year took place the affair of ra'oth 
(ruth), the MOABITESS. 

After samson the elders ruled the people for forty years, according to 

what africanus stateth, because there was peace and quietness, and there 

was no need for a man to stand at the head of an army, andronicus says 
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ten years, and twenty years is written in the Septuagint, and others have 

written twelve. 

After the elders, eli the priest judged the people for twenty years, 

according to what the Septuagint saith, but the Hebrews say forty years. 

And in the eighteenth year of his rule samuel the prophet was born. 

And in the twentieth year of eli, samuel was brought before eli as a votive 

offering. 

After eli the priest, samuel the prophet judged the people for twenty 

years. After the death of eli the priest, the Ark of the Lord was in the 

house [of] 'aminadabh (’abhinadabh). In the twentieth year of the rule 

of samuel the children of Israel asked for a king. 





Ill 

THE KINGS OF THE HEBREWS 

Here beginneth the Third Series. The Kings of the Hebrews 

AFTER samuel the prophet [came] saul, the first king. He reigned 

over the children of Israel, according to eusebius, forty years, and 

according to anianus twenty years. And in his third year saul conquered 

amalek, and in his thirty-first year a festival took place in yonath, which 

is in rama, and saul also prophesied with the prophets. In the thirty-fifth 

year of saul, samuel the prophet died. And after five years saul and 

Jonathan his son were killed in the war. 

After saul, david, the son of jesse, reigned forty years, seven in 

hebhron and thirty-three in Jerusalem; all [the days of] his life were 

seventy years. He built sehyon (sion or zion). And in his tenth year he 

took up the Ark into the tabernacle which he had constructed for it. david 

was born in the tenth year of the kingdom of saul, and he was anointed 

[king] in the twenty-third year of saul, being thirteen years old. And he 

slew [18] gulyadh (goliath) in the thirtieth year of saul. And in the 

thirty-ninth year of the kingdom of david he divided the tribes of the 

levites, and he appointed from among them one (two?) hundred and 

eighty and eight ‘praisers’ (i.e. singers). And he separated them into 

twenty-four divisions, and he appointed twelve in each division to sing. 

And david warred with the peoples round about him and conquered them. 

And in the twenty-eighth year of david the king ephesus was built, and 

also SAMOS. 

[In other manuscripts [it is written]: It was he who acted deceitfully in 

respect of Uriah, the captain of his host in the war. And through the fraud 

which he perpetrated upon him he took from him bathsheba his wife, whilst 

Uriah was engaged in the war of the peoples, and from her was born Solomon, 

his unlawful son, and he sinned.1] And in his time lived Empedocles, the 

great philosopher, who was one of the five pillars of wisdom, viz. he and 

Pythagoras, socrates, plato, and Aristotle. And there is attributed to 

him a certain book which abolished the new life after death which [men] 

were wont to assign to the rational soul, and it agreed with the opinion of 

Solomon in the Book of kohlath2 (ecclesiastes). And he was the first 

to think that in the Divine Nature there is not a plurality of names, even 

though it is said that He is wise, and good, and all mighty. He doth not 

1 The passage within square brackets is a note by Bedjan. 

2 On this Bedjan says: ‘This was not the opinion of Solomon, who confesseth the new 

life in ecclesiastes and said, The soul shall return to the earth as it was; the spirit shall 

return to the Lord who gave it (chap. xii. 7). Therefore Bar Hebraeus, who thought 

thus about Solomon, erreth.’ 
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possess the various senses to which these names apply, but He is One, 

Simple, Lord-like, and not One who doth accept division, neither in sense 

nor in fact. 

After david [came] Solomon his son when he was twelve years old, and 

he reigned forty years; and all [the days of] his life were fifty-two years. In 

the fourth year of his kingdom he began the building of the Great Temple, 

and he finished it in seven years, in the mountain of the amorites, that 

is Jerusalem, in the threshing-floor of ’aran, the jebusite. Its length 

was sixty cubits, its width twenty cubits, and its height was thirty cubits. 

In the thirty-fourth year of his kingdom he forsook the God of Israel, 

and he builded a high place in the mountain in front of Jerusalem to 

chemosh [a god] of moab, and to malkum [a god] of the children of 

ammon. Its length was one hundred cubits, and its breadth fifty cubits, and 

its height thirty cubits. And he made for it shields of gold, and a sea of 

brass, and bulls. [19] And at the beginning of his kingdom ’iromos (hiram) 

ruled over tyre, and he sent to Solomon to help [him] in building the 

temple eighty thousand men. And according to some men homer and 

hesiod were renowned at that time. Solomon uprooted ’antiochya and 

built seven cities, viz. palmura (palmyra), which is tedhmur (tadmor), 

MALO, HASOR, MAGHDO, GHAZAR, Lower BETH HAWRAN, [and] BA'LUTH. And 

from the Exodus from Egypt to the building of the Temple was six 

hundred and thirty-four years. In other manuscripts [it is written] six hun¬ 

dred and ten, and in the Book of kings four hundred and eighty is written, 

leaving out the years of the domination of enemies. And thus also Paul, 

the Apostle, saith, ‘He gave them Judges for four hundred and fifty years’ 

until samuel [came]. And from ad am to the building of the Temple was 

four thousand, one hundred, and sixty-eight years. 

After solomon, rehoboam his son reigned over judah in Jerusalem 

seventeen years. 

And at the beginning of his kingdom jeroboam reigned with rectitude 

over Israel for twenty-two years. And he made two calves of gold, one in 

dan, and one in bethel. And he said, ‘Behold thy gods, O Israel, who 

brought thee up out of the land of Egypt’. And shama'ya the prophet 

came from judea, and rebuked him for the sin which he had committed, 

and [for making] Israel to sin. And he prophesied and said, ‘Altar, Altar, 

hear the word of the Lord. Behold a son shall be born to the house of 

david, josiah [shall be] his name, and he shall sacrifice heathen priests upon 

thee, and he shall burn the bones of men upon thee.’ And because of this 

jeroboam stretched out his hand to slay him; and his hand withered. And 

when jeroboam entreated the prophet it was healed. And epiphanius saith 

that the name of this prophet was yoyada, from shamrin (samaria). It was 

he whom the lion killed, because he heard ’abhiton the prophet, an old 

man to whom he had lied. And he ate bread and transgressed the command. 
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And he took a garment and tore it into twelve pieces, and he gave ten to 

JEROBOAM. 

And in the fifth year of rehoboam, shishak, the king of Egypt, through 

the treachery of jeroboam, went up against Jerusalem, and he took away 

the shields of gold which Solomon had made, and rehoboam made shields 

of brass to take their place. 

After rehoboam, ’abhya his son reigned three [years]. And jeroboam 

gathered together about him eighty [20] thousand [men], and the sons of judah 

were gathered together, four thousand men of war, and jeroboam was de¬ 

feated and fifty thousand [men] of Israel fell, ’abhya took fourteen wives, and 

he had twenty-four sons and sixteen daughters. And ’ahiya and shama'ya 

prophesied. 

After ’abhya, ’Asa his son reigned forty-one years. And in his tenth year 

zarah, the Kushite king, having taken with him iobas (libwas or ’alIbwas), 

came with a thousand thousand [men] and six hundred thousand kushites 

and Libyans to fight against judah. And ’Asa went forth and smote them in 

gAdhAr and conquered [them]. And in the fifteenth year of his reign he 

burned the idols, and he cast out of the kingdom his mother who used to 

celebrate a festival [in honour] of 'ashtoreth, and he burnt her graven 

image (or, idol) and he expelled fornicators from the land. And in the 

twenty-ninth year of ’AsA, ’alA reigned over Israel two years, and then 

zamri, having killed ’alA, the son of ba'sha his lord, reigned seven days. 

Then Israel was divided; some [went] with tabhni and some with 'amri. 

And when f amri waxed strong tabhni died. And when zamri saw that the 

people were content with 'amri he burnt his palace and himself. And when 

'amri had reigned righteously for six years, he bought the mountain of 

shAmrin from shAmir his lord, and built a city on it and called it ‘shamrin’. 

This city was afterwards called ‘sebastia’, and it is that which is nAbholos 

(nablos). 'amri reigned twelve years. 

After ’AsA, yoshAfAt (jehosaphat) his son [reigned] twenty-five years. 

And in his second year ahab, the son of ‘amri, reigned over Israel for 

twenty-three years. This king took to wife jezebel, the daughter of ’ithb'el 

(ethbaal), king of tyre and sidon. And he [Hiel ?] built jericho, which 

joshua, the son of non, cursed; he finished it with ’abhiram his firstborn, 

and in shakhub, his youngest, he set up its gates. At this time Elijah, and 

obadiah, and abhihudh, and 'ozA’il, and micah, the son of yamshi, were 

prophesying; and zedekiah and eliazar and four hundred others were 

lying prophets, zedekiah, the lying prophet, made horns of iron and set 

them upon his head and said to ahab, ‘With these thou shalt gore the 

Edomites and make an end of them.’ And in the twenty-ninth year of 

jehosaphat, ahaziah, the son of ahab, reigned [21] over Israel one year; 

and after him joram, his brother, [reigned] twelve years. 

After jehosaphat, joram his son reigned eight years. This [king] took 
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athaliah, the sister of ahab, to wife, and he slew all his brethren, the sons 

of jehosaphat; therefore was he smitten by the rod of justice, and his 

bowels came down and he died. 

After joram, ahaziah his son [reigned] one year, and in it he sent elisha 

the prophet, and he anointed yAho (jehu), the son of yamshi [nimshi], over 

Israel, and he reigned twenty-eight years; and he slew seventy sons of 

ahab and the priests of idols, and he destroyed the temple of baal. After 

elisha had anointed jehu, the son of yamshi, jehu slew joram, the son of 

ahab, and ahaziah, the king of judah, and jezebel, the Sidonian woman, 

the wife of ahab. 

After ahaziah, his mother athaliah [reigned] seven years; her son 

ahaziah having been killed she destroyed all the royal progeny, and 

yoash the son of ahaziah alone escaped, yoshba' , the sister of ahaziah, hid 

him—now she was the wife of yoyAdhA' (jehoiada), the chief of the priests of 

idols. And that jehoiada gathered together judah and slew athaliah. And 

he set up [as king] yoash, who was seven years old, and he also sent the men 

of judah to the house of baal, and he destroyed mAthAn, the pagan priest. 

After athaliah, yoash the son of ahaziah, her son [reigned] forty years. 

And in the twenty-fifth year of yoash, yAhoAhAz the son of jehu reigned 

over Israel seventeen years. And in the thirty-sixth year of yoash, elisha 

the prophet died; and after [this] yoash was killed by his slaves. 

After yoash, ’amosyA his son [reigned] twenty-nine years; this king 

conquered edom and seir (or, shamIr ?), and brought their gods to Jeru¬ 

salem, and served them. And in the tenth year of ’AmosyA, yoash reigned 

over Israel sixteen years. And he went out to war against bar hAdAdh 

(ben hadad), king of Syria, and he brought back the cities which hAzA’il 

had brought back, and he smote the edomites thrice, according to the word of 

the Lord which was to elisha. At that time hosha', and 'amos, and nAhAm, 

and yonathan (yawnan or jonah) were prophesying. And in the eighteenth 

year of ’AmosyA, yorabh'am reigned over Israel forty years. And ’AmosyA, 

king of judah, fought with yoash, king of Israel, and the children of Israel 

went up against judah and destroyed three hundred of its men, and ’amosya 

was struck by a spear and died. [22] And according to certain [writers] his 

slaves stabbed him when he fled to lachish. And the children of Israel came 

to Jerusalem, and they broke down its wall for four hundred cubits, and they 

took the gold and the silver, and all the vessels that were found in the house of 

the Lord and in the house of the king, and they returned to shAmrin (samaria). 

After ’amosya, 'azaryA his son reigned fifty-two years: he is 'oziA. 

And in the twenty-fourth year of his kingdom he made bold and went 

into the temple of God that he might place (i.e. offer) incense, and being 

restrained by 'azaryA (foziA) the priest, and refusing to go away, suddenly 

his whole body became covered with leprosy, and from that time yothAm 

his son judged [the people]. Up to this time isaiah the prophet prophesied 
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for twenty-four years. And having seen that the king dared [to offer in¬ 

cense], because he did not rebuke him [the gift of] prophecy was taken away 

from him for twenty-eight years—until 'oziA died. And then the righteous 

man prophesied for sixty-one years. And in the twenty-ninth year of 'oziA, 

zachariah reigned over Israel six months. Here the four sons of yAho 

(jehu) came to an end. 

And after zachariah, shAlom reigned for one month; and after him 

mahnim ten years. It was he who smote taphsah because they (i.e. its people) 

did not open its gates [to him], and he destroyed it, and he ripped up the 

women who were with child. And in the thirty-fourth year of 'oziA, pol, 

the king of bAbhil (babylon), went up against shAmrin, and he took from 

mahnim, the king of ISRAEL, one thousand talents of silver and returned. And 

in the fortieth year of'oziA, pekahyA reigned over Israel ten years. And in 

the forty-eighth year of 'oziA, tiglath-pileser, the king of the Assyrians, 

went up and captured judah and Israel, and he carried off into captivity 

a very large number of the people. This 'oziA uprooted the wall of gath, 

and ’Asotos (ashdod) and yamniA. Now he made war on the arabs who 

dwell in pAtArA (petra ?). And porphyrios saith that at this time homer 

and hesiod were famous. 

After 'oziA, yothAm his son [reigned] sixteen years. This king built a 

large portion of the wall of Jerusalem ; and he conquered the ammonites 

and laid them under tribute. 

After yothAm, ’AhAz his son [reigned] sixteen years. This king likewise 

served the gods of the heathen, and he did what was evil, pekah, king of 

Israel, [23] brought rAsAn, the king of Syria. And he went up against 

judah and destroyed twelve thousand myriads [of men]. Now ’AhAz, king 

of Jerusalem, sent to tiglath-pileser, the king of Assyria, and he came 

and killed rAsAn, and made war on Damascus, and captured the edomites 

(arameans ?); and he took a vast quantity of silver from them and departed 

to his own country. And in the second year of ’AhAz, hosha' rebelled 

against pekah and killed him, and he reigned over Israel nine years. And 

in the eighth year of ’AhAz, Shalmaneser, king of Assyria, went up against 

Israel, and hosha' became subject to him and gave him tribute, and after¬ 

wards he rebelled. And he sent to ’Adharmlech, the kushite, who was 

dwelling in ’ighuptos (egypt) to come to his help. And when Shalmaneser 

heard [this] he went up again against shAmrin, and he camped about it 

three years, and he captured it and carried away captive to babylon the 

children of Israel, ten tribes. Now this was the first Captivity. 

Now from ad am to this year, which is the eleventh year of the kingdom of 
’AhAz, was four thousand, seven hundred, and thirty years. 

And ’AhAz took down the sea of brass from the oxen of brass, the which 

Solomon had constructed. At this time the island of Rhodes was fortified, 

and it remained [thus] for one thousand, four hundred, and five years—until 
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the ARABS uprooted it. And also in sIkilia the city of salinos was built, 

and sakali, and trapizonta in pontos, and kuzIkos (cyzicus) in bithynea, 

and kalonon and lycania in Italy. And in the seventh year of ’ahaz, 

romulus reigned, and in Italy he built that great and famous [city of] 

rome (rhomi) and dwelt therein. Now up to this time the kings of Italy 

were called Latins (latinaye), but from this time onwards they were called 

romans (rhomaye), that is to say, franks. 

After ’ahaz, hezekiah [reigned] twenty-nine years. The country of 

shamrin and all the dominion of the Israelites was in the hands of the 

Assyrians, and subject to them. And hezekiah was reigning over judah 

in Jerusalem, hezekiah alone remained independent. 

And in the eighth year of hezekiah, Shalmaneser, the Assyrian, sent men 

to keep guard over judah. And because the Lord made him to have 

dominion over them Shalmaneser commanded that they should keep the 

judgement of the God of the land. And he sent to them a certain priest, 

whose name was 'azarya, that he might teach them the Law of MOSES. 

And he wrote for them the ’oraita (pentateuch) in Hebrew, [24] and for 

this reason the shamraye (Samaritans) accept the Pentateuch only. And it 

is said that this 'azarya, by the help also of an Aramean book, that is to say, 

Syrian, wrote the ’oraita, and this is the peshitta edition which is in the 

hands of the Syrians. 

And in the sixth year of hezekiah, Sennacherib, who went up against 

Jerusalem, reigned over the Assyrians, and through the prayer of hezekiah 

he was vanquished, now fifteen years were added to the life of hezekiah, 

and the angel of the Lord slew in the camp of Sennacherib one hundred 

and eighty-five thousand men. And he heard that tarhak (tirhakah), king 

of the kushites, had gone forth to fight with him, and straightway he de¬ 

parted to nineveh, and there his sons killed him. And hezekiah made a 

lake of water, and he made a canal to the city of Jerusalem, and he brought 

in water by aqueducts. And having shown to the ambassadors of the king 

of babylon everything which was in his house, the Lord was angry with 

him, and it was said to him, ‘Everything which they have seen in thy house, 

[shall be his], and thy sons shall become eunuchs in the house of the king of 

babylon.’ And hezekiah said, ‘Fair is the word of the Lord; O that there 

may be peace in my days!’ And in his days the righteous man tobit, who 

was of the captivity of Israel, and was dwelling in nineveh, was fed by the 

angel Raphael, and the blindness of his eyes was cured by the gall of that 

fish which was given to him by the angel. And at that time Syracuse, and 

KATANA, and LEONTINO, and MAGHLARA, and MARTONIYA (TAORMINA ?), and 

chreronesus were built in sikilia.1 And Sennacherib built tarsus of 

CILICIA. 

1 The vocalization of these names was corrected by Bedjan from the work of Dionysius 
of Tall Mahr§; see his note on p. 24. 
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After hezekiah, menasseh his son [reigned] fifty-five years. And in his 

thirteenth year he killed isaiah the prophet by sawing him in twain with 

a wood saw. Because of this God rejected him and delivered him over into 

the hands of the Assyrians. And having taken him captive they bound him 

in strong iron fetters and set him in a brass cage for beasts in nineveh. 

And when affliction waxed sore on him, he turned to the God of his fathers, 

and offered [Him] true repentance and prayed that famous prayer, and God 

answered him, and he was released and returned to Jerusalem. And that 

image with four [25] faces which he had made he cast out of the temple 

and smashed it, and he threw away the idols. And he built the south wall 

of Jerusalem, and stablished judah. And in pontos were built the cities 

mithia, ’Istris, ’akanthos, ’akardia, and ’estaghira, and salinos was 

built in sikilia (sicily). And in the twenty-first year of menasseh the city 

of chalcedon was built, and thalis (thales) the milesian, the first 

phusikos (physicus), that is to say, natural philosopher, was known (i.e. 

famous). And the Scythians seized the country as far as Palestine. And 

in the thirty-sixth year of menasseh, Sennacherib the less reigned over 

the Assyrians, and after one year he sent menasseh away. And in the 

fortieth year of menasseh, tullos reigned over the rhomaye (Byzantines) 

thirty-three years; the same is hostIlIos, who was the first to wear purple 

apparel and to use royal rods (sceptres). And bozantia, the first building, 

was built by bozos ; and after [nine hundred] and ninety-seven years Con¬ 

stantine restored it and enlarged it, and called it Constantinople. 

After menasseh, ammon his son [reigned] twelve years—according to 

the Hebrew [Bible], and anianus two years. Now this ammon served 

strange gods, that is to say, the liar-gods of the heathen, and he offered 

sacrifices to idols. He was smitten by his slaves and died by the sword. 

After ammon, josiah his son [reigned] thirty-one years. He had four 

sons, yokanya, yoyakIm, yahoahaz, and zedekiah. yokanya begot daniel 

the prophet; and yoyakim begot ananias, azarias, and misael. And 

zephaniah, the son of koshi the simeonite, was prophesying; and in his 

thirteenth year jeremiah the prophet began to prophesy; and in his eigh¬ 

teenth year huldhi the prophetess was prophesying. And at that time he 

displayed care for the Temple of the Lord, and he commanded hilakya 

(hilkiah) to give money from the treasure of the House of the Lord to 

workmen. And whilst they were digging [in the foundations] they found 

a Book of the Law. 

And when josiah read it, and learned what things God had commanded, 

he burned with zeal, and rent his garments, and devoted himself to keeping 

the whole Law. And he cast out the idols of ammon his father, and he 

purified the temple, and he smashed the statues, and uprooted the altars, 

and slew all the priests, and he burnt their bones [26] on the altar of baal, 

and thus the words of the prophet who came from judah to jeroboam 
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were fulfilled. And in the thirty-first year of josiah, nakhauth (necho), the 

same is pharaoh the lame, reigned in Egypt. He came down on the river 

frath (Euphrates) against mabbugh (manbij), to fight with the king of 

Assyria, and when josiah went to attack him, he was slain there by 

nakhauth. And his slaves brought him [back] and buried him in Jerusalem. 

After josiah, yahoahaz his son [reigned] three months. When pharaoh 

the lame came back he carried this king off as a captive, and he set up in 

his stead jehoiakim, the son of josiah, his brother. 

After yahoahaz, jehoiakim his brother [reigned] eleven years. It was he 

who is called ’elyakim, and pharaoh the lame set him in the place of his 

brother, and laid it upon him to give each year one hundred talents of gold. 

And in the third year of ’elyakim, Nebuchadnezzar, the chaldean, the son 

of nabhupalsar (nabopolassar), reigned over the Assyrians forty-four 

years. And he went up against Jerusalem and brought down captives and 

the vessels of the Temple; and he laid tribute on ’elyakim and departed. 

In this captivity daniel and his companions went down to babylon. This 

was the first Captivity which was to babylon. pharaoh the lame, having 

destroyed mabbugh and slain josiah, returned [to Egypt] ; but he came a 

second time and camped on the Euphrates and there he killed Nebuchad¬ 

nezzar (sic). And in the eighth year of yoyakim and Nebuchadnezzar in 

his fifth year he went up again against Jerusalem, and he laid tribute on 

yoyakim and returned. And in the eighth year of Nebuchadnezzar, 

yoyakim died. 

After yoyakim, his son yoyakhin, who is called in the Gospel of 

Matthew, yokanya, and who is also called by his father’s name yoyakim, 

[reigned] three months. His heart turned aside from the Lord, and for the 

third time Nebuchadnezzar went up and carried him, and his mother, and 

his chief men captives to babylon, and he remained there a prisoner for 

thirty-seven years. And Nebuchadnezzar set up in his stead zedekiah his 

uncle, the son of josiah. 

After yoyakhin, his uncle zedekiah reigned eleven years. And in the 

fourth year of zedekiah, ’estIghos (astyages) reigned over the medes 

thirty-eight years. And in the nineteenth year of his kingdom, that is, in 

the eleventh year of zedekiah, Nebuchadnezzar went up a fourth time 

against judah. And nabhuzardan, [27] the captain of his host, burnt the 

Temple and the city of Jerusalem. And he took captive zedekiah, and 

blinded his eyes, and with the exception of a few he carried away captives 

all the jews. And the kingdom of judah, which had flourished after the 

ending of the kingdom of the children of Israel for one hundred and fifty- 

five years, came to an end. Now when jeremiah knew of the burning of the 

Temple, he hid in a cave the Tabernacle of Witness, and the Ark, and no 

man knoweth the place. And clemens reckons from the burning [of the 

Temple] the seventy years of the Captivity until the second year of darius, 
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the son of hystaspes. And the prophets haggai and zechariah bear wit¬ 

ness, saying, ‘Lord, how long before Thou wilt show mercy upon Jerusalem 

and on the cities of Judah? For Thou hast been angry with them for 

seventy years.’ And eusebius and andronicus also hold this opinion. And 

others say from the third year of ’elyakim until the nineteenth year of 

cyrus [was seventy years]; and daniel the prophet from the thirteenth 

year of josiah, that is to say, from the beginning of the prophesying of 

jeremiah; and africanus from the beginning [of the reign of] zedekiah. 

The years of the Kings, twenty and three, until the burning [of the Temple] 

were five hundred and twenty and five; and from adam is four thousand, 

five hundred, and sixteen years. 



■ 

■ 



IV 

THE CHALDEAN (BABYLONIAN) KINGS 

The Fourth Series, the Chaldean (Babylonian) Kings 

AFTER zedekiah, Nebuchadnezzar, the chaldean, reigned twenty- 

-Ljl four years after he burnt the Temple, and had made the kingdom of the 

jews to come to an end, and before this he had reigned nineteen other years, 

so that all the years of his kingdom were forty-three years. And once again, 

for the fifth time, after the burning [of the Temple] he went up and laid 

siege to tyre, and he built a bridge of stone [from the mainland] to the city. 

And the sons of tyre becoming terrified cast everything into the sea and 

fled, and they (the Babylonians) surrounded hiram and killed him. Now 

hiram had lived five hundred years, the whole of the time of the kings of 

judah. And the land of Egypt was given to the army of Nebuchadnezzar 

[28] as a reward for the labour on the bridge (or, causeway) which they had 

built in the sea of tyre ; then Nebuchadnezzar returned to babylon. And 

he made a kremastos (/cpe/maro?), that is to say suspended paradise, and he 

made it that it might be one of the Seven Wonders [of the World]. And in 

the thirteenth year of the Captivity he made an image of gold sixty cubits 

high, because of which those of the house of hananya (ananias) triumphed. 

Then he became an animal, according to the prophecy of Daniel, and he 

grazed with the beasts on the grass of the desert. At this time the contest 

[which is called] ‘gumnastikos’ (gymnastic), because it was fought by naked 

men, began to be known in Athens. And in the time of this Nebuchad¬ 

nezzar, Hipparchus, the philosopher and mathematician, was also famous. 

He more than all the wise men who were before him made most careful 

study with watchings and observations of the courses of the constellations 

[and planets]. And ptolemy, Claudius, the lord (i.e. author) of the Book 

magisti, which he called ‘suntaksis’, was enlightened and made exceed¬ 

ingly strong (or, wise) by his writings. And of all the multitude of books of 

Hipparchus, only one book is extant to-day. [I mean] the ‘Mysteries of the 

Luminaries’ (or, shining orbs of the heavens), whereby is made known the 

renewal of the various kingdoms in the world.1 

After Nebuchadnezzar his son evil merodach [reigned] three years after 

the death of his father and not after he went mad. Whilst this king was 

reigning he brought yoyakim, who is yoyachin, that is to say yocanya, 

the son of yoyakim, who is ’elyakim, out of prison and paid him honour. 

And he ate bread at the table of evil merodach in the thirty-seventh year 

of his captivity, that is to say the twenty-sixth year [after] the burning of 

the Temple. 

1 Bedjansays in a note, ‘There are no mysteries in the Luminaries, and it cannot be known 

from them what the Lord wished to do’, and he quotes Daniel iv. 17. 
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After evil merodach, beltshasar (belshazzar) his brother [reigned] two 

years, according to the Chaldeans five. In the first year of this king daniel 

saw the vision of the four beasts, which symbolized four kingdoms, bel¬ 

shazzar in the second year [of his kingdom] made a great feast for his nobles. 

And he was drinking wine [as he reclined] opposite a thousand, that is to 

say they could see him, but he was not alongside of them. And when he 

dared greatly, and drank out of the vessels [used in] the service [of the 

Temple], which his father had carried off [from Jerusalem], the figure of 

a hand went forth and wrote the decree of his doom on the wall; and that 

same night came darius the Mede and killed him. 



V 

THE KINGS OF THE MEDES 

[29] Here beginneth the Fifth Series, which passeth from the 
Chaldean Kings to the Kings of the Medes 

AFTER BELTESHAZAR, DARIUS the MEDE, who IS NABHORHIDOS (NABO- 

-Zjl nidus), reigned for one year after he had killed belteshazar; now he 

had then been king for sixteen years. And in that year he set up daniel 

above all his nobles, and therefore daniel was envied and cast into the 

den of lions for the first time; and when he was delivered they (i.e. the 

men who envied him) perished. 



' 

■ 



VI 

THE KINGS OF THE PERSIANS 

Here beginneth the Sixth Series, which passeth from the Kings 
of the Medes to the Kings of the Persians 

AFTER DARIUS the MEDE, cyrus the Persian [reigned] thirty-one years; 

^ some manuscripts have [thirty]-nine and others [thirty]-three years. 

This cyrus having slain darius the mede made an end of the kingdomfs] of 

the Chaldeans, and the Assyrians, and the medes, and set up the kingdom 

of the Persians. And he made babylon the place of his abode (i.e. capital), 

and he also appointed daniel, the upright man, administrator of his king¬ 

dom. And daniel was full of zeal and he smashed the idol of bel, the god 

of the Babylonians, who was the first king of the Chaldeans, the father of 

ninos, who built nineveh. And daniel also slew the serpent, and became 

hated by the Babylonians, and he was cast a second time into a cave (or, 

cage) wherein there were seven lions. And the prophet habakkuk was 

sent from judah and brought food to him, and he was also delivered from 

the lions and his enemies perished. 

Nowr daniel in reckoning up the years of the Captivity, thought that the 

seventy years which had been decreed for the people by the word of the 

Lord by the hand of jeremiah, had already been fulfilled, and he fasted 

and prayed for twenty-one days, making supplication for the return of the 

people. Then he saw a terrifying vision by the river deklath (tigris), 

namely that of a man clothed in byssus, and he said unto him, ‘Behold, I 

have to contend for twenty-one days against the governor of the Persians 

[30] for the sending away of the people’. And in the first year of his king¬ 

dom he sent away five myriads (but not all of them, because the seventy 

years were not as yet fulfilled) by the hands of zurbabhel and fsHOf bar- 

yozadak. And he commanded them to build the Temple of Jerusalem 

according to the prophecy of isaiah ; but the building was obstructed by 

the peoples who were round about them, for forty-six years, as JOHN the 

Evangelist wrote, until the sixth year of darius, the son of hystaspes. 

After cyrus the Persian, cambyses his son reigned for eight years; the 

Hebrews say that he was called Nebuchadnezzar. 

And in his time judith, who slew holophernes, the man of maghogh, 

that is to say the Turk. And in the sixth year of his reign they overthrew 

tyre wholly. 

After cambyses two brothers who were magians [reigned] for seven 

months, and these months are reckoned with the years of cambyses. 

After the two brothers who were magians, darius, the son of hystaspes, 

[reigned] for thirty-six years. In his second year the seventy years >1 the 
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Captivity came to an end, according to clemens, and eusebius, and 

andronicus, and the testimony of [the prophets] haggai and zechariah. 

And in his sixth year the house (i.e. Temple) was finished in the month of 

’iyar. Its height was sixty cubits, its breadth was twenty cubits. The 

years from the first building of Solomon to this year of the completion of 

the second building added together are five hundred and eight years. At 

this time Pythagoras the philosopher died, having lived ninety-five [years]. 

And Democritus and diogenes, the philosophers; and anaxagoras, the 

physicist, and pindar and simonides, the musicians; and Hippocrates, the 

physician; and Protagoras and isocrates, the sophists; and Aristophanes 

and ’apcalis (eupoles?), the introducers of comedy, were known (or, 

famous). 

Of all these he who was the most triumphant in the world was hippo- 

crates, the master and teacher of physicians until the present day. He used 

to live in the city of emesa, and from time to time he would go to Damascus 

and live in those gardens, the site of which is known at the present day, and 

is called the ‘Porch of Hippocrates’. He was a godlike man, and he healed 

the sick gratuitously. It is related that ’ardashir, the king of the Persians, 

was sick and he sent a message to him [31] saying that he must come and 

heal him; and that he would give him the half of his kingdom; but hippo- 

crates would not go, because of the fee which [the King] had promised him. 

The following works of his are extant: The Book of Aphorisms, the Book 

of Prognosis, the Book of Peeled Barley, the Book of Humours, the Book 

of the Kastron (i.e. Belly), the Book of Water and Air, the Book of the 

Nature of Man, the Book of Headaches (?), and the Book of Diathiki 

(Covenant). 

After darius, his son ’ahshirash (ahasuerus) [reigned] twenty-one 

years. In his second year he subjugated Egypt. In his eleventh year he 

came to Athens and burnt it with fire. In his time haman, the amalekite, 

sought to make an end of the jews who remained from the Captivity. 

Esther and mordecai put on sackcloth, and the Lord made the wickedness 

of haman to recoil on his own head. And certain people say that if this 

story had been current in the time of EZRA, who wrote about everything 

which happened at this period, he would not have kept silence about it, 

and would have mentioned it. 

After ahasuerus, artabanus his own son reigned seven months, and 

these months are reckoned with the years of ahasuerus. 

And after artabanus, ’aryoch, that is artaxerxes longimanus, [reigned] 

forty-one years. And in his ninth year he commanded 'azra (ezra) the 

scribe to go up and build Jerusalem, that is to say the city, after the Temple 

was built. And a vision of God appeared unto EZRA the scribe, and he made 

a copy of [the Book of] the Prophets from memory, because their Books 

were burnt when [the city] was captured. And in his twentieth year 
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nehemiah, the cup-bearer (shakya), was sent to build Jerusalem. Now 

although this man was a Hebrew by race, he was a eunuch, and the cup¬ 

bearer of artaxerxes ; and he persuaded the king and the queen and went 

up. Now the Jews who were in Jerusalem had no holy fire, because they 

had cast it into a pit when they were carried away captives. And nehemiah 

commanded and they brought some of the clay (or, soil) from that pit and 

cast it upon the wood of the altar, and it burst into flame after it had been 

extinguished for one hundred and forty-six years. And nehemiah re¬ 

mained in Jerusalem for twelve years. And from this time of artaxerxes 

one reckoneth the seventy weeks which are written in daniel, and which 

make four hundred and ninety years, and they agree with the year three 

hundred and sixty-six of the Greeks, in the second year of nero, in whose 

days Jerusalem was besieged. Hitherto [32] writers have collected the 

[numbers of the years] from the Books of the Prophets and Ezra, but from 

this time onward [they have takefi them] from the Book of the Maccabees, 

and from the historians josephus and africanus. In the third year of this 

artaxerxes, socrates the philosopher was born, and he was poisoned at 

the end of his days. 

After ’aryoch another artaxerxes [reigned] for two months. 

After this other artaxerxes, saghdianos [reigned] for seven months, and 

these months are added to the two preceding months. 

After saghdianos, darius nothus [reigned] nineteen years. In his 

fifteenth year egypt rebelled against the Persians, and the Egyptians set 

up a native king after one hundred and twenty-four years [of foreign 

rule]. And after nehemiah had finished [building] the whole of the wall of 

Jerusalem he returned to babylon. And plato promulgated [his] opinion 

about the three uncreated beings, viz. God, Matter, and Silence. And 

he taught the migration of souls from bodies to bodies, even for insects and 

reptiles; and he advised that women be common property, epicurus clung 

to his teaching, and Aristotle, at the age of seventy, listened to wisdom 

from plato. 

After darius nothus, artaxerxes the Governor [reigned] forty years. 

And in his fifteenth year africanus, the Dictator of the romans, laid waste 

Carthage (?), and he called that country ’afrik! after his own name. The 

Hebrews call this artaxerxes ‘’asviros’, and because of this JOHN thought 

that the [events of] the story of Esther took place [in his reign]. In the 

translation of the seventy he is called ‘artaxerxes’. 

After artaxerxes the Governor, artaxerxes ochus [reigned] twenty- 

seven years. This [king] was a man of power and he reigned over Egypt, 

and once again the ighuptaye (Egyptians) became subject to the Persians ; 

the king of egypt, whose name was naktanabos (i.e. nekht-her-hebit), 

fled to Ethiopia. He saw by means of magical incantations that very many 

armies were advancing against him; and it is said that he was the unlawful 
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father of Alexander [the Great], ochus also conquered the jews and made 

them bearers of tribute to him; and he settled them by the side of the 

Caspian sea, in the city of hyrcania. And at this time philip, the father of 

Alexander, reigned in Macedonia twenty-seven:years. And in the thirteenth 

year [33] of ochus the Persian, and the eighth [year] of philip, Alexander 

[the Great] was born in hellas, and the name of his mother was Olympias. 

After ochus, parsis (’arsis) his son [reigned] four years. At this time 

socrates, and plato, and aristotle, the philosophers, were famous, plato 

died at the age of eighty-two years, and sposipos (speusippus), the son of 

his uncle, and not aristotle, stood in his place, even though he was his 

disciple, but he did not agree with his opinion, especially on the subject 

of the migration of souls from bodies to bodies, which he opposed 

strongly. 

At this time manasseh, the brother of onias (?), the high priest of the 

jews, built a great temple in mount garzim (gerizim), which was like that 

which was in Jerusalem, and Alexander, the son of King philip, became 

a disciple of aristotle. socrates and plato received wisdom from 

Pythagoras the Great. After the death of socrates, plato became famous. 

theon, the Alexandrian, estimates that plato composed thirty-three books, 

among them being the Book of ‘politikon’, and the Book of laws, and the 

Book of phaedo, and the Book of timaus. plato was of noble origin both 

on his father’s and mother’s side, for his father was descended from 

POSIDIQN, and his mother from solon, the lawgiver of the Athenians. 

Others say that when plato was a youth he was greatly skilled in the poetic 

art, and that when he was being trained under socrates and he saw that 

[his master] held the poetic art in contempt, he burnt the books of poetry 

which he possessed, and cleaved to socrates, and was a disciple of his for 

fifty years; and from him he learned Pythagorean wisdom. And when he 

died he left many estates (or, gardens), and two slaves, and a cup and a 

pinax, and an ornament which he used to put in his ear in his childhood as 

a mark of the nobility of his race. And the rest of his possessions he spent in 

providing dowries for his brother’s daughters; and he also divided some 

of his goods among his friends. Over his grave is written, ‘Here is laid 

a godlike man, who was superior to all men in wisdom, and in modesty, and 

in righteous habits. Therefore, every one who praiseth wisdom, [34] it is 

plato whom he praiseth, because in him was the greater part of wisdom.’ 

And on the other side of the grave is written, ‘O thou Earth, though thou 

hidest the body of plato, thou canst never draw nigh to his soul, because 

it never dieth’. 

aristotle was the son of nicomachus, the physician from stagira, a 

village in the country of Macedonia, and his race (i.e. pedigree), both 

through his father and mother, went back to the asklepiades; and for 

a period of twenty years he was an auditor of plato. And on a certain 
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occasion when he was with the rest of the disciples, and was still uninitiated, 

plato said unto those who were initiated, ‘Mind (or, understanding) hath 

not come, the philosopher is remote from the truth, deaf are his hearers’. 

Aristotle was held in very great honour by kings and Alexander adminis¬ 

tered the affairs of his kingdom under his direction. And when he went to 

war with the kings of the earth, Aristotle held his peace, and he began to 

write books on linguistics, and natural objects, and divine (i.e. celestial) 

objects, and the care (i.e. study) of customs. His stature was handsome, 

[his complexion] fair (or, white), the eyes and mouth small, the cheek 

broad, the beard crisp, the nose broad, his eyes were light blue (?). When 

he was walking by himself his gait was hurried, and when he was with 

other people he walked leisurely. And with the reading of books he some¬ 

times, it seems, abolished sleep. He put restraint on every word, and in¬ 

quired carefully into the force thereof. Being asked a question, he did not 

answer quickly, but only after a time. He loved songs (ballads or, metrical 

poetry). And when a man was disputing (or, debating) with him, he never 

cared whether he (i.e. the man) gained the victory or not, all that con¬ 

cerned him was the truth. And if he was in the wrong he admitted it, and 

when the truth [lay] with his fellow debater, he testified to the correctness 

thereof willingly. And his apparel, and his food, and his drink, and his 

marriage, and his motions were praiseworthy. He died at the age of sixty- 

eight years, and he left a son, and a daughter, and a wife, and slaves and 

maidservants, and many possessions. 

And there rose up in doctrine in his stead Theophrastus, his brother’s 

son. And when he died he made a beautiful (i.e. wise) will with directions 

for the members of his household and his disciples. 

And of socrates it is said, ‘This man beggared himself completely. He 

loved labours, and hated the delights and gratifications of the body. He 

used to live in a pit (or, well) [35] and not in a house. And a certain man 

said unto him: ‘If the pit becometh broken what wilt thou do?’ And he 

replied, ‘If the pit be broken, the place which is in the pit will not be 

broken’. He used to say, ‘The external beauty of the body maketh known 

the interior beauty of the soul’. And when the Athenians saw that he 

always selected good-looking youths to instruct, they thought that he was 

a lover of boys. And because he blamed and severely rebuked the king 

for his luxurious life, he instructed his sons ’anitos and militos, and they 

accused him of sodomy; so he killed him with poison. St. Gregory, the 

Theologian, mentions this socrates in the second part [of his work], 

saying, ‘The love of beauty of socrates! Though I am ashamed I must 

say “the love of boys”, though he was modest (or, chaste) in things which 

are to be praised’ (?). 

After parsis, darius the son of ’arshach (’arsham) [reigned] six years. 

And in the first year of his reign, Alexander [the Great], who was twenty 
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years old, was reigning. He was three cubits in height, and he was much 

greater than any of the kings who were before him. He conquered many 

countries, and he destroyed thirty-five kings and his camp contained 

twelve myriads of men. And in the sixth year of darius, and also of Alex¬ 

ander, they joined in battle at issus in cilicia, and Alexander conquered 

and darius was slain, and the kingdom of the Persians came to an end. 



VII 

THE KINGS OF THE PERSIANS 

Here beginneth the Seventh Series, which passeth from the 
Kings of the Persians to the pagan Greeks 

AFTER darius, Alexander reigned six years, after he killed darius, 
A- and the prophecy of daniel concerning the he-goat which came and 

killed the ram (Daniel viii) was fulfilled. Now Alexander, having brought 
to an end the kingdom of the Babylonians and Persians, [36] seized 
babylon, and subjugated ’ioripos (persepolis?), and ’erkonia (hurkania?) 
and muria (media?). And he took all greater asia, and he also crossed the 
river hendos (indus), and he conquered India and shebha (saba?). And he 
took to wife rushnak (roxana), the daughter of darius, and he carried off 
shebha her sister with her. And he built twelve cities and made a door of iron 
that the huns might not go forth. The height thereof was twelve cubits 
and the width thereof eight cubits. He took the jews and they welcomed 
him, and he sacrificed to god. And when the shamraye (Samaritans) slew 
Alexander the priest, whom he had left with them, he came from EGYPT 
and destroyed them, and he settled Macedonians in shamrin. And having 
come to babylon after he had reigned twelve years and seven months, one 
of his nobles put him to death by poison. And the Great Horn was broken, 
and under it there rose up four horns [Daniel, chaps, vii and viii], viz. his 
servants who reigned after him. The total of the years from adam to the 
death of Alexander, according to anianus the monk, is five thousand and 
sixty and nine years. And in the time of Alexander lived andromachus 
the physician, who added the flesh of vipers to the antidote methroditos 
(i.e. of mithridates), and recovery from the bites of vipers took place. 

After Alexander, ptolemy, his servant, [reigned] forty years; he was the 
son of loghos (lagus), that is to say the ‘son of ’arnebha’. He rose up 
after Alexander, and he brought his body [to Egypt] and buried it there. 
And in the year in which he [began to] reign, he captured Jerusalem by 
guile, and he carried the jews into captivity, and he settled [them] in Egypt 
in the days of hun!a (onias), the chief of the priests. And from him the kings 
(of Egypt) were known as ‘ptolemies’. philip arridaeus reigned over 
the Macedonians, and antiochus reigned in Syria. And he had a partner 
in the kingdom, seleucus nikator, i.e. the ‘Conqueror’. Now in cilicia, 
and in asia, and in caria, and in Hellespont, and in thrace, and in 
paphlagonia, and in epirus (var. ’eurip!), seven other kings rose up. Now 
in all there were ten [kings]; and the word of daniel (chaps, vii and viii) 
agreeth, viz. ‘The beast had ten horns’. [37] And in the thirteenth year of 
ptolemy [lagus], twelve years after the death of Alexander, antiochus 
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died. And seleucus reigned alone over Syria, and over all greater asi\, 

and babylon as far as India, for twenty-one years. And with him began 

the reckoning by the years of the Greeks (i.e. the Era of the Greeks) which 

we Syrians use, even though it be called after Alexander, seleucus built 

antioch, and seleucia, and latakia, and apamea, and urhai (edessa), and 

BEROEA, and PILAS, and GERMANiKI, which is mar'ash. 

From adam to seleucus, according to eusebius, is 4,889 years; 

From adam to seleucus, according to andronicus, is 5,083 years; 

From adam to seleucus, according to giwarg! (george) the most ex¬ 

cellent Elder, is 5,085 years; 

From adam to seleucus, according to africanus, is 5,083 years; 

From adam to seleucus, according to theophilus of edessa, is 5,197 

years; 
From adam to seleucus, according to Jacob of edessa, is 5,149 years; 

From adam to seleucus, according to george, bishop of the Arab 

peoples, is 4,929 years; 
From adam to seleucus, according to anianus, is 5,180 years and 10 

months. 
And with this last the Greek Septuagint agreeth. The reckoning which 

the Greeks use in our time agreeth with that of theophilus of edessa. Now 

if we add to 5,197 years the complete years of seleucus, and one month 

to the complete months of the incomplete year, which beginneth with the 

first teshrin (october), there are gathered together for us the complete 

solar years from adam, and the months from the incomplete year which 

beginneth with ’ilul (September). What then in respect of the day which 

remaineth (?), the tenth of ’ilul [of the] year of the Greeks 1587? Let us 

add five thousand one hundred and ninety-seven to one thousand five 

hundred and eighty-six, and their total is six thousand seven hundred and 

eighty-three; then add to the eleven months one month and they become 

twelve months. Let us add then one year to the complete years, and they 

become six thousand seven hundred and eighty-four. And we say that the 

tenth of ’ilul belongeth to the incomplete year, that is to say, the year 

six thousand seven hundred and eighty-five. 
After lagus, philadelphus, i.e. ‘loving his brother’, reigned thirty-eight 

years. And in his fifth year antiochus soter reigned over Syria after his 

brother seleucus. And in his sixth year philadelphus gave freedom [38] 

to the jews who were in captivity in Egypt. And he sent gifts to eli'azar, 

the high priest, and asked him for [copies of] the Holy Scriptures and 

translators. Then he (i.e. the high priest) wrote the Books in gold [ink], 

and sent [them] together with seventy-two learned men who were well 

acquainted with the two languages Greek and Hebrew; and there were six 

men from each tribe. And philadelphus settled them on the Island of 

faro (pharos), and he built thirty-six cells, one cell for every two men; 
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and he admonished them that they were to change nothing [in the text]. 

And they translated the Books in seventy-two days, each two men of the 

whole number [seventy-two], and there were thirty-six copies. And when 

they were collated with each other they were found to agree, as if one man 

only had translated them [i.e. all the copies]. And the king placed them in 

his library in Alexandria. 

And after antiochus soter, antiochus, who was called God [’Allaha], 

reigned over Syria fifteen years. And in the thirty-fourth year of his reign 

the parthians, that is to say the ’armenaye, rebelled against the Mace¬ 

donians, that is to say, Greeks (yawnaye), and they set up over them a king 

whose name was ’arshak, and from that time they were called ’arshakaye. 

And at that time the rhomaye slew of the gallaye (gauls), and the 

kalaye (kaltaye, celts?) up to four myriads. And Rhodes and all the 

countries round about them were so much shaken [by an earthquake], that 

the great colossus fell. And they afflicted Syracuse with war, and they 

also laid waste kafu (corfu?), and sicily became subject unto them, and 

likewise very many Iberian (i.e. Spanish) cities. 

After ptolemy philadelphus, ptolemy euergetes (that is, ‘ handi¬ 

craftsman’) [reigned] twenty-six years. And in that year seleucus kaloni- 

kus reigned in Syria twenty years. And he built kalonikus, that is, 

rakkah, and karkison (circesium). And after him seleucus kronos 

[reigned] three years, and after him antiochus the great thirty-six years. 

Now onias, the high priest, being unwilling to pay his customary tribute 

to the king of Egypt, pharaoh was wroth with him, and made ready to 

destroy the jews utterly. Then josephus, the wise and strong man, was 

sent to him by the JEWS, and favour was shown to him, and he pacified 

the anger of euergetes, and received from him an authority (or, Patent), 

and from that time a general [39] appeared in judea who was over all 

the cities. 
After PTOLEMY EUERGETES, PTOLEMY PHILOPATOR (that is, ‘loving llis 

father’) [reigned] seventeen years. This [pharaoh] afflicted the jews. 

And at the end of his kingdom antiochus the great, of Syria, conquered 

him and also took possession of Egypt. And he also came to judea and 

subjugated it. And then there happened the events which are described 

in the holy history of the maccabees. 

After ptolemy PHILOPATOR, ptolemy epiphanes (that is, the ‘purifier’, 

or perhaps ‘the dispenser of justice’) [reigned] twenty-one years, though 

other codices say twenty-four years. This pharaoh sent scopas his general, 

and he subdued judah and Syria. Against him went forth antiochus the 

great, and he conquered the army of the Egyptians and took from them 

all their cities. Now the jews submitted themselves with alacrity to 

antiochus, and he honoured them with gifts. And he paved the roads and 

passages over which the soldiers marched, and he built bridges of stones 
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over the rivers. And in his eleventh year antiochus the great was con¬ 

quered by the rhomaye at Thermopylae, and he covenanted to give to 

them annually one thousand talents of gold, and he also gave epiphanius, 

the son of antiochus, to the rhomaye as a hostage. And from that time the 

kingdom of the Greeks (yawnaye) was in subjugation to the authority of 

the rhomaye. For this reason the Greeks and Egyptians became allies, 

and antiochus stopped the war with ptolemy epiphanes, and made a 

covenant of friendship with him. And antiochus the great took Cleo¬ 

patra, the daughter of ptolemy epiphanes, to wife, and gave to her as her 

dowry Syria, Phoenicia, samaria, and judah. And in the seventeenth year 

of ptolemy epiphanes, antiochus the great went down [by sea?] against 

‘ilam, the royal city (or, capital) of the Persians, and there he died. As 

daniel said, ‘In a few days he shall be broken, neither by wrath nor war5 

(Daniel xi. 20). 

And seleucus reigned over Syria. In his time heliodorus, his trusty 

deputy, was chastised with a stroke from God because he persecuted the 

jews mercilessly. And in the twenty-first year of ptolemy epiphanes, 

antiochus epiphanes, the son of antiochus the great, ruled over SYRIA ; 

[40] he had lived as a hostage in ROME for eleven years. As soon as he 

began to reign he went to Egypt to ptolemy, and although he was for¬ 

bidden [to do so] by the rhomaye, he returned to judah. And when he 

came to Jerusalem he plundered the Temple of God, and set up in it an 

image of zeus. And he laid hold of eliezer the priest to make him offer 

up sacrifices, and when he refused, after [suffering] tortures, he died. And 

after him they brought shamon!, the wife of shalom, together with her 

seven sons, before antiochus. And they cut out the tongue of the first one, 

and the chief of all his members, and cast him into a pan to be roasted. Of 

the second they ripped off the skin of his head. They cut out the tongue 

of the third, and so on with the other four, and at last they murdered their 

mother. They were crowned (i.e. martyred) in Jerusalem, but afterwards 

their bodies were brought to antioch. 

After PTOLEMY EPIPHANES, PTOLEMY PHILOMETOR (this is, ‘loving his 

mother’) [reigned] thirty-five years. In his sixteenth year antiochus 

epiphanes died in the land of the Persians of a severe sickness [caused by] 

a stroke which was from God. And antiochus eupator reigned two years, 

and this king also multiplied evil acts towards the jews. In his time 

MATiTHA, son of JOHN, son of Simeon the priest, one of the sons of yona- 

dhabh, dwelt in mur'im and he had five sons, viz. john gaddai, simon 

TARSAI, JUDAH MAKBAI, ELIEZAR HAWRAN, and JONATHAN HAPOS. When 

these men saw a certain jew who was offering up a sacrifice they were filled 

with indignation, and they killed him, and also the governor who was 

forcing him to sacrifice, and they swept away the offering. Now these 

brethren, together with other zealous men of the Law, fled to a mountain. 
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And when antiochus eupator heard [this] he sent a force of one hundred 

thousand men to Jerusalem. And whilst they were fighting eliezar 

hawran saw a great elephant, and he thought that the king was sitting 

upon it. And he went under the elephant and stabbed it in its belly with 

a sword. And the elephant staggered about and fell upon him and he died. 

And when the fighting ceased and they were collecting the dead bodies for 

burial, they found under the apparel of every man of them some of the gold 

of idols. Then judah sent three thousand pieces of silver to the priests in 

Jerusalem, so that they might make an offering on behalf of those who had 

died, and might make propitiation for them for the sake of the [41] hope 

of the resurrection. At this time was built the first temple to the Lord 

among the heathen, hunia (onias) built it at ’iliospantas (or, Helio¬ 

polis?) which is in Egypt, and he performed in it the service according to 

the custom of the jews. 

And in the eighteenth year of ptolemy philometor, Demetrius soter, 

who was the son of seleucus, reigned over Syria twelve years. Now he 

came from rhome, and he seized the kingdom of his ancestors and slew 

antiochus eupator and his deputy lusia. And in the twentieth year of 

ptolemy philomator rose up the first governor of the jews, viz. judas 

maccabaeus, and from that time he held for three years equally (or, 

both together) the office of high priest and that of king. He drove the 

general of antiochus out from judah, and he purified the Temple, and 

he was killed by the captain of the host of demetrius during the war. 

And after him rose Jonathan, his brother, for nineteen years—thus the 

high priest was a general, and he fought during the war with great valour. 

And in the twenty-ninth year of ptolemy philomator, Alexander reigned 

over Syria ten years. He slew demetrius, and he also went to Egypt and 

seized the country, and philometor gave him Cleopatra, his daughter, 

and made peace with him. And hippolytus saith, ‘This agreeth with what 

daniel saith, “The daughter of the king of the south shall be given to the 

king of the north” ’ [compare Daniel xi. 17]. And theodoret saith, ‘With 

Cleopatra, the daughter of ptolemy epiphanes, who was given to antio¬ 

chus the great, the prophecy [of Daniel] was fulfilled’. And this is 

probably [correct]. 

After PTOLEMY PHILOMETOR, PTOLEMY EUERGETES II, the SOn of HA- 

bhubha (?), [reigned] twenty-nine years. In his fifth year, there reigned 

over Syria, after Alexander, demetrius ii, three years. And in the seventh 

year of this euergetes there rose up, after Jonathan, Simon, the high 

priest, who was a general eight years. This king sent a gold shield to 

rhome, and the rhomaye made a treaty of love with him [which was 

written] on a tablet of brass. And he also sent his son John against kan- 

dabis, the captain of the host of antiochus demetrius, and he conquered 

him and destroyed all his host, [42] and thus the jews were freed from [the 
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payment of] tribute. And in this year the second history of the Macca¬ 

bees came to an end. 

And in his eighth year ptolemy, the son of habhubha, deposed Deme¬ 

trius, and antiochus siditos reigned over Syria in his stead, and he came 

to make war on Jerusalem. And certain slaves rebelled in sicily, and 

being besieged in one of the towns on the island because of their hunger, 

they ate each other. And there was a great eruption of fire on the Island of 

iwalos (aeolus). And in the fifteenth year of ptolemy, the general of 

ptolemy who was in jericho, killed simon, the high priest. And after him 

rose up JOHN, who was called ‘hyrcanus’, because he gathered together an 

army against hyrcania, and he went to war—twenty-six years. And in the 

seventeenth year of this ptolemy, Demetrius returned to [his] kingdom, 

and he reigned over Syria foui years more. And after him there rose up 

over Syria, antiochus agrippa —twelve years. And he came to Jerusalem, 

and he afflicted it sorely. Then hyrcanus, being in sore straits, opened the 

grave of david and brought out therefrom three thousand talents of gold 

which had been laid up there by the ancients. And he gave three hundred 

of them to antiochus, and he departed from him. And at this time 

hyrcanus laid waste shamrin (samaria). 

After PTOLEMY EUERGETES, the son of HABHUBHA, PTOLEMY SOTER, who 

was also called ‘physkon’, [reigned] seventeen years. In his fourth year 

antiochus kudikos (sic) reigned over Syria—eighteen years. And in the 

eleventh year of soter, john hyrcanus died. And aristobulus, the son 

of Jonathan, rose up—one year. This man bound on [his head] a crown, 

and with guile he slew his brother antigonus. And another brother, JOHN, 

also slew this man; this john is iwannis, and he was also called ‘Alex¬ 

ander’. And he reigned twenty-seven years. This man governed the 

people in a cruel manner. And in his time ptolemy soter was driven out 

by Cleopatra his mother, and he fled to the Island of Cyprus. 

After ptolemy soter, ptolemy Alexander, his brother, [reigned] ten 

years. [43] In his fourth year he burned alive kuzikos (sic) king of Syria, 

and he himself reigned over Syria for one year. Then rose up philip over 

Syria—two years. And he was deposed by the people as being one who 

assisted in the burning of kuzikos (sic), and thereupon the people cleaved 

to the subjugation of the rhomaye. In the sixth year of this ptolemy 

Alexander the kingdom of the Greeks came to an end finally in Syria and 

asia. antioch became subject to the rhomaye in the year of the Greeks 

two hundred and twenty. 

After ptolemy Alexander, soter his brother returned, and he reigned 

eight years. This soter came back from Cyprus, whither he had fled from 

his mother. He fought with his brother, and expelled him, and he resumed 

his former rank. And soter, who was called ‘physkon’, reigned in Alex¬ 

andria and over all Egypt. 
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After ptolemy soter, his son ptolemy dionysus reigned a second time— 

thirty years. In the fifth year of his reign JOHN Alexander died, and his 

wife Alexandra, who was named selina, rose up for nine years. She 

observed the Commandments very strictly, and she punished those who 

abrogated them. But the affairs of the jews fell into a great state of con¬ 

fusion because she made hyrcanus her son high priest, and aristobulus 

her other son was offended, and they quarrelled greatly with each other. 

And after very much trouble hyrcanus was confirmed as high priest, and 

aristobulus [became] king. After a little [time] pompey, the captain of the 

host of the rhomaye, came and captured aristobulus, and carried him off 

in fetters to ROME, and he established his brother hyrcanus [as king]. And 

he stood for thirty and four years, and he [re]built the walls of Jerusalem 

which pompey had thrown down. For this pompey had laid the jews under 

tribute, and he subjugated also great Armenia, and iberia and isauria. 

And he increased greatly [in power] and was called ‘autocrator’. And in 

the year in which ptolemy dionysus of EGYPT died there began in rome 

the Consulship of the three Consuls whose names are gaius julius, mark 

ANTONY, and CRASSUS. 

After ptolemy dionysus, [44] Cleopatra, his daughter, [reigned] twenty- 

three years. And in her third year the rhomaye made gaius julius, one of 

the three Consuls, king. And he was named ‘caesar’, because when his 

mother was dying they made an opening in her and brought him out from 

her womb. And he went down to Egypt and confirmed the sovereignty of 

Cleopatra. And in the year in which he reigned the month of kuntilis 

was called ‘julius’. And when julius had reigned four years he died, and 

Augustus caesar reigned after him fifty-seven years. And in his sixth year, 

hyrcanus, the high priest, was carried off captive to the country of the 

parthians, that is to say, Persians. And for this reason herod, the son of 

antipater, the son of herod the priest of the house of idols of apollo, 

which is near the wall of ascalon, went up to ROME. And thence he re¬ 

ceived sovereignty over the jews, and he reigned thirty-seven years. And 

when hyrcanus returned from captivity he slew herod and his son 

Jonathan in the eleventh year of Augustus. And here was fulfilled the 

word of the prophecy, ‘The rod shall not depart from judah until He to 

whom sovereignty belongeth shall come’. For in the time of this herod the 

birth of our Redeemer took place, and the seven weeks and the sixty-two 

weeks of david were fulfilled. These make the four hundred and eighty- 

three years which began with the sixth year of darius, the son of hystaspes. 

Now when that herod came from ROME the jews would not receive him, 

and he fought and conquered them, and laid waste the two walls of Jeru¬ 

salem, and he destroyed many. And he took the vestment of priesthood 

under his hands, and with the exception of one year he did not release the 

high priest. And having slain hyrcanus he sent to babylon and brought 
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from thence a man whose name was hnana’il, who did not belong to the 

grade of priests, and he made him high priest for a year, and then dismissed 

him. And he made aristobulus, the son of hyrcanus, who was a brother 

of the wife of herod, [high priest]. And after a little while he killed him, 

and mary, his sister, who was his wife, and their mother, and each and every 

one, without any exception, who belonged to the family of the high priests. 

And again he appointed hnana’il [high priest]. And in the thirteenth year 

of Augustus Antoninus (antony), the captain of his host rebelled against 

them, [45] and he loved Cleopatra, Queen of egypt. And Augustus 

marched against him and conquered him. And after a consultation of the 

senate Augustus made friends with antoninus (Antony). Then Cleo¬ 

patra asked antoninus (antony) for dominion over the kingdom of the 

jews and the Arabs, and he agreed to her request. And because of this 

Augustus was offended, and he marched again against antoninus (antony) 

and conquered him; and he also subdued egypt. And he took the two sons 

of Cleopatra, who were called ‘Sun’ and ‘Moon’, and slew them. Then 

Cleopatra and antoninus (antony) killed themselves. 



VIII 

THE ROMAN EMPERORS 

Here beginneth the Eighth Series, which passeth from the Kings 

of the pagan Greeks to the Kings of the Rhomaye 

THE sovereignty of the Ptolemies, that is to say Greeks, having come 

to an end in Egypt also, the whole of Egypt and the whole of Syria 

came under the dominion of the rhomaye. 

After Cleopatra [came] Augustus caesar, and whilst reigning over 

Egypt he was named ‘sebastus’ ; and also [the month] of sekstilis was called 

‘Augustus’. And in [his] eighteenth year Augustus sent Tiberius, the 

captain of [his] host, to Armenia, and he subjugated it. And herod built 

shamrin (samaria), and in honour of sebastus called it ‘sebastia’. And he also 

built the Tower of ’estraton (turris stratonis) and named it ‘caesarea’, 

and he also built gabhala in Galilee. And in the forty-third year of Augustus, 

which is the thirty-third year of herod, and the three hundred and ninth 

year of the Greeks, on the twenty-fifth day of the month of the first 

kanon (December), on the night of the dawn of the third [day of the week], 

our Lord jesus Christ, the Son of God, was born in the flesh of the virgin 

mary, the daughter of david; and that year entered (i.e. began) on the 

second day of the week. And in that year keurInos (cyrenius), the 

governor, was sent by the Senate of ROME to levy poll-tax of the jews 

because Galilean judah had rebelled, and many of the jews said, 

M * It is not right to pay poll-tax to Caesar’, and, ‘to make for ourselves 

lords who are mortal’. 

And thirty years after this, on the fourth day of the week, on the sixth 

day of the latter kanon (January), Christ was baptized by john in the 

Jordan. And when our Lord in the flesh was two years old, and Joseph and 

mary were going up from nazareth to Jerusalem and they came to 

Bethlehem, the magi came, and there they bowed down in homage to Him. 

And by night they departed to Egypt, and they lived there for two years, 

until herod died, and then they returned. Now when the Holy Virgin gave 

birth to Him she was thirteen (or, fifteen) years old, and she died when she 

was fifty-one (or, sixty-three) years old. longinus, the Roman sage, wrote 

to caesar concerning the coming of the magi, saying, ‘Persians from the 

east have travelled and come to thy kingdom, and they have brought 

offerings to a child who hath been born in judah, but who he is, and whose 

son he is, we have not yet heard’. And Augustus sent [an answer saying], 

‘herod, the Satrap, whom we have left there, shall make known to us who 

he is’. And as for the year of the birth of our Lord, although writers (or, 

historians) have stated it differently, we find that it was only the three 
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hundred and ninth year of the Greeks,1 which began on the second day of 

the week—besides the other things which they wrote. And herod having 

slain the children of bethlehem and the borders thereof, the Lord smote 

him; he suffered sorely for two years and died aged seventy years. 

And Augustus set up archelaus his son, who reigned nine years. And 

having committed an act of folly he was banished to bhinan (vienna), a city 

of the galsine (gauls). And then Augustus set up the four governors, 

tetrarchs, herod, and antipater, and Philip—these then were brothers 

of archelaus—and the fourth was lysanius, the alien. And in the same 

year Augustus died. 

After Augustus caesar, Tiberius caesar [reigned] twenty-three years. 

And in his fourteenth year pilate, the governor, was sent to the jews, and 

he was Prefect over them. And he introduced the statue of caesar into [47] 

the Temple, and [thus] stirred up the jews to revolt. And besides this he 

expended all the treasure of the priests when the aqueduct came into [the 

city], which became the cause of their second revolt. 

And in the nineteenth year of tiberius, abhgar, king of urhai (edessa), 

sent a certain painter, whose name was John, the tabellarius, and he painted 

a portrait of our Lord jesus upon a tablet, and brought [it] to abhgar. And 

abhgar also sent [a letter] to our Lord by the hands of hananya, saying, 

‘I have heard that mighty deeds flow from thee, and that thou effectest 

healings without medicines. Therefore thou must either be God Himself, 

who hath come down from heaven, or the son of God. Because of this I 

have written [and] I have asked thee to trouble thyself to come to me and 

heal the sickness which is in me. Moreover I have also heard that the jews 

are jealous (or, envious) of thee, and that they murmur complainingly 

concerning thee, and are very wishful to do thee an injury. Now I have 

a small and beautiful city, and it will suffice for the two [of us].’ 

And our Lord made answer to him, saying, ‘Blessed is he who hath 

believed in me, though he hath not seen me! And as concerning what thou 

hast written, that I should come to thee. A course of life and action is [laid] 

upon me, and it is meet that I should fulfil in this place that on account of 

which I have been sent, and I shall be taken up to Him who hath sent me. 

But I will send unto thee immediately one of my disciples who shall heal 

thy sickness, and shall give life unto thee and unto those who are with thee’. 

And in the nineteenth year of tiberius our Redeemer suffered, and died, 

and was buried, and rose up again, and ascended into heaven. And on 

the day of Pentecost a great quaking seized the priests of the jews, who 

heard a voice from the inside of the Temple, saying, ‘We must depart from 

this place’. And abhgar of edessa wrote to tiberius concerning everything 

1 Bedjan’s note reads, ‘Doctors agree generally in stating that our Lord Jesus Christ was 
born in the three hundred and eleventh year of the Greeks, and we keep to this date 

throughout this book’. 
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which the jews did to Christ. And the Emperor replied, ‘Behold, because 

of this I have dismissed pilate in disgrace, and I will take vengeance on 

the Jews’. And herod the Tetrarch, who was also named ’antipatos 

(antipatrus)—now, he was the son of herod, the slayer of the children— 

killed JOHN. And he took to wife herodias, the wife of his brother, whilst 

her husband was still living. And he was sent into exile with herodias, and 

both he and she were killed in the city of bawinna (winna?). 

The years from adam to the year in which our Redeemer suffered, make 

a total of five thousand five hundred and thirty-nine years, and that year 

began on the First Day of the Week (Sunday). According to hippolytus, 

and John, and mar Jacob, the total is five thousand five hundred and fifty 

years; according [48] to eusebius five thousand two hundred and thirty- 

two; according to the Syrians four thousand one hundred and fifty-six; 

according to africanus, five thousand five hundred and thirty-two; and 

according to others five thousand three hundred and twenty years; and in 

the chronology which many hold to, five thousand five hundred and nine 

(nineteen?); and according to andronicus, it was in the year three hundred 

and forty-two of the Greeks (a.d. 331). 

After Tiberius caesar, gaius caesar [reigned] four years. That agrippa, 

who was called ‘herod’, was the son of aristobulus, the son of herod, the 

slayer of the children, by mary, the daughter of hyrcanus, the chief of the 

priests. When in the days of Tiberius he went up to rome to lay an accusa¬ 

tion against herod the Tetrarch, that is to say, ’antIpatos (antipatrus), 

he was put in prison. And whilst he was fettered he used to pray that 

gaius might become king. Therefore when gaius reigned he gave him the 

principalities of philip and of lusania, and because of this herodias cursed 

herod ’antipatos (antipatrus?), saying that, because she had not gone to 

Caesar ‘thou hast been deprived of governorship. For if agrippa, who was 

of the common folk, became a governor, how much more ought thou, who 

wast of the tetrarchship, to become one ?’ And because of this, when gaius 

went up to rome to receive the kingdom, he was wroth, and he drove him 

forth into exile with his wife, and there they died. And when this agrippa 

reigned, in his first year, he slew James, not the brother of our Lord [but 

the son of zabhdai (zebedee)], of whom paul maketh mention [1 Cor. xv. 

7]; and he was crowned (i.e. martyred) on a cork tree, and not by the sword 

of AGRIPPA. 

And at that time felix, the Eparch of Egypt, was sent, and he afflicted 

the jews for seven years, and because of this ambassadors were sent to 

gaius that they might break him, namely josephus, the wise man, and 

Philo the Hebrew philosopher, who was from Alexandria. And gaius in 

his fourth year commanded patronus, the Eparch of Syria, to set up 

images of himself in the Temple and in the synagogues of the jews, and 

thus was fulfilled what daniel [wrote] concerning the polluted sign which 
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stood in the Holy Place [Daniel xi. 31J. And when agrippa had reigned in 

his kingdom for three full years he came to caesarea, and made a festival 

of theatricals representing the life of caesar. And on the second day of the 

theatricals he put on a garment in which was sewn silver [threads], and he 

came in the dawn to the theatre, and when the first rays of the sun fell 

[49] upon the silver it sparkled in a most wonderful fashion, whereupon 

his adulators called him ‘God’. And because he did not restrain them he 

was smitten with a stroke, and after five days he came to an end. 

After gaius caesar, Claudius caesar [reigned] fourteen years. In his 

time a revolt took place in Jerusalem, on the day of the feast of the Passover. 

And whilst the people were crowded together in a dense mass at the exits 

of the Temple three myriads of jews were trampled under foot, each by 

the other, and died. And a great famine took place throughout the in¬ 

habited world, and the prophecy of ’aghabhos (Agabus), which is in the 

Book of praxis [Acts xi. 28; xxi. 10], was fulfilled. And the disciples who 

were in antioch, according to the sufficiency which was in their hands, 

divided up their possessions and sent [gifts] to the poor who were in Jeru¬ 

salem. And Philo, the wise man, met the apostle peter when he was 

preaching in ROME, and he wrote about those who became disciples of the 

Faith which is in our Lord, and who had stripped themselves of the 

possessions and anxiety of [this] world. None of them ate food before the 

sun set. They adjudged the cultivation of wisdom to be like unto the light, 

and the necessary care and use of the body to be like unto darkness. Some 

among them only ate food every second day, and some only every third 

day, and there were others who only ate every sixth or seventh day. 

At this time a certain Egyptian, a lying prophet, came to judea, and he 

led astray after him three myriads of men. And having marched them 

round in the desert he brought them to the mount of olives, and he wished 

to take Jerusalem. Then came felix and a battle took place, and the 

Egyptian fled and his force perished. And because of this it was said to PAUL 

by the Chiliarch, ‘Wert not thou thyself that Egyptian ?’ [Acts xxi. 38], &c. 

After Claudius caesar, nero caesar [reigned] fourteen years. He sent 

festus and dismissed felix. And he was the first one who set up the 

persecution of the Christians in which peter and Paul testified in rome 

and were crowned (i.e. suffered martyrdom). In the thirteenth year of 

nero the jews rebelled, and nero sent [against them] Vespasian and titus 

his son. And in one year, in the month of haziran (June), titus captured 

the city of yotopata (iotopata) because he heard that josephus, the scribe, 

the son of mattai the priest, who was the captain of the host of the jews, 

was there. And when he was taken he prophesied concerning the death of 

[50] nero and who was going to reign after him. Therefore titus did not 

kill him. Now this josephus was not kayafa (caiaphas), as some men have 

thought, for caiaphas was also called josephus. 
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And after these things the romans encircled Jerusalem, and whilst 

Vespasian was occupied in the war against Jerusalem, the report of the 

death of nero arrived, and of the tyrant otho, who stood for three months, 

and he killed him, and of vitallianus, the tyrant, who stood for eight 

months. Him the romans slew in the middle of the city. Then the Roman 

troops who were with Vespasian proclaimed him king, and he committed 

the war against Jerusalem to titus his son, who went to Alexandria and 

subjugated it, and [then] departed by sea to Rome. 

After nero caesar, Vespasian caesar [reigned] ten years. It was he who 

built the capitolium. And he made the circus in Alexandria, the length 

of which was one hundred and twenty-five feet. And titus his son, on the 

fourteenth day of the month of nisan (april), in the three hundred and 

eighty-second year of the Greeks (i.e. a.d. 71), encamped against Jeru¬ 

salem ; he captured it on the eighth day of the month of ilol (September), 

and destroyed it completely in the second year of Vespasian. He burnt the 

Temple on the tenth day of the month of ’ab (august), before the city was 

captured, the same day on which the Temple was burnt in the days of 

zedekiah. From adam to this final overthrow was five thousand four 

hundred and thirty-seven years, but according to others five thousand two 

hundred and three years. And from the building of the Temple to the 

destruction thereof was ten hundred and ninety-five years, and from the 

year of the passion forty years. And, according to others, five thousand 

five hundred and eighty-five years, and after the passion thirty-three years, 

in the year of the Greeks three hundred and twenty-three.1 

And if, as josephus saith, the Passover took place on the twelfth day of 

nisan (april), and the Resurrection on the fifteenth day, it must be the 

three hundred and eighty-first year of the Greeks. And how many people 

perished therein! This same josephus saith, ‘On the day of the Passover 

they offered up two hundred and fifty thousand rams, and around each ram 

twenty men were gathered together. And these were people ceremonially 

pure, for the unclean, and the people with fluxes, and the children did not 

eat. Sixty thousand men were killed in the war, and one million one hundred 

thousand perished through hunger, [51] and one hundred thousand people 

were sold as slaves, and the rest were distributed about as menials for 

service. This is the terrible calamity which came to the jews in Jerusalem. 

As concerning the great tribulation which took place in the city, and the 

calamities which the jews suffered in bondage, josephus describes very 

many of them, the which a small treatise like this cannot contain. 

After Vespasian, titus his son [reigned] two years. The Senate pro¬ 

claimed this man to be ‘God’, and having accepted the proclamation which 

thus styled him, he died suddenly. 

1 Bedjan does not accept these figures, for he considers them incorrect; he thinks that 

the correct number is either 373 or 383 years. 
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After titus caesar, domitian caesar, his brother, [reigned] sixteen years. 

This Emperor drove the Chaldeans and the philosophers out of rome, and 

he commanded that no vine should be planted in the city, and he prohibited 

the castration of the male. Cornelia, the priestess, a virgin, was accused 

of unchastity, and she was buried alive. And as the Gospel of Christ 

was increasing mightily, patropilos (patrophilus) the philosopher said 

unto ursinos his master, ‘What is this? Theodore, the chief of the 

sages in Athens, and africanus, the Alexandrian philosopher, and mar- 

tinus .from badu (bardu?), and many others worship a man who was 

crucified, and though they are not rewarded with riches, they are mighty 

in word and deed.’ And he replied, ‘Yea, even the gods and their priests 

become disciples of His. The fact that His disciples do not give themselves 

up to the hateful habits of sin testifieth that their doctrine is the best of all 

doctrines.’ And when domitian heard these things he marvelled, and he 

brought the persecution to an end. At this time Apollonius, that is pilare 

(philarius), exhibited talismdtas (i.e. the art of magic), and he performed 

everything by means of devils, and he used to say, ‘Woe is me! For the Son 

of mary hath obtained pre-eminence over me ’ (or, anticipated me). 

After domitian caesar, nerva caesar [reigned] one year. Then he fell 

sick, and his body rotted, and he died in the garden of Sallust. 

After nerva caesar, trajan caesar [reigned] nineteen years. He stirred 

up the persecution of the Christians in which simon, the son of cleophas 

of Jerusalem, and JOHN the Apostle, and ignatius of antioch were 

crowned (i.e. suffered martyrdom), and plinius secundus, the Eparch, 

killed many Christians. And when he saw how many they were, he was 

greatly troubled, and he wrote [52] to trajan, saying, ‘No other offence 

can be urged against the Christians except that they do not wish to offer 

sacrifice to idols; they abhor adultery and murder and every disgraceful 

act’. And when caesar learned these things he commanded that they 

should not be searched for, but that whenever any one of them was 

discovered he should be proceeded against until he offered sacrifice. And 

in the tenth year of trajan, galen the physician was born, and at the end 

of his reign the jews who were in Cyprus uprooted the city of Salomon! 

(salamina), and slew the Greeks (yawnaye) who were therein. And the 

jews also who were in lybia stirred up to revolt the Greeks who were 

therein, and thus also did the jews who were in cyrenaica, and in thebes 

(thebaid?), and in Alexandria and in beth nahrin (Mesopotamia). And 

the jews who were in Egypt rebelled, and set up for themselves a king 

whose name was lumpis, and he governed them and came to judea. Now 

the jews conquered in every place. And basilides, the head of the heresy 

of the gnostics, that is to say, the worshippers of the serpent, became 

celebrated. 

After trajan caesar, Hadrian caesar [reigned] twenty-one years. When 
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he reigned, he abolished liability for debts, and he remitted many tributes 

to many peoples, and he burnt the documents on which the debts (or, 

liabilities) of cities were recorded. In the fourth year of his reign the 

sovereignty of edessa ceased, and governors administered affairs there as in 

every other place. And in his fifth year he brought the river pisos (kepisos) 

to ’alosina, and made for it a bridge, and he wintered in Athens. 

And in his time there became famous Claudius ptolemy the astronomer, 

who made the Book of magisti and called it ‘syntaxis’; and galen, the 

physician, who learned and taught, and secundus, the silent philosopher. 

[At the last named] Hadrian marvelled, and wished to break his silence, 

but secundus maintained it until his death. 

And a certain Jew, whose name was bar kawkebha, rebelled in judea, 

and he used to carry off and kill those who would not agree with him. The 

Emperor sent troops and destroyed the jews, and he uprooted Jerusalem 

thoroughly. And they built there a city and called it ‘helios hadrianus’, 

and they settled aliens therein. And he bound the ears of the jews, and he 

made a law that they were not to look upon that place, even from a distance. 

[53] And the Christian philosophers kurtos (quadratus?) and aristides, 

the Athenians, wrote an Apologia for the doctrine of the Christians. And 

sayrainos (serenus) the governor wrote to the Emperor [saying], ‘It is not 

right to kill them merely because of the name Christian, without any blame¬ 

worthy act’; and the Emperor wrote, ‘Unless there is a reason for con¬ 

demnation they shall not die’. And in his days the First Council in nicea 

was gathered together, namely forty-three bishops; and they excommuni¬ 

cated sabellius, who said, ‘One Person of the Trinity’, and Valentinus, 

who confessed that our Lord brought a body for Himself from heaven. 

After HADRIAN CAESAR, TITUS ANTONINUS CAESAR, who Was Called EUSE¬ 

BIUS, and was named ‘Righteous’ and ‘Father of the Country’—he and 

his sons [reigned] twenty-two years. This Emperor commanded that the 

Christians should not be persecuted. And in his time galen flourished. 

And that he did not live in the time of our Lord, as some men think, is 

known from galen’s own words. For he saith in the beginning of the First 

Chapter, which treateth of fissures (or, wounds), ‘I composed the first book 

of fissures when I went up to rome the first time’. And he saith also in his 

exposition of Plato’s Book of pedon (phaedo), ‘We have seen these men 

who are called “nasraye” (nazarenes), who found their Faith upon Divine 

indications (or, inspirations) and miracles, and they are in no wise inferior 

to those who are in truth philosophers. For they love purity (or, chastity), 

and they are constant in Fasting, and they are zealous in avoiding the 

committal of wrong, and there are among them some who during the whole 

course of their lives never indulge in carnal intercourse. I say that this is 

a sign of the monastic life which became famous after the Ascension of our 

Lord, during the period of one hundred years’. Now the total of the years 
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from the Ascension of our Lord to the death of galen, according to the 

accurate opinion of chronographers, is one hundred and sixty years. 

Now this galen came from the city of pergamus, and he wrote many 

books on the craft of the physician, and of these about one hundred works 

are extant. He revived the Hippocratic system of medicine which had 

fallen into disuse (or, become antiquated). And when he was told about the 

mighty deeds and healings which [54] Christ, our Lord, used to do, he 

said, ‘I have no doubt whatsoever that He doeth these things by means of 

the Divine Power’. And he asked, ‘Doth any man of His disciples still 

remain?’ And it was told him, ‘Such remaineth in Jerusalem’ ; and he rose 

up to go to Jerusalem. And when he arrived in Sicily he died there at the 

age of eighty-eight years. And at the beginning [of his career] galen 

became a pupil of ’elyanos (aelianus) the physician, who, a pestilence 

having broken out among the people of antioch, took ‘theriake’ and went 

there, and made the people drink it. And of those who drank after they had 

fallen sick some were saved and some of them perished; and of those who 

drank before the sickness [attacked them] all of them escaped. 

Claudius ptolemy [wrote] many books on the science of astronomy, and 

of these the most famous are the great Book of syntaxis, and the Book of 

geography, and the Book of fruit, and the Book of astrology in four 

discourses. He was the first who made the planisphere, i.e. the brazen 

sphere which was the similitude of the heavens. At this time flourished 

Alexander, the aphrodisite, who translated the books of Aristotle ; now 

his translations were very famous among the Greeks, and they still are 

among the Syrians and saracens (or, Arabs). And many disputations, 

and debates, and investigations are attributed to him and to galen. And 

he gave galen the nickname of ‘mule-head’, because of the strength of his 

head at the time of disputation and debate, theon, the geometrician, 

the Alexandrian, also lived at this time. He was the author of some books 

which are famous throughout nearly the whole world, viz. the Book of the 

working of the brazen circles, by means of which the observations of 

stellar motions are perfected, and the Book of the canon, by means of 

which one placeth the observations of the changing reckoning of the 

tropical positions face to face with those which cleave thereto every eighty 

years one degree, up to eight divisions and then come back. This was not 

thought possible by ptolemy because, with the exception of this addition, 

the reckonings (or, computations) agree with the indications which are 

made by means of the instruments for observations. [And theon also 

wrote] the Book of isagoge, that is to say, an introduction to the Syntaxis of 

PTOLEMY. 

After titus antoninus caesar, marcus aurelius caesar, and his sons, 

[reigned] [55] nineteen years. In the beginning of his reign walgash, king 

of the parthians, laid waste many of the provinces of the romans, and the 
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sons of marcus Aurelius antoninus and lucius went and brought the 

parthians into subjection. And the romans made war on the garmanaye, 

and the kwarao (kodaye?), and the sarmataye (sarmatians), and the 

dakas, and lucius triumphed over them and was called ‘Autocrator’; and 

after nine years he died. Then antoninus his brother associated his son 

commodus with him in the kingdom; and antoninus fell sick in pannonia 

and died. And his son commodus, having ruled thirteen years, was strangled 

in the house of vestilianus. And lightning fell on the Capitolium, and 

burnt up the Library, and the Palace, and the House of the Virgins. 

After marcus caesar and his sons pertinax [reigned] six months, and 

was killed. 

After pertinax caesar, severianus caesar [reigned] eighteen years. In 

the first year of his reign a fierce war between the jews and the Samaritans 

took place, and from the ninth year of his reign to the end of his life he 

persecuted the Christians cruelly and continually, and many of them bore 

witness and were crowned (i.e. suffered martyrdom). And whilst marching 

against a barbarous people, who lived on the skirts of the mountains to the 

west [and] north, and who harried greatly the romans who were on their 

borders, he died. In other manuscripts [it is said that] he was killed. 

After severianus caesar, antoninus caesar his son [reigned] four 

(seven?) years. This Emperor removed the ban of exile on those who had 

been banished because of their Faith: he was killed in beth nahrin 

(Mesopotamia) between harran and edessa. 

After antoninus caesar, macrinus caesar [reigned] one year; and in 

that year the circuses of ipastia (hephaistia) which were in Rome were 

burnt down, and he was killed in ’ARKELAis (archelais). 

After macrinus caesar, antoninus caesar, who was from alyogala 

(alyogabala?), [reigned] four years. In his time nikopolis of Palestine, 

that is to say emmaus, was built; it stood on the building of julius afri- 

canus the chronographer. 

After ANTONINUS CAESAR, ALEXANDER CAESAR BAR MARNA [reigned] 

thirteen years. This marna believed on Christ, and helped the Christians 

greatly. In his third year, which is the year [56] five hundred and forty-two 

of the Greeks, ’ardashir, the son of pabak, reigned over Persia, and 

another kingdom of the Persians which is called beth sasan began, and it 

continued for four hundred and eighteen years, until the kingdom of the 
Arabs arose and ended it. 

After Alexander caesar, maximinus caesar [reigned] three years. 

This Emperor, because of his hatred of his predecessor, stirred up a perse¬ 

cution of the Christians, and sergius and Bacchus, who had been sent to 

Mesopotamia, and cyprian the bishop and many others, bore witness and 

were crowned with martyrdom. [This went on] until maximinus was 
killed in kwena (aquileia?). 
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After maximinus caesar, gordianus caesar [reigned] six years, and he 

was killed on the borders of Persia. In his days man! (manes) was born. 

After gordianus caesar, philip caesar [reigned] seven years. In his 

time the persecution of the Christians was stayed. And in his first year 

shabhor (sapor), the son of ’ardashir, reigned over the Persians thirty- 

one years. And in his time the one thousand years from the building of 

ROME was completed. And beasts were slaughtered in the Great Circus 

during the celebration of the contest of One Thousand Years. And plays 

of a warlike character were performed at nights, there was a vigil of three 

days, and forty athletes (or, heroes), as in the nativity of ROME, ran. And the 

theatre of pompey and the ’akatostolon (akatostolon), that is to say, 

[the building of] six pillars, were burnt down. Now philip his lord was 

killed by dakyos (decius). 

After philip caesar, decius caesar [reigned] one year. This Emperor 

persecuted the Christians greatly. And in his time the Seven Young Men 

fled from ephesus and hid themselves in a cave. And many [Christians] 

through fear of decius denied Christ, and when he was killed and wrath 

died down, those who had apostatized came to ROME, and sought restora¬ 

tion to communion; but nabhatis (novatus?) used to say, ‘There is no 

forgiveness’; and he was called the ‘head of the katharo’ (the purists). 

After decius caesar, the caesars gallus and volusianus [reigned] two 

years, and they were killed in the Flamminian Way. At this time a destroy¬ 

ing sickness broke out in the world, [57] especially in Egypt. 

After the caesars gallus and volusianus, the caesars valerianus and 

gallinus [reigned] fifteen years; they persecuted the Christians. And 

sapor, the son of ’ardashir, the king of the Persians, laid waste Syria, and 

Cilicia and Cappadocia. And the ghothaye (goths), having crossed the 

river of mabhyanos (mabios?, Danube), carried off many of the governors 

into captivity. And valerianus having been carried off into Persia, 

gallinus gave the Christians rest. 

After gallinus caesar, Claudius caesar [reigned] two years. At [that] 

time brakyon was imprisoned in Alexandria. And being oppressed by 

the war Claudius died in sermyon (sermion), and the similitude of a crown 

was seen (or, appeared) in the heavens. 

After Claudius caesar, aurelian caesar [reigned] six years. In his first 

year he defeated the palmyrenians and subjugated the gallaye. And in 

his time man! (manes) became famous. And aurelian gave his daughter 

to sapor, and made peace with him. And sapor built for himself in Persia 

a city which was like Constantinople. And its name was gundIshabhor, 

and he made his Roman wife to live therein. And there came with her 

distinguished Greek physicians, and they sowed the system of medicine 

of Hippocrates in the East. And there existed also excellent Syrian 

physicians, e.g. sergius of rish 'ayn, who was the first to translate philo- 
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sophical and medical works from Greek into Syriac; and ’atanos (Ath¬ 

anasius?) of amid, and philagrius, and simon the monk, whose goodness 

is well known, and Gregory the bishop, and Theodosius the Patriarch, 

and the excellent hunain, the son of ISAAC. And there were many other 

physicians their successors, until the present day, and they were all 

Syrians, aaron the priest, however, was not a Syrian, but ghosios 

(gosius), the Alexandrian, translated his book from Greek into Syriac. 

aurelian caesar built the wall of ROME, and whilst persecuting the Chris¬ 

tians was struck by lightning and died. 

After aurelian caesar, takitos (tacitus) caesar [reigned] six months, 

and was killed in pontus. At this time hormizd reigned in Persia. 

After tacitus caesar, florianus caesar [reigned] two months, and he 

also was killed—at tarsus in cilicia. 

After florianus caesar, [58] probus caesar [reigned] seven years. And 

in that year warharan [reigned] in Persia three years, and after him his 

son reigned seventeen years. And saturninus, the Eparch, wishing to 

rebel and to rule over the romans, began to build antioch, and he was 

killed in apamea. And probus caesar was also killed—in sermion (sermion) . 

After probus caesar, carus caesar [reigned] two years, carus died in 

beth nahrin of Syria, and his son numerianus was killed in the country of 

Africa, and carinus, another son of his, was killed in the war with the 

garmanaye accidentally. 

After carus caesar, Diocletian caesar [reigned] twenty years, and three 

others also reigned with him, viz. maximinus, who gave his daughter to 

Diocletian, and was surnamed ‘hairkulyos’, and the two of them ruled 

together in the East. And maxentius, the son of maximianus, who ruled 

in rome; and constantinus (constantius?) ruled in gallia and brutonia. 

And the first year of Diocletian, which is the five hundred and ninety-fifth 

year of the Greeks (== a.d. 284), is the five thousand seven hundred and 

seventy-fifth year from adam—and with this [year] the reckoning of the 

Egyptians beginneth. 

At this time Egypt rebelled, and the romans went and subjugated it, 

and slew many. And in the eleventh year of Diocletian, narsai reigned in 

Persia seven years; and after him his son hormizd [reigned] five years. 

And in the nineteenth year of Diocletian, when the great Feast of the 

Passover was nigh at hand, he commanded that the churches of the 

Christians should be pulled down to [their very] foundations, and that the 

scriptures should be burnt in the fire, and that every one who would not 

offer sacrifice [to the gods] should die. And many chosen and mighty 

martyrs finished their course, [among them being] sergius and Bacchus. 

And he cut out the tongue of romanus. And in his days nicolaus, the 

martyr, and 'azaz’il of shamishat (samosata), the splendid martyr, [were 

crowned]. 
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Now Diocletian was smitten by the Lord, and his genital organs rotted. 

He perceived that it was a stroke from God, and therefore he wrote to 

every place [saying] that the Christians should continue to follow the usual 

course of their lives publicly, and should build their churches. [59] Now 

maximianus, though unwilling, stopped the persecution. And after a short 

time he made a false proclamation, saying ‘that the gods had revealed to 

him that it was right for the Christians to be expelled from the towns into 

the villages’; and the persecution was stirred up again. God admonished 

the earth with famine and pestilence [so severely] that a modius of wheat 

was sold for two hundred and fifty menin, and ten corpses were cast into 

one grave. And whilst maximianus was occupied in the war with the 

Armenians, the rod of justice overtook him, and he was smitten with severe 

sickness, and he also died with Diocletian. 

After Diocletian caesar and his associates, constantius [chlorus] the 

great (who in the days of Diocletian was king in gallia, and he was the 

father of Constantine the victorious conqueror) [reigned]. When he 

reigned he had two wives; the one was Helena, the mother of Constantine, 

the victorious conqueror, and the other was Theodora, the daughter of 

the tyrant maximianus. And Sylvester, the bishop of Rome, converted 

this Emperor, for he was a leper, and he believed and was baptized and was 

healed.1 Now, he reigned twelve years, and in the eighth year of his reign 

he associated his son Constantine with him in his kingdom. 

After constantius the great, Constantine, the Conqueror, his son, 

[reigned] thirty-two years, besides the three years wherein he reigned con¬ 

jointly with his father. He reigned in the six hundred and twenty-third 

year of the Greeks (= a.d. 312), which from adam was five thousand eight 

hundred and seventeen years, but other manuscripts say five thousand 

eight hundred and thirteen years. And in his second year sapor, the son 

of hormIzd, reigned over the Persians sixty-nine years. When this 

Constantine went to make war on the tyrant maxentius, he saw at midday 

a cross in the form of a pillar of light in the air, and on it were written 

letters which said, ‘By this thou shalt conquer’. And also in the night our 

Lord appeared to him, [60] and said, ‘Make for thyself according to the 

similitude which thou hast seen, and thou shalt conquer’. And having done 

[so] the tyrant maxentius was vanquished, and was drowned in the river 

dunbis (tibris?). Then he was strengthened the more in his Faith, together 

with his wife, dioklaityana,2 the daughter of Diocletian the pagan. 

In his third year he renewed (or, restored) the building of [the city of] 

byzantia, and added four miles to it, and he removed the kingdom from 

ROME to this byzantia. And he built therein a church to eirene, and 

1 It was Constantine the great his son who was healed (Bedjan’s note 2). 

2 Constantine married first menairwenA, and after her death fausta, the daughter of 

maximianus; as to the parentage of diocletiana see Bedjan’s note, p. 60. 
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another to the Twelve Apostles. And he made all the inhabitants thereof 

free men, and he swept away the idols, and he permitted no man who was 

a pagan to serve. And Queen Helena, his mother, went up to Jerusalem, 

and made search for the Cross of our Lord and found it; one portion of it 

she deposited in the Temple which she built over the Tomb [of our Lord], 

and the remainder she sent to the Emperor. And in the time of Constan¬ 

tine the Victorious, the iberians believed on Christ, and they sent to the 

Emperor, and received (or, welcomed) bishops and elders (or, priests), and 

they believed and were baptized. And the sarmatians, and the goths, and 

the scythians, after the Emperor had conquered them, believed and were 

baptized. And he built a great church over the baluta tree (oak?) of 

mamre, where abraham received the revelation. And he also built a church 

in b'elbak (baalbek) of Phoenicia, because the sons thereof lived in a state 

of great error. They had their wives in common, and the father of every 

one of them was unknown; but as soon as the bishop brought order among 

them, little by little they corrected their ways. And he built in antioch an 

octagonal Temple. He built a bridge over the river dunbis, and his troops 

passed over it, and he subjugated the scythians, and brought [them] into 

the Faith. 

He gathered together the World Council of Three Hundred and Eigh¬ 

teen [bishops, at nicea], and they established the Faith in the six hundred 

and seventy-seventh year of the Greeks,1 and the Canons of the Fast and 

the Passover were set in order by him. 

In his days sapor, king of Persia, persecuted the Christians who were in 

his dominions, and he also went up against nisibis, and returned therefrom, 

[61] having been put to shame through the prayers of mar Jacob and mar 

aphrem, and in his wrath he took beth nahrin and departed. 

Constantine, having gone forth to wage war against the Persians, 

arrived at nicomedia and fell sick, and there he died. He made a Will and 

bequeathed the kingdom to his three sons, and he committed the Will to 

the hands of a certain priest [who was] an Arian. After his death his body 

was transported to Constantinople. 

After Constantine the Victorious, his three sons [reigned] twenty-four 

years. Constantine the Victorious had three sons. The eldest [bore] the 

name of his father Constantine, the second was constantius, and the 

youngest was constans. During his lifetime he made his eldest son 

governor in Constantinople, and his second son ruled over antioch and 

all the East, and the youngest son ruled in ROME. And when the Victorious 

King died, the second son, since he was near at hand, came first and made 

a covenant with that Arian priest that he would persecute every one who 

said ‘son of the substance’ (i.e. consubstantial), and he delivered to him the 

1 Bedjan’s notes reads, ‘The First Synod of Nicea was in the year 636 of the Greeks 
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Will, and he took his father, in a coffer of gold, into the city of royalty (i.e. 

the Capital). 

And when sapor heard that the Victorious King was dead, he went up 

again against nisibis, which stood on the boundary line of the romans and 

Persians, and was called ‘antioch of mygdonia’, and he oppressed (i.e. 

besieged) it for seventy days. And he built up mounds against it, and made 

a great dam against the current of the river magdonius, which entered into 

the city and divided itself in the middle thereof. And the waters thrust 

themselves against the wall which, being unable to withstand the strain, 

tottered and fell down. And whilst sapor was imagining that he could 

capture the city without [further] trouble, he saw another new wall which 

had been built up meanwhile (or, already), and also that the blessed man 

aphrem had gone up on the wall to curse the Barbarians. And aphrem 

prayed to God, and He brought upon them clouds of flies of all kinds and 

gnats, and the elephants were greatly afflicted thereby because their hides 

were dry and cracked. And the insects crawled into the nostrils and ears 

of the horses, and they broke their bridles and threw off their riders and 

stampeded. And sapor went back to Persia in shame. 

And when Constantine the oldest brother, [who ruled in the] royal city, 

came against constans his youngest brother, who was in rome, he was 

killed by [62] the field labourers of his youngest brother; and he left two 

sons, gallus and julianus. Then constantius their uncle, that is to say 

the middle (i.e. the elder of two brothers of Constantine) brother of their 

father, because they were young, commanded them to be instructed in 

learning (i.e. educated and trained) in the village of makali by the side of 

Caesarea of Cappadocia. And the two of them became Lectors and built 

a church to mar mama. And when they grew up constantius made the one 

who was the elder, that is gallus, caesar in the place of his father. After 

a short time gallus rebelled against his uncle who had established him, 

and the king his uncle sent and killed him, and he also placed his younger 

brother in prison. 

And afterwards Queen eusebia, his mother, demanded him from the 

king, and she sent him to Athens that he might learn wisdom, and there he 

studied with basil the Great, and Gregory of nusa (nyssa) his brother, 

and Gregory the theologian of nazyanzo. And when basil saw his habits 

of life and general behaviour he prophesied that he would become a pagan; 

and he said, ‘Woe be to rhoman! a ! (i.e. the new kingdom of Constantinople). 

What kind of a man is she rearing ?’ And constantius, the second brother, 

enlarged amid and called it ‘augusta’. 

And constans, the youngest brother who was in ROME, having reigned 

for six years, died through the treachery of the soldiers (or, peasants); and 

magnentius the tyrant seized all Italy and Africa ; and he was proclaimed 

king in sermion. And when the king, the intermediate brother, heard [of 
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this], he attacked the tyrant with violence and killed him, and entered ROME 

in triumph. And when he returned to Constantinople he appointed 

Julian, the son of his elder brother caesar, and gave him his sister Helena 

to wife—now she was called ‘constantly/. And he sent him against the 

gallaye, and Julian conquered them completely. And he increased in 

power, and became haughty and arrogant, and was proclaimed Emperor 

by the romans. Now when constantius his uncle heard [this], he trembled, 

and made haste and was baptized by ozios (euzoius) of antioch, and he 

marched against Julian, and between cilicia of Cappadocia in mam- 

prokea (mopsuerene) he died. 

After the three sons of Constantine the Victorious, Julian parabitis, 

that is the denier [of Christ], the son of the eldest son of the Victorious 

King, [reigned] two years, in addition to the five years which [63] he had 

reigned with his uncle. This Emperor had, under the name of rhetoric, 

learned the art of magic, to which the kingdom of ROME was addicted in his 

time. And he behaved in a brutal manner, and relied confidently on his 

luck, and he was sure and certain that ‘the devils had raised him to his 

exalted station’. And he began to open the temples of idols, and he offered 

up sacrifices [therein], and he acted in the lying manner of the philosophers, 

and he expelled cooks and knaves (?). But his mouth hung open for laughter, 

and his tongue was ever ready for scoffing. When he went into Constanti¬ 

nople he was called ‘Autocrator’. Having gone into antioch and reduced 

the price of everything that was sold [there], he was treated with contempt 

by the people of antioch. They were quickly moved to mirth, and they 

used to laugh at his beard because it was [very] long. And when he wished 

to destroy them, libanius, the sophist, brought [to him] a petition of suppli¬ 

cation on their behalf, and the Emperor abused (or, cursed) them with 

words; and he made to cease his wrath. And [that] wicked man set out two 

tables, on one of which was placed gold, and on the other there was 

frankincense and fire. And every one who wanted gold had to throw 

frankincense on the fire, and burn incense before an idol, and then he could 

take the gold. He expelled from his service eunuchs, and camels, and asses, 

and mules, leaving in it horses only. And he passed a law that Christians 

should not read philosophical books. And he made houses wherein 

orphans, and widows, and destitute folk were fed, and he led astray the 

simple (i.e. common) folk on a well-thought-out plan. He sent a message to 

the men of edessa that they were to receive him, and when they refused to 

receive him he left them and passed on to harran. And he offered sacrifices 

to idols and paid honour to the jews. And when the Christians who were 

in edessa heard [this], they became filled with envy and wrath, and slew the 

jews who were their neighbours. Now Julian practised divination and the 

art of sorcery in every place, and there went forth to him a vaticination 

which said, ‘Behold, I ares will go before thee to give thee help’. And 
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relying on this confidently he marched straight to Persia, having with him 

three hundred and ninety-five thousand warriors; and he captured and laid 

waste seleucia and ctesiphon. And sapor, the Persian, sent an entreaty, 

that he would allow him to possess a small portion of his own country, and 

he could take the remainder; and Julian would not agree [to this]. Then the 

war between the romans and the Persians on the banks of the Tigris 

became more fierce. And whilst Julian was riding his horse and was 

urging on the war, and was boasting in his good luck, suddenly an arrow 

flew and smote him in his side, and he fell down dead. It is said that he 

filled his two hands with his blood and cast [it] up towards heaven, saying, 

‘Thou hast conquered me, O jesus, the Galilean! Now together with 

divinity Thou hast gotten sovereignty/ And one of the holy men saw in 

a revelation (or, vision) that one of the forty holy martyrs shot the arrow. 

After Julian the heathen [came] jovianus the believer. Julian being 

dead the Roman Army suffered exceedingly from hunger, because sapor had 

seized those who brought in supplies of food. Then the romans sought for 

a king, and they chose jovianus the believer, who was a chiliarch, but he 

took an oath saying, ‘I will not be a king of the heathen’. Then they all 

cried out, saying, ‘We are all Christians’, and tears were mingled with glad¬ 

ness. And they set up in [their] midst a cross, and [placed] a crown on the 

top of it, and having bowed their knees and done homage to the cross they 

took the crown and set it upon the head of jovianus. And he in his humility 

went to sapor. And when sapor said that the romans must give to the 

Persians [the country] up to the Euphrates, the sword which was with them 

was not drawn again. He gave him nisibis only, without labour [toil?], 

and pacified him. And he made peace for thirty years. And both sides 

rejoiced and the two camps were mingled together. And he took care also 

for Julian, and took him up with him in a coffin and buried him in tarsus, 

even as socrates saith, and afterwards he was carried to Constantinople. 

And because of this themistius, the philosopher, reviled the children of 

his generation (i.e. his contemporaries), saying, ‘It is not a god but people 

which they glorify and honour’. When jovianus returned from Persia he 

passed through cilicia, and when he came to bosporos, to a village the 

name of which was dastania (dodastana), on the border of bythinia and 

galatia, he fell sick of a disease of the kidneys in the season of winter, and 

there he died. 

After jovianus, the brothers valentinianus and valens [reigned] 

thirteen years. This Emperor came from the country of pannonia, from 

the city of kibalon [65] (kibala?), and he was strong and wise. And he 

brought his brother valens and appointed him king in the East, and when 

he went to rhomi he proclaimed his son gratianus ‘Augustus’, and made 

him Consul. And in his eleventh year ardashir, the son of sapor, reigned 

over the Persians four years. At that time Procopius rebelled against 
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valens, and having been captured in Constantinople he was tied between 

two trees and sawn asunder. When valens went to Egypt and arrived at 

marcianopolis, a great earthquake took place, and the sea was convulsed 

and heaved the small ships up over the wall of the city. And then the sea 

receded from its place, and the great ships remained high and dry as if they 

were on the dry land. And the people of the city ran to loot, and the sea 

came back upon them, and swallowed them up, and they were drowned. 

And his wife being still alive valentinianus took another wife (justina), 

a most marvellously beautiful woman, and he abolished the law and per¬ 

mitted every man who wished to do so to possess two wives at the same 

time. 

And when he went to make war on the sarmataye (sarmatians) they 

were afraid, and they sent ambassadors to sue for peace. And when he saw 

that they were wretched and contemptible men, he cried out loudly, ‘The 

kingdom of the rhomaye is in evil case indeed when such vile and con¬ 

temptible people as these have the impudence to [make] war’. And as he 

shouted out these words suddenly the veins of his neck burst asunder, and 

a flood of blood flowed down from him and he died. And because gra- 

tianus his first son was not at hand, the soldiers gathered together and they 

made king his younger son (who also bore his father’s name), which he had 

by justina, his second wife whom he had married for her beauty. Then 

valens made gratianus a general and sent him to the war with the 

gothaye (goths), but he was not successful. And there went forth 

a vaticination to valens [which said], that a man whose name began with 

the letter taw (t) should rule after him. And he commanded that every 

man whose name was Theodore, and theodotus, and such like names, 

should be killed. 

And at that time there appeared in the air men in the clouds who had the 

forms of armed soldiers. And there was born in antioch a child who had 

a single eye in the space between the places of the eyes, and four hands, and 

four feet, and a beard. And at this time the Arabs were stirred up on 

the territory of the rhomaye, and a woman who was called ‘mu'awiyah’ 

ruled over them. Then they made peace with [66] the rhomaye and em¬ 

braced Christianity, and they requested that moses the monk should be 

their bishop, and he became their bishop by the command of valens. And 

the gothaye (goths) and ’ibheraye (iberians) went forth to the country of 

the rhomaye and they captured scythia, and mysia, and tarkis, and 

Macedonia, and achaia, and all ilada (hellas). valens in Constantinople 

withheld himself from the war, because he was afraid of the gothaye and 

’ibheraye, but all the people cried out, ‘Give us arms and we will carry on 

the war’. And the king was angry and he went forth uttering the threat that 

‘when he returned he would govern the city with a plough (i.e. he would 

plough up the city) in return for his disgraces’. And when he went out to 
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war he was defeated and fled to a village. And when the Barbarians sur¬ 
rounded it he hid himself in a round pit and buried himself under the 
straw; and when the gothaye were unable to find him, they set fire to the 
whole village, and he also was burned to death. 

After valens, gratianus, the son of valentinianus [reigned] one year. 
This Emperor, having been made in the days of his father autocrator in 
rhomi, seized the kingdom after valens. He was a righteous man, and 
chaste, and orthodox, and he was not an Arian like his father and uncle. 
And he associated with him in the kingdom the Great Theodosius who 
[came] from Spain, and was an iberian by race, because Theodosius had 
shown care for gratianus and had proclaimed him king before the burning 
of valens. And at that time a certain man called maximus killed gratianus 
in rhomi treacherously, and valentinianus his younger brother reigned in 
RHOMI. 

After gratianus, Theodosius the great [reigned] sixteen years, gra¬ 
tianus having been killed, and valentinianus his brother reigning in 
rhomi, Theodosius reigned alone in Constantinople and in all the East. 
He was a mighty man, and wise, and he was experienced in warfare, and 
he quickly conquered the Barbarians who were in tark! (turkey). And 
in the second year of his reign ardashir died, and sapor his son succeeded 
him four years. And in the fifth year of Theodosius, warharan garman- 
shah reigned over the Persians twelve years. And Theodosius together 
with valentinianus went against the tyrant who had killed gratianus and 
they killed him, and the two of them entered rhomi in triumph. And when 
he returned from [67] rhomi he fell sick in thessalonica. And having 
sought out ’akhilos (aseolus?), the bishop of that diocese, and found that 
he was not an Arian, he was baptized by him and was made whole. And he 
came to Constantinople and built the Church of anastasia under the 
direction of the Great Theologian, who was still there. And a son, 
honoriijs, was bom to Theodosius by Queen flakida (flaccilla?), a 
woman who was rich in excellences and virtues, for she ministered in 
person to the sick poor, and she went about visiting [the inmates of] the 
guest houses of the Churches. And because King Theodosius was sorely 
vexed by wars with the Barbarians, he laid tribute (taxes?) on the cities. 
But the people of antioch would not undertake to pay tribute and in [their] 
wrath they cast the statue of Queen flaccilla 1 which was in their city out 
into the market place (?), and at that moment she died. And when the king 
heard [of this] he sent and carried out a horrible slaughter [in the city]. And 
the blessed macedonius sent to the king a word of rebuke, saying, ‘Why for 
the sake of a statue of brass which was made in the image of a man hast thou 
destroyed men who were made in the image of God ? It is very easy for us 
to cast many statues of brass, but thou art not able to fashion even a single 

1 Bedjan notes that the Emperor’s daughter was called galla placidia. 
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hair of [one of] those men whom thou hast made to perish.’ And when the 

king heard the words of the old man he was sorry (or, repented), and he 

wrote a letter of consolation to the people. 

And at that time an uprising (or, revolt) took place in thessalonica, 

which was the chief [city] of italia (titalia), and the people stoned the 

governor. And the king was furiously angry, and he commanded the 

judges, and they killed seven thousand people, the innocent and the guilty 

alike. And because of this when the king came to mediolanum, Ambrose, 

the holy bishop, met him outside the door of the church, and prevented 

him [from entering], saying, ‘The glory of sovereignty doth not permit 

thee to understand thy nature. Get thee gone, and increase not thy sin in 

the name of prayer which will provoke God to wrath.’ And the king re¬ 

ceived the prohibition [to enter] graciously, and he was not released until he 

had undertaken to make an investigation, which lasted three days, concern¬ 

ing those who were worthy of slaughter. And that when [his] anger had 

subsided, [68] and the matter being judged with justice, a penalty should be 

promulgated. And when he went into the church he prayed, not standing 

upright, but prostrate on the ground, saying, ‘My soul hath gone forth 

into the dust, make me to live according to Thy word’ [Psalm cxix. 25]. 

And in his thirteenth year Theodosius proclaimed his son arcadius 

king of the East. And two years later eugenius (’awgin) and ’argubatos 

(arbugastes ?) in rhomi led astray the steward of valentinianus, and he 

strangled the king. And when Theodosius heard [of this], he made haste 

and appointed honorius, his young son, king in the West. And he 

marched against eugenius the tyrant, and defeated the numerous army of 

Barbarians who were with him. And the Barbarians seeing that they were 

defeated cried out and begged for pardon. And the king commanded them 

to bring the tyrant, and they ran and seized him, and brought him to the 

king bound in fetters, and he was killed. And ’argubatos (arbugastes?) 

he himself strangled. And after these things, when the king returned 

from mediolanum because of the exhaustion caused by the war, he fell sick 

and died. And in that same year yazdagard, the son of sapor [reigned] 

twenty-one years. 

After Theodosius the great, arcadius and honorius his sons [reigned] 

thirteen years. Whilst arcadius was reigning in Constantinople and the 

East, honorius, who was nine years old, became king. And in that year, in 

the month of tammuz (July), the unaye (i.e. hunaye, or huns) went forth 

against the country of the rhomaye, and they laid waste, and spoiled Syria 

and Cappadocia. [This took place in] the seven hundred and eighth year 

of Alexander (= a.d. 397). And arcadius built the great ’ampolon 

(embolos) which is before the praetorium, and his wife eudoxia set up 

a pillar of silver by the side of the Quarter of Saint Irene. And he defeated 

and killed gainas (gaius?) who rebelled against him. And when he went 
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to pray in karkidha (chalcedon?)—now tens of thousands of the people 

were gathered together to see him—as soon as he had prayed and gone forth 

from the temple of Saint acacius, and all the people with him, suddenly 

the whole temple fell down. And every man believed that the people were 

saved by the prayer of the king, for he observed the glorious habits of 

righteousness (i.e. the ascetic life) to such a degree that even under his royal 

apparel of purple [69] he wore a hair tunic next to his skin. 

And after gainas (gaius?) the rebel had perished, the huns crossed the 

river estros (ister), and having captured and laid waste the cities in 

tarki (turkey), hail fell upon them and killed the greater number of them, 

and the remainder fled. 

And after these things arcadius died and he left as king his son, Theo¬ 

dosius, a little boy eight years old. Now honorius had no sons, and 

as he was alone with them they were afraid lest some men might act 

treacherously in respect of him. Therefore when he was dying arcadius 

made a Will, and made yazdagard, king of the Persians, guardian of 

his son. When yazdagard received the Will, he gladly took care of 

Theodosius, and he sent an instructor from his own house for him. And 

he wrote to all the nobles, saying, that if they dealt treacherously with the 

boy they would have with him a war which would never cease. For this 

reason Christianity increased among the Persians, and marutha, bishop 

of mai perk at, acted as intermediary between them. And Theodosius and 

his sister pulcheria were brought up by their uncle honorius. 

Theodosius the less, his son, [reigned] forty-two years. At the beginning 

of his reign ’alarekos (alaricus), an African, rebelled, and he collected an 

army and came to Italy, and committed many evil deeds, and stilico, the 

Eparch, was killed. And honorius the king died in rhomL And constan- 

tius, the father of valentinianus, reigned and was killed. And ’iwannis, 

one of the scribes, seized the kingdom. And he sent to Theodosius [asking] 

him to confirm him in it. And the king having bound the ambassadors in 

fetters, sent the Strategos adharburius against the tyrant. The tyrant, how¬ 

ever, defeated him, and he seized the Strategos and bound him in fetters. 

And again Theodosius sent ’akappora, the son of adharburius, with an army, 

and by the prayers of the God-fearing king an angel in the form of a shep¬ 

herd appeared and enabled them to cross the lake of water on foot. And 

they found the gates of the city open, and they went in and they brought 

out the Strategos and they killed ’Iwannis. Then Theodosius made 

valentinianus, [70] the son of his aunt, caesar, and sent him to rhom! 

with his mother, and subsequently he sent him the royal crown. And 

valentinianus (in?) reigned thirty-two years. 

And Theodosius fasted and prayed continually, and on the fourth and 

sixth days of the week he kept the evening fast. And when the bishop of 

hebhron died, the king took his tunic, filthy though it was, and put it on so 
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that he might be blessed thereby. At this time yazdagard, king of the 

Persians, died, and his son warharan succeeded him for twenty-two years. 

And he broke the peace, and the Persians took up arms against the rho- 

maye, and the rhomaye defeated and carried the Persians away captive. 

And after these things there was peace, although the persecution of the 

Christians never ceased during the whole time of warharan. 

And after the peace the Persians made bold and went up against 

ras'ain, and they returned therefrom in shame. And they went up a second 

time and attacked it with great violence, but they were defeated, and the 

rhomaye carried away seven thousand captives from the country of 

’arzan. These captives Bishop acacius of ’amid bought and set free, 

having sold the gold and silver chalices and patens of the churches. 

At this time the burganzis people, who lived by the craft of the carpenter, 

and dwelt in peace—the huns having carried them away as captives— 

believed and were baptized. And straightway three thousand of them 

destroyed ten thousand huns, and they were confirmed in the Faith. And 

Theodosius sent for valentinianus, his aunt’s son, and brought him to 

Constantinople, and he gave him his daughter eudoxia to wife, and 

valentinianus took her and went to rhomi. And at this time the strife 

between the kingdoms of the rhomaye and the Persians concerning the 

persecution of the Christians in Persia increased. And the king of the 

Persians ill-treated many merchants, and seized their merchandise, and he 

cheated the workers in gold who were Christians, and who were employed 

by him, and would not pay them their full wages. Because of these things 

the rhomaye descended upon Armenia and took the people captives. And 

they laid waste the country and killed the seven generals of the Persian 

Army; and the remainder of them were drowned in the Euphrates, 

especially the Arabs, whom they had brought to help them. And after these 

things there was peace and the persecution died down. 

But the Barbarians went forth and took captives many of the people of 

tarki (turkey) and illyricum. And [71] a comet appeared, a portent in 

the heavens, and many people said that the end [of the king] was nigh by 

reason of the portents which were increasing [in number]. And one day, 

when King Theodosius was riding his horse as usual through the royal city, 

and was going out into the open country to enjoy a ride, the horse stumbled 

and fell, and the vertebrae of the king’s neck was crushed in, and they put 

him on a portable bed. And when he saw that his end was near, he called 

pulcheria, his sister, and informed her that marcianus must reign after 

him. And he also called marcianus and commanded him to administer 

public affairs and to rule in the fear of God. And after two days he died. 

After Theodosius the less, marcianus [reigned] seven years. This 

Emperor took to wife pulcheria, the sister of king Theodosius, who had 

devoted herself during the whole period of her brother’s life to the ascetic 
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practices and to the life of contemplation of those who dwelt in monasteries.1 

But she held marcianus in contempt, even though she lived with him 

openly after the death of Theodosius. And because under the false and 

lying pretence that she would never consent to have union with a man and 

defile her chastity, certain bishops, who were respectors of persons (i.e. 

hypocrites), and who were inclined to believe in the doctrine of the Two 

Persons [of Christ], persuaded her to consent. And they laid an ordinance 

on all the people that on one Sabbath in the year they should abstain 

from [eating] flesh on her behalf, and should eat the foods which the 

monks and the nuns usually ate. Then was pulcheria persuaded, and she 

denied her covenant, and stripped off her nun’s garb. And within two 

years she assembled the Council in chalcedon, she the woman who 

together with the confession of the Two Natures had also laid the ordi¬ 

nance of the abstinence [from meat on] the Sabbath before the Lord’s Fast 

(i.e. Lent) on those who accepted it. When the orthodox Egyptians who 

were in Egypt saw that the [doctrine] of the Two Natures [of Christ] had 

been laid upon them together with the abstinence from meat on that 

Sabbath, they abstained not only from flesh, but also from all the things 

which are derived from the flesh of beasts, [72] namely milk, cheese, oil and 

eggs, and they held [that Sabbath] to be like the other fast days. 

And in the sixth year of marcianus, valentinianus of rhomi was killed. 

And from this moment [the city], even like the church, was rent in twain. 

For it was the law that when he of Constantinople died, the king 

stood by the consent (or, accord) of the king who was in rhomi. And 

similarly when he of rhomi died, rhomi stood by the consent of the king 

who was in Constantinople. And because marcianus stood without the 

consent of valentinianus of rhomi in the choice of pulcheria who com¬ 

mitted fornication with him, in like manner the rhomaye without the 

consent of marcianus set up a king for themselves. Therefore the writers 

who were in the East have exercised care only in respect of the kings of 

Constantinople, and have written down [their names] one after the other 

only, and they call them ‘Kings of the rhomaye’. And because marcianus 

and pulcheria reigned in their old age they died without seed. 

After marcianus, leo [reigned] eighteen years. This Emperor was 

a tark (turk) by race, but was a tribune by rank; and he was chosen by 

the Council and reigned. That year firuz reigned over the Persians after 

warharan, the son of yazdagard. And he made war with the rhomaye 

and persecuted the Christians. And leo gave his daughter ariadne to 

zaynon (zeno), and magnified him in the kingdom, and made him Strategos 

1 Bedjan’s note reads: Here Bar Hebraeus vilifies the bishops, the sons of the Catholic 

Faith and Saint Pulcheria through the difficulties which he found in the books of his 

co-religionists. For he was a Jacobite, and he always calls the people of his own party 

‘orthodox’, and sons of the true Chalcedonian Church. This warning is necessary in all 

this his history. 
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of all the East. And he made basiliscus Strategos of tarki (turkey). And 

he built calonicus, and it was called leontopolis. 

At that time there was a great fire in Constantinople, and the fire raged 

from sea to sea. The king fled to the passage of mar mama, and lived there 

for six months. And he built the great harbour of neon ambolon (The 

New Gate). And he made a law that no man should work on the First Day 

of the Week, and that no man should play on any instrument of music, but 

that every man should occupy himself in [his] church. And leo proclaimed 

leontinus, his daughter’s son, that is to say, the son of zaynon, caesar, 

when he was still a child six years old; and he reigned one year during the 

life of [73] the king. Then king leo fell ill through a disease of the bowels 

and died. 

After leo, leontinus. During the one year which he reigned his father 

zaynon himself used to pay homage to him. His mother treated him as 

a child and led him into error, saying, ‘When thy father is bowing down 

before thee take the crown which is on thy head and place it on his head’. 

Having done this zaynon seized the kingdom, and he made his son 

leontinus to exercise the chief authority as Consul. After a few days the 

boy died, and many suspected that his father and his mother had put him 

to death. 

After leontinus, his father zaynon [reigned] fifteen years. And when 

wairina, the wife of leo the great, advised (or, persuaded) zaynon con¬ 

cerning a certain matter, and he would not accept [her advice], she cast him 

aside and set up her brother basiliscus as king. Then basiliscus, who was 

dwelling in herakleia, rebelled against zaynon, and he was proclaimed 

king, and he made his son marcus caesar. Then zaynon being afraid of 

wairIna, and fearing lest his murder might be contrived secretly, fled to 

isauria because he came from that country, and his wife ’argania, that is 

’Iradni, fled to him secretly. And basiliscus and his son mark reigned 

two years, and they acted wickedly. For at the beginning he professed to be 

orthodox, and he made Saint timothy and the bones of Saint dioscurus 

to be brought back to Alexandria. And he wrote an Encyclical Letter, 

and cursed the council of chalcedon, but at a later period he changed 

[his policy], and proclaimed it [good]. 

Now whilst basiliscus was laying bare the instability of his mind, 

zaynon was consolidating his power, and he collected an army and came 

to attack him. Then basiliscus sent ’armatis, the captain of his host, to 

join battle with him. And zaynon sent a message to ’armatis secretly, and 

took an oath to him that he would make his son caesar, and ’armatis him¬ 

self Strategos. Thus ’armatis acted treacherously towards his lord, and 

joined himself to zaynon, and they went to Constantinople. Then 

BASILISCUS [74] took his wife and his sons and fled to the church. And 

zaynon sent and had the purple apparel of royalty stripped off from him 
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and from his wife and his sons, and he gave them the promise that they 

should not be murdered. And he sent them to lamis, a camp of Cappa¬ 

docia, to be imprisoned in one of the towers, and being closed in their faces 

they died miserably. And zaynon having established himself in the 

kingdom fulfilled his oath and made the son of ’armatis caesar, and com¬ 

manded an equestrian display to be carried out; and the two sat together. 

And zaynon promoted ’armatis to the rank of Strategos. Then zaynon 

pondered in his mind and said, ‘Now that ’armatis hath waxed strong it 

is not going too far (i.e. the idea is not too far-fetched) to think that just as he 

betrayed basiliscus, he may also dig a pit for me. Therefore,’ he said, ‘I 

have performed that which I swore [to do for him], and now ’armatIs, who 

transgressed (i.e. broke) the oath [of fidelity] which [he swore] to basilicus 

shall die.’ And having slain ’armatis, he shaved his son (i.e. gave him the 

tonsure) and made him a reader, and afterwards he commanded and he 

became Metropolitan of hellespontus, that is cyzicus. And this because 

he was worthy to wear the royal purple! 

And in the ninth year of zaynon, balash reigned over the Persians four 

years. And in his eleventh year, after balash, kawad, the son of firuz, 

reigned eleven years. And in the days of zaynon the Samaritans rebelled 

and set up a certain yustos (justus) as their king. And he slew many of 

the Christians, and he went to caesarea and burnt the church of procopius. 

And the rhomaye of Palestine gathered together, and they made war on 

the Samaritans and defeated [them], and they sent the head of their king 

to zaynon. And he made the synagogue of the Samaritans into a great 

church [in honour of] Our Lady (marina) (maria). And they also burnt the 

synagogue of the jews in antioch, and many of the jews therewith; and 

they also burnt the bones of their dead which were in the graves. And after 

these things he fell sick of a disease of the bowels and died. 

After zaynon silentiarii, anastasius [reigned] twenty-seven years. This 

Emperor was one of the silentiarii, and as soon as he became king he 

destroyed the children who were studying letters, because he was made a 

mock of by them. [75] And in his eighth year kawad’s brother, zamasp, 

rebelled against him and reigned two years. And kawad fled and collected 

an army and came against his brother, and he defeated him and killed him. 

And he reigned afterwards thirty years. 

At this time nicopolis was overthrown, and all the inhabitants thereof, 

with the exception of the bishop and two of his companions, were buried in 

the ruins. And a comet appeared for many days, and the locusts came and 

destroyed [everything], and there was a great famine in beth nahrin 

(Mesopotamia) ; and an immense mass of fire also appeared in the northern 

quarter [of the heavens], and it flamed brilliantly the whole night (Aurora 

Borealis?). 

And after a short time the huns went forth from the north-west into the 
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territory of the Persians for the following reason. Now, in the days of 

zaynon the huns sent a message to firuz, the king of the Persians, and 

they told him that the subsidy which he was giving them was insufficient 

for them, and that the rhomaye wTere giving them double as much. There¬ 

fore the Persians must either give as much as the rhomaye, or they (the 

huns) would make ready for war. Then firuz lied to them and promised 

to give [a larger subsidy], and on this condition the hun envoys withdrew. 

And firuz having strengthened his army, slew the huns who had been left 

behind to receive the subsidy, and he gave chase to those who had departed. 

Then a certain merchant, a Greek from apamea, who was with the huns, 

encouraged them and advised them to offer up incense in the place wherein 

the oath had been made, and [told them] that God would sweep away the 

Persians who had lied. And when the huns had done this they met the 

Persians in war, and they slew firuz and laid waste Persia, and returned 

to their own country. Because of this when kawad reigned, he held bitter 

enmity against the rhomaye. 

And the Persians collected their armies and went forth against the 

countries of the rhomaye, and they captured theodosiopolis of Armenia, 

which is ’arzan-rum, but he treated the inhabitants thereof in a merciful 

fashion; then the governor who was in Constantinople took the city. 

And in the month of teshrin (October?) he delivered a fierce attack on 

’amid. And when the winter supervened the Persians suffered sorely, for 

their garments were reduced to rags (?), and their bows lost their spring 

through the moisture of the air. And the heads of their battering-rams did 

not breach the wall, because those who were inside the city bound chains 

round the wooden portions (’arbane) of the platform, [76] and so made them 

to receive the force of the heads of the battering rams. And they also 

lowered planks of wood into the ditch and covered them over with earth 

during the night, so that the Persians might not see. And when about 

five hundred Persians with their armaments came near, they set planks of 

wood (ladders?) against the wall so that they might ascend by them. And 

they covered the ‘bridges’ with the hides of oxen, and they made a mighty 

battering ram, and a staging path on which it might be pushed up. Then 

those who were inside the city poured a filthy liquid which was mixed with 

resin on the ‘mule’ (i.e. battering ram) and they made trenches in it (the 

ground ?), and they set fire secretly under the planks of wood which were 

under the battering ram. And when about six hours [had passed] the 

Persians were checked and could not pass up over those trenches; and the 

fire blazed up from below. And the battering ram collapsed, and the 

Persians were overwhelmed and burnt to death. And the king was put to 

shame, especially by the foul insults which those who were inside the city 

cast upon him. And he asked the citizens to give him a little money and 

[promised] to go away; now if they had only given to him courteous speech 
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he would have gone. They, however, returned answer very contemp¬ 

tuously, saying, ‘It is for us to demand from thee the price of the vegetables 

and forage which thou hast eaten’. When he perceived their arrogance he 

persisted and, according to what he himself said, that night Christ appeared 

to him in a dream and said unto him, ‘After three days I will hand over the 

city to thee, because the inhabitants thereof have behaved pridefully’. 

Now, in the west by the tripogrin (three towers?), there was a watch 

tower of the monks of the Monastery of JOHN of the ’urtaye, and opposite 

to this tower, outside, was encamped a certain warden of the marches, 

kanrek (kandek, candaules?) the Lame, a cunning man. And it happened 

that one night there was a fog and a violent rainstorm, and a certain man 

had made a feast for the monks, and he had made them to drink wine and 

they were drowned in sleep. Then a certain robber chief, a seditious man, 

and a thief, whose name was kutrana, used to go out continually [from the 

city] and steal from and plunder the possessions of the Persians. And as 

he went out that night according to custom kanrek saw him and followed 

him, and he also drew nigh to the wall, to the opening through which 

kutrana (kutranga) used to go in and come out. And the monks did not 

cry out (i.e. challenge him) and he knew that they were asleep. And the 

Persians brought ladders and ascended and slew the monks. And when 

the governor perceived [what had happened] he came with [77] lights, but 

the Persians easily transfixed the bearers of the lights with their arrows. 

And when the dawn came the king and his troops set ladders upright 

[against the walls] and went up. 

One day the citizens locked the Persians up in that tower, and they 

began to destroy the tower from the base thereof so that the Persians might 

be overwhelmed in the ruins. Then the Persians obtained possession of 

another tower, and then of another tower, and several others. And they 

went into the city, and they opened the gates, and killed eighty thousand 

people therein. Only the church of the Forty Martyrs [escaped]. This was 

full of people, and the governor of the Armenians seized it, and persuaded 

the king, and saved it. Then the king sent the gold, and the silver, and the 

copper by the river deklath (Tigris) to his own country, and of the people 

who remained they killed one in every ten, because very many of the 

Persians had been killed. And they dressed leontius and kura, the judges, 

in filthy garments, and they threw the entrails of pigs round their necks, 

and they mounted them on sows, and men made a proclamation saying, 

‘[Here are] the governors who have not governed well, and who have per¬ 

mitted the king to be disgraced; thus are they disgraced’. 

When anastasius the king heard these things he suffered not a little. 

He sent five generals against nisibis, and they were not able to capture it. 

And he commanded a city to be built by the side of the mountain as a place 

of refuge for the Army, and it was built where daryawash (darius) was 
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killed, and for that reason was called ‘dara’. And it was finished in three 

years with marvellous buildings and it was named ‘anastasiopolis’. 

anastasius also made a statue on a pillar, because the statue of Theo¬ 

dosius fell down during the earthquake when neo-caesarea was over¬ 

whelmed, besides the Church of St. Gregory, the worker of wonders. And 

the colossus of rodos (rhodes) also fell down. And the king sent gold for 

men to uncover (i.e. dig out) the dead bodies of those who were suffocated 

so that they might be buried. 

And vitalianus the tyrant rebelled, and the king bound him in fetters 

and shut him up in prison. And in the twenty-second year of anastasius, 

Armenia rebelled against the rhomaye, and he sent troops against the 

Armenians and destroyed some of them, and he reduced Armenia again to 

the subjugation of the rhomaye. And in the year eight hundred and thirty- 

one (= a.d. 520) he died in peace. 

After anastasius, justinus [reigned] nine years. [78] This Emperor 

[came] from tarki (turkey), from the village of badrinos. This man was 

old and simple. And because his fellow-countrymen the tarkaye (turks) 

advised him to accept the council of chalcedon which was gathered 

together by the diligence of leo of the rhomaye, because all the countries 

of ITALY would join with him and one (i.e. united) kingdom would come into 

being, he accepted the Council. And when the king of the Persians 

rose up and demanded from justinus, the king of the rhomaye, five 

hundred and fifty kantindre (i.e. talents) of gold, which they had been wont 

to give for the rations of the army of the Persians, who guarded the gates 

against the huns, he would not give them. And he used to send from time 

to time his Arabs into the country of the rhomaye, and they laid it waste 

and spoiled it. Therefore mundar, king of the Arabs, went up and captured 

the whole country of the Frontiers, that is bliha and habura. And they 

passed over to ’arzon and nisibis, and they plundered, and spoiled, and 

killed. And he went up also to emesa, and apamea, and the district of 

antioch, and he killed, and spoiled and laid waste, and he chose [for him¬ 

self] four hundred virgins from among the captives. 

At this time there appeared in the country of cilicia a woman which it is 

impossible to describe; she was a cubit taller than all the men, and no man 

knew whence she came. Now, she used to eat food like men, and she used 

to take one obolus from each lupanar. And suddenly she was no more seen. 

And the old man justinus at the end of his days associated with him 

justinianus, his sister’s son, and proclaimed him caesar. And after three 

months the old man died. 

After justinus the old man, justinianus, his sister’s son, [reigned] thirty- 

eight years. At the beginning of his reign he came down towards the 

Persians and went to mabbugh (menbij). When he was told about Theo¬ 

dora, the daughter of an orthodox priest, he asked for her. But her father 
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did not wish to give his daughter until he made a covenant that he would 

not force her to accept the council of chalcedon. This [Emperor] sent 

[orders] to belisarius to engage in war with the Persians. And when the 

Sabbath of the Redeeming Passion was nigh at hand, the Governor of the 

Persians sent to him, saying, ‘Let us honour the Festival, for the sake of the 

nazarenes and jews who are with me, and for the sake of you Christians’. 

[79] Now the rhomaye would not accept [this proposal]. And at dawn on 

the First Day of the Week of the Feast of Unleavened Bread they made 

ready for war. And it was a cold day, and the wind [blew] against the 

rhomaye, and they showed themselves to be weak, and they fled, and many 

of them were killed, and the rest fell into the Euphrates and were drowned. 

Concerning this justinianus, john of ’amid, of ASIA, relates thus: ‘I was 

[employed] in his business for thirty years, and I never saw him cease from 

the building of churches’; for he built ninety-six churches, and twelve 

monasteries and guest-houses. He saith, ‘By my hands he built in the 

countries of asia, and caria, and phrygia, and lydia’. 

And in his fourth year kesru (chosroes), the son of kawad, reigned forty 

seven years. And there was peace between the rhomaye and the Persians 

for seven years. And the Samaritans who were in Palestine set up 

a governor over themselves, and they went to neopolis and killed the 

bishop and many people, and they plundered and burnt many temples. 

And the rhomaye went up and captured the city, and they slew their 

governor and the greater number of them. Then domenus in kartagena 

also rebelled, and belisarius went and captured the tyrant and brought him 

back in fetters. 

And in the eleventh year of justinianus the peace between the Persians 

and the rhomaye was dissolved. And a great and terrible comet appeared 

in the evenings for many days. And in that same year kesru went up and 

took antioch and aleppo and apamea—a bitter captivity. And the rho¬ 

maye went down to Persia and they took the country of the kardawaye 

(kurds?) and the arzonites and the Arabs. And kesru also went up and 

took calonicus and all beth nahrin ; and he also went up against edessa, 

and being unable to capture it he took batnan and departed. And he also 

went up against antioch and captured it, and burnt it, and laid it waste 

wholly. And the Persians took even the slabs of marble (or, white alabaster) 

which was on the walls and brought them down to Persia. And again the 

Persians went up and took the whole country of the frontier, and they 

destroyed calonicus and beth balash, and they carried away the bones of 

mar bacchus the martyr, and the gold which was on the sarcophagus of 

mar sargis (sergius). And in the year eight hundred and forty-eight 

(a.d. 537) there was a sign in the sun the like of which had never before 

appeared. The sun became dark [80] and his darkness lasted for eighteen 

months. Each day the middle of heaven shone faintly with a shadowy light, 
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and every man decided that [the sun] would never recover its full light. 

That year the fruits did not ripen and the wine tasted like urine. 

Concerning the pestilence which took place in the whole country 
at this time 

JOHN of ASIA wrote very fully concerning this pestilence which took place 

in the year eight hundred and fifty-five (= a.d. 544), and zechariah also 

wrote. He beginneth first of all with the inside peoples of the South-East, 

that is to say of India, and of rush (abyssinia), and the hamiraye, &c. 

And he cometh to the upper countries in the West, the peoples of the 

rhomaye, and the Italians, and the gauls, and the Spaniards. And it was 

heard that men lost their senses, and went mad, and attacked each other, 

and they went out to the mountains and destroyed themselves. The rod 

(i.e. stroke) came to the countries of rush (abyssinia), which is on the 

border of EGYPT. And from there it began in EGYPT, and it came down to 

Alexandria, and it spread over lybia, and Palestine, and Phoenicia, and 

Arabia and Africa. And it advanced to galatia, and Cappadocia, and 

Armenia, and the district of antioch, and little by little to Persian terri¬ 

tories, and to the nations of the east and north. Property was seen 

abandoned, and it was scattered and dispersed abroad, and there was none 

to gather it in. The fields were full of crops, and there was none to reap 

them. There were vineyards, the time for gathering the grapes from which 

had passed, and there was none to pluck the grapes; for men had come to 

an end, and scarcely one man of a thousand was left. After three years had 

run their course, the wrath died down. It is said that when the rod (or, 

stroke) fell on the royal city, the pestilence began first of all with the poor, 

and that men carried out [for burial] as many as sixteen thousand dead in 

one day. After the destitute were dead the Destroyer stretched out his 

hand over the men who were wealthy (or, rulers) and were renowned (or, 

famous). Those who escaped instant death fell by the attack of tumours, 

that is to say swellings in the groin, or, pustules, and deadly evacuations. 

Also there appeared in the palms of the hands marks like three thick drops 

of blood, and straightway men died. And when men found that they were 

unable to bury the dead, they cast the corpses into the sea in heaps. 

In the eighteenth year of justinianus the Barbarians captured the great 

city of rhome in Italy. [81] And [it is said] that they were not able to keep 

it because they sat down in the camp which was by the side of it; but they 

left it ruined and stripped bare. And because it was thus justinianus and 

the whole Senate mourned and put on black apparel. And in those days 

Queen Theodora died. And at that time the Monastery of mar simon of 

his pillar which was in the country of antioch was burned down, and it 

was completely destroyed. And there was a great disturbance in the 
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churches, especially in Constantinople, because of the introduction of 

fasting and the Passover. 

And in the twenty-third year of justinianus, tarsus in cilicia was 

inundated by the river which flowed by it, and ladikia was overwhelmed, 

and seven thousand people died therein. And the sea-coast of Phoenicia 

was submerged, Tripoli, berut, byblos, and troas, and the cities of 

Galilee. And at this time JOHN philoponos became known (i.e. flourished) 

in Alexandria. And the feeling of ravenous or bovine hunger attacked 

men. A man would sometimes eat ten pounds of bread together with 

other vegetables, and would not feel satisfied, but would continue to ask 

for bread although his belly was full. And in this way he died. After these 

things a pestilence among the cattle took place, especially in the East, [and 

it lasted] two years, until the fields became sterile through the absence of 

oxen. And a severe earthquake took place in Constantinople, in the 

month of ab (august), and many houses, and baths, and churches were 

thrown down, and the wall of the golden gate fell down. And the earth¬ 

quake lasted for forty days. 

And in the twenty-seventh year of justinianus, mundar bar-na'man, 

king of the Arabs, went up to the territory of the rhomaye, and he laid 

waste many countries. And herath bar-gabala overtook him, and made 

war upon him and defeated him, and he killed mundar in kenneshrin. And 

bar-herath also died in the war, and he was buried in the House of the 

Martyrs which is there. And in the thirty-first year of justinianus a 

severe earthquake took place, and the two walls of Constantinople, both 

the inner and the outer, were breached. And the city of rigin was so 

completely swallowed up by the earth that the site thereof could not 

be identified. And also the purple pillar which [stood] before the palace, 

and had a statue of the Emperor upon the top of it, was first cast up into 

the air, and then it turned upside down, and became embedded in the 

ground into which it sunk to a depth of eight feet. The earth swayed [82] 

and rocked about like a tree before the wind for ten days. And after these 

things the armies of the huns and the ’asklabe (slavs) came and en¬ 

camped about the royal city, and they broke down the outer walls, and plun¬ 

dered and burnt all the colonnades; and they seized everything which they 

found and departed. And they came again, a second and a third time, and 

then the rhomaye gained the mastery and destroyed them in the war [which 

followed]. The few of them who escaped never again appeared in the 

place. 

After justinianus the Second (sic) justinus the Third (sic) [reigned] 

thirteen years. This Emperor was the son of the sister of his predecessor, 

and he was a tarkaya (turk) by race. He [began to] reign, with sophia 

his wife, in the latter teshrin (November). Although there was no 

trouble at all in his days, the doers of wickednesses ceased to be because of 
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his strength; his feet (or, legs), however, caused him vexation (or, suffer¬ 

ing). Now kesru, king of the Persians, lived at that time, and at first there 

was such great peace between them that justinus in his second year sent 

gifts of honour to kesru by the hands of John, the Patriarch, of calonicus. 

But when the Persians began to compel the Armenians to worship fire 

like the magians, the Armenians rebelled against the Persians, and took 

asylum with the rhomaye. And thus the peace was broken. And kesru 

sent to justinus, saying, ‘It is not seemly for thee to assist a people who 

have rebelled against their king. If thou wouldst take the people, [do so,] 

but their land is mine. Let them evacuate my territory.’ justinus replied, 

‘A Christian people who have fled from the worship of devils and have 

sought my help I will not deliver over into thy hands. And inasmuch as 

they are mine their land together with them is mine.’ Then kesru wrote 

a second time, saying, ‘If thou wilt give up neither the people nor the land, 

give [at least] the tribute which your kings over Armenia at one time used 

to give’, justinus replied in still stronger terms, ‘I also require from thee 

the gold which thou didst formerly receive. And how canst thou demand 

from us the country of the north, seeing that we also demand [from you] 

nisibis, because it belongeth to the rhomaye, and it was only given to the 

Persians conditionally, as it is written in the ancient documents.’ 

And in his eighth year, he appointed marcion, the son of his mother’s 

sister, caesar, and he sent him with an army of the rhomaye against 

nisibis. And when marcion arrived at the city of dara [83] he sent some 

of his troops to the land of the Persians, and they took it and laid it waste 

and came back. And the Persian Warden of the Marches who was in 

nisibis acted cunningly. He went out to marcion and made him to delay 

for four months, with the excuse that the rhomaye ought to inform their 

king that ‘we will give back the city of nisibis peacefully, and if not, behold, 

there is war before you’. And under this arrangement the Persians 

brought victuals to nisibis, and they cut down the gardens (or, planta¬ 

tions) which were round about it for the space of a bow shot, and they drove 

the Christians out of the city. Then the king wrote to marcion ordering 

him to encamp round about the city without delay. And when he had done 

so he threw up mounds about it, and set up engines of war, and built high 

towers, and with very great trouble he captured the city. Then the king, 

for a reason which we will explain later, was wroth with marcion, and he 

sent acacius, a boorish and severe man to dismiss marcion, and to put 

himself in his place. When acacius came he seized marcion and sent him 

to dara. Now when the troops saw this they thought that the king was 

dead, and that, perhaps, another had by force made himself master of the 

rhomaye; they therefore forsook their tents and fled. And the Persians 

went out from nisibis and plundered their camps. 

When kesru heard that the rhomaye had fled he came and seized the 
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various engines for assaulting the city, and all the other armaments of war 

which the rhomaye had abandoned, and he encamped round about the 

city of dara. And he made war upon it for six months and was unable to 

capture it. And he demanded from the inhabitants thereof five talents of 

gold so that he might depart from them. Now the Count whom he had 

sent with him (i.e. his envoy) did not inform them [of this]. Then kesru 

became furiously angry, and by means of wooden erections the Persians 

scaled the wall. The rhomaye fought for seven days, and did not permit 

one of the Persians to come down into the city. Then kesru said unto 

them, ‘Come, let us make peace, for behold a very large number of our 

men and yours have been killed’. And those wretched men, believing the 

oath of the Persians, laid down their weapons, and the soldiers of both sides 

mingled together. And the Persians laid their hands on the rhomaye and 

killed one hundred and fifty thousand souls, and they carried off ninety 

thousand into captivity. And they collected gold, about two hundred 

talents. Then kesru said unto the governors of the rhomaye, ‘Ye fools, 

why did ye not give five talents out of this two hundred, and save all these 

souls ? ’M And the rhomaye swore that the Count did not tell them that 

‘ye demanded gold’. And when kesru was certain that this was so, he was 

wroth with the Count and put out his eyes. 

And straightway kesru sent ’adramon, the Warden of the Marches, and 

he looted and took beth balash, and kenneshrin and the country of 

antioch. And because on a former occasion when the king of Persia came 

to apamea the people went forth to meet him, and he entered [the city], 

and saw the bishop, and did not harm the people, so now on this occasion 

when the Warden of the Marches came they went out to meet him arrayed 

in white apparel. And having entered the city with guile he plundered it 

and burned it. And he sent ninety-two (or, two hundred and ninety-two) 

thousand [of the people] to Persia. On this occasion kesru selected two 

thousand virgins from among the captives, and he sent them together with 

their decorated apparel and ornaments to the Turks who were in Persia. 

When these virgins arrived at a place which was five stations from the 

Turks, and came to a great river, they decided that they preferred death to 

the destruction of the Faith of their souls and the purity of their bodies. 

And having grasped each other with the right hand they asked the Persian 

guards to withdraw from them so that they might bathe. Now these guards 

having been commanded to conduct the virgins with gentleness so that 

their beauty might not be marred, withdrew themselves. Then these chaste 

virgins having sealed their faces with the Sign of the Cross, cried out the 

Name of Christ, and cast themselves into that great river and were drowned. 

When the guards at the sound of their outcry saw that the virgins were 

drowning, they ran and struggled mightily, but they were not able to save 

one of them. 
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And when the king [of the rhomaye] heard that these things had taken 

place, he made ready to go down to the East, and because of the intensity of 

his cogitations he became mad (?). And zechariah was sent to kesru [to 

arrange] a peace, and [he took] with him six hundred and fifty pounds 

{litre) of gold, for the peace was for one year only. And because his senses 

came back to him sometimes, and he wept and lamented about himself 

sorrowfully, the chiefs gave him advice. And he appointed a certain Greek 

(ionian) scribe, whose name was Tiberius, a tark, administrator of his 

kingdom, and proclaimed him caesar. At this time kesru became arrogant 

and puffed up with pride, and he came to Armenia, and marched directly to 

Cappadocia so that he might capture caesarea. Then the rhomaye over¬ 

took (or, pursued) [the Persians] in Mount bagruh, [85] and kesru being 

thwarted in his purpose pretended that he was going to escape to his own 

country. And he went forth to sebastia; and he also burned it with fire 

because the people fled from before him. And the rhomaye overtook him, 

and he forsook his pdpelion, that is to say, his royal tent, and all his treasure 

and fled. Then the rhomaye looted his camp and also his chapel for the 

worship of fire which they carried away in triumph. Meanwhile kesru 

escaped to melitene, which he burned. And the rhomaye pursued him, 

and a very large number of his soldiers were drowned at the ford of the 

river prath (Euphrates), and only small numbers of them escaped. 

And [kesru] laid down a law that a king should not go forth to war 

except against a king. For the rhomaye had sent [a message] to him, saying, 

‘We are [only] the servants of a king, and it would be a disgrace to us to 

go in like thieves and set fire [to places]; how very much more it is [a dis¬ 

grace] to thee [to do this] who art a king?’ After these things, the rhomaye 

relying on their victory unsaddled their horses and they went away to feed. 

And behold, suddenly, certain Slavs, that is to say scouts, came and said, 

‘Behold the Persians and kesru are coming’. Now the rhomaye had set 

no sentries at all on guard, and wholly unexpectedly the army of the 

Persians came upon them. And trembling fell upon the rhomaye. And 

they began to flee on foot, and the Persians who pursued them cut them 

down (?), and they collected the weapons, and bridles and armour which 

the rhomaye cast away [when they] fled. 

This is the cause of the anger of justinianus against marcion. At that 

time there were two parties among the tayyaye or Arabs ; [that of] mundar 

bar-herath, who was a Christian and whose soldiers were Christians [and 

sided] with the rhomaye, and [that of] kaboz, who [sided] with the Per¬ 

sians. kaboz having come against the Christian Arabs, seized all their 

flocks and their herds of camels, and departed, mundar collected an army 

and marched against him and conquered [him], and he returned with vast 

quantities of rich spoil and camels. And kaboz attacked him again, and was 

defeated, and he went to the Persians to bring reinforcements. Then 
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mundar informed king justinus [of this], and demanded of him gold to 

give to the troops so that he might stand up against the Persians. Then 

justinus determined to kill mundar as if he had been the cause of the 

Persians invading the land of the rhomaye. And he wrote to marcion 

whilst he was encamped against nisibis, saying, ‘Behold, we have written 

to mundar that he shall come to thee. Watch the moment when he cometh 

to thee [86] and take his head, and write to us.’ And, it is said, that he wrote 

two letters. The one to marcion [saying that] mundar was to be killed, and 

the other to mundar [telling him] to go to marcion and to hear from him 

concerning a certain matter which could not be written in a letter. Now 

the man of law (i.e. the scribe) wrote the two letters at the same time and 

sealed them. And by mistake he addressed the letter of marcion to mundar, 

and the letter of mundar to marcion, which therefore fell into the hands 

of mundar. And mundar was filled with wrath, and he made friends with 

the tayyaye (i.e. Arabs) of kaboz, and they invaded together beth rhomaye, 

and seized and burned [the country] as far as antioch. Now the king 

justinus thought that marcion had informed mundar [about his intention], 

and because of this he was angry with him and arrested him. And when 

the mind of King justinus returned to him, and he saw that the disease 

of retention of the urine was increasing in him, he summoned Tiberius 

caesar and he spake with him many remarkable (or, admirable) words 

under the guise of admonition and warning, and he said, ‘Understand what 

I have been and what thou art. Honour thy mother who is thy mistress 

(or, Lady). All those who stand here are thy children. Have good care for 

the soldiers. Rejoice not in blood, and award not evil for evil. Let not the 

apparel and the proud rank of royalty lead thee astray as it has led me astray. 

And behold, though alive I shall be dismissed.’ [He spake] these and very 

many other [words] like unto them, tiberius then cast himself down on his 

face, and wept and plucked out his hair. And the king commanded and 

they raised him up. And with his own hands he arrayed him [in royal 

apparel] and crowned him with the crown. And he lived for nine days after 

these things, and he died in such great agony, through the retention of 

urine, and through his disease, that he shrieked and adjured those who were 

standing [there], saying, ‘Bring a sword and kill me’. 



IX 

THE SECOND KINGDOM OF THE GREEKS 

(YAWNAYE) 

Here beginneth the Ninth Series, which [beginneth with] the 
kings of the rhomAye and endeth with the kings of the yAwnAye 
(GREEKS) 

AFTER justinus in (?), tiberius [reigned] three years. Up to this time 

YY ail the kings had been rhomaye, that is to say frangAye (franks), [87] 

the first of whom was Augustus and the last justinus. Although the tongue 

of the citizens and the men of law (or, scribes) was Greek, the kings and 

soldiers were franks. But with this tiberius, and onwards, the beginning 

of the Second Kingdom of the Greeks (yAwnaye) took place. This hap¬ 

pened six hundred and two years after their First Kingdom had come to 

an end, the which began with kronos, the Macedonian, and ended with 

parsos—thirty-eight kings. And in the year wherein tiberius [began to] 

reign, that is the eight hundred and nineteenth year of the Greeks (= a.d. 

579), kesru died. And hormizd his son reigned over the Persians twelve 

years, and he was haughty and arrogant and did not send [to the rhomaye], 

as was the custom of kings, the gift (sumbolon) which announced the be¬ 

ginning of [his] kingdom. Thus also was it with tiberius, who having risen 

[as king] sent to kesru the gift announcing the fact. And he stirred up war 

in the country of Armenia. Then kiros (mauricius), the captain of the host 

of the rhomaye, made ready his armies, and when day broke in the east he 

fell upon him like the fire which hath been kindled in the wood, and de¬ 

stroyed them utterly (or, violently); and the governors and nobles of the 

Persians he bound with fetters. And the rhomAye enjoyed great con¬ 

solation. 

During the four years of the sickness of justinus, whilst tiberius was 

governing the State, Queen sophia would not allow the wife of tiberius to 

enter the royal city. And when justinus blamed her, saying, ‘It is a sinful 

act of thine. For tiberius is a young man and his body cannot endure 

chastity, and yet thou keepest his wife from him’, sophia said, ‘My mind 

hath not perished like thine that I should give my sovereignty to another 

whilst I am still alive.’ And thus, after justinus was dead, tiberius wanted 

to bring his wife [there], and he entreated sophia to give the command for 

her to come, but even so sophia did not wish [to do so]. Then the Patriarch 

of the chalcedonians advised tiberius to divorce his wife, and to take to 

wife sophia or her daughter. But tiberius was furious with the Patriarch, 

and he was very stubborn and said, ‘I will [readily] divorce the kingdom, 

but I will not trample on the Law’. And the Patriarch excused his proposal, 

saying, ‘The nobles compelled me to give thee this advice for the peace [88] 
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of the kingdom’. When sophia heard [this] she was afraid, and she gave 

the command, and the wife of Tiberius entered [the city] with great pomp; 

and she was named Helena by the crowds as an honourable epithet. And 

tiberius paid great honour to sophia and her daughter, and he increased 

their revenues and they dwelt in their palace. 

And mundar, the son of a free woman, when he heard that tiberius was 

reigning, went up to Constantinople. And when the king blamed him 

because he had delayed in helping the rhomaye, he showed him the letter 

of justinus ; and when tiberius saw it he marvelled. And he paid mundar 

great honour, and gave him many valuable gifts and he departed. 

And after these things mauricius, caesar of the rhomaye, went up to 

king tiberius, and he made accusations against mundar. And a certain 

magne, the captain of the Syrian army, promised that he would seize him, 

because he was a friend of his. And when he went to Syria he sent a 

message to mundar, saying, ‘I wish thee to come to me so that I may see 

thy healing [powers], because I am sorely afflicted by the fatigue of the 

road (or, of travelling); otherwise I would myself come and pay homage to 

thee’. And mundar trusted in him as a friend and came, and the Syrian 

put him in fetters and sent him to the royal city. Then na'aman, his son, 

collected troops and began to raid the countries of the rhomaye, but he 

neither killed nor burnt because his father was a prisoner. 

Now this accursed man magne wished to destroy na'aman also, and he 

sent a message to him in which he swore oaths, saying, ‘If thou wilt come 

to me I will set thee in the place of thy father’. And na'aman brought one 

of the young men and arrayed him in his apparel. And he sent him [to 

magne] with servants. When magne saw him, he said unto him, ‘Art thou 

na'aman ?’ And the young man said, ‘I am. Behold, I have come accord¬ 

ing to thy command.’ Then magne commanded, ‘Behold the enemy of the 

king; cast on him iron fetters’. Then the young man laughed and said, 

‘Nay, by Christ, I am not na'aman’. And when magne wanted to kill the 

young man the arab said, ‘I shall not grieve, for if I had not come I should 

have been killed by my own king’; and because of this [remark], after [in¬ 

flicting] tortures [on him], magne dismissed him. And after a short time 

magne died. 

Then na'aman, despising (i.e. risking) his life went up to mauricius, [89] 

and he was received by him. And he swore to him that whilst he was fight¬ 

ing with the Persians he would set free his father from bondage. And when 

it was proposed to him that he should associate himself with the followers 

of the council of chalcedon, he excused himself and said, ‘All the tribes 

of the tayyaye are orthodox, and if I change [my religion] they will kill me’. 

And when na'aman went out he swore that he would never see willingly 

again the faces of the rhomaye. Now, the rhomaye heard this, and they 

seized him whilst he was on the road and also banished him. 
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And the kingdom of the Arabs (tayyaye) was divided into fifteen 

divisions. The greater number of them cleaved to the Persians, and some 

of them to the chalcedonians. And others cast away [their] weapons, and 

dwelt in cities and villages in the land of sen'ar and in ’athor (Assyria), 

and in Syria, and they have preserved [their] orthodoxy until this day, like 

those in haditha, and hith, and in beth 'arbaye, and in kurithim which 

is in the land of emesa, and in nabk and other places. 

At this time a certain astute Persian proclaimed that ‘he was the eldest 

son of kesru the king, whom the troops of hormizd, his younger son, 

having chosen him to reign over them, his father had pity upon him and 

gave him money for food, and sent him away so that he might not be killed’. 

This man came to the armies of the rhomaye that were in Armenia and 

said that he would deliver the kingdom of the Persians to the rhomaye, if 

the king of the rhomaye gave an army. Then the rhomaye made known 

[this] to Tiberius, and he rejoiced in him greatly. And he sent gold and 

royal apparel, and commanded that he should come to the royal city with 

great pomp and ceremony. And when he arrived at chalcedon the king 

sent to him the sword-bearer of the king of the Persians to inquire if he 

was so or not. And when he saw him and recognized him, he seized him 

by his hair and cast him forth from the throne, and said, ‘Thou impostor! 

Wouldst thou sit upon a throne and let the nobles stand before thee?’ 

Then that wretched man being afraid of death became a Christian. 

At this time when the army of the rhomaye was marching to Persia 

with mauricius caesar, the barbarian peoples of ’abharis (abares) and 

’asklabhone (scythia) and longobardy, who were subject to the khakan, 

laid waste the countries of the rhomaye. And ’adramon, the Warden of 

the Marches, arrived at edessa, and he burned churches, and monasteries 

[90] and villages. And they killed all the captives and burned their dead 

bodies, and through the cloud of smoke, which was so great that the sun 

itself was obscured, they were enabled to capture the city. And whilst they 

were assaulting it during three days they heard that the rhomaye and the 

Arabs with mauricius had arrived; and they abandoned [the siege] and 

marched toward calonicus. Then the rhomaye overtook them, and killed 

many of them. And in the fourth year of his reign Tiberius fell sick of a 

disease in the belly and constriction of the bowels. And when he knew 

that he was dying, he gave his daughter Augusta to wife to mauricius, who 

was from ’arabisos in Cappadocia, and he put the crown of the kingdom 

upon him; and after three days he died. 

After Tiberius, mauricius [reigned] twenty years. In the first year of his 

reign a son was born to him by Augusta, the daughter of Tiberius, and he 

was named ‘theodosius, born on the purple’. And at that time the 

rhomaye rebelled against mauricius, and they set up a governor [called] 

garmanos. And when hormizd, king of the Persians, heard [this] he sent 
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promises to them that they would be with him (i.e. support him). They, 

however, despised him, and came against him for war, and they bound 

with fetters three thousand Persian slaves and sent them to mauricius. 

And there was freedom of speech to them, and they returned to the sub¬ 

jugation of the king, and were welcomed with gladness, and the king 

showered gifts and honour on garmanos. 

And in the fourth year of his reign there broke forth and went out from 

the east a hateful people from ’abaris whose hair was plaited, and from 

the west also came the Slavs and the longobards. And they came under 

the subjugation of the khakan, king of the kazaraye, and they captured 

two cities from the rhomaye and many of [their] fortresses. And if it had 

not been for the great ditch which the king had made outside adrianople, 

they would have set their faces towards Constantinople. Then the 

rhomaye killed the people of ’antio . . . , and they fell upon ’asklabhunya 

and captured it and looted it. When the ’asklabhone heard this they made 

a great war (i.e. raid) in the country of the rhomaye and came back. 

At this time there went forth from Inner scythia three brothers with 

thirty thousand scythians. [9*] And they came a journey of two months 

in the time of winter, for the discovery of water, that is to say [water] from 

the fords of mount amon; and they arrived at the river tanis (dona?), 

which goeth out from the lake of miantis and mingleth in the sea of 

pontos. And when they arrived at the frontier of the rhomaye, one of 

them whose name was bulgaris took ten ships and crossed the river tanis 

and pitched his camp between the rivers tanis and dunbir (don and 

Dnieper?), which also mingles (i.e. flows into) the sea of pontos. And he 

sent to mauricius [asking] him to give him land to dwell in, and [said that] 

he would become an ally of the rhomaye. And mauricius gave him Upper 

and Lower mysia, and they dwelt there, and they became a guard (i.e. a 

buffer garrison) for the rhomaye. Now, though they were scythians the 

rhomaye call them ‘Bulgarians’. Then these two other brothers came to 

the country of ’Alan, which is bar salia, that is to say to the towns of the 

Caspian, which the Bulgarians and the pangurians call the ‘Gate of the 

Turks’; they were once Christians and are now called ‘kazaraye’ after the 

name of the eldest brother. 

And in the sixth year of mauricius, priscus, the captain of the host of 

the rhomaye, together with a large army went down to Persia, and there 

the rhomaye were divided and they would not receive him. Then the king 

came back and appointed philip, his kinsman through his sister, to be the 

captain of their host. And when this man came down he exhibited many 

splendid triumphs. Now the rhomaye because they were accustomed to 

harsh treatment by priscus began to plot against this man also, and they 

also thought that they would remove the king and set up another. And 

when they returned from Persia to antioch, and whilst they were wintering 
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there, a great earthquake took place and the greater part of the city fell 

down through the tremors of the ground, and the soldiers were scattered 

round about the city. And the horsemen who had contended against the 

king came back and became reconciled with philip. And when they had 

repented they heard that the Persians of nisibis had deceived the guards 

(or, keepers) of maiperkat with false oaths, and that they had given them 

the city, and that many of the rhomaye had perished therein. Then philip 

and the rhomaye marched quickly from antioch to maiperkat and cap¬ 

tured it by assault, and slew the Persians [92] who were in it. 

And in the eighth year of mauricius the Persians rebelled against hor- 

MizD, their king, and they seized him by treachery and blinded his eyes, 

and he died. And ten months later those who had killed him because of 

the multitude of his evil deeds, inclined towards his son kesru ; and they 

made him their king [and he reigned] thirty-eight years. Now bahram, 

the captain of the Persian host, did not favour kesru, and he and many 

people rebelled against him vigorously. Then kesru took refuge with the 

rhomaye, and he sent a message secretly to mauricius saying that he was 

ready to go to him if it pleased him to grant him permission. When 

mauricius heard this he rejoiced. And he wrote [to him saying] that he 

would help him in everything. And kesru rose up promptly and came to 

edessa. And iwannis (joannes), a native of rusafaya, received him into his 

house, and honoured him greatly. And he wrote to mauricius, [saying], 

‘Like a slave he should be to him’, but mauricius replied that he should 

honour him as a father honoureth his son. And mauricius sent to joannes, 

the captain of the host of the tarkaye, with twenty thousand soldiers, and 

anastasius who took with him ’armanayo (Armenians) and Bulgarians— 

twenty thousand. And he sent forty talents of gold for his expenses. And 

when kesru received these he marched to his own country. And hormizan 

the Persian came to him with ten thousand men. Now, when the rebels 

heard [this] they made ready to fight, and they were defeated and turned 

their backs in flight, and the captains who were among them were captured 

and killed, and the rest returned to kesru. Then kesru gave many gifts 

to the rhomaye, and he sent great gifts to mauricius and precious stones, 

and he gave back dara and ras'ayn to the rhomaye. And kesru asked 

mauricius and he gave him marIa, his daughter, to wife. And bishops went 

down with her, and the daughter of Theodosius also made a splendid feast, 

and the Patriarch bound on the wedding crown. And kesru built three 

great temples to the God-bearer, to the Apostles, and to sergius the martyr, 

and the Patriarch of antioch consecrated them. And Christianity spread 

throughout Persia. 

Now mauricius was arrogant in his mind, and he regarded the hosts of 

the rhomaye with contempt, and he would not give them [their] pay. 

Then they sent a message to him, saying, ‘God hath given peace in thy 
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days, but peace will not feed cavalrymen [93] unless they receive their pay. 

And if because there is no war [at present] thou wilt not give us our pay, 

behold thou wilt have war with us.’ And in this matter also he treated 

them with contempt, and demanded of patros his brother that he would 

reign over them, patros, however, was unwilling, and he fled to mauricius 

and made the matter known to him. When mauricius heard [this] he was 

afraid, and he fled and hid himself in chalcedon. Now when the army 

came to the royal city and did not find mauricius, they appointed as their 

king a common old man called poka (phocas). And they went out and 

found mauricius and brought him to the city, and they killed his sons be¬ 

fore his face, and then they also killed him. 

After mauricius, phocas [reigned] eight years. When kesru, the king 

of the Persians, heard that mauricius and his sons had been killed, he and 

his nobles put on black apparel, and they made a house for weeping in. 

And whilst making it clear that he would be avenged on the slayers of his 

kinsman and the doer of his good works, he concocted a plot whereby he 

might rule over the kingdom of the rhomaye. And he made ready an army 

and sent [it] against dara and captured it. And he went to tur 'abdin, and 

[he fought] against the stone fortress and took it, and he killed the rhomaye 

who were inside it. And thus was it in every place; with the exception of 

the rhomaye they harmed none. Now when the rhomaye who were in the 

citadel heard [this] they abandoned the fortress and fled. And the monks 

gathered themselves together and went into it, and they sent a message to 

basil the bishop [asking him] if he would permit them to kill the Persians. 

And in the nine hundred and eighteenth year of the Greeks (= a.d. 607) 

the rebellious fortress of merda (?) was handed over into the hands of the 

Persians, and ’amid also. 

And there was a severe winter, and the Euphrates was frozen over. And 

after two years the Persians crossed the Euphrates, and seized mabbogh, 

and kenneshrin, and beroea and antioch. And it is said that when kesru 

was master of edessa he took as a captive the wife of Joannes of rusafa, 

whom he had honoured with such great honour when he received him into 

his house, and he took her down to Persia, and put her to death by tortures. 

The reason of this was that one day when he was resting in the house of 

joannes he said unto her, ‘It is the custom among the Persians that when 

the king condescends to go into the house of one of his governors, for the 

mistress of that house to come forth [94] and to pay him honour, and to 

mix wine for him, even if it be only one cupfful]’. Now though joannes 

was ashamed and was unwilling to act contrary to the wish of his wife, he 

inclined towards the matter (i.e. he thought that she might do what the 

king wanted done). But she did not wish to do so, and she replied, ‘In 

truth we are bound to pay honour to our chief, for he is a great king. But 

with us Syrians it is not the custom for the women to go out to men when 
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they are drinking together. Therefore let not him (the king) blame me 

because I was too bashful to go out [to pay homage to him].’ Then the 

Calumniator (i.e. the Devil) inflamed the wrath of kesru, and he said to 

Joannes, ‘That she did not go forth hath brought contempt upon thee, and 

what she hath said hath done so also’. This was his opinion; and because of 

this act he was driven away from his high position, and for this reason he 

kept his anger against her. And whilst the Persians were laying waste the 

countries [abroad], phocas, from the inside (i.e. at home) killed the nobles, 

until he had made an end of all the free-born warriors. Then two powerful 

patricians, gregorius and heraclius, who were in Africa, made a covenant 

with each other, and they sent their sons together with [their] armies 

against Constantinople. And when the citizens heard [this] they rejoiced, 

and they thronged out to meet them, and brought them in with pomp and 

ceremony. And phocas was killed. 

After phocas, heraclius [reigned] thirty-two years. When this emperor 

[began] to reign he sent ambassadors to kesru, saying, ‘Because phocas 

killed mauricius your friend we have killed him’, and he imagined that by 

means of flatteries of this kind amity [between them] would come into 

being. But kesru would not only not be reconciled, but increased the evil. 

And in his first year heraclius captured antioch, and one year later 

bahram, the captain of his host, captured caesarea of Cappadocia, and he 

slew tens of thousands of the people, and he seized the whole country, and 

returned. And in the fourth year of heraclius rumizan, the captain of the 

host, who was nicknamed ‘shahrbaraz*, that is to say ‘Wild pig’, subju¬ 

gated darmasuk (Damascus), and one year later he became master of 

Galilee and the country of the Jordan. One year later he captured Jerusa¬ 

lem and slew ninety thousand men in it. At first they treated the jews in 

a peaceful fashion, and then they carried them off finally to Persia. The 

following year shahrbaraz went to Egypt and took it, and he opened up 

Alexandria, and he subjugated lybia as far as the frontier of the kushites 

(Nubians). And in the same year also [95] shahin, the Persian, took 

chalcedon, and he slew all the people thereof. And thus the Persians held 

all the countries of the rhomaye from the coast of the sea of pontos ta 

the East. 





X 

THE KINGS OF THE ARABS 

Here beginneth the Tenth Series, which passeth on from the 
Greek (Ionian) kings to the ARAB kings 

'TER the twelve years of [the reign of] heraclius, mahamad began to 
J. A be famous, and, moreover, the Era of the lunar months1 of the tayyaye 
(arabs) beginneth with this year, which is the six thousand one hundred 
and thirtieth year from adam, and the nine hundred and thirty-third year 
of the Greeks (yawnaye), and the six hundred and twenty-fourth year of 
the Era of our Redeemer. 

In the first year of the Arabs, shahrbaraz captured amcyra, and after 
that RHODES. 

And in the fourth year of the arabs, shahrbaraz and kardigan (karden- 
gan) encamped around Constantinople, and their hosts crossed tarki and 
pitched their camp on the western quarter of Constantinople, and afflicted 
it greatly. Then suddenly a period of inactivity took place among them 
because it was said to kesru, ‘shahrbaraz laugheth at thee, and saith that 
the victory concerning which thou art boasting thyself is his and not thine’. 
Therefore kesru sent kardigan to take the head of shahrbaraz. The envoy 
was captured by the rhomaye. And when heraclius learned [this] he sent 
secretly to shahrbaraz, and with oaths [concerning his safety] had him 
brought to him. And when he went in and saw the envoy and the letter, 
and was certain about the matter, he acted cunningly and altered the letter, 
to which he added [the order] that ‘three hundred nobles were to be killed 
with shahrbaraz’. And he took the letter, and went out, and read it before 
kardigan and before the troops. And he said unto kardigan, ‘Doth it 
please thee to do this ?’ And the chiefs (or, nobles) were filled with wrath, 
and they scoffed at kesru. And they made a compact with heraclius, and 
they also gave him their sons as hostages for the confirmation of the con¬ 
ditions of the peace, [96] and departed on their way. And heraclius sent 
a message to the khakan, the king of the kazaraye, [asking him] to send to 
him forty thousand soldiers so that he might go against the Persians, and 
he promised to give him his daughter eudoxia to wife. 

Now when kesru heard that shahrbaraz had rebelled, and that heraclius 
had gone down to his country, his courage became little, and he was greatly 
depressed. And he collected as many soldiers as he was able, and made 
ruzbIhan captain over them. And when the Persians met the rhomaye in 
battle, the Persians were defeated and ruzbihan was killed. And when 
kesru heard this, he fled from sakutha wherein he was lying (or, en¬ 
camped). And heraclius pursued him and captured his treasures and his 

1 The Hijrah began on the 16th day of tammuz (july), a.d. 622. 
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rich possessions. Then shirin, the son of kesru, who had been imprisoned 

by his father, went forth from his place of bondage, and pursued his father 

kesru and killed him; and he reigned after him for nine months. When 

heraclius returned to pass the winter in edessa, shir!n sent a letter to 

him and informed him of the slaughter of his father; and he (heraclius) 

made a covenant of peace with him [and arranged] that the Persians should 

evacuate the countries of the rhomaye. And shirin died, having reigned 

for nine months. 

And ’ardashIr reigned after him for one year and nine months. And 

shahrbaraz, who was with heraclius, killed this [king], and he himself 

reigned, and confirmed the covenant with heraclius, and the conditions 

[of peace]. 

And in the sixth year of the ARABS a portion of the hemisphere of the sun 

departed, and there was darkness from the month of the first teshrin 

(October) till the month of haziran (june). [It lasted so long] that men 

used to say that the sphere of the sun would never become whole and per¬ 

fect again. And the zantd, that is to say the sickness of the sharata tumour, 

broke out in Palestine, and tens of thousands of men died of the disease. 

A Cutting 

the writers of histories say that when the armies of the tayyaye (arabs) 

overtook heraclius and occupied the various countries, he gathered to¬ 

gether all the bishops, and the chiefs of the priests, and the rest of the 

satraps, and that he questioned them concerning the matter, saying, ‘What 

kind of a people are these and what are they ?’ And each one of them made 

answer in so far as his mind understood the matter, until at length the 

whole subject had been laid bare before him. And he replied thus, ‘I see 

that these people in their actions, and manners, and Faith (Religion) are 

like unto an early cloudy dawn, in which there is no absolute darkness, and 

yet it lacketh light which is perfect and clear’. And they asked him for an 

explanation of the speech. And he replied, ‘Yea, indeed, they are remote 

[97] from the darkness, inasmuch as they have rejected the worship of idols, 

and they worship One God. But they lack the perfectly clear light because 

of their remoteness from the light and because of their imperfect knowledge 

of our Christian Faith and Orthodox Confession.’ And his speech was fair 

(or, good) in the eyes of the people. 

The History of the Confession of Faith of the tayyaye which 
was revealed at this time 

mahamad (muhammad) was a very small child when his father 'abd- 

allah died, and his uncle abu tAlib brought him up. And he took to 

wife a woman who was a widow, whose name was khadijah because 

she was rich in possessions (i.e. wealthy). And with the wealth of this 
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woman, and with her camels he became a merchant, and he went up from 

yathreb his city to Palestine. And when he saw the land, that it was 

fertile and produced good things, he conversed with certain jews and he 

learned from them that God had given them that land of promise because 

of their belief in One God, and their rejection of the worship of idols. And 

he also desired this [land] earnestly, and he began to persuade his fellow 

countrymen about this matter when he was forty years of age. And it was 

rumoured among the chiefs of makkah (mecca) that he was introducing 

among them a foreign Confession (i.e. Religion), and they pursued him and 

threatened him with killing if he did not cease from this. Then he fled 

from that place and went to another city, the name of which was yathreb. 

And the citizens went forth to meet him, and they received (i.e. welcomed) 

him, and they promised to help him in everything, and from this [incident] 

they were called ‘ansar’, that is to say, ‘Helpers’. And he taught them the 

Confession (or, Religion) of One God, and to abandon gods that were use¬ 

less. And he exhorted them concerning the cleansing of the body and 

ablutions, because at that period the Arabs were a dirty people. And he 

formed companies of them, and he sent preachers (or, fighting propa¬ 

gandists) into Palestine, and when, as on several occasions when he went 

with them, they were successful and returned carrying with them riches 

and goods and possessions, they cleaved unto him with all their hearts. 

And many other peoples, when they heard of his success and riches, be¬ 

came subject unto him without trouble [on his part]. And when those who 

cleaved to him increased in number, he himself did not go up with them to 

share in the profit, but he sent other men at the head of his caravans whilst 

he himself dwelt in honour in his city. [98] And to the man who would not 

accept his Religion he returned answer, not any longer with [words of] per¬ 

suasion, but with the sword. And those who turned [to him] he permitted 

[to enjoy] not only fleshly desires, and much copulation with women, both 

with those who were free and those who were concubines, but [he allowed] 

a man to divorce his wife whenever he wished and take another. And they 

were to keep the daily fast for one month only in the year, and he allowed 

them to eat throughout the night until daybreak. 

And he declared that in the world which was to come after the Resurrec¬ 

tion, there would be rivers of honey, and milk, and wine, and trees loaded 

with delectable fruits, and reclinings on couches of gold with cushions of 

coral (?) and topaz (?), and union with women who surpassed the sun in 

beauty. [These things] he used to say God had prepared for the children 

of his Religion. And when he had lived ten years and two months, after 

he had assumed the place of a prophet forsooth, his kingdom extended from 

one [place] to another, and it increased and expanded, and embraced the 

greater number of the countries of the rhomaye and the whole of the king¬ 

dom of the PERSIANS. 
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And there rose among them philosophers, and mathematicians, and phy¬ 

sicians, who surpassed the ancient [sages] in the exactness of their know¬ 

ledge. The only foundations on which they set up their buildings were 

Greek houses; the wisdom-buildings (or, science-buildings) which they 

erected were great by reason of their highly polished diction, and their 

greatly skilled researches (or, investigations). Thus it hath happened that 

we, from whom they (i.e. the Greeks) have acquired wisdom through trans¬ 

lators, all of whom are Syrians, have been compelled to ask for wisdom 

from them. But as concerning the books of their Law, that is to say, 

Canons of marriages, and offerings, and ablutions, and the manner of 

[saying] prayers, and the amount of alms, and the various kinds of mer¬ 

chandise, and loans, and the division of inheritances, and the liberation of 

slaves—all these matters they have dilated upon to such a degree that not 

one of them, even though he has studied [the subject] during the whole 

period of his life, is able to decide finally questions and answers concerning 

them in a fitting manner. Moreover, there hath broken forth among them 

many heresies. Even as they say that he himself (i.e. muhammad) said, 

‘My sect (?) is rent into more than seventy parts; one of them is redeemed, 

and the rest are for the fire’. The one [part] was that which conformed to 

his actions; and the others [belonged] to those who brought forth new 

things. 

Some of them deal with the subject of the kingdom—like those who 

adjudicated the first headship (khalifate) after their prophet to 'ali his 

uncle’s son and his son-in-law, [99] and his sons after him. But others 

adjudicated it to abu bakr, the old man, his father-in-law, and to f ali the 

fourth headship. Some of them deal with the subject of Religion, such as 

those who say that God—praise be to His goodness!—is a body, and that 

He reclineth in bodily form in a material chariot which is greater than the 

heavens and the earth. Others confess that He hath not a bodily form, but 

is visible to eyes of flesh; the righteous will see him at the Resurrection. 

And some men say that He speaketh with an everlasting word, which sub¬ 

sisted in His Being, and that He liveth an everlasting life. But others, 

who are afraid of the personality [attributed to Him] by the Christians, 

and are unable to confess that His speech and life are accidental and tem¬ 

poral, are forced to say, ‘It is that He speaketh but not with words’. And so 

also, ‘He liveth, but not in life’. And some men say, ‘God created the sinner 

that he might sin and burn in Gehenna, and the righteous man that he 

might be proclaimed righteous and enjoy happiness in paradise’. 

And the question ‘Wherefore?’ is not to be asked. Man hath not do¬ 

minion over existence. And others affirm the existence of freedom (i.e. free 

will) like the Christians. And that we may not go beyond the mark (i.e. 

outside our subject), we will return to our work. And because this kingdom 

of the arabs swept away that of the rhomaye from our countries, we will 
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[now] describe in order events as they took place as far as we are able to 

do so from reading and hearing. 

After mahammad, abu bakr [ruled] for two years. This [Khalifah] sent 

forth four captains of hosts, [one] to Palestine, [one] to egypt, [one] to 

Persia, [and one] to Arabia against the Christian Arabs. The captain who 

came to Palestine marched against caesarea. Then sarg! (sergius) 

patricius collected from among the rhomaye and from among the sham- 

raye (Samaritans) an army of about five thousand foot soldiers. And 

when the Arabs joined battle with the rhomaye they were victorious, and 

they destroyed first of all the shamraye. And when patricius saw that the 

people who were with him were defeated, he turned his back [in flight]. 

And the Arabs pursued the rhomaye, and they mowed them down as 

reapers mow the standing crops. Now it happened that sargi (sergius) 

fell from his horse, and his servants gathered together and set him on it 

again. And again he fell, and again they set him on his horse. And again 

he fell, for the third time. And when his servants wanted to set him on his 

horse again, he said unto them, ‘Save yourselves, and leave ye me that I 

may die by myself without [100] even you being with me’. And thus the 

Arabs overtook him and killed him, and they returned with victory. And 

in a similar manner those captains of hosts who had gone to the other 

regions returned with victory. And the fear of the Arabs fell upon all kings. 

And at that time the Persians evacuated egypt and Palestine, and all 

the countries of the rhomaye. And shahrbaraz sent heraclius and he 

took an army with him and he killed kardJgan ; and then he reigned one 

year and was killed. And after him baram, the daughter of kesru, reigned 

for a few months and died. And then her sister zadimidukht reigned. 

And many [others] reigned [after her] in a period of two years. And at 

this time the natives of edessa whom kesru had carried off into captivity 

returned from Persia. And heraclius transgressed the Law and took 

martIna, his brother’s daughter, to wife, and begat by her an illegitimate 

son herakluna. At this time, in the month of ilul (September), an earth¬ 

quake took place. And a sign, like unto a spear, appeared in the heavens, 

and it reached from the south to the north, and it remained there for thirty 

days. This manifestly made known the victory of the Arabs. 

After ABU BAKR, fOMAR bar-khattab [ruled] ten years. This Khalifah sent 

a raiding army to Arabia, and he took bosra (al-basrah). And a year later 

he sent an army to Persia. Since the Persians were divided, some following 

yazdagard the son of kesru and others hormizd, the Arabs prevailed over 

them and hormizd was killed, and yazdagard reigned. Then heraclius 

sent an army with theodoric his brother against the Arabs. When they 

had come into the country of antioch, there was in the village of gawsith 

a certain man who was a Chalcedonian and who lived on a pillar, and he 

said unto theodoric, ‘Promise to blot out those who are of the house of 
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severus, and I will pledge myself to give thee victory’. And theodoric 

replied, ‘Apart from thy word it is laid upon me (i.e. it is my duty) to drive 

out the Jacobites’. And when they arrived opposite to the Arabs, the 

rhomaye pitched their whole camp in the neighbourhood of the Arabs. 

And when they set themselves in battle array against the Arabs, they were 

cut down like old worn-out palm-trees by the Arabs, and the remainder of 

them fled. Then the Arabs looted the Fossaton (i.e. Camp), and became 

rich with the gold, and silver, and slaves, and possessions which they found 

[therein]. 

And in the fourth year of 'omar, [ioi] baanis, captain of the host of the 

rhomaye, and the son of shahrbaraz the Persian also, who when his father 

was killed took refuge with the rhomaye, and the treasurer of the king who 

was in edessa also, collected sixty thousand horsemen. And they came 

face to face with the Arabs in the country of emessa, and the rhomaye were 

defeated and forty thousand of them perished, and the greater number of 

them were drowned in the river of yarmuka. Then the son of shahrbaraz, 

whose life had been saved, sent a message to 'omar, saying, ‘Give me an 

army and I will subjugate the Persians for thee’. But the daughters of 

kesru, who had been carried off as captives by the Arabs, made known to 

'omar what shahrbaraz and his son had done to kesru and his sons, and 

they warned him that they were men of guile, and said, ‘Thou must not be 

led astray by their words’. And 'omar, accepting their words, sent to 

emesa, and hung (or, impaled ?) the son of shahrbaraz on a wooden post. 

And 'omar came to Damascus and gave a pledge to the damascenes [as to 

the safety of their lives] and they opened their gates to the Arabs. From 

there he sent khalid with an army to the country of aleppo and antioch, 

and a great many men perished. And, moreover, when men and women, 

and youths and maidens were gathered together for the festival in the 

Monastery of mar simeon stylites, the Arabs came upon them and carried 

them all away into captivity. 

And at this time also sa'ad went forth from yathreb, and he pitched his 

camp by the side of kufah, which is 'akula. And yazdagard also sent an 

army, and the soldiers thereof pitched their camps on the Euphrates. And 

the Persians sent an Arab spy to spy on the Arabs, and when he drew nigh 

unto them he saw a Ma'daya (i.e. a nomad Arab) who was squatting on the 

ground and micturating and eating bread. And the spy said unto him in 

the Saracenic tongue, ‘What art thou doing?’ And the nomad replied, 

‘Behold, [I am doing] exactly what thou seest—casting out the old and 

taking in the new’. And straightway he went back and informed the 

Persians, saying, ‘The people I have seen are barefooted and naked, but 

they are very brave’. And he repeated to the captain of the host what he 

had heard, that ‘their victory is from God’. And when they had set the 

battle in array, the Persians were defeated, and they were pursued until 
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[they came] to ctesiphon, which is on the deklath (Tigris). One mighty 

man of war of the Persians fled from a nomad who pursued him, and he 

went into a village which was in the neighbourhood, and a peasant plough¬ 

man hid him. And when the peasant saw the nomad who was pursuing 

him, and that he was naked, and had only a reed in his hand, he went in 

[102] to the Persian and reviled him, saying, ‘How is it that thou, who art 

arrayed in armour and hast in thy possession all the weapons of war, dost 

flee from a naked man? And why hast thou not turned back and taken his 

head?’ And the Persian said unto the peasant, ‘Bring me a mazara’ (i.e. a 

wooden instrument of torture used in flogging men). And when the peasant 

had brought it he made a mark on it like an arrow, and slit it up and said, 

‘[Many] times I have set the mark of an arrow like this on the nomads 

whom thou hast seen’, and he collected all the arrows in his tunic like 

flies. 

And again yazdagard gathered together a second host of men, and he 

attacked the Arabs on the Euphrates ; and the Arabs were victorious, and 

they went to ctesiphon and carried away the treasures and the people 

thereof. And again yazdagard for the third time mustered his troops in 

galula, and he attacked the Arabs and was defeated. And he mustered his 

troops for the fourth time in mount madai, and he attacked the Arabs and 

was broken; these four musterings took place in one year. And yazdagard 

being in utter despair fled to the frontier of the turkaye in the country of 

sigIstan. And having remained there hidden for five years he was killed, 

and thus was blotted out the kingdom of the Persians which is called ‘beth 

sasan’. This kingdom began with ’ardashir, the son of babak, in the year 

five hundred and thirty-eight of the Greeks, and ended in the year nine 

hundred and fifty-six of the Greeks (a.d. 227-645). In like manner heraclius 

in despair marched from antioch to Constantinople, saying, ‘Sozo Suria’, 

that is to say, ‘Remain thou in peace, Syria’. And his troops began to 

plunder the native Christians, and those rhomaye were far worse than the 

Arabs, for they carried off everything they found. And heraclius wrote to 

beth nahrin, and to EGYPT and Armenia, and to all the rhomaye, saying, 

‘Let not any man in future fight against the Arabs (i.e. cease raiding the 

Arabs), only let him that is able to keep his watch remain at his post’. 

And then 'omar went to Egypt, and kura, the bishop of Alexandria, 

went out to meet him and he undertook to give him every year two hundred 

thousand dinars, but stipulated that the Arabs must not be allowed to 

invade Egypt ; and 'omar accepted [kura’s undertaking], and did not invade 

[egypt]. And when heraclius heard of this he was offended, as a man who 

would not, except under strictest compulsion, give gold to the Arabs, and 

he sent a certain Armenian [called] manuel to negotiate the matter. And 

when the envoys of the Arabs came to take the gold, manuel, who had made 

them encamp with the army [103] in Babylonia [of egypt], that is to say, 
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fostat, said unto them, ‘I do not drape myself with linen, like kura, that 

I may give you gold, but with armour’. And when the envoys had gone 

back empty to 'omar, manuel became afraid and left EGYPT and fled, and 

the Arabs made themselves masters of Egypt. 

And in the fifteenth year of the arabs (a.d. 636) 'omar came to Palestine, 

and sophronius, the bishop of Jerusalem, went forth to meet him. And 

the bishop received [his] pledge concerning the safety of the whole country. 

'omar also wrote for him a sigillum (i.e. a Patent of authority, or farman}), 

and also decreed that no jew should have authority to dwell in Jerusalem. 

And when 'omar went into Jerusalem, he commanded, and a masgid 

(mosque) for the arabs to pray in was built on the site of the Temple of 

Solomon. And when the bishop saw that the garments which 'omar was 

wearing were dirty, he pressed him to accept from him a change of raiment 

and a napkin (i.e. head-cloth); and brought them before him, but 'omar did 

not wish [for them]. This man 'omar was wholly upright (or, just) and he 

was remote from avarice, and although they (the arabs) were masters of 

all the treasures of the Persians and the rhomaye, he never changed his 

original manner of attire. 

And from there 'omar passed through the cities of Syria, and he sub¬ 

jugated them all. And he crossed the Euphrates to the east, and the 

citizens of edessa went out to him, and received a word (i.e. pledge) con¬ 

cerning their city, tella and dara, which he did not besiege, he took by 

storm, and he killed the rhomaye who were therein. And in the nineteenth 

year of the arabs (a.d. 640) 'omar commanded that all the countries of his 

dominion should be assessed for the poll tax. And in that same year, which 

was the nine hundred and fifty-first year of the Greeks, heraclius died, and 

constantinus (in ?), his eldest son, reigned four months, martina, his 

father’s wife, killed him by poison, and she made king her young son 

herakluna, who was called ‘the New david’. And he was displeasing to 

the Senate, and they swept aside herakluna and made kustans, the son 

of the murdered man, king. This man killed his two uncles and martina, 

the wife of heraclius. Now 'omar ruled for twelve years. A certain man 

who was a decorator, having complained to him concerning his master on 

[several] occasions, and being neglected by him, smote 'omar in his belly 

with a knife whilst he was praying and he died. 

After 'omar, 'othman [ruled] twelve years. This Khalifah began by 

showing himself avaricious, and he collected gold for himself; and the 

arabs gathered together to kill him, but when he promised to behave like 

the kings [104] who were his predecessors, they allowed him [to live]. 

This Khalifah sent sa'id his son to harry the king of the Persians. Then 

yazdagard, after having hidden himself for five years in sigistan, went 

forth and came to kufah; and sa'id came to marw (merv) after he had 

subjugated the whole of Persia. And yazdagard was afraid, and in order 
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that they might not deliver him up, went forth and hid himself in a mill, 

and there a certain man, a turkaya, killed him. 

At this time mu'Awiyah, the captain of the host of the Arabs, came and 

encamped against cesaraea of Palestine, and he invested it by sea and by 

land. And from the beginning of the first kanon (December) to iyar 

(may) he attacked it fiercely. And although seventy-two engines of war 

were hurling stones at its wall, no breach was made in it. Then the ARABS 

dug a hole [under, or, in the wall] and [some of them] entered, and others 

scaled the wall by means of ladders. And the Arabs remained three days 

on the wall and were unable to descend into the city. Then, when the 

arabs became masters [of the city], seven thousand rhomaye who were 

guarding the city escaped in boats. And mu'Awiyah captured the riches 

that were in it, and he laid the inhabitants thereof under tribute. From 

there the arabs passed into cilicia. And they arrived suddenly at ’ukhitA, 

and made themselves masters of the gates thereof. And they collected its 

riches, and they tortured the nobles so that they might show [them] all the 

goods that were hidden, and they carried off all the people, men and 

women and children, into slavery. And they defiled the churches wickedly. 

And in the twenty-fifth year of the arabs, which is the year nine hundred 

and fifty-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 647), gregorius patrik of Africa rebelled 

against KfisTANS. And the arabs made ready for a raiding expedition and 

they went to Africa, but although they were not a match for the army of 

patrik, they took possession of all the cities on the sea-coast. And gre¬ 

gorius came back and resumed his subjugation to kustans. And mu'a- 

wiyah divided his troops into two camps. And over the one he made 

captain one habib, a Syrian, an evil man, and sent him to Armenia in the 

season of winter. And he went there, and the arabs carried off the people 

into captivity, and they killed the men whom they encountered, and burnt 

the villages and came back. And the other army, which was with mu'A¬ 

wiyah, went to the country of cesaraea of Cappadocia. And when the 

arabs had crossed the mountain passes, they found the villages prosperous, 

and they plundered them; and they pitched their tents close to cesaraea, 

and fought for ten days, but were not a match for [105] its strength. Then 

they destroyed the whole district, and left it a waste and desolate place, and 

returned. 

And after a short time they came against [the city] and fought against it 

again for many days. And when the people saw that the wrath was great, 

and that there was no one to save them, they took a pledge [from the 

arabs] for [the safety of] their lives, and the nobles went out and made a 

covenant to pay tribute. And when the arabs went in and saw the beauty 

of the buildings and the abundant wealth [therein], they regretted that they 

had sworn [to respect the city], but they were not able to go back upon 

their oaths. Then they went to the country of ’amurIn, and they were 
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unable to capture the city; but the district which was adorned with trees 

they laid waste. 

And in the year nine hundred and sixty of the Greeks (a.d. 649) mA'a- 

wiyAh collected an army, and he brought one thousand seven hundred 

ships from Alexandria, and they went down into the sea and arrived at the 

island of Cyprus. And they sent a message to the people of the island that 

they should [come] and take a pledge as to [the safety of] their lives. And 

when they would not do this, the armed men went on the island, and they 

destroyed and looted [the villages], and also defiled the episcopal house, 

and then they went away. And after a little while abu al-'ur, another 

captain of the host, went to Cyprus a second time, and he plundered 

the whole island; and the Arabs also expelled the men from the caves in 

the earth. And he camped about the city of lapathus, and he took the 

gold and the silver which he found therein, but he did not harm the people, 

because they had taken [from him] a pledge for [the safety of] their lives. 

And after these things mu'awiyah camped about ’arvad, which is also an 

island, and when he had captured it he expelled the people, and ploughed 

it up so that it might never again be inhabited. 

And in the year nine hundred and sixty-five of the Greeks (a.d. 654) 

abu al-'ur and his army sailed round the island of cos, and through the 

treachery of the bishop thereof captured it; and they plundered and 

looted and slew the inhabitants, and razed its fortress to the ground. And 

he went to Crete and plundered it, and laid waste Rhodes. And a great 

number of men hauled on strong ropes which were tied round the brass 

colossus which was in the city and pulled it down. And they weighed from 

it three thousand loads of Corinthian brass, and they sold it to a certain 

jew from EMESA. 

And in the year thirty-seven of the Arabs (a.d. 657) mu'awiyah prepared 

ships that they might sail against Constantinople. Then two zealous men, 

together with their followers, came to them, and they burnt the ships of 

the Arabs and many [106] of the Arabs perished; and the rest swam away 

on rafts (or, little floats) and fled to the territory of the rhomaye. Then 

mu'awiyah was angry, and he sent away abu al-'ur with the army. And 

when they came to the place which is called Phoenicia he found there 

king kustans and his brother Theodosius. And whilst they were preparing 

to make war on the following day, king kustans slept, and he saw in his 

dream that he was in thessalonica. And when he related his dream to an 

interpreter of dreams, he replied to him, ‘Would that thou hadst not slept, 

O king, and seen this dream, thessalonica is to be interpreted: this allio 

tin n!ki, that is, “is allotted the victory to others” \ And when the king, 

scorning the interpretation of the dream, set the ships on the sea in the 

order of battle the rhomaye were defeated. And, moreover, the king him¬ 

self would have been killed if the son of the trumpeter had not leaped on to 
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the royal ship, and carried the king across to another ship so that he might 

be saved (or, escape). And he himself remained on the royal ship, and he 

killed many [men] and was himself killed. And kustans and his brother 

fled to the royal city. And about twenty thousand dead bodies of the 

rhomaye were found floating about on the waters. 

And when the arabs had again made ready to go up to Constantinople, 

ptolemy went out and gave [them] gold, and concluded peace for a period 

of three years. Now kustans killed his brother Theodosius, and was on 

account of this hated by his troops. And he was afraid and went to rhomi. 

And as he tarried [there] his troops raged angrily, saying, ‘It is not seemly 

for the king to be in rhomi, because he is far away from the Arabs’; then 

kustans came to the island of sicily. And when he arrived at Syracuse, 

it was pleasing to him to dwell there. And he sent for his sons, but the 

citizens were unwilling [to let them go], saying, ‘We will not permit our 

kings to go away from us’. Then he made his three sons Autocrators, viz. 

Constantine, tiberius, and Hercules. And he made them to dwell in the 

royal city whilst he himself was dwelling in Syracuse. For he was afraid 

lest his troops would kill him; now they used to call him the ‘Second 

CAIN’. 

Now since 'uthman did not by any means abandon his evil habits, the 

arabs gathered together, [107] and they told him that he must live and 

behave continently like the kings who had preceded him. Then he replied 

to them, saying, ‘Since I am king I am going to do everything I wish [to 

do]’; and they parted from him raging like panthers (or, wild beasts). 

And again they gathered together round about him when they were armed, 

and they cried out, ‘Either change thy customs and works or thou shalt die 

straightway’. Then 'uthman wrote to mu'awiyah [ordering him] to send 

an army to him, but the arabs made haste, and they rushed upon him with 

great violence and killed him. Now mu'awiyah sent an army with habib, 

and when they arrived in bosra and heard that 'uthman had been killed, 

they left [the city] and returned. 

After 'uthman, 'ali bar-abu talib [ruled] for five years in yathreb and 

babel only, because Syria and Egypt were with (i.e. in the hands of) 

mu'awiyah. And in the year nine hundred and sixty-eight of the Greeks 

(a.d. 657), the two parties attacked each other, and many having been 

destroyed on both sides, mu'awiyah returned without having pleased 'all 

And again they attacked each other, and many were killed among them. 

Then three men fired with zeal went forth to go and kill the three men 

because of whom war had fallen on the arabs, viz. 'ali, and mu'awiyah, 

and habib, and sa'id, the captain of the host who was in Egypt. Thereupon 

the man who went to Egypt was seized and killed; and thus did it happen 

to him that went to the camp of mu'awiyah ; and the third who went to the 

camp of 'ali, one pierced him with a spear and killed him. Then the 
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Arabs agreed that the East and the West should belong to mu'awiyah, and 

they transferred the kingdom from yathreb to the city of Damascus. 

After 'ali, mu'awiyah [ruled] nineteen years. For it happened also that 

in the days of 'othman for fifteen years mu'awiyah governed Palestine, 

and it was thus also during the five years of 'Ali, in all thirty-nine years 

(i9 + I5+5 years). 
In the year nine hundred and seventy-seven of the Greeks (a.d. 666) 

shabhor, captain of the host of the ’armAniko, rebelled against kustans, 

and he sent to mu'AwiyAh a man whose name was sargi (sergius), saying, 

‘Give me help, and I will subjugate for thee the whole of rhomAniA (i.e. 

country of the Greeks)’. Then when constantinus, the son of the king, 

who was in the royal camp heard these things, he also sent to mu'AwiyAh 

one andrea, a eunuch and his cubicularius, who was renowned for his 

knowledge of the art [108] of war. And when, as mu'AwiyAh had com¬ 

manded, SARGi came in first, and andrea next, sarg! trembled, and leaped 

up and stood bowing in homage to andrea. Then mu'AwiyAh struck sargi, 

saying, ‘If this slave terrifieth thee in this wise, how wouldst thou behave 

(i.e. what would happen to thee) if thou sawest his master?’ And sargi 

replied, ‘I did this, not through fear, but because it is my habit to pay 

respect and to use flattery.’ Then mu'AwiyAh asked andrea, ‘Why hast 

thou come?’ And he replied, ‘The king sent us so that a rebel might not 

flatter thee. For if this man showed himself to his master and his bene¬ 

factor in every way to be one who returneth evil [for good], how much more 

would he do so to thee?’ Then mu'AwiyAh said, ‘Ye are all our enemies. 

The man who multiplieth tribute for us, him will we help.’ 

And andrea replied, ‘Even though it be so, still there is the possibility 

that one enemy may be better than another. Moreover, the slave and the 

lord are not equal. For the lord freely, and in most excellent fashion, goeth 

forth to attend to the business of the state, whilst he who liveth under 

servile and slavish persons [goeth forth] more servilely, and as is fitting 

for an inferior. Therefore that which my lord [promiseth] to give, even 

though it happen that it is less than that which a tyrant promiseth, it 

is meet that thou shouldst believe him and not seek to negotiate [with 

him] like a merchant.’ andrea said these words and went out. And 

on the following day sargi arrived early. And when andrea came sargi 

did not stand up before him. And andrea said unto him, ‘O thou hopeless 

one, why hast thou not stood up before me?’ Then sarg! made bold and 

he poured out abuse upon andrea as if he had been a weak and con¬ 

temptible man (literally, a woman-like man). And andrea threatened 

sargi that he would remove from him his testicles. And mu'AwIyAh said 

to andrea, ‘If ye will give to us the tribute of all your country, the name of 

kingdom (or, sovereignty) shall remain to you; and if not get thee gone’. 

And andrea plucked up courage and replied, ‘So then the Arabs possess 
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the substance and the Greeks the shadows ? Nevertheless, we have a place 

of refuge in God.’ And he went forth and made his course against meli- 

tene. And he commanded the guards of the mountain passes to seize 

sargi when he was passing. Now mu'awiyah had promised sargi to send 

an army to him. And when sargi came back the men in ambush seized 

him, and brought him to andrea. And he commanded and had the testicles 

of sargi extracted and placed in his hands, and then andrea impaled 

(or, crucified) him. 

Now before the army of the ARABS could reach shabhor, he was crushed 

in the gate of his palace as he was riding through it, and he died. [109] 

And the Arabs captured all the country as far as chalcedon, and they 

halted there. 

And in the year nine hundred and eighty-one of the Greeks (a.d. 670) 

CONSTANTINUS commanded that the rhomaye should be subject to him 

and his brothers, tiberius and herakli equally, and that the effigies of the 

three of them should be [stamped] on the darics. And he warned every 

man not to make any distinction between them. And he went to gallia, 

and to Italy, and he subjugated all the western nations. Then the Arabs 

went to Africa, and captured about eighty thousand men. A year later 

they also captured lycia and cilicia. And they went a second time to 

lycia, and three patricians of the rhomaye came against them, and con¬ 

quered them. And about thirty thousand of the Arabs fell; and those who 

were left alive went up into ships and were wrecked by storms. Then a 

certain man, a carpenter of ba'albak, whose name was calonicus, com¬ 

pounded an inflammable mixture (i.e. ‘Greek fire’) and burnt the ships of 

the arabs. And from this time the rhomaye learned how to make an in¬ 

flammable mixture with naphtha (or, pitch). Up to this time the ARABS had 

conquered only, but from this moment they conquered and were conquered. 

And CONSTANTINUS also sent men, brigands and outlaws of the rhomaye, 

that is to say lipore, who are called ‘gargumaye’ by the Syrians, and they 

seized the country from mount Galilee to black mountain and all the 

mountain range of Lebanon, and the arabs suffered many afflictions at 

their hands. At length the arabs gained the upper hand, and some of them 

they killed and some of them they blinded. Now as a son had been granted 

to CONSTANTINE, justinianus, he dismissed his brethren from [their] 

sovereignty, and subjugated the governors by means of gifts, leo, one of 

the nobles, would not agree to do so, and the king ordered his tongue and 

his hands and his feet to be cut off. And when dimios (dImos, i.e. the 

mob?) cleaved to him, and he went about crying out, ‘I do not deny the 

Trinity which is in heaven, and I will not reject the Trinity which is on 

the earth’; as he continued to cry out these things he suffered the death 

penalty. 

And Constantine brought his brothers before the princes of the 
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rhomaye, and he said unto them, ‘O Tiberius, and thou herakli, what do 

ye call me? Your brother, or your king? If ye call me “king” I will call 

you my brothers. But if ye say unto me “brother”, I shall know you as 

enemies.’ And they replied, ‘We do not excuse ourselves from speaking 

[no] of thee as our great, elder brother, but most certainly at no time do 

we ever speak of thee as our “king” because we reign jointly with thee’. 

Then the Senate, because their eyes had been blinded by bribery, sided 

with constantinus, and they cast out [the two brothers]. 

And in the year nine hundred and eighty-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 678), 

during the third watch of the night, a perfect bow appeared [in the 

heavens]—when the sun was below the earth (i.e. horizon)—a supernatural 

occurrence! And the mice [or, rats] multiplied in Syria and Phoenicia, and 

devoured the grain, and one year later the locust came. 

After mu'awiyah, yazid his son [ruled] three years and eight months. 

This Khalifah collected a great number of artizans (kaldgdre), that is to say 

workmen, and he wished to make the river of water to flow to the place of 

ablutions (?); but although he laboured greatly, the end overtook him and 

he ceased to work, and the waters did not flow forth. At this time a great 

comet appeared for eleven days. And there was a severe winter, and the 

Euphrates was frozen over, and olive groves and vineyards withered, and 

beasts, and cattle, and birds came to an end. These things took place in 

the year nine hundred and ninety-four of the Greeks (a.d. 683). 

After yazid, mu'awiyah his son [ruled] for nearly four months. Now 

when yazid, the son of mu'awiyah, was dead, mukhtar, a cunning and 

treacherous man, and a respecter of persons, rebelled in the country of 

kufah. And those who were in yathreb set up [as their king] a man whose 

name was 'abd allah, bar-zubayr. And those who were in Damascus set 

up mu'awiyah bar-yazid, the son of mu'awiyah. And when the year nine 

hundred and ninety-six of the Greeks began (a.d. 685), on the third day of 

the month of ilul (September), the Arabs fought a fierce battle with each 

other, and of those who were slain on both sides there fell nearly forty 

thousand men, on the river khazar, which is in the country of nineveh. 

Therefore, when the youth mu'awiyah—who was called ‘abu layla’ (i.e. 

‘Father of the Night’) because of his timidity, for by this name the 

Arabs called feeble men because of their resemblance to babies who 

are afraid in the night—saw the great strife which existed among the 

ARABS, he gathered them all together, under the excuse of prayer, on the 

sixth day of the week (Friday), and he dismissed himself (i.e. abdicated) 

from the kingdom. And he sat in his house for three months and twenty 

days and died. 

After mu'awiyah, the son of yazid, marwan, the son of hakam, [ruled] 

four months. This Khalifah came from yathreb to Damascus in order to 

make the two parties [of the arabs] conclude a peace, for he was a wise and 
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understanding man, and he advised them [to do so]. And he wrote three 

names on three arrows, and placed the arrows in the hands of [m] one 

who had no knowledge of the business, so that they might appoint king 

him [whose name] he shot forth first. And they all agreed to this, and the 

lot of marwan went forth. And when he had stood four months he died. 

And in that year, which was the year nine hundred and ninety-seven of the 

Greeks (a.d. 686), Constantine died also, and justinianus his son reigned 

ten years. 

After marwan, the son of hakam, 'abd allah, the son of zubayr, [ruled] 

eight years and four months. This Khalifah lived, as we have said, in 

yathreb, and in his days a great cleavage among the Arabs took place. In 

babel a man whose name was ' abd allah rebelled, and in ras 'ayn another 

whose name was hukab (hubab?), and one buridha in nisibis, and 'omar, 

the son of sa'id in Damascus, and one zufera in circesium (osrhoene). 

And the disaffected men of the rhomaye who were in Lebanon were 

robbing people everywhere. And when this cleavage had existed among 

the arabs for nearly eight years, the damascenes proclaimed 'abd al- 

malik, the son of marwan, the son of hakam, as their king. 

After 'abd allah, bar zubayr, 'abd allah, the son of marwan, [ruled] 

thirteen years and six months. He was called ‘abha dibhabhi’ (‘Father of 

Flies’) because the exudations of his teeth were bloody, and when he was 

negligent the flies collected about his mouth. When he was proclaimed 

king and saw that wars surrounded him on every side, and that he was 

especially troubled by the marauding bands of the rhomaye, he made peace 

with justinianus for ten years. And he made a covenant with justinianus 

that he should expel his bands of robbers, who were twelve thousand in 

number, from the country of the Arabs. And that he, 'abd al-malik, in 

return for this [service] should give to the rhomaye each day one thousand 

darics, and one horse, and one slave; and that Cyprus should be common 

property, and that one half of it should pay tribute to the rhomaye and the 

other half of it tribute to the arabs ; and that Armenia, and gurzan, and 

’arzan, and ’adhorbigan should belong to the rhomaye. 

And when peace was established 'abd al-malik made war on bar 

zubayr and conquered him. And bar zubayr fled, and went to yathreb, 

and took refuge in the house in which men prayed (i.e. the Mosque). 

And a certain chief who was called haghagh (or, hajaj) pursued him, 

and he set up engines of war against the building, and knocked down the 

wall. And he went in and killed bar zubayr, and came back and [re]built 
the house. 

Then justinianus waxing proud, transgressed [his] oaths, [112] and 

he broke the peace before it was fulfilled, and he sent and made cap¬ 

tives the arabs who were in Cyprus. Because of this mahammad, the Amir 

of the island of kardu, went to Cappadocia, and the rhomaye and the 
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’asklabe (slavs) attacked him in battle, and the rhomaye were defeated 

near cesaraea. And the ’asklabe (slavs) made friends with the Arabs, and 

about seven thousand of them went out with them to SYRIA. And they 

settled them in antioch and in kuros, and gave them women and pro¬ 

visions (rations?). 

Then justinianus, even as he had not kept [his] oath to the Arabs, so he 

also began to kill the nobles of the rhomaye. And because of this they 

gathered together against him, and they seized him and cut off his nose. 

And a man whose name was leontius reigned in the year one thousand 

and seven of the Greeks (a.d. 696). And in that year the Amir of the city 

of gazarta impaled (or, crucified) unjustly the nobles, viz. simon bar 

nawla of halugha, and mardansha, and his son, from nisibis. One year 

later the Arabs began to strike coins, dinars (gold), and zuze (silver), and 

fulse (copper), with inscriptions only and without effigies (i.e. portraits). 

In the year one thousand and ten of the Greeks (a.d. 999), the captain of 

the host of Cilicia, whose name was ‘apsimaros’, who is called ‘tiberius’, 

came and swept away leontius from the kingdom, and reigned in his 

stead, but he did not kill leontius. This tiberius subjugated again the 

SLAVS who had rebelled against the rhomaye. And he went out to the 

country of samosata and slew five thousand Arabs, and he took captives 

and looted and came back. Then 'abd al-malik appointed two captains of 

the host, viz. mahammad over beth nahrin, and Assyria, and Armenia, and 

’adhorbijan, and his servant hajaj over all Persia and Arabia. And when 

hajaj plundered the chiefs of the Arabs mercilessly, mahammad sent and 

brought mu'ed, the chief of the Thaglabite Arabs who were Christians, and 

urged him to become a Muslim. And when he refused to do so he cast 

him into a miry pit. And then he brought him out again, and flattered him, 

and when he would not be persuaded by any means whatsoever, mu'ed killed 

him. And he also collected the chiefs of the Armenians and shut them up in 

one of the churches of Armenia, and then he set the church on fire and burnt 

them all. And he slew anastus, the son of andrea, governor of edessa. 

Now hitherto the Christian nobles had been managing the public affairs 

of the kingdom of the Arabs. For Dionysius, Patriarch of tall mahre, saith 

that ’athanasi (athanasius), who was called ‘Bar Gumaye’, was a very intel¬ 

lectual man, [113] who was well trained in the knowledge of books, and 

was famous in every place. When 'abd al-malik, the king of the ARABS, 

heard the report of him, he sent and summoned him [to his court]. And 

when he saw that he was qualified in every particular, he sent him with 

'aziz, his brother’s son, to Egypt, and entrusted to him the management 

of the youth. And he progressed to the point that the whole kingdom of 

the arabs was administered by him. And he increased [in power] and be¬ 

came very rich, and he possessed four thousand slaves, and mansions, and 

villages, and luxurious houses, and gold and silver like stones. And from 
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the revenue of the four hundred guest houses (i.e. inns) which he had in 

edessa, there was built by his command a splendid temple to the God- 

bearer (i.e. the Virgin mary). And he also built in the city of fostat, 

which is in Egypt, two great temples. And he also built in edessa a 

baptistery, and he placed in it the image of Christ which had been sent 

to abhghar the king. And he made a fountain of water like unto that 

which amoninus (’amozinos) the bishop had made in the old church in 

edessa, and he decorated it with gold and silver, and covered it with brass 

(or, copper). Then accusations were brought against athanasius by a 

certain man, a Chalcedonian Damascene whose name was sarg! (sergius) 

bar mansur. And when 'abd al-'aziz, the Amir, died, and athanasius 

went out from EGYPT, sarg! brought a lying charge against him, and said, 

‘bar gumaye hath stolen the treasures of Egypt and taken [them] with him’. 

Now f abd al-malik was not angry with athanasius even because of these 

words, but he said unto him in a quiet and peaceful manner, ‘We should 

not have held it to be true that all this wealth could belong to the Christians; 

give us a portion of it’. And this athanasius agreed to do willingly, and 

he gave and gave until the king himself said, ‘It is sufficient’. And there 

still remained [to athanasius] much more. 

And in the year ten hundred and fifteen [of the Greeks] (a.d. 704) 'abd 

al-malik dispatched maslima, and he captured mopsuestia. And in that 

year the ARABS who were in kufah and bosrA rebelled, and they made war 

on fABD al-malik. And in that year also justinianus escaped from exile, 

and he fled to the khakan, the king of the khazaraye, and the khakan 

rejoiced in him, and gave him his daughter to wife, and she bore him a son, 

and he called his name ‘tiberius’. And having obtained soldiers from the 

khakan and from the Bulgarians, he came against Constantinople, and 

’apsimaros fled. And justinianus reigned again for six years, after the 

[114] ten years in which he lived in exile. And he killed leontius and 

’apsimaros, and many of the nobles, and he made [anew] the administration 

of the rhomaye which had been destroyed by the tarke. He found six 

thousand Arab prisoners, and he set them free [to go] to their own country. 

And he sent a large army to bring his wife and also his son, and all the 

soldiers perished through storms and tempests at sea. 

Now when the khakan heard [these things] he sent and rebuked him, 

and said, ‘It was meet for thee to send a few soldiers only. What didst thou 

think? That I was holding her back from thee ? Nay, life of thy madness! 

I am not holding her back.’ Then justinianus was ashamed, and he sent 

a few soldiers and brought her back with her son. 

And in the year ten hundred and seventeen (a.d. 706) the Arabs built 

the walls of mopsuestia, and placed an army therein, and they made it a 

garrison post on the frontier of the rhomaye. And the king 'abd al- 

malik himself went there and there he finished [his life]. 
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After ‘abd al-malik, the son of marwan, walid his son [ruled] nine 

years and five months. This Khalifah sent an army with maslima, and they 

pitched their tents at tuana (’adana?), a city of Cappadocia, and they 

fought against it for nine months. And justinianus sent an army of the 

rhomaye, and when they engaged with the Arabs the rhomaye could not 

stand, and about forty thousand of them fell. And the Arabs captured the 

city and looted it. And in the year one thousand and twenty-two of the 

Greeks (a.d. 711) maslima captured turanda and placed therein a garrison 

of Arabs. And he also captured many other fortresses. I think that 

’ablastin is the bhasipolis (?) which is on the frontier of the rhomaye. 

And in the sixth year of walid, which is the year ten hundred and twenty- 

two of the Greeks, philipicus rebelled and killed justinianus, the king of 

the rhomaye, and tiberius his son, and he himself reigned. And he also 

drove out the Armenians who were in his dominion, and the Arabs settled 

them in melitene and the district thereof and in ’arman of ’arba'. And 

the Armenians became allies of the Arabs, and enemies of the rhomaye. 

This Khalifah was well versed in outside (i.e. alien or profane) learning, 

and he wished to disregard the Sixth Synod (or, Council) which affirmed 

the dogma of maximus concerning the Two Wills [of Christ]. And when 

he had reigned two years and six months the rhomaye swept him aside 

and blinded his eyes. [115] 
And anastasius reigned two years and five months. Now walid was a 

hater of the Christians, and in respect of the great church of the Greeks 

(yawnaye) which was in Damascus, the Arabs took it and gave in its 

stead the site on which the new church of the God-bearer (i.e. the Virgin 

mary) was built; for walid changed the first site of the church and built 

a great and famous Masjid (Mosque) there. And he commanded also that 

the Christian lawyers (i.e. tax-gatherers) should no longer write the public 

accounts in Greek but in Arabic. And walid said to sham'ala, the chief 

of the Christian Arabs of taghlib, ‘Inasmuch as thou art chief of the 

arabs, thou disgracest all of them when thou dost worship the cross. 

Therefore do what I wish and become a Muslim.’ And he replied, ‘Because 

I am chief of all the arabs of taghlib, I am afraid lest I may become 

the cause of the destruction of all of them; [for if] I deny CHRIST they will 

deny [Him also]’. When walid heard these words he commanded [his 

slaves], and they dragged him along face downwards and cast him out. And 

walid sent him a message in which he swore saying, ‘If he really will not 

agree [to do what I say], I will make him eat his own flesh’. And when 

sham'ala did not give way, even under this threat, walid commanded and 

one cut off a slice from sham'ala’s thigh and roasted it in the fire, and they 

thrust it into his mouth. And when sham'ala persisted in his refusal even 

after this, walid dismissed him, and he continued to live, the wound being 

visible in his flesh. And walid also commanded the sorcerers who were 
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in the country of'amula to be killed. And having been bound with fetters, 

and tied to planks of wood, so that they might not perish too quickly, they 

were cast into the river. Those who were able to swim they killed, because 

the ARABS said that they swam by means of their enchantments; and 

those who were drowning they spared and left [to drown]. And walid also 

commanded and all the Christians who were captives in all the churches of 

Syria were killed. And in the year one thousand and twenty-six [of the 

GREEKS] WALID died (A.D. 715). 

After walid, the son of 'abd al-malik, the son of marwan, sulaiman 

his brother [ruled] for two years and five months. In the beginning of his 

reign maslima made a raid and captured the fortress which was in the 

country of galatia, and he returned with a great quantity of spoil. And 

the soldiers of the army which anastasius sent to the west rebelled, and 

they killed their captain, and brought [in] Theodosius, and he reigned one 

year. And anastasius fled to nicaea. And in the year one thousand and 

twenty-six [of the Greeks, i.e. a.d. 715] maslima subdued the turkaye in 

their own country, and he captured [116] much spoil and returned. 

And in the year one thousand and twenty-seven (a.d. 716) maslima went 

to the country of asia. And he captured pergamos and Rhodes, and 

he emptied them of spoil. In that same year sulaiman made maslima 

ready to go against Constantinople. And he collected two hundred 

thousand soldiers, and five thousand ships which were filled with soldiers 

and provisions. And he collected twelve thousand artisans, and six thou¬ 

sand camels, and six thousand asses which were loaded with provisions 

(or, stores), and arms, and the armaments and engines for war. And he 

appointed over them another captain of the host, viz. 'omar bar-hubaira. 

And there went with them also thirty thousand warriors who of their own 

proper motion and at their own expense set out to fight, that is to say on 

‘the road of God’; and they were called in their own language ‘muta- 

wa'ah’.1 And the Arabs set out (or, went down) in two divisions, the one 

by sea and the other by land. Now when leo, the captain of the host of the 

rhomaye, met maslima, the captain of the host of the Arabs, he promised 

to help them in the opening up (i.e. conquest) of the royal city. And they 

promised him the kingdom of the rhomaye. 

Now when Theodosius the king perceived the treachery of leo, he took 

his people and shut them up in prison in the city of ’amurin. And when 

LEO heard [this] he came to sulaiman the king. Now he himself with 

twelve thousand [men] had pitched his camp by the city of chalcedon in 

order that he might prevent provisions and food from entering Constan¬ 

tinople. And he took six thousand soldiers, and encamped at ’amurin. 

And the citizens being afraid gave him its population (or, household 

1 i.e. ‘those who exceed what is obligatory on them in fighting or warring against un¬ 
believers or the like’. Lane, quoted by Payne Smith, Thesaurus, col. 2034. 
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servants). And he sent away the Arabs and gave to each man twelve dinars. 

And he and the rhomaye marched direct to Constantinople. And when 

he met the hosts of the rhomaye he explained to them that by means of 

treachery he had turned back with the ARABS; and they were very pleased 

with him, and they made him king over them. And when he went in to 

Constantinople, Theodosius went out; he had received the tonsure and 

had become a cleric. And leo reigned twenty-four years. And with a vain 

hope he began to hang the Arabs, and to fortify the city with food and 

provisions and other things. 

And when maslima learned that leo had deceived him (or, led him astray), 

he crossed the arm of the sea and encamped against Constantinople. And 

because maslima, [117] with four thousand men, had come last (or, delayed 

in coming), the Bulgarians whom leo had hired rushed upon him and 

killed many of his men. maslima himself only escaped with the greatest 

difficulty, and he came to the Great Camp which was pitched on the 

western side of Constantinople, opposite the Golden Gate. And he made 

[a mound, or, rampart ?] in front of them, between the camp and the city, 

and a trench behind them opposite to the Bulgarians. On the right hand 

and on the left was the sea. And the Arabs were attacked [on land] by the 

citizens and by the Bulgarians, and on the sea by the ships of the rho¬ 

maye. Now it was impossible for less than two thousand men to go and 

bring food to the Arabs. And the Arabs suffered greater tribulation through 

those who were outside the city than through the turkaye who were inside 

[it]. And the winter came upon them, and famine, and the Bulgarians who 

were killing them. And the Arabs were afflicted so grievously through 

hunger that they ate the bitumen of the ships. And while maslima was 

deceiving them by saying, ‘Behold, gifts are coming to them from the king’, 

the report of the death of king sulaiman came. 

After sulaiman, 'omar, the son of his uncle 'abd al-'aziz, [ruled] for 

two years and five months. This Khalifah sent [men] that they might bring 

him back reports concerning the army [which was fighting] against Con¬ 

stantinople. And maslima wrote lying letters, saying: ‘The people are 

very well, and the city is nearly [ready] to be opened up (i.e. conquered)’. 

And when comar learned the truth from the envoy, he sent [the command] 

to maslima to take the soldiers and to go out. And maslima made the 

winter his excuse [for not doing so]. And when the rigour of the winter 

had passed, another envoy came, who told the people that if maslima would 

not be persuaded to retreat, they themselves were to go forth. And when 

they did go forth the rhomaye killed very many of them on the sea and 

on dry land. 

Then 'omar himself sent twenty thousand horsemen to them, and he 

gave to each man ten dinars to be used as subsistence money. And because 

of the disgrace which came upon the Arabs through their withdrawal from 
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Constantinople, great hatred against the Christians sprang up in the heart 

of 'omar, and he afflicted them severely. And he stopped [the ringing of] 

their bells [in the churches], and they were not to lift up their voices in 

prayer, and they were not to put on apparel [which in any way resembled 

that of] the soldiers, and they were not to use saddles when riding. And 

in the year one thousand and thirty-four [of the Greeks] (a.d. 723), in the 

month of shebhat (February), [118] 'omar died. 

After 'omar, the son of 'abd al-'aziz, yazid, the son of his uncle, 'abd 

al-malik, [ruled] for four years. There came upon him a rebellion through 

a certain arab from hirta whose name was yazid bar-muhalab, and there 

were with him all the Arabs of 'akula, and of bosra, and of all Persia. 

And yazid, the son of 'abd al-malik, sent a great army against him, and 

YAzfD, the son of mAhalab, was defeated near babylon and killed. And 

yazid commanded and the images (or, pictures) of every living being were 

obliterated from the temples, and from walls and wooden panels, and from 

stones and from books. And leo, king of the rhomaye, also acted in this 

manner. He took down the images of the saints and of the kings from the 

churches and houses. And for this reason there was an uprising among the 

rhomaye, and many complained openly about the king. And he expelled 

from his country every man who did not agree with the council of chalce- 

don. And he afflicted the jews and baptized many of them, and the rest 

of them fled to Syria. 

And at this time a certain man who was a Syrian, and whose name was 

severus, declared concerning himself that he was Christ. And when he was 

arrested by the governor he said, ‘ I have been taught to think this by 

the Jews’. 

And in the year one thousand and thirty-two [of the Greeks] (a.d. 721) 

the water in the wells failed so completely that the villagers had to walk as 

far as seven miles to draw water. And there was a scarcity of crops. After 

one year the locusts came and destroyed the crops. And after two years 

there was a pestilence caused by the disease of tumours, especially in beth 

nahrin. And in the year one thousand and thirty-seven [of the Greeks = 

a.d. 726] yazid died in balkA, in the country of Damascus. 

After yazid, the son of 'abd al-malik, hisham his brother [ruled] for 

twelve years and eight months. This Khalifah oppressed men with ex¬ 

cessive taxes and levies of money (or, contributions). And he made canals 

to take off from the Euphrates above calonicus to water the crops and 

plantations, and the income [derived] from them was more than all the 

tribute of his dominions. 

And in this year the Arabs camped against neo caesaraea, that is pontus, 

and they destroyed it completely. And the Arabs also invaded the country 

of the turkaye with girah, the captain of the host, and they captured one 

great city; and he collected a vast amount of spoil and went away. 
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And in the year one thousand and thirty-eight [of the Greeks = a.d. 727] the 

Egyptians rebelled against the Arabs ; and an army came against them [119] 

and many of the Egyptians were killed, and the remainder fled in ships. 

And in the year one thousand and thirty-nine [a.d. 728] maslima went 

again to the country of the turkaye, but the Arabs failed and they aban¬ 

doned their valuables and fled. 

And in the year one thousand and forty-two [a.d. 731] the turkaye went 

forth and captured the cities of ’adhorbijan. And maslima marched 

against them with a great army, and thousands and tens of thousands were 

killed on both sides. Now the turkaye, though holding the cities which 

they had captured, did not go up against (i.e. attack) the rest of the 

dominions of the Arabs. And the Arabs made peace with the turkaye. 

And again the Arabs invaded the territories of the rhomaye, together with 

MUfAwiYAH, the son of the king. And they threw down the walls of the 

city of gangra, and then went and encamped against the city of nicaea. 

And having fought against it for forty days and dug down the wall thereof, 

the rhomaye who were inside it fled in ships. And the Arabs took the city 

and destroyed it. And hisham commanded, and all the prisoners of the 

rhomaye were killed, because he heard that leo had killed the ARAB 

prisoners. And at this time leo the king took the daughter of the khakan, 

king of the khazaraye, to be the wife of his son Constantine. And when 

they had baptized her and blessed her, he placed the crown on his son 

and proclaimed him king. 

In the year one thousand and forty-eight (a.d. 737) a certain man whose 

name was bashir, and who was a rhomaya by race, pretended to be a 

Muslim, and he went to harran to a paralytic man whose name was theo- 

pitus, and told him, as if he were telling him a secret, that he was ‘tiberius, 

the son of constantius’ (constantine or justinianus), who, it was generally 

supposed, was already dead. Then the rhomaya went and delivered him 

over to sulaiman, the son of hisham, and he having seized the man, in¬ 

formed his father hisham. And hisham rejoicing that, as it were, a son of 

the king of the rhomaye had fallen into his hands, commanded [his ser¬ 

vants] to array the man in the purple, and [they did so] and brought him 

to him. When this man entered edessa he went inside the altar, and he took 

in his hands the Offering from the Table of Life, according to the custom 

of the kings of the rhomaye. And he called upon the jews to bring up 

[his ancestors] for him by enchantments, and he also commanded the chief 

of the harranites to examine for him a liver and to see whence his family 

sprung. Finally the miserable man was exposed, and he was killed. 

In the year one thousand and fifty-three [of the Greeks] (a.d. 742) [120] 

leo died, and his son constantine reigned thirty-four years. And ’artabas, 

his son-in-law, rebelled against him, and he went to Constantinople and 

sat down in the palace. Now the king, because he was outside, fled from 
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his ministers and found a refuge among the troops of the Anatolians. And 

he raised an army from them and came to ’amurin of phrygia, and there 

he wintered. Then ’artabas collected an army and came against him, and 

’artabas was defeated and fled. And in the year one thousand and fifty-six 

[a.d. 745] hisham died in rusafah of calonicus. 

After hisham, walid, the son of yazid, the son of' abd al-malik, [ruled] 

for one year and three months. This Khalifah behaved wickedly to the 

children of the house of hisham and plundered their palaces. He com¬ 

manded and the tongue of the Patriarch of chalcedon in Syria was cut 

out. And the Arabs hated him greatly because he drank wine and fer¬ 

mented liquors; and he used to do other wicked things. And therefore the 

people gave him the nickname of ‘pasik’, that is to say ‘riotous liver’. 

Therefore 'abbas, the son of walid, the uncle of walid, the son of yazid, 

rose up against him, and wished to reign. But the ARABS did not wish for 

him, because he was the son of a concubine, and they made his brother 

yazid, son of walid, king in Damascus. And he sent an army and they 

overtook walid, the son of yazid, in the desert, and they cut off his head 

and fixed it on a spear, and they hung up by the side of it a wine pot and 

took him into Damascus. 

After walid, the son of yazid, yaz!d, the son of walid, [ruled] for two 

months. A great schism fell upon the Arabs, and in every quarter a man 

rose up who did not agree with his companion. In the island (gazarta, 

i.e. gazirah) bastam rose up; in mawsil, sa'id, the son of hudail, in 

wasit, 'abd allah, the son of 'omar the king, in Armenia, marwan, in 

khorasan, the son of sarig, and in Africa, abu hudail. And two months 

after yazId began to reign an ulcer broke out in his body and he died. 

After yazid, the son of walid, ibrahim his brother. This was a man 

whom it was pleasant to meet, and his natural disposition was good. [121] 

Two months after he reigned, he abdicated from sovereignty in Damascus, 

and hid himself. And his place was not known for five years, when he 

was found in a grave of the Arabs, [lying] among a miscellaneous crowd of 

Arabs who had been killed. 

After IBRAHIM, MARWAN, Son of WALID, Son of MAHAMMAD, Son of MAR- 

WAN, son of hakam, [ruled]. This Khalifah was called ‘hamar gazarta’, i.e. 

‘Wild Ass of the Island5, because he loved the flower of the crocus, which 

is called ‘flower of the ass’. And during the whole of his time he ruled on 

the island of kardu. Now he went forth from Armenia and engaged in 

battle with sulaiman on the banks of the Euphrates, and twelve thousand 

of his men were killed, and he fled to rusafah. And marwan came to 

Damascus, and reigned therein two months. And he carried off the royal 

treasures, which formed loads for three thousand camels. And he came and 

pitched his camp in emesa, and after four months they took the city; and 

he dug down the wall thereof, and he pounded the sculptures into dust 
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with hammers. And he also dug down the wall of ba'albak, and came to 

h arran. And he came down to war ’Athor (Assyria), and to the country 

of parthia, that is to say ’esfahan. 

Then abu al-'abbas, that is 'abd allah, the son of mahammad, the son 

of'ALi, the son of 'abd-allah, the son of 'abbas, the uncle of the Prophet 

of the Muslims, and a mighty army of the men of khorasan pitched their 

tents on the zabha, the river which is in Assyria. And marwan came and 

engaged in battle with the army of abu al-'abbas, and marwan was de¬ 

feated, and he was despoiled of seven hundred camel loads of gold and 

zuze (i.e. silver money). And he and his son and his son-in-law came in 

disgrace to harran. And they loaded his treasures on three thousand camels, 

and he went to ascalon, which is on the sea coast. And abu al-'abbas 

pursued marwan and he fled to siwan! (syene, aswan), a city which is 

on the frontier of the Nubians ; and when he camped on the banks of the 

NILE he was overtaken and killed. 

At this time there went forth from Constantinople ’ashkirash, the 

captain of the host of the ’armaniko, and he came against melitene, and 

looted the whole country. And Constantine the king, having conquered 

’artabAs the tyrant, divided the kingdom. And a son was born to him by 

the daughter of the khAkAn, and he was called leone (leo). And the 

countries of the rhomAye were at peace with each other, because the Arabs 

were occupied in making war upon each other. 

After marwan, abu al-'abbas [ruled] four years [122] and eight months. 

This Khalifah, having killed marwan, reigned alone throughout all the 

dominion of the arabs. He removed the kingdom from Damascus and 

transferred it to babylon. And by him the Khalifate of Baghdad was trans¬ 

mitted to those whose sovereignty an end hath been put in our days by 

the huns and Mongols. 

It is said that one day when this abu al-'abbas was encamped on a place 

in the region of the west, suddenly a mighty tumult burst forth on his 

camp, and all the people, the king himself included, ran to see what wonder¬ 

ful thing [had happened]. And having gone they saw eight men who had 

risen from graves, some as far as their breasts, and some of them as far as 

their thighs, and some of them as far as their knees; and some of them had 

their beards dyed according to the custom which the arabs observe, and 

many identified them. And when the people drew nigh to talk to them, the 

dead men vouchsafed never a word. And whilst [the people] were wonder¬ 

ing [at the sight], the king commanded them to depart [from the men in 

the graves] for that day, and not to go near them, as he expected that, 

peradventure, speech might be given to them [later]. And on the following 

day when the people went they found [the men in the graves] in the con¬ 

dition of living beings who had no speech. Then [the king] commanded, 

and they were buried a second time. 
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And in the year one thousand and sixty-three [of the Greeks] (a.d. 752) 

the wife of Constantine the king, who was the daughter of khakan, died; 

and he remained without a wife for three years, according to the law of 

Christian kings. Then certain crafty men, under the guise of affection, 

wishing to eject him from the kingdom, advised him to take [another] 

wife. But he, knowing full well their craftiness, said, ‘I cleave to your ad¬ 

vice, but I am not forgetting the law of the rhomaye; and, moreover, I 

think that it is not seemly for a king to be the slave of desire (or, lust). But 

if ye are certain that it is right, make my son king instead of me, and I will 

bow to your will.’ And having placed the crown upon him, he administered 

the affairs of the kingdom, because he was wise and timid as concerning 

enemies. And in that same year he went and pitched his camp at melitene. 

And he heaped up mounds against it, and broke down a portion of the wall 

thereof, and finally he gave a pledge to the ARABS who were inside it, and he 

spared them. And he carried away into captivity the people of claudia 

and all the villages of ’arman dhe-’arba'. And in that year died [123] abu 

AL-'ABBAS 'ABD ALLAH. 

After abu al-'abbas, his brother ’abu ja'afar mansur [ruled] twenty-two 

years. And in the year in which ’abu ja'afar [began to] reign, that is to say, 

the year one thousand and sixty-six of the Greeks (a.d. 755), and the year 

one hundred and thirty-five of the Arabs, Constantine, king of the rho¬ 

maye, went forth against kalonikala (kalikala?), which is ’arzan-ar- 

rum. And he captured it and left it a ruin. And he placed a garrison in 

the fortress of kamak. When 'abd allah, the son of 'ali, heard of the 

death of ’abu al-'abbas, he began to make a circuit through the cities and 

he made himself king in them. And ’abu ja'afar sent [an army] against 

’abu Muslim, the captain of the host, and defeated him. Then ’abu 

Muslim, the captain of the host, himself rebelled against ’abu ja'afar, and 

he journeyed about through the cities that he might seize the kingdom (or, 

grasp sovereignty). Then ’abu ja'afar sent to him a man whose name was 

'isa, and he cajoled him and brought him [to him], and at the moment 

when he was entering his presence ’abu ja'afar made a sign and he was 

killed. And the kingdom of the Arabs was established for him. And he 

commanded and melitene was [re]built as it was formerly, and he placed a 

garrison therein. And he also built kalonikola and placed a garrison therein. 

And in the year one thousand and seventy-one (a.d. 760) the Arabs sub¬ 

jugated Africa. And at this time the country of tabaristan was subjugated 

by the Arabs. It is bounded on the north by the Caspian sea, and on the 

east by gurgan, on the south by media and a portion of parthia, and on 

the west by dilum (or, dilam). In it are five walled cities, and it aboundeth 

in mountains, and forests, and meadows, and streams of water. The passes 

thereto are difficult [to traverse]. Its length from east to west is forty 

parasangs, and its breadth from north to south is twenty parasangs. 
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And in the year one thousand and seventy-three of the Greeks (a.d. 762) 
’abu ja'afar built a city on the river deklath (tigris) above ctesiphon, 
and he called it ‘Baghdad’, after the name of an image (or, idol) which was 
in that place, and he dwelt therein. And after one year mahammad, one 
of the sons of 'ali, the kinsman of their Prophet and the son of his uncle, 
rebelled, and the whole of Arabdom was drawn to follow him. And 'isA, 
the captain of the host, went against him, and slew him in yathreb, in the 
month of Ramadan during their fast. And ibrahim his brother in bosra 
also rebelled, and he also was killed. 

And in this same year the khazaraye went forth and made captives fifty 
thousand souls [124] from gurzania. And at the same time the country 
of khabul in the Indian quarter of the world was subjugated by the ARABS. 
And ’abu ja'afar imposed taxes on all the nations, and he doubled the 
tribute of the Christians. 

And in the year one thousand and seventy-six [of the Greeks] (a.d. 765) 
there was an exceedingly severe earthquake in the country of khorasan, 
and one mountain departed from its place [a distance of] about three miles, 
and because it was [formed] of earth it was shattered in pieces. 

And in the year one thousand and eighty [a.d. 769] the magians who 
were in Persia rebelled against the Arabs, and they set up a chief for them¬ 
selves. And an army of the Arabs went against them, and the Arabs were 
defeated. And again the magians became strong enough to establish a 
kingdom for themselves, and an exceedingly strong army of ARABS went 
against them, and the magians were defeated, and about forty thousand of 
them fell and their chief was killed. And in that same year the ARABS went 
up in wrath against the Valley of germanIki, which is mar'ash, because 
they heard that [their] spies (or, scouts) had been enslaved by the rhomaye. 
And they carried off the people of the country into captivity, and took them 
away and settled them in the land of ramleh. Thus also they did with the 
natives of samosata. 

And at this time the Barbarians who were natives of Africa rebelled, and 
they killed the arabs and the Persians. And yazid, the captain of the host, 
went against them and defeated them, and about thirty thousand of the 
Barbarians fell. And in the year one thousand and eighty [of the Greeks] 
(a.d. 769) a certain woman was discovered in the country of the bukharaye 
who had never taken food, and she had never sucked at the breast, and she 
never had any need of drink. And mahdi, the son of the king, heard of her, 
and he sent and had her brought to Baghdad. And they verified the story, 
and it was found to be in truth a fact which was outside [the course] of 
nature. And in the year one thousand and eighty-three (a.d. 772) ’abu 
ja'afar built a city by the side of calonicus, and he called it ‘rapekah’, 
and no man had ever seen such handicraft as was displayed on the gates 
thereof. As for these gates: ‘when I, the feeble one, was performing the 
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duties of a pastor in beroa, they brought to aleppo two huge double gates 

[made] wholly of iron, and they fastened them on the gate of kenneshr!n, 

and two smaller double gates, but they did not succeed in setting them up. 

For immediately after the Mongols captured aleppo and they destroyed 

its walls and smashed its gates. 

And in the year one thousand and eighty-three [a.d. 772] ’abu ja'afar 

marched from babylon to beth nahrin and Syria, and he oppressed [125] 

men with very heavy taxes, and he gathered together all the silver and gold 

into his treasure-house. And the children of men, being afflicted in this 

wise, used to dig up the graves, [thinking] that perhaps they might find some 

trinkets (or, ornaments) which had been buried with the dead. And at the 

same time the rhomaye used to dig in the city of nicomedia, and they 

found a cave wherein was laid the mummified body of nicomedius (?), who 

built it, and with it were ornaments of gold, and red jacinths which sparkled 

in the dark. And when Constantine the king perceived [what was being 

done] he showed great magnanimity, and he did not take anything what¬ 

soever from that place, ‘For’, said he, ‘it is a disgraceful thing for the living 

to be in need of anything from the dead’. And not this only, for he sent 

workmen and they blocked up the place strongly, and heaped up a mighty 

mound of dust and stones above it. At this time a pestilence broke out in 

Syria and ’Athor (Assyria), and there came a famine of excruciating 

severity. It was not caused by the lack of grain (or, wheat), but it arose 

because not a single zuza (i.e. a coin of about the value of a piastre) re¬ 

mained with any man. The price of an ox or a donkey was one zuzd\ the 

price of ten measures of wine was one zuza; the price of five bushels of 

wheat was one zuza; and the price of youths and maidens was five zuze 

each. After thirty years of these tribulations ’abu ja'afar died in the 

Ka'ba (?), and the whole world was delivered from tribulation. Twenty-five 

days before his death, Constantine, king of the rhomaye, died, and leo his 

son reigned five years. 

At this time giwargis (george), the son of bokht-isho', the elamite, 

was pre-eminent in the art of healing. The Khalifah mansur sent and 

brought this man from elam to Baghdad, that he might heal him of a 

disease of the stomach with which he was afflicted. And when he went in 

before mansur he burst out into prayers for the Khalifah in the Persian and 

Arabic languages, in highly polished speech. And the Khalifah marvelled 

at him, and made him sit down, and he spoke to him concerning his sick¬ 

ness. And the physician promised him healing, but by degrees (i.e. slowly), 

which actually came to pass. And it is related that one day george went 

into the presence of the Khalifah—now it was the festival of the Nativity— 

and the Khalifah said unto him, ‘What dost thou eat?’ And the physician 

replied, ‘All good things according as our Lord pleaseth’. And the Khalifah 

said unto him, ‘I hear that thou hast not got a wife’. And the physician 
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said, ‘Yea, I have—one, an aged and feeble old woman who is not able to 

stand on her legs’. [126] And the Khalifah waited until the physician had 

gone out, and then he commanded salim, his chief eunuch, to choose out 

three of the most beautiful of the rhomaye maidens, and to take them to 

the house of the physician with three thousand dinars. And he did so. And 

when salim took the maidens george was not at hand in the house. And 

when he came [back] and saw them he was angry with his disciple, and he 

said to him, ‘O disciple of satan, why hast thou brought these in to me? 

Is it that thou wouldst made an old man of me?’ And he sent and called 

the eunuch, and sent the maidens back with him. And when the Khalifah 

heard this he said to george, ‘Why didst thou send back the maidens?’ 

And george replied, ‘Live for ever! We Christians do not have more than 

one wife. And as long as our one wife is alive our Law preventeth us from 

taking another.’ And this [speech] pleased the Khalifah greatly, and he 

commanded that george should visit his women and his daughters without 

let or hindrance. And the honour of george was greatly increased with the 

Khalifah and he loved him like his soul. Such is the fruit of chastity, my 

brethren. 

After ’abu ja?afar, his son mahdi [ruled] ten years. This Khalifah opened 

his father’s treasures, and scattered the riches of his father as with a fan. 

He did not squander it only on his troops, but also on the women who were 

his concubines, for he was luxurious by nature, and loved dainty foods and 

baked meats. And he was addicted to [the study of] auguries, and divina¬ 

tions and forecasts of fate, and he collected books of sorcery. Therefore 

king leo sent to him the ‘Book of Jannes and Jamb res’ which containeth 

the whole system of the magic and sorcery of the Egyptians, and [an ac¬ 

count of] everything which they did against moses the great. And in the 

beginning of his reign he set free all the Christian prisoners, and leo also 

set free the ARAB prisoners which he had with him; mahdi, however, 

pulled down the churches which had been built in the time of the Arabs, 

and he destroyed the church of the chalcedonians which was in Aleppo. 

And he set up a persecution of the MANiNAYE (manicheans), and he over¬ 

threw the place which is called padana rabbetha (i.e. the great palace), 

which was full of manicheans. And many Arabs were entrapped by this 

heresy and were killed. And also eight men of rank and wealth belonging 

to beth gumaye were caught (or, snared) by the wickedness, and after 

many tribulations three died in prison, and five were saved. 

At this time theophila, the son of taoma, of edessa, became famous; he 

was a skilled astronomer [127] who cleaved to the heresy of the maronites. 

He had (i.e. he had written) a wonderful book on Chronology in syriac, 

although he reviled and abused orthodox folk. And he had turned the 

two books of ’omairos (homerus) on ilion from the Greek into syriac. 

He had been in the service of mahdi the Khalifah, and he had been raised 
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by him to very high honour because of his superiority in this craft of 

astrology. It is related that one day the Khalifah wished to pay a visit to 

one of his cities, and he had his household with him. And the wife of the 

Khalifah sent a message to theophila saying, ‘Thou hast advised the king 

to set out on a journey, and thou hast made for us the fatigue and weariness 

of the road for the which we had no necessity. Therefore I wish to God 

that He will speedily make an end of thee and remove thee from the earth, 

so that we may rest ourselves and may repose ourselves, being free from 

thee.’ And theophila replied to the handmaiden who had come to him 

on this embassy, ‘Get thee back and say to thy mistress, “It is not I who 

have advised the Khalifah to make the journey, but he is setting out in 

accordance with his own wish. And as for the curse with which thou hast 

cursed me, viz. the wishing that God will hasten my death, this fate hath 

already gone forth for me from God, and it will assuredly take place, and 

I shall die quickly (or, immediately). But do not imagine that my death 

will take place because thy prayer hath been accepted, for that will only 

happen in order that the wish of Him who created me may be fulfilled. 

And as for thee, O Queen, I tell thee to make ready a large quantity of 

dust, and when thou hearest that I am dead, do thou heap the whole of 

that dust on thy head.” ’ And when the Queen heard these [words] she 

trembled greatly, and she waited anxiously [to see] what would be the 

outcome of this speech. And after a few days theophila did die, and after 

twenty days mahd! the Khalifah died also, and what theophila had stated 

actually came to pass. 

And in the year one thousand and ninety of the Greeks (a.d. 779) mahd! 

came to aleppo, and the tanukaye who lived in tents round about aleppo 

went forth to meet him; and they were riding arab horses, and were decked 

out with ornaments. Then it was said to him, ‘All these are Christians’. 

And he boiled with anger and compelled them to become Muslims, and 

about five thousand men became Muslims, but the women were saved 

[from this]. And among them a certain venerable man testified, and his 

name was [128] lait. And after these things mahdi marched to the territory 

of the rhomaye, and he pitched his camp on the river puramon, in the 

country of ’arbisos. And his son haron captured the fortress of simalos, 

and he plundered it and went forth. 

And in the year one thousand and ninety-two [a.d. 781] the Arabs carried 

away from ephesus about seven thousand people; and about four thousand 

of the arabs died. Then leo the king sent an army, and he carried away 

the people who were orthodox Syrians, and he baptized them in tarki. 

And it is said that this king leo hated eikons, and cleaved to the orthodox 

like his father. And in that year leo died, and Constantine his son 

[reigned] twenty-two years, for he was a minor when he [began to] reign. 

His mother eirene used to govern and she was proclaimed with him. In 
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the year one thousand and ninety-four (a.d. 783) mahdi sent his son 

haron against the royal city. And the rhomaye made a cunning plan and 

they shut in the Arabs on the river sagaris, the mountain being on one side 

and the river on the other. And the Arabs being in tribulation sued for 

a peace (or, truce) for three years. And eirene, according to a woman’s 

custom, agreed, and the Arabs went forth. And after one year 'ali sought 

to renew (or, rebuild) the city. 

After mahdi his son musa [ruled] one year and one and a half months. 

Before this king reigned, that is to say, in the year one thousand and ninety 

five of the Greeks (a.d. 784), the flying locust came and destroyed the 

crops, and deposited seed (i.e. laid eggs). And the young locusts came 

forth and attacked and climbed up the walls and partitions of houses, which 

they entered through the openings (i.e. windows) and doorways. And the 

water-skins, and the beds, and the tables, and the utensils were filled with 

them. When the locust entered a house from the southern quarter, it went 

out on the northern side. And in addition to the green herbs and trees it 

devoured also woollen garments and the clothes of men. And when it had 

finished [devouring] the whole district of edessa and serugh it passed over 

to the west. And three years after this severe tribulation there came a famine 

on the land. And in the year one thousand and ninety-seven (a.d. 786) the 

rhomaye went forth and destroyed hadeth, which had been recently built 

by the Arabs, and they laid waste and swept away its wall entirely. And in 

that year musa died, in the month of tammuz (July). 

After mura, haron rashid, his brother, [ruled] twenty-three years and 

two months. This Khalifah sent 'abd al-malik, and he pulled down [129] 

the great church of khishum (cessunia) and the fifteen ‘temples’ that were 

in it. And he transported the stones thereof on two thousand wagons to 

hadeth, which the rhomaye had destroyed, and he rebuilt the city. And 

the Arabs went into the territory of the rhomaye and to the sea coast, and 

captured great spoil. 

And in the year eleven hundred (a.d. 789) walid went forth from the 

heresy of the haruraye (i.e. the Free-will Arabs) and he collected five 

thousand men and came to nisibis. He killed the Amir, and plundered 

the merchants, and took from every Christian five zuze. And having de¬ 

feated the army of 'abd al-malik, he slew the Arabs, and made the roads 

to be deserted by travellers, yazid with an army attacked him and killed 

him. 

And in the following year haron went up from Baghdad and came to 

calonicus, to dwell therein. And he made it great with buildings, and he 

planted many paradises therein. And he brought thereto one river (or, 

canal) from the Euphrates, and he brought another from serugh. He 

bought the waters of the villages of serugh from their owners, and dug a 

new canal for them. In the year eleven hundred and four (a.d. 793) the 
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kaisaye fought with the yamnaye in emesa and many were killed. And 

'abd al-malik carried off great spoil from the country of the rhomaye. 

And his sonf abd ar-rahman captured the fortress of rabsah in cappadocia, 

and four hundred men died of thirst therein, and then they surrendered it. 

At this time Constantine the king wished to blind the eyes of ’alpidi, 

the patriki of Sicily, because he was committing adultery with his mother; 

and ’alpIdi fled to the Arabs. And the king commanded and he also made 

the nobles swear that his mother should never again be called ‘Queen’. 

Then ’alpidi took forty thousand soldiers of the Arabs, and sulaiman, the 

Amir, and they went to the country which is called samIsun. And the 

winter overtook them and four thousand of them died, and because of their 

tribulation they took refuge with the rhomaye, who treated them with 

humanity and did the Arabs no harm. And they departed in the latter 

kanun (January), the feet of very many of them having been made rotten 

by the frost (or, snow). 

And mar Dionysius, Patriarch of tell mahre, saith, ‘I saw about four 

hundred of these men in edessa’. And subsequently Constantine was 

reconciled with his mother eirene, and commanded that she should [again] 

be proclaimed (or, addressed as) ‘Queen’. [130] And she was so proclaimed 

in every place except by the Armenian nobles, who refused to do so 

because of the oaths which they had sworn; and the tyrant king killed 

them. 

And in the year eleven hundred and eight (a.d. 797) haron rashid 

passed over into edessa. And the Muslims brought accusations against the 

Christians, saying, ‘The king of the rhomaye cometh every year secretly 

and prayeth in their churches’. And having investigated the story and 

found the Muslims to be liars, the Muslims were expelled and also beaten. 

And at this time certain of the benai gumaye in edessa, having squandered 

all their possessions, dug through the walls of the houses [of their neigh¬ 

bours] and found treasure. And because the ARABS are of a luxurious 

disposition, they devoted themselves to riotous living with horses and 

hunting dogs. And when the report of them reached haron the king, he 

imprisoned them in calonicus. And he sent his own eunuch and he seized 

every object which was royal property which they had sold. Among the 

things were objects which were like serpents, and scorpions of silver which 

were filled with elixirs (or, perfumes), and these had been scattered broad¬ 

cast ignorantly. The eunuch seized their mother, an aged woman, and their 

free-born women, and he took from them what remained, that is jewel 

cases of gold and silver, and valuable jewellery, and money of the rhomaye, 

and secured them. And the sister of these men, who was a virgin, he shut 

up in the house of a certain man of chalcedon, in an upper chamber of 

a house four stories high, and he set Persians to keep guard over her. 

During the night she, hearing the sound of feet, thought that one of the 
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Persians had come to her chamber to rape her, and she hid her face in a 

napkin, and then threw herself out of the window, and she died the follow¬ 

ing day. And fear fell upon that eunuch, and the king himself was sorry 

for the maiden, and he released her brothers and gave them back one-fifth 

of what was their own property. And mar dionysius, because he derived 

his information from the history of iwAnnis (joannes) of rusAfA, thoroughly 

believed in the truth of this story, and he saith, ‘The house in which the 

treasure was found belonged to iwannis (joannes), and it was given as a 

daughter’s dowry to those of the house of the gumAye. And the wife of 

iwannis (joannes) buried the treasure, kesru (chosroes) having com¬ 

manded that she should go down among the captives.’ 

Now Constantine the king trampled the Law under foot, and took a 

[second] woman to wife, whilst his own wife was alive; and he also took 

the daughters of the nobles and debauched them. [131] And when he went 

to tarki in the war with the bulgarAye, there also he led a drunken and 

riotous life. Therefore the nobles came to an understanding with his 

mother, and when he returned she treated his eyes with kohl, and he 

became blind and she reigned by herself. And she made ’aitis the eunuch 

her second in command, and chief of the Patricians. And when the Arabs 

invaded the territory of the rhomAye, ’aitis defeated them; and when the 

arabs invaded it one year later ’aitis was defeated; and the Arabs invaded it 

again and were victorious. Then the rhomaye wished to make nicephorus, 

the Logothete, a Cappadocian, their king. When eirene heard [this] she 

commanded [her servants] to treat his eyes with kohl; and ’aitis the eunuch 

hid him. Then niceta the Patrician and the Patriarch took counsel with 

the Senate, and it pleased them all to make nicephorus king. And he 

reigned in the year eleven hundred and fourteen [of the Greeks — a.d. 803], 

and he was held in honour by Queen eirene and by ’aitis the eunuch. 

They, however, arranged for his murder by the hands of certain monks. 

And when the plot was revealed eirene was sent into exile to Athens, 

where she became a nun. And ’Arris paid [his] debt for crime, according 

to what he had done. And the king did not harm the monks. 

At this time when hAron rashid was occupied with the building of 

zobatra, the city which is in lesser Armenia by the side of melitene, 

SATUREKios (saturecius), the captain of the host of the rhomaye, went to 

the country of the Peloponnesus, which had belonged to the arabs for a 

very long time, and they subjugated it and established a garrison therein, 

and he returned, bringing back an immense number of captives of the 

people of the arabs, and sheep and horses and camels. 

And it is said that gabbAlA, an Arab, was king of the Christian arabs. 

Now he was made a Muslim by the hands of 'omar the son of khAttAb. 

[Once] when he was present with 'omar in the Masjid (Mosque) in yathreb, 

a man in the crowd who was called fazArAh trod on him. And gabbAlA 
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turned and smote him and broke his nose. And when fazaraya (sic) com¬ 

plained, 'omar said to gabbala,/Either make friends with him or hand 

over to him thy nose that he may break it’. And gabbala replied, ‘How 

can a king like myself [do this] ? Is he to permit an inferior to strike him ?’ 

And 'omar said, ‘Although thou art more honourable than he is in the 

kingdom, yet thou art only equal with him in Islam’. And gabbala said, 

‘Leave me until the morning, so that I may ponder on one of the two things 

which thou hast said to me’. And in the night [132] gabbala and his com¬ 

panions rose up and fled to Cappadocia, and they became Christians again. 

And from him was descended this nicephorus who reigned. He was a 

strong, bold man, and gifted with understanding, and he fasted and prayed 

regularly. And it was because of this character that ’alpidi, the Rebel, said 

unto ’abd al-malik, the captain of the host of the arabs, ‘If nicephor 

is reigning, cast off from thyself this dainty apparel and gird thyself about 

with armour and prepare thyself for war’. 

And immediately nicephor began to reign he sent letters to haron and 

incited him [to war], and they made ready for war. And during the two 

months whilst they were encamped, nicephor and haron, by means of 

envoys and dispatches, were conversing and listening to each other. And 

ultimately they came to an agreement and they sent gifts to each other, 

and each returned to his own country. 

At this time a man of the tribe of koraish, and a Muslim, whose name 

was ruhi, lived in a house which was near a church, and during the time 

of prayer he used to vex the priest by casting at him pellets made of mud. 

And one day whilst he was looking at the priest through a window (?) at 

the time of the Sacrifice (i.e. the Eucharist), he saw in the middle of the 

paten which was on the Table of Life a lamb which was broken in pieces; 

but when he went down to the priest he saw broken bread [only]. And he 

went up again to the window, and looked, and saw the lamb again. Then 

he believed, and left his house and went to the church and was baptized. 

And when the report of the man reached haron, he sent and had him 

brought to him, and he coaxed him with gracious words to return [to 

Islam], but ruh! refused to do so. And haron threw fetters on him, and 

shut him up in prison for two years, and then, as ruhi remained unshaken, 

haron commanded that his head should be cut off with the sword, and 

hung up on the wall of rapekah. And many people saw the light which 

rested on the head, and a certain Christian from the country of Persia took 

it down and carried it to his city. 

At this time there came to haron a certain rhomaye whose name was 

taoma, the son of musamar, and he said that he was the son of Constantine 

the king. Now although haron was not convinced by him, yet he held him 

in honour like the son of a king. 

And in the year eleven hundred and fifteen (a.d. 804), whilst haron was 
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in PERSIA, a mighty army of the rhomaye went forth and seized the region 

of mopsuestia and ’anazarba; and the Arabs overtook them and reversed 

the captivity. And when haron heard [this] he came to the city of caloni- 

cus, and in the month of nisan (april) captured heracleia ; and nicephor 

went out to make war upon him. But when he saw the great army of the 

rhomaye he sued for peace, and he gave [to them] all the prisoners [133] 

of the rhomaye that were in his dominions. And when nicephor agreed 

to the peace, haron gave him even the tents in which he was living, and 

their decorated hangings and furniture. And in that same year haron 

built a city higher up than calonicus, and he called it ‘heracleia’, after 

the name of the wife which he took from the house of the heracleians. 

And nicephor also, being undisturbed by the arabs, built ’ankura 

(ancyra) and other places in the place of tuana and heracleia which the 

ARABS had taken in his time. 

And in the year eleven hundred and nineteen (a.d. 808) the famine 

waxed strong even among the wild beasts, and they dragged the dead up 

out of their graves and devoured them, and they boldly attacked the living. 

And the women and children who went out seeking for green herbs to eat 

were also devoured by the wild beasts. 

Then haron, wishing to go down to Persia against a certain rebel, made 

his son mahammad king in Baghdad, and he made kasim, another son, king 

in Syria, mamun he took down with him to khorasan, and he endowed 

him with ten million pieces of silver instead of the kingdom. And when 

haron arrived at the city of tus (mashad), and had killed the rebel, he died 

there in the year eleven hundred and twenty (a.d. 809), and at this time 

bokht-isho' the son of george, the Elamite physician, became known (i.e. 

famous). And when the Khalifah haron rashid fell sick he sent and brought 

him from elam. And when the physician entered the presence he blessed 

the king in Persian and Arabic. And the king laughed, and summoned 

the other physicians that they might debate about his illness with him. 

And 'isa abu kuraish, the physician, said, ‘My lord the king, have mercy 

upon us. There is among us no man who is able to converse with this man, 

for he is a mine of words, and he and his father and [the men] of his race 

are philosophers.’ And the Khalifah commanded secretly one of his eunuchs 

to bring there the urine of some beast so that he might test therewith [the 

knowledge of] bokht-isho', and see whether he could distinguish what it 

was or not. And when the eunuch brought the urine, and BOKHT-isHO' had 

looked at it, he said, ‘This is not the urine of a man’. And the physician 

['isa abu] kuraish contradicted him flatly and said, ‘Thou liest. It is the 

urine of one of the free women of the king.’ And bokht-isho' asserted with 

great vehemence [that it was], and said to him, ‘I tell thee, O honourable old 

man, never did a man produce such urine as this. Look at the colour of it, 

and the substance and the smell, if thou hast any understanding.’ And the 
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['ISA abu] kuraish said, ‘What did the creature from which these waters came 

eat?’ And bokht-isho' replied, [134] ‘Good fresh barley (or, grain) which 

was undamaged’. And the Khalifah laughed, and he commanded [his 

servants to give him] apparel and much gold. 

And after him arose his son Gabriel, the son of bokht-isho', the son of 

giwargis, the son of bokht-isho'. And he also was pre-eminent in the 

craft of the physician, and he ministered to haron rashid. And it is related 

that one day one of the handmaidens who was beloved by the Khalifah had 

injured herself, and when she lifted her hand up it became rigid like a 

piece of wood, and she was unable to bend it. And the physicians laboured 

with a great array of ointments and bandages which they made for her, 

and they did not benefit her in the slightest degree. Then the Khalifah 

summoned Gabriel and repeated to him her story. And Gabriel said, ‘I 

have here with me the means of healing her if thou wilt make her to come 

out here before the crowd of people, and I may do to her what I wish, 

and thou wilt not be angry with me’. And the Khalifah agreed, and had 

her brought out. And as soon as Gabriel saw her he ran to meet her, and 

he gripped her by the lower parts of her body as if he wished to uncover 

her shame. And by reason of her great shamefacedness, the body of the 

maiden became hot (i.e. she blushed) and broke into a sweat, and her mem¬ 

bers relaxed, and she stretched out her hand, which was hanging down 

above her, to her lower limbs, and took hold of them, covering them with 

her hand. And straightway gabriel left her and he said to the Khalifah, 

‘Behold she is now healed’. And the young woman herself stretched out 

her hand to the right and to the left. And the Khalifah, and all those who 

were there, marvelled, and he commanded and [his servants] gave gabriel 

five hundred thousand pieces of white money. 

And when he stood up the Khalifah asked him about the cause [of the 

maiden’s sickness], and gabriel said, ‘A certain delicate (or, refined) chyme 

(i.e. humour, or, juice) was poured into the members of this maiden at the 

time of copulation. And because the motion of copulation suddenly 

ceaseth and becometh quiescent, that chyme is bound up in the pores of 

the tendons which move the hand. And it doth not dissolve itself except 

through the fiery heat which is evolved by movement which is violent.’ 

Now the salary (or, income) of gabriel for one year was nine hundred 

thousand dinars. And when rashid died gabriel ministered to amin his 

son. And when amin was killed he ministered to mamon his brother. At 

first mamon was angry with him and stripped him of all his possessions, 

and then he became reconciled with him and gave back to him everything 

which he had taken from him. And he loved him and honoured him. 

A certain man of the nestorians who went to Egypt saith concerning 

this gabriel, ‘The Jacobites make a mock of nestorius in Egypt, and they 

heave stones on his grave, and say that rain never falleth upon it, [135] and 
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that it is burnt up by wrath’. And this nestorian took a letter from the 

Khalifah to the Governor of EGYPT [asking him] to send to him the bones 

of nestorius in a coffin to Baghdad, as he wished to bury them in the 

church of khoke. One of the nestorian monks, wishing to remove dis¬ 

grace from the people of his district, and show that it was not [the grave of] 

nestorius which was mocked at and stoned by the jacobites, said, ‘One of 

the holy Apostles said unto me in a dream of the night, “This is a mistake. 

The bones of nestorius are not there, and, moreover, no man knoweth his 

grave.” ’ And in this wise Gabriel the physician delayed in bringing the 

bones from EGYPT. 

After haron rashid, mahammad amin, his son, [ruled] four years and 

seven months. This Khalifah stopped the building of heracleia, which his 

father was building, and he took up the treasures from calonicus to Bagh¬ 

dad, and also the silver (money) of the people which mamon, his brother, 

who reigned in khorasan, [had collected]. 

In the year eleven hundred and twenty-one (a.d. 810) amin and mamon 

began to quarrel with each other, and the beginning of the evil lay with 

amin. For he was a lascivious man and luxurious, and a riotous liver, and 

he did not give to his brother the money which his father had granted to 

him; moreover, he held his brother in the greatest antipathy, and he sent 

men to follow him about in a crafty manner, so that he might seize him. 

And mamon, knowing his guile, did not come. Then many rebels appeared. 

[Among them] a man whose name was comar, who, because of the murders 

which he had committed in samosata, was shut up in prison in calonicus. 

He killed the warder of the prison, and fled to samosata. He killed the 

Amir through whom he was put in prison. He robbed the merchants. 

He collected a gang and began to waylay travellers, and to kill and rob in 

Palestine. And he destroyed the army which came against him with 

sulaiman, the captain of the host. And another rebel who was in Armenia, 

whose name was nasir, came to cqmar, and he made a bond with him, and 

they began to destroy the world. Then amin sent fALi, the captain of the 

host, with thirty thousand men against his brother mamon, and mamon sent 

tahir, the captain of the host, with four thousand men. And they met each 

other on the river of balkh, and 'ali was defeated, and the greater number 

of his troops were drowned in the river. 

And in the year eleven hundred and twenty-two (a.d. 81 i) nicephor, 

king [136] of the rhomaye, went against the bulgaraye, and he captured 

their royal city, and ‘opened’ it and destroyed it. And they killed many 

people, and they also laid out their children upon the ground, and crushed 

them to death under heavy waggons. And in that year nicephor was killed 

by a certain rhomaya. 

And in the year eleven hundred and twenty-three (a.d. 812) nasir and 

'amar (sic) the rebels met together, and they passed over into gazarta. 
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And they killed without mercy those who were with them, and they plun¬ 

dered and robbed, and they committed fornication with men’s wives, and 

with virgins, and also idle men. And having encamped against harran 

and taken it, the Arabs who were in edessa wrote to the rebels, saying, that 

if they would send some one who would destroy the ciborium of the church 

of the Christians, they would give [them] all their gold for the benefit of 

their church. And because ’abu ja'afar had already overthrown the wall 

of edessa, the citizens of edessa were greatly afraid. And they decreed a 

fast, and they kept vigils and [prayed] prayers. Then God put it into the 

heart of the old man yahyah, the son of sa'id, and he departed and went 

to nasir and 'amar (sic) the rebels, and he advised them to go away. And 

they accepted the counsel of the old man, and they took the five thousand 

zuze which the men of edessa gave them and departed. And in [this] year, 

on the fourteenth day of the month of ’iyar (may), there was a total eclipse 

of the sun for two hours, and the stars became visible, and men lighted 

lamps. Then the sun showed itself for about one hour in the west. 

And in the year eleven hundred and twenty-four (a.d. 813) those rebels 

captured the tarsekyane, and the beth zabiraye, and the bamaraye, and 

they found in a small monastery which was outside the village of hadis a 

blessed man, an ascetic. And they demanded from him everything which 

he had with him, both his own property and that which belonged to others; 

and when he cast them out they burnt him and his dwelling-place (or, cell). 

And 'amar went to samosata, and he [re]built its fortress and dwelt therein. 

And nasir went to serugh and he made it to produce tribute for him. And 

whilst these things were being done among the Arabs, things like unto them 

were being done among the rhomaye. For nicephor having been killed, 

his son stawriki reigned. And after five months the bulgaraye came 

against the royal city, and they caused stawrik! to be smitten on his body 

and he died. And Michael, his daughter’s husband, reigned one year. And 

some say that his sister procopia blinded him so that Michael, her husband, 

might reign. And again the bulgaraye went in, [137] but he did not wish 

to go out and fight with them. Then zeal laid hold upon leo the Patrician, 

and he went forth and made war on the bulgaraye and defeated them; and 

he killed their king. And he went and seized Michael, and he shaved his 

head and placed him in a monastery, and he castrated his sons. And he 

himself reigned seven years and a half. And he made peace with the 

BfiLGARAYE, and gave to them the salt marsh about which they were fighting. 

And in the year eleven hundred and twenty-five (a.d. 814) nasir seized 

r!sh k!pa, and serugh and khJshum, and he built three walls for khishum. 

And abu shaikh built the wall of edessa at the expense of the citizens of 

edessa. Then 'abd allah, the son of hisham, seized harran, and 'amar 

took tella, and hubib took rish 'aina, and 'abd allah [took] marde, and 

'abbas [took] kuros (sru ?), and 'othman [took] kenneshrin, and antioch, 
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and apamea. And thabith set up two gates in the mountain pass of cilicia, 

and he established guards, so that the district of cilicia might be a haven 

of safety to those who were being persecuted and to the poor. And husain, 

the captain of the host, meditating rebellion against king amin, said to the 

Persians, ‘amin is an ally of the Arabs, and a hater of the Persians’. And he 

made a company of them (i.e. the Persians), and they went against amin, 

and they cast fetters of iron on him and shut him up in prison. And husain 

went out and sat on the Bridge of Baghdad, and he summoned his troops 

to submit to mamon. Then from the prison amin sent gifts to husain so 

that his life and properties only might be given to him. Then husain, and 

the Persians, though it was grievous unto them, released him and set him 

upon his throne. And he swore to husain that he would not impute to 

him folly, and he also gave to him his ring. Now husain did not believe 

him, but fled to hartama, the captain of the host of mamon. And nasir 

the rebel collected all the Arabs who worshipped wooden idols, and they 

came to calonicus, and they camped in the churches of the Christians, and 

forced them to bear the burden of the expenses. And they afflicted 

rapekah with war. And cyriacus the Patriarch and Theodosius of edessa 

were in the city, and through the famine they ate bread made of rice and 

vegetables. And afterwards they made a peace which was no peace, since 

the 'akulaye made themselves masters of calonicus and the Persians of 

RAPEKAH. 

And in that same year when mamon saw that many were in doubt about 

amin [138] his brother, he sent the captains of the host hartama and 

tahir to Baghdad. And the men of Baghdad were divided into two parties, 

and schism fell on the whole city. And they used to go into the treasuries 

of the kings and steal the gold and apparel, and they robbed each other, 

and became accustomed to plundering. And because there were no stones 

in Baghdad, they began to smash up the pillars of the churches and to hurl 

[the pieces] from the engines of war. And when amin saw these things he 

sent hartama to swear to him concerning his life and property, and he 

swore to him. Now when tahir heard this he was wroth, and he set 

watchers and they overtook amin in the night when he was fleeing on a 

raft (or, float). But amin threw himself into the river and he swam away 

and escaped, and hid himself in the house of a peasant. And being found 

there he was killed, and his head was stuck upon a spear, and was taken 

round about through Baghdad on the First Day of the Week, on the fifth 

day of the month muharram, in the year one hundred and ninety-eight of 

the hagaraye (or, Muslims, a.d. 813). 

After amin, mamon his brother [ruled] twenty years and a half. This 

Khalifah sent and had hartama, the captain of the host, brought to him 

in khorasan—now it was he who had sworn to amin—and he killed him. 

And the companions of hartama burned with fury, and they went to 
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balani (balanash?), and killed the man who had killed him. And mamon 

commanded and he impaled them. 

Then nasir collected the kaisaye (i.e. wood-worshippers ?), and he went 

against the tanukaye who were encamped on the river kawwaik in aleppo. 

And they made war on them for ten days. And the tanukaye were un¬ 

equal to them, and they marched away by night, both men and women, to 

kenneshrin. And the kaisaye and the men of aleppo went and captured 

their great warehouses which were full of rich [stuffs] and all kinds of mer¬ 

chandise. And as a little while before they had been stripped naked of their 

Faith, so now they went forth from their riches bare and naked. 

And after these things tahir, the captain of the host of mamon, arrived 

with four thousand Persians at calonicus, and he chased the rebels. And 

he increased the tribute and gifts to be paid, even more than the rebels, and 

he treated the men of serugh and edessa so evilly that his companions 

gathered together to kill him, because he withheld from them their proper 

share. And when he perceived this, he cast himself down from the wall 

and fled to calonicus. And in the morning, when his comrades perceived 

this, they were afraid lest nasir should overtake them, and they also fled. 

[»39] And the citizens of edessa were freed from heavy taxes. 

Then nasir descended on the Persians who were partizans of tahir, 

and fifty by fifty, and hundred by hundred [his men] seized them and 

slaughtered them as if they had been sheep. And the rebels nasir and 

'amar went up against edessa to plunder it, and they made cruel war upon 

it. And the Persians and the citizens went up on the wall and fought, and 

even the women carried up stones for the fight, and water for the fighting 

men to drink. And those who were unable to go up [on the walls] bowed 

themselves in prayer, and of these ‘I was one’, saith the Patriarch mar 

Dionysius of tall mahre. ‘And the Lord spared [us], and smote 'amar, 

and the rebels departed.’ 

And when the men of Baghdad saw the strength of the rebels, and as 

mamon was far away, they brought his uncle, that is to say ibrahim, the son 

of mahdi, and made him king. Then hasan, the captain of the host of 

mamon, who had gone away to 'akula from the disturbance, made ready 

for war with the men of Baghdad. And tahir, who received the rebels into 

his house in calonicus, gave gifts to some of them, and made others rulers 

over districts. He made ibrahim, the koraishite, governor in harran. 

Whilst this man was walking about in his upper chamber in harran, he 

saw some new buildings. And when he asked the Arabs who were round 

about him [what they were], they said unto him, ‘They are the churches 

which the Christians have built in thy days, and therefore the Muslims are 

offended with thee’. Then he was wroth and he commanded the demolition 

of the new churches. And before the sun set they had rooted up the altar 

of our great church which is in harran, and that of the God-bearer which 
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is in kuba, and a small portion of the temple of mar george, and other 

temples of the churches of the chalcedonians, and the nestorians, and 

the jews. And during the night, when he was sleeping, God made him 

tremble in a dream, and in the morning he summoned the Christians and 

told them to build up what had been overthrown. And in a few days they 

rebuilt everything which had been damaged. And this ibrahim permitted 

the heathen of harrAn to perform their mysteries openly, and at length 

they arrived at such a pitch of boldness that they decked out an ox in costly 

apparel, and gave him a crown of flowers, and they hung little bells on his 

horns, and they walked him round about the bazars whilst [men sang] songs 

and [played] pipes; and in this manner they offered him up as a sacrifice to 

their gods. 

tahir made 'abd al-'AlA governor in edessa, and he oppressed the 

people cruelly with taxation. And when [140] the people of edessa com¬ 

plained to him about what they suffered from those who were quartered in 

their houses, he replied, ‘In the time of the rhomAye ye enjoyed yourselves 

in this land, whilst our fathers were wandering about in arid deserts and 

pasturing camels in the cold which shrivelled their bodies and heat which 

burnt them up. And now that we have made this land habitable by our 

sword, why do ye find it difficult to deliver it over to us ?’ Thereupon the 

citizens of edessa went out sad and sorry. And tahir built the wall between 

calonicus and rApekAh, and made himself strong. And he devoted himself 

to the reading and explanation and conversation of the philosophers. 

And in the year eleven hundred and thirty (a.d. 819) mAmon came from 

khorasan to Baghdad, and ibrahim his uncle fled and hid himself, and 

the men of Baghdad greeted their lord peacefully. And in the year eleven 

hundred and thirty-two (a.d. 821) mamon sent tAhir to khorasan to 

govern it, and he magnified 'abd allAh his son, and appointed him in his 

father’s place. Then nAsir the rebel became strong (or, prevailed) and he 

sold the fortress of beth bAlAsh. And he collected his troops and came 

down to hAni, the river which is near calonicus. And when 'IsA came out, 

the people of the bazars being with him, nAsir killed them all and plundered 

and took possession of the villages. 

Then mAmon sent against him shab!b, a mighty man of war, and seven 

thousand chosen Persians, and they met (i.e. attacked) nAsir, and the 

Arabs who were with him turned their backs (i.e. fled). And the Persians 

began to rob the poor shopkeepers, and they ate and drank and boasted 

themselves as if they had defeated the rebel. Then nAsir came back upon 

them, and the Persians were broken through fear. When shabib saw that 

he had failed, he wished to depart secretly by night to antioch. nAsir per¬ 

ceived [this] and pursued him, and he cut off about three thousand of the 

Persians who were with him and captured all of them. And shabib, 

together with a few men, fled to baghdAd. And nAsir came and laid an 
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ambush in the villages that were on the river sagur, that is to say the 

shugra which is by mabbugh. And when all the men went forth to their 

work, they fell upon them and killed both men and women. And many 

of the peasants and the poor folk having gone up to the monastery of 

borim, he set fire to it, and some of them were burned to death. And of 

those who cast themselves down and fell and were dashed to pieces, he 

cut off the heads and carried them with him to serugh. 

When mamon heard these things he sent 'abd allah, [141] the son of 

tahir, with twenty thousand men, and he attacked balash, and he made 

fierce war upon it, and breached the wall. And he went in and seized the 

rebels who were partisans of nasir, and he cast fetters on them and sent 

them to Baghdad. Then nasir on the borders of serugh slew both the 

Christians and the Persians. 

In the year eleven hundred and thirty-three (a.d. 822) leo recovered his 

strength and killed many of the nobles. And the rhomaye pondered in 

their minds about him and decided to kill him, and to appoint Michael, 

the captain of the host, [in his stead]. And when leo perceived this he sent 

and seized Michael. And he made ready to crucify him on the Friday of 

the Crucifixion, but his wife entreated that he should not be killed on that 

day. Then leo (michael?) sent to the governors (or, nobles), saying, 

‘If ye do not save me, I will make it known that all of you are participators 

in the treachery’. And the nobles being thus coerced leaped upon the 

king as he was standing at the altar praying, and they killed him. And they 

brought out michael and made him king. 

When this man had reigned four years, thekla his wife died, and he sent 

and brought out from the nunnery the grand-daughter of Constantine and 

took her to wife. And when she bore to him a son, being a grand-daughter 

of eirene, the queen, she was very anxious to bring the boy up [free] from 

the influence of the jews, but she only schemed and killed her own son. 

For the priest of this michael was a jew, and he believed and was baptized. 

At this time mamon called thaoma, the man who had declared that he 

himself was the son of Constantine the king, and sent him with an army 

against Constantinople. And he came and pitched his tent by [that city] 

and afflicted it for six months. And being urged to do so, michael, the 

king, promised the Arab prisoners that he would send them back if they 

would fight against thaoma. And when the rhomaye went forth with the 

arabs they broke the army which was with thaoma. He, however, fled to 

a fortress, but he was captured, and his hands and feet were cut off, and 

he was impaled on a spear. Now michael went back on his promise, and 

did not release the Arab prisoners. 

And in the year eleven hundred and thirty-five (a.d. 824), in the month of 

teshrin (October), tahir encamped against khishum, and he set up there 

engines of war which could hurl stones each large enough to form an ass’s 
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load. Now khishum had five walls and [an outer] wall. Then nasir com¬ 

manded that the Christian women [142] should go up [on the walls] carrying 

their children, and should weep and entreat [the attackers] that they might 

not be stoned with stones. Now bar-tahir, being a compassionate man, 

commanded that they should not cast stones into the city, but should smite 

the wall only. Then nasir opened the gate of the city, and he sent his 

three sons, and two hundred loads of fine flour, and three hundred loads 

of barley, and five hundred sheep, and ten mules, and ten slaves, and three 

concubines, and three eunuchs, and said, ‘In the morning I myself will 

come’. Then bar-tahir commanded the young men and said, ‘Get ye in 

to your kinsfolk so that they may not be anxious’; and in the morning 

nasir went forth, and he walked from a distance on foot. And he drew 

nigh, and bowed low, and kissed the foot and the hand of bar-tahir. 

Then bar-tahir also came down, and the two of them sat down together, 

and they talked to each other secretly (i.e. privately). Then bar-tahir 

commanded nasir, and he stood up and entered the city, pretending 

that after twenty days he would go to bar-tahir at calonicus. And bar- 

tahir in his simplicity believed him. And taking with him mansur, the 

son of nasir, he marched to samosata, and seized the rebel who was there. 

And nasir began to build up and to fortify khishum. And he sent a message 

to bar-tahir, saying, ‘I have prepared myself for war with thee, and as for 

my son mansur, do not only shut him up in prison in Baghdad, but roast 

him in the fire and eat [him]’. 

Then, in the month of ab (august), bar-tahir again pitched his tent by 

KHisHUM, and he waged fierce war against it. And nasir did not let any 

man weep for the dead. And when the fighting waxed fierce, and the outer 

wall had been breached, nasir again made the Christian women to go up 

on the top of the wall carrying their children and weeping. And bar-tahir 

had compassion on them, and he stopped the fighting. And the troops 

built houses for the winter and sat down there. And the famine waxed 

severe in the city until the head of a donkey was sold for ten zuze. Then nasir 

was smitten with sorrow, and he went out confidently to bar-tahir, and he 

and his companions, mounted on mules, were carried to Baghdad. And 

this deliverance from rebels took place in the month of ’adhar (march), 

in the year eleven hundred and thirty-six (a.d. 825). 

And in the same year about thirty thousand men of bosra sat (i.e. em¬ 

barked) in ships, and sailed against the men of Bahrain, who were robbing 

the ships which came from [143] India and china and Persia. And when 

they arrived at the country of Bahrain they fell into the depth of the sea 

(i.e. they were carried out to sea), because they did not know where the 

entrances (i.e. ports) were. And the men of Bahrain went out against them 

in small boats (or, on rafts), and they sunk all the men of bosra. 

And at that time mamon shut up in prison four kuraishite chiefs who 
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were plotting a rebellion against him. They had banded themselves 

secretly with certain men who were to set fire to the bazar of the citadel, 

and when the king went out to the place where the fire was, they were to 

kill him. And when mamon became acquainted with the plot, he sent by 

night and killed the kuraishites, and in the morning he hung their bodies 

on wooden posts. And he also seized his uncle ibrahim, and when he saw 

that he was an old man he permitted him to live. This man learnt the art 

of playing the lyre, and he used to buy young men and maidens and sell 

[them] and live. 

And at this time the two rebels, sari and gauri, seized EGYPT, and they 

collected gold as [if it was as common as] stones. And having died, their 

sons became [governors]: 'ubaid, the son of sari, over fostat and the 

southern side, and ’ahmad, the son of gauri, over the northern quarter. 

And in the year eleven hundred and thirty-seven (a.d. 826) bar-tahir 

came to 'ar!sh, and ’ahmad went out and received from him a word (i.e. 

pledge) for the safety of the property of his father gauri, who, when he was 

dying, said, ‘I am revered by the country in proportion to the [amount of] 

gold which I bring into it!’ 'ubaid, however, resisted (or, rebelled), because 

the number of his troops was eighty thousand. Then bar-tahir encamped 

against fostat in the month of nisan (april), and he blocked up the roads 

which brought in food by sea (i.e. the river Nile) and by land. Then 'ubaid 

begged for a word (i.e. pledge) concerning his life and property, and he 

went forth to bar-tahir, and they made peace and ate and drank together. 

And in the year eleven hundred and thirty-eight (a.d. 827) bar-tahir 

encamped against Alexandria, for the sons of ’andalos had taken it, and 

they had expelled the Christians and the jews and sat down in their houses. 

And after nine months, during which he had afflicted the Alexandrians 

with war and hunger, he subjugated them. Fifty (or, five ?) of their popula¬ 

tion he sent to calonicus and the rest departed to their own country. And 

he subjugated Africa also, and appointed two of their own righteous men 

to be their chiefs. 

And in the year eleven hundred and forty (a.d. 829) Michael, the king of 

the rhomaye, died, and theophilus his son reigned [in his stead]. Now 

four years before the death of his father [144] the crown had been put on 

his head. For from the time when thekla, his [michalel’s] wife, died, and 

he took another [woman], he neither placed the crown [on his head] nor 

sat upon the royal throne, for no twice-married man can reign over the 

rhomaye. Now as for the second wife whom he took from a nunnery, 

when he died she again shaved her head and went into a nunnery. 

At this time the kurdanaye people, who were Muslims, rebelled 

against the Arabs, because there had appeared to them a king, the [long-] 

expected mahdl This man threw a covering over his face, and he called 

himself ‘christ’ and the ‘holy ghost’. And crowds of people gathered 
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together about him, and he fortified a camp in the mountains of the country 

of the kardewaye. And even mamon trembled before him, and he sent 

hasan, the captain of the host, against him, and hasan captured him in 

tur fABDiN, whilst he was plundering the monastery of kartamin. And 

the kurdanaye were broken, and the mahdi fled to the country of ISAAC 

bar-’ahud, the Armenian. And Isaac caught him and cut off his head. 

Then the kurdanaye gathered together again, and they encamped 

against the fortress of ISAAC, whilst he was making ready outside it. And 

those who were in the fortress trembled greatly. Then when the monk, 

the brother of Isaac’s wife, saw that the kurdanaye were about to enter 

the fortress, he took a spear, and cast himself from the wall, and made his 

way straight to the chief of the kurdanaye, and drove the spear into him 

and killed him; and he went [back] into the fortress in peace (i.e. unharmed). 

And when the night came those who were inside the fortress had no other 

hope left except in weeping and make humble prayer to God that He would 

deliver them. And that pious woman, the wife of Isaac, passed the whole 

night in casting her son, who was sucking, before the Lord, weeping and 

tearful. And at the time of dawn ISAAC arrived with his valiant troops. 

And the kurdanaye, who had turned their backs to flee, were impeded (or, 

stopped) by the snow. And in this wise the greater number of them were 

destroyed and slain, and the few who escaped set up a chief [called] ‘haron’, 

and 'ali killed him. And after him [arose] babek, a cattle keeper. And 

many of them fled to theophilus, king of the rhomaye. And the bul- 

garaye also were subject to him. And he collected the bulgaraye and 

went forth and encamped against zubatra, and ‘opened’ it. And he killed 

the men who were therein, and he carried off the wives and virgins, and 

he burnt the town and returned. And the Arabs built it up again. 

And after one year 'amanu’il the Patrician rebelled [145] against theo- 

phila, and he came to mamon and incited him to invade the territory of the 

rhomaye. And mamon invaded it in the month of haziran (June) and cap¬ 

tured four fortresses in Cappadocia. And in the month of ’iyar (may), in 

the year eleven hundred and forty-two (a.d. 831), he again invaded it and 

pitched his camp by the fortress of lolon (lulwah ?), but he was unable 

to master it. And after one year, when the inhabitants thereof had been 

sore afflicted with hunger, they surrendered ’ujair. And 'amanu’il the 

Patrician abandoned the Arabs and turned to theophilus. Then mamon 

was wroth, and he swore that he would go in and trample upon (or, crush) 

the rhomaye. And when theophilus heard [this] he was afraid, and he 

sent a message to mamon concerning peace, and saying that he would pay 

tribute. And mamon replied, ‘I will make peace on the following condition, 

that is to say that ye proclaim me your king. And as for the amount of the 

tribute, whether it be large or whether it be small, I shall not complain. ’ When 

theophilus heard these things he held his peace, and did not reply further. 
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And mamon went to cilicia. And there came to him a certain impostor 

who said that he was ‘of the stock of kings’. And mamon received him, and 

he commanded job, the Patriarch of the chalcedonians, and he prayed 

over him, and he made him a king, and bound the crown on him. And 

when he had lived in the camp of the rhomaye for two years, and none of 

them had come to him, he became a Muslim through ’abu-eshak, the son 

of mamon. And the bishops gathered together to the Patriarch job who had 

appointed him, and they excommunicated him. 

And in the year eleven hundred and forty-three (a.d. 832) mamon went 

against Egypt, and with him was mar Dionysius the Patriarch. And he 

found that the NILE was frozen over—a thing which had never before been 

heard of. And in the month of ’iyar (may) mamon invaded the territory of 

the rhomaye, and he had with him his two sons mu'tasim and 'abbas. 

And he gathered together workmen for the [rebuilding of tuana, which 

had been destroyed by the Arabs, and there he fell sick and died on the 

fourth day of the week (Wednesday), on the eighth day of the fourth month 

of the two hundred and eighteenth year of the hagaraye (arabs), and he 

was buried at tarsus in cilicia (a.d. 833). 

After mamon, mu'tasim his son [ruled] eight years and eight months. 

When mamon died there was a violent dispute among the arabs for three 

days, as to which of his two sons was to reign. And when they were all 

assembled suddenly the curtain of the door was raised, and 'abbas went 

out and said, ‘The kingdom belongs to mu'tasim, therefore [146] pray ye 

for the preservation of his life’; and then peace came on the camp. And 

having burnt the building of tuana, and the entrances of the building, and 

the passage, mu'tasim went down to Baghdad, and the nobles went out to 

meet him, although they were displeased with him because of his severity. 

And when he was firmly established in the kingdom, he began to build 

magnificent buildings for his abode, and he constructed lakes of water 

and paradises for his pleasure. He was very luxurious in his personal 

habits, and he devoted himself to the drinking of wine. And when he saw 

the zutaye pirates who infested the bays (or, gulfs) which the rivers of the 

Euphrates and Tigris were eroding in the shores, whom the soldiers were 

unable to cope with because they fought in small boats (or, on floats), he 

sent for the Egyptians whom he had brought back as captives, and who 

were accustomed [to fighting] in the water, for they could dive like fish. 

And they smote the zutaye with spears suddenly (or, unexpectedly), 

and they split asunder. And thus the zutaye were defeated, and they and 

their kinsfolk were seized, and they perished in prison in Baghdad. 

At this time there appeared a huge fish in the sea of Bahrain, and he was 

about a mile long. He had troubled the sea for three months, and those 

who dived for pearls were unable to descend into the sea. Then God sent 

a small fish, and it entered his ear and killed him. And he was washed 
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about by the waves and cast up out [of the water]. The fire could not cook 

his flesh, but [the people] dried him in the sun and pounded [his flesh] and 

ate [him]. And at this time they brought to 'abd allah bar-tahir, the 

governor of khorasan, a youth who had been brought forth by his mother 

that year; and he had arrived at the stature of a man, and the hair of puberty 

had sprouted. A matter which was unnatural! 

And in the year eleven hundred and forty-six (a.d. 835) there was a flood 

of the river zubatra by night, and it undermined the wall and invaded the 

houses; and three thousand of the people were drowned in their houses. 

And there was also a flood of the river Tigris and it destroyed houses in 

BAGHDAD. 

And in the same year a command went forth, and at the dawn of the Sun¬ 

day of the Resurrection the mahgraye (Muslims) destroyed the temples of 

mar george of khoke and mar ahudemeh, under the pretence that they 

had been recently built. And omar, governor of melitene, made a raid into 

the territory of the rhomaye, and theophila the king met him. At first 

the rhomaye defeated the Arabs, but subsequently the Arabs gained the 

upper hand and the rhomaye fled. And the Arabs entered the fortified 

camp (fosaton) of the king, and looted [147] even his bed and his apparel. 

And in the year eleven hundred and forty-seven (a.d. 836) mu'tasim 

sent a message to the king of the nebadis, that is to say the Nubians, [order¬ 

ing him] to send tribute according to ancient use and wont, and [telling 

him] that if he did not send [it] he would dispatch an army against him. 

And when the envoy arrived he found that the king of the Nubians was 

dead, and that a young man whose name was giwargi (george), who on 

his mother’s side was descended from the royal stock, had risen up, and 

that his father zechariah was administering [the kingdom]. Then when 

zechariah saw that the Arabs were powerful, he said to the envoy, ‘It is 

true that it is our duty to give tribute annually, viz. three hundred and 

sixty Moorish slaves, and baboons who can walk about and have been 

taught to imitate the ways and actions of men, and ostriches, that is to say, 

giraffes (?), and bones (i.e. tusks) of elephants, and thongs of panther skins. 

But it was the duty of the kings of the Arabs to send us tribute, such 

as a kur of wheat and rich apparel, and that there should be to us a 

man who collecteth contributions from the Nubians who dwell in the 

country of the Arabs. Now inasmuch as they (i.e. the Arabs) have cut off 

[their tribute], we also have cut off [ours]. But because we have heard of 

the goodness of your king, and the greatness of his family, we will not 

make conversation with an ambassador, but our new king shall go in person 

to do homage to him.’ Then the envoy quickly sent a message and informed 

mu'tasim. And he replied, ‘Let him come’. And he commanded the 

prefects of Egypt to go to meet him as far as the city of siwan! (aswan, 

syene), which was on the frontier, and that when he came to fostat he 
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would give him as many camels as sufficed for his baggage, and thirty 

dinars each day for his expenses. And in this wise did gIwargi (george) 

travel in the countries of the Arabs. He was mounted on a camel with a 

saddle, and above him was a canopy (i.e. umbrella) covered with rich stuff 

which shaded him, and on his head was fixed a cross of gold, and in one 

hand was a staff (or, sceptre). And young Nubians marched on his right 

hand and on his left. And a bishop rode in front of him holding in his 

hands the redeeming Cross; and there were horsemen and slaves round 

about him riding horses. 

And when george came down to Baghdad, he rode through the bazars 

and alighted at one of the royal palaces. Then a certain Nubian, who used 

to collect the contribution (or, tax) of the Nubians who dwelt in the country 

of the Arabs, and who had rebelled against the king of the Nubians, and 

had embraced Islam, uttered calumnies concerning giwargi (george), say¬ 

ing, ‘This man giwargI (george) is not the son of a king, but is an im¬ 

postor’. [148] And for this reason mu'tasim left giwargi (george) in Bagh¬ 

dad, from the month of shebhat (February) until the month of ab (august) 

—until he had sent to Egypt and made inquiries. And when he was con¬ 

vinced that that rebel had spoken lies, and that giwargi (george) was in 

truth a king, he sent to fetch him and made his troops to go to meet him; 

and when gIwargi (george) had entered [his presence] he made him to sit 

down before him and welcomed him cordially. And he gave him abundant 

gifts, and sent him back again to his own country with honours. 

And mar Dionysius, the Patriarch, saith, ‘I was in Baghdad at that time, 

and after I had gone up to mu'tasim in the new city which he had built 

between the two rivers, the Euphrates and the Tigris, he sent me, together 

with sulaiman his physician, to go and meet the king of the Nubians. And 

when I had gone together with certain bishops and believing men, I saw 

an intelligent young man about twenty years old. And he informed me 

through an interpreter about his orthodoxy, and how much he abhorred 

any mingling with heretics. And on the First Day of the Week I offered 

up the Offering, and I made him to partake of It and his people. For 

they had with them the sacred vessels and the treasured objects [used 

during the celebration] of the Mysteries.’ At this time babek, the khawa- 

razmite, who had rebelled against the Arabs in Persia, and had killed 

tens of thousands of them, suffered defeat, nasir, the captain of his host, 

fled with many of his partisans to theophila and became Christians. 

And in the year eleven hundred and forty-eight (a.d. 837) theophila 

again went forth to zubatra, and he destroyed mercilessly Arabs, Chris¬ 

tians, and jews alike. And he passed over into the country of melitene, 

and spoiled and burned, and went and encamped against samosata. And 

some of the rabi'aye Arabs, and some of the people of melitene, gathered 

together, and they went against the rhomaye. And the Arabs were 
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defeated, and four thousand of them fell. And theophila came back to 

attack the men of melitene, and he threatened that if they did not surrender 

he would do to them as he had done [to those] in zubatra. Then the judges 

and the nobles went forth to him, and they presented gifts to him, and they 

brought out the captive rhomaye who were in melitene, and he struck his 

camp and departed. When babek, the Khawarazmite rebel, saw that his 

party was powerless, he loaded up his money [on beasts] and fled together 

with four hundred of his men to the territory of the rhomaye. And when 

he arrived in Armenia a certain nobleman whose name was estaphana 

flattered him and took him into his house [149] ostensibly to pay him 

honour, but he cast fetters of iron on him. And when mu'tasim heard 

[this] he sent ’apshin, the captain of his host, with gifts for estaphana, and 

they took babek and killed him. For this man had destroyed more than 

one hundred thousand of the soldiers of the Arabs. 

And in the year eleven hundred and forty-nine (a.d. 838) mu'tasim went 

to the country of the rhomaye from the fortress of tarsos with twenty 

thousand men; and he sent ’apshin, the captain of his host, with thirty 

thousand men by another side. And when mu'tasim arrived at nicaea, he 

found it empty, and he pulled down its wall. And from there he came to 

ancyra, and there, too, he found no one, because the people had fled to 

the great city of ’amurin, and he pulled down the wall of ancyra. 

Then theophila came against ’apshin, and he destroyed about three 

thousand of the Arabs. And God, praise be to His goodness! straightway 

sent a violent rainstorm. And when theophila withdrew himself to one 

side with two thousand [men], the rest of the rhomaye thought that the 

king had been killed, and they fled to Constantinople. And when the 

rain stopped and the atmosphere became clear, the numerous troops of the 

arabs surrounded the two thousand men of theophila, but they were un¬ 

able to do them any harm until they had brought engines of war so that 

they might hurl stones on them. And the rhomaye leaped out, killing and 

being killed, and they broke through the ranks of the arabs and went out. 

And because the evening overtook them, the rhomaye kindled lights 

during the night round about their camp, and they marched hurriedly to 

’amurin. And forthwith there came an envoy from the mother of theo- 

philus who said, ‘The rhomaye who have come have reported that thou 

art killed, and they wish to appoint [another] king; haste thee, come’. 

Then theophila set in motion the army of ’amurin, and he commanded 

and its gates were shut and he left it as on the edge of a razor; and he 

went to Constantinople and killed the nobles who wished to appoint a 

king. Then mu'tasim, not being pleased with his entrance, was sorry and 

said, ‘We have not done well in coming in here’; and he set his face to go 

forth. Then ’ahmad, a confidant of his, said, ‘It is not seemly for a king 

like thyself to go out in an empty manner. Behold, the city of ’amurin is 
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not far from us, let us go and take it’. And having come against it mu'tasim 

raised up [150] mounds round about it. And whilst those who were outside 

[the wall] were stoning those who were inside [it], those who were inside 

were slaying those who came near the wall with the blocks of stone which 

they were detaching from it. And the three-footed stands covered with 

hides did not in the least degree benefit the men who were digging holes 

(or, trenches) under the wall. In three days, on the two sides, thousands 

died. Then, when those outside the wall saw a damaged part of the wall, 

they collected engines of war in front of it and in two days they breached 

it. And those who were inside collected about the rent in the wall, and 

they added to the number of the slain among those who were outside the 

wall, and they were unable to go in. Now the rhomaye demanded to be 

allowed to go out to him, and theophila permitted them [to do so]. And 

the bishop and three nobles went out, and they asked permission to 

evacuate the city and to depart. But mu'tasim hardened his heart, because 

very many of his men had been killed, and he would not accept [their 

entreaty]. 

And when they turned back to go in[to the city], one of the nobles whose 

name was bodin turned to mu'tasim and received a word (i.e. pledge) con¬ 

cerning those who belonged to him, and he said, ‘I will hand over the city 

easily’. And the king of the Arabs gave him ten thousand darics. And 

when bodin went in he restrained the warriors who were inside fighting, 

saying, ‘Ye have killed enough Arabs by the breach in the wall. We are 

captured. Therefore, hold your hands. Peradventure he will show mercy 

upon us.’ And in this wise the Arabs entered the city. And they seized 

’aetis the Patrician, and euparka, and bodin who betrayed the city, and 

they destroyed heaps, heaps [of the people]. And the command went forth 

that the Arabs should kill no more, but should make captives among the 

population, and then loot the city. And when they had enslaved the people 

and looted [the houses] they set fire to the city. There were very many 

churches, and nunneries (or, monasteries) in the city, and one thousand 

virgins went out in captivity, besides those who were killed. 

And when the captives were assembled together, the king saw that the 

crowd was very large, and the king commanded and four thousand of the 

people were killed. And when the soldiers began to tear the boys and girls 

from their mothers, an outcry from the mothers rose up. When the king 

heard this he was indignant, and he rose up in a fury and leaped on a horse, 

and with his own hand he killed three men who were in the hands of the 

slaves who met him. And forthwith they gathered together the mass of 

captives, and some of them mu'tasim gave to the captains of the troops, 

and some to the turkaye his slaves, and some they sold to merchants. 

When a whole house (i.e. family) was sold the sons were not separated from 

[their] fathers. And the Arabs [151] wondered about that terrible breach 
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in the wall more than the rhomaye, because they said that it was written 

with them (i.e. in their books) that when ’amurin was opened up by them 

(i.e. conquered) their kingdom would end. 

And whilst mu'tasim was occupied with the destruction of ’amurin, 

"abbas bar-mamon his brother, and 'ujaip, the captain of the host, con¬ 

cocted a plan to kill him. And their treachery was revealed by a certain 

scribe, a Nestorian physician. And the king bound them in fetters, and 

mounted them on camels, and he marched away from ’amurin. Then 

"abbas died of thirst on the road at mabbugh. And mu'tasim wrote to the 

countries that "abbas bar-mamon was to be held accursed, because he 

wished to hand over to the rhomaye the whole camp of the Arabs. 

And when theophila saw what the Arabs had done in ’amurin, he 

blamed himself because it was he who was the first to begin [the war] with 

the destruction of zubatra. And he sent gifts and presents to mu'tasim 

with basilios, the noble of karshena, and a letter of affection, and he 

asked ’aetis the Patrician, who was a prisoner with the Arabs, to give it 

himself to the Arab prisoners. And he wrote another letter [full] of threats 

and abuse, that basilios might give to mu'tasim if he did not wish for peace. 

And when mu'tasim received the letter of peace he asked them to give him 

together with the [other] Arab prisoners nasir the KURD, and 'amanu’il 

the Patrician, who had come to the arabs and had fled promptly. And when 

basilios replied, ‘It is impossible’, he said to him, ‘Very well then, prepare 

for war’. Then basilios gave him the letter of threats. And when it had 

been read to him mu'tasim was furious, and he sent back the gifts of 

theophila by the envoy. 

And he sent [an order] to ’abu sa'id to make raids in one direction, and to 

bashir, the Satrap, and the sons of the desert, to do the same in another 

direction. And whilst bashir was raiding, nasir and the Kurds overtook 

him and delivered the captives. Then came ’abu sa'id, and the arabs 

gained the upper hand, and they killed nasir and many of the kurdaye. 

And they collected many heads and salted them, and they brought them 

out to the desert. And when the women of the desert went forth to meet 

their husbands who had returned ostensibly with victory, and to delight 

themselves over the heads of the kurdaye, they recognized that most of the 

heads were the heads of their own husbands, and that they were the heads 

of kurdaye who, before they (the kurdaye) were defeated, had been killed 

by the arabs. And their joy was turned to grief. [152] Then mu'tasim 

rejoiced that nasir was killed, and he gave to bashir a hamnikhd (i.e. torque) 

of gold for his neck. 

And in the year eleven hundred and fifty-one (a.d. 840), on the sixth [day] 

of the month of nisan (april), a red sign appeared in the northfern sky]. 

And there were violent rains and a flood, which wrought great havoc in 

harran. And in the month of haziran (june) there was a terrible earth- 
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quake in ’arzan-al-rum, and eighteen towers fell down from the wall, and 
about two hundred souls died. And in the month of tammuz (July) fire 
fell both in Baghdad and in Basra, at the same hour and on the same day, 
and more than five thousand shops were burnt in Baghdad. And on the 
same day a city in khorasan was overturned, and it buried its inhabitants, 
and it became a mound of dust. And a day later a part of the mound split 
off and there came forth from it a man and a donkey alive. And on the 
fourteenth day of the month of ilul (September) there appeared in the 
eastfern sky] the similitude of a cloud, and it moved on towards the north, 
until [it came to] the west. And the upper side of it was red like blood, and 
its lower parts were like a figure of the moon, and thus the light shone the 
whole night on material objects, and walls, both large and small, and houses. 
And at this time the rhomaye came by sea to the harbour of antioch, and 
they robbed the merchants, and enslaved the population. And mu'tasim 
commanded, and a fort was built inside the harbour. 

And in the year eleven hundred and fifty-two (a.d. 841) ’abu sa'id went 
into the territory of the rhomaye, and captured prisoners. And having 
come out [again] the rhomaye in cilicia overtook him, and they sent back 
the captives. And they went in again and came forth in shame. 

And the rhomaye came and took captives in hadeth, and mar'ash, and 
the country of melitene. At this time theophila sent gifts to mu'tasim 
and asked for an exchange for the Arab prisoners. And mu'tasim accepted 
the gifts, and gave him gifts twofold, and said, ‘Our Law doth not justify 
our comparing the Muslim with a rhomaye. Nevertheless, if thou wilt give 
me the Arabs, and wilt ask nothing in exchange for them, we are able to 
bestow upon you double their number, and we will in everything [given] 
outdo you.’ And the envoys of the rhomaye went back with fifty camel 
loads of costly gifts. And there was peace. 

And in the year eleven hundred and fifty-three (a.d. 842), a certain man 
whose name was tamim, and who was nicknamed °abu harab’, rebelled. 
And thirty thousand starving and naked folk cleaved to him, [153] and he 
himself used to cover his nakedness with a woman’s skirt. And he made a 
pretence of being jealous for the Law which was being trodden under foot, 
but he also began to plunder and to kill. And he went up to Jerusalem 
and wanted to burn the churches, but much gold was given to him by the 
Patriarch and he departed. And raga, the captain of the host, came against 
him, and killed eight thousand of his people; and they captured one 
thousand and ’abu harab, who was wounded, and raga sent them to 
mu'tasim. 

And at that time mushe, the chief of the kurdaye (kurds), rebelled in the 
country of kardu. Now the Persians came and attacked him in the time 
of winter, and the kurdaye destroyed about fifteen thousand of the Per¬ 
sians, because the rebel kurdaye used to rush out from their tents, being 
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rested and refreshed, whilst the Persians were prostrated by the cold, and 

their fingers and toes were frostbitten. And at that time there came a 

severe famine and a terrible pestilence, and there was tribulation through 

the heaviness of the imposts (or, forced contributions), and through the 

rebels. For the men of dara and nisibis and amedia used to come out in 

bands and plunder, and the Persians attacked them and destroyed them. 

And because they did not kill the Christians, many Arabs saved themselves 

by [using] the Sign of the Cross. 

And in the year eleven hundred and fifty-four (a.d. 843) mu'tasim died. 

And he freed at his death eight thousand slaves who had been purchased 

with silver. And he left forty thousand horses for the cavalry, and twenty 

thousand baggage mules, and thirty thousand slaves for the stables. And 

in those days also died theophila, king of the rhomaye. 

After mu'tasim, wathek his son [ruled] five years and nine months. 

This Khalifah afflicted the lawyers of his dominion with severe tortures, 

and he took from them many tens of thousands of dinars. And in the year 

in which wathek began to reign, which is the year eleven hundred and 

fifty-five (a.d. 844), Michael, the son of theophila, [began] to reign over 

the rhomaye, being a child three years old. And his mother Theodora 

administered the kingdom, and 'AMANu’iL, the captain of the host, was 

over all the troops. And the rhomaye sent an ambassador to the Arabs on 

the subject of peace, and the exchange of prisoners. And when the am¬ 

bassador of the rhomaye came, wathek the king received him gladly, and 

he did not speak arrogant words like his father, who said, ‘We do not admit 

that the Christians are of equal value with the Arabs when [weighed in] the 

balance for exchange’, [154] but straightway he wished to exchange man 

for man. Now the ambassador of the rhomaye was not at first pleased 

[with this view], and he said, ‘All the Arab prisoners which we have are 

soldiers whom we have made prisoners during the wars, whilst as regards 

the Christian prisoners that are with you, the greater number of them are 

soldiers which ye have captured in the villages, and old men, and old 

women, and very young boys, and girls. How can we possibly give soul 

for soul?’ And when they had contended in this wise for days, finally the 

ambassador agreed to exchange one for one. And because the number of 

the Arab prisoners amounted to four thousand three hundred and sixty-two 

souls, and the number of the Christians was fewer, wathek the king sent 

and collected from all his boundaries slaves, both male and female, which 

he bought from their owners. And since even by this means the [full] 

number was not made up, he drove out from his palace the handmaidens 

which he had chosen from the rhomaye, and sent them with his ambassa¬ 

dors. And the Arabs and the rhomaye were gathered together on the river 

of silawkia, which is on the frontier of tarsos, and the liberation [of the 

prisoners] took place. And it is said that wathek commanded his ambassa- 
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dors, saying, ‘As concerning all the Arabs whom ye redeem among the 

prisoners—first of all ask each man, “Is the Word of God create or uncreate ?” 

He who saith “uncreate” redeem, and he [who saith] “create” leave in the 

hands of the rhomaye.’ Now wathek died through the disease of‘collection 

of the water’ (i.e. retention of urine). For the physicians [tried] to heal him 

by means of the red-hot furnace, and when he received no benefit from 

this treatment, he commanded and they heated it more than the rule of 

the physician [allowed], and he came down and lingered in it, and they 

brought him out from there a dead man. 

Up to this point the kings of the ARABS cared exceedingly for conquests 

(or, victories) and glorious deeds of valour, but from now and onwards 

they devoted themselves to unclean and impure habits of life, and they 

gave themselves up to drunkenness. This wathek was a lascivious, 

luxurious, and riotous liver. As the price of a certain singing woman 

one hundred thousand gold dinars, and the satrapy of Egypt was demanded 

by her owner; and if he had not been prevented by his treasurers, who 

could not find the money, he would have given the gold and satrapy. 

Finally wathek took the woman for ten thousand gold [dinars]. 

After wathek, mutawakkil his brother [ruled] fourteen years and nine 

months. He began to reign in the year two hundred and thirty-one [155] 

of the ARABS (a.d. 845). This Khalifah was a hater of the Christians, and he 

afflicted them [by ordering] them to bind pukire (i.e. bandlets) of wool 

round their heads; and none of them was to appear outside [his house] 

without a belt and girdle. And if any man among them had a slave, he was 

to sew two strips of cloth of different colours on his tunic from the front 

and from behind. And the new churches were to be pulled down. And if 

they should happen to have a spacious church, even though it was ancient, 

one part of it was to be made into a Masjid (Mosque). And they were not 

to lift up crosses during their feasts of Hosanna. In a similar manner he 

laid these same commands, and many others which were like unto them, upon 

the jews also. And he also swept away the tomb of husayn bar-'Al!, who 

was descended from the daughter of their Prophet, and he pulled down 

also the other houses which were round about it. And he drove a plough 

through the site and sowed seed there, saying, ‘The site of the tomb shall 

be wholly obliterated’. 

And in his days a man appeared in nisabhor who declared himself to be 

a prophet, and he composed a book of words which, he said, ‘the angel 

Gabriel had said to him’, and many folk cleaved to him. And when he was 

seized and beaten he confessed his lying pretension. 

And in his third year mutawakkil made his three sons governors of 

provinces, muntaser was over Africa, and Egypt, and beth nahrin, and 

’athor, and habura, and circesium, and tekrit, and the south, and the 

country of shebha, and sabha as far as the frontier of India and shaharzur, 
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and Isfahan, and kum, and kashan, and kazwin, and all the mountains of 

Persia. And mu'taz, his second son, he made ruler over khorasan, and 

tabaristan, and rai, and Armenia, and adhorbijan ; and he was also over 

the reckoning (i.e. account) of the revenue of the whole of the dominion of 

the arabs generally (i.e. Minister of Finance). And muwayad, his third 

son, he made to rule over Damascus, and emesa, and the land of the Jordan, 

and PALESTINE. 

And in the year two hundred and thirty-seven [of the ARABS = a.d. 851], 

when bakrat bar-’ashut, Patrician of Armenia, came to yusef bar- 

mahammad, the captain of the host of the arabs, concerning peace, he 

seized him and sent him in fetters to Baghdad. Then the troops of the 

rhomaye and the Armenians gathered together to attack taron, the city 

wherein yusef was; and when he went forth to fight he and all the warriors 

who were with him were killed. And as for the rest of the people of the 

arabs who were not [156] combatants, the Armenians having stripped 

them bare, left them naked and uncovered, and the greater number of them 

became frostbitten and died. And afterwards bogha, the great captain of 

the host of the arabs, came and enslaved Armenia, and he killed many 

there. And after a little bogha went against zairak, the turkaya, who had 

rebelled in tiflis, and he killed the rebel on the river kur, which floweth 

through the middle of tiflis, and he set the city on fire, and burned 

therein about fifty thousand men. And because all its buildings were made 

of cedar wood, which burns up quickly and is quickly extinguished, the 

burning of them did not take as long as if they had been made of oak, and 

in one day they extinguished the fire again. And the men of emesa also 

rebelled against the governor of the city, and they killed him. 

At this time the arabs, seeing that it was a woman who ruled the country 

of the rhomaye, regarded them with contempt and broke the peace. Then 

Theodora the queen sent an army of the rhomaye, and it marched against 

Cilicia in the year eleven hundred and seventy-two of the Greeks (a.d. 861), 

and it enslaved the whole country of ’anazarba. 

When mutawakkil heard [this], he sent nashif, the eunuch, to her on 

an embassy concerning peace and the redemption of prisoners. And the 

queen replied, ‘We will make peace, but where are you to obtain the 

twenty thousand Christian prisoners which presumably ye will give to 

redeem the arabs who are with me ?’ Thereupon, even as it really happened, 

the eunuch flattering her with words, she set free eight thousand and twelve 

thousand, and said, ‘These were baptized and were Christians, and it is 

impossible for us to give them’. And it is said that when nashif took these 

and went forth, Theodora killed them all because she saw that they were 

inclined to a going forth, though they had believed and were baptized. 

And others say that Nikola, her eunuch, killed them without the queen’s 

command. 
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And in this year a people of the habashaye (abyssinians), who are called 

‘bojaye’ (beja), went forth, and they killed all the Arabs who were working 

in the gold-mines, and in the mines of precious stones which are on the 

frontiers of Egypt and the bojaye. And the captain of the host of the arabs, 

whose name was ‘'anbasah’, attacked them with twenty thousand horsemen 

and foot-soldiers. [157] And they loaded their beasts with provisions in 

abundance and water, because they had before them a journey of three 

days through an arid desert wherein there was neither water nor habitation. 

And because the bojaye fight upon camels, and because their camels are 

easily frightened by any strange sight or sound, 'anbasah commanded his 

soldiers and they hung little bells on the necks of their animals. And the 

arabs attacked the bojaye and broke them and killed many of them, and 

their king was again subjugated to the arabs, and he began to give each 

year four hundred [full-weight ?] mithkals, according to custom. 

At this time b6kht-ish6', bar-gabriel bar-bokht-isho' bar-giwargis 

bar-bokht-isho', the elamite, was famous in medicine. He attended the 

Khalifah mutawakkil, and he was magnified by him so greatly that he 

became his counterpart in apparel, and honour, and abundance of posses¬ 

sions and riches, and slaves and handmaidens. He was so wholly beloved 

by the Khalifah that one day when he went in to the Khalifah, and sat 

with him on the royal throne, in the usual manner, he was wearing a 

physician’s gown made of Roman silk. And a small portion of the sewing of 

the lower part of it was torn, and when the Khalifah began to talk to him he 

tore the sewing away bit by bit down to the feet. Now they were discussing 

together the history of demoniacs and mad men, and the Khalifah asked the 

physician, ‘How dost thou know when a demoniac needeth to be bound 

in chains ?’ bokht-isho'—now he knew well what the Khalifah had done to 

his gown—said to him, ‘When the demoniac arrives at the stage that he 

teareth open the seam of his physician’s gown down to the feet; then we 

know that [the demoniac] needeth chains’. And mutawakkil laughed until 

he fell on his back, and he commanded rich apparel to be brought for the 

physician, and he arrayed him in it. 

Now although the Khalifah loved him so greatly, eventually he became 

jealous of him and robbed him of all his possessions after that famous 

banquet which the physician made in his honour. At this banquet he 

prepared five thousand tables. On each table there were a roast lamb, and 

two cocks, and two young doves, and three terra-cotta (faience ?) drinking 

cups, and a dish of sweetmeats, and an adequate supply of bread cakes 

made of fine flour, and sweet cakes, and perfumes, and an abundant supply 

of snow [158] —now it was the season of summer—and it was brought there 

from the mountains of ’athor (Assyria). It is said that after everything 

else had been taken away from him, the wood and charcoal and wine which 

remained in his house were bought by a certain nobleman whose name was 
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husain bar-mukeled for six thousand dinars, and he sold them again for 

twelve thousand. 

Now this bokht-isho' bar-gabhril held himself to be above the Laws of 

the Church. He consorted with two women at the same time, and they 

conceived and brought forth two sons, the one [called] Gabriel and the 

other john—who became Metropolitan of mawsil. From this time onward 

he did not prosper. Formerly he used to sit in an ebony carriage and 

drive (?) from the palace of the Khalifah to his own house, and there were 

about one thousand men in his service. From sunset until midnight he 

amused himself with lewd debaucheries. And at midnight he stood up and 

prayed, being surrounded with black eunuchs, whom he honoured. After 

prayer he sat upon his couch and read the Gospel until it was day. Then 

he mounted an animal and went to the service of the Khalifah. It is said 

that the expenses nightly for wax candles, oil, and perfumes amounted to 

five hundred dinars. And after he had been reduced to poverty he left two 

sons and three daughters, and he wandered about in various countries. 

And in the year eleven hundred and seventy-six of the Greeks (a.d. 865), 

which is the year two hundred and forty-five of the Arabs ( = a.d. 865), 

an ambassador was sent by Michael, king of the rhomaye—now he was 

an old man whose name was ’atrophilos—to mutawakkil, king of the 

Arabs. And with him he had seventy-seven men from among the Arab 

prisoners, whom he had brought as gifts to mutawakkil. And he was 

received with honour and there was peace. 

And in that year there was a severe earthquake in the province of 

antioch, and it destroyed fifteen hundred large buildings and ninety 

towers of the wall of the city. And frightful and terrifying sounds were 

heard from inside the earth, and in all the cities of Syria the quakings 

destroyed many places, viz. [latakia, jabalah], laodicea (?). All the 

inhabitants of jabalah perished. 

And in the year two hundred and forty-six of the Arabs (a.d. 865) muta¬ 

wakkil sent an ambassador [called] nasir bar-’azhar to Michael the king, 

and with him were one thousand [159] testicle bags of the musk animal, 

and rich apparel, and a large quantity of crocus, and many other kinds of 

produce. And he was received with honour, and two thousand Arabs who 

had been taken prisoners were given to him, among them being twenty 

women and ten youths, nasir himself said, ‘During all the time I have been 

in Constantinople I have never seen a king who could talk whilst listening 

to my words through interpreters, but he only said “yes” with his head. 

His cousin (?) spoke instead of him because he was as yet a youth.’ And 

when many of the Arabs were baptized, the king of the rhomaye com¬ 

manded that they should all go as far as the frontier which is between us 

and the Arabs. And he who chose Christianity, and came back from it 

there, we would receive as a true believer, nasir saith, ‘Two jewellers who 
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were very highly skilled, and were tarke of the Africans, and many others 

from the region of the frontiers came back, and they did not wish to come 

with us’. 

And in the year eleven hundred and seventy-seven (a.d. 866), which is 

the year two hundred and forty-seven of the Arabs, muntaser, the son of 

mutawakkil, conspired secretly with certain slaves of the turkaye, and 

they rushed in on his father when he was drunk and killed him. 

After mutawakkil, muntaser his son [ruled] six months. When this 

Khalifah succeeded, he oppressed his two brothers mu'taz and muwayad, 

and threatened them with murder if they did not relinquish their claims 

to the kingdom, and transfer them to him and his sons, this being the 

opposite to that which their father mutawakkil had ordained, namely, that 

each of them should reign after his fellow [prince]. And under urgent 

pressure they wrote a deed in which they testified that they themselves of 

their own accord, and as free men who of their own good will, had severed 

their connexion wdth the kingdom, and that muntaser their brother had 

the power to appoint his son king after him. Thus the murder of his father 

not being sufficient for him, he must act fraudulently in respect of his [two] 

brothers. He died of the disease of angina pectoris (or, suffocation) when he 

was twenty-five years old. And it is said that before he died he saw himself 

as it were in a dream ascending a ladder, and when he arrived at the 

twenty-fifth rung of the ladder it was said to him, ‘Stop; this is thine end’. 

After muntaser, MUSTA'iN, the son of mu'tasim, [ruled] three years and 

three months. When muntaser died the nobles took counsel [I6o] with 

each other, and they did not wish to make king either of his brothers 

because they all were associated with the treacherous murder of their 

father. Then the nobles fetched musta'in, the son of mu'tasim, the brother 

of mamon, and they swore fealty to him and made him king. 

And in the year eleven hundred and eighty of the Greeks (a.d. 869), 

which is the year two hundred and forty-nine of the Arabs, 'umar, the 

captain of the host of the Arabs, was sent with troops to invade the country 

of the rhomaye, and they met the armies of the rhomaye in the plain of 

hasya, which is on the frontier of melitene, and the rhomaye killed 'umar 

and two thousand Arabs. And when 'ali bar-yahyah, the captain of the 

host [of the Arabs], heard [this], he likewise collected a very large army 

from maiperkat and Armenia, and went and attacked the rhomaye, and 

he also was killed. When the men of Baghdad and of samara heard that 

these two mighty warriors had been killed, and that turkaye slaves were 

ruling over the kingdom of the Arabs, and were putting to death whom they 

pleased, and keeping alive whom they pleased, and were making kings, a 

great crowd of people gathered together. And with them were a mob of 

men from the bazars and cut-throats and robbers, and they went to the 

gate of the prison and smashed it, and they brought out the evil-doers, and 
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they were all united by a common bond of interest. And they cut the 

bridge over the Tigris, and they went into the Treasury and plundered it, 

and they burnt the documents (i.e. books and registers) of the scribes in 

the fire. And they also looted the two monasteries of the Christians, viz. 

that of besher (or, bashar) and that of abraham, the sons of ’ahron. Then 

the turkaye slaves mounted horses (?) and killed many of the cut-throats 

and robbers and others; and wrath subsided. 

After musta'in, mu'taz bar-mutawakkil [ruled] four years and seven 

months. In the year two hundred and fifty-one [of the Arabs], when 

musta'in went down from samara to Baghdad, the turkaye gathered 

together and brought out mu'taz and muwayad, the sons of mutawakkil, 

from prison; and they swore oaths of fidelity to mu'taz and made him 

king. And they swore also to muwayad his brother that he should reign 

after him. Now the men of Baghdad sided with musta'in, and the men of 

samara with mutawakkil; and a great schism fell among the Arabs. In 

the year eleven hundred and seventy-four of the Greeks (a.d. 863), michael, 

king of the rhomaye, died, having reigned twenty-five years. And because 

he had no son [161] a man whose name was basil reigned after him for 

five years. Now mu'taz had no love for his brother muwayad. And 

he broke the oaths and the covenants which he had made with him, and 

he shut him up in prison and scourged him with stripes until he wrote a 

deed which annulled his claim [to the kingdom]. And even when he had 

done this mu'taz did not let him alone, but whilst he was in prison he 

sent and ordered him to be dressed in a tunic made of the skins of mangy 

foxes, which was very heating. And he commanded [his servants], and 

they thrust his brother’s head inside the skin tunic, and they tied his hands 

and his feet together, and then sewed up the tunic round him and left him 

in it until he died. And then he had him taken out, and he brought a judge 

and credible witnesses, and they seeing that there was no mark of a blow 

or of a knife on his body, and no sign of strangulation on his neck, testified 

that he had died a natural death. And so also in the case of musta'in, who 

had freed himself [from any claim to the kingdom], mu'taz sent turkaye 

and they cut off his head and brought it to him. It is said that when they 

brought the head to mu'taz, he was reciting verses of poetry, and he said, 

‘Set ye it down for the moment until I have finished the verses which I am 

perusing, and then I will look at it’. And, moreover, mu'taz having slain 

both his brother and the man who had abdicated the kingdom, placed his 

confidence in his own ability [to rule]. And he neglected the turkaye, 

and did not give them their pay. 

And in the year two hundred and fifty-five of the Arabs (a.d. 867 ?), the 

turkaye armed with their weapons gathered together at his gate and 

demanded from him their pay and rations. He sent to his mother [telling 

her] to give him what he could give them. She replied, ‘There is nothing’. 
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Then the soldiers went in to him, and they spat in his face, and smote 

him on his cheek, and they constrained him until he wrote a deed of 

abdication from the kingdom. Then, bound in fetters, they thrust him 

into a small chamber, and they blocked up the front of it and left him for 

days until he died; and then they brought him out and buried him. As he 

had done [to others], so was it done to him. 

After mu'taz, muhtadi, the son of wathek, [ruled] eleven months and 

twenty days. They say that this Khalifah did not undertake to rule until 

they had brought mu'taz alive before him, and he had confessed by word 

of mouth that he had abdicated voluntarily. 

At this time there came forth a certain rebel whose name was 'ali, and 

he declared concerning himself that he was descended from 'ali, the uncle 

of their Prophet. And a great number of people from the cushites and 

Arabs gathered about him, and they were called karmataye, from the name 

[162] of the village of their chief 'ali. And they shed much blood of the 

Arabs and they ruled over all the cities of the South, and over portions of 

Syria and sen'ar (sennaar) for many years. 

And muhtadi drove out the singing men and singing women from 

SURMANRAI, wherein their kings at that time used to live; and he smashed 

the instruments of music. And he killed the lions, and panthers, and dogs 

with which the kings his predecessors used to sport. And the turkaye 

slaves rose up against him also and they killed him. For he fled from before 

them riding on a horse, and he was crying out, ‘O men, help your king’; 

and no man answered him. And when he went into a certain house the 

turkaye went in after him. He fled from one roof to another, and in this 

manner he was overtaken (or, caught) and was killed in the year two hundred 

and fifty-six of the Arabs (a.d. 868). 

At this time hunain, the son of Isaac, an excellent physician, became 

known (or, famous). His father was a pharmacist from the city of hirta. 

hunain greatly desired to learn (i.e. study) medicine, and he went to 

Baghdad and began to read the Collection (i.e. Epitome) of Alexander on 

JOHN, the physician, the son of masawIyah. And one day in answering 

JOHN back, JOHN became angry, and drove him away, and said to him, 

‘What connexion is there between thee and medicine? It would be far 

better for a man of thy sort to be selling beans by the wayside/ And the 

young man hunain was sad, and he went out weeping. And he went to 

the country of the rhomaye, and he lived there until he had learned the 

writing and literature of the Greeks accurately. And he was able to trans¬ 

late books from Greek into Syriac, and from Syriac into the Saracenic 

tongue (i.e. Arabic). And he went back again to Baghdad in the garb of a 

Greek, and he went to Gabriel, the chief of the physicians, the son of 

bokht-isho'. And when Gabriel had tested hunain’s knowledge, he 

honoured him greatly, and he named him ‘rabban hunain’. And he said 
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unto those who were present, ‘If this young man liveth he will not leave 

any reputation to sargis (sergius) of ras 'ain\ And the report of him came 

to JOHN, who had driven him away, and one carried him to him, and JOHN 

asked his pardon. And thus his excellence (or, goodness) increased from 

day to day. And he began to expound the various branches of science, [and 

did so] until he died in the month of the first kanon (December), in the 

year eleven hundred and eighty-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 876), which is 

the year two hundred and sixty of the Arabs (a.d. 873). And he left two 

sons, Isaac and david. And Isaac also expounded many books. [163] 

Twenty-five books of hunain are extant, besides those which he translated 

from Greek into Syriac and Arabic. And he had a nephew, [the son of a 

sister,] whose name was hubaish, the son of hasan of the stretched-out 

hand. And he was a marvellous expounder of medical books. And through 

the luck (or, good fortune) of hunain, many of the books which hubaish 

interpreted have, when come across by people of slight knowledge, been 

thought by them to have been written by hunain, and that the scribe made 

a mistake in [reading] the letters of the name, and therefore erased [the 

name of] hubaish, and wrote hunain. And for this reason the books which 

remain (i.e. are extant) under the name of hubaish are very few, and of the 

remainder many are written in the name of hunain. 

After muhtadi, mu'tamed, the son of mutawakkil, [ruled] twenty and 

three years. This Khalifah was occupied the whole of his time with that 

rebel ['ali] who went forth in the South. And in the year two hundred and 

sixty-five of the Arabs (a.d. 878) the rhomaye took from the Arabs the 

fortress of lulwah (lulwan?). And after one year bar-rashid, the cap¬ 

tain of the host of the Arabs, collected four thousand horsemen, and went 

to the country of the rhomaye. And the Patricians of the rhomaye, viz. 

him of silawkya, and him of tuana, and him of karshena, and others, 

surrounded the army of the Arabs. Then the Arabs, despairing of being 

able to save their lives, got down from their horses, and hamstrung all of 

them. And they knelt down on their knees, and began to shoot their arrows 

into the rhomaye. But their shooting in no wise benefited them, on the 

contrary, for the rhomaye rushed on the Arabs, and some of them they 

killed, and some of them they made prisoners, among these being bar- 

rashid, their leader. 

And in the year two hundred and seventy of the Arabs (a.d. 883), muwa- 

fak, the captain of the host of the Arabs, collected a numerous army and 

went to attack the rebel who was in the South; some [went] in ships and 

some [marched] by land. And after a very fierce battle the Arabs were a 

match for the army of the rebel and they defeated him, and they killed him 

in the region of the rivers of babylon. For this man f ali said that he was 

not only descended from the Prophet of the Arabs, but that he was 

announced by the Prophet. ‘And’, he said, ‘one day when he was dwelling 
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in the desert a cloud overshadowed him, and there was a peal of thunder. 

And a voice came out from that thunder, saying: Go to the city of basrah 

and thou shalt conquer’, and in fact he conquered and took the city, 

and he had three captains of the host, [164] but the crowning point of 

his sovereignty did not supervene. 

And in the year eleven hundred and ninety-four of the Greeks (a.d. 883), 

basil, king of the rhomaye, died, and leo his son reigned after him 

thirteen years. This Khalifah trampled on the Law, and he forsook his 

wife and took another [woman], and this [woman] he also left and took 

another; and he also took a fourth [woman]. And he had two wives at the 

same time. 

And in the year two hundred and seventy-one of the ARABS (a.d. 884 (?)), 

the brigands of Baghdad laid their hands on the monastery which is behind 

the river 'isa, and they plundered its possessions, and destroyed a portion 

of its walls. Then husain, the son of ishmael, put an end to their violence, 

and he crowned (i.e. rebuilt) what they had destroyed. And one year later 

the arabs of tarsos pulled down the new buildings of the great church 

which was therein. And a violent earthquake took place, and it threw down 

the Great Mosque which was in Egypt, and many large houses (or, palaces). 

And there was a pestilence in that country, and one thousand biers of the 

dead were counted in one day. And there was also poverty (i.e. scarcity of 

food) in BAGHDAD. 

And in the year twelve hundred of the Greeks (a.d. 889), a mound on the 

bank of the river of Basra, a city below Baghdad, split open, and seven 

dead people who were lying in coffins of stone of the colour of meshnd 

were discovered. Their bodies and their funerary wrappings were in a 

good state of preservation, and the odour of musk exhaled from their 

bodies. And their ears, and noses, and lips, and hair, and eyebrows were 

well preserved, and their eyes had the appearance of having been treated 

with kohl (stibium). And on the side of one young man among them was the 

mark of a spear-thrust. And on their coffins were inscriptions in pagan 

priestly characters, and no man was able to read them. 

At this time mahammad, the son of zachariah the physician, became 

known (or, famous). This man when thirty years old went from ray, his 

native city which is in Persia, to Baghdad, and he lodged in a house 

(khan ?) where strangers were received; and he devoted himself to learning, 

and he surpassed his contemporaries [in learning]. He composed many 

books on medicine and Chimya (alchemy). And [he wrote] that great book 

of his which he showed whilst he was making an exemplar for himself; 

and after his death the governor of the country gave much gold to his 

sister, and he took duly assigned portions [thereof]. And his disciples 

instructed him, and for this reason he did not possess the disposition (or, 

manner) which was right. 
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The History of those who are called Nusiraye 

[165] and who are in Phoenicia, because many have wished to know who 

the nusiraye were. 

In the year twelve hundred and two of the Greeks (a.d. 891), an old man 

appeared in the country of 'akula, in a village which is called ‘nasariah’ 

(nasranah). He multiplied fastings and prayers, and pretended that he 

had adopted the life of voluntary poverty, and many of the natives of the 

country cleaved to him. And he chose for himself twelve men according 

to the number of the Twelve Apostles, and he commanded them to teach 

men a strange doctrine. And when the report of him was heard by the 

governor of the country, he sent [men] and seized him, and shut him up in 

one of the chambers of his palace, and he swore that at daybreak on the 

following day he would crucify him. And that night the governor drank 

wine and became drunk, and when [the slaves] made ready for him to 

sleep, he asked [them] for the key of the little chamber in which the old 

man was locked up, and they placed it under his pillows. Now the hand¬ 

maiden who used to sleep with the governor, knowing that the old man 

constantly fasted and prayed, was sorry for him. And when she saw that 

her lord had sunk into deep slumber, she took the key and went out and 

let the old man escape, and then shut (i.e. locked) the door again, and put 

the key back again in its place. When the governor woke up he took the 

key and opened the door, and did not find the old man in the chamber; 

and he was amazed. Now the young woman was afraid to make it 

known that she had opened [the door] and let [the old man] escape, and 

thus the rumour flew abroad that he had gone out through locked doors. 

After a little time the old man saw two of his disciples who were living 

in countries that were far from [his] village, and he came to them and 

assured them that it was ‘the angels who had brought him out and placed 

him in the desert’. And he wrote a Book of Faith and gave [it] to them in 

order that they might teach men therefrom. Now he wrote thus: ‘I, 

so-and-so, who am thought to be the son of 'othman, am from the village 

the name of which is “nasariah”. Christ, who is that jesus, appeared to 

me in a dream. He is the word, He is the director, He is ’ahmad bar- 

mahammad bar-hanifiah, of the sons of 'ali, and He is the angel [166] 

Gabriel. And He said unto me, Thou art he who readeth (or, calleth). 

Thou art the very Truth (or, Faith). Thou art the camel which keepeth 

(i.e. nurseth) anger against the unbelievers. Thou art the beast who carrieth 

the weight of the believers. Thou art the Spirit. Thou art JOHN, the son 

of ZECHARIAH. 

‘Proclaim, therefore, to the children of men that they shall introduce 

four genuflexions towards Jerusalem into their prayers, two before the sun 

riseth and two before he setteth. Each time they bow they shall say these 
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three sentences: God is exalted to everything. God is higher than every¬ 

thing. God is greater than everything. On the second day (monday) and 

on the sixth day (friday) of each week no man shall perform any labour 

whatsoever. Two days in the year they shall fast. And they shall not 

multiply ablutions of the excretory members. Spiritous liquor they shall 

not drink, but they may drink as much wine as they wish. Flesh of the 

wild beast only they shall not eat.’ And having delivered to them this 

disjointed and contemptible doctrine he departed from them to Palestine; 

and he preached and taught the villagers and men of the desert and made 

disciples among them. And from that place he disappeared, and until the 

present day his place hath never been known. 

And in the year eleven hundred and ninety-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 887) 

andrea ’estaphriki went forth with a large army to the country of the 

Arabs, and nazman, the eunuch, the captain of the host of the Arabs, 

engaged him in battle, and the rhomaye were defeated, and the ARABS 

carried off the crosses of gold and silver which were on the heads of their 

spears. 

And in the year two hundred and seventy-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 892) 

mu'tamed commanded that neither actors (i.e. strolling players) nor 

astrologers, nor men who use enchantments, should sit by the roadside. 

And he made those who sold books to swear that they would not sell books 

of philosophy, or books of investigations (or, experiments), or discussions 

on Confessions (i.e. Religions). And that year, having drunk overmuch 

wine and becoming drunk, he collapsed and died. 

After mu'tamed, mu'tased, the son of muwafak, [ruled] nine years and 

nine months. He reigned in the year two hundred and seventy-nine of 

the Arabs (a.d. 892). And in the year two hundred and eighty of the Arabs 

(a.d. 893), esma'il, the son of ahmad, the captain of the host of the Arabs, 

invaded the countries of the huns, and he bound in fetters their king and 

his wife, and he looted his city. And he brought out about ten thousand 

turkaye prisoners, and flocks of sheep and goats and much cattle. And in 

this year there was a terrible earthquake, [167] and a great city in outer 

India fell down, and one hundred and fifty thousand men were dragged 

out from under the dust of the houses which had been thrown down, and 

were buried. 

And in the year twelve hundred and seven of the Greeks (a.d. 896), leo, 

king of the rhomaye, fell sick of a disease of the bowels and died, and his 

son Alexander reigned after him one year. And because he had turned 

aside his heart from the fear of God, and had given himself over to 

sorcerers and magicians, he was smitten by the rod of righteousness 
and died. 

And after him his brother constantinus reigned four years. And at 

the beginning of his kingdom simion, the chief of the Bulgarians and 
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Sclavs, came against Constantinople, and he destroyed many villages. 

And he afflicted the city also, and he made against it a great ditch [which 

reached] from belakerne to the gate which is called ‘Golden’. And the 

king of the rhomaye sent [a dispatch] to him, saying, ‘Since we are all 

Christians, and the children of one baptism, why do such dissentions as 

these exist between us?’ And as simion refused to be propitiated (or, 

reconciled), king constantinus collected the Arab prisoners who were in 

Constantinople, and he promised them that if they would help the 

rhomaye to victory [over] the Bulgarians he would set them free. And 

having sworn to the king oaths [that they would do so], weapons of war 

were given to them. And the rhomaye went forth with the Arabs with one 

purpose, and they defeated the Sclavs, and killed many of them, and the 

rest fled. The king (constantinus), however, went back on his promise, 

and he took away from the Arabs their weapons, and threw iron fetters on 

them again, and scattered them throughout his provinces, for he was afraid 

lest they should set up a chief for themselves. The history of the blessed 

mar michael, which dealeth with the war of the rhomaye with the Arabs, 

[testifieth] to this, and he introduceth it in the Arabic manuscripts [which 

describe] the war with the Sclavs, and it is correct. For during the war 

with the Arabs the rhomaye would never have believed it [safe] to release the 

Arab prisoners from their bonds, and to put weapons of war into their hands. 

And in this year the Arabs were gathered together against a certain 

youth of ’abu jaleb, a Christian and a physician of the king, and they 

testified concerning him that he had blasphemed their Prophet, and they 

wished to kill him. Now when king mu'tased heard [this], he said, ‘The 

Arabs are liars’, and he sent [168] soldiers and rescued the youth. 

Concerning this year the astrologers had predicted that there would be 

heavy rains, and that the rivers would spill over (i.e. would flood the 

country), and that Baghdad would be destroyed and perish. Nevertheless, 

from New Year’s Day until the end of the year, not one drop of rain fell 

on the earth, and the fountains (i.e. wells) ran dry, and thus the astrologers 

were put to shame. 

At this time ’abu al-hasan tabith, one of the heathen of harran, 

became known (or, famous); he was the son of kurah, the son of marwan, 

the son of kiura, the son of ’abraham, the son of kiura, the son of marInos, 

the son of Solomon. Originally he was a money-changer in the bazar of 

harran. Then he occupied himself in a marvellous degree with philosophy, 

and he was adequately acquainted with three languages—Greek, Syriac, 

and Arabic. He composed in Arabic about one hundred and fifty books on 

logic; and mathematics, and astrology, and medicine. And in Syriac he 

compiled about sixteen books, the greater number of which we have seen 

and possess, viz. a Book on the Laws and Canons of the heathen; a Book 

on the Burial of the Dead; a Book on the certainty of the Confession (i.e. 
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Faith) of the heathen; a Book on Purity and Impurity; a Book on the 

Animals which are suitable for offering up as Sacrifices; a Book on the 

Times of Prayer; a Book on the Readings which are suitable for each of the 

Seven Stars in Prayers; a Book on Repentance and Supplication; a Book 

of Music; a Book on the Chronology of the ancient kings who were 

Chaldeans; a Book on the Confession (i.e. Faith) of the sabaye (sabaens); 
a Book on the division of the days of the week according to the Seven Stars; 

a Book on the renown (or, purity) of his Race, and on his Ancestors, and 

from whom they were descended; a Book on the Laws of hermes and his 

Prayers which the heathen pray; a Book on the statement ‘two straight 

lines being extended diminishingly from two straight angles, meet together’; 

and another Book on Metre. And in one of his dissertations praising 

harran and heathenism he spake thus: ‘Although many have been sub¬ 

jugated to error by means of torture; our fathers, by the hand of God, 

have endured and spoken valiantly, and this blessed city hath never been 

defiled with the error of nazareth. And we are [169] the heirs, and trans¬ 

mitters to our heirs, of heathenism, which is honoured gloriously in this 

world. Lucky is he who beareth the burden with a sure hope for the sake 

of heathenism. Who hath made the world to be inhabited and flooded it 

with cities except the good men and kings of heathenism ? Who hath con¬ 

structed harbours and [conserved] the rivers? Who hath made manifest 

the hidden sciences? On whom hath dawned the divinity which giveth 

divinations and teacheth the knowledge of future events except the wise 

men of the heathen ? It is they who have pointed out all these things, and 

have made to arise the healing (or, medicine) of souls, and have made to 

shine forth their redemption, and it is they also who have made to arise 

the medicine for bodies. And they have filled the world with the correct¬ 

ness (or, stability) of modes of life, and with the wisdom which is the head 

(or, beginning) of excellence. Without these [products] of heathenism the 

world would be an empty and a needy place, and it would have been en¬ 

veloped in sheer want and misery.’ 

These things we have quoted from the words of this man so that we may 

make manifest his great ability in [writing] the Syriac language; and his 

discourses in Greek and Arabic were even more elegant. 

And in the year two hundred and eighty-five of the Arabs (a.d. 898) a 

baleful wind blew in the quarter of kufah, and ’ukamta was overwhelmed. 

And torrential rain came, and there were mighty peals of thunder, and 

terrific flashes of lightning, and black and white stones fell from the air. 

Now it was the night of the First day of the Week. And hail came in 

Basra, and one hailstone weighed one hundred and fifty zuze. And 

marauding bands of the Arabs fell upon many of the ships of the rhomaye, 
and they burned them all together with their crews. It is said that there 

were three thousand souls in them. 
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And in the year two hundred and eighty-seven of the ARABS (a.d. 900), 

wasif the eunuch, the captain of the host of the Arabs in the country of 

Cilicia, rebelled, and he made preparations that he himself might escape 

by sea. And because of this mu'tased commanded, and [they] burned all 

the ships of the arabs. And because the arabs of tarsos used to make 

raids with those ships, this [command of the Khalifah] helped the Christians 

greatly. And one year later a severe pestilence broke out in the cities of 

’adhorbijan, and it became so terrible that the living were unable to bury 

the dead, because those who were on the road to death travelled very 

speedily. 

And in this year mahammad, the captain of the host of the arabs, 

invaded the country of the rhomaye, and he pillaged certain villages, and 

he took prisoners one hundred fighting men, and sixty ecclesiastics, priests, 

and deacons, [170] and crosses, and the furnishings of the temples. 

Then the rhomaye gathered together, and there went forth a mighty 

army by sea and by land, and they came as far as khishum, and they 

took captive more than fifteen thousand men, and women, and children of 

the arabs. And they took with them to the country of the rhomaye the 

greater number of the Christians with a forceful hand, [saying] ‘lest the 

arabs should come and kill them’. 

And in the year two hundred and eighty-nine (a.d. 901) of the Arabs 

mu'tased died, and the nobles sent for his son muktafi, who was in the 

city of calinicus, and they had him brought. 

After mu'tased, muktafi, his son, [ruled] six years and nine months. 

Immediately after this Khalifah came and reigned, he blocked up the caves 

which his father had dug in the earth, and he imprisoned the evil-doers in 

them. This Khalifah had a son whose name was ja'far, and he was mar¬ 

vellously well skilled in Astrology, and he surpassed all those who were 

before him in his knowledge. One day one of the eunuchs approached him, 

and with him was an ’astrolomon (astrolabe). And he said unto him, 

‘Observe the “rising” of this child which hath just been born in the house’. 

And when he had scrutinized the rising, he said, ‘This child hath no 

intelligence. And after forty and three days he will take his food in his 

hand and eat.’ And he said to me, ‘In truth, what is it?’ And the eunuch 

said, ‘In truth I have brought to thee the rising of the child of a cat’ (i.e. a 

kitten). 

And in this year, which is the year twelve hundred and thirteen of the 

Greeks (a.d. 902), in the middle of the summer northern winds were blowing 

in the city of emesa. And there was bitter cold, and the waters froze, and 

men put on cloaks and began to warm themselves at fires—a matter most 

marvellous. 
And in the year twelve hundred and eighteen of the Greeks (a.d. 907), 

basil, the eunuch, was sent as an envoy to muktafi, the king of the arabs, 
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concerning the exchange of prisoners. And he brought with him ten 

persons from among the prisoners of the ARABS [as] presents, and he was 

received with honour. And after one year an exchange was effected, and 

three thousand ARABS, men and women, were exchanged, and were saved 

from fetters. And in this year, which is the year two hundred and eighty- 

nine of the arabs (a.d. 901), muktafi died and his brother reigned. 

After muktafi, muktader his brother [ruled] twenty-seven years. He 

was thirteen [171] years of age when [he began] to reign. Now inasmuch as 

he was not fully developed in mind and stature, the nobles regretted that 

they had made him king. Now one of them, 'abbas, was greatly concerned 

that such was the case, and he assembled the nobles and went in to 

mu'tased, the son of mu'taz, and they swore oaths of fealty to him. And 

they sent [an order] to muktader, and his mother, and his eunuch, to go 

forth from the palace. Then munes, the chief eunuch, was filled with 

anger, and he gathered together the rest of the eunuchs and the turkaye 

slaves. And they armed themselves and rushed in suddenly on the nobles 

who were assembled with mu'taz, and they killed 'abbas and some of the 

nobles, and the others they made prisoners. And they brought the son of 

mu'taz to the palace, and during the night they strangled him and buried 

him in the building. And in this manner the kingdom of muktader stood 

firm. 

And in the year twelve hundred and twenty of the Greeks (a.d. 909), a 

great snowfall took place in Baghdad, and the snow lay four fingers deep 

on the roofs. And at that time there was no man in Baghdad that had ever 

seen snow before. And after eighteen years, in the year three hundred and 

fifteen of the arabs (a.d. 927), which is the year twelve hundred and thirty- 

eight of the Greeks (a.d. 927), there was a very bitterly cold winter again 

in Baghdad. It was so cold that the vinegar of the wine in the cellars (?), 

and eggs, and oils, froze, and the trees withered. And in that year munes, 

the eunuch, with an army of arabs, attacked the country of the rhomaye 

from the Citadel of melitene, and he took captives, and looted, and went 

away. 

And in the year two hundred and ninety-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 911), 

rustam, the captain of the host of the arabs, invaded the country of the 

rhomaye from the Citadel of tarsos, and he captured the fortress of 

malikh, the Armenian, and burnt it. And in that year muktader divided 

one hundred thousand gold dinars among the singing women who were in 

his palace. And whilst he was emptying his treasuries in such ways as this, 

he was being pressed by the turkaye slaves for their pay. And he had no 

money to give them. And he was torturing the scribes and the owners of 

possessions with severe tortures to make them transfer their riches to him. 

Now at the beginning of the kingdom of the ARABS victory (or, conquest) 

was the one and only consideration in their minds, and it was also when 
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their kingdom had extended itself [172] and they began to conquer and to 

be conquered; but in these times they gave themselves up to lasciviousness, 

and drunkenness and riotous living, and they are more often the conquered 

than the conquerors. Therefore when they wished to ensure peace with 

the rhomaye, the rhomaye were unwilling, nay they awaited [the time] 

when they would again rule over the dominions which had been theirs 

formerly. And they only sent envoys to discuss the matter of exchange of 

prisoners [as an excuse]. 

And in the year three hundred of the Arabs (a.d. 912), which is the year 

twelve hundred and twenty-four of the Greeks (a.d. 913), there appeared 

a dwarf woman who gave birth to a child, and many saw her in the country 

of outer India. And in this year Alexander, the king of the rhomaye, died, 

and his son Constantin reigned after him when he was twelve years old. 

And in the year twelve hundred and twenty-seven of the Greeks (a.d. 

916) one army of the rhomaye went out to tarsos, and another to mar'ash, 

and they made captives of the Arabs, about fifty thousand souls; and there 

was great mourning among the Arabs in every place. And in this year the 

Nestorian Metropolitan of dakukah became a Muslim in Baghdad, and 

the Christians grieved sorely. 

And in the year three hundred and five of the Arabs (a.d. 917), two envoys 

were sent by king Constantin to the king of the Arabs, an old man and a 

young man. And when they arrived at tagrith the Arabs made them take 

up their abode there for two months, until king muktader had furnished 

his palace; and he collected his troops and his nobles, and then he summoned 

them. It is said that they stationed one hundred and sixty thousand horse¬ 

men between the building in which the envoys were living and the palace, 

on both sides [of the way]. And inside the outer gate they stationed five 

hundred horses which were saddled with saddles of gold and silver on one 

side [of the way] and five hundred [similarly saddled] on the other. And 

in the court which was inside the outer building were many stags, both male 

and female, and deer and gazelle, and in the court of the other building 

were four huge elephants, and on each one of them eight men, Indians, 

were mounted; and in their hands were vessels of naphtha and fire. And 

beyond this building there was another building wherein were one hundred 

lions, fifty on this side, and fifty on that; and they were fettered with chains. 

And when [173] the ambassadors had passed through all these courts, 

[the slaves] brought them out into a spacious garden wherein was a fountain 

of water. This fountain was made of white tin which could not be dis¬ 

tinguished from silver. And above the fountain was a great tree of wrought 

silver, and many of its branches and leaves were gilded, and they swayed 

about in the gentle wind which was blowing. And on the branches were 

birds of the colour of gold and silver, and they flew about by means of 

underground strings, and they emitted various kinds of sounds and sang 
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and twittered. And there were very many palm-trees in the garden which 

were inlaid with panels of acacia wood up to the places where their branches 

sprang forth. And there were there likewise very many trees which were 

loaded with citrons. 

And from the garden the slaves took the envoys into a spacious hall, the 

walls of which were draped with curtains of costly stuffs. And on them 

hung ten thousand cuirasses, and likewise shields, and bows, and spears. 

It is said that the number of the carpets (?) which were on the walls amounted 

to twenty-two thousand, besides those which were on the ground and were 

trodden upon. 

From there they went through a long corridor, and on one side of it 

were arranged one thousand white eunuchs bearing arms, and on the other 

side of it were drawn up in a line one thousand black eunuchs, who were 

armed like the white eunuchs. And when they went in through the door- 

[way], they saw the Proximus, that is to say, the Wazir, who was seated 

upon a high throne, and around him were scribes (or, lawyers) and nobles, 

who were standing, and the envoys thought that he was the king. And it 

was told to them that he was the Wazir. 

And from the presence of the Wazir they went into the place where the 

king was. He was seated on an ebony throne, which was arched. And on 

the one horn of the throne were nine rows of precious stones which 

sparkled, and on the other horn were nine [rows also]. And his five sons 

were round about him: three on the right hand and two on the left. It is 

said that the envoys sat down seven times and rested before they reached the 

king. And when the envoys went in with their heads only they cried out, 

‘Peace’. And they said to the interpreter, ‘Is it right for us to kiss the 

ground ? Nevertheless, because this is not demanded by the kingdom of the 

rhomaye from your envoy, we do not kiss the ground. These things we make 

known [to you] so that ye may not despise us as uneducated men.’ 

And so when they had fulfilled their mission an answer [174] was drafted 

and written, and the king himself handed to them the document [containing] 

the answer with his own hand, and [then] he dismissed them. And he 

commanded and there was given to each of them twenty thousand zuze, 

and he sent with them envoys of his own, and with them were one hundred 

and seventy thousand gold dinars for buying the Arab prisoners, for the 

Arabs who were in the hands of the rhomaye were far more numerous than 

the rhomaye who were in the hands of the Arabs. Now when the envoys 

went back, the king of the rhomaye did not wish to exchange prisoners, 

neither would he sell [any]. 

And in the year three hundred and eight of the Arabs (a.d. 920), a mob 

of arabs who were in Baghdad made a tumult, and they smashed the gate 

of the prison, and dragged out the evil-doers. And they attacked the Chris¬ 

tians and plundered the mansion of 'abd-allah, the son of simeon, the 
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physician, and the mansions of other Christian lawyers. Then the governor 

collected the Scouts, and he seized the marauders and impaled their chief, 

and cut off the hands of his companions. 

And in the year three hundred and nine of the Arabs (a.d. 921), a certain 

athlete (or, ascetic) of the Arabs, whose name was halaj, was captured in 

Baghdad. This man called himself ‘God embodied’, and he made it clear 

that he worked wonders (or, miracles) by fraudulent means. And the king 

commanded, and they beat him with one thousand stripes, and afterwards 

they cut off his hands and his feet, and burned his body; but they hung his 

head on a spear, and sent it into Persia, where it was carried round about 

through the country. 

And in the year twelve hundred and thirty-eight [a.d. 927] an army of 

the rhomaye went forth and came as far as samosata ; and they set up the 

tent of the king in the great Mosque therein, and the smiters (or, bell¬ 

ringers) smote the boards [which summoned to prayer] therein, and they 

made captives of the people and went away. And the army of the ARABS 

pursued them, and brought back what they had carried off. And they 

captured a kinsman of the king of the rhomaye, and brought him in fetters 

to BAGHDAD. 

Now munes, the eunuch, who had triumphed in so many wars that his 

name was called ‘mutafar’, that is to say ‘Conqueror’, perceived enmity 

towards (or, jealousy of) himself on the part of the king. And he was 

afraid of treachery, and began to watch carefully, and the hatred [of the 

king] became apparent. And the nobles and very many of the troops 

cleaved to him, and when encouraging him they said, ‘Why art thou afraid ? 

Behold, before a beard sprouted on thee we were fighting before thee—-thus 

shall it be for ever. ’ [175] 
When muktader perceived the rebellious feeling [in the people], he was 

afraid, and he sent to munes, saying, ‘Thou hast established me, and thou 

hast sworn oaths [of fealty] to me. If thou keepest thy mind pure (or, 

honest), I swear unto thee by God that I will never impute folly (or, 

treason) to thee. And if there be something different in thy heart, then I 

will take refuge in God. War with thee I will never contemplate.’ Now 

munes was not inclined to reconciliation, but with a strong hand he sent 

and had the Khalifah brought to him, and he shut him up in a chamber. 

And he brought out mahammad the son of muktader from prison, and 

swore the oath [of fealty] to him, and nicknamed him ‘kahir’, and he sent 

and had him seated on the throne. When the officers of the palace saw that 

they were to be sent out and others brought in in their places, they drew 

their swords and killed the nobles who were with kahir, with the exception 

of munes, who was in his house. And they seized kahir and cried out with 

a loud voice, ‘King muktader shall live’, and they went forth from the 

palace, and the people of the city cleaved to them. And they went to the 
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house of munes, and brought him out to muktader, and took him again to 

the palace. Now against munes they were unable to stretch out a hand, for 

they all held him in great fear. Then muktader sent again to munes, and 

begged him to make peace with him, but munes did not trust him and he 

went up to mawsil hurriedly. And he collected his troops there and came 

down again to Baghdad. And muktader also collected troops and went 

forth and met munes, and he was defeated, and the Khalifah muktader 

himself was slain, and his head was hung on the point of a spear, in the 

year three hundred and twenty of the Arabs (a.d. 932). 

In his time lived sinan, the chief of the physicians, the son of tabith of 

harran, and without his authority no man could traffic in herbs. Many 

sayings of his are famous. One day there came to him a physician, an old 

man in a splendid garb. And sinan stood up and paid him honour in 

accordance with his external body. And when he wished to discuss and 

to inquire into matters with him, the old man brought out a bag wherein 

was a very considerable quantity of gold, and he said to him, ‘Believe [me], 

my lord, I do not know how to write my name, neither have I ever read 

anything; but I have many dwellers in my house, and they live by my work. 

Therefore I beg of thee, that the food which God giveth [176] to them 

thou wilt not withhold.’ And sinan laughed and said to him, ‘[Certainly], 

but only after thou hast accepted the stipulation that thou must not 

attempt to treat serious illnesses, and that thou must not open an artery, 

and that thou must never prescribe purgative medicine’. And the old man 

swore, saying, ‘Anything more powerful than oxymel and things like unto 

it I will never administer’. And sinan gave him permission to practice 

medicine. 

Then on another day another physician, a handsome young man, came 

to him, and sinan asked him, ‘With whom hast thou read medicine?’ And 

the young man replied, ‘With my father’. And sinan said, ‘Who is thy 

father?’ And he replied, ‘That old man who was with thee yesterday’. 

And so sinan the physician laughed and said unto him, ‘Go in peace and 

observe the stipulation which I laid upon thy father’. The Khalifah kahir 

used compulsion on sinan, and brought him over by force from paganism 

to the Faith of the Arabs. 

After muktader, kahir [ruled] one year and six months, muktader 

being killed, munes advised the nobles to make ’abul-'abbas, the son of 

the murdered man, king. ‘For’, said he, ‘if ye do this, ye will console his 

mother, and his widow, and the sister of his widow, and his nurse; and 

without any toil [on our part] they will produce the gold which is under 

them (i.e. their lands). The nobles, however, excused themselves and 

said, ‘No, we have had enough of women. Through his mother alone 

all these things have happened to us, what would happen to us now if to 

what we have [suffered] through the mother was added that which we 
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should [suffer] through the widow?’ And they all agreed, and they brought 

mahammad the son of mu'tasad and made him king; and they nicknamed 

him ‘kahir’. 

When this Khalifah began to reign he inflicted tortures on the mother of 

muktader. He hung her up by a rope tied to one foot, and he beat her 

with his own hands on the deep-set (or, dangerous ?) members of her body 

in order to make her reveal the gold. And, besides what she admitted to 

possess under the tortures, she was found to have nothing else. And he 

stripped the sons of muktader and their mother of [their] gold. It is said 

that the mother of muktader did very many acts of great kindness to this 

kahir when he was imprisoned in the palace, in respect of food, and drink, 

and dainties, and handmaidens which she used to smuggle in to him. And 

she even brought him out from the place wherein he was shut up, and set 

him in such positions where he could secretly gaze upon the feasting of her 

son, and hear [177] the voices of the singers. And yet when he obtained 

the supreme power he rewarded her with such evil recompense! 

Now munes and his companions, because they were in the habit of 

despising kings, and also because they were afraid for themselves, appointed 

all the gate-keepers of the palace from among the companies of their own 

men. And they decreed that every one who went into the palace, whether 

man or woman, should be searched, that no document which concerned 

their doings should go in to the king. And they arrived at such a pass that 

one day when [the servants] were taking in to him the milk which was 

necessary for him to eat (sic), the guards thrust their hands into the milk pot 

and searched it! 

Then God, praise be to His righteousness! threw division and contention 

between the troops of munes and the rest of the nobles, and they left them 

and went out into the desert; and kahir found the place [whe^e they were] 

and killed them all. And he constructed a kingdom for himself. He drove 

away from the palace all the singing men and singing women, and he 

expelled all the slaves, both male and female, which had been bought with 

silver, and they were sold to the merchants without the contract, because 

they were singers and dancers. Then this kahir having beaten to death 

very many of the chiefs and nobles, and seized their riches, those who 

remained were scattered as it were by a stroke of the sword. And they 

taught old men and old women the books of the Arabs. And they related 

lying dreams to the slaves who were guarding king kahir, those who stood 

over the head of the king by night and by day, and to the captains of 

thousands and hundreds, saying, ‘We have seen evil dreams concerning 

you, but be on your guard in respect of the king, so that he may not 

destroy you’. And thus also did those who worked divination and the 

astrologers teach, and when these men asked them how it could be thus, 

they replied each in his own way that that was his object. Now the guards 
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felt certain in their minds that kahir was about to destroy them. And one 

night, when he had drunk a large quantity of wine, they bound him in 

fetters, and they treated both his eyes with kohl, and they freed themselves 

from his service. These things took place in the year three hundred and 

twenty-two of the ARABS (a.d. 933). After some years this kahir appeared 

in the Great Mosque asking for alms, and another man was leading him. 

After kahir, radhi, the son of muktader, ruled six years and ten months. 

The nobles brought this man out of prison and made him king. And it is 

said that he gave the order, [178] and that the guards treated the eyes of 

kahir with kohl [by his command]. And in the year three hundred and 

twenty-three of the Arabs (a.d. 934) there was a great conflagration in 

Baghdad, in the district which is called kharkha, and a vast amount of 

merchandise and many buildings were destroyed therein. And radh! 

commanded and three thousand dinars were given from the treasury to the 

merchants whose properties had been destroyed, and ten thousand dinars 

to the owners of the buildings, who rebuilt their houses [therewith]. A 

little later fire again fell on the quarter, and in the same year much snow 

fell in BAGHDAD. 

And in the year twelve hundred and forty-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 938), 

Constantine, king of the rhomaye, having fallen sick, and feeling ‘Behold, 

death’, summoned romanus his son-in-law, and he himself placed the 

crown in his hands and made him king. 

And in that year, which is the year three hundred and twenty-six of the 

arabs (a.d. 937), he sent an envoy to radhi, king of the Arabs, with valuable 

gifts, vessels of gold and silver set with precious stones, and with him there 

was a letter written in gold in the language of the rhomaye, and the Arabic 

translation thereof [which was written] in silver [read] thus: ‘From 

romanus, and constantinus, and stephanus, and constantinus, the great 

kings of the rhomaye, to the exalted, and triumphant holder of the 

government of the Muslims. Peace! Now, because of the immovable love 

which we have for thee, and in order to show the confirmation of our 

inclination towards the love of thy brotherliness, we send these gifts, being 

confident that they will be accepted’, together with very many other 

long words which invited radhi to peace. And the king of the ARABS having 

accepted the gifts, also sent an envoy with gifts and a letter, saying, ‘From 

'abd allah abul-'abbas radhi, the Head of the Faith, the Amir of the 

Faithful (or, Believers), to romanus, and constantinus, and stephanus, and 

constantinus, the Governors of the rhomaye. Peace! Behold, according 

to your request, we have accepted your gifts with love. And for the con¬ 

firmation of our peace with you, behold we also with gifts and with an 

ambassador pay you honours.’ 
And when romanus was reigning over the rhomaye, simyon, the Bul¬ 

garian, attacked Constantinople. And he burned and laid waste the 
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countries of tarki and Macedonia. And he encamped against adrianople 

and captured it. Then romanus with flattering words and gifts pacified 

him. Then simyon asked that he might see romanus the king, in order 

that [179] the peace might be more firmly established. And the king pre¬ 

pared a suitable spot at sea, and they met each other in boats and confirmed 

perfect love. And when there was a respite to the rhomaye from the west, 

they set their faces towards the east. And they went forth in the year 

twelve hundred and fifty-two (a.d. 941) and came to kaphartutha, and 

they took spoil from the whole country and departed. 

And in the year three hundred and twenty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 940), the 

sufferings of radhi, the king of the Arabs, increased, and he was unable to 

maintain his watch, sinan the physician, the son of tabith, treated him 

with great assiduity, but [the king] was in no way relieved. Now radh! had 

a turkaya slave, a eunuch, whose name was zirak, and he had authority 

over everything which belonged to the king; and in this year he fell sick 

and died. And the king was smitten with great grief; and he commanded 

that four hundred jars of priceless old wine should be emptied into the 

Tigris. And after a short time he himself died. 

After radhi, muthaki, the son of muktader, [ruled] three years and one 

month. In the year three hundred and twenty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 940), 

the year in which he [began] to reign, there was great scarcity of food in 

Baghdad. A kor of wheat was sold for one hundred and thirty gold dinars, 

and men ate berries and grass. And there came a terrible pestilence which 

was so deadly that a crowd of the dead were buried in one grave without 

prayer. And the river Tigris flooded [the country], and very many houses 

and palm groves were destroyed. 

And in the year twelve hundred and fifty-three of the Greeks (a.d. 942) 

the rhomaye again invaded cilicia, and they carried away captive fifteen 

thousand men from the country of hammush, and they burned the villages 

and departed. And the famine increased in Baghdad, and a kor of wheat 

was sold for two hundred and ten gold dinars, and the price of the kor 

mounted up until it became three hundred and seventeen gold dinars, and 

men ate the bodies of the dead. And the bridge in Baghdad was broken, 

and many people were drowned in the Tigris. And one year later the 

rhomaye came to maiperkat, and ’arzan, and nisibis, and they made 

many captives, and burnt the villages and departed. 

And in the year three hundred and thirty-one of the ARABS (a.d. 942), 

the king of the rhomaye sent an envoy to muthaki, king of the Arabs, 

demanding the mandila, i.e. napkin or face-covering which was in the 

church of edessa. Our Lord had drawn it across His face, and His likeness 

was impressed (or, outlined) on it, and He sent it [180] to ’abhgar [the 

king of edessa], who asked that he might see Him. And the king of the 

rhomaye promised that if it were given to him he would set free many of 
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the Arab prisoners who were with him. Then muthaki collected the scribes 

of their Faith and asked if the Law commanded [them] to give such a pre¬ 

text (or, occasion) as this to the Christians or not. And they replied, 

‘Although it is exceedingly right for us to be blessed by this face cloth, yet 

it is meet to give it to them because the Muslims are suffering, and are 

hungry and naked’. 

At this time a certain captain of the host whose name was tuzon 

obtained great power in Baghdad, and king muthaki feared him, and took 

his wives and his slaves and went up to calonicus, and he sat down there 

for some time. Then tuzon sent a message to him in which he blamed him 

[and asked him] why he had put himself so far away from his throne. 

And he swore an oath of fealty to him, and according to his nature flattered 

(or, cajoled) him. And muthaki rose up and came down to Baghdad. And 

when tuzon heard that he was coming by water, he collected his troops 

and went forth to meet the king; and he alighted [from his horse] and 

kissed the ground [at his feet] and walked before him on foot. And the 

king pressed him and made him mount his horse and ride. Then tuzon, 

with treachery ambushed in his heart, made a sign to his companions, and 

they surrounded the king and his escort. And before he could enter the 

palace they drew swords on him so that they could kill him if he would not 

abdicate voluntarily. And being in sore straits, he abdicated and testified 

openly that he had done so. And they brought him into the palace, and 

shut him up there. And they brought 'abd allah, the son of muktaf!, 

and made him king, and they nicknamed him‘mustakfi’(i.e. he for whom the 

Lord sufflceth). These things [took place] in the year three hundred and 

thirty-three of the arabs (a.d. 944). 

After muthaki, mustakfi, the son of muktafi, [ruled] one year and four 

months. And during the year in which he reigned, various peoples, the 

’alanaye, and the ’asklabhaye (sclavs), and the lagzaye, went forth and 

came to ’adhorbijan, and they captured the city, the name of which was 

barda'ah, and they killed therein about twenty thousand men and de¬ 

parted. And again the nobles conceived treachery concerning king mustakfi. 

And one day when he was sitting on his throne the nobles went in according 

to custom, and they kissed the ground, and they kissed his hand and stood 

up. And when their number was complete, one of them, he who had come 

in last, kissed the ground, and drew nigh to the king. And the king, thinking 

that he had come near him in order to kiss his hand, stretched out his hand 

to him. And the noble took it [181] and dragged him towards himself, and 

pulled him from his throne on to his face. And all the nobles gathered 

together about him, and they made him to go forth from the palace on foot, 

and they took him along and shut him up in the mansion of mu'izz 

ad-dawlah, the captain of the host. And they brought fadhil, the son of 

muktader, and made him king, and named him ‘muti'’. 
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After mustakfi, muti' the son of muktader ruled twenty-nine years and 
five months. When the nobles had seated this Khalifah on the throne, they 
brought mustakfi before him, and he saluted him and testified concerning 
his own abdication, and he was imprisoned in the palace. 

And in the year in which muti' began to reign, that is to say, the year 
three hundred and thirty-four of the Arabs (a.d. 945), two of his nobles 
quarrelled. The one was nasir ad-dawlah, the governor of mawsil, and 
the other was muTzz ab-dawlah, who had set muti' on the throne. And 
nasir came and seized the eastern side of baghdAd, and muTz the western 
side. Then muTz waxed powerful and he crossed over to the eastern side, 
and nasir fled in the direction of mawsil. And the citizens of that side, 
fearing the sword of muTz, set out forthwith to flee to mawsil, both men 
and women. And very many died on the road through thirst and exhaustion, 
especially among the women who were not accustomed to travel on foot. 
One woman, from among the daughters of the governors, was seen lying 
on the roadside dressed in rich apparel. And she had a bag (i.e. purse) in 
her hand, and she was crying out, ‘Behold four hundred dinars. Take them 
and give me a little water to drink.’ But never a man looked at her, neither 
did any man take the bag for nothing out of her hand, but every man was 
too much absorbed in effecting his own flight. Ten thousand, souls perished 
during this flight. And when muTz heard these things he proclaimed peace, 
and he sent out water for the fugitives and made them come back. And it 
is said that in [all] their lives the Babylonians had never seen such tribu¬ 
lation as on that day. 

It is said that there was in Baghdad at that time a certain man who was 
a diviner, and who used to declare things that were about to happen during 
times of delirium (in trances?). Days before this tribulation came he used 
to cry out in the bazars, saying, ‘O sons of Baghdad, teach your wives to go 
about without sandals, and make thou to get accustomed to want and 
misery, for tribulation is nigh’. And even so did it take place. 

And in that same year there was a great famine in Baghdad, [182] and a 
kor of wheat was sold for four hundred gold dinars, and a thousand litres 
of dates, according to the measure of Baghdad, for sixty dinars. And houses, 
and vineyards, and gardens were sold for joints of meat and cakes of bread. 
And men used to pick out the grains of barley from the dung of horses and 
asses and eat them. And many women were arrested and killed because 
they had roasted their babes in the oven and eaten them. And very many 
died during that famine, and [their bodies] were devoured by the dogs 
because there was no one to bury them. 

And in the year twelve hundred and sixty of the Greeks (a.d. 949), which 
is the year three hundred and thirty-seven of the Arabs (a.d. 948), the 
rhomaye sallied forth to the country of the arabs. And saif ad-dawlah, 
the Amir of emesa and aleppo, engaged them in battle, and the arabs were 
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broken. And the rhomaye took germaniki, which is mar'ash, and came 

to tarsos. And they killed, and looted, and departed. 

And in the year three hundred and thirty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 950) 

saif ad-dawlah collected thirty thousand soldiers, some were mounted 

and some went on foot, and they invaded the territory of the rhomaye, 

and captured great spoils. And when the Arab general went out, the 

rhomaye followed and overtook him, and they shut the gates of the forti¬ 

fications upon him, and killed and made prisoners of all the troops which 

were with him, and they brought back the spoil, saif ad-dawlah escaped 

with a few of his men, but he had lost all his people, and his horses, and his 

mules, and his treasures and possessions. 

And in this year that black stone which is in the mosque of makkah 

was brought back—now those who go [there] to pray are blessed by it— 

after [an absence of] twenty-three years. It was carried off by the kar- 

mataye, the tyrants who are in the South, and they sent it back in return 

for the fifty thousand dinars which were given to them. They brought it 

back broken in two pieces, and they tied them together with rods of silver; 

[so are they] to this day. And at this time there was a period of great 

abundance, and twenty litres of bread, according to Baghdad measure, were 

sold for one zuza. 

And in the year twelve hundred and sixty( ?)-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 

957), which is the year three hundred and forty-five of the Arabs (a.d. 956), 

the rhomaye went forth by sea to tarsos, and they burned very many 

villages, and slew one thousand eight hundred warriors of the Arabs, 

and departed. And after a little saif ad-dawlah collected an army and 

invaded the country of the rhomaye, and he took captives, and burned, 

and killed. And he came to ’adana, a city of cilicia, [183] and he sat down 

there for some days. And he strengthened and encouraged the Amir of 

tarsos not to be afraid of the rhomaye, and he left [that place] and came 

to aleppo. And the rhomaye went forth after him from another side, and 

they arrived at maiperkat, and they plundered and made captives of the 

people of that place, and they burned the villages and departed. 

And in the year three hundred and forty-six of the Arabs (a.d. 957) the 

locusts came in vast numbers, and they destroyed the crops. And a pesti¬ 

lence broke out among men, viz. the disease of strangulation. And it was 

so severe that a certain thief who was digging a hole in the wall of a house 

belonging to a wealthy man of Baghdad, died in the hole. And also a certain 

man was putting on his dark apparel so that he might go to judge in the 

hall of judgement; now he had put on one of his sandals, and he fell down 

and died before he could put on the other. And in the winter torrential 

rains came. And the Great Sea (Persian gulf ?) diminished, and it shrunk 

into itself for a distance of about three hundred cubits; and many rocks and 

islands were laid bare which had not been known before. And one year 
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later there was a terrible earthquake, and it destroyed many districts, and 

many were suffocated beneath the overthrow in the mountains of the 

dailomaye and kashan. And the rhomaye went forth as far as ’amid, and 

’arzan, and maiperkat, and they made themselves masters of many 

fortresses, that is to say citadels, and they killed one thousand five hundred 

souls. And after a few days the rhomaye also went forth to the quarter of 

aleppo, and saif ad-dawlah engaged them by daluk. And the rhomaye 

conquered, and they made prisoners of the relatives of saif ad-dawlah 

and his kinsfolk. And they killed many of the foot-soldiers of the Arabs, 

and only a very few of them escaped. And the rhomaye also captured 

samosata, and they burned it with fire. 

And in the year three hundred and forty-seven of the ARABS (a.d. 958), 

because nasir ad-dawlah, the Amir of mawsil, was careless and did not 

wish to send the tribute of silver to Baghdad, muTzz ad-dawlah, the Amir, 

that is to say, captain of the host of Baghdad, came against him. Then 

nasir fled to nisibis, to which place muTzz ad-dawlah pursued him; nasir 

fled to maiperkat, and there also he was not able to sit down, but he fled 

to aleppo, and he took refuge with his brother haif (sic) ad-dawlah. Now 

he received him with great affection, and he abased himself to such a degree 

that he used to pull off with his own hands the sandals (or, shoes) of his 

brother nasir ad-dawlah. [184] 

And in the year three hundred and forty-eight of the ARABS (a.d. 959) 

the rhomaye made prisoners of mahammad, the son of nasir ad-dawlah, 

and certain of his slaves from the region of aleppo, and also ’abu al-haitam, 

the captain of the host, and his slaves from the town of kaphartutha. 

And they came also to the country of tarsos, and they killed many and took 

prisoners. And they captured the fortress of HARONiA, and they killed the 

men who were therein, and they made captives of the women and children, 

and destroyed the fortress. 

And in that year, which was the year twelve hundred and seventy-two 

of the Greeks (a.d. 961), king Constantine died, and his son romanus 

became king. This king paid great honour to the Senate and to the nobles, 

and he showed magnanimity to every man. And in that year he sent 

iwanni (joannes), who is shumushkin (zimiscen), the captain of the host, 

and nicephorus domasticus to the country of the arabs. And they set out 

and arrived as far as ’amid, where they killed about one hundred fighting 

men (or, combatants), and made prisoners of thirty souls, and then they 

burnt the crops and departed. 

Then saif ad-dawlah, the Amir of aleppo, collected thirty thousand 

[men], and he went in and came as far as karshena, and he captured great 

spoil. And when he wished to go out the rhomaye shut the gates of the 

fortifications, and he and only three hundred of his slaves were able to 

escape. And the rhomaye killed the rest and made prisoners, and brought 
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back the spoil. And they inherited the horses, and armour, and treasures 

of SAIF ad-dawlah, who is bar hamdan. And at this time, of the renowned 

men (or, men of name) who were with him were killed hamid bar-namus, 
musa-saya khan, and kadhi ’abu husain. And in this year immense 

numbers of locusts appeared in the country of mawsil, and there came 

scarcity and a kor of wheat was sold for two thousand two hundred zuzey 

and a kor of barley for eight hundred zuze. And many people fled to Syria 
and Baghdad, and the Christians [fled] to the cities on the seashore. And 

in that year was built the holy church in Tripoli in the name of the glorious 

mar behnam, the Martyr. 

And in the year [185] three hundred and forty-nine of the ARABS (a.d. 
960), when the Egyptians who had gone to pray at makkah were returning, 

they encamped in the bed of a brook in which water had not flowed for a 

long time. And during the night, whilst they were sleeping, a flood of 

water poured down upon them all, and it swept them and all their posses¬ 

sions out into the Great Sea, and they all perished. 

And in this year about two hundred thousand tents (i.e. families) of the 

turkaye who were in the East became Muslims, and entered the Faith of the 

arabs. And in the year three hundred and fifty of the Arabs (a.d. 961), a 
great host of arabs went forth from antioch to tarsos, and the rhomaye 
who were in ambush fell upon them, and slew some of them, and the 

remainder—a very large crowd—they carried off as prisoners. And the 

arabs were greatly enraged. And naga, a slave of saif ad-dawlah, invaded 

the territory of the rhomaye from the quarter of maiperkat. And he cap¬ 

tured much spoil and two thousand men, and he bound five hundred of 

them with chains and took [them] out with him. 

And in the year twelve hundred and seventy-four of the Greeks (a.d. 
963), which is the year three hundred and fifty-one of the arabs (a.d. 962), 

nicephorus domasticus came with one hundred and sixty thousand horse¬ 

men to Cilicia, and he encamped against ’anazarba, and made fierce war 

upon it. And the arabs who were inside it, despairing of any help coming 

to them, demanded a word (i.e. guarantee of safety) for their lives and 

possessions, so that they might make the fortress to surrender; [this they 

did] the more readily when they saw that those who were on the side of 

the mountain were near to breach the walls. Then nicephorus gave them 

the pledge, and they opened the fortress to him. And when he went in 

and saw that they had very nearly opened it with the sword, without any 

labour, he repented that he had given them the pledge. And he com¬ 

manded that all the people should be gathered together at the Mosque, and 

that the man who would not go in—his blood would be on his own head. 

Then on the following morning the footmen who were with him entered 

the city, and every one they found in the house and in the street they killed, 

men, and women, and children. And he collected all the armour that was 
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in the city, now there were found therein forty thousand tarpanse, that is to 

say, coats of mail, besides great numbers of swords and bows. And they 

cut down forty thousand palm trees. And he commanded that those who 

were in the Mosque should go forth whithersoever they pleased, and that 

he who remained there until the evening should be killed. And they went 

forth, [186] crushing each other as they fought their way out, and very many 

died through being trampled to death—men and women, and children 

alike. And others of them died on the roads, and the remainder did not 

know where to go. Then nicephorus destroyed the Mosque, and he threw 

down the two walls of the city and the large buildings. And he remained 

twenty and two days in cilicia, and he captured fifty-four fortresses, some 

with sword, and some by surrender. 

It is said that in one of the fortresses, whose masters had received the 

pledge [of safety], and who had handed the fortress over to him, when the 

Arab women were going out certain Armenians were stirred up by their 

passions and attacked them. And the spirit of jealousy seized their hus¬ 

bands, and they drew [their] swords. Then nicephorus domastikus was 

angry with the Arabs who had drawn [their] swords, and they killed four 

hundred men and very many women. 

And because the ’arba'in fast (i.e. the Forty-days Fast, or Lent) arrived, 

nicephorus and those who were with him marched to caesarea, meaning to 

come back after the Fast. Then the captain of the host of the Arabs who 

were in tarsos collected four thousand [men] and marched against the 

rhomaye, and he was defeated and killed, he and all the ARABS who were 

with him, also his brother bar-rebab, the captain of the host of tarsos. 

And the rhomaye again invaded cilicia, and they captured the fortress of 

sis, and they placed guards in it and also in the other garrisons, and they 

left and marched against aleppo. And saif ad-dawlah went forth and 

engaged the rhomAye, and was defeated, and all the sons of hamdAn were 

killed. And saif ad-dAwlAh himself, together with a few men, fled and 

escaped. And [nicephorus] domasticus himself captured his palace 

which was outside the city wall, and he took therefrom three hundred and 

ninety talents of silver, and two thousand four hundred mules, and an 

incalculable quantity of armour and weapons. And he burnt the palace 

and encamped against the city. And he made a breach in the wall, and the 

rhomaye went in and made a great slaughter therein, until they were 

exhausted. And they found therein one thousand two hundred rhomAy£ 

men who were prisoners, and they released them. And they took captive 

more than ten thousand youths and maidens, and a very great booty, as 

much as they could carry away, and the rest they burnt in the fire. And 

they came upon tanks which were full of olive oil, and they poured water 

into them until all the oil floated up to the top and ran out, and it spread 

all over the ground and was wasted. And they swept away the Mosques. 
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And the rhomaye remained there for nine days [187] destroying [every- 

thing]. 

And when they wished to march on, the son of the sister of King 

romanus, who was with nicephorus, objected (or, resisted) and said, ‘We 

will not march on until we have opened (i.e. conquered) the Citadel’. 

Then nicephorus, because he was unable to resist him, said, ‘Behold, the 

Citadel is before thee; go, capture it’. And when the son of the sister of 

the king drew nigh to breach the wall, [the people inside it] cast upon him 

the stone from the cavity which was above the gate; and when the stone 

reached him he turned his face to flee. And those who were inside opened 

the gate of the Citadel, and a certain man of dailom, whose name was 

basha, pursued him and thrust a spear between his shoulders, and made it 

to come out from his breast and killed him. And those who were with 

him turned back, and they took up his dead body and carried it to nice¬ 

phorus. Then he, in order that the blood of the son of the king’s sister might 

be avenged, cut off the heads of twelve hundred men of the Arabs whom he 

held as prisoners; and he departed and went to the territory of the 

RHOMAYE. 

Now in the villages of aleppo he destroyed nothing whatsoever, but he 

commanded the farmer-folk saying, ‘Ye shall not neglect the tillage of the 

fields, because this land hath become ours, and after a short time we shall 

return to you’. And at that time also one thousand men, who were Armenian 

foot-soldiers, invaded the district of edessa, and they captured one thousand 

sheep and five hundred oxen and ten men of the Arabs and departed. 

In these times the rhomaye, having gained the mastery over the Arabs, 

took captives and spoil and advanced as far as greater Armenia ; and they 

left and departed. Now, all the Armenians being afraid that vengeance 

would be taken upon them by the ARABS because they were Christians, fled 

to the frontier of the rhomaye; and the rhomaye gave them sebastia of 

Cappadocia, and they multiplied there exceedingly. And they distributed 

them also in the fortresses which were in cilicia, and which they took 

from the Arabs. And in all the wars [waged] by the rhomaye the foot- 

soldiers of the Armenians marched, and they aided them greatly. 

And when nicephorus and his armies of the rhomaye returned from 

aleppo, and came to simnadu, the report of the death of King romanus 

reached them. And all the nobles held the same opinion as shumushkin, 

and they proclaimed nicephorus domasticus king in the year twelve hun¬ 

dred and seventy-five of the Greeks [188] (a.d. 964). And they made 

SHUMUSHKiN domasticus, and sent him to fight with the arabs, and he went 

to Constantinople, and was confirmed in the kingdom. Then shumushkin 

domasticus marched against mopsuestia, and he encamped against it for 

seven days. And although he made more than sixty breaches in the wall 

thereof, he was not able to go into it, but he wasted with fire its surrounding 
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land, and the districts of ’adana and tarsos. And the rhomaye fell upon 

the five thousand men who came from tarsos to the help of the sons of the 

desert waste and killed them all, and they left and departed. 

And there was a great famine in cilicia, and a great many of the people 

of the Arabs left and fled to Damascus. And there was also a severe famine 

in aleppo, and in harran, and in edessa. And after a year the domasticus 

came again to cilicia, and he sat down in the open desert for three months; 

he was unable to capture it, but he laid tribute upon it. And they departed 

because of the sickness and pestilence which had fallen upon his troops. 

And in the year twelve hundred and seventy-six of the Greeks (a.d. 965), 

which is the year three hundred and fifty-four of the ARABS (a.d. 965), 

nicephorus the king went forth from Constantinople, and he came and 

sat down in caesarea of Cappadocia. And the sons of tarsos and the men 

of the desert sent [a letter] to him saying that they would be subject unto 

him, and [asking] him to send some one of his own to reign over them. 

He replied, ‘Now that ye are in despair about help reaching you from the 

Arabs, and now that ye have eaten dead dogs because of the famine, and 

the pestilence also is making an end of you, ye would become subject unto 

me until such time as ye can become strong and rebel against me. For you, 

as far as I am concerned, there is nothing but the sword.’ And having 

burnt their letter on the head of their ambassador, he also singed his beard, 

and drove him away. It is said that three hundred biers with dead bodies 

upon them went forth from tarsos daily. 

Then nicephorus the king collected his troops and went and encamped 

on the uncultivated land (or, the desert), and he captured it on the Sabbath, 

on the thirteenth day of the month of rajab of this year of the ARABS, and 

he made there great slaughter. And he took prisoners two hundred thou¬ 

sand people, men, and women, and children, and he sent them to the country 

of the rhomaye. And he came and encamped against tarsos. And when 

the people thereof were supplicating him, with groans and sighs, not to kill 

them, [and were promising] to open [189] to him the gates, his heart be¬ 

came sad, and he gave them the word (i.e. pledge of safety) concerning their 

lives and possessions. And when he went into the city he paid honour to 

the nobles of the ARABS who were therein, and brought them to his table. 

And he commanded them to take away everything they possibly could of 

their possessions and armour, and he sent them to antioch. And those 

who did not wish to go to antioch, but to the other towns of the arabs, in 

like manner he sent them wheresoever they wished to go. And he appointed 

three Patricians to keep guard over them, and he permitted no man to do 

them an injury. And they cut off the hands and the noses of certain 

Armenians who dared to put forth their hands against any men of the arabs, 

and he flogged them severely. He sent out envoys on all the road[s], and 

urged [them to take care] that the arabs might arrive where their companions 
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were in good care. He made the Mosque of tarsos into a stable for his 

horses, and he established in tarsos a certain Patrician with five thousand 

horsemen, and he appointed another Patrician over the uncultivated lands. 

And tarsos was [re]built, and was exceedingly prosperous, and the supply 

of food therein was so abundant that twelve litres of bread were sold for 

one zuza. And many of her citizens returned to tarsos, and some of them 

were baptized and became Christians; others remained in their Faith, but 

all their children were baptized. 

And after a year nicephorus the king came and encamped against ’amid, 

and he was unable to capture it. And he went and encamped against 

’antiakh (sic) again, and he made war on it for many days, and in this 

case also he was unable to cope with its strength; but he laid waste the 

villages and the gardens which were round about it and departed. And 

after a year saif ad-dawlah, the Amir of Aleppo, died in samara. And 

muTzz ad-dawlah, the Amir of Baghdad, died by the disease of diarrhoea, 

and Tzz ad-dawlah, his son, succeeded him. 

And in that year, which was the year three hundred and fifty-six of the 

Arabs (a.d. 966), whilst nasir ad-dawlah, the Amir of mawsil, was sleeping 

on his bed, his son abu taghlib seized him, and sent him away and had 

him shut up in the Citadel of kawashi. And he appointed as keepers over 

him sanih, the Kurd, and another eunuch, whom he drove away many 

times, and he commanded the two of them that they were never to let 

nasir ad-dawlah know the news about anything which happened. There¬ 

fore when [190] he asked for news of his sons, and of his eldest son who 

had shut him up, they said to him, ‘Dost thou want to eat? Dost thou 

want to drink? For anything more than this never ask us.’ It is said that 

when they were taking him over the bridge he roused himself up and saw 

the Tigris and said, ‘Do ye wish to drown me?’ And they replied, ‘Nay, 

but we are taking thee to kawashi’. And he said, ‘This was in my mind, 

that I might shut up my son there, but he has anticipated me in the matter’. 

And abu taghlib undertook to send to Baghdad the tribute which his 

father used to send, and Tzz ad-dawlah, the Amir of Baghdad, agreed. And 

in the place of saif ad-dawlah, the Amir of aleppo and emesa, sat his son 

abu ad-ma'ali. 

And in the year twelve hundred and seventy-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 968), 

which is the year three hundred and fifty-seven of the Arabs (a.d. 967), 

certain men of khorasan, together with three thousand of the Arabs of 

antioch, invaded the territory of Cappadocia. And forty thousand of the 

rhomaye engaged them in battle, and slew very many of the khorasanians 

and the antiochians, and they made many of them prisoners. Then the 

Arabs who were in antioch killed the Patriarch of the chalcedonians, 

and they destroyed many of the churches of antioch. And the rhomaye 

went forth also to serugh, and they made three hundred Arabs prisoners 
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and captured much cattle, and departed. And in that year nasir ad-dawlah 

died in the prison of kawashi, and he was brought to the Hill of Repentance 

(Nabi Yunis?) which is opposite to mawsil, and buried there, and all his 

children walked barefooted before his bier. In this year there were found 

by abu al-cala sulaiman, the son of wahab, the son of sofyan, a lawyer 

and Christian of Baghdad, three hundred and fifty thousand zuze in the 

possession of a money-changer. And there were twelve thousand pots of 

wine in his house. They mulcted him of one hundred and forty thousand 

white (zuze) and left him. 

And in this year dissension fell between the khorasanites who were in 

antioch, and the arabs who were natives of antioch. And the rhomaye 

came and carried away captive from the country of antioch twelve thou¬ 

sand people, men and women, and youths and maidens. 

And after one year, that is to say the year twelve hundred and eighty of 

the Greeks (a.d. 969), the rhomaye came to kaphartutha, and they carried 

off eight hundred people and a vast amount of spoil. And they went to 

emesa and they found it emptied of [191] (or, evacuated by) its inhabitants, 

and they set fire to it and departed. And in that year there was scarcity in 

Baghdad, and a kor of wheat was sold for ninety gold dinars; and vast 

numbers of locusts appeared in mawsil. And after a little [time] nice- 

phorus, the king of the rhomaye, came, and he encamped against antioch. 

And from there he went to Tripoli, and he burnt down all the buildings 

that were outside the city. And he went and captured the strong citadel of 

gaza, and he took from it a great quantity of material. And he came and 

encamped between emesa and aleppo, and he remained there two months 

taking captives and looting, and there was no man who could resist him. 

One hundred thousand prisoners, youths and maidens, were counted with 

him, for he took neither old man nor old woman; of these some he killed 

and some of them he left. And had it not been for the pestilence which 

fell on the rhomaye he would have captured both aleppo and antioch. 

His face was set towards Jerusalem, but he was unable to go [there], 

because the [troops] who were with him were exhausted by the great 

slaughter which they had made, and by the excessive weight of the spoil 

which they had taken. 

And in the year twelve hundred and eighty-one of the Greeks (a.d. 970), 

which is the year three hundred and fifty-nine of the arabs (a.d. 969), the 

rhomaye made secret arrangements with the Christians of the Citadel of 

luka, which is in the neighbourhood of antioch, that is to say, they were 

to go into antioch and pretend that they were afraid of the rhomaye and 

had fled [there]. And they were to dwell therein until the army of the 

rhomaye came to antioch, when they were to help the rhomaye from 

inside to conquer the city. And the Christians having done this, two months 

later the brother of nicephorus the king came with forty thousand rhomaye, 
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and they surrounded the wall of antioch. And the men of the Citadel of 

l£fka gave them help from the side by the mountain, and the rhomaye 

went into antioch and captured it. And after the great slaughter which 

they made they set on one side the old men and the old women, and those 

who were not full grown, and they said to them, ‘Get ye gone whithersoever 

ye please’. And they took the fully grown men and women, and the young 

men, who were more in number than twenty thousand souls, and they sent 

them into the territory of the rhomaye. And they also sent ten thousand 

horsemen to aleppo, and the men of aleppo undertook to give to the rho¬ 

maye annually a fixed tribute. And the rhomaye took from them eight 

persons as hostages and departed. 

At this time, King nicephorus having triumphed greatly in the war, [192] 

and being king over all the cities of cilicia, and over antioch and Syria, 

the fear of him fell over all Arabdom (or, the Muslim world). He became 

haughty and bore himself arrogantly, and he took to wife Queen theophana, 

the wife of King romanus, although she wished it not. And this did not 

suffice for him; but he wanted to make eunuchs of her two sons, basil and 

Constantine, in order that [the possibility of] their succession [to the 

throne] might be done away, and the royal line be continued through him. 

When theophana understood his intention she was sorely grieved for her 

sons. And she made a secret pact with shumushkin the domasticus, and 

she brought him and certain strong men disguised as women into the church 

of the palace on the night of the Nativity. And she informed nicephorus 

that she had invited some of her kinswomen to pass the night with her in 

the church in order to enjoy converse with them. And so when she knew 

that he was sunk deep in slumber, she brought in upon him shumushkin 

and those who were with him, and they killed him on his bed and more 

than seventy men of the guards who kept the gate of the palace. Now we 

have discovered the cause of the murder of nicephorus in accurate books. 

The cause assigned by the blessed mar Michael, on the authority of 

Ignatius of melitene [is this]: she killed him because he was not faithful 

[to her] in marriage. There was no pretence on her part, because not even 

after nicephorus was killed did she consort with men, not even with shu¬ 

mushkin, who reigned after nicephorus, or any other man. 

And in the year three hundred and sixty of the Arabs (a.d. 970), two Arabs 

who had been killed during the night were found in the Mosque which was 

near the Nestorian Monastery of Michael which is in mawsil. And abu 

taghlib, the son of nasir ad-dawlah, fined the Christians of mawsil one 

hundred and twenty thousand zuze. 

And in the year three hundred and sixty-two of the Arabs (a.d. 972) the 

domasticus and an army of the rhomaye invaded the city of nisibis, and 

he made a great slaughter therein. And he remained [there for] twenty-two 

days, taking captives, and looting, and laying waste the country. And when 
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he wished to march against ’amid, the captain of the host therein, whose 

name was hazarmard, sent to abu taghlib, governor of mawsil, [for help], 

and he sent to him a large army with his brother. And they attacked the 

rhomaye, and the Arabs conquered and captured the domasticus; and 

they sent him as a prisoner to [193] mawsil, and the rhomaye fled. And 

abu taghlib showed many kindnesses to the domasticus, so that he might 

strengthen [his] friendship with the rhomaye. 

Now it came to pass that a virulent boil broke out on the domasticus 

and he died there. And in that year, when the people of Baghdad heard of 

the pillage and slaughter which had taken place in nisibis, they became 

greatly exasperated, and they made a great revolt against the Khalifah, who 

was [called] muti'. And they jeered at him and mocked him as being one 

who avoided fighting on behalf of the Arabs, and they shot arrows at him 

in his palace and at his servants. And certain men of name (i.e. distin¬ 

guished men) went to the Amir Tzz ad-dawlah, who had gone to kufah, and 

they urged him to send an army against the rhomaye. 

And in the year three hundred and sixty-three of the ARABS (a.d. 973) the 

disease of paralysis attacked muti', the king of the Arabs, that is to say the 

Khalifah, and his tongue became heavy, and his power to move ceased. 

Therefore a certain noble of Baghdad, whose name was sabuktakin, forced 

him to abdicate, and he handed over the kingdom to his son who was called 

tai'. And in this year died tabith, the physician, the son of sinan, the son 

of tabith the pagan of harran. This man wrote a famous chronological 

history of the Arabs from the year two hundred and ninety of the Arabs 

(a.d. 902) to the end of his days. And had it not been for him a very great 

number of the deeds and acts of the Arab kings would have been forgotten 

and lost in oblivion. But he preserved [the memory] of them, and they 

have been handed down by the writers of histories who have arisen since 

his time. 

After muti', tai' [ruled] seventeen years and nine months. When this 

Khalifah [began to] reign, he magnified sabuktakin who had made him 

king, and he nicknamed him ‘nasir ad-dawlah’. And strife fell on the 

people because the Sunnite Arabs and the turkaye took the side of 

sabuktakin and the Shi'ah Arabs and the dailomites took the side of 

'izz ad-dawlah. And very many were killed between them, and great 

palaces were captured. And in the year three hundred and sixty-four of 

the Arabs (a.d. 974), which is the year twelve hundred and eighty-six of 

the Greeks (a.d. 975), ’iwanni (joannes), the king of the rhomaye, who is 

shumushkin, went forth and made himself master of emesa and b'elbak 

(baalbek). And when he wished to go to Damascus bar-zaiath (zawath), 

one of the Arab nobles of Syria, wrote to al-pethgan, the governor of 

Damascus, and advised him not to oppose the king of the rhomaye [194] 

because he was incapable of resisting his power. Thereupon al-pethgan 
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was persuaded by his advice and he sent to shumushkin and promised that 

he would be subject to him, and he undertook to pay [annually] a tribute 

of three hundred thousand zuze; and shumushkin the king agreed to this 

arrangement. 

And when shumushkin drew nigh to Damascus, al-petiigan went out to 

meet him, and he alighted on his feet and kissed the ground in front of him 

very many times. And the king rejoiced that al-pethgan was in this state 

of mind, and he made him remount his horse, and paid him honour, and 

he commanded him to canter on in front of him, and to exhibit his skill as 

a horseman. And al-pethgan having done so, the king praised him, and 

again al-pethgan alighted and kissed the ground. And shumushkin made 

him remount his horse, and remitted to him one year’s tribute; and again 

al-pethgan alighted and kissed the ground. And the king demanded from 

him the horse on which he had cantered and caracolled, and his armour 

and his spear. Then al-pethgan offered him these things together with 

other objects and perfumes, and also twenty horses and a large number of 

spears. And the king accepted that horse only and one spear only, and he 

returned the remainder and gave him thanks. And he arrayed al-pethgan 

in rich apparel, and gave him jewellery and vessels of silver and mules. 

And shumushkin left and went to sidon. And the inhabitants sallied 

forth to tender their submission to him, and they presented offerings to 

him. And he left them and went and attacked bairuth (berut), and he 

opened (i.e. conquered) it with the sword and carried off spoil from it. 

And he went and attacked gabbala (jebel, or, byblus), and the inhabitants 

thereof showing themselves to be rebellious, he took that city also with the 

sword and carried off spoil. And he left and went to tarsos. And there 

the sister of Queen theophana gave him drink with deadly poison in it, 

and he became seriously ill; and he marched to the royal city, where he 

died, after he had reigned four years. This king was extremely strenuous 

in his military duties. He was powerfully built in his body, and courageous 

in spirit, and victorious in wars. During his reign he showed magnanimity 

to every man, and he set the prisoners free, and he built the great church 

in Constantinople, and subjugated many cities and countries. And the 

nobles and all the people mourned his death greatly. 

And after him basil and Constantine, the sons of romanus the king, 

reigned fifty-eight years, and they were on affectionate terms with each 

other. And because basil possessed greater strength than his brother, 

Constantine established him in the royal city, and he was engaged con¬ 

tinually in fighting wars [195] against the ARABS. 

And in the year three hundred and sixty-seven of the ARABS (a.d. 977), 

the river Tigris rose twenty cubits above the normal [height], and the 

waters poured down into the wells (cesspools ?) and drains (or, sewers) of 

Baghdad. And the people sat in boats by night and by day, and many large 
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buildings collapsed. And the two brothers who were reigning over the 

rhomaye appointed as domasticus a man whose name was wardos. And 

straightway he rebelled against them, and he wished to establish his own 

sovereignty over the countries which the rhomaye had taken from the 

Arabs. And he sent an envoy to his brother "adhad ad-dawlah, an Amir 

of Baghdad, [asking him] to help him, and to take care that he was confirmed 

in the kingdom of the rhomaye in the East, and [promising that] he would 

be in subjection to the Arabs all the time of his life. 

Then the kings basil and Constantine also sent envoys, and they ex¬ 

horted [them] not to accept the words of the rebel. "adhad ad-dawlah 

decided in his mind that it was meet to help the kings and not the rebel, 

nevertheless he showed affection outwardly for his brother the rebel, and 

he promised to help him in everything [possible]. Then when the kings of 

the rhomaye sent an army against the rebels, wardos with confidence 

went to the frontier of the Arabs together with a few men, and sent [a 

letter] to 'adhad ad-dawlah [asking him] to send him an army. And 

'adhad ad-dawlah, having made him confident, sent secretly to the nobles 

of the Arabs, and seized the rebel and his brother, and those who were with 

him. And they were brought to Baghdad and shut up in prison there for 

a long time. 

And in the year three hundred and seventy-two of the Arabs (a.d. 982) 

'adhad ad-dawlah, Amir of Baghdad, died. In his time there flourished 

'ali, the son of "abbas, the physician. He it was who compiled the king 

book (or, Kingly, i.e. Royal Book) under the name of this man. For the 

Amirs who commanded with the Khalifah in Baghdad were called ‘kings’. 

And at this time also there lived in khorasan, ’abu sahel masihi, an ex¬ 

cellent physician who composed the famous book ma mimre (i.e. One 

Hundred Discourses), and there are also other books to his [name]. And 

he was the Rabbeh of a princely old man. And masihi went forth from 

this world when he was forty years old, and his brother samsam ad-dawlah 

rose up in his place. 

And in the year three hundred and seventy-three of the ARABS (a.d. 983) 

there was a famine in Baghdad, and a kor of wheat was sold for four 

thousand [196] and eighty zuze> and a kor of barley for two thousand and 

forty zuze, and many people perished of hunger. And in the year three 

hundred and seventy-six of the Arabs (a.d. 986), when the Khalifah tai" was 

sitting upon his throne according to the custom of the Khalifahs, samsam ad- 

dawlah, the governor, went in to cry ‘Peace’ upon him; and he kissed the 

ground and stood upon the right-hand side of the throne, and all the [other] 

nobles went in and did likewise. And the poets also went in, and they 

praised samsam more than all the [other] nobles in their measures of praise. 

Now when the nobles saw that things were thus, one of them whose name 

was sharaf ad-dawlah concocted a secret plan with the other nobles, and 
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they seized samsAm ad-dAwlAh in secret, and sent him to one of the 

fortresses of Persia, and shut him up in it, and treated him with kohl; and 

sharaf ad-dawlah rose up in his place. In these times the name and the 

title [of king] only belonged to the kings of the ARABS, that is to say, the 

khulafa; but the whole of the Government, and the Army, and the 

Treasury were administered by these Persian nobles. 

And in the year three hundred and seventy-eight of the Arabs (a.d. 988), 

sharaf ad-dawlah collected the philosophers who were in the dominion 

of the Arabs, and he built an observatory for the observation of the motions 

of the stars. And he constructed instruments which recorded their courses 

in degrees and circles of brass, even as mAmon had done in his days, and 

he appointed ’abu sahel yahyAh, the son of rustAm the turian, to direct 

the work. And in this year, in the months of tammuz (july) and ’Ab 
(august), scorching winds blew from the South, and many people fell down 

on the roads and died suddenly in baghdAd, and especially the sailors on 

the rivers (or, canals) of babylon. 
And in the year three hundred and seventy-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 989) 

sharaf ad-dawlah died, and after him rose up ’abu nasr as captain of the 

hosts. 

And in the year three hundred and eighty of the Arabs (a.d. 990), when 

fAziz, the Khalifah of Egypt and all Syria, was ruling, he appointed an 

Egyptian Christian, a man whose name was *!sA, the son of nestorius, to 

be his Great Proximus. He was an excellent man, and learned in the craft 

of the lawyers, and he amassed great wealth in the Royal Treasury. And 

he also appointed in Syria another lawyer, a jew, whose name was manasseh, 
the son of kazArA (kazAzA). And these two dismissed the Arab lawyers, 

and appointed Christians and jews in their stead. Then a certain Arab 

lawyer gave a large sum of money [197] to a certain poor woman, who was 

swift in her movements (i.e. swift to understand). And he wrote a little 

document and gave it to her, [and arranged with her] to stand where the 

Khalifah was going to pass, and she was to cry out and pretend that she 

was an injured woman, and to thrust out the paper [to him]. And when 

they took the paper from her, she was not to stand there any longer, so 

that she might not be found there. Now he wrote in the document thus: 

‘God hath exalted the horn of the Christians in [the person of] fisA, the 

son of nestorius, and that of the jews in [the person of] manasseh, the son 

of kazara, and He hath humbled the Arabs in thy person. I adjure thee to 

investigate my wrong.’ When she had done this, and 'aziz had read these 

words and perceived their import, they inquired for the woman, but she 

was not to be found. And fAziz was angry and imprisoned 'isA and 

manasseh. And because 'isA was beloved by all the dwellers in the palace, 

the daughter of King fAziz begged him from her father, and he gave three 

hundred thousand dinars to the king, and he reappointed him to his position. 
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And at this time the men of tagrith, being oppressed by the taxes im¬ 

posed by unjust landlords, went forth from their city and distributed 

themselves in foreign districts. And wherever they came they built churches 

and monasteries, and they beautified the temples. Among these [people] 

were the three honourable brethren who were called ‘the sons of ’abu 

'imran’, and they came and dwelt in melitene. And they built in it 

churches and nunneries, and outside it they built monasteries for monks 

and anchorites. And on every Friday they distributed alms among the 

poor from dawn until noon. And the king of the rhomaye was jealous of 

them, and he compelled them to strike royal darics [at their own expense] 

for one year; and they did so, and their wealth was not diminished. And 

King basil himself was in need, and he came to their gate and begged a 

loan from them. And when they saw him they fell down and did homage 

to him, and they gave him one hundred kantmare (centenarii) of gold. 

And he paid them back again because he was an upright man. And on 

another occasion when the turkaye plundered the country of melitene, 

the old man ’abu salim, the eldest brother who had come from daira, was 

also there, and he was captured with the spoil. And when the turkaye 

said to him, ‘Buy thyself, for thou art rich’. He replied, ‘If ye were selling 

all the spoil which ye have taken I could buy it’. And the turkaye laughed 

and said to him, ‘How much wilt thou give ?’ And he said, ‘For every soul 

five dinars'. And the turkaye said [198] to him, ‘We have sold’, and having 

given to him the word, he sent and brought gold, and paid it, and redeemed 

the prisoners, who were about fifteen thousand [in number]. We write 

these things of the small matters in order that it may be known how extra¬ 

ordinary prosperous these people of ours were in olden time, and to what a 

state of misery they have come. 

And in this year the Amir ’abu nasr was taken, and the Amir and captain 

of the host baha ad-dawlah rose in his place. When this man grew old 

he coveted the riches of the Khalifah tai', and he plotted secretly with the 

dailomites, and one day, whilst tai' was sitting on his throne, they swept 

him from it, and rolled him up in the carpet which was under him. And 

they imprisoned him and took from him a written statement of his abdica¬ 

tion. And they brought ’abu al-'abbas ’ahmad, the son of Isaac, the son 

of muktader, and made him king in the year three hundred and eighty-one 

of the Arabs (a.d. 991), and they gave him the name of ‘kader’. 

After TAif, kader [ruled] forty-one years and three months. In the year 

three hundred and eighty-two of the Arabs (a.d. 992), which is the year 

thirteen hundred and four of the Greeks (a.d. 993), the rhomaye reigned 

over khalat and minazgerd (malazgerd ?), and ’argish. Then ’abu 'ali, 

the captain of the host of the Armenians, undertook to give tribute to the 

rhomaye, and basil the king assented and left Armenia in his hands, and 

he made an agreement [of peace] for ten years. At this time went forth the 
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great mob of the Armenians who were called ‘sina karimaye’ (sanhiri- 

bhaye ?), that is to say, descendants of Sennacherib, and they handed over 

their citadels to basil, king of the rhomaye. And he gave them in exchange 

sebastia and Cappadocia, and Armenian Patricians lived therein. And 

from that place they spread about in all Cappadocia, and cilicia, and 

Syria. It is said that when adramelech and sharezer killed Sennacherib 

their father, they fled to the mountains of kardu, and that they were 

mingled with the Armenians. And from this [incident] the Armenians 

have acquired this cognomen—that they are to be called ‘sanhiribites’. 

At this time sa'd ad-dawlah, the Amir of aleppo, having fallen sick, 

died, He commanded that his son ’abu AL-FADHA’iL should stand in his 

place, and that lulu, the captain of the host, should be his administrator. 

Then 'aziz, Khalifah of Egypt, desired greatly to reign over aleppo, and 

to have the mastery over its treasures. And he sent his servant mangutakin 

with thirty thousand horsemen against aleppo. Now lulu [199] did not 

see that he could obtain any help from the men of Baghdad, and he took 

refuge with the rhomaye. And he sent an envoy to basil the king, and he 

humbled himself and asked help from him; and basil sent him fifty thou¬ 

sand [men], some horsemen, and some footmen. And whilst the army of 

the rhomaye were encamped on the river orontes, that is the 'As!, which 

[floweth] by the side of antioch, the troops of the Egyptians made haste, 

and went and crossed the river, and they attacked the rhomaye and de¬ 

feated them; and they returned and encamped against aleppo. Then lulu 

acted cunningly, and he bribed mangutakin with a large amount of gold. 

And mangutakin left him and went back to Damascus, and he wrote to 

'Aziz, saying, ‘the troops who were with me have perished through hunger, 

therefore I have come to Damascus’, and [he added] that when he was 

strong again he would return. 

Then 'aziz was furiously angry, the more so because he believed secretly 

that mangutakin had not come to Damascus because things were thus 

(i.e. as he described them), but only that he might enjoy himself, because 

he was only a youth and did not as yet possess the hairs of puberty (i.e. he 

had not reached manhood). For this reason 'aziz dismissed him, and 

appointed a certain rudbarya to be captain of the host in his stead; and he 

sent him to [attack] aleppo again. And he began to buy wheat for the 

troops [and bring it] from Alexandria by sea, and he stored two hundred 

thousand measures (kepize) of wheat and barley in the Citadel of apamea. 

And [the soldiers] marched twenty-five parasangs from aleppo to that 

place and took fodder (or, hay) for their horses. And they sat down by 

aleppo for thirteen months, and they built for themselves baths, and shops, 

and lodging-houses. And the famine waxed very severe in the city. It is 

said that lulu used to buy [wheat] at the rate of three dinars the kepiza, 

and sell it again to the inhabitants of the city for one dinar, so that they 
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should not suffer overmuch. And he also devised a plan and again sent 

an envoy to King basil, and he said unto him, ‘If we do not overtake him 

with a great army, behold these [troops] will gain the mastery over ALEPPO, 

and therefore do not imagine that antioch will remain thine’. 

And because of this basil trembled (or, was agitated or was nervous) and 

he collected an army, and he marched with thirty thousand rhomaye a 

distance of three hundred parasangs in sixteen days. And he came and 

smote the places where the horses of the Egyptians lay down; now they 

were feeding in the fields, because it was spring time. And lulu sent a 

letter to rudbarya, and said unto him, ‘The Islamism wherein we are 

participators with each other summoneth me to mercy upon thyself and 

upon thy troops. Therefore look then for thyself [200] and save the ARABS 

from the mouth of the sword, for behold basil the king is going to attack 

you in person.’ And spies also came and reported to him the selfsame 

thing. Therefore fright fell upon the army of the Egyptians, and they 

abandoned all their precious possessions, and every one, each on a horse, 

escaped. And the rhomaye came and made loot of everything which 

they found. And ’abu al-fadha’il and lulu went forth to do homage to 

King basil, and they presented gifts to him. 

And bas!l departed, and he went and captured the Citadel of sirin. 

And from there he went and captured emesa, and they carried away captive 

from there more than ten thousand souls. And from there he went to 

Tripoli, and he encamped against it forty days, and he was unable to 

capture it, and he departed and went to his own country. 

Now when the Khalifah of Egypt heard these things, he was greatly 

grieved, and he collected a very large number of troops so that he himself 

in person might come and take Aleppo. Now because a disease of the 

colon was chronic in him, in one whole year he was only, with the greatest 

difficulty, able to come from Egypt (i.e. Memphis) to bulbis, [a distance of] 

ten parasangs, and there he died. And after him his son hakim the Khalifah 

reigned over EGYPT and the West, in the year three hundred and eighty-six 

of the Arabs (a.d. 996). 

And at [that] time 'isA, the son of nestorius, was killed in Egypt, and 

there was appointed in his place as Proximus a certain Jacobite of the 

Egyptians whose name was ’abu al-'AlA fahid, the son of ibrAhim. This 

man was a lawyer of bargAwAn, a white eunuch, and captain of the host, 

and the Proximus made him a prince. At this time the Christians, without 

changing their Faith, were appointed Wazirs in the Arab kingdom of the 

Egyptians, but such is not the case in our times. Nowadays unless [Chris¬ 

tians] become Muslims they are not entrusted with the office of Wazir. 

And in the year three hundred and eighty-seven of the ARABS (a.d. 997), 

which is the year thirteen hundred and eight of the Greeks (a.d. 997), the 

Dukas (Duke) Domasticus of the rhomaye came and encamped against 
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apamea, and he made it to suffer from starvation until a dog was sold for 

two gold dinars. Then came bar samsamah, the captain of the host of the 

Egyptian Arabs, to go into the Citadel and guard it. And the rhomaye 

pursued him, and killed about two thousand men of the ARABS, and the 

remainder began to flee. Then the Domasticus, and his two sons, and ten 

horsemen, went up to the top of a hill [201] that they might gloat over the 

Arabs who were fleeing and were being killed by the rhomaye. Then a 

certain Kurd, whose name was ‘bar kipa’, who was riding an Arab horse, 

and was wearing a coat of armour, and had a spear in his right hand, rode 

straight up the hill. And the Duke thought that he had come to receive a 

pledge [of safety] for his own life and the lives of his people, and he took 

no notice of him. And when he came near he smote the Duke with the 

spear, and tore a gap in his coat of armour, and he speared him between 

his sides (or, ribs) and he died. And whilst those who were with him, and 

who saw him fall from his horse, were occupied with him, the Kurd fled 

to his fellow countrymen. And the outcry fell that the Domasticus had 

been killed. And the Arabs turned and made a son of the Duke prisoner, 

and they sold him again for six thousand dinars. And ten thousand of the 

rhomaye were killed, and their heads were carried to Egypt. And the 

Arabs went from there to the country of antioch, and they plundered, and 

killed, and burnt the villages, and then they came back again to Damascus 

and made themselves masters of it. For up to that time it had been under 

the dominion of the baghdadites. 

In this year a man of the Arabs whose name was 'alakah rebelled in the 

city of tyre, and he took asylum with the rhomaye. And the army of the 

Egyptians prevailed over him, and they took him and carried him to Egypt. 

And they flayed him alive, and filled his skin with straw and impaled him. 

And at [that] time there were two men in the city of dakukah who were 

Christian lawyers, and they possessed great authority over it and over its 

district. And when the captain of the host of the Persians, whose name 

was Gabriel, the son of mahammad, came, now he was going to ravage and 

plunder the country of the rhomaye, the Arabs went out and said unto him, 

‘Why is it necessary for thee to go so far away ? Behold we have here two 

Christians who do unto us things which are far worse than anything which 

the rhomaye ever do unto us, as if they reigned over us. Therefore show 

thy strength, if thou art able.’ And that man being moved with indigna¬ 

tion, went into the city and killed the two men, and made himself master of 

the city of and by himself, but the inhabitants thereof consented thereto. 

And he was called dabus (topos ?) ad-dawlah, that is to say, ‘ Spear of the 

Dominion’. 

And in the year three hundred and eighty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 998) a 

severe frost took place during the winter, and thousands of the palm-trees 

in Baghdad were destroyed. And those which remained only after very 
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many years [202] acquired straightness. And in this year hakim the 

Khalifah of EGYPT killed bargawan, the eunuch. For this man through the 

abundance of his compassion for hakim did not allow him to ride when it 

was not the time [for riding], nor to give gifts to men which it was not right 

[to give]; therefore was hakim troubled by him and he killed him. The 

Egyptians, however, were greatly pained by his murder, and they made a 

tumult and came to the door of the palace of hakim. Then was hakim 

afraid, and he went up into an upper chamber, and stood by one of the 

doors, and cried out ‘Peace’ over the people, and said, ‘Treachery was 

pointed out to me in bargawan, and therefore I killed him. I entreat you 

to be helpers to me, and not men who would sweep me away, for as yet I 

am a youth.’ And he wept before them, and coaxed them with fair words, 

and they left [him] and departed. And in order to gratify their minds he 

brought fahid, a Christian scribe, and he arrayed him in Royal apparel, 

and told him that he was not to change, but to keep as he was, and to 

administer the affairs of the kingdom in this wise. 

Then after three years two Arab lawyers, namely ’abu tahir and bar 

f addas, brought accusations against fahid to hakim, and he rebuked them. 

Then they worked upon other people, and they in turn calumniated the 

Christians. And when hakim could not bear them, he commanded and 

fahid was killed. And because this fahid had been very faithful to him, 

and he was beloved by him, and he had killed him only because he had been 

urged to do so through the irritation caused by the Arabs, he sent and 

brought fahid’s children, and arrayed them in apparel, and he commanded 

that no man should injure them or approach their habitations. 

Then bar 'addas had dominion in Egypt, and ’abu tahir in Syria. 

And they made the people to suffer many evils, not only the Christians but 

the Arabs, especially in the matter of over many heavy levies and burdens 

of taxation, with the excuse that they must produce the immense amount 

[of money] which they had promised [the Khalifah]. Now, the sister of the 

Khalifah had a certain scribe, an Egyptian, in Syria, and he sent and com¬ 

plained to her about ’abu tahir. And because her brother always paid 

very great attention to her, she went and wept before him. And she 

received [from him] the command, and she sent [it] and killed ’abu tahir, 

and his head was carried to Egypt, and the boys dragged his dead body 

through the bazars. And at the same time hakim commanded, and [203] 

bar 'addas was killed. May their memory be accursed! 

And there was rest for the Arabs and the Christians. And in the place 

of ’abu tahir and bar 'addas there was appointed as the Great Proximus 

a man who was a Christian, and whose name was mansur bar-'abdun. 

This man was hated by the nobles, and they brought accusations against 

him. And because of him there rose up a persecution of the Christians, 

and many of the lawyers were beaten (i.e. bastinadoed) until they died, 
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and they were cast out to the dogs. And mansur also was beaten until it 

was thought that he was dead, and he was cast out to the dogs. And when 

it was discovered that he made a little movement, he was lifted on to a 

beast and carried to his house, and he recovered. And the Khalifah restored 

him to his position, and gave him the nickname of ‘kafi’, that is to say, 

‘Capable man’. Concerning hakim it is said that he frightened and terrified 

men so much that the people withdrew themselves entirely from the doers 

of wickedness, and no man dared to shut his shop at night. And hakim 

used to mount an Egyptian donkey and ride about at night through the 

bazars, and no man dared to stand up or to bow to the ground before him. 

And they used to keep the lights burning all night long, and in his days the 

night in Egypt was like the day. 

And in the year three hundred and ninety-two of the ARABS (a.d. iooi) 

the Arabs rose in a tumult against the Christians in Baghdad, and they 

looted their houses. And they also put forth their hands against the 

churches to destroy them. And having set on fire that church of the 

Jacobites which is by the side of the place where flour was ground, it fell 

down on a very large number of ARABS, men, and women, and children, and 

it suffocated them and burned to death those who set it on fire; and the 

onlookers became terror stricken. 

And one year after swarms of locusts appeared in the country of mawsil 

and in Baghdad, and they became very numerous in shiraz. They left no 

grass [in the fields] and no leaves on the trees, and they even consumed 

the rolls of cloth which the fullers were bleaching; and of each roll of 

cloth the fuller was only able to give a rag to its owner. And there was a 

famine, and a kor of wheat was sold in Baghdad for one hundred and twenty 

gold dinars. And pillars of fire appeared in the heavens, from the north 

pole to the middle of the sky. 

And in the year three hundred and ninety-six [of the Arabs = a.d. 1005] 

there appeared a star which resembled aphrodite in its greatness and 

splendour, in the Sign of the Zodiac the scorpion, and its rays revolved 

and gave out light [like those of] the Moon; and it remained four months 

and [then] disappeared. And in the year three hundred and ninety-eight 

of the Arabs (a.d. 1007) [204] snow fell in Baghdad and it remained on the 

surface of the ground for a sabbath of days (i.e. a week), and it was a cubit 

or a cubit and a half deep. And thus it was in all the land of sen'ar, in 

BASRA and BA'BADAN, and MAHRUBAN, and GANABAH; something the like of 

which was never before heard of. 

And in this year there was great abundance. And a kor of what was sold 

for twelve dinars. And a great earthquake took place in the city of dinawar, 

and it destroyed very many buildings; sixteen thousand people were 

brought out from under the dust and buried, besides those which the 

earth swallowed up when it was rent open. And moreover a violent black 
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wind blew in tagrith and dakukAh, and it destroyed many houses, and 

tore up very many palm-trees and olive-trees by the roots; and great ships 

were sunk in the Sea of Persia (Persian Gulf). 

And on the seventh day of the month of sha'bAn (i.e. the eighth month of 

the lunar year) of this year, ’abu 'Ali, the son of zarA'A, a Christian philo¬ 

sopher in baghdAd, died. And in this year the people of one of the tribes 

of the inner turkaye in the East, which is called kirith, believed in 

Christ, and they became disciples and were baptized through the miracle 

which was wrought in connexion with their king. 

And at this time hakim, the Khalifah of Egypt (read Baghdad), com¬ 

manded and the Temple of the Resurrection which is in Jerusalem was dug 

up from its roots (or, foundations), and all its furniture was looted. And he 

laid waste also thousands of churches which were in his dominions. And 

he commanded the heralds to proclaim, ‘Every Christian who entereth the 

Faith of the Arabs shall be honoured, and he who entereth not shall be 

disgraced, and he shall hang on his neck a cross from above (upside down ?). 

And the jews shall place on their necks the figure of a calf’s head, since 

they made [a calf] in the wilderness and worshipped it. And they shall not 

wear rings on the fingers of the right hand, neither shall they ride on 

horses, but on mules and asses, with common saddles and stirrups of wood. 

And the man who will not accept this humiliation, let him take everything 

that he hath and go to the country of the rhomAye.’ 

And when this Edict went forth very many people departed, but a few 

denied the Faith of the Christians. And those who neither departed nor 

denied their Faith hung crosses of gold and of silver on their necks, and 

they made for themselves saddles of rich coloured stuffs. When hAkim 

heard this he was wroth, and he commanded, saying, ‘Every Christian who 

does not hang on his neck [205] a cross of wood weighing four litres, 

according to the measure of baghdAd, shall be killed. And also the jew 

who does not hang on his neck a plaque (?) with the figure of the claw of 

chicken [on it], which weighs six pounds, shall be killed. And when they 

go into the baths they shall tie little bells on their necks, so that they may be 

distinguished from the Arabs.’ This persecution began through a certain 

man who hated the Christians. He told hAkim the Khalifah a story [to the 

effect that] ‘the Christians, when they assemble in the temple of Jerusalem 

to celebrate the festival of Easter, deal cunningly (or, deceitfully) with the 

overseers of the church, and they anoint with oil of balasmon (balsam) the 

iron wire on which hangeth the lamp over the tomb. And when the 

governor of the Arabs sealeth the door of the tomb, the Christians from the 

roof light a fire at the top of the iron wire, and the fire runneth down to the 

wick of the lamp and kindleth it. And then they cry out “Kuna Lay son” 

(Kyrie Eleeson) and weep, pretending that they see the light which de¬ 

scended from heaven upon the tomb, and they are confirmed in their 
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Faith.’ And when the Christians and the jews had remained in this state of 

tribulation for a considerable time, hakim the Khalifah, some time before 

he was killed, repented of what he had done, and he commanded that those 

who had denied their Faith should return to it again. And he gave the 

Christians permission, and they built much better churches than they had 

done formerly. And those who had fled to the country of the rhomaye 

returned again to their houses. 

And in the four hundredth year of the arabs (a.d. 1009), ’abu nasr 

bashir, the son of haron, the son of gamala, a Christian scribe in Baghdad, 

died on the twenty-sixth day of the month of shawal. 

And in the four hundred and first year of the Arabs (a.d. 1010), karawash 

(karawush), the son of mukaled, the governor of mawsil, proclaimed 

hakim the Khalifah of Egypt. And swarms of locusts appeared in the 

country of mawsil, and the ma'daye raided the country on all sides, and 

there was also a great pestilence. And the famine waxed strong in the 

country of khorasan until one litre of bread was sold for a gold dinar. 

And men at first ate dogs and beetles (?), and then infants and children, and 

at last they used to leap upon any one they saw who was fat and portly, 

and they would kill him and eat him. 

And in the year four hundred and eight of the arabs (a.d. 1017), the wife 

of ’abu nasr, the son of Israel, a Christian lawyer in Baghdad, died, and 

they laid her on her bier in the day-time [206] with crosses and lights (i.e. 

she lay in state). Then a certain ARAB became filled with indignation 

(fanaticism ?) and he threw a stone at the bier. And the slaves of the Amir 

manasih who were surrounding the bier as guards smote that ARAB with 

a sword, and a great tumult broke out in Baghdad, and many of the arabs 

and Christians were killed. And ’abu nasr, the husband of the dead 

woman, fled to the house of manasih, his administrator. And the tumult 

did not cease until ’abu nasr was delivered up, and he was carried to the 

palace of the Khalifah, and shut up therein for a short time. And he was 

released and the Christians rejoiced. 

And after a year there were swarms of locusts in Baghdad, and they filled 

the ground, and darkened the air, and destroyed the trees and crops. And 

the farmers drove them away from the crops with drums and horns. 

And in the year four hundred and five of the arabs (a.d. 1014), hakim, 

the Khalifah of Egypt, commanded that no woman should ever be seen 

outside the door [of her house], and that no woman should look out from 

the door, or from the window, or from the roof. And he prohibited the 

shoemakers from sewing any kind of shoe belonging to a woman. Now he 

made this law through his hearing of the lasciviousness of Egyptian women. 

At the beginning he made old women [his] spies, who used to work their 

way like moles into the houses and make themselves acquainted with the 

secrets of women. And they used to inform him by what kinds of crafty 
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devices women went out [of their houses], and how and where the 

adultresses met the adulterers. Then he would send a eunuch with soldiers 

to the house of whomsoever it was, whether he was a nobleman or a com¬ 

mon man, and they would say to him (i.e. to the master of the house), 

‘Bring out to us such and such a woman’, [mentioning her] by name, whether 

it was his wife, or his sister, or his daughter, and they would carry her off. 

And having collected the women, from five to ten, he would drown them 

in the great river Nile. And by means of this the Egyptian women were 

made a mock of, and their secrets revealed, and the fear of him, which was 

greater than that which they had had for pharaoh, fell upon men and upon 

women. 

And when the people had lived for a certain number of years in this 

state of tribulation, the heads of the villages wrote and informed hakim, 

saying, ‘There are many women, who are widows, and who have been 

deprived of brothers, and sons, and kinsfolk, living within their gates, and 

they are perishing through hunger and nakedness. For there is no one who 

will buy flax for them, and no one who will sell their work or their plaiting. ’ 

Then [207] hakim commanded those who bought or sold the work of 

women to go round about among the houses. And the woman was to open 

her door, and to buy and sell without uncovering her face or her hands; 

but she was to hand out her work on a spade (or, shell ?), and receive her 

price on the same. For a woman to go out [into the bazar], or to go to the 

bath, he under no circumstances permitted. And thus matters remained 

until he was killed. 

And in this year, which was the year thirteen hundred and twenty-five 

of the Greeks (a.d. 1014), twenty-two tribes of the Chinese peoples went 

forth; those only who were called ‘kheta’ were two hundred thousand, and 

the others were from thirty to fifty thousand, and they came to the country 

of the huns. And ’ahmad, the son of fali, the son of karakhan, the 

governor of Bukhara, met them in battle and broke them. And he looted 

their tents, and took vessels of gold and silver and innumerable bales of 

silken stuffs. It is said that their bows were one span longer than was usual, 

and that their arrows were proportionately longer. 

And in the year four hundred and ten of the Arabs (a.d. 1019), the son of 

karakhan, governor of Bukhara, being dead, there rose up after him 

SAHINA (?) KHAWARAZM SHAH MAHMUD, the Son of SABUKTAKIN. And he went 

to India and captured many cities and took great spoil and returned. 

And in the year four hundred and eleven of the Arabs (a.d. 1020) the 

Egyptians were suffering great tribulation under the Khalifah hakim, and 

hatred of him increased in their hearts. And certain crafty people among 

them made plans, and they wrote abusive, and insulting, and impudent 

letters to him and to his women, and they sealed them and distributed them 

at night whilst he was riding, and they were reclining. It is said that they 
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made a wooden figure of a woman who had her hand stretched out, and 

between her fingers was a written document. And during the night they 

set it up in a corner of a room through which hakim passed, and they 

draped her figure with sheets of white paper. And when hakim passed and 

saw her he became furiously angry, and he commanded his slaves to hack 

her to pieces with swords. And when they approached her and saw that 

she was a dummy, they informed him of the fact and gave him the docu¬ 

ment which was in her hand. And having opened it and read it he found 

therein many scurrilous statements about his virgin sister [sit al-mulk]. 

[208] And being intensely irritated (or, aggravated) by this matter, he burst 

into a violent passion, and commanded his slaves to draw their swords and 

to kill every Egyptian who met them, and also to loot the houses and to set 

fire to the bazars. And the Egyptians and the slaves fought together for 

three days, and many were killed on both sides. And when [his] wrath 

had cooled a little hakim sent a letter to his sister, saying, ‘It is because of 

thee that the Egyptians write [scurrilous letters] and make a mock of me. 

They say that thou permittest men to have access to thy house (or, person), 

and so on and so on.’ And hakim’s sister, although with tears and sobs she 

had appeased his wrath for the time, suspected that he would summon mid¬ 

wives to send to her to investigate her virginity, and she trembled greatly. 

And one night she went to the house of a certain noble, who was himself 

in terror of hakim, and having made him to swear that he would not reveal 

the secret she said unto him, ‘See with what furious anger this my brother 

threateneth me, and thee, and all the people, both men and women! More¬ 

over, I myself, as thou canst see, behold, I am in prime of early womanhood. 

What is the good of this life to me if I am to be deprived of the satisfaction 

of [my] natural desire ? Therefore, if thou canst put him to death by means 

of some cunning scheme, behold, I will give thee my hand and my trust, 

for thou shalt be to me a husband. And we will seat upon the throne my 

brother’s little boy so that the nobles and the people may not rebel, and 

thou shalt be a father, and a counsellor, and a governor to him.’ 

And the noble, having heard this, was persuaded, and he said unto her, 

‘Teach me now how we can carry out [this] plot’. And she said unto him, 

‘My brother always goeth up at night to the top of a certain hill so that he 

may look at the stars. And it is written in his “nativity” that on a certain 

night there will be the fear (i.e. danger) of death for him, and that if the 

cup of death of that hour passeth from him he will live for eighty years 

more. Therefore make ready two powerful slaves who know thy secret, so 

that they may lie in wait for him in one of the hollows in the hill, and let 

them leap upon him and put him to death.’ And when the night of that day 

arrived, and hakim mounted his ass and went up the hill, he would not 

allow any one to go up with him to the top except a small boy, and the 

rest of the slaves stayed on the lower part of the hill. [209] And hakim 
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began to look towards the east. And when he saw ’aris (mars) ascend the 

eastern horizon, he muttered with his lips and said, ‘The accursed [star], 

the shedder of blood, ascendeth; my hour hath come’. Then the two men 

from the place where they had been lying in wait hurled themselves upon 

him, and they threw a cord round his neck and strangled him. And they 

killed the boy with the sword, and hamstrung the ass, and they lifted up 

his body, and came down [the hill] on the other side, and brought the 

body to his sister. Then she hid (or, buried) it in her house, without any 

man perceiving what had happened, except the two murderers and their 

lord. 

Then the slaves of hakim having waited until the day broke [and seeing 

that hakim] had not come down, went up to the top of the hill and found 

the [body of the] boy who had been murdered, and the ass which was 

hamstrung, but hakim they did not find; and they left [the place] and came 

down to the palace. And when the slaves and the nobles were perturbed, 

hakim’s sister summoned them and said unto them: ‘Be ye not disturbed, 

because my brother had already told me that for some days past he had 

had on him the fear of death, and that he was about to go up the hill, and 

that he would go from there on foot into the desert to hide himself there 

for seven days, when he would come [back]. And it was hakim himself 

who killed the boy so that he might not show where the place was to which 

he was going.’ And [the nobles and slaves] being silenced, she began to 

bring over [to her side] the nobles one by one, and to give them rich gifts, 

[and to make them] promises of great benefits. And during these seven 

days she made them swear fealty to the child, the son of hakim, and she 

called his name ‘tahir’. And she sent to the elder brother who was in 

Damascus, and made him to be brought over [to her side] under the pre¬ 

tence that he was going to reign. And when he came to the city of tannis 

she cast iron fetters on him and shut him up in prison. 

And in those days hakim’s sister gave a hint to the slaves, and they laid 

hand[s] on that Amir with whom she had made the secret compact, and 

on those two slaves who had killed the Khalifah. And they fixed three posts 

[in the ground], and in one moment (or, flick of the eyelid) the three of 

them were impaled. And she commanded the heralds and they made a 

proclamation saying, ‘These are they who acted treacherously towards 

their lord and murdered him, and God hath brought out their iniquity on 

their own heads’. Such are the marvellous deeds which this masculine 

woman performed! And she destroyed her brother who wished to destroy 

her. And she also pondered in her mind thus: ‘If those wretched men who 

had performed her will had remained alive, [210] the secret could never 

have been kept concealed, and she would have been regarded as a con¬ 

temptible woman in the eyes of every man; but having put them to death 

she was freed from fear of every kind’. And she seized on the administration 
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of the kingdom, and satisfied her passions fearlessly. And because the 
death of hakim was brought about in this manner, many imagined that he 
had gone to the desert of scete, and had become a monk, and had ended 
his life there. 

And moreover, I the feeble one, heard from Egyptian lawyers when I 
was living in Damascus that ‘at the time when hakim was persecuting the 
Christians, Christ, our Lord, was revealed unto him as unto Paul, and 
that from that moment he believed, and departed secretly to the desert, 
and died there’. And it is said that ‘within a very little, hakim, the Khalifah, 
went as far as pharaoh in [his] heathenism’. The latter indeed said, ‘The 
NILE is mine and I myself have made it’, even as the prophet saith. 
And the latter had men who used to enter his presence and say, ‘Peace [be] 
to thee, O One, Only One, Peace [be] unto thee, O thou who killeth and 
maketh to live, who maketh rich and reduceth to poverty’. And he was 
contented (or, gratified) with such [addresses]. And because of this one of 
the flatterers of him when he went to makkah, and entered their house of 
worship, smote the Black Stone with the staff which was in his hand, and 
broke it and said, ‘Why do ye worship and kiss, O ye erring ones, a thing 
which neither doeth good or evil [to you], and why have ye abandoned him 
who maketh to die and maketh to live in EGYPT?’ 

At this time ’abu 'ali hasan, the son of haitam, of bosra, the geome¬ 
trician, was famous, hakim, Khalifah of Egypt, heard of this man that he 
had said, ‘If I was in Egypt I would do to the river nile a work which 
would be beneficial to the kings and the governors (make) of that country’. 
And hakim sent and had him brought to him. And he honoured him 
greatly. And he promised him abundant gifts so that he might fulfil what 
he had said. And when bar haitam went forth and travelled about through 
the country of Egypt, and saw the heavenly forms which, in a most mar¬ 
vellous manner, were painted there, and the geometrical designs, and the 
wonderful symbols, he pondered within himself and said, ‘If there was the 
possibility for any work more excellent [to be done] [211] these ancient 
people were better able to do it than I am’. And he also went to that hill 
which is opposite the city of ’aswan, from which the waters of the nile 

flow out and descend. And he looked and saw that the great force of those 
waters would not be held in restraint by [the work] which he meditated 
doing, and therefore he was ashamed and made an apology to hakim. And 
when it was not accepted in the manner which was fitting he was greatly 
afraid. And he could not find any way of escaping from the wickedness of 
hakim except by pretending that he was possessed of a devil and madness. 
And he exhibited himself in this character so thoroughly that they bound 
him in chains. And they sealed everything \vhich he possessed and he 
remained in this mad state until hakim died. Then he returned to his right 
mind. And he dwelt in retirement in one of the houses which is in the 
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gate of the Great Mosque of kahirah (cairo), and he began and compiled 

about seventy books on geometry. And each year he copied three books: 

magisti, and the medial signs of the spheres, and euclides, and he sold 

them for one hundred and fifty Egyptian dinars. And thus he lived until 

he died in the year four hundred and twenty of the Arabs (a.d. 1029). 

And in the year of the Arabs four hundred and fourteen (a.d. 1023) 

khawarazm shah mahmud marched again to the country of India, and he 

captured many cities. And having travelled into the country [during] a 

journey of four months, he came to a Citadel, the name of which was 

‘kawakir’, and in it one of the Indian kings lived. And whilst he was waging 

fierce war against him, an Indian envoy came out to him, and he was 

seated on a litter which was carried by four men, and he came to mahmud. 

And he said unto him, ‘My master asketh thee, What art thou among men ?’ 

And mahmud replied, ‘I am a Muslim, who calleth those who deny God 

to the Faith, and I persecute those who worship images. And ye Indians 

must either believe in our God, and accept our Law and eat the flesh of 

oxen, or pay us as a tax each year one thousand elephants, and one thousand 

manehs of gold.’ And the envoy said, ‘The flesh of oxen is [one of] the 

impossible things for us to eat. And as for the Confession (i.e. Faith) of 

which thou speakest, send to us a man, [212] one who is learned, that he 

may show us what your Faith is; and if it be better than ours we will 

accept it’. 

And having sent with the envoy one of the learned men of the Arabs, 

who went into the Citadel and spake with them by means of an interpreter, 

they replied, ‘We shall not change our Faith, and the gold which ye demand 

we do not possess, but we have silver in abundance’. And they agreed to 

give them three hundred elephants, and a vast quantity of silver, and costly 

apparel, and perfumes. And mahmud replied, ‘I agree, but though the 

king will undertake to wear our apparel, and to gird a sword and a belt 

about his loins, he must cut off the top of his finger in confirmation of the 

oath according to the custom of the Indians’. For the ambassador of the 

arabs said, ‘When I went into the presence of the king of India I found a 

splendid young man of youthful beauty, very pleasant-looking in his duski¬ 

ness, and sitting upon a couch of silver, and he was wearing a sharbala (i.e. a 

pair of short trousers) of hollow work, and he had a turban on his head. And 

when I saw him I clapped my hands together violently, and I bowed over 

them according to their custom. And I spoke to him about the apparel which 

he had to put on. And he made many excuses and said to me, “I beseech 

thee to release me from the necessity of putting it on, and do thou say to 

thy Lord that I have put it on”. And when I replied that it was impossible 

for me to deceive my Lord, with great reluctance he put it on. And he 

girded on the belt and hung the sword by his side. And when he had 

dressed himself I was ashamed to say to him, “Cut thy finger”, and so I 
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only said, “Swear an oath of fealty to us”. And he replied, “Our oaths are 

[taken] by images and by fire, and they would not be acceptable to your 

folk. By what shall we swear to you?” Then I said, “Thou knowest how 

to swear an oath to us”. And straightway he commanded a slave to bring 

a razor, and he brought it, and he took it in his right hand and cut off with 

it the top of his left thumb (?) without his colour changing in the slightest 

degree. And he sprinkled some powdered drug over the thumb (?) and tied 

it up. And they washed the portion which had been cut off with water and 

placed some camphor with it in a bag, and they gave it to me with certain 

apparel (or, vessels), and silver, and two horses.’ 

And in the year thirteen hundred and thirty-six of the Greeks (a.d. 1025), 

basil, the king of the rhomaye, died, having ruled peacefully and right 

royally for fifty-five years. And he subjugated the Bulgarians and placed 

them under the dominion of the rhomaye, and [213] Constantine his 

brother reigned alone after him for three years. This king was a pleasant 

(or, gracious) man, and was great of soul. And when he died he committed 

the kingdom to the son of his brother whose name was ‘romanus’. In other 

manuscripts [it is stated that] romanus was his son-in-law, his daughter’s 

husband. 

And in the year four hundred and seventeen of the arabs (a.d. 1026) 

there was intense cold in Baghdad during the winter, and the banks of the 

Euphrates and Tigris were covered with ice, and the palm-trees were 

destroyed. And in Baghdad men used to cross over the small canals on 

the frozen water, and the farmers were unable to sow seed. And in that 

year there went forth an Edict in EGYPT that no man was to kill an ox which 

worked a plough. And in the middle of the month of the first rabi' a 

violent hail-storm came on Baghdad, and the hailstones were as large as 

the eggs of chickens. 

And in the year thirteen hundred and forty-one of the Greeks (a.d. 1030), 

which is the year four hundred and twenty-one of the arabs (a.d. 1030), an 

army of the rhomaye went forth from antioch and encamped against 

aleppo. And the small group of arabs which was in Aleppo engaged the 

rhomaye and defeated them, and they killed many of them; and the arabs 

took from the rhomaye many horses and weapons of war. For the kings 

who were before romanus, since they were relieved from the persecution 

of the believers (i.e. Muslims), were prosperous everywhere. But this king 

began to persecute [the Christians], and he cast forth into exile the holy 

Patriarch mar 'abdun and the bishop, and he reversed the ancient use and 

wont; and the Lord likewise began to break the deceitful rhomaye before 
their enemies. 

And in that year, when romanus the king heard that the rhomaye were 

broken at aleppo, he collected a mighty army, more than one hundred 

thousand men, and came to antioch ; and from there he set out to come to 
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aleppo. And since two nobles of the ’asklabe (sclavs) and the army that 

was with them were [marching] a little in advance of the army of the 

rhomaye, they encountered about one hundred ma'daye horsemen and a 

thousand foot soldiers, and the Sclavs were broken, and turned their faces 

[in flight]. And they made a report to the rhomaye, saying, ‘Behold, in¬ 

numerable soldiers, Egyptians and ma'daye, are coming’. And fear fell upon 

the rhomaye, and with the greatest difficulty romanus the king and his 

troops, one by one, each on his horse, fled to antioch without fighting and 

without [striking] a blow. And the Arabs overtook them, and they cap¬ 

tured from the rhomaye seventy camels with their loads of [214] zuze and 

dinars, and vessels of gold and silver, and bales of rich stuffs, and such a 

large number of mules that a Tarka mule was sold in aleppo for two dinars. 

It is said that romanus himself was not able to save one tent or a cup from 

which he could drink water. 

And about that time romanus, the king of the rhomaye, died suddenly, 

and michael reigned after him. And a certain troublesome man, a kinsman 

of his, whose name was ‘kalapat’, rose up. And that kalapat, the rebel, 

having succeeded [him] for five months, was seized, and his two eyes were 

bored out of his head. 

And in the year four hundred and twenty-two of the Arabs (a.d. 1030), 

kader, the Khalifah in Baghdad, died at the age of eighty-seven years. He 

was an excellent man, and modest (or, chaste), and he was not a riotous 

liver like his predecessors. And there rose up after him ’abu JA'far, his 

son, and he was called ‘kaim’. 

After kader, kaim, his son, [ruled] forty-four years and eight months. 

All the nobles, Persians, Turks, and Arabs, welcomed this man gladly, and 

they gave the hand of oaths (i.e. took oaths of allegiance). Verily when, 

according to custom, the Turks asked for the gift which [was usually given 

at the beginning of] a new kingdom (or, reign), there was nothing in the 

Treasury of the Khalifah. For the Persian Amirs were ruling over all the 

countries, even over Baghdad itself, and they only gave to the Khalifah a 

grant of money sufficient for his maintenance (i.e. he only had a grant from 

them). The Khalifah kaim sold guest house and gardens, and certain of the 

furniture of his house, and gave [the proceeds] to them and they were quiet. 

At this time two Arab Amirs were ruling in edessa, viz. bar 'utair and 

bar shibal, each in a fort (or, tower), bar 'utair sent to michael, king of 

the rhomaye, and sold his fort to him for twenty thousand darics and four 

villages in the territory of the rhomaye. And the rhomaye came by night, 

and they assumed the mastery and went into the fort, and they made strong 

the defences thereof, for the building was like a Citadel. And some of them 

went down to the city and destroyed the Mosque of the Arabs. And when 

nasir ad-dawlah heard [this], he sent an army against edessa and captured 

it, and they broke down its wall and entered the town. And they also cap- 
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tured the great church to which the Christians had fled, and they took spoil 

from them and their women. And they encamped against the fort of the 

rhomaye, and they were wholly unable to draw nigh to it. [215] And when 

the snow came they made the winter a pretext and they abandoned the 

town and departed. 

Now the rhomaye entered edessa in the autumn of this year, which is 

the year thirteen hundred and forty-three of the Greeks (a.d. 1032), and 

the year four hundred and twenty-two of the ARABS (a.d. 1030). Then 

nasir ad-dawlah sent an envoy to michael, and reprimanded him, saying, 

‘What did ye benefit by going forth twice against ALEPPO that now thou 

dost covet edessa ? Therefore in love I counsel thee to get thy people out 

of it. If thou dost not thou wilt see what thou wilt meet with from the 

army of the Arabs.’ Then michael replied, ‘I have not taken edessa with 

the sword, but assuredly I have bought it from its lord lawfully. And if I 

knew that it would remain thine I would give it back, but I know that the 

ma'daye, the sons of numair, did not abandon it.’ And so although 

michael despised the arabs, he sent ten thousand horsemen to edessa, 

and he built up its ruined places. And the rhomaye began to sally out from 

edessa, and they plundered the country of ’aksas, and harran, and serugh. 

And they were not restrained from plundering until bar watab, the 

numairite, the governor of harran, gave them tribute. And hassan, the 

governor of Syria, was subject to the rhomaye, and he hung crosses on 

the heads of his spears. 

And in the year four hundred and twenty-three [of the Arabs = a.d. 1031] 

a woman in Baghdad gave birth [to a being] which was like an ill-formed 

serpent. He had the head of a man, and a mouth and a neck, and he was 

without hands and without feet. And, moreover, when he fell upon the 

ground he spake and said, ‘Four years from now a famine shall make an 

end of the children of men, unless men, and women, and children, and the 

beasts go forth and weep before the Lord, so that He may make His rain to 

descend’. And when the Khalifah kaim heard this, he commanded that all 

the people should go outside [the city] and make supplication. And because 

many did not believe this report, very few went out. 

And in [that] year the water froze in Baghdad, and red sand descended 

as rain, and the trees were destroyed and produced no fruit at all that 

season. And there was so great a famine in the wilderness that the nomads 

who lived there ate their camels and their horses, and even their children. 

And a man would exchange his child for that of his fellow so that he might 

not suffer (or, feel it) when he pounded him up. [216] And they were in 

tribulation not only because of the famine (or, want of food), but also through 

thirst which was due to the scarcity of water, and they came and camped 

by the rivers (or, canals) which were in the neighbourhood of the towns 

and villages. And there was a pestilence in India and in all Persia; forty 
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thousand biers with dead men on them were taken out from Isfahan in 

one week. And in Baghdad also there was not a single house left in which 

there was not wailing. And in Mosul four thousand young men died of the 

disease of inflammation of the eye-lids. 

And in the year four hundred and twenty-five of the ARABS (a.d. 1033), 

which is the year thirteen hundred and forty-five of the GREEKS (a.d. 1034), 

a violent black wind blew in the month of kanon (December) in nisibis, 

and it uprooted olive-trees, and mulberry-trees, and plum-trees, and it 

swept away buildings constructed of stone and plaster made from lime. 

And after it came a violent rain-storm, and there fell many hailstones which 

had the forms of hands, and wrists, and fingers. And there was an earth¬ 

quake in Egypt and in Palestine, and men went forth from [their] houses 

and remained under the heavens (i.e. open sky) for eight days. And one- 

half of the city of balash fell down. And the earth swallowed up many 

villages in Syria with their inhabitants. And portions of the walls of the 

Temple in Jerusalem fell down, and a minaret of the Arabs in ascalon, 

and the top of a minaret in gaza, and a half of the city of f ako. And the 

sea retreated three parasangs, and men went into it to collect fish and shell¬ 

fish ; but the waters returned and drowned some of them. 

And in the month of shebhat (February) the form of a pillar of light 

appeared in the Sign of the Zodiac the Ear of Wheat (i.e. the Virgin) from 

the evening until the morning for many days, from the conjunction to the 

plenilune. And after [some] days a star fell like a flash of lightning, and 

the whole land of sen'ar was filled with its light. And many of the simple- 

minded said, ‘The heavens have split open’. And there was a pestilence in 

Baghdad, and about seventy thousand men died of the disease of suffoca¬ 

tion. And a year later violent winds blew over the sea of Persia, and more 

than fifty ships were sunk, and two thousand five hundred men were 

drowned. And the sea and the rivers overflowed. And the water channels 

of heaven were rent asunder, and the waters [mounted up and] submerged 

the villages. It is said that when [some] men had saved themselves from 

drowning by the sea by means of planks of wood and the beams of ships, 

and had gone forth on dry land, the water flood met them and drove them 

back again [217] into the sea, and they were drowned. 

And in the year four hundred and twenty-seven of the ARABS (a.d. 1035) 

bar watab, the numairian, the governor of harran, collected a vast 

number of Kurds and ma'daye (nomads) and went against sibabarak, 

which belonged to the rhomaye, and captured it. And he killed therein 

three thousand five hundred men, and carried off many women and chil¬ 

dren. And he came and encamped against edessa, and prevented food from 

[entering] it; and the men of edessa being sorely afflicted with hunger 

surrendered the city. And the rhomaye fled to the Citadel and made 

strong defences for themselves in it. And the Arabs attacked the Citadel, 
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and two hundred and fifty of their men were killed. And being unable to 

capture the Citadel they looted the city and departed. It is said that the 

number of youths and maidens which they carried off amounted to three 

thousand. 

Concerning the beginning of the Kingdom of the Saljuks 
in Persia 

In this year, which is the year thirteen hundred and forty-seven of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1036), a people went forth from the hunaye (huns) who were 

called ‘ghuzzaye’, with Amirs of the saljuks from hyrcania, which is the 

land of the khazars (kazaraye, or karzaye) in the north. Concerning them, 

he who is [one] of the saints, mar michael, the holy Patriarch, wrote at great 

length, and he saith, ‘These are the children of maghogh, the son of japhet, 

the son of noah. And ezekiel prophesied about them, saying: Thus saith 

the Lord of lords, Behold I am against thee, [O] governor and prince of 

mushak (mashak?) and of tubil. And I will gather thee together, and I 

will cast a hook in thy cheek, and I will bring thee out from thy land, and 

all the Persians, and kushites, and potites with thee, gamar and all his 

army, and beth togerma, and the skirts of the north. From the early days 

thou hast been commanded, and at the end of years thou shalt come’ (Ezek. 

xxxi. 3). Now I, the feeble one, have seen that the writer thereof saith in a 

certain Persian book, which is called ‘mulk-namah’: I have heard from a 

great Amir, and an old man, very far advanced in days, inaig (inanag ?) bag, 

who saith: When the khakan of the khazars burst forth, he had with him 

in his service a certain warrior whose name was tukak, who, because of his 

strength, was called temuryalig, that is to say ‘iron bow’. There was a 

son born to this man and he was called by the name of saljuk. And after 

a short time [218] the Amir tukAk died, and khakan took saljuk, and he 

was reared in the palace and he loved him greatly. And one day when he 

went into the presence of khakan according to his custom, the queen was 

scandalized and made a sign to the king, saying, ‘If this [young man], 

though still a child, possesseth such freedom of speech (or, behaviour) 

towards us now; when he groweth up how will he behave [towards us] ?’ 

Then the Amir saljuk, having been secretly informed of this, went out 

and took with him fellow tribesmen secretly, and they marched away with 

horses, and camels, and sheep, and oxen in large numbers. And he went 

forth from, the land of turan, that is to say of the turkaye (turks) to the 

land of iran, that is to say of the Persians, under the pretence that they 

were shepherds. And when they saw that Persia was flourishing with 

Islam, they took counsel together and said, ‘If we do not enter the Faith 

of the people of the country in which we desire [to live] and make a pact 

with them (or conform to their customs), no man will cleave to us, and 

we shall be a small and solitary people’. And they all agreed and they 
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sent to the city of zandak, which is in the country of khawarazm, and was 

in the neighbourhood of the desert in which they were pasturing [their 

flocks], and they asked the governor there for a scribe (or, learned man) 

who would teach them how to worship God. And the governor with great 

gladness sent to them a scribe, an old man, together with gifts and presents, 

and he taught them. And they remained there [for] years, and they 

prospered exceedingly and increased greatly in number. 

And there were born to the Amir saljuk four sons, michael, and yabagu 

(bighu), and musa, and ’arslan. And michael had two sons, mahammad, 

who is TUGHREL BAG, and DAWUD, who is JAGHRI BAG, And JAGHRI BAG 

gathered together a numerous army of Turkomans, and he came and looted 

places (i.e. towns) of Armenia and khorasan. And he went back to 

tughrel bag, his brother, and said unto him, ‘Here there are two great 

governors, viz. khawarazm shah haron, and sultan mas'ud, the son of 

mahmud, the son of sabuktakin, and we are unable to go up with (i.e. dis¬ 

pose of) them finally. But let us cross over into khorasan and Armenia, 

which I have spied out, and I did not see in them any one who could stand 

up against us.’ And his brother approved of his words, and they rose up 

and crossed gihon, the river of Persia. And they came against the city of 

damghan and they destroyed it utterly. And from there they came to the 

city of semnan, and they also conquered [219] the army of the Arabs and 

Persians. And they invaded the city of rai (rhages) and destroyed it 

utterly. And from there they came to kazwin and could not conquer it, 

but they laid tribute upon it and departed. Now the story of the dog which 

the blessed old man said directed (or, led) them when they went forth from 

their country we have not found anywhere. It is possible that he wrote it 

down from hearsay, or from some book which we have not read, for we 

have not met with it in any book. 

And in the year four hundred and twenty-seven of the Arabs (a.d. 1035), 

tahir, the Khalifah of Egypt, died of the disease of dropsy (or, retention of 

urine). From his youth up gangrene (?) attacked him, i.e. for a period of 

twenty years. And his son mustanser rose up after him. And in this year 

there was a reconciliation between mustanser, the Khalifah of Egypt, and 

michael, king of the rhomaye. And the Khalifah mustanser released fifty 

thousand Christians who were imprisoned in Egypt, and he permitted the 

king of the rhomaye to build again the Temple of the Resurrection which 

was in Jerusalem. And that king sent certain nobles of the rhomaye with 

a vast quantity of silver and gold, and he restored the Temple to its former 

condition. 

And in this year the very distinguished old man ’abu 'ali husain, bar 

sina (avicenna), died. Now this man having received the one talent of 

Aristotle added thereto not only five, but more than fifty talents. His 

father came from the city of balkh. Then he departed to the city of 
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Bukhara and dwelt therein. And when bar sina (ibn sina) was five years 

old, he handed him over to the scribes, and when he was ten years old he 

had learned the Book of the Faith of the Arabs, and the grammar and the 

eloquence of speech of the Arabs. And he began to frequent a certain man 

in a khan (or, market) who sold vegetables, and he learned from him the 

Indian system of arithmetic. And a certain man, a philosopher, whose 

name was nabali, having come to Bukhara, he began to make avicenna 

read in the Book of isogogi. And when he came to the definition of gensa 

(i.e. genus, sex), which treateth of ‘how there are many that are different in 

species because of what the substance is’, he said to his teacher, ‘Is the 

genus assigned to each and every species because of v/hat [substance] it 

is?’ [220] And the teacher replied ‘Yes’. The young man then made 

answer. ‘Suppose now some one asketh me, What is a man ? Is it correct 

for me to say to him an animal?’ And the teacher replied, ‘Yes’. The 

young man disputed [this] and said, ‘I do not agree to regard the matter 

thus. Moreover, I am not without intelligence concerning all this. For if a 

man asketh me concerning what is a rational being, for me to reply to him 

an animal, [is only] half an answer.’ From that moment he left the teacher, 

and he read by himself all the sciences and understood them. 

And when he was sixteen years old he was fully trained in medicine, 

for many aged physicians used to come to him and read with him. And he 

also began to visit the sick, and he became expert in clinical work. And 

when he was eighteen years old he wrote this great and famous work of the 

canon. And then he wrote the great book of healing in the four doctrines 

of philosophy; and he completed the sections on natural and divine matters 

within twenty days. Now the Books of his which are extant and are read 

are ninety-two, and most of them he composed in the house of the captives 

(or, prison). A marvellous book of his which is called ‘Hints and Monitions’, 

I, the feeble one, have translated from Arabic into Syriac. He was captured 

at the breaking which came upon the governor whom he used to treat by 

another governor, who was his enemy, and he was shut up in one of the 

fortresses. And when he was going in he said, ‘As to my entrance herein 

there is no manner of doubt whatsoever, but to my exit there cleaveth in 

truth every possible anxiety’. Now he remained there forty days, when his 

own governor came and took the fort by fighting, and he brought him out. 

Besides imprisonment on this occasion he was shut up [many] other times. 

And together with all the excellence which this princely old man possessed, 

the lustful power of marriage vanquished him. And the end of this en¬ 

feebled his strength, and his consorting was ineffectual, and there came to 

him at the end of his days a disease of the colon. One day he applied to 

himself a clyster eight times. And having told them (i.e. his servants) to 

put two danke (i.e. one-third of a disham) of parsley seed into the clyster, 

one of his servants put in five, [221] and an ulcer appeared in his bowels. 
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And he also suffered from the falling sickness, which cleaveth to disease of 

the colon. And he commanded them to mix up for him the antidote of 

mithridates (methroditus), and one of his servants put in an overdose of 

opium. And having taken this several times, his natural warmth languished, 

and from this time he became careless about his own healing. And he said, 

‘That governor which governed my body hath failed and is exhausted, and 

is no longer able to govern’; and he remained in this state for a few days, 

and he died and was buried in the city of hamadan, aged fifty-eight years. 

And in the year four hundred and twenty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 1037), 

the ghuzzaye came again to Armenia, and they made a great slaughter of 

the Kurds and the Arabs who were there, and they took much spoil. And 

from there they came to urmiah (urmi), a city of ’adhorbijan, and they 

laid waste the country, and killed many of the Kurds in that mountain 

who came down and engaged in fighting with them. And when the Amir 

bar watab, who ruled over Syria and Armenia, saw that he was unable to 

fight two enemies, the rhomaye and the Turks, he made peace with the 

rhomaye. And edessa remained to the rhomaye, and they ruled and 

flourished therein. And during the year the ghuzzaye captured the city of 

maragha, and they burnt the mosque which was therein, and they killed 

and took prisoners many of its inhabitants. Then the tribes (or, clans) of 

the Kurds of the mountains gathered together, and they prevailed over the 

ghuzzaye and expelled them from ’adhorbijan. And they went back again 

to khorasan, and captured the city of tus, and they killed therein about 

one hundred thousand souls, and outside [the city], on the roads and in the 

villages, they killed about twenty thousand, and took about one hundred 

and fifty thousand prisoners. And subashi, the governor of khorasan, 

attacked them with thirty thousand horsemen. And they broke him and 

put him to flight. And they came to the city of nisabhor, and though they 

wished to loot the city, tughrel bag prevented them from doing so, because 

the fast of the Arabs was at hand. 

And kaim the Khalifah also sent an envoy to them and reprimanded 

them, and [asked them] how it was, seeing that they were Arabs, that they 

were doing such things to the sons of their Faith. And because, after the 

fast, they were still ready to lay waste nisabhor, tughrel bag said [222] to 

jaghri bag, his brother, ‘It is not right, because a writ of authority which 

is far greater, namely from the Khalifah, hath come’. And when jaghri bag 

insisted, tughrel bag took a knife and said, ‘I shall kill myself if thou doest 

this’. And then he was quiet after he had taken from the citizens five 
hundred thousand zuze. 

And tughrel bag wrote an answer to the Khalifah thus: From his slave 

and subject tughrel bag, the son of Michael. And kezel, their kinsman, 

that is to say the husband of their sister, also wrote: From his slave and 

minister kezel, the son of yahyah. But jaghri bag wrote nothing. And 
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tughrel bag went to nisabhor, and he sat on the throne of the sultan 

mas'ud, and jaghri bag sat down in the city of sarkhas, and kezel in the 

city of rai. 

And in the year of the Arabs four hundred and thirty (a.d. 1038), snow 

fell in Baghdad, and it stood about a span (i.e. was a span deep), and it 

remained for days in the bazars. And after this, in the month of kanon 

(December), there came intense cold, and the waters froze for six days. 

And in this year sultan mas'ud collected multitudes of troops from 

inner Persia and from outer India, and he attacked the ghuzzaye, and 

conquered them by the side of maru-rud. And about three thousand five 

hundred of their men were killed, and the remainder of them, together 

with their leaders tughrel bag and jaghri bag, fled into the arid desert. 

And sultan mas'ud sat down in the country of khorasan for about two 

years, and then he left the troops in the country, and he himself returned 

to gaznah, a city of khawarazm. And when the ghuzzaye heard [this] they 

came again to khorasan in the year four hundred and thirty-two of the 

Arabs (a.d. 1040), and those who were there were unable to stand up before 

them, and they reigned in ’adhorbijan. And during the year the rhomaye 

went forth to Syria, and the Amir ’anushtakin engaged them in battle by 

the side of iiamath and conquered them. And he made prisoner the son 

of the king’s uncle, and killed one great eunuch. 

And in this year when sultan mas'ud left [he went] to the country of 

India, in the winter season, according to [his] custom, because of the in¬ 

tensity of the cold of the country of khawarazm. And his wives, and the 

children who had been born in his house, were with him, also his blind 

brother mahammad, both of whose eyes sultan mas'ud had himself dug 

out. When they encamped on [223] the river which is called halam, 

’anushtakin, the eunuch, leaped upon mas'ud with one thousand other 

slaves, and they bound him and brought him before his blind brother, 

whom they wished to reign over them. And his brother mahammad said 

unto him, ‘I will not do unto thee as thou hast done unto me, but seek 

for thyself some place whither thou shalt be sent, together with those of 

thy retinue whom thou shalt select’. And mas'ud asked that he might be 

sent to the Citadel which is called kasa, and he was conveyed there 

most carefully and with honour. Then the nobles took counsel together, 

and by a mistake (or, by a pretence) they took from mahammad his ring, 

and sent it with certain men to the governor of that Citadel, and [those 

who were inside it] opened [the gates] to them, and they went in and killed 
SULTAN MAS'UD. 

Then mawdud, the son of mas'ud, who was in khawarazm, hearing what 

had happened to his father, collected five thousand [men], and he attacked 

the twenty thousand [men] who were with his uncle, and he conquered 

them and killed his uncle. And he bored holes in the ankle bones of the 
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murderers of his father, and tied them together with cords, and [his slaves] 

dragged them along the ground until they were reduced to dust. And he 

went back to gaznah and his father’s kingdom was established for him, with 

the exception of khorasan and ’adhorbijan, in which the Turks were rulers. 

And in the year thirteen hundred and fifty-three of the Greeks (a.d. 1042), 

which is the year four hundred and thirty-three of the Arabs (a.d. 1041), 

Michael, the king of the rhomaye, died without sons; and his daughters 

zai (zoai) and Theodora ruled the kingdom for three months. Then the 

nobles of the rhomaye took counsel together, and they chose from among 

their sons (?) three persons who were suitable for rulers. And they wrote 

their names on pieces of paper, and these they put in coverings of wax. 

And they brought a little boy and he stretched out his hand and pulled 

out one of the papers, and the name of monomachus came forth. And they 

gave him Theodora, the daughter of King michael, to wife, and they made 

him king and called his name ‘constantine’. And Theodora gave to zai 

(zoai) her sister nine centenarii of gold instead of [her share in] the king¬ 

dom. Now this King constantine was magnanimous, and lavish in [his] 

gifts, but he suffered from the disease of the gout. 

And in the year four hundred and thirty-four of the Arabs (a.d. 1042) 

there was a severe earthquake in the city of tabr!z [224], and its Citadel, 

and wall and many palaces and baths were overwhelmed; and about fifty 

thousand souls died under the ruins. Its lord, however, escaped, because 

he was outside [the city] in the plantations, and he put on sackcloth and 

sat upon ashes because of the great disaster which had taken place. And 

he left [the place] and went and shut himself up in one of his fortresses 

through fear of the ghuzzaye, who had also made themselves master of 

KHAWARAZM. 

And ibrahim, the son of Joseph, rose up as governor of khorasan; he 

was the brother of tughrel bag through his mother. This man wrote a 

letter and sent [it], with an envoy, to Baghdad, and in it he spake thus: 

‘The great shah-in-shah, that is to say “king of kings”, tughrel bag, the 

saljuk, is king over khorasan and khawarazm. And he is prepared to 

send an army to Baghdad, because he hath heard what the nomads 

(ma'daye) are doing on the road of the hajj, and how they are seizing and 

plundering those who are going to worship in the house of God. Therefore 

see ye how ye can meet his troops with honours and gifts, and how [we] 

can make peace to reign over the whole world.’ And at the top of his letter 

were [drawn] figures of a bow and an arrow. 

And in this year hailstones fell [weighing] between one and two litres, 

according to the measure of Baghdad, and they destroyed more than thirty 

villages in the province of Baghdad. 

And in the year thirteen hundred and fifty-four of the Greeks (a.d. 1043) 

there went forth a certain rebel from the rhomaye whose name was 
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minakos (manyakos?), and about twenty thousand people cleaved to him. 

Then king Constantine sent against him Christopher, the eunuch, with 

forty thousand [men], and he conquered the rebel and killed him, and set 

his head on a reed. And he mounted on asses two hundred men of the 

army of the rebel, tied [to the beasts], with their faces turned towards the 

tails of the asses. And he hung between the eyes (i.e. on the forehead) of 

each one of them four testicles taken from the slain, and a portion of the 

lungs, and a liver, and heralds made a proclamation before them in the 

bazars of the royal city, saying, ‘These are the just reward of every one 

who rebelleth against the king’. And though he made them a laughing¬ 

stock, the king had mercy on them, and he did not kill them, but sent them 

away and said, ‘Get ye gone wheresoever ye please’. And the king gave 

gifts to the soldiers of his army, to some seventy dinars and to some thirty- 

five dinars, according to their merit. 

And in the year four hundred and thirty-five of the Arabs (a.d. 1043) 

[225] tughrel bag sent an envoy to the Khalifah kaim, and he said, ‘I am 

a minister (or, servant) of the Head of the Kingdom of the Arabs, and in 

all the countries over which I reign I have made to triumph the proclama¬ 

tion of the Khalifah, and I have made men to rest from the oppression of 

the governors mahmud and mas'ud, who were my predecessors. And it is 

evident that I am not inferior in any way to them. Now they were slaves 

of the Khalifah who enjoyed dominion (i.e. they ruled), but I am the son 

of free men, and am of the royal stock of the huns. And besides these 

things, although I am honoured even as they were honoured, I think that 

service to me, and the manner in which I am distinguished, should be 

greater than theirs.’ 

It is said that tughrel bag used to sit on a high throne, and behind him 

were shields and spears, and before him a very magnificent bow, and in his 

hand were two arrows, with which he used to play. He wore the white 

apparel [made] of cotton. On the second and fifth days [of the week] he 

used to fast. And he never at any time omitted [to say] his five prayers. 

And concerning his astuteness the chief of the judges of Baghdad relates 

the following story: When I was sent on an embassy to him I wrote a 

private letter to Baghdad in which I described his rule, and his merciless¬ 

ness, and how he prayed his prayers as a matter of form (or, routine) and 

not through fear of God, and various other matters. And I gave the letter 

to one of the members of my house, and it fell from him, and it was found 

and taken to tughrel bag. And though he understood everything which 

was in the letter, he never turned his face away from me, nor did he in any 

way lessen the honour which he paid me. As for me, I could not understand 

what had become of the letter, until a certain scribe, a friend of mine, when 

[we were] on the road [back], informed me; and he, who was also a notary, 

said to me that he had lost the letter on the road. 
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And his troops used to come, company by company, to do homage before 

him, each company consisting of two thousand men, and they dismounted 

a certain distance from him, and kissed the ground and stood upright. 

Then one of those who were before him made a sign that their salutations 

had been accepted. And again they kissed the ground, and then mounted 

their animals and departed, and another company came up. No man goeth 

near him, and no man hath speech with him. In every place where his 

troops meet together they plunder, and destroy and kill. And no one 

district (or, quarter) is able to support them for more than one week because 

of their vast number. And from [226] sheer necessity they are compelled 

to depart to another quarter in order to find food for themselves and their 

beasts. 

And the army of tughrel bag went and laid waste the country of nisibis, 

and maiperkat, and shighar (sinjar), and habura, and ’amid, and zirak its 

governor was killed. And they also came to mawsil, and they demanded 

from mu'tamid ad-dawlah, the governor of mawsil, fifty thousand dinars 

to leave [the city] and go away. And when he ignored their [demand] they 

made themselves masters of the city. And mu'tamid ad-dawlah fled by a 

gate which was underground by the river Tigris. And the ghuzzaye went 

in and they carried off from the palace a vast amount of stuff [worth] two 

hundred thousand dinars, and they divided seventeen wives, who were 

Arabs and Kurds, among them, and a great number of handmaidens. And 

they looted the city, all except the quarter of the shaharsui bazar, the 

owner of which gave them fifteen thousand dinars in the place of their 

houses. And the fathers of the wives of the governor also bought 

them back. 

And the ghuzzaye left governors in mawsil, and they went and pitched 

their camp by the city of baladh, but they were not able to capture it. And 

after a few days a certain man of the ghuzzaye was fighting with a young 

man who was a native of mawsil, and he smote him with a spear (i.e, 

speared him). Then the mother of the young man, who was a noisy and 

loquacious woman, smeared the blood [of her son] over her face, and she 

shrieked out in the bazars, ‘The ghuzzaye have killed my son and my 

daughter’. And she stirred up a tumult with her voice, and she inflamed 

the Arabs with her words, and they rose up against the ghuzzaye and killed 

them. And when the ghuzzaye who were in baladh heard [this], they came 

back again to mawsil and killed two thousand people, old and young. And 

they remained there for twelve days plundering and killing. And to every 

one whom they seized they said, ‘Purchase (i.e. ransom) thyself’. And thus 

they took all the silver, both that in circulation and that hidden, which there 

was in mawsil, and at the last they made peace. And they made the peasants 

go out to their villages and commanded them to till their lands. And after 

a little mu'tamid became strong, and he collected the ma'daye (nomads) 
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and conquered the ghuzzaye, and made a great slaughter of them; and 

those who remained fled to ’adhorbijan. 

And in the year which was the year thirteen hundred and fifty-five of 

the Greeks (a.d. 1044), at the end of the month of the first teshrin, abu 

al-faraj, an upright Nestorian monk, died; he was an able and capable 

man and a philosopher. This man interpreted [227] (or, translated) the Old 

and the New Testaments into the Arabic language and also the Books of 

Aristotle. And he charged the chief officials of their Church with being 

ignorant in matters of ecclesiastical doctrines and other subjects. Personally 

I think that he was weak in his knowledge of Syriac lexicography, for I have 

found blunders in various places in his interpretations. Of these the 

following is an example from [the Book of] job, dhe hdrteh wa-laitaw, where 

h has the vowel a and the t has the hardening point over it, the form being 

derived from hawra, that is hzaya, ‘vision’. But he understood the word to 

be hartheh, and he gave h the short vowel a and softened the t into th as if 

the form was taken from hartheh, ‘the end’. 

And in this year a great army of Sclavs, that is to say Russians, came 

against the royal city by sea and by land. And God helped the rhomaye, 

and they set fire to their ships and burned them on the sea, and the greater 

number of them were burned and sunk. And similarly they made prisoners 

of many of those who had come by land, and they cut off their right hands; 

and the rhomaye obtained a great victory. And at the time when there 

were many aliens, Armenians, and arabs, and jews, in the royal city, a 

great tumult broke out against Constantine the king. And the peoples 

gathered together at the gate of the palace and cried out, ‘This Constantine 

hath killed two of our kings’, and they were seeking for an excuse (or, 

reason) for looting the palace and the mansions of the nobles. Then king 

Constantine gathered together the nobles, and he brought out Theodora 

and zai (zoai) arrayed in gorgeous royal apparel. And when the agitators 

saw them they became quiet. And the king having inquired into the cause 

of the tumult, he was told that the aliens had made the tumult so that they 

might loot the city. Then the king commanded that there should not 

remain in it any one who had entered it during the last thirty years, and 

that the man who stayed should have his eyes gouged out. Then there 

went out about one hundred thousand souls. 

And in the year four hundred and thirty-six of the Arabs (a.d. 1044) an 

envoy was sent by kaim, the Khalifah, to tughrel bag, and his message was 

built on four stipulations. 

I. The Amir of the Faithful (or, Believers) saith unto thee: O Amir 

tughrel bag mahammad, the countries which thou hast taken are sufficient 

for thee, and thou shalt not hanker after the countries of the rest of the 

governors of the arabs ; and thou shalt not harm them. 

II. Thou shalt hold thyself in strict subjection, inasmuch as thou art 
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our vassal. And thou shalt swear unto us legal oaths concerning the divorce 

of thy wives, and the freeing of thy slaves, and undertake to give dues [228] 

of all thy possessions, if thou resistest our command. 

III. And thou shalt act righteously, and not deceitfully, and thou shalt 

not set men of error (i.e. unbelievers) over the members of the flock [of the 

Faithful]. 

IV. Thou shalt send each year the tribute of the countries which thou 

hast taken, according to the custom of thy predecessors. If thou wilt do 

these things thou shalt be decorated with robes [of honour], and shalt be 

addressed with the honorific titles which [men] may legally apply to thy 

kingship. And thou shalt not be a tyrant. 

And when tughrel bag had heard the message of the envoy he said in 

answer to the first point, ‘My troops are very many, and these countries 

are not sufficient for them’. The envoy replied, ‘That is because thou hast 

laid them waste. And if thou didst take the whole earth and lay it waste it 

would not suffice thee and thy peopled 

And in answer to the second point he said, ‘As to these various kinds 

of oaths, perhaps the scribes may understand them, [but I do not]. And as 

for myself, how is it possible for me to keep careful watch that I do not 

make a mistake, even in some very small matter, in my actions?’ And the 

envoy said, ‘If thou wilt show with all thy heart that thou art in subjection, 

and wilt do what is right, thou wilt never make a mistake’. 

And in answer to the third point tughrel bag said, ‘How can I? I 

take care to be upright. And if some of the hungry men who are with me 

act wickedly, what am I to do?’ 

And in answer to the fourth point he said, ‘As to the tribute about 

which thou hast spoken; show me how much it is, and if I am able I will 

not keep it back’. 

What is certain is this—that tughrel bag did not accept even one of the 

[four] stipulations. 

And in the year thirteen hundred and fifty-six of the Greeks (a.d. 1045) 

the city of ’arzengan was submerged by the waters, and only the monastery 

of the sons of cyriacus, by race Syrians, was saved, although it was entirely 

surrounded by a lake of water. Now there were merciful men and doers of 

good deeds to every man. 

And in the year four hundred and thirty-eight of the Arabs (a.d. 1046) 

the ghuzzaye captured the city of hulwan and burnt it, and they tortured 

the men until they brought out all their hidden treasures and gave them 

to them. And they committed fornication with their wives before their 

eyes, and they also deflowered their virgins. 

And in this year the Nestorian Metropolitan of Samarkand sent a letter 

to the Catholicus, which was also read in the palace of the Khalifah, saying, 

‘A people who are like unto the locusts in their swarms have made a gap 
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in the mountain between tebit and khutan [229], the which ancient 

writers say that Alexander the Great closed up, and they have sallied out 

and gone as far as kashghar. There are seven kings, and with each king 

are seven hundred thousand horsemen. And the name of their great king 

is “nasarath”, which is interpreted, “Ruling by the command of God”. 

They are black like the Indians, and they neither wash their faces nor dress 

their hair, but they plait it like a cloth and it serveth as a shield for them. 

They shoot with the bow accurately. And they eat poor and miserable food. 

And they are merciful and just. And their horses eat meat.’ 

And when they had read the letter one of the Arab nobles said, ‘One 

thing at least is an impossibility, that a horse should eat flesh, forsooth!’ 

And another replied, ‘Do not be astonished at this, for I myself have seen 

with my own eyes an Arab horse which ate flesh and cooked fish’. I, how¬ 

ever, say that it is probable that they dry the flesh and chop it up like straw, 

and feed the horses with it. For there is much game in that country and 

very little grass. 

And in the year four hundred and thirty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 1047) a 

certain man who was a native of ras 'ain and whose name was ’asfar, 

declared concerning himself that of him it was said in the kur’an that he 

should triumph over the Faith of the Arabs. And he went twice into the 

territory of the rhomaye on thievish expeditions, and he carried off much 

spoil and went forth. Then the king of the rhomaye wrote to bar marwan, 

the governor, saying, ‘Between us and thee there is peace. If this thief be 

one of thy subjects it is right that thou shouldst restrain him; if he is not, 

inform us and we will act for ourselves.’ Then bar marwan called the 

Amirs of the nomad Arabs, and he said, ‘This ’asfar will provoke to wrath 

the rhomaye against us, and if they come out there will be no rest either 

for us or for you. Therefore it is right for you to make a plan and to seize 

him.’ Then the nomad Arabs went to him and praised his solicitude for 

the triumph of Islam. And he rejoicing in them rode with them. And they 

began to exercise the horses and to exhibit feats of athletics until they were 

at a distance from the villages, and then they laid their hands upon him 

and took him and brought him to bar marwan. And he put him in fetters 

and shut him up in prison, and peace with the rhomaye was confirmed. 

And in this year sickness increased, and the pestilence (or, plague) be¬ 

came so severe in all the Fourth Clime [230] that one blossom of the 

water-lily was sold in Baghdad for one zuza, and a small dove for two 

white zuze. As for wheat and barley no man saw them at all in Baghdad. 

But in mawsil, in addition to the sickness and the pestilence, there was also 

a famine, which was caused by the locusts, and a kora of wheat was sold 

for sixty dinars. 

And in the year four hundred and forty-two of the ARABS (a.d. 1048), 

which is the year thirteen hundred and sixty-one of the Greeks (a.d. 1050), 
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Sultan tughrel bag sent an envoy to bar marwan, governor of Armenia, 

ordering him to submit himself and to become subject unto him. And bar 

marwan received the envoy with alacrity, and he gave him thirty bales of 

rich stuffs, and five hundred dinars, and hangings and curtains for tents, 

and ten mules loaded with goods, and an Arab horse, and a certain prisoner 

who was a rhomaya noble, for whose price the rhomaye would have given 

thirty thousand dinars, and he would not sell him. And he said, ‘Besides 

this noble I have nothing which is suitable (i.e. useful) for Sultan tughrel 

bag. And tughrel bag having received these things made peace happily 

with BAR MARWAN. 

Then Constantine, the king of the rhomaye, sent to bar marwan, say¬ 

ing, ‘I entreat thee to exert thyself for the deliverance of that [prisoner] 

the Patrician. I know that Sultan tughrel bag is magnanimous, and he 

will not detain him if thou wilt beg him from him by my mouth (i.e. in 

my name).’ And when bar marwan made known the words of the king 

of the rhomaye to tughrel bag, he showed magnanimity, and sent the 

Patrician with his own envoy to the king, without demanding any payment 

or anything in exchange. Then the king of the rhomaye restored the great 

Mosque of the ARABS which was in the royal city, and hung lamps therein. 

And he appointed Arab praying-men thereto, and appointed regular wages 

for them. And he sent to tughrel bag one thousand bales of silken cloth, 

and five hundred pieces of various other kinds of stuff, and five hundred 

horses, and three hundred Egyptian asses, and a thousand goats, with black 

eyes and horns, which were very nearly as large as asses. 

And in this year the natives of the city of Isfahan being sorely afflicted 

by the imprisonment with which tughrel bag had imprisoned them—now 

he had sat down by them for nine months—sent to the Khalifah asking him 

to entreat tughrel bag on their behalf. And the Khalifah (because for a 

long time past tughrel bag had been asking him to honour him (i.e. 

tughrel) with names (i.e. titles) which befitted [231] his kingship) would 

not consent. Then he agreed and he wrote [a letter] to him and called 

him ‘Lawful king’, and ‘Asylum of the Muslims’, and ‘rukn ad-din 

sultan tughrel bag’, and he entreated him on behalf of the natives of 

Isfahan. And he sent [the letter] with an envoy. 

Now tughrel bag was expecting this [appeal], and he accepted the 

Khalifah’s entreaty, and sent in return for these things twenty thousand 

dinars to the Treasury of kaim the Khalifah, and two thousand dinars to the 

administrators of the kingdom. And from this time Sultan tughrel bag 

began to inscribe the figure of a bow at the top of his seal, and inside it 

were these titles. And that sign was called ‘tughra’, and he who wrote 

[it] being commanded, [was called] ‘tughrai’. 

And in the year four hundred and forty-three of the Arabs (a.d. 1051) an 

envoy from Constantine, king of the rhomaye, came to kaim the Khalifah, 
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who was in Baghdad, and with him was a letter [written in] the rhomaya 

language, and between the lines was an Arabic translation written in letters 

of gold upon purple paper (vellum?), which [read] thus: ‘constantine, 

the believing king, the exalted one, who hath gotten power by Christ God; 

Augustus, Only One, in the kingdom of the rhomaye, Monomachus, to 

[his] beloved and honourable friend abu ja'far kaim, the Head of the 

Muslims and the Amir of the Believers’, and other words of love (or, 

affection). 

And in the year four hundred and forty-six of the Arabs (a.d. 1054), all 

the countries of the Persians being in subjection to rukn ad-din tughrel 

bag, he set his face towards the countries of the rhomaye. And he attacked 

the Fort of minasgerd, and sat down by it for a long time, but he was 

unable to take it; and he seized the country district [round about]. And 

he came and seized also the country of ’arzan ar-rum, which up to that 

time had been under the rhomaye. And he turned back to pass the winter 

in ’adhorbijan so that he might return to the territory of the rhomaye. 

And in the year thirteen hundred and sixty-five [of the Greeks = a.d. 

1054], constantine, king of the rhomaye, the husband of queen Theodora, 

died in the month of the latter kanon (January). And the queen governed 

for one year. And she sent an envoy to Baghdad, to the Khalifah, and she 

strengthened the peace by means of the tribute which she had received for 

herself. And in [that] year Sultan rukn ad-din tughrel bag sent an envoy 

to the Khalifah and said, ‘I wish to come so that I may be glorified (or, 

honoured) by the service of the Prophet [mahammad] [232] and be blessed. 

And I would also go and worship and pray in makkah. And I wish to 

make peaceful (i.e. safe) the roads of those who pray (i.e. pilgrims), and I 

will remove the crowds of the ma'daye (nomads) who rob them on the 

highways. From there I will go to the war of the rebels, the Syrians, 

and the erring Egyptians, if God will.’ Then the Khalifah, although un¬ 

willing, through sheer necessity wrote and praised his solicitude and his 

zeal in respect of the Faith, and he urged him not to delay in coming to 

BAGHDAD. 

Now the dailomites and the Turks who were in Baghdad, and their 

chiefs, objected strongly to this arrangement, and they said, ‘That the 

ghuzzaye should come to Baghdad is impossible, but if they do come we 

shall make ourselves ready for the sword’. And as their excuse benefited 

them in no wise, the troops of the ghuzzaye burst forth after a few days, 

and they came to the frontier of Baghdad. And the Prince of the princes, 

and the chief of the judges, and many of the native magnates who were 

in Baghdad went forth to meet the Sultan, and they drew nigh to the place 

wrhere he had camped. And they spoke to him words of admonition on 

the part of the Khalifah, so that he might not give an occasion to his troops 

to work destruction in the land of Baghdad ; ‘because it is the throne of the 
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Arab peoples, and the Law of the Faith existeth in it’. And the Sultan 

received their words with love, and consented to accept their counsel. 

And when he arrived and encamped at the gate which is called ‘mesham- 

mashanitha’ (i.e. ‘the Servant Gate’), the dailomites, and the Turks, and 

some of the peoples of Baghdad quarrelled uproariously, and they drew 

their swords on the ghuzzaye who were going into the city to buy food for 

themselves, and straw and hay for their horses. And the Amirs of the 

ghuzzaye mounted their horses and went into Baghdad, and they killed 

many of the dailomites, and the Turks, and the pagans, and they seized 

their chiefs and carried them to the Sultan. And he commanded and they 

were shut up in tents near him, being bound with fetters. And the Sultan 

sent to the Khalifah and complained about the quarrel which the people of 

Baghdad had provoked, and he informed [him] that certain of the dailom¬ 

ites in his service have been found killed, and others have not been found 

at all, and if I did not honour thee I would have destroyed all Baghdad 

with the edge of the sword. And the Khalifah being comforted with such 

[words] as these, fear departed from his heart, and he sent gifts with his 

eunuchs and nobles to the Sultan. And as soon as ever they arrived in 

the neighbourhood of the Camp, the Sultan commanded, and they were 

all put in bonds, and everything which they had with them was looted. 

And in the morning of the [following] day the ghuzzaye went into 

Baghdad, [233] and many of the ma'daye (nomads) whom they found 

there they drowned in the TIGRIS. And many men fled from their houses 

and took refuge in the buildings round about the palace of the Khalifah, 

and the ghuzzaye camped in their houses. And the Khalifah sent a letter 

to the Sultan saying, ‘This was not my expectation at all, for I imagined 

that my glory would be increased by thy coming, and that the Faith would 

be triumphant through thy nearness to me. Although I have suffered the 

very reverse of these things my trust is on God.' And the Sultan replied, 

‘I am subject to thy command. And as to these things which have taken 

place, thou knowest full well that they have happened because of the evil 

Turks who were in thy service. I myself am not blameworthy.’ Then the 

Sultan commanded, and [his slaves] sent the elephants which were with 

him against the ten Turks who had made the fight, and they trampled on 

them and killed them. And the Sultan was master of Baghdad, and he 

appointed governors and tax-gatherers from among his own people. And 

of the Turks who had been in Baghdad at an earlier period, some were 

bakers, and some were sellers of vegetables, and others were stokers of the 

fires for the baths. And the ghuzzaye became masters of the country, and 

they laid it waste. Agriculture came to an end, and an ox for ploughing was 

sold for twenty zuze, and an ass for ten zuze. And they struck money, 

zuze and dinars, in the name of the Sultan. And the Sultan increased the 

grant which had been formerly given to the Khalifah at the time when the 
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Dailomite and Turkish slaves held authority—fifty thousand dinars and 

five hundred kor($) of wheat. And the Sultan swore an oath, and said, ‘If 

it were not for the very many troops who are with me, and who are a help 

to Arabdom, I would restore to the Khalifah everything which those Turks 

took away from him’. And the heart of the Khalifah was glad, and he 

wished to contract affinity with the Arabs, and ’arslan khaton, a Saljuk 

princess, the daughter of jaghri bag, the brother of Sultan tughrel bag, 

was given to him. And the Sultan built a great house by the side of the 

palace of the Khalifah. And the Khalifah sent [to him] a golden throne, 

inlaid with precious stones, and he set it in [the building]. And the Sultan 

sat upon it, and the nobles used to go to do homage to him. 

And in the year four hundred and forty-eight of the Arabs (a.d. 1056) 

sickness and a great famine came upon Baghdad. One pomegranate was 

sold for a dinar, and herbs (or, drugs for medicines) were not to be found, 

and there came great swarms [234] of flies which polluted the air, and more 

than one-third of the population perished. And thus also was it in Syria, 

and in Egypt, and especially in Persia. In the city of Bukhara eighteen 

thousand biers of the dead went out [of the city] in one day. And those 

who died, in a short time, that is during a period of three months, were a 

thousand thousand and six hundred and fifty thousand people. And in 

Samarkand, within two months, two hundred and thirty-six thousand 

people died. It was said that from the beginning of the world there never 

was such a plague as this. 

And in the year four hundred and forty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 1057) a 

force of the ma'daye (nomads) encountered an army of the ghuzzaye by 

the side of mawsil, and the ghuzzaye gave way and twelve hundred of 

their men were killed, and katlamish their chief, together with those who 

escaped with him, fled to Mount shighar (sinjar). And the sons of 

shighar shut the gates of the city in their faces and jeered at them. 

Then when the Sultan heard what had happened, he raged in his spirit 

and he wished to go to mawsil. But the Khalifah did not wish [this], and 

he sent to him and said unto him, ‘It is not right for thee to go now; 

restrain thyself until thy troops are gathered together and come from 

Persia’. Then the Sultan became still more angry, and he said, ‘Now I 

know that your intention towards us is not sincere. In the beginning thou 

didst give me advice, saying, “Thou shalt not go, but send troops”, and I 

accepted it from you. And behold my troops have perished, and now again 

thou givest me that very self-same counsel.’ Up to this time the Sultan 

had been in Baghdad for thirteen months, and he had gone out but 

hitherto had not seen the Khalifah. And he commanded and they took 

his tents outside [the city], and his troops which were prepared gathered 

together and destroyed the buildings on the eastern side of Baghdad, and 

they took their bridges for fortifications. 
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And the Sultan went and encamped against tagrith, and he asked help 

from its inhabitants. But they said, ‘We belong to the ma'daye (i.e. nomad 

Arabs), and without the command of basasiri their chief we are unable to 

give any help at all’. And the Sultan became inflamed with fury, and he 

hurled the sword among them, and carried off many of their women 

and children. And they submitting to him, he made peace with them. 

And he went to beth wazik and the inhabitants thereof gave him help. 

And from there he went to mawsil, and he found that basasiri [235] 

had departed from it, and also that all the rich men of mawsil had fled. 

And he camped in the palace for a few days. And from there he went to 

baladh, and hazarasb, the captain of the host, commanded the Sultan that 

the town should not be plundered. And the Sultan replied, ‘Behold, thou 

seest that our treasuries are empty, and that they who are with us are 

hungry, and are pressing us, and there is no means of [getting supplies] 

except by pillage. But go thou this night and bring out all the inhabitants 

of the city, both great and small, and let them take whatsoever they are 

able [to carry away] from their houses.’ And having done this the ghuzzaye 

went into the city and looted it. And hazarasb sent the people of the city 

to mawsil, and there were ten thousand men besides women and children, 

and he sent with them some one who would protect them on the way. 

Then the nobles of the ma'daye, with the exception of basasiri, who had 

fled to Syria and had taken refuge in Egypt, when they saw that they were 

incapable [of conquering] the ghuzzaye, sent [envoys] and asked for peace. 

And the Sultan received them, and showed them affection (or, love), and 

arrayed them in robes of honour. And he wished to go to Armenia, to the 

country of bar marwan. But the nobles of the ma'daye entreated him, 

saying, ‘he also hath committed folly, even as we committed folly, but we 

ask thee to forgive him even as thou didst forgive us’. And the Sultan 

replied, ‘Ye confessed your folly and were forgiven; if he also will confess 

his folly he also shall be forgiven’. 

And the Sultan went to the island of kardu, and the people thereof 

submitted to him, and they gave him much gold, and they were not 

plundered. And twenty horsemen of the ghuzzaye rode up to the Monas¬ 

tery of the nestorians which is called akhmul, wherein there were at that 

time four hundred monks, and they slew one hundred and twenty of them, 

and the remainder ransomed their lives for six measures of gold and silver. 

Then bar marwan sent envoys to the Sultan, and he abased himself greatly, 

and he gave one hundred thousand dinars and the Sultan made peace 
with him. 

And the Sultan went back and encamped against shIghar, and captured 

it. And he slew four thousand men, and at length their blood flowed down 

into their water-courses. And he burnt the great Mosque which was in the 

city, and destroyed all its palaces. And because the air stank by reason of 
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the bodies of the slain, the Sultan removed himself from the town and 

encamped by the side of tell ' afr. And the nobles having made supplica¬ 

tion to him [236] to remove the sword from shighar, he accepted [it] 

from them on the condition that no man should ever remain in it. And all 

those who were hidden went forth, and they dispersed themselves in various 

countries, and the town was evacuated wholly by its inhabitants. Then 

guards who prevented the ghuzzaye from injuring those who went forth 

were appointed. All this took place because of the insults which the men 

of shighar cast on the ghuzzaye when they fled at the beginning from 

before the ma'daye. 

And from there the Sultan came to mawsil, and he gave it to saif ad- 

Dawlah Ibrahim, his brother on his mother’s side. And he was an upright 

(or, just) man. For a certain man who was a tax-gatherer, a native of mawsil, 

came to him and said that he would give him every day one hundred gold 

dinars from the contributions of those who bought and sold in the bazar. 

And ibrahim gathered together the men of mawsil and he said unto them, 

‘Do ye agree with this tax-gatherer?’ And they replied, ‘If thou wilt free 

us from the Persians who pry into our affairs, and the ghuzzaye officers 

who make [excessive] demands upon us, we do agree with this tax-gatherer, 

who is of our opinion’. And saif ad-dawlah showed greatness of soul, and 

said, ‘We will free you from this also, and we will not demand from you 

more than the fair taxes on the produce and fruits of the earth in their 

season’. And he commanded the heralds, and they proclaimed the freedom 

from taxation of those who bought and sold [in the bazars]. And all the 

population lifted up their voices and prayed for the lengthening of his life. 

And from mawsil the Sultan went down to Baghdad. And when he 

approached the city, the Khalifah sent the Wazir, the chief of the chiefs, to 

meet him. And he offered to the Sultan a Chosroes-cup of gold, inlaid with 

precious stones, jacinths, emeralds, and sapphires, and he said, ‘The Amir 

of the Believers hath rejoiced in thy triumph, and he is comforted by thy 

near presence’, and other [words]. The Sultan acknowledged [the compli¬ 

ment] and said, ‘I am one who is satisfied with this Palace, and I am a 

recipient of the great acts of goodness which have been showered upon me 

from it. Therefore nothing is lacking for me except that I would meet and 

be honoured (or, beautified) by the sight of him which is as that of the 

Prophet (?). And I cannot bear to be deprived of it any longer.’ And the 

Wazir replied, ‘Nothing now hindereth this, for ye have become of one 

house, and ye have mingled and mixed with each other, that is to say in 

betrothal’. And the Wazir rose up and went into the presence of the 

Khalifah and he made these things known unto him. And the Sultan went 

into the new palace which he had built. [237] 

And after some days the Sultan was summoned to go in. And he rode a 

horse, and all the princes went before him on foot. And when he drew 
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near to the gate of the palace of the Khalifah, he remained for a time on his 

horse, and then the gate was opened, and he went into the courtyard, and 

the nobles of the Khalifah went forth to meet him. And [the slaves] lifted 

the curtain, and he went into the inner courtyard. And they lifted another 

curtain, and he went in and saw the Khalifah seated upon a throne which 

was high above the ground, about seven cubits. And on his head was a 

black sudarium, and he was dressed in a cloak which was also black. This 

was the apparel which the sons off abbas put on and wore in Baghdad, but 

when the Khalifate was transferred to Egypt the Khalifahs put on and wore 

white apparel. And in his hand was a sceptre of gold, and on the two sides 

of him were two eunuchs. And when the Sultan saw him, he bowed down to 

the ground, and did homage several times. And the Khalifah commanded, 

and [the slaves] raised him up upon another throne, which was less high 

than the Khalifah’s, about the height of the stature of a man. And the 

Khalifah said unto the dragoman: ‘Say thou unto the Sultan: The Amir of 

the Believers praiseth thy solicitude, and applaudeth thy labours, and is 

comforted by thy near presence, and rejoiceth in thee. And behold, he 

handeth over to thee all the provinces and countries which God hath 

handed over to him. Therefore, fear God, and perform righteousness (or, 

justice) in thy dominion, and do thou give thanks unto the Lord for all His 

gracious deeds towards thee.’ And the Sultan stood up, and bowed himself 

to the ground, and said, ‘I am the slave and the subject of thy command; I 

put my trust in God that He will help me to fulfil thy will*. 

And the Khalifah commanded, and [the slaves] arrayed the Sultan in 

seven black garments with one neck-band (?), and they placed a black 

sudarium [shot with] gold upon his head, and on the sudarium a crown 

inlaid with two precious stones of jacinth, and above each stone were 

fifteen exceedingly choice pearls, and two bandlets of gold on its ends (?). 

The Sultan would not put the collar of gold round his neck, but it was laid 

on his shoulders, and a eunuch carried it before him. And when the 

Sultan wished to bow down again to the earth, it was impossible for him 

to do so, because of the heavy crown which was on his head. And the 

Khalifah also gave him three purple banners [inscribed with] letters of gold. 

And these were suspended before him. And the Khalifah also gave him 

[238] a royal seal. And he commanded the heralds and they proclaimed 

him ‘King of the East and the West’. And when the Sultan was inclined (?) 

to depart, he asked the Khalifah to stretch out his hand to him. And when 

the Khalifah stretched it out to him, the Sultan kissed it twice and made it 

to pass over his forehead. And he went forth and [the slaves] mounted him 

upon one of the horses of the Khalifah, and with great pomp and ceremony 

he went to his palace. 

And in the year thirteen hundred and sixty-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 

1058), in the winter time, three thousand Turks came and invaded melitene, 
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because its wall had been breached since the time when cyriacus took it 

from the Arabs. And after they had heaped upon it piles of the slain, they 

tortured the rest of the inhabitants in order that they might reveal their 

hidden treasures. And many died under the tortures, as for example 

patros, the deacon, the scribe and teacher of the young. This man was 

seized whilst he was writing the copy of a manuscript. And as he was 

writing ‘The head of JOHN resembled the bunch of grapes which herodias 

plucked’, the TURKS seized him. And they melted wax and poured it over 

his head, and they set a bowl with hot coals in it on his breast. And when 

he was near to finishing [his life] he saw the fire attacking his feet, and he 

said, ‘It is a blessed thing for you to be cleansed’. And his soul departed. 

And the Turks were twenty days in melitene, laying waste [the towns] 

and looting. And when they had burned it with fire and departed, a severe 

winter overtook them by the side of mount sansanaye, and the Armenians 

came down and killed them all. And those who saved themselves from 

being crushed with stones returned to it. And among them was Joseph 

the monk, who wrote three discourses on the event, and mar john the 

son of shoshan composed four discourses on the destruction of melitene, 

two in the metre of mar aphrem, and two in the metre of mar balai. And 

in this raid the Monastery of bar gagai was destroyed, and it was never 

inhabited again. 

And in the year four hundred and fifty of the Arabs (a.d. 1058), basasiri, 

the captain of the host of the ma'daye, and another general who was called 

kuraish, collected a numerous army of Arabs, and Persians, and Turks 

from among those who were in subjection to the Khalifah of Egypt, and 

basasiri came and encamped against tell 'afar. And inanagh, the captain 

of the host of the ghuzzaye, fled and went to the fortress of mawsil. And 

the ma'daye came after him and encamped against mawsil ; and there was 

a great famine, and at length the ghuzzaye ate their horses and their mules. 

And they destroyed the large houses, [239] and burnt the villages and the 

bridges. And when they were sorely afflicted they fled to Baghdad, and 

urged the Sultan to go in person and engage the ma'dAye. And he having 

gone out from Baghdad, the report thereof reached basasiri, and he laid 

waste mawsil in an evil manner and departed into the desert. 

When the Sultan arrived in mawsil he found that it was wholly destroyed. 

And it was reported to him also concerning ibrahim iani’el, his brother 

on his mother’s side, ‘He is meditating rebellion. And letters are coming 

to him from the Khalifah of Egypt.’ Therefore the Sultan, being afraid that 

ibrahIm would make himself master of Persia, and cause the armies of 

the Turcoman ghuzzaye to rebel with him, marched off hurriedly into 

Persia, and he went and sat down in hamadan. And he sent an army 

against his brother in the mountains of shaharzur, and it seized him and 

killed him. 
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Then when basasiri and kuraish, the captains of the army, heard that 
the Sultan had gone away, they came to Baghdad and took possession of 
it easily. And they seized the Khalifah kaim, and mounted him on a camel, 
and sent him to hadithah, and they looted the palace. And they proclaimed 
mustanser, the Khalifah of Egypt, in Baghdad, and they struck money, 
dinars and zuze, in his name. And they appointed judges, and lawyers, and 
readers, and arrayed them in white apparel, according to the custom of the 
Egyptians, instead of in black apparel. As to the Wazir, the prince of 
princes, inasmuch as it was he who had brought the ghuzzaye to Baghdad, 
they placed him in the hide of a bull which had been recently flayed off 
the animal, and they sewed it up about him. And they left his face visible, 
and they placed on the top of his head the horns of a bull. And they 
suspended him on a stake, having put hooks in his cheeks, and he remained 
thus during the whole day in agony (?). And he died after he had received 
the spittle and insults of the mob of Baghdad, and also their curses, 
because it was through him that all these evils had happened. 

And the mother of the Khalifah kaim sent to basasiri from the place 
where she was hidden, and said, ‘I am dying of hunger, and I entreat thee 
to have mercy upon me’. Then he sent and had her brought, and he seated 
her in one of the rooms of the palace, and he appointed two of her hand¬ 
maidens to minister unto her. And he allotted to them each day twelve 
litres of bread, and four litres of meat, according to Baghdad measure. 
Now this woman was an Armenian by race. And ’arslan khaton, [240] 
the wife of the Khalifah, was with kuraish, and when the Sultan tughrel 
[bag] sent an envoy and asked for her, they dispatched her to him with 
great honour. 

And in this year the Amir dawud jaghr! bag, the brother of the Sultan 
tughrel [bag], died, and he left a grown-up son, alb ’arslan, and two other 
sons. And the Sultan sent an envoy to kuraish and thanked him for 
’arslan khaton, and for having entreated her honourably, and sent her [to 
him]. And he said unto him, T beg thee also to send back the Khalifah to 
his throne, and thou shalt be administrator to him. I shall never again 
come to Baghdad, but shall devote myself to administering the kingdom of 
Persia. And if thou art unable to do this because of basasiri, who doth 
not agree with thy wish, it will be right for thee to entrench thine honour¬ 
able self and thy followers strongly in some Citadel, or in the desert, so 
that when our troops come they may not through ignorance do harm to 
any of those who belong to thee. For a great debt to thee lieth upon us, and 
if we were to give unto thee everything which we have, it would amount to 
far less than that which thou hast given to us, for thou hast restored to us 
our child carefully.’ Then kuraish sent to basasiri, who was in wasit, 
saying, ‘To what end and for whom are we fighting all this fight? For an 
Egyptian who, behold, hath not even visited us with a common letter in 
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■ return for our having made the proclamation of him to triumph as far as 

Baghdad. But it is right that we should repent with the Sultan, and restore 

the Khalifah to his place again.’ And basasiri not being persuaded by him, 

kuraish took his property and marched to the desert. 

And the Sultan and his troops drew nigh to the frontier of Baghdad. 

And the Amir of haditha, with whom the Khalifah was a prisoner, took 

him to the Sultan, and the Sultan sent him again to his palace with great 

honour. And he apologized to him, saying, ‘I was prevented from [coming 

to] thee through the death of my brother jaghri bag, and the [necessary] 

arrangements for his sons, and through my other brother ibrahim, who 

behaved treacherously to me, and he was conquered’. And when he fled 

the ghuzzaye overtook him and they cut off his head and brought it to the 

Sultan. And he commanded and the head was fixed on a reed, and 

suspended above the gate of the palace. And the Sultan, resting from the 

war on the [241] ma'daye, turned back and went to khorasan. 

And in the year four hundred and fifty-five of the Arabs (a.d. 1063), 

khaton, the wife of Sultan tughrel bag, died; she was greatly beloved by 

him, and all the business of the kingdom was administered by her. And 

he sent to the Khalifah that he might be betrothed by him to his daughter; 

and when the Khalifah would not consent to a daughter of theirs marrying 

a stranger to them, both as regards family and race, the Sultan was offended. 

And after many bickerings, open enmity began to make itself manifest. 

Then the Khalifah was afraid, and though unwilling, he gave his daughter 

to him on the condition that she should not depart from the palace, but 

that whenever the Sultan came to Baghdad she should live with him in 

there. And after prolonged discussion it was decided that she should 

depart to the new mansion which the Sultan had built. And the Sultan 

came to Baghdad, and he offered one hundred thousand gold dinars, and 

one hundred and fifty thousand zuze, and four thousand bales (or, rolls) of 

priceless stuffs for [her] dowry (dora). And he took the daughter of kader 

(kaim ?) to wife. 

It is related that when she went into her mansion, the Sultan and the 

nobles of the Turks stood up and danced according to their custom, and 

bent down on their knees and stood up again and sang songs in the 

Turkish manner. And a throne of gold was prepared for her, and the 

Sultan went in and bowed himself down to the ground, and did homage to 

her, and he did not sit down but left [the chamber] and went out. This he 

did for seven days, without her uncovering her face for him to see. And 

at this feast there was great gladness to the Sultan, and sorrow to the 

Khalifah, especially because when the Sultan went forth from Baghdad to 

go to khorasan, he would necessarily take the Khalifah’s daughter, his wife, 

with him. And the Sultan did not observe the condition that she was not 
to go forth from bageidad. 
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And in this year, which is the year thirteen hundred and seventy-four 

of the Greeks (a.d. 1063), an army of the rhomaye went forth and encamped 

against the city of ’amid for many days. And the armies of the Turks and 

arabs being gathered together against them, and very many having been 

killed on both sides, they left the city and departed. And on the seventh 

day of the month of ilul (September) of this year the Sultan tughrel [242] 

bag died in rai (rhages), a city of Persia. Now he lived seventy years. He 

was king for thirty years, and for eight of these years he was master of 

Baghdad. And the Sultan commanded that sulaiman, the son of jaghri 

bag, should sit on his throne. But ’alb ’arslan, the brother of sulaiman, 

because he was strong made an end of him and he himself reigned. And he 

was proclaimed in Baghdad and in all the countries as saya ad-din sultan. 

And in the year four hundred and fifty-six of the ARABS (a.d. 1063), 

certain hunters, who were Kurds, in Baghdad reported as follows: ‘When 

we were hunting in the desert we saw black tents, and [heard] the sound 

of beatings of the breasts, and weeping, and great lamentation. And when 

we drew near we heard a voice saying, “To-day b'elzebhubh, the prince of 

the devils, is dead and every place which doth not make itself a house of 

weeping for three days we will dig up by the roots”.’ And when the women 

of Baghdad heard this foolish talk, they went out to the graves, and they 

sat down for three days and wailed, and wept, and rent their garments, and 

plucked out their hair, and blackened their faces with soot from the cooking 

pots. And they said, ‘By this we shall propitiate the devils. And they will 

not kill their friends’. And the report of this [proceeding] flew through all 

the land of sen'ar, and in every country was done that which was done in 

Baghdad, namely in mawsil and in Armenia. 

And in this year ’alb ’arslan, the Sultan, went against the city of ’An!, 

which was the first city of the rhomaye, on the quarter of Armenia, and 

he captured it and made a great slaughter therein. Now as concerning the 

strength of the city of ’an!, the great river of ’aras surroundeth three- 

quarters of it, and on the other quarter a deep ditch was dug, through 

which much water from the ’aras, with a strong current, passed. And the 

citizens entered it and went out from it by a bridge. There were seven 

hundred thousand houses in it and one thousand churches. And when the 

TURKS were in despair about capturing it, suddenly, at the nod of high 

heaven, one of its towers fell down, and they laid a bridge across and went 

into the city. And from this time the Sultan was called ’abu al-fath. 

And in the month of the first teshrin (October) of this year a fierce 

heat prevailed in Baghdad until the month of the first kanon (December). 

And there accompanied it so much sickness and pestilence that a manya of 

tamar-Hendi (i.e. tamarinds) was sold for four gold dinars. [243] And in 

the month of the latter kanon (January) intense cold came, and the river 

Tigris was frozen over, and much snow fell in Baghdad. 
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And in the year four hundred and fifty-eight of the Arabs (a.d. 1065), 

which is the year thirteen hundred and seventy-seven of the Greeks (a.d. 

1066), Sultan ’alb ’arslan went to khawarazm and appointed his son 

salar shah over it, and he himself returned to nisabhor. And in this year 

about three hundred men who were Armenian thieves gathered together 

with the sons of kazrig, the Armenians, and they lay in ambush in the 

mountains of melitene, and plundered the country of ghubos and klawdia, 

and especially the monasteries. For they attacked the Monastery of sar- 

gisia, and threw the bones of the martyrs about on the ground, and carried 

off the coffins. And from the village of sangis, which is near the Monastery 

of madik, they took grain worth eleven hundred dinars, besides oxen and 

asses, and from the monastery they took five hundred dinars. Then the 

governors of melitene decided to give them the unmeasured (uncul¬ 

tivated) lands of ghubos and klawdia. And they also sent to the king, 

and brought back a patent ordering that they were to have four villages 

and they were not to thieve any more. But they, by reason of their wicked¬ 

ness, did not cease [to rob]. And they made up their minds to attack the 

Monastery of mar bar sawma, that is to say, to steal it and to entrench 

themselves in it. And at that moment suddenly a word of the Turks came, 

saying that ‘they were going to invade again the country of melitene’. 

And the men of klawdia fled to the monastery, and with them were ten 

Armenian thieves, and the remainder lay in ambush in the mountain, 

‘that in the night their companions might open [the monastery] to them, 

and they might camp there, and go in and take possession of it’. And 

when iwannis (joannes), the monk and steward, perceived this, he took 

with [him] certain strong and bold men from tell tawra, the blessed 

village, who were living in the monastery, and they captured the ten 

[Armenians], and in the night-time they hurled them from the rock on 

which the monastery [was built], without the archimandrite knowing any¬ 

thing about it. And when the day broke they were seen lying dead at the 

foot of the rock. And their companions heard [of it] and fled. And after a 

few days, when the monks and servants were coming from melitene to the 

monastery, the thieves fell upon them and killed three monks and two 

servants. And after these things the monks built in three years [244] two 

high towers, and thirty-two years later the new tower was built between 

the two other towers. 

And in the year fourteen (sic) hundred and seventy-five [of the Greeks 

= a.d. 1064] the blessed mar Michael built the southern tower. And in the 

year .... he built a horn to the upper fortress of the monastery. 

And in the year four hundred and fifty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 1066), 

kemushtakin (gumushtakin), the captain of the host of the Turks, attacked 

edessa. And the Duke of edessa went out and met him, and he was con¬ 

quered and was also made prisoner. And he ransomed himself with twenty 
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thousand dinars, and went into edessa again. And kemushtakin became 

master over harran, and serugh, and kalonikos. And then he turned 

back to come to Sultan ’alb ’arslan. And he came to khalat, and being 

angry with one of the Amirs who were with him, he killed him. And this 

Amir had a brother whose name was ’afshin, and he rushed upon kemush¬ 

takin, who was drunk, and killed him. And he gathered together to him¬ 

self an army of Turks, and he turned and came to the country of antioch, 

taking captives and plundering. And in this year the daughter of the sister 

of pakrat, the king of the iberians of ’abkaz, was brought as a wife to 

Sultan ’alb ’arslan, and he made a nuptial feast for her in the city of 

hamadan. And after a little he gave her a bill of repudiation (or, divorce), 

and betrothed her to one of the nobles. 

And in the year four hundred and sixty of the Arabs (a.d. 1067), when 

the Patrician, an Armenian, whose name was ’ARisTAKis, went out from 

a certain fortress to another stronger fortress, having with him through 

[his] fear of the Turks two hundred men, a certain Turkish Amir whose 

name was shirwan shah fell upon him. And the Armenians because of 

their fear said, ‘We are going to the Sultan to become Muslims through 

him’. And thus they carried them in honour to the Sultan. And though 

they were unwilling, they all became Muslims and were circumcised. And 

the Sultan gave the Patrician each year twenty thousand dinars as his 

salary. And afterwards they fled to inner Armenia, and then returned to 

their Christian Faith. And Constantine the Duke, the king of the rho- 

maye, being dead, romanus, who is diogenes, reigned. 

And in the year thirteen hundred and eighty of the Greeks (a.d. 1069) he 

went forth into Syria with two hundred thousand horsemen, and he met 

an army of the ma'daye ‘kuniko’, that is to say Dog-men (Kalbaye), and he 

conquered them and took [245] two fortresses, fiM and ’artah, from the 

Arabs. And the rhomaye spread abroad as far as mabbugh, and many of 

the inhabitants thereof fled to aleppo. Now the hire of a camel from mab¬ 

bugh to aleppo went up to eighty gold dinars. And the rhomaye made 

themselves masters of mabbugh, and they made a great slaughter therein. 

And they destroyed its wall. And out of its stones they built the old Citadel 

which is there now. And because the rhomaye were very many, and be¬ 

cause they could get no supplies from the place (i.e. locally), there was a 

very severe famine among the Turks who were raiding the marches. A 

litrd of bread [cost] a dinar, and six handfuls of barley [cost] a dinar. And 

certain of the Dog-like ma'daye related the following: ‘We slew one of the 

rhomaye, and when we cut open his belly we found therein whole (un¬ 

digested) grains of barley’. And when the report came to the king, saying, 

‘’afshin, with [other] Turks, hath invaded the territory of the rhomaye, and 

he hath captured the city of ’amurin, he set guards in the new Citadel 

which he hath built in mabbugh and returned to the territory of the rhomaye’. 
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And in the year four hundred and sixty-two of the ARABS (a.d. 1069) 

there was so great a famine in EGYPT that men ate each other. For in all 

EGYPT there remained no horses except the three which belonged to the 

Khalifah; as for all the other animals, horses, and mules, and asses, their 

owners had eaten them. And a dog was sold for five dinars and ten zuze. 

A mathkal of onions was sold for one silver zuza. It is said that one day 

when the Wazir had alighted from his mule, and gone in to the Khalifah, 

three men came and snatched the mule from the hands of his syce, and cut 

its throat and ate it. And when this act had been made known to the 

Khalifah, he commanded and those three men were impaled. And during 

the night other men came and took the three men off the posts, and they 

cut off slices from the fleshy parts of their bodies and departed. And when 

the day broke the bones of the three men which were stripped bare were 

found heaped together under the impaling posts. And the famine waxed 

strong, not only among the common folk, but in the palace also. And at 

length all the royal apparel and ornaments were sold for very small prices. 

For ten pearls, which weighed ten mathkdls, were sold for four hundred 

dinars. In one of the cities of EGYPT, the name of which was tannis (san, the 

Biblical zoan), [246] a short time before [the famine] there were counted 

three hundred thousand men who [paid] the poll tax, and during the time 

of the famine fewer than one hundred souls were found in it. 

And in the year four hundred and sixty-three of the Arabs (a.d. 1070), 

which is the year thirteen hundred and eighty-two of the Greeks (a.d. 1071), 

the Sultan went against ’arkestia, that is the city of ’argish, and captured 

it, and he made a great slaughter therein, and took a vast amount of spoil 

and sent [it] to khorasan. And he did the same thing in the city of minaz- 

gerd. And he went to maiperkat, which was on the side of the Arabs, and 

he took from the lord thereof more than one hundred thousand dinars, and 

then passed on to ’amid. And he drew nigh to its wall, and he passed his 

hand over it and then over his face, as if to be blessed by its strength. And 

he went to sababarok, which was on the side of the rhomaye, and he took 

from them one thousand dinars and left them. And from there he went 

and encamped against edessa, and he fought against it for many days, and 

was not able to capture it, but they cut down its trees and laid waste its 

gardens. And the edessenes undertook to give him fifty thousand dinars, 

and [expected] him to depart from them. And when the Sultan agreed, the 

edessenes said unto him, ‘We cannot give thee anything until ye have 

burned the engines and the machines for siege attack, and all the [other] 

instruments of war. For we are afraid lest peradventure thou wilt deceive 

us, and take our gold and not stop fighting.’ And the Sultan believed them, 

and burnt the implements of war, and the edessenes treated him with con¬ 

tempt, and would give him nothing. And the Sultan left them, and with 

a bitter (i.e. bilious) liver he crossed the Euphrates. 
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And an envoy of diogenes, the king of the rhomaye, came and said unto 

the Sultan, ‘If because of mabbugh thou didst remove thyself from thy 

country, and didst come [here], behold we will give thee mabbugh back 

again, and thou shalt restore to us ’argish and minazgerd, and we will 

also give to you each year the customary tribute’. And when the Sultan, 

accepting [this proposal] restored [to them the country] as far as the city 

of khalat, ’afshin sent and informed him, saying, ‘Behold, I invaded the 

territory of the rhomaye, and have come forth with great loot, and there 

is not among the rhomaye any one who can meet us in battle’. And the 

Sultan was encouraged, and he went back again into the territory of the 

rhomaye with such swift feet and such great joy that many of the camels 

which were loaded with his possessions perished on the road through the 

hurry of the journey. 

Then ’afshin [247] continued to penetrate into the territory of the rho¬ 

maye until he encamped on the shore of the sea which flows by the wall 

of Constantinople ; and he raided and looted and departed to Macedonia. 

And when he arrived at the country of simnadu, the winter overtook him 

and much snow [fell]. And he sent to a certain Greek woman whose name 

was maryam (mary), and who was mistress over the Citadel of simnadu, 

and asked from her permission for the troops of the Turks to go into 

her city and villages to buy food for themselves. And she reluctantly 

gave the permission, but only after he threatened her that he would 

cut down the trees, and uproot the vines, and destroy the gardens in her 

country. 

Then king diogenes collected a numerous force, and went forth from 

the quarter of Armenia with great splendour, and he came against minaz¬ 

gerd. And he drove the Sultan’s men out from it, but he did not kill them, 

and he took possession of the city. When the Sultan heard of [this] he 

turned his gaze to the territory of the rhomaye. And because the Turks 

were few in number the Sultan ’alb ’arslan was afraid, and he sent an 

envoy to diogenes, a certain noble whose name was sawtakin, that they 

might make peace and say to each other, ‘we will go back each to his own 

country’. Now diogenes boasted himself, and said, ‘Now that I have 

brought out my treasures, and collected all these troops, and the victory 

was mine, shall I go back? For you there is nothing with me except the 

sword.’ Then God, praise be to His goodness! who bringeth low the 

arrogant, gave strength to the Sultan. And he made ready his troops, and 

he addressed to them words of encouragement. And he cast the bow and 

the arrows from his hands, and he put on his armour, and took his shield 

and spear in his hand, and tied up the tail of his horse, and mounted [it]. And 

all the Turks did likewise. And they charged the rhomaye on the sixth day 

of the week (Friday) at noon, at a place between khalat and minazgerd. 

And they cried out a mighty battle-cry, and rushed in among them. And 
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terror fell on the rhomaye, and after many of them had been killed they 

began to flee, and others were taken prisoners. 

And at the time of evening a eunuch, whose name was kaharya, came 

from the Turkish nobles and said to the Sultan, ‘One of my slaves hath 

said that he hath made prisoner the king of the rhomaye, and that he is 

with him’. And when the horsemen were being counted the Amir who was 

counting was contemptuous of that slave, and did not write down pay for 

him. And laughing at him [248] the Amir said, ‘Yes, this slave hath made 

the king of the rhomaye prisoner for us!’ And by the nod of God, the 

word which was laughed at turned out to be an actual fact. Now although 

the Sultan did not believe it, he did not persist in saying so, but he sent 

one of the young men whose name was ‘shad!’, and who had often been 

with the envoys to the king of the rhomaye, to go and look at him (i.e. the 

prisoner). And when shadi went and saw diogenes, he bowed himself 

down to the ground, and did homage to the king; and then he ran back 

to the Sultan and reported that the prisoner was the king. And the Sultan 

gave orders quickly, and they pitched a great royal tent for diogenes and 

took him there. And they put iron fetters on his hands and round his 

neck, and set one hundred Turks to keep guard over him. 

And in the morning the Sultan commanded and they brought diogenes 

before him, and with his own hands he smote him four buffets, and said 

unto him, ‘How came it that thou didst not listen when I entreated thee 

for peace ?’ Then diogenes, because he was a wise and understanding man, 

spake words carefully chosen and arranged, and said, ‘In all these things 

which are possible for a man, and which kings are bound to do, I have 

fallen short in nothing. But God hath fulfilled His Will. And now, do 

wrhat thou wishest, and abandon recriminations.’ Then the Sultan said 

unto him, ‘Inform me now forthwith what was thy intention (or, object) 

to do with me if I had fallen into thy hands?’ And diogenes replied, 

‘Every evil thing [possible], for enemy doth not encounter an enemy except 

to do evil to him’. And the Sultan said, ‘Thou hast spoken the truth. If 

thou hadst answered in any way different from this I should not have 

believed thee. Now tell me further, What dost thou think I shall do with 

thee ?’ And the king replied, ‘One of three things. Firstly, that thou mayest 

kill me. And secondly, that thou mayest make a show of me and haul me 

round about through thy dominions, so that every man may know and see 

thy victory. And thirdly, it is unnecessary for me to say it, for it is an 

imagination (or, expectation) due to delirium, and remote from anything 

which thou art likely to do.’ And the Sultan said, ‘And why dost thou 

restrain thyself from saying it ?’ And diogenes replied, ‘That thou shouldst 

send me back again to my royal city. And I would be to thee as one of thy 

Patricians, and when thou didst call me I would come, and when thou 

didst say unto me, “Do this”, I would do it.’ And the Sultan replied, ‘I 
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had no intention of doing anything except this third thing, for thou wast 

[249] in despair.’ 

And the Sultan demanded from him ten thousand thousand dinars so 

that he might ransom himself. And diogenes said, ‘If I had the whole 

kingdom of the rhomaye to give, it would have been a little thing in com¬ 

parison to that wherewith I myself shall profit. But from the time when I 

became king I have scattered freely the treasures of the kingdom of the 

rhomaye on the armies which I have commanded.’ And diogenes was 

released, on the condition that he paid a thousand thousand dinars for his 

ransom, and gave an annual tribute of three hundred and sixty thousand 

dinars. And the Sultan commanded, and they removed the iron fetters 

from him, and they seated him on his throne which had been carried off 

from him. And diogenes and the Sultan ate and drank together. And the 

Sultan demanded from him antioch, edessa, mabbugh, and minazgerd 

which the rhomaye had taken from the arabs. And diogenes replied, 

‘When I return to my kingdom do thou send an army and fight for them, 

and I will send to them [a message] that they must surrender. If I were to 

send now they would not hearken to me.’ And diogenes said unto the 

Sultan, ‘If now thou art going to send me away, send me quickly, before the 

rhomaye can appoint [another] king, and do so immediately, even though 

I cannot fulfil one of these [stipulations].’ And this actually took place. 

And the Sultan commanded, and he appointed to ride with him one 

hundred slaves and two Amirs, and they were to go with him to Con¬ 

stantinople. And the Sultan himself accompanied him for a distance of 

one parasang. And when he wished to go back diogenes wanted to alight, 

but the Sultan adjured him not to alight. And thus riding side by side they 

kissed each other and separated. 

Now I have found this history in two manuscripts, [one] Arabic and 

[one] Persian. But the blessed mar Michael wrote, ‘The son of the sister 

of the Sultan captured the king, and another Turk came and killed the 

Sultan’s nephew, and took the king, so that the merit of the capture might 

be his.’ And when the Sultan asked diogenes, ‘What didst thou intend to 

do with me if I fell into thy hands ?’ diogenes replied, ‘I should have wished 

to burn you in the fire’. Now it is evident that such a vulgar thing as this 

would never be said by one king to another. Moreover, it would have been 

impossible for the TURK to have killed the Sultan’s nephew, and to pluck 

the king from his hands. For he would have been afraid [250] that he 

would be discovered, even by the king himself. 

Now when the yawnaye (Greeks) heard that diogenes had been cap¬ 

tured, they appointed as their king michael, the son of Constantine. And 

this king took his mother, now she was the wife of diogenes, and forced 

her to live in a nunnery. And iwani, his uncle, became his Kisarios 

(Caesarius, i.e. Deputy or second in command). Now when diogenes 
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entered the territory of the rhomaye and heard what had taken place, he 

went up to the fortress of dukia, and found therein two hundred thousand 

dinars, and he sent them to the SCiltan with those two Amirs who had 

escorted him, and informed him about the matter. And he attired himself in 

the garb of monkhood, and sat down in dukta. And he sent to Michael and 

said, ‘Up to the present I have fought a triumphant fight on behalf of the Faith 

of the Christians, and it is sufficient for me. As for thee, blessed be thy king¬ 

dom. And thou hast done well in that thou art king (or, dost reign), for it was 

right for thee. But as regards the Faith (or, Belief), I advise thee not to dis¬ 

solve the peace which I have made with the Sultan, and if thou dost not 

[acceptmy advice] there will be no rest, neitherfortheenorforthe Christians.’ 

And Michael thanked him and said, ‘I shall not depart from thy advice’. 

Now after some days certain men worked upon him, and he sent [a 

letter] to Diogenes and said to him, ‘If thou art in truth a monk, why hast 

thou a dwelling-place which is in a fortress ? It is right for thee to go down 

to one of the monasteries, so that we may send guards (i.e. a garrison) into 

the fortress.’ Then was diogenes wroth, and he said, ‘Of all the kingdom of 

the rhomaye there is not even one fortress which he would leave me!’ And he 

rose up and stripped off the woollen garments [of a monk] and borrowed 

some apparel from the merchants of dukia, and collected an army. And 

when bar sanhirib, the Patrician of lesser Armenia, came to him, he seized 

him and gouged out his eyes, and took from him eighty gold centenarii. And 

he increased in power greatly and he came to melitene. And he sent to the 

Sultan ’alb ’arslan and asked him for help. And the Sultan promised him 

that he would go in person and help him wherever there was cause for it. 

And after these things diogenes departed from melitene to cilicia. 

And iwANi (joannes) attacked him, and captured him in the city of ’adana. 

And having taken him he sent and informed Michael the king. Then 

Michael commanded, saying, ‘Thou shalt not harm him, but with care 

bring him here to us, so that we may make him settle in a [251] monastery. 

When diogenes came near to Constantinople, iwani (joannes) treated 

his eyes with kohl and blinded him, and diogenes hit his head against a 

wall until he died. And the king and the nobles were offended with iwan! 

(joannes) because he had done this without the command of the king. 

And in this year the franks took Sicily from the Arabs, for the governor 

[of the island] sold it; thus he acted treacherously towards the Khalifah of 

Egypt, to whom it belonged. 

And in the year four hundred and sixty-five of the Arabs (a.d. 1072) ’alb 

’arslan died, and his son malik shah succeeded him. Now his death took 

place in this wise: whilst shams al-mulk, the son of tabajag, was khan of 

Bukhara, and samarcand, and the rest of the countries beyond the river 

gihon, wiLYAS, the son of ’alb ’arslan, reigned over khawarazm. These 

two quarrelled with each other. And the son of tabajag attacked his wife, 
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who was the daughter of the Sultan, and he killed her with the sandals of 

his feet, saying, ‘Thou art not my wife, but a spy upon me. And thou stirrest 

up thy brother to come and lay waste my countries.’ Now when the Sultan 

heard that his daughter had been killed, he was furiously angry and col¬ 

lected his troops and crossed the river. And when he encamped against a 

certain Citadel, the governor of whom was a native of khawarazm, he made 

war upon him. And he deceived the native of khawarazm with promises, 

and brought him down, and he commanded them to tie his hands and his 

feet to four stakes, and to shoot at him with arrows. Then the native of 

khawarazm in his rage reviled the Sultan and said, ‘O thou poltroon (or, 

coward), is it in this way that thou killest those who are like myself?’ Then 

the Sultan, with his blood boiling, said, ‘Let him go free, so that I may shoot 

him when he is unfettered, and I will kill him’. And when they set him 

free the Sultan shot an arrow at him, but it did not reach him. And the 

native of khawarazm leaped upon the Sultan, and smote him in his back 

with a knife which he found there. Then one of the eunuchs threw him¬ 

self on the Sultan, and the native of khawarazm left the Sultan, and began 

to stab the eunuch with the knife. Then one of the Armenians who were 

pitching the tents came and smote the native of khawarazm on his head 

and killed him. Now the Sultan lived a few days and then died of the 

wound, and he was carried to marw (merv) and was buried [252] by the 

side of his father jaghri bag, after he had made a will [in which he decreed] 

that his son malik shah should reign in his stead, and that the Amir 

karuth bag, his brother, should take khatun, his wife, to wife; and that 

shiraz should be his country (or, place), besides those fortresses which 

should be rightly under the command of the Sultan. 

Then when karuth (kaurath) bag, who had been expecting the death 

of his brother for a long time, heard that he was dead, he rose up hurriedly 

from kerman, and went down into the sea in the time of winter, and came 

to shiraz. And he went forth to khorasan and he collected an army in 

order to meet in battle malik shah his brother’s son. Then malik shah 

made ready to fight against his uncle, and God gave him the victory and 

he conquered, and he bound his uncle in fetters and killed him, and his 

sons he blinded. Two of them, the youngest, died, and three of them lived 

[and were] blind, viz. sultan shah, and turkan shah, and wardan shah. 

And if [any one of these] remained in his country honour similar to that 

which was paid to the Sultan his brother was to be paid to him. 

And in the year four hundred and sixty-six of the Arabs (a.d. 1073), 

which is the year thirteen hundred and eighty-four of the Greeks (a.d. 

io73), violent rains came from the month of the latter teshrin (Novem¬ 

ber) to the twenty-fourth day of the month of shebhat (February). And 

the rivers overflowed, and the waters poured forth from the houses of 

Baghdad, bursting through the earth and flowing out, and many great 
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buildings were overthrown, and the people fled to the Western Quarter. And 

the waters entered the quarter of the Khalifah by the Gate of the nubah, 

that is to say, of the Nubian eunuchs who were the guardians of that Gate. 

And the eunuchs, and the handmaidens, and all those who lived in the 

houses of that quarter fled. Now at that time there were fifteen hundred 

houses in that quarter, and the inhabitants swam out, and went by the 

northern side and took refuge in the houses of the common folk. And 

when the waters rose up under the bed of the Khalifah he fled to the door, 

but could not find his way out. And a eunuch carried him out and placed 

him in a boat; and thus they did with his wives; and also with such goods 

as they were able to save from being submerged. And the Khalifah put on 

the tunic of their Prophet, and took the rod in his hand as if he could stay the 

inrush of the waters, and it did no good whatsoever. And many remained in 

the shallow boats for days without food, and the Khalifah himself was for two 

days unable to find anything to eat. [253] And in like manner the Wazir 

remained in a boat for two days lying on a plank without food. And in the 

desert also the waters prevailed and many of the ma'daye (nomads) were 

drowned. It is related that when the waters (i.e. the flood) came one wretched 

man mounted his wife on one horse, and his daughter on another, and he 

rode a third. And the waters came on and overtook the two women, and they 

fell from [their horses] and were drowned. The man himself ran to a tree and 

climbed up it, and abandoned the horse; and he remained there for several 

days before the waters subsided. And the lions and the buffaloes were seen 

together on the top of the hills, with the waters surrounding them, and being 

utterly stupefied they did not harm each other. 

And in the year four hundred and sixty-seven of the Arabs (a.d. 1074) 

the Khalifah kaim died of the disease angina at dawn on the fifth day of the 

week (Thursday), on the thirteenth day of the month sha'ban, at the age 

of seventy-five years. He was green (or, yellowish-green) in colour, because 

[he ate] too many figs (?) with his food. 

After him rose his son who was called muktadi. On this night (i.e. the 

night of his death), the fear of death was upon him, according to the 

opinion of the astrologers. For aris the lord, his rising was in Scorpio; in 

the night he went down to Gemini, his house of death, by the diameter of 

kronos, which was in sagitarius, and both made a tetragonisa (right angle) 

with the Zodiacal Sign pisces, which is the Sign of the Zodiac of the com¬ 

pletion of the year. 

After kaim, muktadi his son ruled nineteen years and five months. And 

in the year of the Arabs four hundred and sixty-eight (a.d. 1075), the Arabs 

took the new Citadel of mabbugh from the rhomaye ; and the greater number 

of the eight years during which the rhomaye were in it they were imprisoned 

by the Arabs. 

And after one year a great war broke out in SYRIA between the troops of 
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the Turcomans and the Egyptians, and famine and pestilence clung close 

to the operation, especially in Damascus, for with the exception of an ex¬ 

ceedingly small number, all its inhabitants perished. Only three thousand 

souls remained in it, whereas formerly the population had been three 

hundred thousand. There were only two bakers, whereas formerly there 

had been two hundred and forty. And a quarter (or, mansion) which had 

been bought for three thousand dinars could have been bought for one 

dinar, and there was no one to buy. And there was very little food, and 

the mice (or, rats) increased over men because of the lack of weasels which 

had already been eaten up. [254] There was a woman in the city who 

possessed two mansions, the one was bought for three hundred dinars, and 

the other for four hundred dinars. And because of the damage done by the 

mice, she sold one of them for seven zuze, and with them she bought a cat. 

And in the year four hundred and seventy of the ARABS (a.d. 1077), which 

is the year thirteen hundred and eighty-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 1078), 

Michael was governing the kingdom of the rhomaye in a feeble manner. 

This was caused by a disease of the kidneys (retention of urine ?) which had 

attacked him; he sat in the palace and devoted himself to the physicking 

of his body, and he was wholly incapable of holding any intercourse what¬ 

ever with any man. Then did a certain man called nicephorus botanicus 

rebel against him. This man was at one time a husbandman, and he rose 

step by step and ruled first over the island of Cyprus, and then over 

antioch. Then he was deprived of his authority (or, dominion), and behold 

he became poverty stricken. He was akin to a certain Amir of the race of 

the saljuks whose name was ‘katlamish’, the son of yabaghu ’arslan, 

the son of saljuk, who had fled from Sultan 'alb ’arslan, and had taken 

refuge in the dominions of the rhomaye. And they besieged Constan¬ 

tinople for four months. And there was so great a famine that two bread 

cakes were sold for one dinar, and a cock for a dinar, and fifteen eggs for a 

dinar. And the pestilence followed on the heels of the famine. 

One of the men who removed the dead and took them into the sanctuary 

which was in the great church, and brought the bodies from the naos when 

it was full, and cast them into the sea, by way of the gate which was by the 

sea, this man I say related that for every dead person they carried they 

received one obolus, and that in four months they received one hundred 

and sixty thousand oboli. The present chronographer (i.e. bar hebraeus) 

saith that it is incredible that such a vast sum as this [can have been given], 

but according to what I have heard so have I written. 

And when the Patriarch and the nobles saw that michael was not able 

to vanquish the besiegers, they opened the gates, and surrendered the city 

to nicephorus. And when he entered in michael went forth openly carry¬ 

ing the crown in his hand, and he said unto nicephorus, ‘Take [this], and 

withhold the sword from the people; and if thou hadst asked me I would 
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have given it [to thee] without war. And he gave orders that he was to be 

shaved, and having become a monk, and refrained from the eating of flesh, 

he was healed of his sickness; and he ended his life as a monk in a 

monastery. 

Then nicephorus castrated the two sons of michael [255] and took his 

wife to wife. And he was despised by every man, and goodness departed 

from him and fear fell upon him. And he sat down in his palace, and never 

went out to war. Then Sultan mAlik shah sent bursuk, his servant, with 

an army to bring back katlamish. And when he drew nigh to the temple 

of Constantinople, he sent to nicephorus and asked him to deliver up to 

him katlamish. And nicephorus said, ‘It is not in conformity with our 

Faith to deliver up the man who hath taken refuge with us, even though we 

all perish. But behold, this is before thee: if thou canst take him, take him.5 

Then katlamish and bursuk met each other [in battle]. And as very 

many of the Turks on both sides were killed, bursuk sent to katlamIsh 

and said unto him, ‘Why should the TURKS perish betwixt me and thee? 

But let us two meet each other in battle, and he who conquereth the other 

shall be master of all of them. And when katlamish agreed to his [pro¬ 

position], bursuk acted craftily, and he dressed one of his slaves in his 

apparel and armour, and mounted him upon his own horse, and he sent 

him forth against katlamish, and he himself stood up, with twenty 

horsemen, like one who was gazing at a theatrical spectacle. And when 

the slave and katlamish were fighting together, katlamish smote the 

slave a blow, and hurled him from his horse, and he dismounted to cut off 

his head. Then bursuk and those who were with him leaped upon him 

and killed him. And katlamish being killed in this treacherous manner, 

bursuk was able to flatter (i.e. persuade) only a very few men to carry [the 

news?] to the Sultan. And the remainder, who were very many, cleaved 

to sulaiman, the son of katlamish, and they departed from the territory 

of the rhomaye, and went and captured the cities on the sea coast, viz. 

antarados and tarsos, in the year four hundred and seventy-five of the 

ARABS (a.d. 1082), and subsequently sulaiman made himself master of 

ANTIOCH. 

And in the year four hundred and seventy-six of the Arabs (a.d. 1083) 

SHARAF ad-dawlah, the son of kuraish, took harran, and he impaled 

krasI who ruled over it. And in the year which is the year thirteen hun¬ 

dred and ninety-four of the Greeks (a.d. 1083), on the twenty-third day of 

the month of ilul (September), pilardos, the Armenian, took edessa from 

the Turks, and of him we will speak a little later. [256] 

Now nicephorus having reigned in a contemptible manner for two 

years, and the affairs of the kingdom having gone to ruin, a certain captain 

of the host whose name was alexis comeninus made a secret agreement 

with the nobles, and they went to a convenient place outside constan- 
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TINOPLE, and proclaimed him king. And they returned quickly to the city, 
and no man stood up against them. And alexis went in to the palace, and 

nicephorus went out, and he was rewarded according to what he had done, 

and he had his fill of disgrace and contempt. 

And in the year four hundred and seventy-seven of the ARABS (a.d. 1084), 

bar marwan was ruling from mawsil to the banks of the Euphrates ; he 

placed his confidence in the armies of the ma'daye, and was not as sub¬ 

missive to the Sultan as it was proper for him to be. Then the Sultan 

mAlik shah sent to the Amir ’artuk [commanding him] to collect the 

armies of the Turcomans, and to be ready for war. When bar marwan 

heard this, he sent to sharaf ad-dawlah, the son of kuraish, the great 

Amir of the ma'daye, [asking him] to come to his help. And they gathered 

together and came to the neighbourhood of ’amid ; and ’artuk also came. 

And when sharaf ad-dawlah saw the great number of the Turcomans he 

sent to ’artuk and said, ‘I am the servant of the Sultan, and this bar mar- 

wAn is also, and why this quarrel ? But I ask you to go back, and I will go 

back, and there shall be peace.’ Now although ’artuk agreed to that, the 

Turcomans were angry, and they murmured, saying, ‘Do ye wish to turn 

back empty and without spoil?’ And at midnight they mounted their 

horses, and when the day broke they attacked the ma'daye and killed many 

[of them], and the rest fled. And as no other hope remained to sharaf ad- 

dawlah, he fled to ’amid, to bar marwan. And the Turcomans went to the 

tents of the ma'daye and plundered them, and made the women and chil¬ 

dren prisoners, and [captured their] goods. And they tied ropes round the 

necks of the Amirs of the ma'daye whom they overtook, and brought them 

before the wall of ’amid, and they sold the [best of them] for ten dindrs 

each, and the inferior Amirs for less than five dindrs. And a fine ARAB horse 

was sold for five dindrs, and a camel for one dinar, and an ass for five zuze, 

and a sheep for half a zuza. And they broke more than ten thousand spears, 

and burnt them under the cooking pots. And when dissension broke out 

among the Turcomans, [257] they left ’amid and departed. And sharaf 

ad-dawlah went forth and departed to calonicus. 

At this time when the kingdom of the yawnaye (greeks) had become 

enfeebled, and the Turks were seizing countries everywhere, a number of 

Armenians, who were brave and bold men, banded themselves together, 

and formed themselves into a gang of about fifty men; and they also went 

into [the territory of the rhomaye] and robbed and plundered. And when 

they were in the country of mar'ash, a certain young man, who was also 

an Armenian, and whose name was pIlardos, met them. And when they 

saw that he was strong and cunning, and bold in looting and killing, they 

took him with them, and he became their leader and chief. And they began 

and stole (i.e. seized) certain strongholds in the country of cilicia, and 

they became a numerous band. 
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And when the king of the rhomaye heard [this] he sent gifts to him. 

And pilardos himself went to Constantinople, and the Greeks rejoiced 

in him, and they gave him gold, and weapons of war, and appointed him 

sebastus. And he went forth and reigned over cilicia and antioch, and 

he became mighty and also captured mar'ash, and khishum, and ra'ban, 

and edessa, and the country of the river gihon and melitene. And there 

were also in his own army and with him men who were Persians and Turks, 

and Armenians. And because he was very unjust he laid his hand on the 

princes of antioch, and took their riches and divided them among the 

troops who were with him. And because of this the men of antioch hated 

him, and he also hated them. And he appointed as governor over them a 

Persian whose name was ‘isma'il’, and he left the city and departed. Then 

when sulaiman, the son of katlamish, who was killed in the royal city, 

as we have already said, heard that pilardos had turned aside, he made 

ready ships for himself, for he had already taken antaradus and tarsos, 

and he attacked antioch on the side of the mountain, and made himself 

master of it; and the Persian governor gave him help. 

And he opened the great church of kawsyana (i.e. map. cassianus, the 

Martyr), and he took from it the furniture and curtains, and the vessels of 

gold and silver and the rest of the objects which had been deposited therein 

by the citizens, a vast quantity, and he made the church into a Mosque. 

And he proclaimed peace in the city, and suspended the sword, and he pro¬ 

hibited the Turks from entering the house of any of the Christians, and 

also from taking their daughters, even by betrothal. And they were not to 

send out [258] any of the loot which they had taken from antioch, but 

were to sell it again in the city, even though they received a very low price 

for it. And he made happy the hearts of the inhabitants of antioch ; and 

the governor surrendered the fortress to him, and he reigned [there]. And 

the inhabitants of antioch were very much more pleased with him than 

with pIlardos, who was nominally a Christian. 

And sulaiman, the son of katlamish, again invaded the territory of the 

rhomaye, and he captured nicaea, and nicomedia, and iconium, and he set 

over them kelIj ’arslan his son, and he returned and came to antioch. 

Over sebastia, and caesaraea, and pontus there ruled a certain Amir whose 

name was isma'il, the son of d’anishmand, and that country is called after 

his name to this day, ‘the country of d’anishmand\ 

These things took place in the year four hundred and seventy-seven of 

the Arabs (a.d. 1084), which is the year thirteen hundred and ninety-six of 

the Greeks (a.d. 1085), in the month of the latter teshrin (November). 

And in this year sharaf ad-dawlah took samosata from the Armenians, 

and the uncle of the son of katlamish took the country of melitene. 

And in the year four hundred and seventy-eight of the ARABS (a.d. 1085), 

sharaf ad-dawlah collected the troops of the ma'daye and attacked 
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antioch, and sulaiman, the son of katlamish, sallied out and engaged 

him in battle; and the ma'daye were broken and sharaf ad-dawlah him¬ 

self was killed in the battle. Then ’artuk, who, as we have said, conquered 

the ma'daye by ’amid, perceiving that the intention of the Sultan mAlik 

shah was changed in respect of him, marched off with his company to go 

to Syria. And when he arrived at mawsil, the Sultan sent to him two of 

the nobles together with royal apparel, and a horse, and a Patent of 

authority, with five thousand dinars, so that he might rejoice his heart and 

return to him. But he would not be persuaded, and said, ‘Thou art an 

enemy of mine in the service of the Sultan, and I know that thou wilt not 

allow his mind to be sincere with me. And behold, I am going to attack 

sulaiman, the son of katlamish, and I will not permit him to go forth 

and destroy in the countries of the Sultan.’ And they were pleased thus, 

and they left him and went back. 

And in this year there was a great pestilence in Persia, and in sen'ar, 

and in Syria, and many villages were entirely depopulated. For a man when 

standing up would [suddenly] totter and fall down dead. And for the most 

part the fatal sickness did not prolong itself beyond six days. [259] One of 

the Turkish horsemen related the following: ‘I passed by a door in 

muhawal, a village by the side of Baghdad, and behold there was a little 

girl by the door who was weeping and saying, “Who will deliver me from 

death and take me ? For behold, it (i.e. death) hath entered our house and 

killed my father, and my mother, and my brothers, and my sisters.” And 

when I went in I counted nine dead people in that house. And I was afraid, 

and I left [the house] and fled, but compassion for the girl awoke in me, 

and when I went back to take her away, I found that she had fallen on her 

mother’s breast and was dead.’ 

And on the twenty-seventh day of the month of ilul (September) of 

this year, which was the year thirteen hundred and ninety-six of the Greeks 

(a.d. 1085), a black wind blew in Baghdad, and darkened the air, and a 

dense [cloud of] dust was raised up between the earth and the sky, and it 

moved through the air like a great mountain. And a great many men and 

cattle, and even the wild beasts in the desert, died. And ruffians went into 

the baths and carried off their furnishings, and they also looted the bazars. 

And many ships were sunk. 

And in the year four hundred and seventy-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 1086) 

war broke out between the Amir ’artuk bag and sulaiman, the son of 

katlamish, the lord of antioch. And sulaiman himself was killed in the 

war. It is said that when he saw that his party was broken he killed him¬ 

self with a knife. And it was found to be even so, for he was discovered 

lying on the ground and there was a knife fixed in his belly. Now when the 

Sultan heard that sIjlaiman was killed, he transferred himself from 

khorasan to Syria. And the Amir ’artuk went to Jerusalem, and he 
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placed his men and the members of his household in the Tower of david, 

the king, and he made his forces strong therein. And when the Sultan 

arrived at edessa, which was on the side of pilardos, the inhabitants sur¬ 

rendered it to him easily. And pilardos, because he perceived the hatred 

which the men of edessa bore towards him, set out to go to khorasan, to 

the Sultan. And as the Sultan came by another road, he did not meet him 

in Persia, but he turned back and came and overtook him in beth nahrin, 

after he had taken edessa; and he promised to pay him tribute, and to 

proclaim the Khalifah and the Sultan. And he became a Muslim by the 

hands of the Sultan, and he was circumcised, and became sick; and he 

travelled with the camp of the Sultan during [his] expeditions. And because 

the men of edessa hated him, [260] he did not give him edessa again, but 

mar'ash. And there that wretched man went and sat down for a certain 

time, and he perished. And they say that he believed once again in Christ, 

and that he died a Christian. 

And from edessa the Sultan went to kal'ah ja'bar, where there was a 

band of highway robbers. And when they went out to fight with the Turks, 

three of the Turks scaled the wall on the other side, where no man thought 

there was a place which could be scaled, and they cried out the name of the 

Sultan. And when the robbers heard the voice they were astonished, and 

their hands dropped down helplessly, and the Turks seized them and killed 

their chief ja'bar. Now the wife of this man was a woman of great strength, 

and she threw herself down from the wall, and the wind rushed in under 

her cloak and let her come down gently on the ground, and she was unhurt. 

And when they carried her to the Sultan, and he asked her why she had 

done this, she replied, T wished to die, and no man other than my husband 

shall ever have dominion over me’. And he asked her whence she came. 

And she said, ‘I am a woman of Damascus’. And the Sultan commanded, 

and they set her on a beast and carried her to her kinsfolk. And from there 

the Sultan went to aleppo and antioch, and he took possession of them. 

And he turned and came to Baghdad because of the scarcity [of food] and 

the famine which prevailed in Syria. And he gave his daughter to the 

Khalifah to wife. And from there he went to khorasan. And the Amir 

buzan was appointed chief of edessa and melitene, and ’aksenkur (’agh- 

senkur (?) [was appointed] over aleppo. 

And in the year four hundred and eighty-five of the Arabs (a.d. 1092) the 

Sultan came from khorasan to Baghdad. And there was strife between 

him and the Khalifah because he asked the Khalifah to proclaim that the 

son who was born of the Sultan’s daughter should be Khalifah after him. 

And when the Khalifah excused himself, the Sultan sent him a message 

saying, ‘Then get thee forth from Baghdad’. And the Khalifah replied, ‘I 

will fulfil thy command, but wait ten days for me until I have prepared 

myself for departure’. And on the ninth day the Sultan had fever, a con- 
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suming burning fever, and he died. And it is said that khurdik, his slave, 

made him drink poison. Now turkan khatun, his wife, because she was 

a woman of intelligence, administered the affairs of the kingdom, and her son 

mahmud, the son of [261] malik shah, was proclaimed Sultan in Baghdad, 

when he was five years old. Concerning his intelligence it is related that 

when the Khalifah sent [his men] and they arrayed the boy in royal apparel, 

and seated him on the throne, he stretched out neither a hand nor a foot, and 

he did not move his eyes, and he neither bent himself nor salaamed, and not 

one of his members did he move. And his manner of sitting was so much 

like that of a stone (or, rock) that every man marvelled at him. 

And turkan khatun took her son the Sultan mahmud and went to 

Isfahan. Now certain other Turks gathered together and they brought out 

another son of Sultan malik shah, who was born of the daughter of his 

uncle—now his name was turkyaruk—and they made him king over 

them. And he had with him ten thousand [men], and with mahmud his 

brother there were twenty thousand. And when they met each other, the 

nobles of mahmud acted treacherously, and they passed over to the side 

of turkyaruk, and were with (i.e. they sided with) him. Also taj ad- 

dawlah tatash, the brother of Sultan malik shah, reigned over mawsil, 

and nisibis, and maiperkat, and over Syria and Damascus. And he came 

to ’adhorbijan, and the Sultan turkyaruk, his brother’s son, went to meet 

him, and they interviewed each other in the country of Tabriz, in a village, 

the name of which was ‘sa'idabad’, and tatash returned to Damascus, and 

the Amirs ’aksenkur and buzan went into the service of turkyaruk. And 

turkyaruk himself went to Baghdad, and he was received by the Khalifah, 

who arrayed him in royal apparel, and wrote a Patent of authority for him, 

and proclaimed him Sultan. 

And in the year four hundred and eighty-seven of the ARABS (a.d. 1094), 

when the Khalifah muktadi was reclining at his table and was eating a 

roasted cock, hallucinations came to him. And he said unto the hand¬ 

maiden who was standing before him, ‘What are these [men] who have 

come upon us without command ?’ And she turned herself round and saw 

no man. And she replied to him, and then she saw that he had fallen back¬ 

wards and that he was dead before he could wash his hands. In this wise 

he died suddenly, and his son mustather rose up after him. 

After muktadi, mustather, his son, [ruled] twenty-five years and five 

months. And in this year turkan khatun, the mother of Sultan mahmud, 

died. This woman was courageous and wise, [262] and she was descended 

from ’apdasyab, the first king of the huns. Her father was tapragh, king of 

the khazaraye (or, kharzaye). And only ’Isfahan remained with her son. 

And after a little Sultan turkyaruk went to ’Isfahan with only a few of 

his troops. And the nobles of his brother Sultan mahmud shut the gates 

in his face; later they decided that they would let him come in and lay 
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hands upon him. And when they opened [the gates] and he went in, and 

had lived there for one day, a violent fever attacked his brother mahmud, 

and in his day he died, being seven years old. And the nobles made their 

peace with turkyaruk, and they made him king over ’Isfahan. 

And in the year four hundred and eighty-eight of the ARABS (a.d. 1095), 

which is the year fourteen hundred and six of the Greeks (a.d. 1095), 

kelej ’arslan, the son of sulaiman, the Sultan of ICONIUM, came and 

encamped against melitene, and made war upon it. Then a certain chief 

minister who was with the Sultan approached as an ambassador [from him] 

and wished to talk with the holy man of the city; that is to say with sa'id 

bar-sabuni, who was called mar john of his Liturgies (?), a holy and 

marvellously learned man. And when the holy man drew nigh by the 

command of Gabriel, an accursed Greek (yawnaya) and the governor of 

the city, that minister said unto him in the Syriac language, ‘The Sultan 

saith unto you: Ye must surrender the city, and he will do good things for 

you (i.e. treat you handsomely). If ye will not, he will take it with the 

sword, and God will require from you your own blood and the blood of 

all the people.’ The holy man replied, ‘Talk not foolishly. No man is 

able to capture this city—by God’s might! For there is bread enough in 

it for ten years, the waters flow through and out of it, and the soldiers, 

who are mighty men of war, in it are many, as thou seest.’ And whilst the 

holy man was saying these things, that accursed Gabriel was standing 

behind him listening. 

And when the minister departed, the holy man said unto Gabriel, ‘Be¬ 

hold, thou didst hear, my lord, the things which I said. It is better for us 

to make this Sultan to pass us by with peaceful words and gifts, so that he 

may go away from us, because thou seest in what tribulation we are placed, 

the rich [263] and the poor [alike].’ Then this accursed governor felt a 

bitter feeling in his heart against the holy man, and after one day he com¬ 

manded one of the soldiers that he must be killed. And the holy man 

ran to him to make supplication, and he found him riding between the 

two walls. And when the accursed one saw the holy man, he became 

furiously angry, and reviled him, and smote him with the spear which was 

in his hand and killed him. And after two days the believers were able to 

take possession of him, and they prepared him for burial and buried him 

in the great church. And when the Sultan heard of the arrival of the franks, 

he left [the place] and departed. 

And in the year four hundred and eighty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 1095), 

which is the year fourteen hundred and seven of the Greeks (a.d. 1096), 

the astrologers concluded that a flood similar to that which took place in 

the days of noah was about to come. And the Khalifah mustather called 

bar 'isan the astronomer, and asked him whether this was so. And the 

astronomer said unto him, ‘In the days of noah the Seven Wandering 
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Stars (i.e. the Planets) were gathered together in the Sign of the Zodiac 

pisces, and that great flood took place. And this year chronos alone is not 

in pisces, and if he was side by side with them, it is very possible that a 

flood like that [of noah] might take place. Yea, I myself declare that in a 

certain country there will be gathered together many peoples from many 

countries, and they will all be lost in the waters.’ And after some days the 

report arrived that a mighty storm had come upon those who were going 

to worship in makkah, and that all of them were drowned. And in this 

year, when Gabriel the Greek was ruling in melitene, he killed by means 

of a deadly poison a man whose name was ’abu salim, an orthodox prince 

and kinsman of the children of ’abu 'imran. And a year later that accursed 

man killed the believing and God-fearing merchants bar sawma bar- 

dairaita, and his two sons, and basil of hawa and the martyr-deacon of 

TiANTiNi. And he took from their houses, and from [the house] of ’abu 

mansur bar-malka, gold, and silver, and furniture, and from the church 

of the holy man, crosses, and censers, and a box of muron oil, and all the 

curtains and furniture, and he destroyed their houses. And he built the 

fortress and the wall. 

The History of the Crusades 

And in this year, which is the year fourteen hundred and eight of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1097), two Frankish kings, and seven Counts, sallied forth, 

and they came against antioch and took it from [264] the Turks. The 

reason for their expedition was as follows: When the Turcomans were 

ruling over Syria, and Palestine, and all the [other] countries, they made 

the Christians who were coming to pray in Jerusalem to suffer very many 

serious evils, and especially those who were coming from ROME (rhomi) 

and other countries of Italy. Then the franks became filled with rage, 

and they collected troops, and went forth first of all to Spain, and they took 

possession of the cities there and they shed much blood in them. And they 

cut off the ears, and noses, and lips of many of the ARABS, and they blinded 

their eyes. Then they came against Constantinople, and because alexis, 

the king of the Greeks (yawnaye), would not grant them a passage, they 

made war on the city for seven years. Then they went forth and came and 

encamped against antioch, and they made war on it for nine months, but 

they were unable to capture it. And they made a secret arrangement with 

the Persian whose name was ‘ruzbah’, who guarded the tower which was 

by the side of the ravine which is called ‘kashkaruf’, and they promised 

[to give] him gold, and iron poles were laid across this ravine, and upon them 

a tower was built. And the franks came by night and went in by that 

place, and others by means of ropes scaled the wall. And when there were 

many of them in number they blew blasts on the horns during the last 

watch of the night. 
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And the Turkish governor, whose name was gaisgan, being woke up, 

thought that the franks were in possession of the Citadel, and fear and 

trembling fell upon him. And he opened the gate of the city and fled along 

the aleppo road with thirty men. And when the day dawned he began to 

gnaw his fingers, saying, ‘How was it that I left the city, and my men, and 

my family, and my possessions, and came away ?’ And he turned and looked 

towards antioch, weeping. And by reason of the greatness of his sorrow 

he fell from his horse. And those who were with him having lifted him up 

upon his horse several times, and he continuing to fall, they left him and 

departed. 

And there came along a certain man who was an Armenian, who was a 

wood-cutter in the mountain, and he cut off the head of gaisgan and carried 

it to the franks. And the franks, having gained possession of the city, 

plundered the Arabs and the Turks who were in it, and they killed many of 

them. And baimond (boemundus), [265] one of the Counts who were with 

them, ruled over it (i.e. the city). And the franks remained in it for thirteen 

days, without finding anything to eat, and many ate their horses. And when 

Sultan turkyaruk heard [of this] he sent one hundred thousand horsemen 

to antioch, and they came and encamped on the baghras. And one of 

the kings of the franks saw a dream. And they opened a certain place in 

the church of mar cassianus, and they found there some splinters of the 

Cross of our Lord, and they made out of them a cross, and the head of a 

spear, and they took them and went forth against the Turks. And God 

gave victory to the franks and they filled (i.e. covered) the ground with 

the slain. 

And they came and encamped against the city of mu'arah, and took 

possession of it. And they killed more than one hundred thousand souls, 

and having remained in it for forty days, they carried off a vast quantity of 

spoil. And from there they went to the mount of Lebanon, and they killed 

therein a great multitude of those who are called ‘nusiraye’. And they 

came and encamped against'arka, which is by the side of Tripoli, and they 

fought against it four months, but were unable to capture it. And they 

left it and departed to shaizar, and bar munked, the ARAB who was in it, 

submitted to them, and he gave them tribute, and they departed from him. 

And they went to emesa, and janah ad-dawlah, who was there also, went 

out to them and became subject unto them. 

And they left him and went to Jerusalem, and they fought against it for 

more than forty days. And there was there a certain chief, a man from the 

quarter of the Egyptians, whose name was ’eftekhar ad-dawlah. And 

the franks set up two wooden siege towers, one on the south side at a place 

which is called ‘sehyon’ (sion), and the other in the middle of the eastern 

gateway, that of mar Stephen. And when the Arabs had set fire to the 

tower at sion, before the burning was finished, a cry went up, and the 
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franks rushed in from the east side, and they put the population to the 

sword for a Sabbath of days. And in the Temple of Solomon they killed 

more than seventy thousand Arabs, and they took from the sakhrah (i.e. 

the stone which Jacob set up at bethel) forty silver lamps, each lamp 

weighing three thousand six hundred zuze. And [they took] other small 

lamps, one hundred and fifty, and of these twenty were [made] of Egyptian 

gold. And they also took [266] a silver furnace for lamps, the weight of 

which was forty litre (the Syrian litra), which is equal to six Baghdad litre, 

together with other vessels, and many other things. 

And the first king of the franks [who began to] reign in the city was 

gondofre (godofredus), in the year fourteen hundred and nine of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1098), and he reigned two years. And after him baghduin 

(balduinus, or Baldwin), seventeen years. And when the Egyptians 

in Egypt heard what had happened, ’afdal, the son of the captain of the 

soldiery, went forth with a numerous army, and the franks came and 

engaged them near ascelon, and the arabs were defeated. And the franks 

killed a great number of them, and the remainder fled and went to ascelon. 

And the men of ascelon having given them twelve thousand dinars, they 

left them and returned to Jerusalem. 

And in the year four hundred and ninety-two of the arabs (a.d. 1098) 

the Turkish nobles rebelled against the Sultan turkyaruk because the 

Wazir majd ad-dawlah treated them cruelly, and they killed the Wazir. 

And they left turkyaruk and went to his brother mahammad, and made 

him king over them. And he was also accepted by the Khalifah, and a 

Patent of authority was written for him and he was proclaimed ghayath 

AD-DUNYA WA AD-DIN ABU SHUJA‘ MAHAMMAD SULTAN. And TURKYARUK 

fled to Baghdad and Sultan mahammad pursued him; and they met in 

battle on several occasions and broke and were broken. 

At this time, namely in the year four hundred and ninety-three of the 

arabs (a.d. 1099), yahyah, the Baghdad physician, the son of jazlah, died. 

He was the author of the famous book of menhaj, which is in the hands of 

the physicians of our time; it treateth of medicines and foods both simple 

and compound. This man was a Christian, and he learned rhetoric from 

an Arab rhetorician whose name was ’abu f ali bar-wal!d. And persuading 

himself sophistically that it is impossible, as the nestorians assert, to 

understand bodily and personal unity in connexion with the Divine Nature, 

he fell into error and became a Muslim. It is said that he was a rich man, 

[267] and that it was only his friends whom he visited without demanding 

a fee when they were sick. 

Then Gabriel the Greek, who was ruling over melitene, being oppressed 

by the Amir bar-danishmand, who came from sebastia in the summer, 

and laid waste the country, and ate up the crops, and went away in the 

winter, sent [messages] to the franks and promised them three times 
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that he would give them melitene. And trustingly king bohemund 

set out to go to melitene. Then the Armenians, who from the days of 

pilardos had held certain places, and one Khoj (i.e. lord) basil, that is to 

say thief, who held khishum and ra'ban, and the sons of rufin who held 

places in Armenia, being afraid lest the franks would become their masters, 

and expel them from their places, sent secretly to ’isma'il, the son of 

danishmand, [asking him] to make an ambush for the franks. And he 

also, the accursed one of Gabriel, when the Frankish king arrived at the 

village of gapna, which is above melitene, began to lead him astray and 

made to pass day by day until the son of danishmand could arrive. And 

he laid ambushes before the king, and he bound him in fetters and sent 

him to sebastia. And he himself came and encamped against melitene, 

and made war upon it. And Gabriel, the wicked one, added to his wicked¬ 

nesses, and robbed (or, pillaged) unmercifully those who were in the city. 

Then two of the soldiers became inflamed with wrath, and they surrendered 

the city to the Turks, on the fourth day of the week, the eighteenth day of 

the month ilul (September), in the year fourteen hundred and thirteen of 

the Greeks (a.d. 1102). In certain Arabic manuscripts we have found, 

fourteen hundred and twelve. And when the Turks went in to melitene, 

the wretched (i.e. unfortunate) place, they plundered all its wealth, because 

bar-danishmand had [already] given to his troops all its wealth, with the 

exception of the inhabitants. He did not leave one soul to perish, for he 

took the people upon himself, and he sent them back to their houses; and he 

brought wheat and oxen, and other necessaries, from his own country and 

gave them to them. And very many blessings came to melitene in his days, 

and he appointed in it a ‘Kataban’ (i.e. Governor), a man whose name was 

basil, and who was just and God fearing. 

Concerning Gabriel, justice woke itself up, and the Turks and also 

the Christians made him to suffer terribly, especially when they made him 

to remember the murders of the holy man and the governors who were 

wrongly accused. And [268] when they had made him to suffer (?) insults, 

they carried him to the front of the fortress of kati'a, wherein his wife had 

been placed. And though the Turks ordered him to tell his wife to sur¬ 

render the Citadel, he still with his devilishness deceived the Turks. 

And he said to his wife ‘Surrender the Citadel. And this shall be to thee a 

sign. Some days ago I sent to thee a young man whose name is “midas”, 

that is to say, “Thou shall not give it,” in the Aramean tongue.’ And when 

the Turks knew this they killed him and cast him to the dogs. 

And bar-danishmand brought bohemund, the Frankish king, to meli¬ 

tene, and he sold it for one hundred thousand dinars. And bohemund 

gave antioch to his sister’s son and he went back to his own country. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and fourteen of the Greeks (a.d. i 103) 

sanjel (saint gilles) was in the city of tarsos. And the Arabs heard that 
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the soldiers with him were few in number, and the armies of the Turks that 

were in Tripoli, and Damascus, and emesa gathered together against him. 

And the Frankish king, because he only had three hundred horsemen with 

him, sent out one hundred against the damascenes, and one hundred against 

the Tripolitans, and fifty against the troops from emesa, and he kept fifty 

with him. And when they met in battle the men of emesa and the damas¬ 

cenes quickly fled towards the mountains, and they were more than five 

thousand men. But the troops of the Tripolitans, who were about three 

thousand in number, maintained the struggle. And when saint gilles 

saw that the Turks were getting the upper hand, he attacked them in person, 

together with the fifty franks who were with him, and he broke them. And 

he also pursued those who had fled and killed about seven thousand ARABS. 

And he sallied out from cilicia and came and encamped against Tripoli, 

and he made fierce war upon it; he captured antaradus, and killed all the 

arabs who were in it, and he made war on other fortresses. And another 

Count also came by sea and besieged 'akko, and he afflicted it greatly. 

And they took possession of edessa, and they began taking and plundering 

the countries of Syria which were in the hands of the arabs and Turks. 

And in the year four hundred and ninety-eight of the arabs (a.d. 1104), 

when various diseases, phthisis, and fistulas, and other painful ailments, 

increased their attacks upon Sultan rukn ad-din turkyaruk, [269] and he 

perceived that he was going to die, he made his nobles swear fealty on 

behalf of his little son malik shAh, and he sent him to Baghdad. And he 

was proclaimed jalal ad-dawlah malik shah sultan when he was four 

years old. And turkyaruk died and was buried in ’Isfahan. And when 

malik shah, the son of turkyaruk, was in Baghdad, his uncle Sultan 

mahammad also came there. And the people of Baghdad feared greatly 

lest they should be dragged into the strife which would take place between 

the two of them. And because the Amir ’ayaz, unto whom was committed 

the management of the kingdom [of malik shah], was a man of understand¬ 

ing, and all the troops of turkyaruk were under his command, and were 

subservient to him, he took from Sultan mahammad an oath and said, 

‘This child is thy brother’s son, and it is especially right for thee to show 

care for him. And thou must not deprive him of the kingdom and the 

inheritance of his father, any more than [thou wouldst deprive me of] what 

is mine.’ And the Sultan said, ‘This [child] is my son’; and he promised 

him good treatment. And the Amir ’ayaz (’anaz) went out to the Sultan 
and was received with honour. 

And the day after ’ayaz the Amir made a great feast, and he invited the 

Sultan to be present thereat, and the Sultan accepted and went. And by ill 

luck there happened to be among the assembly of the Amir ’ayaz a certain 

scribe who was wearing a coat of mail under [his ordinary apparel], and he 

was standing with those who were serving, and he could only move with 
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difficulty. And when the Sultan cast his glance upon him, he said unto 
one of the little slaves who were standing before him, ‘Go and search that 
man and see what he has on him, [and why] his going and coming is impeded 
in this manner’. And when the young man had gone, and according to the 
narrator, had searched him, he came and said to the Sultan, ‘He is wearing 
a coat of mail under his apparel’. And the Sultan said, ‘When scribes wrear 
coats of mail, what will the Turkish horsemen wear?’ And he thought 
that there was treachery in the heart of ’ayaz, and he commanded the 
soldier-scouts who were before him and they cut off his head. Then when 
the TURKS of ’ayaz heard this, they took what they were able to take of their 
own property and that of others, and they fled to Syria. 

And in the year four hundred and ninety-nine of the ARABS (a.d. 1105), 
which is the year fourteen hundred and seventeen of the Greeks (a.d. i 106), 
in the [270] month of ’adhar (march) a rising of the rivers took place, and 
the river Euphrates (sic) was swollen, and it destroyed very many houses 
(or, quarters) of Baghdad. A certain rich man in Baghdad, when the waters 
reached his threshold, was afraid that the whole house would be destroyed. 
And he made ready two boats, and loaded them with his goods, and his 
wives, and his children, and his handmaidens. And he commanded the 
sailors to carry them to higher ground. And when they had travelled a 
little way one ship sank; now there were in it nine noble handmaidens, 
and a young woman, one of seven, whose mother had made her flee with 
them. And they were all drowned, and the many treasures that were with 
them were lost. And when those who were in the other boat saw the 
catastrophe, they went back to their house. And on the morrow the waters 
abated, and men praised the incomprehensible judgements of God, and 
they knew that the deliverance which is of man is an empty thing. 

And in this year tanushman died in sebastia, having reigned two years 
over melitene. And on the twenty-eighth day of the month of haziran 
(june), kelej ’arslan came and encamped against melitene. And he set 
up battering rams against the round tower on the north-east of the city. 
And after very severe fighting he took it on the second day of the month 
of !lul (September), in the year fourteen hundred and seventeen of the 
Greeks (a.d. 1106), not by the sword but by oaths. And when he had gone 
in and was reigning there, he harmed no man. 

And in the year five hundred of the Arabs (a.d. 1106), when gabarmIsh 
(jagarmish) the Turkish Amir was ruling over mawsil, and was plotting 
rebellion against Sultan mahammad, the Sultan made ready another Turkish 
Amir whose name was jawali, and gave him mawsil, and sent him 
[there] with his troops. And when jawali came to the country of ’arbil* 
jagarmish collected his army and went and met him in battle there, and 
he was defeated and made a prisoner. Then the men of mawsil swore 
oaths of fealty to the son of jagarmish, whose name was zangi, and they 
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made ready for war with jaw all And they sent to kelej ’arslan, the son 

of sulaiman, the son of katlamish, the Sultan of iconium, and they 

asked him to come to their help. Then jawal! came and encamped against 

mawsil, jagarmish being a prisoner with him. And he dug a pit (or, cave), 

and therein he placed him, because he was afraid that the men of mawsil 

would kidnap him; and there jagarmish died. [271] 

Now there was present with jagarmish at the breaking (i.e. defeat) a 

certain native of mawsil, whose name was ’abu talib, the son of kusairath, 

who had fled to ’arb!l, and jawal! asked bar musak, the lord of ’arb!l, to 

send him to him. And when he was sent to him, jawali released the son of 

the lord of ’arbil, who was a prisoner in his hands. Now when the son of 

kusairath came to jawal!, he promised that he would surrender mawsil 

to him, and that he would collect for him a large quantity of gold from 

places of which he knew. And he kept him with him in honour. Then the 

Judge of mawsil, whose name was bar wad'an, because enmity existed 

between him and the son of kusairath, sent to jawali, and promised to 

surrender mawsil if he would kill the son of kusairath. And when he 

answered his request, he sent to him the head of his enemy. 

Now the action of bar wad'an vexed the Turks who were in mawsil, and 

they leaped upon him and killed him. And in this way within a few days 

one evil was avenged by another. 

And in those days kelej ’arslan came from the territory of the rhomaye 

to the island of kardu. And jawal! left and fled, and went and took the 

city of baladh. And he departed to Syria. And kelej ’arslan came against 

mawsil and very soon took possession of it. And he did no harm to zangi, 

the son of jagarmish, nor to those who were with him, nor to any of the 

citizens. On the contrary, he commanded saying, ‘Whosoever calumniateth 

a man to me shall die the death’. And he sent back the Judge 'ubaid Allah, 

the son of kasim, of shahrazur, to his former office. And he annulled the 

proclamation of the Sultan mahammad in mawsil, and they proclaimed 

him after the Khalifah. And he set in the fortress of mawsil a man whose 

name was ‘bazm!sh’. And he left his son malik shah, being a boy eleven 

years old, in mawsil, and called him ‘king’, and the mother of the youth 

was also with him in the palace. 

And he made straight his way towards the habur, and with him were 

five thousand horsemen. Then the Amir jawal! came to terms with rad- 

wan, the lord of Aleppo, and he collected four thousand horsemen, and 

they were bold and courageous men, and they came and met kelej ’arslan 

on the habur. And when the battle was set in array, kelej ’arslan per¬ 

formed an act of splendid bravery. For he went in among the host [272] 

of jawal! by himself, and he smote the hand of the standard-bearer and 

cut it off, and he smote jawal! also with the sword, and he preserved the 

coat of mail which he was wearing uninjured. And when the partisans of 
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jawali and radwan saw that kelej ’arslan by himself had displayed such 

might, their hearts were stirred up against his partisans, and they made 

them to break and flee. Then when kelej ’arslan saw that his troops had 

fled, and had left him by himself, he feared for his life. For although these 

men would not kill him, yet when he was bound and carried to the Sultan, 

he would certainly not allow him to live, because he had made an end of 

the proclamation of him in mawsil. Therefore as he was riding along he 

cast himself into the river habur, and he shot arrows at those who were 

pursuing him when he was in the water. And because of the weight of the 

iron armour which was on himself and his horse, and also because those 

who were behind him were shooting arrows at him, the horse stuck fast in 

a deep hole in the river, and both he and the horse were drowned. And 

after some days he was cast up on the river bank by the waters, and he was 

taken and buried in the village which is called ‘damsham’ (?). 

And when radwan went against calonicus, jawali came to mawsil. 

And the men in the bazar opened the gates immediately, and he went into 

the city. And he seized a certain eunuch among the slaves of jagarmish, 

and he took from him forty thousand gold dinars. And he sent a message 

to bazmish to surrender the Citadel and to send back everything which he 

had taken from mawsil, and to return to his own country in peace, with 

whatsoever had come with him. Now bazmish was unable to resist, be¬ 

cause all hope had been cut away from him by the death of kelej ’arslan, 

his lord. But he went down quietly, and he took the wife of kelej ’arslan, 

and all their people, and they went to melitene, with the exception of 

MALIK SHAH, the son of KELEJ ’arslan, because jawali had sent him to the 
Sultan. 

And he went to jazarta (i.e. the ‘island’), and besieged it. And when 

HABASHI, the son of JAGARMISH, gave him six thousand dinars and an Arab 

horse, he left him and went back to mawsil. And he dismissed bar sha- 

harzuri from his judgeship, and he appointed to the office ’abi bakr, of 

arbela. Because such a splendid victory as this had come to jawali, he 

became puffed up in spirit, [273] and diminished his service to the Sultan, 

and he did not send to him what he had been wont to send of the spoil 

which he had captured. For this reason the Sultan ghayath al-din 

mahammad was offended with him. And he sent against him the Amir 

mawdud, together with other Amirs, and a large army in the year five 

hundred and two of the Arabs (a.d. 1108). And when jawal! heard that 

they were coming to attack him he fortified mawsil. And he left in it his 

wife, who was a sister of bursuk, one of the Amirs who had come to attack 

mawsil. And he set in order the fighting men on the wall, and he himself 

left and went forth ostensibly to bring other men to his help, so that he 

might not be shut up in the city. And he brought out with him also 

bo'dwin, a Frankish Count, who was a prisoner with him in mawsil. 
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And he stipulated that he should receive for him seventy thousand dinars, 

and that he should set free the Arab prisoners who were with him; and 

that whenever the occasion called he should come to his assistance with an 

army of the franks. And he sent him to kal'ah ja'bar that he might be 

there until he had fulfilled his promises. 

When bo'dwin had come out, he sent and brought joslin (joscelyn ?), 

his sister’s son, and established him as a hostage in his place, and he him¬ 

self departed to make ready the gold. Then the wife of jawali, who had 

been left in mawsil, began to ill-treat the natives of mawsil, and to afflict 

them with heavy taxes. And because of this certain men of the city, that 

is to say, the workmen who make gipsin (i.e. lime for building purposes, 

which is made by the lime-burners), made themselves masters of one of the 

towers, and they cried out ‘[Long] live the great Sultan ghayath al-din’, 

and so likewise for the Amir mawdud, and those who were with him. And 

they made themselves masters of mawsil. And the wife of jawali went 

forth to her brother bursuk. Then jawali went to ’ilghazi, the lord of 

nisibis and mardin, whilst he was in 'araban, a village of the habur. And 

he struggled greatly to come to an agreement with him, but ’ilghazi was 

unwilling to do so, on the contrary, he departed and went up to the fortress 

of MARDIN. 

And jawali attacked RAHBtJTH, and he made war upon it for seventy 

days. And he sent and brought joscelyn from kal'ah ja'bar, and arrayed 

him in royal apparel, and gave him the horse on which he was riding, and 

sent him to bo'dwin, his uncle, that he might hasten the making ready of 

the gold, and the setting free of the prisoners. And when joscelyn went to 

antioch, tagrith (tancred ?), the king of antioch, gave him [274] thirty 

thousand dinars, and sent [them] to jawali with one hundred Arab prisoners, 

men and women, from the country of aleppo. Then jawal!, leaving rah- 

buth, went and encamped against calonicus, and he made war upon it for 

many days. 
Then the Sultan ghayath al-dIn sent an Amir to him, a man whose 

name was husain bar-’atabag, [ordering him] to submit, and to return to 

mawsil to the office which he had held formerly. But he would not obey, 

and he went and encamped against balash ; and he captured it and plun¬ 

dered it, and wrought great destruction therein. Then radwan, the lord 

of Syria, being defeated by jawali, who had laid waste his countries, sent 

and asked for help from tancred, the king of antioch. And he came to 

him with fifteen hundred Frankish horsemen, and six hundred Turkish 

horsemen of the troops of radwan. And jawali also sent to bo'dwin and 

joscelyn to come to his assistance. And when they came, the battle was 

set in array by the side of tell bashir. And the franks and Turks of rad 

wan prevailed over the franks and Turks of jawali, and broke them. And 

many of the Turks were killed during the fight; now the franks did not 
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kill franks, but only threw them off their horses. And bo'dwin and 

joscelyn fled and went to tell bashir, and with them were certain Turks 

who were partisans of jaw all And when they had treated their wounds 

with medicines, they sent them to jawali. But jawali, being defeated, 

found that he could do nothing except to take refuge again in the mercy 

of the Sultan. 

And having disguised himself, and concealed his name, he, together with 

a few men, came quickly from Syria to khorasan—three hundred and 

sixty parasangs in seventeen days! And when he arrived at the Camp of 

the Sultan he said unto those who patrolled the roads, ‘I, even I, am 

jawal!, and I beg you to conduct me to the tent of the Amir husain’ ; it 

was he who had been sent by the Sultan when he was encamped at rahbuth. 

And Husain took him and conducted him to the Sultan, carrying his cloak (?). 

And the Sultan had compassion on him and gave him the word of peace, 

and he entered his service. 

Then bazmish, having taken the wife of kelej ’arslan from mawsil and 

gone to melitene, proclaimed king tughrel ’arslan, the little son of 

kelej ’arslan. And there was there [275] another Amir whose name was 

’arslan, and the mother of the young man made an agreement with him 

and he killed bazmish, and he took her to wife. And as he made the people 

of melitene to endure many evil things in respect of the collecting of gold, 

the mother of the young man made an agreement with the young man her 

son, and they seized ’arslan, and shut him up, and it was thought that he 

had been killed. And after a year they brought him out and sent him to 

the Sultan ghayath ad-din in khorasan. And the Sultan sent malik • • 

shah, the son of kelej ’arslan, to melitene, and he was proclaimed king. 

And he dismissed tughrel ’arslan, his younger brother, and he shut up in 

prison his two other brothers, mas'ud and 'arab. And malik shah, having 

remained for many years in melitene, and being troubled by bar danish- 

mand, went to alexis, the king of the Greeks, so that he might help him. 

And he was received joyfully, and much gold was given to him. And when 

he went forth bar danishmand laid an ambush for him, and captured him, 

and he blinded his eyes. Then the Amirs who were in melitene brought 

out mas'ud from prison, and proclaimed him Sultan. And ma'sud left 

'arab and tughrel ’arslan, his brothers, in melitene, and he went to 

iconium and made it the seat of his kingdom. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and twenty-one of the Greeks (a.d. 

mo) the franks took Tripoli from the Arabs, having made war on it for 

seven years. And after a year tancred, the king of antioch, went forth 

with a large army of franks, and they captured many fortresses, and took 

them from the ARABS, and they killed every one they found in them. And 

they came to mabbugh and they found no one in it. And in balash they 

also found no one, and they set it on fire and burnt it. And they returned 
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to Tripoli that they might feed their horses on hay in the spring time and 

return [later]. And the Arabs, who had been reduced to a state of great 

fear of the franks, were unable to do anything except to pacify the franks 

with gold. Therefore redwan, the lord of aleppo, sent to the Frankish 

king tancred thirty-two thousand dinars, and twenty Arab horses, and 

forty bales of costly stuffs. And the lord of tyre sent to him seven thousand 

[276] dinars, and the lord of ascalqn four thousand dinars, and bar 

munked, the lord of shiraz, four thousand dinars, and rALi the Kurd, the 

lord of hamath, two thousand dinars. And they made peace, but only until 

they had reaped the harvest, [when] they were to deliver the crops. 

And in this year the jenwaye (i.e. Genoese) franks attacked many of 

the ships of the Arabs which were coming from the cities of tannis and 

damietta, and they made prisoners of seventy Arab merchants, and they sold 

them at very high prices. And they took from them four hundred boxes of 

Egyptian sugar, and fifty loads of bales of Damietta cloth, and other things. 

And at that time a certain man who was an arab, and a master of Muslim 

Law, a native of aleppo, came to Baghdad, weeping, and shrieking out 

lamentations concerning the error which had prevailed through the 

franks. And the peoples (or, crowds) gathered together and went into 

their great Mosque on the Friday, where they smashed the pulpit, that is 

the rostrum, and stopped the prayer. And they complained bitterly of the 

Khalifah and the Sultan, because they were not inflamed with zeal for the 

Faith. Then when the Sultan heard these things, he made ready ’abu al- 

fath mas'ud, the son of the Amir mawdud, and a great army, and he sent 

them to mawsil so that they might be there ready for war with the franks. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and twenty-two of the Greeks (a.d. 

1 hi), the ’atabag of the Sultan of melitene took the country of the river 

gihon from the franks. And in the year five hundred and five of the 

arabs (a.d. iiii) the Amir mawdud, the lord of mawsil, went to Syria 

with a large army. And on his road he captured certain Citadels in the 

country of shabaktan, and he killed the franks who were in them. And 

he came and camped against edessa for a certain time, but was unable to 

capture it; and he left it and went to tell bashir, which was in the hands 

of the franks, and he was unable to capture that also. And having left it 

and gone to aleppo, redwan, the lord of aleppo, shut the gates in his face. 

And he left aleppo and went to Damascus, and tughtakin, the Amir, went 

out and showed him kindness; but subsequently he was afraid of him, lest 

he should act treacherously, and take possession of Damascus. And tugh- 

tak!n sent to the franks and made peace with them, and acted boldly 

towards mawdud (or, treated him with contempt). 

In this year ghazaz 'ali, the great teacher [277] of the arabs, died, and he 

was buried in tarsus of cilicia. This man abused the arabs greatly in his 

teachings because they were careful only concerning ablutions and the 
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adornment of the body, and were careless about the purity of the heart 

from whence sins spring. And he urged them strongly concerning ab¬ 

stinence and poverty, and in his great compilation he brought forward 

many proofs (or, examples) from the lives and conversations of the [Chris¬ 

tian] fathers who lived in the desert; it is for this reason that we make 

mention of him. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and twenty-four of the Greeks (a.d. 

1113) the wife of kelej ’arslan, the Sultan of melitene, sallied forth, and 

went to balak, the lord of the fortress of bula. For, she said [to him], ‘I 

have on many occasions heard the Sultan praising thee and saying, “Among 

all the Turkish Amirs there is none so wise or so mighty a man as balak”, 

and therefore I wish that I and my sons may be protected by thy name.’ 

And thus she was protected. 

And balak increased in power greatly, and he became the husband of 

the wife of the Sultan. And when the Khaton herself returned she drove 

out the ’atabag, and she and her son sat down in the Citadel of melitene. 

And another TURK also, who was ruling over the fortress of zaid, and was 

afflicted by balak, sold the fortress to the Sultan of melitene. And after a 

little [time] the son of Sultan mahammad (mahmud ?) of khorasan came, 

and he took the fortress of zaid from the Sultan of melitene. At this time 

the natives of melitene showed great compassion, and they bought many 

prisoners from the country of the fortress of zaid, and from the country 

of 'arka from the Turks, and set them free. 

And in the year five hundred and seven of the Arabs (a.d. 1113), which 

is the year fourteen hundred and twenty-five of the Greeks (a.d. 1114), 

tancred, the lord of antioch, died, and ROGER reigned after him. And 

mawdud, and the seven thousand horsemen who were with him, met in 

battle bo'dwIn and joscelyn with two thousand foot-soldiers, and the few 

Frankish horsemen who were with them, by the side of the sea of tiberias ; 

and the franks were broken, and thirteen hundred of their foot-soldiers 

were killed. And then help came to the franks from Tripoli with bar 

sanjel, and roger, king of antioch, came and his army. And the franks 

marched up on a certain mountain which overlooked the Arabs, and both 

sides remained there for twenty-six [278] days, without encountering each 

other [in battle]. And from there the franks came down to the river 

Jordan. Then the Arabs, who were suffering from the pangs of hunger, for 

they were far away from their towns, left and went and encamped in the 

neighbourhood of Damascus. And on the Friday the Amir mawdud went 

into the great Mosque to pray. And when he had finished the prayer, he 

and the Amir tughtakin took hold of each other’s hands, and gazed 

earnestly at the marvellous buildings. Then a certain man leaped upon 

mawdud and stabbed him with a knife four times. And having been lifted 

up and carried to the house of tughtakin he ended his life. And the slaves 
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of mawdud hacked the man who murdered him limb from limb on the spot. 

And some people have thought that red wan, the lord of aleppo, sent the 

ishmaelite. And others think that it was tughtakin himself who incited 

the murderer, who was one of the evil-doers who were shut up in prison, 

and that he promised him gifts to do this, because he was afraid for his 

city by reason of mawdud. 

And mawdud being dead there rose up a captain of the soldiery, the 

Amir ’aksenkur bursuk, and he and fifteen thousand men encamped 

against edessa for two months. 

And in the year five hundred and eight of the ARABS (a.d. i i 14) the franks 

were always sallying forth from edessa and killing the Arabs. On one occa¬ 

sion they went out and captured eleven Arabs and brought them into the 

city. And they impaled them on the wall in sight of the Turks, after they 

had cut off their hands and their feet. And ’aksenkur, being grieved that 

matters were thus, brought fifty Frankish prisoners and killed them. And 

the Turks, being sorely afflicted by hunger, left edessa and went to samo- 

sata, over which the wife of khogh basil, the Armenian, ruled, together 

with mar'ash, khishum, and ra'ban. The husband of this woman being 

dead, she ruled over these countries with great wisdom. And she gathered 

together a large army of horsemen and footmen, and each month she gave 

twelve gold dinars to [each] horseman, and three dinars to [each] foot- 

soldier. Now the Sultan of the Armenians was this kind of man. When the 

Greeks (yawnaye) prevailed somewhat, and recovered from the Arabs 

certain of their countries, [279] although they were wholly unable to resist 

the Turks, they invaded their inner countries. And those Armenians who 

were governed by the Greeks remained and entrenched themselves strongly 

in the mountains and in inaccessible places. 

Now in Cilicia there were the two brothers, the sons of Constantine, 

the son of rufinus. And in gargar and beth bula there were michael 

and ’iohannis. And in khishum, and ra'ban, and in beth hesne, and in 

kal'ah rhomaya, khogh basil, that is ‘thief wasil.’ And also in the 

district of samosata, Constantine and tabtug. And in yastafor the sons 

of sanbil. These were Syrians who had gone forth to khogh basil 

and dhegha basil, that is young basil, who was the steward of the 

wife of khogh bas!l. And khurtig (khurdIk ?), who was the administrator 

of this woman. This man was wicked and a hater of the Syrians. For he 

took daira sumakta, near khishum, and gave it to khrikorios (gregorius ?), 

the Catholicus of the Armenians, and he also made the five monasteries 

of beth kenaya, which is in the mountain of zabar, into villages. And the 

Citadel of 'arnish was [originally] a monastery, and khurtig drove away 

the monks and placed therein soldiers and a guard. And he tortured the 

monks, demanding from them two thousand dinars. And TANCRED, the 

king of antioch, made war upon khishum for two years, and only with the 
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greatest difficulty was he able to capture it. For khurtig was very crafty, 

and the franks were wholly unable to overpower it until they devised a 

scheme and gave to him a Frankish woman, in the same way that the 

Philistines [gave a woman] to samson, and that Frankish woman, whose 

name was kalamari, killed him by poison. 

Then when the wife of khogh basil saw the Turkish troops who had in¬ 

vaded her country and were laying it waste, she sent to ’aksenkur, the 

Amir of habura, and promised him love and help. And he sent to her an 

envoy, a man whose name was senkur dhe-raz, that is dong’. And she sat 

on the royal throne, and set round about her her young handmaidens 

arrayed in gorgeous apparel. And when senkur entered her presence, she 

set a throne for him before her, and discoursed craftily with him in humble 

phrases in Arabic. And when the Turks who were with senkur were 

pitching their tents outside the city, she said unto him, ‘Command thy 

men to go into the city. [280] Do not let them pass the night outside [it], 

for my spies have informed me that the franks are waiting ready to capture 

them.’ And senkur in [his] pride paid no attention to her, and would not 

accept her advice, and seven hundred Frankish horsemen came and cap- 

turned the Turks, and only a few of them escaped. And after this she sent 

senkur dhe-raz carefully with gifts and presents to ’aksenkur, the Amir. 

And he removed from her country and went to serugh, and fought against 

it for five days, and the troops that were with him ate up its vegetables and 

crops. And from there he went to shabaktan, and he made a great feast. 

And there came to him malik mas'ud, the son of the Sultan, who had re¬ 

mained in harran, and he did not cross the Euphrates with mawdud. 

And then he made prisoner ’ayaz, the son of ’ilghazi, the son of ’artuk, 

the lord of mardin, and he also took the land of mardin. 

And in this year, which is the year fourteen hundred and twenty-six of 

the Greeks (a.d. i i 15), on the twenty-ninth day of the month of the latter 

teshrin (November), which is the twenty-ninth day of the sixth month of 

the Arabs, a terribly violent earthquake took place, and the whole city ot 

mar'ash sunk underground and became the tomb of the inhabitants thereof. 

And very many houses fell down in samosata. Constantine, the lord of 

gargar, was present in the town, and he, together with many others, was 

suffocated in the ruins. And there fell down thirteen towers of the wall of 

edessa ; and portions of the wall of harran ; and a hundred houses and one- 

half of the Citadel of balash ; and two churches of khIshum, viz. the church 

of mar John, and the church of the Forty Martyrs. And through the care 

and solicitude of Dionysius, its bishop, they (i.e. the churches) were 
rebuilt. 

And in the year five hundred and nine of the Arabs (a.d. 1115), which is 

the year fourteen hundred and twenty-seven of the Greeks (a.d. 1116), 

roger, the lord of antioch, burst forth with five hundred horsemen against 
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’aksenkur, the Amir, between aleppo and mu'arah. And he and zangi, 

his brother, fled, and they went up on a certain mountain (or, hill). And the 

franks occupied themselves with the killing of Turkish soldiers, and with 

the robbing of the merchants and shopkeepers in the bazars who were 

with them. And ’aksenkur and his brother fled with a very few followers, 

and the franks pursued them for about a parasang, but did not overtake 

them. And they returned and made prisoners three thousand Turks, and 

they smashed the boxes, and the poles of the tents of the Turks, and they 

burnt them, [281] and they burnt all the young children and the feeble 

old men who were useless for work; and the remainder of the people they 

carried off with them to antioch, bound in fetters. And they sent to red- 

wan, the lord of aleppo, because he was their friend, eight fast-running 

(i.e. trotting) camels, and three horses, and two mules, and two men 

learned in the Law, and two young Turks, and the head of ’abu al-wafa, 

one of the Amirs of the Turks. And there was great joy in antioch. 

And in the year five hundred and eleven of the ARABS (a.d. 1117) the 

Sultan gayath ad-din mahammad, the son of malik shah, died in ’esfahan ; 

and there rose up after him his son Sultan mahmud. And in this same year 

also the Khalifah mustather died in Baghdad. And there rose up after 

him his younger son mustarshid. And in this year also, which is the year 

fourteen hundred and twenty-nine [of the Greeks, a.d. 1118], died Alexis, 

the king of the Greeks, in the month of ’Ab (august). He was a wise and 

strong man, and by his wisdom he saved Constantinople from the franks. 

And his son ’iwani (joannes) reigned after him. And his brother, and sister, 

and mother acted treacherously in respect of him. And having cast out his 

brother and sister into exile, and tonsured his mother and established her 

in a nunnery, the kingdom was established for him. And in this year the 

lord of Egypt died, and the lord of gaznah also. And after a short time 

ROGER, the lord of antioch, was killed. Thirteen kings died within two 

years. Before they died a violent earthquake took place, and the death of 

the kings followed soon after it. 

After mustather, mustarshid his son [ruled] seventeen years and eight 

months. When he [began to] reign, he found many jars of wine which 

were his father’s, and he smashed them all and scattered [the fragments]. 

And he expelled the singing men and singing women from the palace. 

And in a dream he saw his father, who said unto him, ‘Take me out from 

being near thee, so that I may not take thee to myself’. And trembling he 

took him out and buried him in another place. And he began to show 

signs of modesty (or, chastity). And he seized the palace of ’abu tahir, the 

son of ’ahmad the treasurer, and he found therein a church and all the 

furnishing for an altar. And when he was spoken to on the subject, he 

replied, ‘I have a Christian wife, and she hath done this without my know¬ 

ledge’. 
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And in the year five hundred and twelve of the ARABS (a.d. 1118), the 

Amir [282] ’ilgazi, the son of ’artuk, took harran, and he made prisoners 

of the famous sages who were therein and its judge. And in this year, 

which is the year fourteen hundred and thirty of the Greeks (a.d. 1119), 

although the lord of aleppo gave much gold to roger, the lord of antioch, 

he was able to make peace with him for four months only, viz. until they 

had reaped the harvest and heaped up the barns. Then roger came and 

encamped against aleppo, and the people of aleppo took refuge with the 

Amir ’ilgazi, the son of ’artuk, the lord of mardin. And he collected 

seven thousand Turks, and came and met the franks in battle, and he 

broke them, and ROGER the king was himself killed in the fight. And those 

franks who escaped during the war fled to antioch. And the Turks took 

possession of the country of antioch and killed many monks in black 

mountain. And at length BO'DwiN (11), the king of Jerusalem, heard of it, 

and he pursued the Turks. And the Frankish foot-soldiers having destroyed 

an ambush of the Turks, king bo'dwin went back against them, and made 

an end of them all. And he turned again and pursued ’ilgaz!, and he 

snatched the loot from the hands of the Turks, and went to antioch. 

The blessed mar michael saith, ‘ghazi, the son of danishmand, broke 

the franks and slew roger’ ; perhaps the mistake is due to the similarity 

of the name. And in this year the Sultan of melitene subjugated the 

country of ghihan and ’ablestin, and he made himself master of the 

fortress of kati'a. And in the month of shebhat (February) of this year 

the franks took the country of melitene, and the Turks took the country 

of GARGAR. And the Sultan of melitene took the country of kamah, and 

the lord thereof went and took refuge with the Greeks in trapIzon (trebi- 

zond), and gabras came with him. And the Sultan and balak met the 

Greeks in battle and conquered them. And gabras was captured, and he 

bought (i.e. ransomed) himself again for thirty thousand dinars, and he 

went to his own country. And ’iwan! (joannes), king of Constantinople, 

took three fortresses from the Turks. And ’ilgazi burnt the crops in the 

country of edessa, and he also took the country of antioch. And tugh- 

tak!n, the lord of Damascus, died. And his son sitting in his stead, a certain 

TURK, whose name was ’altuntash, leaped upon him and killed him, and 

he made himself king over Damascus. 

And in the year five hundred and fifteen of the ARABS (a.d. 1121), malik 

[283] mas'ud in mAwsil rebelled against his brother Sultan mahmCid, and 

the Amir zangi did not agree with him. And mas'ud having collected an 

army met his brother in battle, and the Sultan broke him, and seized him, 

and bound him with iron fetters. And he gave mawsil to an Amir whose 

name was bursuki, together with jazirah, and shighar (sinjar), and 

nisibis, and he sent him there. 
And at this time the Greek king of Constantinople sent to ’ilgazi, the 
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son of ’artuk, and said, ‘Behold, there is a great host of people coming out 

of the sea to Syria, therefore prepare to fight them. And behold, I can 

help thee with thirty thousand [men] if thou hast need [of them].’ Then 

’ilgazi made haste and went and seized the harbours, and they killed many 

franks, and the rest returned to frank-land. And this took place through 

the treacherous Greeks. And at this time the Armenians of gargar were 

secretly laying waste the country of the Citadels of zaid, and of bula, and 

of melitene. And balak, the Turkish Amir, sent to michael, the Armenian, 

the lord of gargar, [a message], saying that he would give him every year 

one thousand loads of wheat, and three villages in his country, if he would 

restrain his thieves. And michael swore oaths to balak several times, but 

he did not stand on (i.e. observe) his oaths; on the contrary, the wheat 

was sent to him and his thieves burnt the villages in hanzit. Then balak 

devised a plan, and in the .month of shebhat (February), when the moun¬ 

tains were covered with heaps of snow, he crossed over the ice of the 

Euphrates to gubos. And he made one thousand unharnessed horses to 

take a straight path over the high mountain which is called ‘keryona’, and 

the snow was trodden flat. And the armies of the Turks crossed the moun¬ 

tain, and one day they arrived before the monastery of mar bar sawma. 

And during the night they crossed the mountain which is called °esetha\ 

And in the morning he burst out on the wretched country and took it on 

the second day of the week, at the beginning of the month of the latter 

kanon (January), in the year fourteen hundred and thirty-two of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1121), and he seized the people, and the cattle, and everything 

and went forth. And the Amir behaved most mercifully towards the soldiers 

(or, peasants) who were Christians, and he did not make them slaves, but 

he settled them in the country of hanzit and gave them everything which 

belonged to them. And he made them to swear that they would not go 

back to gargar, and if they did so a second time, when he came in he would 

not spare them. 

And in the year [284] fourteen hundred and thirty-three [of the Greeks] 

(a.d. 1122), the Sultan mahmud sent a great army to the country of the 

Iberians, and when the Turks went in the king of the iberians shut the 

fortifications and destroyed many of them. And joscelyn the frank took 

the country of gubos. And in the year five hundred and sixteen of the 

Arabs (a.d. 1122), ’iLGAzi, the son of ’artuk, died. And joscelyn, his wife 

having died, took a second wife, the daughter of ROGER, the lord of antioch, 

and he wished to take her to edessa. balak, however, laid an ambush for 

her, and he took her and carried her to bula. michael, the Armenian, being 

defeated by the Turks, gave gargar to king bo'dwin, and took a town in 
his country. 

And in the year five hundred and seventeen [of the Arabs] (a.d. 1123), 

bar-shaharzArI, the Judge of mawsil, came to Baghdad, and he presented 
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to the Khalifah five thousand dinars, and he took possession of all the 

country on the west of the Tigris, from mawsil to Basra. And in the year 

fourteen hundred and thirty-four of the creeks (a.d. 1123), whilst the 

franks were encamped on the river sanga, there burst upon them troops 

from an ambush laid by balak the Turkish Amir. And they smote the 

camp of the franks and captured king bo'dwin on the fourth day of the 

Week of White Apparel. Then Counts joscelyn and galeran made ready 

during the whole summer to meet the Turks in battle, and when they did 

so in the month of ilul (September), the franks were broken, and joscelyn 

and galeran were made prisoners at dawn of the day of the Festival of the 

Cross. And balak shut the three of them up together in a cave in the 

fortress of zaid. 

Then the Armenian workmen who were in the city, knowing that there 

were very few soldiers in the fortress, gathered together at the gate [of the 

city], and when grumbling about their pay, they leaped up suddenly and 

seized the swords that were there, and killed the Turkish guards. And 

they ran towards the cave, and they brought out king bo'dwin, and 

joscelyn, and galeran. And they killed the Arabs, and they reigned over 

the fortress of zaid, that is khartabert (or, kharat-barat). And joscelyn 

made a plan, and he went out during the night with an Armenian, to go 

and fetch the army of the franks, so that if it were possible they might 

guard the fortress, and if not they would take it for the king. 

And joscelyn having gone forth, [285] balak came and set up engines of 

war against the fortress and captured it. And he killed seventy franks and 

Armenians, and he took bo'dwin, the king, and galeran, his sister’s son, 

and he went and encamped at mabbugh. And whilst he was fighting against 

it, he was shot by an arrow from the wall and he died. And his troops fled 

to aleppo, and they set up as chief over them his uncle’s son whose name 

was temurtash. And he ransomed the king and his sister’s son for one 

hundred thousand dinars, and bo'dwin the king returned to Jerusalem. 

And sulaiman—of the family of balak—took the fortress of zaid, and the 

Sultan of melitene took masara and gargar. And a great star appeared, 

the length thereof was from south to north, and the width thereof was like 

the neck of a horse; and it was visible for two months. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and thirty-five of the Greeks (a.d. 

1124), on the thirteenth day of the month of haziran (June), on Friday, the 

Amir gazi, the son of danishmand, the lord of sebastia, burst forth against 

melitene; and he took the whole country and afflicted the city for one 

month. Then in the great village of saman he left his son mahammad, with 

a large army, and he commanded them to attack as far as the gates every 

day, and not to allow any man to go in or to come out. Now 'Arab, because 

he was always sallying out spoiling the country of danishmand after the 

manner of a brigand, was not present in the city. Then the city was 
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stricken sorely with cruel famine, for a kepiza, that is to say an ass’s load, 

of wheat was sold for thirty-six gold dinars. Finally, all food of every sort 

and kind came to an end, and men began to steep worn-out leathers in 

water, and the bindings of books and shoes (or, sandals) and stew them and 

eat them. As for cats and dogs and even a dead donkey, where were they 

to be found ? Now the city, which was to be compassionated, was smitten 

with three bitter blows. From the outside by the sword, which destroyed 

every one who fled, and from the inside, by the famine which put an end 

to every one, and by the mother of the Sultan, a second jezebel, the 

woman who was saved from mAwsil. She tortured the sons of free men 

for gold, so that she might plunder [them] and flee. She was prepared to 

kill the whole population and then to go forth. And stars appeared which 

fell from heaven. 

Then the Lord had mercy [286] on the remnant of the Christians, and 

at dawn on the fourth day of the week, on the tenth day of the month of 

the first kanon (December), in the year fourteen hundred and thirty-six 

of the Greeks (a.d. 1125), that accursed woman and her son went forth, and 

gAzi, the Amir, came in. And when he saw those who had been left by the 

famine, [who looked] as if they had come forth from the tombs, he com¬ 

forted them. And he gave the peasants wheat to sow, and he brought 

herds of cattle and flocks of sheep, and the city began to be prosperous 

[again]. And the blessed mar michael saith concerning this year, that the 

Khalifah mustather died, and his son mustarshid rose up (i.e. succeeded), 

and it is possible that he made a mistake because of the inequality in the 

course of the lunar years of the arabs, and the solar years of the Greeks. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and thirty-seven [of the creeks, a.d. 

1126], the lord of hamAth was killed by the franks at kefar tAb. And the 

franks took gabAlA, and besieged tyre until ships of the Venetian franks 

arrived. And the king of Jerusalem also came to their help, and after a 

fierce war they took it. And mAlik 'arAb collected an army and attacked 

his brother mas'ud, the Sultan of iconium, because he had made an agree¬ 

ment with dAnishmand. Then mas'ud fled to Constantinople, and he 

was received joyfully by ’iwani, the king of the Greeks. And he gave him 

an army, and much gold, and he went forth and came to ghAz!, and the two 

of them attacked mAlik 'arAb. Then 'arAb fled to toros (theodorus ?), the 

Armenian, the governor of cilicia. 

In this year, which is the year five hundred and twenty of the arabs 

(a.d. 1126), ten ishmaelites leaped upon ’Aksenkur bursuk, the Amir of 

mAwsil, in the great old mosque in mAwsil, and with his own hands he 

killed three of them and then was himself killed. And there ruled in his 

stead 'az ad-din mas'ud his son, over mAwsil, and the island of kardu, 
' • ' *7 

and beth nahrin, and hamAth, and other places. And living for one year 

he died, and his younger brother rose up, and the Amir jAwAl!, who was a 
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Turkish Amir, and was one of the slaves of his father bursuki, became his 

administrator. 

And jawal! sent the Kadi of mAwsil, who was ’abu al-hasAn 'ali, the 

son of SHAHARZURi, and salAh yAgubsAn!, as ambassadors to Baghdad, to 

the Sultan, in order to confirm the dominion of the younger son of bursuki. 

And when they went they said unto the Sultan, ‘mawsil hath need of a 

warlike man [287] who is able to stand up against the franks, for behold 

they make the whole Arab people to tremble’. And they hinted at ’AtAbAg 

zangi, the son of kAsim ad-dAwlAh ’Aksenkur, who was the governor of 

wAsit and baghdAd. The Sultan agreed, and he gave a Patent of Authority 

to zangi and sent him to mAwsil, and he went. First of all he took posses¬ 

sion of bawAzigh (beth wAzik), and from there he went to mAwsil. And 

jAwAli sallied out to meet him; he gave him rahbuth and sent him there. 

And zangi went to mAwsil, and he gave the governorship of the fortress 

to salAh yAgubsAni, and the judgeship of mAwsil and of all the country 

over which he was master to the son of shahArzuri, to him and his seed 

for ever. And zangi took jazirah, and arbil, and shighAr, and rahbuth, 

and aleppo, and hamAth, and emesa. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and thirty-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 

1127) , gAz! and 'arAb met again in battle, and 'arAb was conquered. And 

gAzi pursued him and looted his tents. And he went and encamped against 

kumAnA and ancyra, and he fought against them violently and took them, 

and he brought out his son mAhammAd, who had been shut up therein by 

mAlik 'arAb. And 'arAb again collected an army, and met gAz! in battle, 

and he was conquered. And as he was fleeing to the Greeks he perished 

(or, was lost), and no news of him went forth. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and thirty-eight (a.d. i i27),bohAimond, 

the son of bohAimond, went forth from rhom!, and he came and reigned 

over antioch. And dissension (or, strife) fell among the franks, and josce- 

lyn took the whole country of antioch. Then their Patriarch was wroth, 

and he shut the doors of the churches, and he stopped the ringers of bells 

and prayers until joscelyn gave back the whole of the spoil. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and thirty-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 

1128) , when the fear of joscelyn fell upon the Arabs of aleppo, they under¬ 

took to give him each year twelve thousand dinars, and he was not to oppress 

them. Then the Turks of aleppo bribed the Frankish cooks of joscelyn 

with gold, and they made him and the six horsemen who were with him 

to drink deadly poison; the six horsemen died, but by God’s providence 

and the treatment of the physicians, joscelyn was saved, and he killed those 

who had given him the poison and their sons. And in [that] year tughrel 

’arslAn, from whom melitene had been taken, [288] invaded the country 

of melitene, and he took some of the outer frontiers and departed, and 

was not seen again. 
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And in the year fourteen hundred and forty [of the Greeks, a.d. 1129] 

joscelyn went to the country of ’amid, and he plundered the Turcomans 

and the Kurds who were in the mountain of ’ashoma, and he looted the 

villages up to the gate of the city. 

And in the year five hundred and twenty-three of the ARABS (a.d. 1128), 

when zangi, the Amir of mawsil, heard that the Sultan wished to give 

mawsil to dubais, he came to babylon to the Sultan, and behaved towards 

him with humility; and he offered one hundred thousand dinars to the 

Sultan and entreated him not to supersede him. And similarly he offered 

many gifts to the Khalifah so that he might not permit dubais to have 

dominion over any place (i.e. town) whatsoever. 

Now we are not equal to recording the many wars which took place be¬ 

tween the Khalifah and this dubais, the king of the ma'daye (nomads), and 

how dubais clung to the Sultan and vexed the Khalifah, and how he came 

to baghdAd ; and how he began to ride, and to go in and to come out fear¬ 

lessly, and to show that he did not tremble before the Khalifah; and how 

after a little, when the Sultan was sick, dubais kidnapped the youngest son 

of the Sultan and fled; and how he took kufah, and Basra, and hillah; 

and how he collected much gold; and how he had with him ten thousand 

horsemen; and how he took them and went into the desert; and the rest of 

his cunning devices, because this brief summary will not permit of it. It 

is related that during one of the fights which took place between dubais 

and the Khalifah, when dubais was defeated, he alone escaped while all his 

companions fell by the sword. And as he was crossing the Euphrates by 

the swimming of his horse, a certain old nomad woman saw him, and she 

said unto him boldly, ‘Dubair (that is to say, unlucky one), hast thou come ?’ 

But he was not angry, and he replied to her pleasantly, saying, ‘Dubair 

(that is to say, unlucky one) is he who cometh not’. 

And in this year the franks met the ishmaelites in battle, and they 

broke about ten thousand of them, and they made themselves masters also 

over very many fortresses which they had in Phoenicia. And all the Arabs 

who were in Syria trembled before the franks. And they went and en¬ 

camped against Damascus and besieged it closely. And having decreed 

that the damascenes were to pay as yearly tribute twenty thousand dinars, 

they left them [289] and departed. And at this time the franks were 

masters of the country from mardin and shabaktan to 'ar!sh, which is on 

the border of Egypt. And in all Syria there remained to the Arabs nothing 

except aleppo, and hamath, and emesa, and Damascus, which paid tribute. 

For from the country of aleppo they took one-half of the crops, and they 

went so far as to take it from the mill which is by the gate of aleppo and 

is called ‘Gate of the Gardens’. And they sent envoys to all the Christian 

slaves who were in Damascus, and counted [them], and they took him that 

did not wish to dwell with the arabs from his masters without [paying] 
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the price [of him]. And their chiefs came as far as ’amid, and nisibis, and 

ras 'ain, and the people of calonicus and harran were reduced through 

them to complete helplessness, and only with the greatest difficulty were 

the arabs able to travel by the desert road from the east to Damascus. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and forty-one of the Greeks (a.d. i 130), 

toros, the governor of cilicia, died, and leon his brother rose up after him. 

And bohaimond the frank, the lord of antioch, quarrelled with him. And 

on the eighth day of the month ’adhar (march) of this year, which is the 

year five hundred and twenty-four of the Arabs (a.d. 1129), there was a 

violent earthquake in Baghdad, and many houses were reduced to ruins. 

And in mawsil a great cloud rose up, and there were torrents of rain; then 

coals of fire came down out of the air to the earth, and it burnt up many 

houses with their furniture. And this was a frightening and terrifying 

sign. And in this year the satrap of the Greeks, whose name was casianus, 

went out to the Amir, gazi, the son of danishmand, and transferred to him 

many fortresses in the country of pontus, and he ruled over all Cappadocia. 

And he collected many troops and went in to cilicia to plunder it. And it 

happened that in the same day bohaimond, the lord of antioch, went in 

there from another side, and neither knew of the presence of the other. 

And straightway the Turks and the franks met each other in battle. And 

leon the Armenian evaded a fight with them both. Now the Turks con¬ 

quered the franks, and they killed bohaimond, because they did not know 

that he was the king. Then leon shut the fortifications against the Turks 

and destroyed many of them. 

And in the year five hundred and twenty-five of the ARABS (a.d. 1130), 

the lord of Damascus took prisoner dubais, the ma'daya (i.e. nomad arab), 

and gave him to zangi, [290] the lord of mawsil, and he took his son who 

was a prisoner with zangi. 

And in this year, which is the year fourteen hundred and forty-two of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1131), the king of Jerusalem and joscelyn came from Jeru¬ 

salem to antioch to reign over it. But the people of antioch shut their 

gates in their faces, until they swore that antioch should be kept for the 

daughter of bohaimond, until she grew up and could be married to a man 

who should be lord of antioch. And the Amir gazi, the son of danishmand, 

invaded cilicia, and captured fortresses. Then leon the Armenian 

humbled himself before him, and swore that he would never again send 

raiders to his country, and that he would give him tribute each year. And 

when he had gone forth leon lied and gave him nothing. And isacius (?), 

the brother of the king of the Greeks, went to leon in cilicia, and gave 

him his daughter to wife, and masista (mopsuestia) and ’adana [as] a dowry. 

And afterwards strife took place between them, and isacius (?) and his son 
fled to mas'ud, the Sultan of iconium. 

And joscelyn died, and joscelyn ii reigned over edessa. And in this 
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year when Sultan mahmud went forth from Baghdad to go to khorAsAn, 

mas'ud his brother came to him, and humbled himself before him, and he 

carried before him a ghashyah, that is the covering of a saddle. And they 

embraced each other, and Sultan mahmud transferred to him countries and 

troops (or, armies). And he himself went to hamAdAn, and there he died, 

being eight-and-twenty years old. Then there quarrelled together dAwud, 

the son of Sultan mahmud, and the two brothers of mahmud, mas'ud and 

saljuk shah, the sons of mahmud, and tughrel their brother, who was 

with malik senjar, their uncle. And they sent to the Khalifah, and each one 

of them asked for the Sultanate on his own behalf. Now the Khalifah 

approved of senjar at the beginning, and sent to the others saying, ‘He 

who wisheth for malik senjar, the son of malik shah, and to whom he 

giveth a writing of agreement, let him come to me and he shall be received’. 

And to senjar he sent saying, ‘Besides thyself we seek no other; therefore 

do not permit one of these two to rule’. When mas'ud heard the answer 

of the Khalifah he came to zang! in mAwsil, and he asked him [291] for 

gold and help to make war on the Khalifah. And he also asked for dubais, 

the Amir of the ma'dAye, that he might carry him to the Khalifah and heap 

benefits upon him. Then zangi replied, ‘Gold I can give unto thee, fifty 

thousand dinars, and as many slaves and handmaidens and horses as thou 

pleasest, but dubais I cannot give thee, because an order of the Sultan 

senjar hath reached me, saying, Thou shalt deliver him up to no man, and 

I cannot transgress his command’. 

Then mas'ud being offended, crossed [the Tigris] and encamped in the 

western suburbs of mawsil. And zangi shut the gates of the city, and he 

expelled all the poor folk who were unable to live under restraint, and he 

entrenched himself strongly in the fortress of mawsil. mas'ud did not 

make war on mawsil, but went down to Baghdad. And malik mas'ud sent 

to the Khalifah, saying, ‘If thou wilt proclaim me, behold I am your friend 

and subject; and if thou wilt not, I have nothing except the sword for you’. 

And the armies of Baghdad went out and met the armies of mas'ud in 

battle, and they broke and were broken. And whilst they were struggling, 

the reports of senjar arrived, saying: ‘he hath arrived in Baghdad with 

armies’; and the people of baghdAd were afraid. And the Khalifah saw 

that he was more able to subjugate mas'ud than senjar, and he gave the 

word of peace to mas'ud, and brought him in and made him lodge in the 

royal house; and every one made ready for war against senjAr. 

And in the year five hundred and twenty-six of the ARABS (a.d. 1131) 

senjAr came and took hamAdAn, and he proclaimed therein tughrel, the 

son of mahmud, who was with him. Then mas'ud kArAjA, the captain of 

the host of the Khalifah, went to hamAdAn, and he pursued the troops of 

senjAr. And they sent to the Khalifah, saying that he himself in person 

should go to the war against senjAr. And when he was ready and had gone 
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out, there arrived the report that zangi and dubais, the ma'daya, have 

made a covenant with each other, and behold they are coming down to 

Baghdad. For this reason the Khalifah turned back and went into his 

quarter, and he prepared for the war with dubais and zangi. And he went 

out and met them in battle with two thousand men, and he conquered 

them. And zangi fled to tagr!th, and dubais to the banks of the Euphrates. 

And zangi sent as an envoy to the Khalifah, the Judge, the son of shahar- 

zuri, and asked forgiveness. And he asked for authority to come to [292] 

Baghdad, and to be therein the governor from the quarter of senjar. Then 

the Khalifah replied, ‘We have no sovereignty in respect to senjar, and we 

do not receive (i.e. acknowledge) its governor. If zangi wisheth for peace 

from us, let him deliver dubais to us, and he shall dwell in mawsil in peace. 

If he will not, behold we are going against him.’ 

And in the year five hundred and twenty-seven of the ARABS (a.d. 1132) 

Sultan mas'ud invaded Baghdad. And he was proclaimed, after the 

Khalifah and his son, senjar, then mas'ud, and then dawud his brother; 

the three of these Sultans were proclaimed at one time. And the Khalifah 

mustarshid went against mawsil, and he invested it for eighty days, but 

was unable to capture it. And the report came to him that Sultan mas'ud 

had rebelled against him, and he left mawsil and returned to Baghdad. 

And joscelyn 11 took the fortress in shabaktan, and he uprooted it 

utterly. And ’iwani (joannes), the king of the Greeks, went forth and took 

the fortress of kastamuna from the Turks peaceably, and he took also two 

other fortresses by fighting and destroyed them. And bo'dwin, the Frankish 

king of Jerusalem, took by fighting the fortress of kusair, which is by 

the side of antioch, and he went to 'iam, and there the Turks were gathered 

together against the franks as [numerous as the] locusts. And at first the 

franks fled before the Turks until they drew them out to the plain. Then 

they came down and asked each other’s pardon; and [the franks] turned 

back upon the Turks, and made a great slaughter of them until the evening. 

These things took place in the year fourteen hundred and forty-five of 

yaw an (a.d. 1134). 

In this year the locusts came in great swarms in the country of edessa. 

And the Christians took asylum with the chosen man mar bar sawma, and 

they sent and brought the coffin wherein was the right hand of the saint. 

And with its arrival a miracle took place, and the locusts removed them¬ 

selves without having done any harm whatsoever in any part of the country. 

Then the Greeks, who were burning with jealousy, stirred up papyas, the 

Metropolitan of the franks, to open the coffin so that the right hand might 

be visible. And when the monks were unwilling to do this, the Greeks 

burst out laughing [293] and said, ‘They have nothing in the coffin’. And 

the monks being thus forced to do so, opened the coffin in the church of 

the franks. Then suddenly there was a terrifying peal of thunder, and 
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dark clouds obscured the sky, and heavy hailstones smote the ground, and 

the bazars were filled therewith. vAnd all the people began crying out 

‘ Kurydlaison, i.e. ‘Have mercy upon us, O chosen one of God’. Then the 

Greeks fled and hid themselves. And when the hail ceased, all the people 

gathered together, and made prayer for three days. 

And when the Arabs of harran saw the miracle, they asked [the monks] 

that the right hand might go to them; but the franks would not allow this, 

and they sent it back to the monastery with honour. And the natives of 

melitene came and carried the right hand to their city with services of 

prayer and hymns. And at the same time the mouth of the locust was 

fettered, and he did no harm at all to the crops. 

And on the twenty-third day of the month of ilul (September) the 

lightning burnt seven oxen and one young man, and in simnadu it burnt 

one Turk. And a severe earthquake took place in Armenia and the city of 

dogodap fell. And there was a hard winter in melitene and red snow fell. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and forty-six of the Greeks (a.d. 1135) 

there went forth from Italy a frank whose name was bedew! (Raymond of 

poictiers ?), and he took to wife the daughter of bohaimond, the lord of 

antioch, who was killed, and he reigned over antioch. And in the 

year bo'dwin ii the king of Jerusalem died, and he took to wife the 

daughter of a man whose name was fug (fulk - foulques ?), and he reigned 

Over JERUSALEM. 
And in the year which is the year five hundred and twenty-nine of the 

Arabs (a.d. 1134), zangi, the lord of mawsil, sent his son to Baghdad, and 

with him the keys of mawsil, and also some of his wives as hostages. And 

he swore oaths of fealty and promised submission, and he was received 

with honour. And the Khalifah also made friends with Sultan senjar, and 

sent him a crown and a collar and a horse which was shod with shoes of 

gold. And senjar rose up and kissed the hoofs of the horse, and said, ‘I am 

a slave and a subject’. At this time the Catholicus of the nestorians who 

was called ‘bar gabbara’, on going out one night into the garden, trod upon 

a snake, and [the reptile] bit him and he died. And some people say that 

he was not bitten at all, but that he died of fright. And in the year the 

Khalifah sent to ghazi, the Amir, the son of danishmand, [294] the lord of 

melitene, a collar of gold for his neck, a sign of subjection, and a staff of 

gold, and four black flags, and drums which were to be beaten before him. 

And ghazi was proclaimed Malik. And when the envoys arrived they found 

him sick, and after some days he died. Then they fulfilled [the ceremonies] 

for his son mahammad, and went away. 

Then this Malik mahammad restored caesaraea of Cappadocia, which 

had been destroyed for a long time, and there he dwelt. And he came to 

melitene because he was afraid lest [the people] would give help to his 

brother, and he took with him hostages, the sons of free men, and he 
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departed. He met yaghan his brother and killed him. Another brother, 

dawlath, he carried off to the country of melitene. 

And in the seventh month of this year the Khalifah stopped the proclama¬ 

tion of Sultan mas'ud. And he collected troops, seven thousand men, to 

make war upon him, because he heard that he had only fifteen hundred 

men with him. At that time there were five thousand with the Khalifah, 

and with mas'ud there were fifteen thousand. And they met each other in 

battle, and the side of the Khalifah was broken, and the Khalifah himself, 

mustarshid, was taken prisoner; and the treasure that was with him was 

looted. And there were with him seventy mule loads of gold and silver, 

and five thousand camel loads, and four hundred mule loads of bales of 

cloth, and apparel, and supplies for the road. It is said that there were 

with him more than forty thousand turbans and head coverings, and sewed 

tunics with sleeves. Then mas'ud commanded the heralds to proclaim [to 

the soldiers], ‘The goods and all the wealth are yours, and the blood is mine. 

Whosoever killeth a man, I will kill him on behalf of him that he has killed.’ 

Therefore, with the exception of five souls, no man was killed. And he 

also caused to be proclaimed, ‘Every man who was among the adherents 

of the Khalifah and who remaineth here, assuredly I will kill’. Then the 

men of Baghdad crushed each other, and without sandals and naked, they 

fled to the right hand and to the left. 

And the Sultanmas'ud sent hisgovernor to Baghdad, and told the Khalifah 

that he must write [and send] with him a letter containing a Confession 

of the Faith for Baghdad, and that he was [held] in honour by mas'ud, and 

that behold he would come to them quickly. Now when the governor went 

and took the letter, the men of Baghdad knew that [295] the Khalifah had 

written such things as these unwillingly and through fear. And a great 

tumult broke out, and about one hundred and fifty of the mob were killed; 

and [the people] only became quiet with difficulty. 

And in those days frequent earthquakes began to take place in Baghdad, 

five or six times each day. Then Sultan senjar sent an envoy to Sultan 

mas'ud, and with him were two letters. One was a secret letter in which 

he reviled mas'ud and made a mock of him, and [asking him] ‘Why didst 

thou not kill the Khalifah during the confusion of the war?’ And the other 

letter was an open one in which he said unto him, ‘At the time when thou 

art reading these lines, [my] son ghayath ad-dunya wa-ad-din mas'ud, 

thou shalt go in to the Amir of the Faithful, and thou shalt kiss the ground 

before him, and shalt ask for forgiveness of thy folly. Because I cannot 

endure the signs (or, portents) of the heavens and the earth, which God is 

making because of this, [viz.] storm winds, and thunders, and lightnings 

and quakings of the earth. And behold to all the Arab peoples there is the 

suffering of the Evil One. Prayers have ceased, the gates of the Mosques 

are closed in all Persia and sen'ar. Therefore without pretext and excuse 
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send him with honour to his throne, and deliver dubais that he may work out 

his will on him, for he himself is the cause of all these evils.’ 

When mas'ud understood these [words], he gave orders and they pitched 

the great tents, and he made the Khalifah to sit in them, and he carried the 

saddle cloth before him about half a parasang, and he made him to encamp 

in the great royal tent, and he asked for the forgiveness of his folly. And 

he brought dubais before him bound with fetters, and there were with him 

a sword and burial equipment, and he said, ‘He hath done everything. 

And behold I deliver him over into thy hands; command thou that there 

shall be done unto him according as he hath done.’ The Khalifah knowing 

that he said these things with his lips only, and not from his heart, extended 

forgiveness to dubais also. Then mas'ud began to urge the Khalifah to go 

to Baghdad, but the Khalifah excused himself, saying, ‘I will not go unless 

thou wilt go with me in person’. And mas'ud said, ‘I will send with thee 

Amirs who shall be in thy service, and thou shalt go with honour and shall 

dwell in thy palace’. But the Khalifah was unwilling [to go], for he was 

afraid that they would lay an ambush for him on the road, and would kill 

him treacherously, because they could not kill [296] openly the head of 

their Faith. 

Then mas'ud made his way direct to ’adhorbijan to make war upon 

dawud, his brother’s son, and he took the Khalifah with him. And again 

senjar sent envoys to mas'ud whilst he himself was encamped at the gate 

of the city of maragha, and he urged him to send the Khalifah to Baghdad 

without delay. And there also came many troops from senjar, and with 

them were seventeen ishmaelites. And on the fifth day [of the week], at 

noon on the sixteenth day of the eleventh month of the year five hundred 

and twenty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 1134), whilst he was sitting reading their 

Book inside the tent, fifteen men rushed in upon him with knives in their 

hands, and they killed him, and with him were three other men from among 

his nobles. Then mas'ud rode away and closed the tents, and they killed 

those who had killed him. Some say that senjar did not know [about] the 

iseTMAelites, but the truth is that it was he himself who sent them. But 

mas'ud did not know. 

After mustarshid his son rashid [ruled] one year. The Khalifah 

mustarshid having been killed, Sultan senjar sent to the governor of 

Baghdad, and ordered that the nobles and judges should be gathered 

together, and that they should swear fealty to rashid, the son of the 

Khalifah mustarshid, and seat him in the place of his father. And thus 

they did. And at [this] time dubais, the son of sadakah, acted treacherously 

in respect of Sultan mas'ud, and he wrote a letter to zang! and said, ‘Behold, 

I am scheming to go forth from the presence of this man, and I will come to 

thee, and will gather together armies of the madaye, [in number] like the 

sand on the sea shore,’ (and the two of them made a covenant) ‘and we 
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will do to mas'ud what will be had in remembrance by the generations 

to come.’ 

Now this letter fell into the hands of some one who brought it to mas'ud. 

Then one day when the nobles were gathered together about mas'ud, and 

he had given them sweet water to drink, according to custom, they rose up 

to go out. And the Sultan made a sign to dubais, saying, ‘Remain, for I 

have a secret matter [to discuss] with thee’. And when the others had 

gone out, and dubais remained, mas'ud rose up and went into the inner 

part of the chamber. And he gave a letter to an Armenian slave who carried 

a sword, and he said unto him, ‘Go forth and take [this letter] to dubais, 

and when he beginneth to read it, do thou smite him from behind [297] 

and cut off* his head’. Now when the slave went out he found dubais 

prodding the earth with his finger and saying, ‘Death is better than life 

without rest’. And the slave handed out to him the letter, and when he had 

taken it and opened it and was beginning to read [it], the slave smote him 

from behind on his neck and cut off his head. This was the end of dubais, 

the cunning, warlike man. He was killed thirty-five days after the murder 

of mustarshid the Khalifah, his enemy. 

And in the year five hundred and thirty of the Arabs (a.d. 1135), which 

is the year fourteen hundred and forty-seven of the Greeks [a.d. 1136], 

Michael the Armenian, who in the days of balak had sold the fortress of 

gargar to the franks and had evacuated it, came back and stole it from 

them. And he fought with them and robbed their villages. One day the 

Turks caught Michael the Armenian in the district of the village of 

zizoNA, which is on the banks of the Euphrates. And as they had sur¬ 

rounded him on all sides he was unable to escape and he cast himself from 

a rock into the river. And as he was wearing a coat of iron mail he sank to 

the bottom of the waters; but he rose again, and through the ferry (?) 

which was there he escaped, and did not die. It is said that he did not even 

throw away the shield which was in his hand. Then he gave gargar to 

joscelyn 11 and he took from him the place which is called sopros. And 

joscelyn sold gargar to basil, the brother of the Catholicus of the 

ARMENIANS. 

And michael collected an army and went and took the country of 

KHisHUM. And the franks laid an ambush for him and killed him. And 

degha basil went to leon in cilicia and became his son-in-law. And he 

collected Armenians and came to make war on the franks who were in 

kephar-zaman, and many of the Armenians were killed. In this year, in 

the month of the latter kanon (January), there was such a hard frost that 

the birds of the mountains, partridges and such-like, and also the wild 

beasts of the desert, oryxes and such-like, fled [from their nests and dens] 

and came into the towns, and especially into the city of ’amid. And the 

governor commanded that no man should harm them, and the people gave 
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them food until the month of n!san (april), and then he drove them out. 

It is said that before the frost came, from [the time of] autumn, the birds 

and the beasts began to go into caves, and this showeth [298] that God hath 

implanted in irrational creatures a knowledge as to what kind of weather is 

about to come before the changes take place. 

And in this year Sultan mas'ud sent to the Khalifah rashid and demanded 

from him the three hundred thousand dinars which his father mustarshid 

had promised him when he was with him, and also the three hundred thou¬ 

sand dinars which, he said, ‘he had collected for me as assistance from the 

people of Baghdad’, and send me also the sum which, according to custom, 

is due to me [as beginning] a new Khalifate’. Then the Khalifah collected 

his nobles and took counsel with them, saying, ‘What reply shall we make ?’ 

And they advised [him] saying, ‘We will gather together troops and meet 

the Turks (?) in battle’; and he accepted their advice. And he opened up 

his treasuries, and brought out much gold, and enlisted very many soldiers. 

And he sent to the envoy of mas'ud and said unto him, ‘The gold which 

my father promised was intended [to pay] for his saving (or, deliverance) 

from you. And ye killed him, and I am ready to take vengeance for him on 

you. There is nothing for you with me except the sword.’ When the envoy 

heard these things he left and fled. And the Khalifah devoted zealous care 

to the building of the wall and towers. 

And in those days zangi, the lord of mawsil, came to the assistance of 

the Khalifah, and dawud, the son of the brother of Sultan mas'ud, also 

came. And the Sultan wished to stop the proclaiming of mas'ud and to 

proclaim dawud. But zangi did not wish [it] and he said, ‘Ye shall not 

traffic much with mas'ud’. And they replied to this young man, ‘Go and 

fight thine uncle. If thou conquerest and art confirmed we will proclaim 

thee.’ But the Khalifah did not accept this, and he suppressed the name 

mas'ud, and proclaimed dawud Sultan. 

Then mas'ud sent to the Khalifah and said unto him, ‘We have no longer 

any need of thee. Behold, we will set up a suitable Khalifah of the family 

of 'ali. Do thou then look out for another place for thyself, and get thee 

gone and depart whithersoever thou wishest.’ Then was the Khalifah 

agitated, and he sent to bahruz, the Amir of tagrith, and asked him to let 

him go to him, and make himself safe in the fortress of tagrIth. And 

bahruz replied, ‘I myself am a servant of mas'ud, and if he should demand 

thee of me I should be unable to stop him’. Then the Khalifah was com¬ 

pelled to prepare for the war of mas'ud, and he brought his tents outside 

Baghdad, and with him were zangi and the rest of the nobles. Then 

arrived the report, [299] ‘mas'ud hath arrived with a great army’. Then 

zangi spake with the nobles and said, ‘Ye know what happened to mustar¬ 

shid because of the dissension of his nobles, and that neither he nor they 

obtained any benefit. Therefore if your object (or, intention) is honest (or, 
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upright), and ye are ready to make war on Sultan mas'ud willingly, tell me 

so that I may know; and if not why meet him in battle and be plundered 

and broken? Get you gone, every man to his country, keeping for your¬ 

selves the property which is yours.’ And although the mouths of all of 

them were silent, and they made no reply, but each one of them was looking, 

zangi knew that they were traitors, and he told the Khalifah [so]. And they 

all stood up again and went into the city, and they pitched their tents within 

the wall. Then zangi departed immediately and went to mawsil. And the 

Khalifah also seeing him depart was unable to restrain himself, and he 

fled with zangi to mawsil. 

Then Sultan mas'ud went into Baghdad, and he treated the people 

thereof with kindness, and he did not wish to loot a single house. And he 

gathered together all the nobles, and he produced and showed them the 

document of the Khalifah rashid [in which was written], ‘On the day in 

which I collect troops, and go forth to fight even one of the Amirs of Sul¬ 

tan mas'ud, I shall be dismissed from the Khalifate’. And as the witnesses 

who had signed the document were present, and their testimonies were con¬ 

firmed, they dismissed rashid legally from the Khalifate. And they brought 

other charges against him, namely, ‘That he had had union with his father’s 

concubines, that he drank wine, that he neglected prayers, that he played with 

balls, that he was unjust and an oppressor, and that he shed innocent blood’. 

After rashid, muktaf! hisuncle, the son of mustathir, [ruled] for twenty- 

four years and two months, rashid being dismissed, the Sultan called 

sharaf ad-dIn zaini the Wazir, and committed to him the choice of the 

man who was to succeed. But he chose his uncle, who had been dismissed, 

because he was his son-in-law and the husband of his daughter. And 

Sultan mas'ljd went into the palace with the nobles and brought muktaf!, 

and they gave assent to his election after he had testified concerning him 

that he would give to the Sultan one hundred [300] and twenty thousand 

dinars. For at that time there was not one dinar in the Khalifah’s treasury, 

whilst the Khalifah muktafi had tent housand dinars before he began to 

rule, and from them he supplied his need in connexion with taking his seat 

on the throne. And the proclaiming of rashid and of the Sultan dawud 

ceased, and the proclaiming of muktaf! and of Sultan mas'ud succeeded. 

It is said that when the Sultan went out from the palace of the Khalifah, 

he called the Wazir to him and blamed him for his choice. And he said, 

‘Thou hast done wrong in making to succeed a full grown, middle aged 

man with intelligence. If thou hadst set up a young man and trained him, 

he would have looked upon thee with a kindly eye, and the command and 

the administration of the kingdom would have remained in thy hands for 

a long time, that is until he attained to the estate of completed manhood. 

Believe [me], believe [me], thou wilt not benefit by this choice of thine, 
and thou wilt see [that I am right].’ 
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And when the year five hundred and thirty-one of the Arabs [a.d. 1136] 
began, the son of danishmand, the lord of melitene, sent an envoy to the 
Sultan in Baghdad in order to persuade him to let him return again to his 
office. And when they brought the envoy to kiss the door-sill according to 
custom, he objected, and refused [to do so], and said, ‘I am not going to 
kiss the door-sill, from which the lord thereof hath been expelled’. Then 
zangi collected an army and came to tagrith, and smote the cavalry (?) of 
Sultan mas'ud and returned to mawsil. And the Khalifah muktafi sent 
to zangi and promised to give him ten famous places (towns ?), and [told 
him] that he must not help rashid. And zangi replied, ‘I have sworn an 
oath that I will not deliver him into thy hands, not even if ye give me these 
places. I will proclaim you, and agree with you; and although I will not 
help this man, I will not drive him forth from me.’ And the ten places were 
given to him, harbi, and hadirah, and sarifayn, and hillah, and others. 
And zangi proclaimed muktafi and Sultan mas'ud. And he made rashid 
to dwell in a quarter of mawsil which is called ‘the Golden’. 

At this time there was in Baghdad an old woman, the wife of a certain 
man, and she was living as a servant in the house of a wealthy merchant, 
near the Gate ’azgha (bab al-’azaj). When the merchant went on the road, 
[301] his wife and his daughter remained in the house. And the old woman 
took her son and some other young men who were thieves, and they came 
by night and went into the house of the merchant, and stole everything [in 
it]. And when they had gone out the old woman said to the wife of the 
merchant, ‘Blessed be God who hath made blind their eyes, and they did 
not open the casket (i.e. safe)’. And when the thieves heard this, they 
turned back and opened the box and took from it four thousand dinars, and 
precious stones, and pearls and departed. 

And mas'ud and dawud met each other in battle. And mas'ud was broken, 
and many of his partisans were killed. In this year, which was the year 
fourteen hundred and forty-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 1137), ’Iwanni (joannes) , 
the king of the Greeks, went forth in wrath against leo the Armenian, and 
he captured tarsos, and ’adana, and mopsuestia. And he took leo, and his 
wife, and his sons, and sent them to Constantinople. And he departed 
and went down to antioch, and being unable to capture it, joscelyn came, 
and they agreed that ’Iwanni should take aleppo and other cities of Syria 
and give [them] to the franks and that they should give him antioch. 
And they were of one mind. And they came and encamped against aleppo, 
and took the fortress of buzaI'ah, and posted warriors against shaizar. 
Then mas'ud, Sultan of iconium, attacked cilicia, and he captured the city 
of ’adana, and he took all the people and the bishop, and brought them 
prisoners to melitene. When ’iwanni the king heard these things he burnt 
the engines of war, and went back to cilicia, and made peace with mas'ud, 
the lord of iconium, and went to Constantinople. 
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And MALIK mahammad, the lord of melitene, drove out his brother 

dawlah (dawlath), and he took from him ablestin and the land of 

ghihan. And dawlah crossed the hanazit, and went from there to ’amid, 

and from there to joscelyn, and went about from place to place. At this 

time, the Amir 'isa, the lord of sibabarak, which is sabukt, a descendant 

of boghos, the Armenian who went to Baghdad and became a Muslim, 

collected an army, and went to plunder the country of gargar. And when 

he saw that the country had already been laid waste, he set his face against 

the monasteries and convents. And he attacked the Monastery of mar [302] 

’abhhai, which is daira dhe sebhlatha. And being unable to enter on 

the side which was on the bank of the Euphrates, he went up on the top 

of a rock and he let men down from there. And the monks were afraid and 

went out to him. And he took possession of everything, and carried off all 

the equipment and furniture [of the church] which he found, the chalices 

and phials of silver, and the crosses, and everything which had been there 

from the time of mar john the Patriarch, the son of 'abhdon; and he took 

also the piscina. And he transferred rabban david, the anchorite, and his 

companions to the convent of shira, and no one remained except ’abu 

jalib at the table of the king. 

And in the year five hundred and thirty-two of the ARABS (a.d. 1137), 

rashid the Khalifah abandoned mawsil, and went to khorasan, to Sultan 

dawud, and he received him with honour; and the two of them went and 

took hamadan from Sultan mas'ud. From there rashid attacked ’esfahan, 

and he became sick with a severe sickness; and whilst he was [lying] ill 

four men of khorasan attacked him and killed him by the gate of ’esfahan. 

It is said that even if he had not been killed he would very soon have died 

of his illness, because deadly poison had been administered to him three 

times. And he was buried by the gate of ’esfahan, where he was killed, even 

as his father was buried by the gate of maragha, where he was killed. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and forty-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 

1138), when edessa was besieged by the Turks, three hundred Frankish 

horsemen assembled, and about four thousand fighting foot-soldiers, and 

others, and they sallied out from samosata, and they went to take food into 

edessa. And an ambush of temurtash, the lord of mardin, attacked them, 

and the greater number of the Christians were killed, and the remainder 

were carried off as slaves. Present with them was ’abu SA'd, a minister, 

physician and philosopher, and michael, the son of shmona, and his son. 

And temurtash also took the fortress of kesos from the franks. And 

mas'ud of iconium attacked the country of khishum, and he captured and 

burnt the villages. 

And in the year five hundred and thirty-three of the Arabs (a.d. 1138), 

in the second month, there was a severe earthquake in ganzah, a city in 

Persian territory. And there perished therein two hundred and thirty 
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thousand souls, and the whole city was completely engulfed, and black 

waters burst up from the ground; and those who escaped [303] went out 

and took up their abode in the cemeteries and bewailed their [dead] 

relations. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and fifty of the Greeks (a.d. 1139), 

malik mahammad, the lord of melitene, went to the country of cilicia, and 

captured the two fortresses bahgai and gabnupirath. And he invaded also 

the country of kasinos, which is on the coast of the sea of pontus, and he 

plundered and made captives of all the people and sold them into slavery. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and fifty-one of the Greeks (a.d. i 140) 

the earth was rent in the country of calonicus, and it swallowed up forty 

horsemen with their horses, and only one who had turned aside to make 

water was saved. And the sound of the groans of men and their horses 

came up for a long time. 

And in the year five hundred and thirty-four of the Arabs (a.d. 1139) 

the word which Sultan mas'ud spake to the Wazir sharaf ad-din was 

actually fulfilled; now he said that he had been foolish in the choice of a 

Khalifah. For that Khalifah began to meddle in political matters without 

the advice of the Wazir, and the Wazir was cut off in his house. And when 

he brought him he discussed matters with him disingenuously. And the 

hand of the Wazir was suppressed in very many affairs, and after a little 

the Khalifah dismissed him finally from his office of Wazir. 

And in the year five hundred and thirty-five of the Arabs (a.d. 1140), 

which is the year fourteen hundred and fifty-two of the Greeks (a.d. 1141), 

in the month of the first teshrin (October), the Turks of melitene 

attacked the monasteries of beth zabar, that is of beth kanya, and they 

looted them and went away. And in the month of ’iyar (may) the franks 

came to take vengeance, and they came to zobatra and to 'arka, and they 

carried off the possessions of the Christians, and they killed many Turks 

and took their children and women prisoners. And the Turks went forth 

with great haste from the country of hanazit to invade the country of the 

franks. And they met a holy man of kalisura as he was crossing the 

mountain of ’abhdahar, and they seized him and those who were with him 

and tied them up to kill them. And suddenly there fell upon them the 

terrifying sound of the franks, and they left the monks and fled. And the 

franks came and unbound their fetters. 

And ’iwann! (joannes), the king of the Greeks, went forth and came to 

neo-caesarea. And the camps of the Greeks and Turks who had already 

encamped faced each other for six months, and they separated without 

fighting a battle. At that time every Christian who mentioned the name of 

the king [304] of the Greeks or of the franks, even unwittingly, the Turks 

slew. And because of this many of the people of melitene perished. 

And in the year five hundred and thirty-six of the Arabs (a.d. 1141) 
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khawarazm shah sent to the king of the huns the men who had not gone 

back to Islam, who were called ‘Turk kafir’ by the Arabs (i.e. Turkish 

infidel), and he invited and summoned him to war with Sultan senjar, 
because Sultan senjar had killed the brother of khawarazm shah. And 

whilst those huns were satisfied with three hundred thousand men, senjar 
collected one hundred thousand, and crossed the river gihon. And he met 

the huns in battle, and his partisans were utterly broken. It is said that 

senjar escaped with six souls [only]; and he came to the city of balkh. 
And his wife and his daughter’s daughter, and four thousand other women, 

were carried off captives. And of that hundred thousand not one escaped 

the sword or capture as a prisoner. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and fifty-four of the Greeks (a.d. i 143) 

malik mahmud died in caesarea, and he commanded that dhuan-non, his 

son, should reign in his stead. Now his wife brought his brother ya'kub 
’arslan, and she became his wife; and he reigned in sebastia. And dhuan- 
non fled to simnadu, and ruled over caesarea. And dawlah, another 

brother, came, and yunus, the lord of the fortress of masara, made a 

covenant with him, and they attacked melitene, but they could not take 

it, and they left and went and encamped against 'arka. Then the khaton, 
who was with ya'kub’ ’arslan, sent for two thousand [men] to come to 

melitene and protect it, and to expel the Turks who were therein and send 

hem to sebastia. Then the Turks who were therein rebelled, and they 

smashed the gate of the city which was called buridyah with axes, because 

the governor would not allow them to go out; and they sallied out and put 

to flight those two thousand [men]. And on [that] day they sent and 

brought dawlah, and made him ruler of melitene. 
Then Sultan mas'ud of iconium came against sebastia, and he captured 

it and destroyed it. And he also came against melitene, and encamped 

against it on the seventeenth day of the month of nisan (april), and he 

set up engines of war, and afflicted it with fighting. And dawlah also, who 

was inside, made the chiefs of the Christians to suffer terribly through the 

heavy taxes which he took from them and gave to the combatants. And 

suddenly, after three months, [305] at dawn, on the day of the Feast of the 

Cross, in the month of ilul (September), the Sultan burnt his engines of 
war and departed, and the people of melitene had relief. 

And in the month of nisan (april) of this year, ’iwanni, the king of the 

Greeks, when hunting in cilicia, was gored by a wild boar and died. And 

because his eldest son was not present, he commanded that manuel, his 

younger son, should reign. And he [began to] reign in nisan (april) of the 

year fourteen hundred and fifty-five of the Greeks (a.d. 1144). And when 

he went in to Constantinople his brother received him and did homage to 

him, and he was confirmed in the kingdom. And the king of the franks of 

Jerusalem, also when hunting, fell from [his] horse and died. And his 
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younger son bo'dwin [hi] reigned, and because he was very young his 

mother administered the kingdom. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and fifty-five of the Greeks (a.d. i 144), 

dawud, the governor of the fortress of zaid, died, and his younger son Kara 

’arslan rose up after him. And because ’arslan toghmish, the eldest son 

of dawud, was with zangi, the lord of mawsil, zangi came that he might 

expel kara ’arslan and appoint ’arslan toghmish. Then Kara ’arslan 

went to Sultan mas'ud of iconium, and took asylum with him. Then he 

gave him twenty thousand horsemen, and he took them and went against 

zangi. When zangi heard [this] he returned to his country. And mas'ud 

of iconium also came and encamped against melitene for three months, 

and he left it and departed. 

Concerning the taking of Edessa from the Franks 

In the year fourteen hundred and fifty-six of the Greeks (a.d. 1145), 

when joscelyn the lord of edessa went to antioch, the men of harran 

informed zangi, the lord of mawsil, that edessa was empty of troops. And 

zangi collected armies, and on the third day [of the week], on the twenty- 

eighth day of the month of the latter teshrin (November), came and en¬ 

camped against edessa. And they pitched their camps by the Gate of sha'e, 

close to the Church of the Confessors. And they set up seven engines of 

war against it, and troops who shot in arrows [as thick] as drops of rain. 

And all the natives of the town, great and small, and the monks of the 

mountains were standing on the wall and fighting. And all the women were 

on the wall also, and they were pushing out stones, and water, and food for 

the combatants. And whilst those who were outside had dug underground, 

and had reached the wall, [306] those who were inside had dug underground 

and went forth against those who were outside. And they killed those whom 

they found in the excavations, and went back and built up a wall before 

the part which was breached. Then those outside dug under two other 

towers. 

And when the towers were nigh to fall, zangi sent ’atabag to the 

edesseans and said, ‘Take ye two of our men with you, and give us two 

men of yours so that they may see that the towers are nigh to fall; surrender 

the city before ye are captured and perish by the sword’. Now papyas, the 

chief of the franks who were in edessa, because he was confident that 

joscelyn and the king of Jerusalem would arrive to help them, was not 

convinced, but he scoffed at and made a mock of zangL Then those who 

were outside [the wall] set fire to the posts of wood which supported the 

towers, and they fell. And when the Turks began to pour in through the 

breach, the people of the city, and papyas, and the holy men took their 

stand inside the breach, and prevented the Turks from coming in. And the 
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breach was filled with heaps of the slain of those who were inside and those 

who were outside. 

And all the people being huddled together at the breach, the Turks saw 

that the wall was emptied of combatants, and they placed ladders in position 

and went up. And when those who were inside saw that the Turks were 

masters of the wall, their hands dropped, and they began to flee to the 

Citadel of the city. And from that moment—what mouth would not be 

hampered in narrating, or what finger would not tremble in writing, the 

account of the awful and horrible happenings which took place at the third 

hour of the day of the Sabbath, on the third day of the month of the latter 

kanon (January)—the Turks pushed in with drawn swords, which drank 

the blood of old men and young men, of strong men and women, of priests 

and deacons, of monks and anchorites, of nuns and virgins, of children of 

tender years, and of bridegrooms and brides. O what a bitter history! The 

city of abhgar, the friend of CHRIST, had become a thing to be trampled 

under foot because of our iniquity! Woe on the tribulation! Sons denied 

their fathers, and fathers their sons! The mother forgot to show mercy to 

her children! And every man ran to the top of the mountain. And when 

the aged priests who were carrying the coffins of the martyrs saw the wrath 

of which the prophet said, ‘I will bear the wrath of the Lord because I have 

sinned’ (Micah, vii. 13), they neither fled nor did they cease to pray until 

the sword [307] silenced them. And afterwards they were found with the 

blood mingled in their vestments. And a great many mothers collected their 

children about them as a hen collects her chicks, expecting to die altogether 

by the sword, or that they would be carried off into slavery in a body. 

And the guards of the Citadel would not open the doors to those who 

fled there until they saw the face of papyas, and as he did not flee to come 

with the first [fugitives], thousands were suffocated in the crush. And when 

he arrived he was unable to enter because of the piles of dead bodies that 

were before the door of the Citadel. And there he was shot by an arrow 

from the Turks and he died. And when zangi saw the horrible sight, he 

stopped the sword. Then the holy man basilius was found naked and shoe¬ 

less, and he was dragged along by the Turks with a rope. And when zangi 

saw him he recognized the graciousness which was in his face and he asked 

who he was. And when he knew that he was the Metropolitan, he com¬ 

manded and [his servants] clothed him, and he had him brought into his 

tent. And he began to chide the holy man because he had not surrendered 

the city and spared the wretched people from being killed. And the holy 

man replied: ‘Divine Providence wished this to take place—that such a 

victory as this should be thine, and a great and splendid name among thy 

fellow kings. And there is openness of face with us poor folk (i.e. we are 

innocent) towards the Lord, for we have neither acted treacherously nor 

broken our oaths.’ And his words pleased the ’atabag, and he said unto 
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him, ‘Thou speakest truth, O Metropolitan, for those who keep their oaths 

are honoured by God and by men, and especially those who endure to the 

death.’ As for those who were in the Citadel, after two days they received 

the promise that their lives should be spared, and they surrendered it. 

Now wherever the Turks found a frank they killed him; but, they left alive 

our people and the Armenians that were left. Now it is not for such as I 

am to relate the history of this calamity, but the prophet jeremiah and those 

who are like unto him. Let men read the wise dirges which they have com¬ 

posed, and the lamentations with [their] mournful songs and thoughtful 

comments concerning the people which are to be pitied. For on the day 

in which edessa was taken, fire broke out in the Monastery of kararit, 

which is in the country of karshena, and it burnt up all the cells and one 

old monk, and the others escaped as from a furnace of fire. And on that same 

day a village in the country of mar'ash was also burnt. And fire broke out 

in the Monastery of [308] mar bar sawma. When three cells had been 

burnt out they were able, though with considerable difficulty, to extinguish 

the fire. Now the pious mar Dionysius bar-selibhi composed two dis¬ 

courses on the capture of edessa, and mar basil, a native of edessa, 

composed three discourses, all of them in the metre of mar Jacob. 

And zangi having taken edessa went and encamped against birah, a 

rebel fortress, which overshadowed the Euphrates. And whilst he was 

harassing it with war, there came to him the report that dissension had 

broken out in mawsil, and that his deputy there, nasir ad-din, had been 

killed. Then he left birah and returned to mawsil. And the franks who 

were in birah, being afraid lest zangi would come back and attack them 

again, sent [a letter] to husam ad-din temurtash, the son of ’ilghazi, the 

son of ’artuk, the lord of mardin, and delivered the city over to him. But 

’iLGHAzi, fearing lest zangi would come and attack his country, and capture 

the fortresses thereof, and rule by means of them over all his country, 

destroyed many of the fortresses himself, namely, that of hur'bhar and 

that of tell-besme, and that of thuma, and that of tell-shih, and that 

which was near the Monastery of mar hananya which is called ‘Of the 

woman’. And at that time temurtash took the fortress of hathkha from 

a certain Kurd, after he had encamped against it for one year and four 

months, by means of the oaths (i.e. assurances), and gold and villages which 

he gave to the Kurd its lord. And ’arslan toghmish, the son of dawud, 

the lord of the fortress of zaid, went forth from zangi and encamped 

against tella of ’arsanyas, and he wanted them to surrender it, but they 

did not wish [to do so] because their sons were hostages in the fortress of 

zaid. And having made war upon it he captured it quickly. And about 

fifteen thousand souls were found in it, captives from all parts of the country. 

And he commanded, and they all, together with their bishop timothy, 

became slaves, and were sold. 
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And in the year five hundred and forty of the ARABS (a.d. 1145), zangi 

sent an army against the fortress of panak, which is by the side of the 

island of kardu, and is called [after] the ‘Sons of 'omar’. This was a rebel 

fortress which overshadowed the Tigris, and it had been in the hands of 

the bashnawaye Kurds for a period of three hundred years. And in the 

year five hundred and forty-one of the Arabs (a.d. 1146), zangi, having 

made peace with the natives [309] of mawsil after the murder of his deputy 

nasir ad-d!n, went to aleppo, because it belonged to him, and he collected 

an army and went and encamped against the fortress of kal'ah ja'bar. 

And one day when he was sitting in his tent with the metal workers who 

had made for him a bowl of gold which they had brought to him [for in¬ 

spection], he bowed his head and was examining it. And one of the slaves 

who were his armour-bearers smote him with a sword from behind him, 

and cut off his head. And others say that one night when he was sunk in a 

drunken sleep three of his slaves killed him. And they fled to the base of 

the wall [of the city] and said to the sentries [on top], ‘Pull us up that we 

may give you some good news’. And the sentries let down an earth basket 

and pulled them up one by one with a rope. And when they reached the 

top they said to the men of the fortress, ‘We have just killed zangi, and at 

present no man knoweth anything about it, therefore do ye inform them’. 

And the sentries blew the horns, and cried out to those who were below, 

saying, ‘Rise up and bury ye your lord who hath been killed, before he 

stinketh’. And when they went to zangi they found him dead. 

Then mahmud his son, who was called nur ad-din, because he was with 

him, attacked the fortress with greater violence, and when he and those 

who were inside it were wearied by the struggle, he said unto them, ‘Hand 

over to me my father’s murderers and there shall be peace to you’. And 

they handed over the three slaves to him. And after cruel torturings they 

killed them and burnt their bodies. 

Now there remained to zangi four sons and one daughter: saif ad-din 

GHAZI, NUR AD-DIN MAHMUD, KUTB AD-DIN MAWDUD, NUSRATH AD-DIN, 

Amir of the Amirs, and their sister. Now zangi built the royal palaces 

which are in mawsil, because before his time there was only one royal 

habitation there, namely that which is opposite the Stadium, that is to say 

the Maidan. He raised the walls thereof, and he deepened the ditch thereof. 

And he opened the gate which is called Tmadi after his name. And he also 

planted gardens round about it. It is said that formerly vegetables (or, 

fruits) and grapes were so very scarce in mawsil that when the waiter in 

the tavern was cutting bunches of grapes to sell, he would cut the bunch 

off with a razor, taking care that not a single grape should fall upon the 

ground. [310] And ii was he who multiplied therein all kinds of fruits. 

And he had in the palace of the Sultan men who gave him hints secretly 

about everything which was done there by day and by night. And when 
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an ambassador came to him he would never permit him to hold converse 

with any of the members of his administration and his city. And one day 

he gave a precious object to one of the slaves and said unto him, ‘Guard 

this for me’. And the slave took it and wrapped it up in a kerchief and 

placed it in his bosom, and it was with him for a full year. And after a year 

the ’atabag said unto him, ‘Where is that precious object?’ And straight¬ 

way the slave brought it forth out of his bosom, and handed it to him. And 

the service of this slave pleased him, and he said, ‘In like manner it is meet 

to fulfil the guardianship of the fortress’; and he gave him the governorship 

of the fortress of kawashi, and sent him thither. And he possessed also 

other [remarkable] characteristics, [e.g.] modesty coupled with great 

ability, and severity in dealing with offenders, but because of the length [of 

a summary of them] we must leave them. He ruled over Syria nineteen 

years. 

And when the ’atabag zangi was killed at kal'ah ja'bar there was with 

him a great and wise man whose name was ’asad ad-din shirkuh. This 

man approached nur ad-din, the son of zangi, and said unto him, ‘Behold 

I see the Wazir of thy father leading astray all the troops together with thy 

brother saif ad-din, whom he wisheth to carry to mawsil, that he may 

reign there. Because of this what I now propose is better for thee, viz. that 

I should carry thee to aleppo, so that thou canst reign there, and through 

that place canst reign over all Syria. When this happeneth [thou wilt reign 

over] the East also, that is mawsil, and its clime will be subject unto thee.’ 

And this operation was carried out. And the heralds made a proclamation 

to [this effect] among the armies of Syria, and they all gathered together to 

nur ad-dIn, and they took aleppo, and nur ad-din ruled over it, and over 

its Citadel. And saif ad-dIn, his brother, took mawsil and ruled therein. 

And Sultan mas'ud, because he loved saif ad-d!n—now during his father’s 

days he had served the Sultan greatly—sent to him royal apparel and con¬ 

firmed him in the Sultanate of mawsil. Now nur ad-din was afraid of his 

brother saif ad-din, [311] and he showed by gifts and other kinds of 

homage that he was afraid to meet him. And after [swearing] oaths, when 

saif ad-din went to Syria, nur ad-d!n came to him. And when they 

met each other nur ad-din bowed down and kissed the ground before his 

brother, and saif ad-din also bowed down, and they embraced each other 

and wept. And saif ad-dIn said unto nur ad-din, ‘Why didst thou not 

come to me ? Is it possible that thou wast afraid of me ? Believe me, my 

brother, there hath never entered into my mind the thought which thou 

hast imagined. What good would life and countries be to me if I worked 

evil on my brother ?’ And thus being reconciled to each other, each returned 

to his own place. 

And at the time when zangi was killed, baymond (Raymond ?), the lord 

of antioch, went forth to the country of aleppo and hamath, and he made 
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a great slaughter of the Arabs. And having made many captives, shirkuh 

overtook him, and sent them back. And mujir ad-din, the lord of Damas¬ 

cus, went against b'elbak, and harassed it with war, and took it from 

najm ad-din iyub, the father of salah ad-din. And he gave certain 

villages to najm ad-din, and carried him with him to Damascus. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and fifty-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 

1147), in the month of the first teshrin (October), joscelyn and bo'dwin 

the lord of khishum came to edessa. And during the night the Frankish 

foot-soldiers ascended by ladders the two towers through the plan which 

they had made with certain Armenians who were guarding the walls, and 

the Turks fled to the Citadel. And in the morning the Water Gate was 

opened and joscelyn went in. And when the franks had remained in 

edessa six days, nur ad-din, with ten thousand Turks, burst out upon 

them. Then joscelyn harassed the wretched people of edessa, and he 

seized men, and women, and youths, and maidens, and expelled them with 

violence at the second hour of the night. And when the day broke the 

TURKS overtook them, at the same time raining upon them arrows like hail¬ 

stones, and wounding them seriously. Alas for the cloud of wrath, and the 

day which was without mercy! Alas for the night of death, and the dawn 

of Gehenna ! Alas for the day of destruction which burst upon the wretched 

citizens and natives of the city which had been envied! 

For the horsemen of the franks, since they could not stand against the 

Turks, left and fled. [312] And the foot-soldiers of the franks who were 

unable to flee fixed their gaze on the great ruined fortress which is called 

the ‘Star’, and went up there. And there remained the hapless people (or, 

mob) who were to be pitied, and the sword of the Turks mastered them as 

fire mastereth straw. And when the Turks were exhausted through 

slaughtering, they stripped those who remained of their shoes and apparel, 

and they tied cords to them, men and women alike, and they forced them 

to run naked with horses. The number of the killed on the first onrush 

and on the second onrush amounted to thirty thousand, and sixteen thou¬ 

sand people were carried off as captives. And those who escaped with the 

foot-soldiers of the franks into the ruined fortress were one thousand men. 

Not a single woman or child was saved, and those who did not perish were 

sold into slavery in foreign countries. And edessa remained a waste place, 

and saturated with blood, and filled with the limbs of her sons and her 

daughters; and the sirens used to go into it during the nights to feed upon 

the flesh of the slain. And it became a habitation for jackals. Even the 

dead body of b6‘dwin, the lord of khishum, was not found, and the 

accursed joscelyn escaped to samosata. Our holy man basil was saved 

by flight, but he of the Armenians was seized, together with many others. 

Now when the franks heard of the disaster which had taken place in 

edessa, they were greatly moved, and many armies rushed out from Italy, 
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the king of allemagne (Germany, conrad ?) with ninety thousand horse¬ 

men, and the king of ’afranzis (france), whom the arabs call fonis 

(louis?), with fifty thousand [horsemen], and an endless number of foot- 

soldiers. 

And in the year of the GREEKS fourteen hundred and fifty-nine (a.d. i 148) 

they waged war against Constantinople, because they knew the treachery 

of the Greeks. Then king manuel, after much gold which he gave to them, 

swore that he would guide them without treachery. And straightway he 

deceived them, sending before them guides who took them into difficult 

mountains where there was no water. And when they had remained in 

this state for five days and had wandered about, their guides having fled, 

myriads of them died of thirst, both they and their horses. And the Turks 

heard [of this], and they rushed out on the franks who were scattered 

about [313] among the mountains, and when they found them in groups 

they destroyed them. And the countries of the TURKS were filled with the 

spoil of the franks, and talents of silver were sold as if they were lead in 

melitene. And those of the franks who escaped returned to the sea-coast 

of pontus. The Greeks mixed lime with the flour of wheat and gave it to 

the franks to eat [in their bread]. And whilst they were eating company 

after company of them fell down and died. 

The king of Germany, with three Counts, alone escaped, and came to 

Jerusalem, and he prayed and was blessed by the Holy Tomb. And after 

he had rested a few days he came against Damascus with ten thousand 

horsemen and sixty thousand foot-soldiers. Now the Turks and the arabs 

were in number about one hundred and thirty thousand foot-soldiers, be¬ 

sides horsemen. And the franks, seeing that the arabs and Turks though 

very numerous were not formidable, plucked up courage and approached 

until they pitched their camps by the rivers and among gardens. Now 

mu'in, the lord of Damascus, seeing that his hope had already been cut off, 

sent secretly to the king of Jerusalem a letter of flattering words and gold, 

viz. two hundred thousand dinars, all of them [being] copper (or, brass) 

plated with Egyptian gold, and he sent likewise to the lord of Tiberias (?) 

fifty thousand [dinars] made of this adulterated gold, which was tested 

and discovered [to be base] having gone into circulation. And this gold 

crumbled away. Although I have read through five different Arabic 

manuscripts, I have not found this story in them; it is only the blessed 

mar Michael who hath recorded it in writing. 

Now when the great king of Germany perceived the treachery, he left 

Damascus and went back to his own country in great sadness. And this 

was the evil end which came upon that great people. And when the king 

of Sicily understood about the treachery of the Greeks he was furiously 

angry. And he came against the city of thebes and took it and destroyed 

it; and he made the Greeks who were therein to perish by the sword. And 
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he also treated thus adrianople, and philipopolis, and he came also to 

Constantinople, and laid waste the whole of its surrounding lands. 

And leo, the Armenian, the governor of cilicia, died at this time in 

Constantinople, and his son [toros] fled on foot like a beggar and came to 

cilicia. And he went to [314] our holy man mar athanasius and asked 

for help from him in prayer so that God might restore to him the heritage 

of his fathers. And whilst he was praying over him he gave him as a blessing 

(i.e. a gift) the price of a horse. And having acquired a mount there joined 

him twelve men, Armenians, and they went first of all and attacked the 

fortress which is called ‘Amudha’. And when the men of the fortress saw 

their lord outside, they surrendered the fortress to him quickly, and he 

went in and killed the Greeks who were in it. And the fear of him fell upon 

the Greeks who were in the rest of the fortresses, and he captured many 

positions without difficulty. And the Armenians and the Greeks joined 

themselves to him, and they met the Turks in battle, and destroyed about 

three thousand of them. And he was triumphant, and renown accrued to 

him. And the Turks also took good heed to him and never contended with 

him. Then he also reigned over the cities, ’anazarba and the rest. 

And in this year nur ad-din, the son of zangi, took apamea and other 

fortresses from the franks. And the lord of antioch laid an ambush for 

him, and killed many of his army; but nur ad-din himself, together with 

a few men, escaped and went to aleppo. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and sixty of the Greeks (a.d. 1149), 

which is the year five hundred and forty-three of the Arabs (a.d. i 148), nur 

ad-din went against harim, and he took the suburbs thereof and laid waste 

the buildings which were outside its fortress. And when prayns, the lord 

of antioch, sallied forth to drive him away from harim, the franks were 

conquered by the Turks, and prayns himself, than whom, among all the 

kings of the franks, there was none more feared by the TURKS, was killed. 

And dissension broke out among the men of antioch, and many of them 

wished to surrender the city to nur ad-din. Then others of them sent 

hurriedly to the king of Jerusalem, and he arrived quickly, and gave 

courage to the remnant of the horsemen who remained [there]. And he 

appointed their Patriarch to be their governor until bohaymond, the son 

of prayns, who had been killed, grew up. And the lord of khishum was 

killed at this time, and joscelyn reigned over khishum and over beth 

hesne. 

And in this year the son of mas'ud, the Sultan of iconium, whose name 

was kelej Arslan, encamped against mar'ash, and he took it from the 

franks. And having allowed the Frankish horsemen, and the bishop, and 

the elders to depart [315] to antioch, because forsooth of the oaths which 

he had sworn to them, he dispatched the Turks to attack them [whilst they 

were] on the road, and they killed them. During this capture the furniture 
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and equipment of our church which was in mar'ash perished by the hands 

of the elders who were rebelling against the bishop, namely, the box of 

Muron [oil], and the chalices and phials, and the silver censers, and the 

curtains and the draperies. 

And the lord of the fortress of zaid, that is KARA ’arslan, took babhula 

from the franks and sent raiders to the country of gargar. And when 

they saw that the whole people with their riches were hiding in the moun¬ 

tains of mar bar-sawma, they laid an ambush in three places, and at dawn 

they burst forth and took the beasts (i.e. sheep and goats) and cattle. And 

three of the vassals of the monastery were killed, and two of the Turks. 

And the Turks sent a message to the monastery, saying, ‘Give us the men 

of gargar so that we may give back to you everything which we have taken. 

For we reverence this saint, and to him we pay vows, and we have not come 

to do evil to his monastery. As for the people whom we have taken, it is 

not to carry them off into slavery, but to remove them and transport them 

to their villages so that they may do work on the farms for us.’ 

And dissension broke out in the monastery, and some of the monks said, 

‘Let us surrender [them]’, and others said, ‘No, [we will not],’ and at length 

the men of the monastery were nearly ready for a sword to descend be¬ 

tween them. Then an aged monk took two persons from each of the two 

parties, and they went out to the Turks, and the old man said unto them, 

‘If what ye say is true, and ye really wish to have these men to do work on 

the farms and not as slaves, let some of you come with us, and we will go 

to the Amir who is your protector, and whatsoever he in his justice com- 

mandeth we will do’. Then their treachery was laid bare. And the [two 

parties of] monks agreed together and with one voice they all cried out, 

‘We will not surrender [them]’. Then the Turks burned the wine presses 

and the props of the vineyards, and they left [the place] and departed. And 

the monks went to the fortress of zaId and appeared before the Amir, 

and God placed mercy in his heart, and he had everything which had been 

taken given back. 

And in [that] year joscelyn went forth from tell-bashir to go to 

antioch with two hundred horsemen, who were hoping to meet with a 

ship, and as they were journeying along by night a few Turcomans met 

them, and they trembled at the mere sound of the word (i.e. name) and 

fled. And the Turks pursued and overtook them, [316] and captured 

joscelyn, and they brought him to nur ad-din, the lord of aleppo, and 

he bought him from them for one thousand dinars, and he bound him in 

fetters and imprisoned him. And he lived in prison for nine years, and 

although they were constantly urging him with promises and threats to 

become a Muslim, he never yielded. 

But he persisted in his Faith, and he confessed saying that it was because 

of his sins and because he had taken the Monastery of mar bar sawma, as by 
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had punished him. And when his end drew nigh, he asked for the Bishop, 

and they brought him to him, and he offered confession; and the Bishop 

administered to him the Holy Mysteries, and there in a cave he ended his 

life. And when joscelyn was made a prisoner, the Turks plucked up 

courage, and took many places from the franks, gargar, and ghakhti, and 

also hsen mansur and tighinkar, which is by the side of the monastery. 

Now when joscelyn fell, the franks who were in tell-bashir set up his 

son, a youth, in his place; and he also was called joscelyn. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and sixty-one of the Greeks (a.d. 1150), 

when the men of khishum saw the growing power of the Turks, they sent 

the holy man mar ’iwannis (joannes) to mas'ud, Sultan of iconium, and 

received a pledge concerning the franks who were with them, that they 

should depart in peace to 'aintab; and this actually took place. And the 

Sultan of iconium himself reigned over khishum, and beth hesne, and 

ra'ban and parzaman, and mar'ash. And when he encamped against tell- 

bashir, nur ad-din, the son of zangi, came to him, and the Sultan gave 

him his daughter to wife. And he left her at tell-bashir, and departed, 

because he was unable to take her. Then came the king of Jerusalem, and 

he expelled the wife of joscelyn, and his children, and all the franks, and 

carried them to Jerusalem ; and he established in tell-bashir certain men 

of the king of the Greeks. And these Greeks also ruled over 'aintab and 

'azaz. And afterwards, when nur ad-din harassed them with war and 

famine, they handed over to him these places peacefully. 

And temurtash, the lord of mardIn, ruled over birah, and samosata, 

and KHURis, and kephar sut. Now there was in that Rhomaytish castle 

a certain man, an Armenian, whose name was michael. [317] This man 

sent a message to the wife of joscelyn and to his son, [ordering] them to 

command Gregorius, the Catholicus of the Armenians who was in daira 

dhe yametha, to come and dwell with him and be his helper. And when 

he came he acted treacherously towards michael, and he took all his 

possessions and drove him out, and he himself remained in that Rho¬ 

maytish castle. 

And in the year which was the year five hundred and forty-four of the 

arabs (a.d. 1149), saif ad-d!n, the son of zangi, the lord of mawsil, took 

the city of dara from temurtash, the lord of mardin, and he also went and 

encamped against mardin. Then temurtash, being defeated by him, gave 

him his daughter to wife, and made peace with him. And when saif ad¬ 

din went back to mawsil he fell sick and died. 

And after him kutab ad-din mawdud, his brother, rose up in his place, 

and he took to wife the daughter of temurtash. Then certain nobles sent 

to nur ad-din in aleppo and asked him to come to them. And forthwith, 

without any delay, nur ad-din with seventy horsemen came to shighar, 
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and [the men] thereof surrendered it to him. And he sent to Kara ’arslan, 

the lord of the fortress, and promised him the fortress of haytam that he 

might come to his assistance. And kutab ad-din, his brother, collected an 

army and went out to tell fafar to meet nur ad-din in battle. Then the 

nobles spake to him and he gave emesa, because it belonged to saif ad-din, 

to nur ad-din. And nur ad-din gave back shighar to kutab ad-din, and 

he left and went back to aleppo. 

And in this year there was a flood in the fortress of zaid, on the twenty- 

third day of the month of ’ab (august), and it carried away a child and his 

mother, and two mules, and two buffaloes, and a donkey, and they were all 

drowned. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and sixty-two of the Greeks (a.d. i 151), 

the wife of the lord of ’izange strangled him with a bowstring, and she 

brought her brother from DiBARiGi, and he took her to wife and became 

king. And a certain Turkish Amir went up to the monastery of sirikha of 

the Greeks of pontus, and he took away the gold cross wherein was a piece 

of the wood of the Crucifixion, and he visited the troops who were in that 

country. And afterwards he brought back again to the monastery the 

great amount of spoil which he took from the monks. Then were put 

to shame, and covered with disgrace, the Greeks who uttered blasphemies 

against Saint mar bar-sawma and said, ‘If there was any power in him, why 

did he permit joscelyn [318] to carry off his right hand?’ 

And in this year nur ad-din went to the country of Damascus. And he 

sent word to the damascenes, saying, ‘I have not come to fight with you, 

but to remove disgrace from you. For behold, ye are yoked under the 

tribute of the franks, and the sons and daughters of your country are 

prisoners with the franks, and ye have no helper.’ Then the damascenes 

sent word to him, saying, ‘We are at peace with the franks, and we do not 

need your help. And if thou dost not leave [us] and return to thine own 

country, behold, we will send for the franks to come, and we together 

with them will meet thee with the sword.’ And when nur ad-dIn heard 

such a message as this he was filled with transports of rage, and he wished 

to go and encamp against the city; but God sent violent and destructive 

rains, and he was unable to march. And the nobles of Damascus went out 

and pacified him, and they proclaimed him after the Khalifah and the 

Sultan; and he left them and returned to aleppo. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and sixty-three of the Greeks (a.d. 

1152), the franks again sallied forth in anger against the treacherous Greeks 

and they came and burnt the whole of the country-side of Constantinople. 

And they also went forth to Palestine, and burnt many villages in the 

country of ascalon, and they shed much blood of the Turks and Arabs 

whom they found. And they also went forth to EGYPT and laid waste and 

burnt many villages in the west of Egypt, and then they returned to their 
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own country. And in that year dawlah, the lord of melitene, died, and 

dhu’l-karnain his son reigned after him. And when mas'ud, the Sultan 

of iconium, heard [of this] he attacked ya'kub ’arslan, the brother of 

dawlah. And having subjugated him he encamped against melitene, and 

he destroyed all the beautiful suburbs thereof. 

Then the mother of the young man went forth—now she was his brother’s 

daughter—and she entreated him on behalf of her son. And the Sultan 

said, ‘If he will come forth to me and tender his submission, he will be 

received by me, and the city shall remain his’. Then the young man went 

forth carrying a sword and a shroud, and the Sultan received him, and 

confirmed his authority; and then the young man went forth and departed. 

Then the mother of the young man ruled the city, and she made [the people] 

thereof to suffer very many evils—not only the Christians but the Arabs, 

especially in the matter of imposts and levies and taxes. And she gathered 

together about her women of sorceries (i.e. witches), and women who [319] 

raised up the dead, and they prophesied to her that she would reign, and 

could marry any one she pleased. And because of this she planned to kill 

the young man her son, but when her plot was discovered, the nobles cast 

her out and drove her away, and the sorceresses who were her friends. To 

that woman the word of prophesy applieth: ‘Rise thou up now with thine 

enchantments and thy sorceries, perhaps thou wilt be able to profit there¬ 

from. I am weary with the multitude of thy thoughts’ (Isaiah, xlvii. 12). 

And in that year violent rains fell, and they washed away great rocks and 

hills, and a portion of the mountain also was detached and it slid down into 

the valley of beth ’abdahar, the Citadel of the village of tarshana. And 

the flow of the Euphrates was impeded for three hours, and the waters 

mounted up to the village of prosIdin, which was situated at the top of 

the mountain. And then the obstacles on the skirts of mount claudia 

were burst asunder, and the waters poured down and wrought great 

destruction in Syria. And in this year the plague waxed strong among the 

natives of meyat, and about twelve thousand persons died, and very many 

monasteries were emptied of their inhabitants. And when nur ad-din 

again attacked Damascus the franks gathered together to help the damas¬ 

cenes. And when nur ad-din heard [this] he returned to Aleppo. 

And in this year, which was the year five hundred and forty-six of the 

ARABS (A.D. 1151), SALAH AD-DIN Went forth from NAJM AD-DIN ’lYOB his 

father, who was the governor in b’elbak, and he came to aleppo, to his 

uncle ’asad ad-din shirkuh. And he brought him to nur ad-din, and he 

received him and gave him sustenance. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and sixty-four of the Greeks, which is 

the year five hundred and forty-seven of the Arabs (a.d. 1152), the king of 

Jerusalem quarrelled with his mother, and the queen fortified herself in 

the Tower of david. Then the nobles acted as intermediaries for them, and 
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she abdicated the queenship of Jerusalem, and left the remaining cities 

and the troops to the king her son. And the king attacked the city of 

ascalon, which was in the hands of the Egyptian Arabs, and he set up 

against it a wooden tower, and engines of war, and he made a breach in 

the wall. And four hundred Brothers (Freres?) leaped up and went in 

through the breach, and the Arabs killed them all, for twenty thousand 

armour-clad men were standing inside the breach. [320] And the king 

himself was suffering greatly, and he was about to abandon the place and 

depart, when a certain warrior captured it. And the franks kept guard over 

the breach the whole night and did not permit the ARABS to build it up. 

And at the time of dawn the king took a cross, and cast it into the city 

and cried out, ‘Any man who will not go in with the cross is no Christian’. 

And they all leaped up and went into the city. And about fifteen thousand 

arabs were killed in ascalon, and the remainder in thousands fled to 

Egypt. Now what is correct is (i.e. the truth is) that in the year five hun¬ 

dred and forty-eight of the ARABS (a.d. 1153), which is the year fourteen 

hundred and sixty-five of the Greeks (a.d. 1154), the franks took ascalon, 

but mar Michael states that it was [taken] the year before. And by this 

triumph which the king of Jerusalem won the sovereignty of antioch 

became his by right, and he took to wife the wife of its lord who was dead. 

And toros, the Armenian, the governor of cilicia, went forth to the 

country of Cappadocia, and he made captives of the Turks and went to his 

country. 

And Sultan mas'ud of iconium gave his daughter to ya'kub ’arslan, and 

they agreed to invade cilicia, but because all the garrison towns were 

strongly held by the Armenians, the Turks returned from the fortifications 

with shame. Then toros increased in power, and he took the places 

which were left in the hands of the Greeks from them. And manuel, the 

king of the Greeks, became hot with anger, and he sent andronicus, the 

captain of the host, who belonged to the royal family of cilicia. And the 

Armenians and the Greeks gathered together, and they met the Greeks in 

battle at the Gate of tarsos, and the Greeks were defeated; and about three 

thousand of them were killed, and the rest fled by sea. 

And in [that] year there was discovered a goat which had brought forth 

a kid which had three eyes and two mouths. And a terrible pestilence broke 

out in cilicia and in iconium. And in the month of teshrin (October) of 

that year, when men and women were crossing the Euphrates from the 

country of the fortress of zaid to go to the festival of mar ’aghripas, which 

was taking place in the country of gubos, an abandonment [by God] took 

place among them, and they all sunk in the water and were drowned. And 

as very many people were offended, the doctors of the Church made three 

kinds of apology, viz., firstly, ‘It is not right to scrutinize the incompre¬ 

hensible judgements [321] of the Creator’, secondly, ‘At this time men and 
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women do not throng to the commemoration of the martyrs in order to be 

blessed thereby, but to make themselves contemptible with [carnal] plea¬ 

sures.’ thirdly, ‘It is not right to consider that those people have perished. 

For God judged that death was better for them than life. The heathen 

would perish but not the Believers.’ 

In this year mas'ud, the great Sultan of khorasan, died in the city of 

hamadan, and his brother’s son malik shah, the son of mahammad, reigned 

after him, and khasbag the Amir became his governor. And in the year 

fourteen hundred and sixty-five of the Greeks (a.d. 1154), mas'ud, Sultan 

of iconium, invaded cilicia with a numerous army of Turks. And having 

encamped against tell hamdun and harassed it with war, the Lord smote 

them with a plague of gnats and flies which was like unto that of the 

Egyptians in the days of moses the Great. And in these days the air which 

they breathed became foul and stinking, and they and their horses became 

sick. And when they saw that the plague had begun among them they 

abandoned all their treasure and fled. And toros and the Armenians 

came down upon them from the mountains, and killed them until they 

were exhausted. And he also went forth to gabdanya, which is dawalu, 

and plundered the Turks and went back. 

And in this year the franks took ascalon (according to correct reckon¬ 

ing), and it remained theirs for thirty-five years—until salah ad-din took it. 

And in [that] year also, which is the year five hundred and forty-eight of 

the ARABS (a.d. 1153), HUSAM AD-DIN TEMURTASH, the lord of MARDIN, died, 

and his son najam ad-din reigned after him. At the beginning [of his 

reign] he dealt very severely with the Christians, but at the time of his 

death he commanded his sons to deal kindly with the Christians, and not 

to treat them harshly. It is said that Saint mar ’abai appeared to him in a 

revelation. And another son of his, jamal ad-din, ruled over hani, and 

another [son], samsam ad-din, over dara. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and sixty-six of the Greeks (a.d. i i55), 

mas'ud, the Sultan of iconium, died, and after him his son kelej ’arslan 

reigned. And whilst he only with difficulty could protect his country from 

the men of the house of danishmand, and especially from ya'kub ’arslan, 

nur ad-din attacked parzaman and 'aintab, and he took them without 

fighting. And in this year, which is the year five hundred and forty-nine of 

the arabs (a.d. 1154), nur ad-din took Damascus [322] from its lord MUJIR 

ad-din without fighting, having first of all cast dissension between its lord 

and his nobles. For he wrote to him secretly, saying, ‘In respect of so-and-so 

and so-and-so, beware of their treachery (now they are sending messages to 

me continually that they will surrender Damascus to me). I am unable to 

decide whether or not I shall leave the franks and make war on the Arabs.’ 

And whilst he led astray that wretched man with such messages as the 

above, he killed the captains of his host one by one. And when nur ad-din 
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saw that there remained in Damascus no one who could meet him in battle, 

he attacked it and took it easily. And he gave unto mujir, its lord, certain 

villages in the country of emesa, and sent him there. And he dealt kindly 

with the damascenes, and they rejoiced in him as one who was able to stand 

up against the franks. 

And in this year tafir, the son of hafit, the Khalifah of EGYPT, died, 

and his son 'isa, a child three years old, was made king after him; now he 

was called faiz. And a man whose name was 'abbas became his Wazir. 

And because the great Amir faris ad-din did not approve [of him], he was 

wroth and dismissed 'abbas [on the grounds that] he acted without his 

advice. Then 'abbas was afraid, and he took everything which he possessed 

and went forth with three thousand Armenians who were in his service, 

and he began to flee and to take asylum with nur ad-din. And when the 

Egyptians pursued him the Armenians turned upon them and killed the 

greater number of them. And 'abbas and those who were with him marched 

into the desert, where for some days they were in a miserable condition 

through hunger and thirst, because their guide had deceived them, even 

as in the time of Julian the Apostate. And having brought them out 

opposite ascalon, the franks went forth against them. And when the 

Armenians saw the crosses which were affixed to the tops of the spears of 

the franks, they threw down their weapons and mingled themselves with 

the franks. And on that day about five thousand Arabs were killed. And 

mujir ('abbas ?) himself was captured and sold by the franks to the Egyp¬ 

tians, and they impaled him. 

And in that year the Khalifah, who was muktafi, went and encamped 

against tagrit, and he made fierce war upon it and destroyed the district 

entirely; and he began to fight against the Citadel thereof. Then maham- 

mad shah, the son of Sultan 'mas'ud, sent to the Amirs of mawsil, and 

said unto them, ‘My fathers, [323] in order that ye may be a help to me, I 

make you governors over these countries. And now in the whole land of 

sen'ar there remaineth to us no territory except this fortress of tagrit. 

And this man, that is to say the Khalifah, wisheth to remove this from our 

hands; therefore I entreat you to come without delay and to save me from 

him.’ Thereupon the men of mawsil straightway gathered themselves to¬ 

gether, and they went forth and set their gaze directly on tagrIt. Then 

when the Khalifah heard that they were willing and were coming to him, 

fear fell upon him, and he abandoned all his treasure and implements of 

war, and departed to Baghdad. And after some days the Amir, a Turk, col¬ 

lected about twelve thousand men, and he sent and brought out ’arslan 

shah, the son of tughrel the saljuk, from the prison of tagrit, for the 

name (or, fame, renown) which appertained to the royal race of the saljuks 

was with them, and he went forth. And the Khalifah, with his forces, also 

went forth to meet them in battle. And when they had been encamped 
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facing each other on the side of the road of khorasan for eighteen days, 

they attacked each other. And the party of the Khalifah was broken and 

wished to flee. Then two of his nobles entreated him to make some small 

resistance, and they brought him by force to his horse in front. And the 

men of Baghdad plucked up courage and turned upon the Turks, and broke 

them, and put them to flight, and captured all their treasure. And it is said 

that they looted from the Turks fourteen thousand sheep, besides oxen and 

camels. 

And in this year the waters of the Tigris ran very red, like blood, and 

at various places in the country of wasit blood bubbled up from the earth; 

and no man knew why it did so. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and sixty-seven of the Greeks (a.d. 

1156), prayns, the lord of antioch, fought with toros, the governor of 

Cilicia, because the franks demanded those fortresses which the Armenians 

had taken from the Greeks, as they ought to belong to the Brethren (Freres ?), 

whose labour was for the benefit of all Christians, because the GREEKS had 

taken them from the franks. And the Armenians were resisting the demand. 

And the two parties met each other in battle near the Gate of sunkraton 

(sekuntaron ?), and the Armenians were defeated, and toros fled. And 

then he made peace and gave the towns to the Freres (?). 

And in the year when the lord of mar'ash [324] went to make war on a 

certain village of the Armenians, Stephen, the brother of toros, collected 

Armenians, and they came by night and hid themselves in the houses of 

the Armenians. And in the morning, when the gate of the fortress was 

opened, they leaped out and went in, and they seized the gate and the 

outer wall, and they began to dig out those who were inside. And suddenly 

terror fell upon them because of the report, ‘The Amir and many TURKS 

are coming’. And being afraid lest they should be shut in between the two 

walls, and that they would have to fight those who were inside, and those 

that were outside, they looted the city, and set fire to the houses and to what¬ 

soever they were unable to carry away, and they took all the people and fled. 

And among those who were taken captive was also the holy man mar 

dionysius bar-salibhi. He was captured by the accursed Armenians, but 

he escaped on foot to the Monastery of kalasyur (kalasyud?). And he 

composed three discourses on the destruction of mar'ash, because it was 

at that time his pasture. Now when the Turks came they entreated merci¬ 

fully the Christians who remained [there]. And they did not withhold the 

houses and vineyards and farms from any Armenian who had run away 

and returned. But the priest, inasmuch as he had had speech (i.e. an under¬ 

standing) with the Armenians, they flayed whilst he was alive, and after 

three days they cut out his tongue, and cut off his hands and his feet, and 

then they burned him in the fire. And when the Armenians heard [this] 

they treated certain Turks in precisely the same way. 
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And in this same year, also in melitene, another priest, who was like¬ 

wise an Armenian, was flayed alive because he had debauched a maiden of 

the neighbourhood who had been recently betrothed. He had taken her 

into the church, and wished to commit fornication with her, and when the 

miserable maiden began to cry out he placed the palm of his hand over her 

mouth until he had accomplished his shameful act. And when he rose up 

from her he found her drawing her last breath, and then he strangled (or, 

choked) her completely. And he cut off her ears and some of her fingers 

because they were swollen, and the rings of her fingers and her ear-rings 

would not come away from her, and he hid them in the lamps. And he 

wrapped her body up in a garment and placed it inside the altar. And after 

an hour, when her kinsfolk and parents began to seek for her, the children 

who were playing in the street said to them, [325] ‘We saw her go into the 

church’. And when they asked the priest he said unto them, ‘Yes, she 

came into the church, and when she saw that I was in the church she was 

shy of me and went out hurriedly without stopping for one moment’. And 

those believing folk believed him as they would naturally believe the priest. 

And as they were going round about in the city and making search in 

the houses of their relatives, they saw the filthy man, who was no priest, 

with boots on his feet, and he was going out through the gate of the city; 

and they seized him and carried him to the governor. And when they had 

beaten him a little he confessed, and showed them the maiden’s body and 

her ears and her fingers. And the whole city assembled there, Arabs and 

Christians, men and women, and with much weeping and loud lamentations 

they took the maiden out and buried her. And they flayed the filthy man 

and dismembered him, whilst he was alive, and [then] they burnt him. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and sixty-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 

1157) , prayns, the lord of antioch, went to Cyprus, which was with the 

Greeks, and he took the whole island, men, and sheep, and oxen, and 

horses, and all [its] riches. And when they brought them down to the sea¬ 

shore the Cypriotes undertook to ransom themselves and their beasts with 

much gold, and the franks released them, but they took away all the trea¬ 

sure. And the bishops, and the archimandrites, and the governors of the 

people they carried off with them as hostages to antioch, until the gold 

was paid. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and sixty-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 

1158) Stephen acted treacherously against toros his brother, and he 

wished to kill him. When toros perceived this he seized him and shut 

him up for ten months. And afterwards, at the entreaty of the franks, he 

brought him out and he entered the service of the franks. And in this year, 

which is the year five hundred and fifty-two of the Arabs (a.d. 1157), severe 

earthquakes took place in Syria and they destroyed many towns. As for 

hamath, its fortress and its town and all its large houses fell down upon 
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old men, and women, and children, and tens of thousands of its inhabitants 

perished therein. And the fortress of shaizar fell, every part of it, and only 

one woman and one eunuch escaped. And the people of emesa went forth 

in great haste and were delivered, but their monasteries and its fortress 

perished. And in like manner the people of Aleppo fled from the city, and 

sat down outside it for days and were delivered, and their houses were 

thrown down, but only five hundred souls perished in it. And so with 

kaphar tab, and apamea, not one man escaped [326] from them, and many 

other places as far as rahbuth. And also the cities of the franks, hesen 

al-akrad and farka, fell completely. In laodicea the great church only 

remained, and all those who were in it were delivered. And the ground 

inside it was rent asunder, and a chasm which was full of clay appeared, 

and in the middle of the clay a molten image was standing upright. And 

similarly the greater part of antioch and Tripoli was destroyed. 

And in the year joscelyn died a prisoner in aleppo, after a complete 

repentance, according to what saith ignatius, the bishop of aleppo, who 

administered to him the Mysteries. And in this year Sultan mahammad, 

the son of Sultan mahmud, came with a numerous army to Baghdad, and 

he encamped against it for four months, and harassed it greatly with war. 

Then the Khalifah having induced the nobles of the Sultan, by means of 

bribes, to agree, stopped him from fighting. And then came to them the 

report that malik shah, his brother, had captured hamadan and plundered 

it, and had taken also the wives of the nobles. Then the Sultan ceased to 

fight and he removed from Baghdad. And the armies of the people of 

Baghdad pursued him, and every one of the Turks whom they captured they 

killed without mercy, because those Turks had wrought great damage in 

the western side of Baghdad, where they were camped. And they used to 

commit fornication with married women in the Mosques in the sight of 

their husbands, and the murders which they committed, and the burnings 

of houses (or, quarters of the city) which they carried out were many. 

And in this year Sultan senjar, the son of malik shah, the son of ’alb 

’arslan, the son of dawud, died, after he had been saved from the hand of 

the ghuzz who had made him prisoner. And in the year fourteen hun¬ 

dred and seventy of the Greeks (a.d. 1159-58), manuel, the king of the 

Greeks, went to Cilicia, and toros, the Armenian, fled. And he, the king, 

ruled over tarsos, and ’anazarba and the other cities, and he remained 

there the whole winter. And the king of Jerusalem and of antioch, to¬ 

gether with the Patriarch of the franks, came to him and they made an 

agreement with him. And they made peace between him and toros, and 

they brought him to him, and he made him captain of the host of all the 

cities of the Greeks which are on the seashore. And all the Christians 

banded themselves together, Greeks, and franks, and Armenians, to go and 

attack aleppo, [327] and Damascus, and all Syria. Then came a report of 
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treachery from Constantinople to the effect that they (i.e. the people) 

wished to appoint another king. Then manuel, the king, returned hurriedly 

to Constantinople, and the plan which they had planned did not come 

into effect. And in [that] year, in the month of nisan (april), a flood took 

place in Baghdad, and the waters destroyed a part of the walls of the palace 

of the Khalifah. And the people fled to the western part [of the city] carry¬ 

ing the sick, and the aged, and the young children on their shoulders, 

because wrath hurried them. And the hire of a boat for one journey 

amounted to four gold dinars. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and seventy-one of the Greeks (a.d. 

1160) , the son of joscelyn, the prisoner, used to go out from harim 

continually and plunder the country of aleppo like a thief. And nur ad¬ 

din laid an ambush for him, and caught him, and he was deposited in the 

cave wherein his father had been placed. 

And in the year five hundred and fifty-five of the ARABS (a.d. 1160), on 

the second day of the third month, in the month of ’adhar (march), the 

Khalifah muktafi died of the disease of angina, and his son mustanjid 

reigned after him. After muktafi his son mustanjid [ruled] twelve years. 

When his father was dead this man rose up to go into the place where the 

dead body was laid. And his father’s wife, that is to say, the mother of his 

young brother, who was a Turkish woman, prepared her handmaidens, and 

they took knives and were ready to kill mustanjid when he went in, so that 

the kingdom might come to the younger son. And one of the women went 

out and informed mustanjid. And he collected soldiers (or, scouts), and 

he captured his brother and bound him in fetters and imprisoned him. 

And he also attacked those women, and he shut up each one of them in a 

certain place apart, and he killed whichever he pleased. And the Khalifate 

was confirmed on him and he was proclaimed. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and seventy-two of the Greeks (a.d. 

1161) , sir (sire) amori (amaury), the brother of the king of Jerusalem, 

went to the country of Egypt; and the franks seized great riches (or, 

treasure) and went away. And after a short time faiz, the Khalifah of 

Egypt, died. And in connexion with this the Egyptians undertook to give 

tribute to the franks every year one hundred and sixty thousand gold 

dinars. And george, the king of the Iberians, sallied forth and captured 

[328] the great city of ’an! from the Turks, and he took great spoil, and 

very many Arab prisoners, and returned to his own country. 

And the Amir jamal ad-din, who was in mawsil, now he was a most 

merciful man and his alms were abundant, sent the maphrian ignatius as 

an envoy to george to buy (i.e. ransom) the Arab prisoners. And he went 

and was received honourably, and a large number of prisoners were given 

to him for nothing. And he was sent [by him] with gifts to the lord of 

mawsil, and he also sent with him an Iberian envoy at his own expense. 
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And when they came and arrived in mawsil the governor went forth to 

meet them. And the maphrian and the envoys went in to mawsil with 

crosses hanging on the heads of their spears. And there was consolation 

both for the Christians and the Arabs, because of the freeing of the prisoners. 

And in [that] year there was a certain frank who was a robber in baghras, 

and because the franks wanted to seize him, he fled and went to nur ad¬ 

din ; and he took Turks and came to plunder the country of antioch. And 

the franks laid an ambush for him and captured him and burned him in 

the fire. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and seventy-three of the Greeks (a.d. 

1162) , in the month of the first teshrin (October), dhu’l-karnen, the 

governor of melitene, died, and his son, who was a child, rose up after him. 

And Sultan kelej ’arslan of iconium, seeing that ya'kAb ’arslan and the 

rest of the Amirs wished to dismiss him and appoint his brother, went to 

Constantinople, and he was honoured greatly by the Greeks. And he 

remained there eighty days, and twice each day food was sent to him in 

vessels of silver and gold without [his being obliged] to send back the 

vessels, all of which were left with him; and two meals were sent to him in 

other vessels which were new. And on the last day, when the king and 

the Sultan reclined at the same table, all the vessels and the table decorations 

were given to the Sultan, together with the other gifts which were given to 

him and to the one thousand Turks who were with him. And when the 

Sultan went out ya'kub ’arslan was afraid, and he humbled himself before 

him and there was peace. And at [this time] when Stephen, the brother 

of toros, the governor of cilicia, was bidden to a feast with andronicus 

the Greek, the governor of tarsos, [329] he was found to have been killed 

and [his body was] lying by the gate of the city. Then toros became 

furiously angry with the Greeks, and he killed more than ten thousand of 

them. And the king of Jerusalem came and made peace between the 

Armenians and the Greeks. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and seventy-four of the Greeks (a.d. 

1163) , Kara ’arslan, the lord of the fortress of zaid, encamped against 

’amid, and he made cruel war on it. And afterwards dissension broke out 

among his troops, and he left and departed. And ya'kub ’arslan also 

went to his own country, and he took the fortress of shumushki, and he 

carried away into captivity about one hundred thousand souls, and he left 

the village deserts. Then the pious ignatius of tella of arsenius was 

carried off captive as far as kamah, and being released he came to melitene. 

And the saint of the fortress of zaid was seized, and after two days 

they let him go free. At [that] time the wife of prayns, who had been 

captured and shut up in aleppo, quarrelled with her son and did not want 

him to reign. And being vexed by the opposition of the nobles she sent 

to the king of the Greeks, who was her son-in-law, to come, and she handed 
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over antioch to him. And when the Patriarch and the nobles perceived 

this they sent and brought toros from cilicia. And he went into 

antioch, and drove the queen out of the city, and confirmed her son in 

the kingdom. 

And in [this] year, which is the year five hundred and fifty-eight of the 

Arabs (a.d. 1162), nur ad-din collected a numerous army of Turks, and 

went and encamped against the Citadel of the Kurds (’akrad), pretending 

that he intended to go in and take the country of tripolis. And one day, 

at the time of noon, when the Turkish people were lying in ease and com¬ 

fort in their tents, the crosses of the franks burst upon them, and terror 

fell upon the Turks. It is said that when nur ad-din saw the banners of 

the franks he jumped up and went out from his tent, in his agitation, 

without his tunic (or, coat of mail). And he leaped on his horse, which was 

tethered [close by] according to custom. Then a Kurd came and cut the 

tetherings of the horse, and nur ad-din fled and saved himself. And the 

franks pursued the Kurd and killed him. And they destroyed many of the 

Turks and put them in fetters, and they captured spoil and went into 

TRIPOLI. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and seventy-five of the Greeks (a.d. 

1164), ya'kub ’arslan died suddenly on the river kangar (sangar), which 

is on the banks of the [330] river ’alis. And there rose up in his place 

isma’il, the son of his brother’s son, and he took to wife the wife of ya'kub 

’arslan, who was the daughter of the Sultan. And nur ad-din encamped 

against harim. Then were gathered together five governors, prayns of 

antioch, and the Count of Tripoli, and toros of cilicia, and the Greek 

Duke of tarsos, and the maistir (maistre) of the frire (Freres); and with 

them there were about thirteen thousand horsemen and footmen. And they 

came and engaged in battle with nur ad-d!n, and the franks were badly 

broken. And the Count, and the Duke, and prayns were captured and 

carried into Aleppo, and all the Freres were killed, and toros escaped to 

antioch. And the Patriarch of the franks made a great lamentation, and 

he broke the bellringers (or, bells) and stopped the prayers. And nur ad¬ 

din took harim and daira sem'An of the Greeks, and he made the monks 

slaves together with the inhabitants of the whole country. 

In this year, which is the year five hundred and fifty-nine of the ARABS 

(a.d. 1163), nur ad-din sent ’asad ad-din shirkuh, the brother of NAJAM 

ad-din ’ayub, the father of salah ad-din, to Egypt. For these two brothers, 

shirkuh and ’ayub, the sons of shad!, were from the district of dawin, a 

city of Armenia, and were Kurds by race. And they were in the service of 

mujahid ad-din bahruz, the eunuch, the Amir of tagrit, who was a lover 

of the Christians. And shirkuh having killed a certain Christian of tagr!t, 

who was greatly beloved by the Amir, the two brothers fled to zang! in 

mawsil, and he received them and they prospered [whilst] they were with 
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him. And when zangi took b'elbak he appointed najam ad-din ’ayub 
governor in its Citadel; and when zangi was killed, najam surrendered the 
fortress to the lord of Damascus. And ’asad ad-din shirkuh, his brother, 
was in the service of nur ad-din, and he gave him emesa and rahbuth. 
And ’ayub also helped, and he surrendered Damascus to nur ad-din, and 
they lived with him in great honour. And when the occasion demanded 
that he should send troops to Egypt, for the Egyptians were helpless, and 
shawir, the Wazir of Egypt, came and begged for assistance, he saw that 
shirkuh was the better [man], and he sent him [331] with shawir. 

And having departed together and arrived in Egypt, shawir knew from 
the actions of shirkuh that he was anxious to remove sovereignty (or, the 
kingdom) from the Egyptians. Therefore he sent and made peace with the 
franks. He paid no attention to shirkuh, and he did not give him any of 
the gold and the famous towns which he promised him. Then shirkuh 
sent his armies and took the city of bulbais. And shawir sent and brought 
the king of Jerusalem with a numerous army of franks. And shirkuh 
went and made his position very strong in bulbais. And the Egyptians 
allied themselves with the franks, and they attacked shirkuh in bulbais, 
and they shut him up therein for three months. And when the report con¬ 
cerning the franks came, that they had been broken and taken prisoners, 
near harim, the king of Jerusalem sent to shirkuh and persuaded him to 
go forth in peace and to depart to his own country and leave EGYPT to its 
lords. And shirkuh agreed to this readily, and he went forth and departed 
to DAMASCUS. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and seventy-six of the Greeks (a.d. 
1165), kelej ’arslan, Sultan of iconium, reigned over gadug and ’ablestin, 
and turanda, and he began to persecute the sons of danishmand. And 
nur ad-din reigned over banyas and he fortified it strongly. And toros 
the Armenian pillaged mar'ash and captured four hundred Turks. And 
he sent to nur ad-din, saying, ‘If thou wilt not sell the Christian chiefs who 
are with thee. I will burn them all in the fire’. Then nur ad-din was com¬ 
pelled [to sell], and he sold every one who was with him, and also the young 
man prayns, for one hundred thousand dinars. And bohaimond prayns, 
having escaped, went to the king of the Greeks, whose son-in-law he was, 
in Constantinople, and much riches (or, money) was given to him, and he 
came to antioch, and brought with him the Greek Patriarch whose name 
was athanasius. And the Patriarch of the franks was offended at this, 
and he went out and sat in the fortress of kusair, and he sent out excom- 
munications to the franks of antioch. 

And in this year, in the month of shebhat (February), amin ad-dawlah 
the son of talmidh, a Christian physician, died in Baghdad at the age of 
ninety years. This man was learned in many sciences, but in his time he 
stood alone in the art of healing. And he was equally skilled in the art of 
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rhetoric, and in the grammar of the Arabs, and in their poetry, [332] he was 

not inferior to any one of their eminent men. During the whole period of 

his life he lived in affluent circumstances, and in the honour [which was 

paid to him] by kings. It is related that when he was dying his son said 

unto him, ‘What is it that aileth thee?’ And he replied, ‘The greatness of 

these ninety years’. And again his son asked him, ‘What dost thou desire ?’ 

And he replied, ‘That I desire’. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and seventy-six [of the Greeks, a.d. 

1165] we heard [the following] wonderful story from the sons of the city of 

’Alinas. When there was a plague in this year in grupia, there was present 

in that place a certain Turk, and he said unto the people, ‘See ye: who was 

the first person to die of this plague?’ And when they knew [who it was] 

they opened his grave, and they found that after four months his body had 

not suffered corruption. And his eyes were unclosed, and his mouth was 

open about one span and four fingers, and the cloth in which his head and 

breast were swathed was undamaged, and the parts of his beard round 

about his jaws and chin were shaved as with a razor, and his right arm which 

came straight down from the shoulder was by his side. Then that TURK 

brought together (i.e. closed) his mouth, and he drove into it a large peg, 

and from that day no other man died. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and seventy-seven [of the Greeks, 

a.d. 1166], manuel, the king of the Greeks, during the war with the Bul¬ 

garians, was wounded, and fell from his horse. And when a certain Bul¬ 

garian stood up over him to kill him, manuel informed him that he was 

the king, and with many strong oaths he promised great gifts to him that 

had taken him prisoner if he would carry him to Constantinople. And 

the Bulgarian believed him and brought him to the city; and the king 

fulfilled his promise, and added thereto. And it is related that some time 

manuel acted deceitfully towards the queen because she did not bear him 

a child, and that he killed her with poison. And he took another wife, which 

it is illegal for a king to do. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and seventy-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 

1167), which is the year five hundred and sixty-two of the Arabs (a.d. 1166), 

nur ad-din sent the Amir ’asad ad-din shirkuh, and salah ad-din, his 

brother’s son, a second time to Egypt. And because shirkuh was greatly 

inclined and anxious [to go], he arrived in Egypt with a few footmen. And 

he crossed the river Nile to the western bank, and he advanced as far as 

the country of the sa'id (i.e. upper Egypt). Then shawir, the Wazir [333] 

of Egypt, sent for the franks. Thereupon many armies of the franks and 

of the Egyptians made ready, and they also crossed over to the western 

bank in pursuit of shirkuh. Then the nobles who were with him advised 

him, saying, ‘No other means is left to us except to cross over to the eastern 

bank, and to go again to Syria, because we are wholly without the strength 
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to cope with all these [forces]. And if we meet them in battle we shall 

undoubtedly know that defeat is nearer to us than victory. And more¬ 

over, what place for refuge (or, retreat) shall we have? For behold the 

peasants, and the soldiers, and all the natives of this country are our 

enemies.’ 

Then one of the slaves of nur ad-din, whose name was bungush, a brave 

and warlike young man, said unto them, ‘Believe [me], O all ye nobles, that 

if ye do not meet the enemy in battle now ye will have to go to nur ad-din 
[either as] the victors or as the vanquished—and there will have to be on 

your part a full explanation to him. And he will cut off your rations, and 

he will withdraw from you what ye have been in the habit of eating for a 

long time. For he who trembles at the prospect of fighting is not a soldier 

of the king’s, but is a field labourer, or he should dwell with the women in 

the houses.’ And when shirkuh heard these [words] he said, ‘I myself am 

also of the same opinion’. And then they all wished to engage in battle, 

and the Egyptians and the franks came to an agreement quickly, and then, 

though unwilling, they met in battle. 

Then shirkuh placed salah ad-din, his brother’s son, and all his 

valuables, in the middle of the battle array, so as to make their number 

appear larger. And he commanded them, saying, ‘The franks and the 

Egyptians think that I myself am in the middle, and they will direct the 

whole of their strength (or, forces) against you. Now, do not contend against 

them too vigorously, but little by little turn your backs towards them. And 

do not be afraid that they will pursue you, because I myself shall be behind 

them.’ And when the battle line was being set in order, shirkuh selected 

for himself certain trained hunting men, on whom he could rely because 

of their strength and endurance in the stadium. And when the franks 
and Egyptians met them in battle, those who were in the middle turned 

their backs, and the franks and the Egyptians pursued them, and then 

shirkuh pursued the pursuers, and the fugitives turned back and the 

Egyptians and the franks were caught in the midst, and a smashing defeat 

overtook them; [334] and he who escaped slaughter fled. It is said that those 

who were with shirkuh were only two thousand in number, and that the 

franks and the Egyptians were ten thousand [in number]. Then shirkuh 
marched against Alexandria, and he took it without fighting. 

Then the Egyptians and the franks gathered together in the city of 

kahrah (cairo), and they sent to shirkuh and asked for peace. And he 

agreed on condition that fifty thousand dinars should be given to shirkuh 
to go to his own country, and that Alexandria should be restored to the 

Egyptians, and that one hundred thousand dinars should be given yearly 

to the franks, and that they should return to their own country. But they 

were to have an officer and horsemen [stationed] as guards at the gates of 

Alexandria, lest they should be prevented from passing through the 
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town by the partisans of nur ad-din. Thus shirkuh left and went to 

DAMASCUS. 

And in this year Kara ’arslan, the lord of the fortress of zaid, went 

against amid, and through the treachery of the watchmen he became master 

of two towers. But those who were inside gained the upper hand, and they 

killed those who had gone up into the towers. And KARA ’arslan was 

ashamed, and he returned to his own country in sorrow and disgrace. A 

little later, on the seventeenth day of the month of tammuz (July), he died, 

and his son rose up (i.e. succeeded him). 

And in the year fourteen hundred and seventy-nine [of the Greeks, a.d. 

1168], toros, the governor of cilicia, died in the month of kanon 

(December). He was a monk at the time of his death, and he commanded 

that his youngest son, a boy, should rise up in his place, and that Thomas, 

the son of his aunt, should be his administrator. And he deprived his 

brother malih wholly of [his] inheritance. Then was malih angry, and 

he went forth to nur ad-din, and received from him an army of Turks, 

and attacked cilicia. And he took sixteen thousand youths, and maidens, 

and men and women, and monks, and bishops, and carried them to aleppo. 

And he sold them to the merchants and gave the price paid for them to the 

Turks who were with him. Then the Armenians sent and summoned him 

to them, and they gave him one-half of the country; and he swore to them 

that the other half should remain to the young [governor]. And then he 

broke the oath and took possession of the whole country, both the fortresses 

and towns. And he put out the eyes of many of the bishops and governors, 

and cut off their hands and feet, and others he flayed alive and cast their 

bodies to the wild animals. 

And in this year, which is the year five hundred and sixty-three (a.d. 

1167) of the [335] Arabs, zayn al-din, the Turkish Amir who was the 

director of affairs of kutb ad-din, the lord of mawsil, being old and deaf 

and blind, handed over the countries which were under his rule to kutb 

ad-din, that is to say, shighar, and harran, and the fortress of 'akr, and 

the fortresses of hakariah, and tagrit, and shaharzur. And he left to 

himself nothing except ’arb!l, because this was his from the time of the 

’Atabag zangi. And he departed thereto and in it he died. And his son 

mutafar ad-din succeeded him, and mujahid ad-din became his director 

of affairs. It is said concerning this zayn al-din that he was a Turkish 

Amir, and to his justice, and almsgiving and generosity there was no end. 

And though he was the most astute of men, he exhibited simplicity. Now, 

one of the horsemen came to him, and he had in his hand a horse’s tail, 

and he pretended that his horse was dead. And zayn al-din gave the order 

and [another] horse was given to the horseman, who took the tail and went 

away and gave it to another horseman. And he also came to zayn al-din 

and pretended that [his] horse was dead. And zayn al-din commanded 
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and gave him also [another] horse. And in this way the tail passed from 

hand to hand, and twelve horsemen brought that tail to him; and he gave 

the twelfth man a horse. And unto the last man he said, ‘Why are ye not 

as much ashamed of me as I am of you ? Behold, twelve times this self-same 

tail hath been before me, and I recognized it. But I wished that ye should 

not be ashamed and that ye should keep your self-respect, and that my gift 

should come to you without subjecting you to any burden, whilst I added 

to my beneficence, even as one who discharged a liability.’ And a certain 

poet came to him and began to read before him some metrical compositions. 

And zayn ad-din replied, ‘I do not know what thou art saying, but I do 

know that thou art begging for something’. And he commanded that there 

should be given to him five hundred gold dinars, and a horse and raiment 

with five hundred others. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and eighty of the Greeks (a.d. 1169), 

kelej ’arslan, the Sultan of iconium, took caesarea of Cappadocia and 

simnadu from the sons of danishmand. And in the year, which is the year 

five hundred and sixty-four of the arabs (a.d. 1168), nur ad-din took kal'ah 

dhe ja'bar from shehab ad-din, the Ma'dian Amir, from the sons of 'ukail, 

and gave him serugh, and malahta, and bab buza'ah, and twenty thousand 

dinars. And when he was once [336] in serugh certain of his friends asked 

him, ‘Where now art thou happier; here or there?’ And he replied, ‘Here 

there is much money; but we have left honour in kal'ah’. And in [that] 

year Sultan kelej ’arslan took the city of ’ankura (ancyra) and kankar 

from the Greeks. 

And at that time the franks who were stationed in Egypt and in Alex¬ 

andria to collect the gold of the tribute and to keep guard over the gates, 

sent to ’amori, king of Jerusalem, saying, ‘This country is empty of troops, 

and ye could easily take possession of it’. And though all the nobles wished to 

set out, the king in his wisdom restrained them, saying, ‘Behold, the whole 

of the gold of Egypt is gathered together with us. If we attack Egypt, the 

arabs in their hatred of us, and inclining more to nur ad-din [than to us], 

will send and fetch him. And we shall have on our hand war with those 

who are within and those who are without, and we are incapable of under¬ 

taking this.’ Now the nobles were not convinced by the advice of the king, 

but they said, ‘We will go and take possession of Egypt, before it is possible 

for nur ad-din to muster his troops to come’. And thus their king was 

defeated, and they collected their troops and departed hurriedly. And they 

took the city of bulbais, and plundered it, and they carried away its in¬ 

habitants as captives. And they came and encamped against kahrah 

(cairo) and mesrin. Now the Egyptians being afraid lest what had hap¬ 

pened to the people of bulbais should happen to them also, encouraged 

each other, and they manned the walls, and they fought the franks bravely 

and steadily. And 'Asad, the Khalifah of Egypt, cut off the plaits of hair 
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of his wives and daughters, and sent them to nur ad-din and said, ‘Behold 

these! My wives are sighing, and weeping, and groaning, and are entreat¬ 

ing thee to come to their help and to deliver them from the hands of the 

Franks.’ And nur ad-din spent about two months in collecting troops, 

and whilst he tarried, the war against Egypt grew fiercer, shawir, the 

Wazir of EGYPT, sent to ’amori, and to the nobles of the franks, and said, 

‘Ye know my debt to you, and if I knew that the Arabs would agree that I 

should hand over EGYPT to you, I would hand it over to you immediately. 

But [337] I know that if they heard concerning me anything of this kind, 

they would without the least hesitation destroy me. But this [plan] I see 

is better, that is to say, that ye should take as much gold as ye wish and 

depart to your own country, and that ye should be your own deputies and 

collectors of tribute with us as formerly. And do not let nur ad-din come 

and take possession of Egypt, for in that case ye would neither receive 

country nor tribute.’ 

And when the franks heard these things they made peace on the con¬ 

dition that one thousand thousands of dinars should be given to them. And 

shawir gave them one hundred thousand dinars straightway, and he said, 

‘If ye will leave the country and depart I will collect the rest [of the dinars] 

and send [them to you]’. And thereupon the franks left and departed to 

their own country. 

Now when nur ad-din heard that the franks had departed from Egypt, 

he did not stop the dispatch of troops, for it was not his object to do good 

to the Egyptians, but to rule over them. Therefore he commanded shirkuh 

to place himself at the head of the army and to set out, and [to take] with 

him salah ad-din, his nephew. And shirkuh having gone to Cairo went 

into the presence of the Khalifah 'Asad, and was honoured by him. Because 

the whole administration was in the hands of shawir, the Wazir, the Khali¬ 

fah put shirkuh off with vain words, and he gave no refreshment either to 

him or to those who were with him. On the contrary, he was plotting to 

make a feast for ’asad ad-din, and to capture him and his brother’s son by 

guile, but the son of shawir prevented him. And salah ad-din was plotting 

to kill shawir, and his uncle shirkuh prevented him. And one day when 

shawir went according to custom to shirkuh he could not find him, be¬ 

cause he had gone to receive a blessing at the tomb of one of the Rabbis of 

their Faith. And on that occasion salah ad-din was riding with him, and 

as they were talking together, he suddenly threw himself off his horse and 

gripped [shawir], but because he could not do so without the command of 

his uncle, he was unable to kill him. And having made known to his uncle 

[that it was shawir] he said, ‘We cannot do anything without the command 

of the Khalifah’. And when they made this known to the Khalifah 'asad, 

he urged them to kill him, because there did not remain with the Khalifah 

any authority whatsoever over shawir. And thus shawir was killed, and 
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his house was plundered, and shirkuh himself became [338] Wazir in his 

place. And he was also called ‘King’, and ‘Captain of the Host’, for the 

Wazirs of Egypt were called by these names. And when shirkuh had lived 

two months only in his office of Wazir, he died of the disease of strangury, 

and his brother’s son, salah ad-din, the son of najam ad-din ’ayub, rose in 

his place. And by the generosity of his gifts he made all his troops his 

friends, and he ruled over EGYPT. 

And to ’asad ad-din shirkuh there remained one son whose name was 

nasir ad-din, and emesa belonged to him and his sons. And his brother 

najam ad-din ’ayub had six sons. The first was shams ad-dawlah turan 

shah, who ruled over Alexandria. The second was shah en shah, the 

father of 'ez ad-dIn farukh shah, and of tak! ad-din 'omar, and to him 

and his sons hamath belonged. The third was saif al-eslam tughtakin, 

who ruled over the South. The fourth was salah ad-din yusif, who 

reigned over Egypt, and Palestine, and Syria, and beth nahrin. The 

fifth was malik 'adil abu bakr, who succeeded salah ad-din. The sixth 

was taj al-mluk turi, who died when salah ad-din was encamped against 

ALEPPO. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and eighty-one of the Greeks (a.d. 

1170-1169), mahamad, the governor of melitene, being hated by the nobles 

and citizens, because he clung to a woman who was a whore and a sorceress, 

took the whore and the sorceress and went forth from melitene, and he 

travelled about from one place to another. And the nobles and the citizens 

set up in his stead his younger brother abu al-kasim. And when the king 

of Jerusalem heard of the evil things which MALiH, the Armenian, the 

governor of cilicia, made the Christians to suffer, he was filled with indigna¬ 

tion, and attacked him, and shut him up in a certain fortress. And malih 

being made to suffer brought forth repentance, and swore an oath that he 

would live in subjection to the king, and that he would not join the party of 

the Turks. And then he left him and departed. 

And in [that] year, which is the year five hundred and sixty-five of the 

arabs (a.d. 1169), died kutb ad-din mawdtjd, the son of zang!, the lord of 

mawsil. And he commanded that his son 'emad ad-din zangi, the son of 

mawdud, son of zangi, should succeed him. And kutb ad-din had a deputy 

and administrator of his kingdom who was called fakhr ad-din 'abd al- 

MAsiH, [339] who was from the country of antioch, and he fell into captivity 

(or, bondage). Now because this 'abd al-masih hated 'emad ad-din he 

shared the opinion of the wife of kutb ad-din, and they changed the 

command. And they set up saif ad-din ghazi, his younger son, in the place 

of his father, and the nobles swore fealty to him. And 'emad ad-din departed 

and went to Syria to his uncle nur ad-din, weeping and complaining that 

'abd al-masih had robbed him of his inheritance and his kingdom. And 

on the second day of the week (Monday), on the twenty-ninth day of the 
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month of haziran (june), which is the twelfth day of the tenth month of the 

ARABS, there was a severe earthquake, and the earth rocked like a ship on 

the sea. [This was] an event (or, happening) the like of which had not been 

heard of for many generations. For the blessed Patriarch mar Michael 

said, ‘When we were standing in the temple (i.e. church) of the Monastery 

of mar hananya during the morning service, on the day of the festival of 

ST. peter and ST. PAUL, a sound like heavy thunder was heard from the 

earth. And we were lying prone on our faces before the holy table, to which 

we clung, and we were tossed about from one side to the other. And after 

a long time when, contrary to expectation, we returned as from the graves, 

and then our eyes like those of a man who is woke up from sleep, began to 

shed tears, and our tongues [to utter] praise.’ And during that earthquake 

the walls of aleppo, and ba'elbak, and hamath, and emesa, and shaizar, 

and baghras and of their fortresses and great buildings fell down upon 

their inhabitants. The whole of the great church of the Greeks which was 

in antioch fell down, and the altar of the church of kusyana of the franks. 

As for us, that is to say the remnant of our people, He rendered us great 

help, having consideration of our feebleness, for there was among us neither 

king nor governor. Whilst all else in aleppo fell down, one church was 

protected. And in antioch three churches were protected for us, viz. the 

Church of the Bearer of God, and the Church of george, and the Church 

of mar bar sawma. And in gabbala also our little church was protected, 

and so also in laodicea, for the glory of God, and the heartening of the 

feeble orthodox remnant. And that earthquake lasted twenty-five days. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and eighty-two of the Greeks (a.d. 

1171), the governor ’abu al-kasim brought for himself a wife who was the 

daughter of Kara ’arslan of the fortress of zaid. And in the course of the 

rejoicing, and making merry at the wedding feast, [340] they went out to 

enjoy themselves with feats of horsemanship; and then, owing to the vio¬ 

lence of the riding he fell from his horse and died, and their joy was turned 

to mourning. Then the people of melitene set up ’afridun, his younger 

brother, in his place, and they gave him his brother’s wife, although she was 

unwilling. Then kelej ’arslan, the Sultan of iconium, collected an army 

and attacked melitene, and he was unable to take it, but he carried off into 

captivity the people of the country, and he turned back to caesarea. Then 

nur ad-din, and the lord of mardin and of the fortress of zaid, and the 

Armenians of cilicia, and bar danishmand, the lord of sebastia, made an 

agreement, and they all gathered themselves together in sebastia so that 

they might begin a war with kelej ’arslan. And they advanced as far as 

the Gate of caesarea. Now kelej ’arslan did not go forth to fight, but he 

asked for peace, and he gave back the people whom he had carried off from 

melitene. And when they demanded from him the four sons of his brothers 

who were shut up in prison with him, he did a most accursed thing. He 
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slew one of them, and roasted [him] and set him on a dish, and sent him to 

his father. And he swore that if they went on to demand the others, he 

would treat the three of them in exactly the same manner. And thus they 

left him and went their way. 

And in the year which is the year five hundred and sixty-six of the Arabs 

(a.d. 1170), kelej ’arslan ruled over all the countries of the sons of dan- 

ishmand. And in that year, when nur ad-din heard that his brother kutb 

ad-din was dead, and that saif ad-din his son reigned, and that 'abd al- 

masih was governing the kingdom of mawsil according to his own good 

pleasure, and making heavy the yoke on the people, he became indignant in 

his spirit and said, ‘Is it right that I or 'abd al-masih should govern my 

brother’s sons?’ And he marched from Aleppo and encamped against 

calonicus and took it, and he had dominion over the whole of habura and 

reigned over nisibis also. And mahamad, the son of kara ’arslan, the lord 

of a fortress, came to him, and he came and made war on shigar and took 

it, and he set therein 'emad ad-din, his brother’s son. And from there he 

came to the city of baladh, and he crossed the Tigris and went and en¬ 

camped on the east side of mawsil, that is to say in the quarter of nineveh. 

And on the day on which he arrived a miracle was performed, for one of the 

great towers of mawsil fell down of its own accord, and it is probable [341] 

that that tower was shaken during the violent earthquake which had taken 

place the year before. And, as if by chance, it collapsed that day. 

Now when 'abd al-masih saw that the whole of the Arab people was 

inclining towards nur ad-din, he was afraid that they would take him by 

the sword. And he sent and demanded a pledge of safety for his life, that 

he might deliver mawsil to him, but that he would not take it from saif ad¬ 

din. Then nur ad-din replied, ‘I have not come to snatch the city or the 

kingdom from my sons, but that I may save the populace from thy injustice 

(or, oppression), O 'abd al-masih. Therefore, beyond my allowing thee 

to live, and expelling thee from mawsil, and carrying thee with me to 

Syria, thou must expect nothing from me.’ And so there was peace. And 

nur ad-din went to mawsil, and he encamped in the Citadel thereof. And 

he left saif ad-din ghazi as he was, the lord of mawsil. And he appointed 

as dizadar, that is to say, ‘Governor,’ a certain eunuch whose name was 

sa'd ad-din kumishtakin. And the riches which his brother had left he 

divided equally between his sons. And he remitted many taxes to the 

people, and he built the great Mosque which is called ‘nuri.’ And he gave 

to saif ad-din besides mawsil also the island of kardu. And having 

tarried in mawsil for seventeen days, he returned to Syria, and with him 

was fakhr ad-din 'abd al-masih. And he changed his name and called him 

‘abd allah’ (i.e. ‘Servant of God’) instead of ‘Servant of Christ’, and gave 

him other generous allowances whereon to live. Now although this 'abd 

al-masih pretended by his external acts that he was a Muslim, his inner 
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man practised Christianity. And he performed great acts of kindness for 

the Christians, and he was an open enemy of the ARABS and their teachers. 

And the blessed Patriarch mar Michael compareth him to mordecai. 

And in this year the Khalifah mustanjid fell sick through a disease of the 

colon, and when his sickness waxed sore, certain of the nobles, ’austaddar 

and others, gave up all hope of his life, and they opened the doors of the 

prison, and brought out their brothers who were imprisoned therein. Then 

the Wazir sent and informed the Khalifah [of this], and the Khalifah was 

wroth, and he commanded the physician, who was a Christian, that is to say 

bar-safyah, who was attending him, to write to the Wazir [ordering him] 

to arrest these nobles and to cut off their heads. And having written (now 

the lawyers [342] did not go into the presence of the Khalifah because of 

the severity of the disease) the Khalifah set his sign (or, mark, or, seal) on 

the document. And he called to a young eunuch and said to him, ‘Take 

this document, and go out as if thou wast going to amuse thyself, and do 

not run, and approach the Wazir and give him this’. And when the eunuch 

had taken the document and gone forth as he had been commanded, the 

physician remained for a short time [with the Khalifah], and then he went 

out, ostensibly to relieve himself, and hurried to ’austaddar and informed 

him about the matter. And ’austaddar sent quickly other eunuchs, and 

they went and found the young eunuch carrying the letter, and he had 

not yet joined in the games. And they rushed upon him and carried him to 

’austaddar, and he searched him and found the document, and having 

taken it he killed the young eunuch and cast him into a pit. Then 

’austaddar and his companions rose up hurriedly, and went into the 

inner apartments (i.e. the harim) of the palace. And when the women cried 

out in their faces, saying, ‘[Ye] dogs! How have ye dared to intrude upon 

us as if we were common women in the bazar’, they paid no heed to them 

and passed on and went into the apartment wherein the Khalifah was lying 

down. And they said unto him, ‘The physician hath commanded us to 

take thee to the bath’, and although the Khalifah was wroth, and said, ‘I do 

not want a bath’, they did not listen to him, but they stripped him naked by 

force, and carried him in and cast him into an inner chamber. And though 

he was in sore distress through the fever, and he had not strength enough 

to stand up, and he was moaning and groaning, they kept on hammering on 

the door so that the sounds of his outcries might be concealed from the 

women and slaves who were there, for it was impossible for them to drive 

the women out, so that they might not accuse them of having killed him. 

And after a time one of the nobles went in and stamped upon his belly with 

his foot. And when he was nigh to yielding up his spirit, the nobles brought 

him out whilst breath still remained in him so that the inferior slaves and 

the women might see that he had not been killed by strangling. And when 

they went out he begged for some water, and they would not give any to 
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him, saying, ‘Thou wilt be harmed by water’, then the physician said unto 

them, ‘Give him [water], for as soon as the water touches his lips he will 

die’. And having given him the water he was unable to swallow it, for his 

throat was already dried up and tightly closed. And straightway he died. 

And we have found [written] in another manuscript that this Khalifah 

loved one of the women, whose name was [343] banaphshah (i.e. Violet), 

very much, and that the wife of the Khalifah was jealous of her. And she 

stirred up the son of the Khalifah, and she made him to sleep with the 

handmaiden. And when the Khalifah asked for her according to custom, 

his wife said unto him, ‘That woman is not suitable for thee, because 

thy son hath slept with her’. When the Khalifah heard about what had 

happened, he was troubled, and his mind was confused, and he fell ill 

because of his son. And in a fit of anger he commanded that his son should 

be killed, but the nobles did the thing exactly opposite, that is to say, they 

killed him and set up his son in his place. 

After mustanjid, his son mustadi ruled nine years, and those nobles 

having put to death mustanjid in this manner, chose one of his sons who 

had no prospect of becoming Khalifah because of his gentleness and 

humility. And they made him swear that he would not kill any of them, 

and that he would restore to them everything which his father had taken 

from them. And having sworn to them, they brought in his brother, and 

by force and with threats of death made him to swear the same things. 

And thus they did with all the sons of the Khalifah’s family, and they also 

swore oaths of fidelity to him. And they proclaimed him ‘mustadi’. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and eighty-three of the Greeks (a.d. 

1172) heavy snow fell on the whole country. It was so heavy that even in 

India, where they had never seen snow, snow fell, according to what is 

said, to a depth of fourteen spans. The rivers and the wells were frozen 

hard, and the wild animals and birds perished through hunger and thirst. 

And men likewise were imprisoned in their houses as in tombs, and they 

were unable to travel even from one village to another, and many dwellers 

in tents and [many] travellers on the roads were suffocated by the snow. 

But in sebastia, where the famine was especially severe, because of the 

length of the roads [to be travelled over], the nobles begged isma’il, the 

son of danishmand, the governor of Cappadocia, to give corn to them and 

to their dependants, so that they might live thereon until the summer and 

not die, for he had a large number of granaries which were loaded full of 

wheat. And when he refused and would not give [it to them], they gathered 

together and killed both him and his wife, who was the sister of kelej 

’arslan the Sultan, and five hundred people of his household and his slaves, 

and his women; and they took possession of his barns and store-houses. 

And they sent to Damascus and brought dualnon, his uncle, who [344] had 

fled thither from the Sultan, and he came and reigned over sebastia. 
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And in this year, which is the year five hundred and sixty-seven of the 

Arabs (a.d. 1171), nur ad-din sent a message to salah ad-din ordering 

him to cease proclaiming 'adid, the Khalifah of Egypt, and to proclaim 

the Khalifah of Baghdad. And salah ad-din, fearing lest the Egyptians 

would be stirred up to revolt against him, delayed [in carrying out] the 

matter. Then nur ad-din brought pressure to bear upon him, and being 

unable to disobey his command, he took counsel with the nobles concerning 

the means for giving effect to it. And whilst some of them were saying that 

it must be, and others that it must not be, a certain Persian who was there, 

and was called ‘Amir’ and ‘Doctor’, said unto them, ‘I will make the procla¬ 

mation first, and do you avoid doing so intentionally’. And when the day 

of Friday arrived, that man drew nigh and went up into the pulpit, and 

instead of saying, ‘ 'adid bar 'ali’, said ‘mustadi bar 'abbas’, and no man 

was able to grumble. And similarly on another Friday the other men who 

made the proclamation, they being commanded, also made the [same] 

proclamation in all the Mosques. And thus the mention of the Khalifate 

of the Egyptians received its conclusion. Now because the Khalifah 

'adid was ill in those days his people did not inform him of what had taken 

place, so that it might not grieve him and cause him to die. And he died 

without knowing the fact. 

Then salah ad-din shut up his sons and the members of his household 

in prison, and he removed the males among them from the females so that 

their posterity might be cut off. And even so it came to pass, and he set 

free his slaves and his handmaidens, and there was joy to the heretical folk 

of the fatalists among the Arabs, and the sovereignty of the heresy of 

those who assert with certainty [the existence of] free will and self-rule was 

stripped bare, and who say, ‘Their descent was not from 'al! and fatmah, 

but from a man who was a jew or a magian’. And the poets also have com¬ 

posed a multitude of verses, saying, ‘The kingdom of pharaoh hath come 

to an end, and that of Joseph hath begun’. For fourteen of them rose up 

in the West, three of them in Africa, mahdi, kaim, mansur, and eleven in 

EGYPT, MU'lZ, 'AZIZ, HAKIM, TAHIR, MUSTANSER, MUSTA'LI, AMIR, HAFIT, 

TAFIR, FAIZ, 'ASID. 

Then salah ad-din reigned alone over Egypt, and there remained to 

him [345] among the Egyptians no enmity whatsoever like unto that hatred 

(or, jealousy) with which he was regarded by nur ad-din. Therefore nur 

AD-DiN wrote to him, saying, ‘Behold I am encamped at karak, do thou, 

without delay, collect thy troops and come there’, salah ad-din was afraid 

and he did not go, thereupon nur ad-din was wroth, and he wished to go 

in person to Egypt and to drag him out therefrom. Then salah ad-din 

collected his nobles and took counsel with them about the administration 

of the Government. And as they all held their peace, and did not know 

what to urge, rebellion or submission, a young man, the son of salah 
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ad-din’s brother, rose up and said, ‘If nur ad-din cometh we will fight 

him; we will not allow him to come into Egypt’. And in this manner 

spake all the young men his companions. 

Then the father of salah ad-din was wroth, and his uncle also, and his 

father reviled those young men. And he said unto salafi ad-din, ‘Is there 

among all these nobles any one who is so anxious for thy prosperity (or, 

welfare) as myself, or thine uncle ?’ And salah ad-din said, ‘No’, and his 

father said, ‘Be very certain that if I myself or this thine uncle were to see 

nur ad-din, there would be nothing else for us to do except to go down [on 

our knee] and kiss the ground before him. And whilst we hold this view, 

who is there among these [nobles] who when he saw nur ad-din would 

draw his sword against him ? And since all these countries of Egypt and 

elsewhere belong to nur ad-din, if he wisheth to dismiss thee from [thy] 

governorship, what need hath he to attack thee with troops ? Nay, he has 

only to send a single person with a couple of strings, who will cast a rope 

about thy neck and drag thee to Damascus, and he can make governor of 

his country any man he pleaseth.’ 

And the old man najam ad-din ’ayub rose up from his place, and re¬ 

buked all the nobles and said, ‘Rise ye up, we are all the slaves of nur ad¬ 

din, and whatsoever he wisheth to do unto us he can do’. And when they 

had gone forth and departed, that old man said unto salah ad-din, ‘Thou 

art a child without understanding, and faulty in thine actions. Dost thou 

not know that when nur ad-din heareth that thou hast rebelled against 

him, he will leave everything he is doing, and will pursue thee until he 

hath uprooted thee ? And what soldier is there who will forsake him and 

cleave to thee ? And these words which I have spoken will reach him im¬ 

mediately. Do thou also send an envoy, and speak words of humility, 

[saying] that thou art a slave and [346] one who is in subjection to him, 

that the affairs of Egypt are not yet in a settled state, and that fear of the 

franks preventeth thee from going [to him]. Then will his wrath be ap¬ 

peased, and he will cease to trouble thee.’ And as the old man said, even so 

did it come to pass. 

And about that time a great number of people from among the Nubians 

sallied out and they came as far [north] as the country of sa'id (upper 

Egypt), and plundered many villages. And salah ad-din heard [of this] and 

sent an army there. And the arabs met the Nubians in battle, and on both 

sides very many were killed; now the party of the blacks was exceedingly 

strong. Then salah ad-din sent his brother shams ad-dawlah turanshah 

with a numerous army, and when he went [there] the Nubians fled. And 

the arabs pursued them and looted and killed, and they took possession of 

the fortress which is called ‘ ’abr!m ’ (i.e. Primis), and they stationed an 

Arab garrison therein. And when the army of the arabs retreated, the 

Nubians returned and [re]captured their fortress, and the king of the 
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Nubians sent an envoy to shams ad-dawlah when he was in kus and 

begged for peace. Then shams ad-dawlah replied, ‘There will be peace 

if [thou] payest tribute’. And he sent with the Nubian envoy an envoy of 

his own who was called mas'ud, a man of aleppo. And he departed and 

came to the royal city of the Nubians which is called dunukla (dongola), 

and he saw a miserable country, and with the exception of millet the in¬ 

habitants thereof had no other grain. And they had a few palms, and they 

ate bread [made] of their millet with their dates, they having nothing else. 

And there was in it one large building only, which was the palace of the 

king, and the remainder of the natives of the towns dwelt in huts (or, booths) 

and caves. Now that envoy said, ‘One day I saw that the king of the 

Nubians went forth naked, and he rode upon a horse which was similarly 

barebacked. And the king went about in a vestment of atlas cloth which 

was without seams, his head, which was without hair, being uncovered. 

And when I drew nigh and saluted him he laughed with a chuckle, and he 

commanded and they burnt a mark like a cross on my hand, and he gave 

me fifty litre of grain and dismissed me. 

And in the year five hundred and sixty-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 1173) this 

shams ad-dawlah, the brother of salah ad-din, went to the country of the 

South, and he took possession of it and reigned therein. 

And in this year, which is the year fourteen hundred and eighty-five of 

the Greeks (a.d. 1174), in the month of ’iyar (may), [347] nur ad-din died 

of the disease of strangury in Damascus. One of the skilled physicians who 

were in Damascus, the famous rahabaya (whose two sons I the feeble one 

met when they were eminent aged physicians), related the following: ‘After 

the disease waxed in strength in him, I and the other physicians were 

summoned. And when we went in we found him lying in a little house 

which was very uncomfortable, and we said that a vein must be opened, 

but he would not allow it. And because he was afraid of every one we were 

unable to repeat our words, and forthwith he died. His complexion was 

dark, he was tall, he was beardless and had only a few hairs under his chin. 

He was simple in his manners and dress. He was a violent hater of the 

Arabs who were descended from 'ali. He took more than fifty towns and 

fortresses from the franks. And he built a great guest-house (or, Khan) 

and a college in Damascus, and a great Mosque in mawsil.’ On the death of 

nur ad-din his son malik salih isma'il succeeded him. And all the nobles 

swore oaths of fealty to him, and salah ad-din in Egypt also proclaimed 

him, and stamped his name on the zuze and dinar moneys. 

And when saif ad-din GHAzi, the lord of mawsil, heard that his uncle 

nur ad-din was dead, there was great gladness in him, and the heralds 

proclaimed publicly in mawsil that every man should drink freely, and get 

drunk, and enjoy himself [at his expense]. And he collected armies and 

came to beth nahrin, and took possession of edessa, and harran, and other 
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places. And the Amir shams ad-din, the captain of the host of aleppo, 

sent to the nobles in Damascus, and said, ‘Bring ye me malik salih to 

aleppo; if [ye do] not, it hath gone out of his hands (or, power)’. But the 

nobles said, ‘We will not give authority to shams ad-din to rule the king¬ 

dom’, and they would not allow salih to depart from them. And salah ad¬ 

din sent and rebuked the nobles of Damascus, and asked them how it was 

that they had been unmindful that countries had been taken and why they 

had not informed him and called him to come to help. And he also spake 

unto them, saying, ‘If nur ad-din had known that there was among you 

one who was more vigilant than myself, he would have handed over to him 

the kingdom of EGYPT. And now behold I am coming, for it is right for me 

to govern my lord and the son of my lord and not you.’ 

Then the nobles sent salih to aleppo, and [348] the eunuch sa'ad ad¬ 

din became his minister. This eunuch was he who was left by nur ad-din 

to be the governor of the fortress of mawsil, and he fled from saif ad-din 

and came to the son of his lord. Then the men of Damascus, being afraid 

of salah ad-din, sent and begged for peace from ’amor!, the king of Jeru¬ 

salem, and undertook to pay tribute. And after a few days the king fell 

sick and died in 'akko, in the month of tammuz (july), forty days after the 

death of nur ad-din. And very great mourning took place among the 

Christians at the death of this righteous king, the terror of whom had fallen 

on all the Arab peoples of Egypt and Syria. And bo'dwin (iv) his son rose 

up in his place. 

And when kelej ’arslan, the Sultan of iconium, heard that nur ad-d!n, 

the supporter of dualnon, the son of danishmand, was dead, he went to 

their countries and became master of sebastia, neo-caesarea, and komana. 

And dualnon fled to Constantinople and sought asylum with the king 

of the Greeks. And thus their headship came to an end after they had ruled 

for one hundred and twenty-two years. And the Armenians of beth sasan, 

being aweary of the Amir of maiperkat, sent to shah ’arman, the lord of 

khalat, and handed over to him all their fortresses. And the king of the 

ibiraye also came back and took the city of ani from the Persians. 

And in the year five hundred and seventy of the Arabs (a.d. 1174), salah 

ad-din collected his armies and came from Egypt to Damascus, pretending 

that he had come to the help of the son of his lord, and he went in and 

encamped in the palace of his father. And in secret he flattered rihan the 

eunuch, the governor of the fortress, and he opened the door to him. And 

salah ad-din introduced saif al-eslam, his brother, and his men into the 

fortress of Damascus, and he took possession of it without making an end 

of the proclamation of malik salih esma'il. And he went forth from 

Damascus and attacked emesa and took it. And from there he came to 

hamath and took possession of it. And he came and encamped against 

the mountain which is called jawshan which is by the side of aleppo. 
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Then the Amirs who were in it appointed heralds and collected all the 

people of aleppo, both great and small, in the maidan of the 'Irak Gate, 

and they advised salih to go forth to [349] the people, and to speak [to 

them] with groanings. And having gone forth he stood up on the top 01 

the maidan and said, ‘O sons of aleppo, I am the son of your bringing up, 

for I took refuge among you, and I have neither father nor mother except 

you’; and saying these words he groaned and almost burst into tears. And 

all the people wept, and they lifted up their voices in a cry and said, ‘We 

all of us are thy slaves, and before thee we will die’. And the franks also 

sent envoys to salah ad-d!n and they complained, saying, ‘This is not a 

thing which should be done, for thou art awarding evil instead of good to 

the house of thy lord. If thou dost not hearken unto us and turn aside 

from aleppo, behold we all will come against thee’. 

And when salah ad-d!n saw that the matter was not to be effected 

according to his will, and that it was impossible to cajole the sons of aleppo, 

he turned back and went to b'elbak and took it. And he came from there 

to emesa, and he also took the fortress thereof. Then the sons of aleppo 

sent [messengers] to saif ad-din, the lord of mawsil, and said to him, ‘If 

thou permittest salah ad-din to take aleppo, do not imagine that mawsil 

will remain thine’. 

Then saif ad-din sent, together with his brother Tz ad-din mas'ud, a 

numerous army, and they came to aleppo. And they and the men of 

aleppo gathered together and went and encamped against hamath, and 

they sent an envoy to salah ad-din at emesa. And they demanded from 

him that he should restore all the fortresses which he had taken without his 

lord’s [authority], and that only Damascus should remain his, and that he 

should only be there as one of the Amirs in subjection to malik salih. 

Then salah ad-din replied, ‘I have not come for war with the son of my 

lord, but to protect him, and I will protect his territories and his treasures. 

And I will never go forth because of what ye say’. And when they saw 

that he was inclined for peace they imagined that he was faint-hearted, and 

they treated him arrogantly and said, ‘Thou shalt not even tarry in Syria, 

but shall go into Egypt. For thee, as far as we are concerned, there is 

nothing but the sword’. And they went away and encamped against ras 

'ain. And salah ad-din also came to meet them, and they met each other 

in the place which is called karne dha-hamath. And the men of mawsil 

and the men of aleppo were defeated, and they turned their backs to flee. 

And salah ad-din prohibited his armies from pursuing the fugitives over- 

diligently, and from killing any man. Then [350] malik salih sent to him 

and begged for peace, and said that salah ad-d!n should rule over Damascus, 

and hamath, and emesa, and that the rest of Syria, viz. outer Syria, he 

must leave to salih. And when salah ad-din did not agree to this, he 

added also mu'arah and kephartab; and he agreed and swore that in all 
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the countries which were under his hand, the proclamation of Sultan malik 

salih should be observed, and that whensoever the occasion demanded he 

would come to help him. And when the Khalifah heard of the victory of 

salah ad-din, he sent to him royal apparel, and a sword, and flags, and a 

Patent of Sovereignty. 

And at [that] time kutab ad-din kaimaz, one of the Amirs of Baghdad, 

lifted up his head against the Khalifah mustadi, and he collected his men 

and set in array the battle close by the palace of the Khalifah. Then the 

Khalifah trembled, and he went up to the roof, and commanded the herald 

and he cried with a loud voice, ‘O men of Baghdad, behold the time when 

ye should help your lord, and the Head of your Faith, and should make 

manifest your zeal for your Belief’. And the voice fell in the city, and they 

all gathered together [armed] with swords, and staves, and bricks, and 

slings, and they made kaimaz and those who were with him to betake 

themselves to flight. And having departed to the desert they became 

thirsty. And they found water in a certain tank wherein snakes had drowned 

themselves, and having drunk therefrom they all and their horses became 

ill. And they directed their gaze towards mawsil, and many of them perished 

on the road, and even those who arrived in mawsil did not live. 

And in that year, which was the year fourteen hundred and eighty-six 

of the Greeks (a.d. 1175), the Armenian nobles who were in cilicia rebelled 

against malih, the governor of cilicia, and they wished to kill him. And 

when he perceived [this] he fled to one of the fortresses. Now the guards 

of the Citadel, because they knew the evil things which the Christians had 

suffered, and were still suffering through him, seized him and hacked 

him limb from limb and cast him to the dogs. Then the nobles brought his 

brother’s son, rupin (reuben?), the son of ’estafana, who [came] from 

tarsos, and made him king over them. And he killed those who had killed 

his uncle malih because ‘they had cast him to the dogs and did not bury 

him when they had killed him’. 

And in the year five hundred and seventy-one of the ARABS (a.d. 1175), 

saif ad-din, the lord of mawsil, sent [a message] to salih bar nur ad-din 

to aleppo, [351] and he rebuked him and blamed him because he had not 

made peace with salah ad-din. And the lord of mawsil collected about 

twenty thousand horsemen, and came to aleppo. And he brought out the 

nobles of the franks who had been imprisoned there for a very long 

time, and he sold the Count of Tripoli for eighty thousand dinars, and 

joscelyn, the son of joscelyn, for fifty [thousand] dinars, and prayns (?) 

of antioch for one hundred and twenty [thousand] dinars; and he made 

them swear that they would always be allies. And salah ad-din also sent 

to Egypt and collected his armies, and they all mustered between aleppo 

and hamath, in the place which is called ‘gubhai turkmanaye’, and they 

met each other in battle. And salah ad-din conquered the soldiers of 
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aleppo and mawsil and put them to flight, and he took possession of 

their tents and plundered their treasures, and he found in them large 

numbers of birds, turtle-doves, and doves, and parrots, and grasshoppers, 

in cages, and one hundred wanton young singing women. And he called 

one of the kamodhe (cage men ?) and sent him to saif ad-din [as] an envoy, 

together with the cages, and he said to him, ‘Go thou and proclaim peace 

on my behalf to saif ad-din, and say unto him: Return to thy state of 

honour and to the enjoyment of thyself with thy birds, for they are beautiful 

and they must not fall into danger’. And he gave apparel to the nobles of 

mawsil also whom he had captured, among whom was fakhr ad-din f abd 

al-masih, and he gave them horses and gifts, and sent them away in peace. 

Then, leaving aleppo meanwhile, he crossed over and encamped against 

the fortress of buza'Ah and took it. And from there he came to mabbugh, 

and he took possession of it, and he found in the fortress thereof a sum of 

three hundred thousand dinars. And he attacked 'azaz and captured it 

within forty days. 
And in [that] year, which is the year fourteen hundred and eighty-seven 

of the Greeks (a.d. i i 76), manuil, king of the Greeks, went forth and built 

two cities on the frontier of the Turks, and stationed troops in them. And 

they oppressed greatly those who were of the house of kelej ’arslan, and 

this was because the king besought the Sultan to restore their territories to 

those of the house of danishmand, and he would not do so. Therefore the 

king sent thirty thousand Greek horsemen with dualnon the Turk, the 

son of danishmand, and they encamped against nicomedia. [352] Then 

the Turks who were inside wrote a letter in the Greek language by the 

mouth of the Christians who were in neo-caesarea, and they said to the 

Greeks, ‘Ye shall not believe dualnon, whom ye have brought, because 

his letters are not cut off (or, separated) by the Turks who are inside, and 

he wisheth by craft (or, deceit) to deliver you over to the people of his race’. 

And because of this, tumult broke out among the Greeks, and they removed 

themselves from neo-caesarea. And the Turks pursued them and slew 

the son of the sister of the king. 
And when the king heard that the son of his sister had been killed, he 

collected a large army and went forth to the Turkish frontier. And he left 

the chariots which were loaded with their heavy gear and food, and the 

Greeks marched in, looting and burning those villages of the Turks which 

had already been depleted of means of subsistence and population. Then 

the Turks, particularly the foot-soldiers among them, went through the 

mountains and into the deep passes of beth thoma, and they arrived at the 

great camp of the heavy baggage of the Greeks and plundered it, and they 

burnt the wagons (or, chariots). And through this the hope of the Greeks 

was cut off and the Turks gained the mastery over them. And they rolled 

down rocks upon the Greeks from the tops of the mountains, and made 
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confusion among the men and the horses. Then in the night the king sent 

an envoy to the Sultan and begged for peace, and because he himself was 

placed in a terrible position, straightway he agreed. And he selected three 

Turkish Amirs and they went in the service of the king until they entered 

into his boundaries. And because there were in the camp of the Greeks 

which had been plundered churches, and crosses, and a great quantity of 

stuffs (or, hangings and curtains), and a cross in which was a piece of wood 

of the Crucifixion had also been carried off, the king sent much gold to 

the Sultan and took the cross. 

And in this year died najm ad-din, the lord of mardin, who had reigned 

for two-and-twenty years, and the Christians, and the churches, and the 

monasteries were on very friendly terms with him. And his son kutab 

ad-din reigned after him. And he quarrelled with his uncles, the lord of 

hani, and the lord of dara, but afterwards he was reconciled with them, 

and they came to him, and were subject unto him. And a report went out 

concerning him that he was dead, and the ma'daye began to make raids in 

his territory; but he being strong and in good health slew thousands of the 

ARABS, and took from them [353] twelve thousand camels, and the rest of 

them fled. 

And in the year five hundred and seventy-two of the Arabs (a.d. 1176) 

salah ad-din encamped again against aleppo. And when salih saw their 

force was unable to cope with him, he employed humility and begged for 

peace. And salah ad-d!n made peace generally with aleppo, and mawsil, 

and little Armenia. And the peace being confirmed, salih made a little 

sister of his go out to salah ad-din, and she begged from him'azaz, and he 

gave [it] to her. And he departed and went to Damascus, and took to wife the 

wife of nur ad-din who was calledf esmath ad-din. And he made his brother 

shams ad-d!n turanshah governor in Damascus, and he returned to Egypt. 

And he built the two cities mesrin (fostat ?) and kahrah (cairo), one wall 

surrounding them, and on the mountain which is between them he built 

the Citadel. 

And in the year five hundred and seventy-three of the ARABS (a.d. i 177), 

which is the year fourteen hundred and eighty-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 

1178), salah ad-dIn went forth from mesr!n with a great army, and he 

encamped against ascalon, and he looted the town and made prisoners, 

and shed much blood of the Christians. Now the franks were in a state 

of great fear, because the young king of Jerusalem began to be attacked 

by the disease of elephantiasis. But even though such was the case, the 

sick king collected the remnant of his troops, and he descended from his 

saddle and fell down on his face before the Holy Cross weeping. And the 

hearts of all were stupefied, and they swore that they would never turn 

their backs in flight, but would continue to fight the fight to the death. 

Therefore they left [matters as they were] until the Turks had worked their 
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way into the country, for they were occupied in plundering, and neglected 

to make ready for war, and they were supine and careless, because they 

felt certain about the weakness of the franks. Therefore the franks 

mounted their animals, and came and overtook (i.e. fell upon) the Turks 

when they were crossing a river. And the Lord made a mighty storm of 

wind to blow, and it hurled the sand away from the side where the franks 

were on to the Turks. And being blinded thereby the sword of the franks 

had dominion over them, and they turned their backs in flight, and they 

wandered about confusedly in the trackless region in those waterless 

deserts. And the franks spent five days in overthrowing them, and they 

found companies and companies of them, and they made prisoners and 

killed; and salah ad-din together with a few of his men escaped to Cairo. 

The Chronicler saith, ‘When I saw [354] the bearers of the good news, 

who were mounted on horses, and the heralds in the bazars of mesrin 

crying out, “The Sultan hath conquered, and the franks are defeated”, 

I ran so that I might learn from the announcers what manner of victory [it 

was]. And when I drew near I heard that they were saying, “Rejoice and 

be ye glad that the Sultan is safe”. And straightway I knew that the tidings 

were the reverse of what they were proclaiming.’ 

And in this year when the Sultan kelej ’arslan made peace with manuil, 

the king of the Greeks, he came to melitene and encamped against it for 

four months with a great camp. He never set war in motion (i.e. began 

hostilities), but he gave orders to the troops, and they built themselves 

houses of bricks wherein they might pass the winter. And they also built 

for him great houses with the stones that were on the graves. Now the 

Amir who was in it was of the race of the house of danishmand, and he 

was afraid of his nobles lest, being as they were pressed by hunger, they 

should deliver him over (i.e. betray him). And he sent a message quickly 

to the Sultan and received a pledge for the security of his life, and went 

forth and passed over to the fortress of zAiD. And kelej ’arslan was master 

of melitene from the fourth day of the week, the twenty-fifth day of the 

first teshr!n (October), of the year fourteen hundred and eighty-nine 

of the GREEKS. 

And in the year of the Greeks fourteen hundred and ninety (a.d. 1179), 

all the franks came to terms with bo'dwin the king, and they began to 

build a city on the banks of the Jordan, at a place which is called the 

‘ford of Jacob’, that through it they might harass Damascus. And salah 

ad-din went forth from Egypt and attacked b'elbak, because the governor 

thereof had rebelled against him. And when he had harassed him with 

war, the governor took a pledge for his life and delivered b'elbak to him. 

And salah ad-din waxed strong. And he went to the country of Palestine. 

And the franks attacked him and put him to flight, and they plundered 

the country of the Arabs and returned. And when they were encamped, 
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and were refreshing themselves, and rejoicing as if they had conquered, 

an ambush of the Arabs burst upon them, and they made prisoners of 

about one hundred Frankish fighting men, and they captured also the 

Master of the Freres. And salah ad-din attacked that place which the 

franks had built recently, and subjugated it. Now there were five hundred 

Freres therein. And when they saw that they were overpowered by the 

ARABS, some of them cast themselves into the fire and were burned to 

death, and some of them [355] fell into the river Jordan and were drowned, 

and others hurled themselves down from the wall upon the rocks [beneath] 

and were dashed in pieces and died; and those who found themselves alive 

were killed by the Arabs. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and ninety-one of the Greeks (a.d. 

1180), manuil, king of the Greeks, fell sick, and when he felt that he was 

going to die he became a monk, and he set aside the crown for his son alix, 

whom he proclaimed king. And he made his wife, who was the mother of 

the young man alix, a nun, and he entrusted to her the treasures of the 

kingdom. And they appointed twelve nobles to govern the troops. Now 

the royal nun after a little [time] fell into fornication with one of the twelve 

nobles. And though the remaining nobles wished to dismiss her and her 

son, and to set up the daughter of manuil, who was born of [his] first wife, 

and to proclaim her husband king, they were unable [to do so]. For a plot 

was discovered, and those nobles were afraid and fled to the great church. 

And there was [civil] war in the city for seven days, and much blood was 

shed in Constantinople. And those who were on the side of the king and 

his mother set up engines of war against hagia sophia. 

Then Theodosius their Patriarch, and the king and his mother having 

sworn that they would not harm those who were in the church if they 

would go out, went to them, and by means of his pledge [of safety] brought 

them out. And the king and his mother trod under their feet their oaths, 

and they put out the eyes of those eleven nobles and killed all their ad¬ 

herents. Then the Patriarch being greatly troubled cut off (i.e. excommuni¬ 

cated) the whole city, and he left it and went to a monastery outside it; and 

he stopped the [ringing of the] bells and prayers for nine months. And their 

dead were buried without any processions, and with the burial of a donkey. 

And in the year Sultan kelej ’arslan sent an army against ra'ban, and 

an army of the damascenes came against them and the Cappadocians fled, 

for they were very experienced in wars with the franks. 

And in this year, which is the year five hundred and seventy-five of the 

Arabs (a.d. 1179), the Khalifah mustadi died, and after him his son nasir 

rose up. After mustadi his son nasir ruled forty-seven years. When this 

Khalifah rose up (i.e. succeeded) he seized the Wazir bar 'atara and shut 

him up in prison, and he cast iron fetters on him and took everything 

which he possessed. And on the night of the fourth day of the week, on 
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the twelfth day of the eleventh [356] month, he was brought out dead. And 

when the sons of Baghdad knew this, they threw him off the shoulders of 

the man who was carrying him, and they stripped him naked, and tied a 

rope round his member and dragged him through the bazars. And the 

little boys put sticks in his hand and said, Tut thy mark on our books, O 

lord’. And thus they mocked him until the Turks came and buried him. 

And in this year there was a terrible famine, and a pestilence wasted the 

whole earth. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and ninety-two of the Greeks (a.d. 

1181), which is the year five hundred and seventy-six of the Arabs (a.d. 

1180), salah ad-din went to war with Sultan kelej ’arslan because of nur 

ad-din, the son of Kara ’arslan, the son of dawud, the son of ’artuk, the 

lord of the fortress of kipa. For this man was the son-in-law of Sultan 

kelej ’arslan, and he committed great folly with the daughter of the Sultan, 

and had brought adultery upon her. And when the Sultan sent and 

threatened him, he was afraid and took refuge with salah ad-din. And 

salah ad-din sent an envoy to the Sultan and begged him to forgive the 

offence of his son-in-law. And when the Sultan would not accept [the sug¬ 

gestion], salah ad-din made friends with the franks of the sea-coast, and 

he collected his troops and went to the country of Aleppo, and encamped 

in a meadow which was called ‘kara hedar’, for the river floweth between 

the territory of the fortress and the fortress of mansur. And from there he 

went and encamped on the river lugasu (lugasik?). And nur ad-din, the 

son of Kara ’arslan, came to him and was received with honour. Then 

God set peace in the heart of Sultan kelej ’arslan, and he sent an ambassa¬ 

dor to salah ad-din. And he was reconciled with his son-in-law after he 

had made him to swear that he would not again live in wantonness, and 

would hold the daughter of the Sultan in honour, and that he would be in 

subjection to him like a son. 

And salah ad-d!n moved from that place and went and encamped on 

the river ukama. And his armies went to plunder the country of cilicia, 

because rupin (reuben ?), the governor of cilicia, had killed many of the 

Turcoman shepherds who were in his country, and he made captives of 

their wives and children and [seized] their possessions (i.e. cattle). 

Then rup!n sent words of humility and submission to salah ad-din, 

and he gave him much gold, and he set free five hundred Turkish prisoners. 

[357] And then there was peace, and salah ad-din departed. And kelej 

’arslan returned to melitene and rebuilt the two walls thereof. And at 

this time prayns of antioch left the Greek wife which he had taken from 

Constantinople in the days of manuil the king and committed fornica¬ 

tion. And the Patriarch of antioch excommunicated the priest who had 

blessed him with the whore, and also the whole city, and he stopped the 

bell-ringers and the prayers. Then prayns was furiously angry, and he 
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looted all the churches and monasteries of the franks. Then the Patriarch of 

Jerusalem came with men of authority (Counts) and pacified prayns. 

He permitted him to keep that unlawful wife, and he gave back everything 

which he had taken from the churches and monasteries. 

And in the year died saif ad-din TAzi, the son of kughab ad-din mawdud, 

the son of zangi, the lord of mawsil. He was a man who loved luxurious 

living, and he was always drinking wine, and in his days the men of ma wsil 

enjoyed prosperous peace and great happiness. And there rose up in his 

place as governor of mawsil Tzz ad-din mas'ud his brother, and he was 

called abu al-fath, and he had been trained systematically in all matters 

of administration. And salah ad-din went to Damascus, and from there he 

went to Egypt, and he finished the building of the Citadel of Cairo; and 

his brother shams ad-dawlah died in Alexandria. 

And in the year five hundred and seventy-seven of the ARABS (a.d. 1181), 

king salih isma'il, the son of nur ad-din, the son of zangi, the lord of 

mawsil, fell sick with the sickness of death. And when he perceived that 

he was going to die, he sent to the son of his uncle Tzz al-din mas'ud, the 

lord of mawsil, and he urged him to come quickly so that aleppo might 

be handed over to him, and not to salah ad-din. And he also collected the 

nobles, and made them to swear fealty to the son of his uncle, and he died. 

It is said that one of the slaves made him drink poison in a cluster of grapes. 

And others say, ‘No, he died of disease of the colon’. And the sons of 

aleppo mourned for him greatly, for he was glorious in the beauty of his 

body, and he was excellent in spiritual and mental faculties. And when he 

died dissension fell (i.e. broke out) between [358] the people of aleppo, 

that is to say between those who lived in the city and the yarukaye, who 

were outside aleppo. And the yarukaye sent to 'emad ad-din zang!, 

the lord of shighar (sinjar), and brought him to them that they might 

deliver aleppo [into his hands]. But the dwellers in aleppo sent and 

threatened him that if he did not leave and depart, they would fetter him 

cruelly. 

And when he left and departed, Tzz al-din mas'ud came to aleppo and 

went up into the fortress and took possession of it. And he took the mother 

of malik salih to wife and sent her to mawsil. And he opened those 

treasure houses which of old had belonged to nur ad-d!n and zangi his 

father, and were filled with boundless treasures, and he sent them (i.e. their 

contents) all to mawsil. And he made peace with bohaimond prayns, the 

lord of antioch, for a period of two years. And he left nur ad-din, his 

son, who was a little boy, in the fortress of aleppo and appointed him 

governor. And he departed and encamped in the meadow of Kara hesar, 

and he sent an envoy to his brother 'emad ad-din zang!, the lord of sinjar, 

because he had gone forth with all his treasure, and his sons, and his house¬ 

hold. And he came to circesium in order to go and take asylum with 
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salah ad-din, that he might help him and restore to him the kingdom of 

his father. Then 'emad ad-din made answer to his brother’s ambassador, 

saying, T will not go back unless he giveth me Aleppo, or mawsil, or the 

whole of beth nahrin’. And Tzz ad-din agreed to give him aleppo, the 

city only, but his son was to remain in the fortress. And 'emad ad-din 

replied, T do not agree that I will be governor for thy son in aleppo’. And 

Tzz ad-din replied, saying, ‘I will give thee in addition'arban, and maqdal, 

and other places from the habur’. 

And whilst he was disputing and refusing [the offer of] 'emad ad-din, 

the nobles advised him, saying, ‘Give him aleppo and the fortress thereof, 

and quarrel not with thy brother about something which thou canst not 

protect, nor is he [able to do so] against salah ad-din. And what hast thou 

left therein over the loss of which thou wouldst be sorry ? Behold, the whole 

of the wealth [of the place] thereof thou hast carried off to mawsil.’ And 

the two brothers swore oaths to each other, and 'emad ad-din took aleppo 

and the country thereof, and he left sinjar to Tzz al-din together with 

MAWSIL. 

And in this year a great ship was dispatched by the franks to damietta, 

because between them and the Arabs [359] there was peace. And the Arabs 

acted treacherously, and they made prisoners of the two thousand five 

hundred men of the Frankish merchants and sailors who were in it, and 

the pretext they put forward was that the period of peace (armistice) had 

expired. Then the franks went forth to a city which was on the shore of 

the sea of reeds, which was called ‘ayalah’, and they constructed a large 

fleet of ships and vessels and sailed on the sea of reeds where one said the 

franks had never before sailed on the red sea. And they captured many 

ships of the ARABS which were filled with rich merchandise (or, valuable 

cargoes), and they killed a great many people of the inhabitants of the city 

which was called 'idab. And salah ad-din sent ships from Alexandria 

with bales of packages for camels, and launched them on the sea of reeds. 

And the arabs overtook the franks and a great many men were killed on 

both sides. 

And in the year fourteen hundred and ninety-four of the Greeks (a.d. 

1183), andronicus, a Greek nobleman, whom king manuil had driven out 

from Constantinople, cajoled the young alix and his mother, and he 

went again into Constantinople, and for a short time he manifested sub¬ 

mission. Then he cast the mother of the young man, and her daughter, 

and her son-in-law, into the sea, and he destroyed the young alix secretly. 

And he killed more than one thousand nobles and burned them in the fire, 

and he plucked out the eyes of many. And that filthy old man took the 

young wife of alix to wife. And he expelled the franks from Constanti¬ 

nople. And when they had gone forth they burned fourteen thousand 

monasteries and villages in the territories of the Greeks. And the king of 
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Sicily also came, and he overthrew and laid waste many of the cities of 

the GREEKS. 

And in the year five hundred and seventy-eight of the arabs (a.d. 1182), 

salah ad-din sallied forth from Egypt and came to Damascus, and from 

there [he went] to aleppo, and he wished to make war on it. Then one of 

the nobles advised him to cross the Euphrates first of all, and to make him¬ 

self master over the cities of beth nahrin and ’athor, after which he would 

be able to take it (Damascus) forthwith. And accepting his advice, he crossed 

the Euphrates and came to edessa, and he took it and also harran. And 

he went also to calonicus and took it. And from there he went to 'araban, 

and the guards thereof brought down its keys to him, and he took it, and 

with it maksin. And he treated the sons of the habura with kindness, and 

he went [360] to nisibis. And the lords thereof made ready to fight, but 

salah ad-din did not wish to make war on the town. He placed an army 

round about it and commanded them to prevent the inhabitants thereof 

from coming out or going in; and being in sore straits, the men of nisibis 

surrendered the town quickly. 

And salah ad-din came to mawsil and captured it, an army attacking [it] 

on every side. Then Hzz ad-din, its lord, sent to the Khalifah and begged 

him to intercede on his behalf with salah ad-din ; and the Khalifah sent an 

ambassador to him and entreated him. Then he demanded that the men 

of mawsil should give him either the gold which he had expended in his 

coming, or give him aleppo. And the men of mawsil replied, ‘We have 

no gold. And as for aleppo, it hath another lord, viz. 'emad ad-din. And 

how can we give thee a country which is not ours?’ 

And when salah ad-din saw that he was not able to subjugate mawsil, 

he left it and went to sinjar. And he made war upon it, and took it from 

sharaf ad-din, the son of kutab ad-din mawdud. And from there salah 

ad-din went against the city of dara. And its lord samsam ad-din bihram, 

of the sons of ’artuk, went forth to do service to him, and he exhibited 

humility and subjection. And salah ad-din left him his city and went to 

harran. And he disbanded his troops so that each man might go to his 

own country and rest in his own house, for it was the season of winter, and 

the days of a fast and a festival of the Arabs were upon them; and he re¬ 

mained with a small body-guard in harran. 

Then the men of mawsil, fearing that he would return to them in the 

spring and take mawsil as he had taken sinjar, sent to shaharman, the 

lord of khalat, and asked him for help. And shaharman responded to 

their petition gladly, and he sent to his sister’s son, kutab ad-din iLGHAzi, 

the son of ’albi, the son of temurtash, the lord of mardin, the uncle of 

'izz ad-din, the lord of mawsil. And all the men of mardin and the men of 

mawsil, and the adherents of shaharman gathered together at bara'yah, 

and seventeen hundred yarukaye horsemen came to them from aleppo, 
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and they prepared themselves to engage in battle with salah ad-din. 
When salah ad-din heard that his enemies were gathered together he 
was troubled, and trembling seized upon him, and he sent and made his 
troops hurry to gather together about him. And within eight days they 
were all with him, from hamath, and from emesa, and from beth [361] 
nahrin, and also the son of Kara ’arslan, the lord of the fortress of KipA. 

And when shaharman saw the alertness and promptness of the troops of 
salah ad-din, and the inertness of his own soldiers, he said to the lords of 
mawsil and mardin, ‘It is the season of winter, and it is [a time unsuitable 
for war. Let us return each man to his own country, and towards the 
spring we will gather ourselves together again.’ So they melted away, and 
their assembly was dissolved, having effected nothing. And salah ad-din 
sent and informed the Khalifah what the men of mawsil had done, and that 
they were always quarrelling with him and not he with them; and he also 
received the command from the Khalifah to make war on ’amid. 

And in the year five hundred and seventy-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 1183), 
in the first month, that is to say in the month of ’iyar (may), of the year 
fourteen hundred and ninety-four of the Greeks (a.d. 1183), salah ad-din 
took ’amid, after he had harassed it sorely with war. Now at that time the 
governor of ’amid was bar-nisan RisHANA. And he fought valiantly against 
those who were outside [the walls], but the men in the city turned their 
faces from him because on one occasion when some of the men of salah 

• • 

ad-din went in between the two walls of ’amid, the men of ’amid rushed out 
and shut them all in there and killed them. Then the Sultan salah ad-din 
wrote severe threats [to the governor], coupled with violent oaths on 
arrows, that he would not turn aside from the city until he took it, and 
that then he would burn them all in the fire, unless they helped. And those 
who were inside were afraid because things were thus, and they dropped 
their hands helplessly. And bar-nisan trembled, and he took a pledge of 
security for his own life and for his household and possessions. Then the 
Sultan gave him permission to take out everything he wanted from his 
palace in three days, and thus he surrendered up the city And bar-nIsan 
began in the three days to take out from his palaces gold, and silver, and 
precious stones, and furniture. And it is said that he was unable to take 
out one-tenth of his possessions in three days, because he had collected a 
great mass of property in ’amid. 

And when salah ad-din had taken ’amid he gave it to nur ad-din, the 
son of Kara ’arslan, together with everything which was therein. Then 
certain men said unto salah ad-din, ‘Thou hast promised him the city, 
and not everything which is in it. This great mass of possessions [is worth] 
far more than thousands of thousands of dinars.’ And salah ad-din 

• • 

replied, [362] ‘It is not seemly for us to give an empty city to our friend’. 
It is said that one hundred thousand wax candles were found in one of its 
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towers, and in the Library a thousand thousand and forty thousand volumes. 

salah ad-din took these books only from ’amid, and he gave them to the 

kadi al-fadil, that is to say the ‘excellent judge’ his scribe. And salah 

ad-din confirmed [the appointment] of kara ’arslan with oaths. 

And salah ad-din crossed the Euphrates and went against 'aintab, and 

nasih ad-dIn, the son of kumartakin, its lord, submitted to him. And he 

went and encamped against aleppo and invested it. Then 'emad ad-din, 

its lord, because he found it empty, was sorely pressed by his troops to 

give them their pay (or, rations). And he had nothing whatsoever in the 

city, and nothing came into the city from outside because salah ad-din 

had shut up the whole country. And when he said to one of the nobles, ‘I 

have nothing to give thee’, the noble replied to him, ‘Sell the chains of thy 

wife and give [the price] to the fighting men if thou wishest to be king’. 

And his case went from bad to worse until his dinner came to him every 

day from the inhabitants of the city, and he and his household ate it. And 

it was because of this that his nobles and his soldiers put war aside (or, were 

apathetic). Now the inhabitants of the city fought with great zeal. And 

when salah ad-din saw that it was impossible to take the city by fighting, 

he made a secret arrangement with the nobles who were inside it, and he 

coaxed them with gifts. And they counselled 'emad ad-din that it was 

better for him to deliver up aleppo, and to take other towns in its stead, 

and not to permit others to deliver it up, whilst he himself remained 

empty (i.e. a beggar). And they also said to him, ‘Art thou relying on the 

common folk to fight for thee, and to eat from their own houses ? Behold 

their food supply hath come to an end, and thou hast nothing at all to give 

them. See now what thou canst do!’ And being persuaded by their counsel 

he sent to salah ad-din, and demanded from him sinjar, and nisibis, and 

habura, and calonicus instead of aleppo. And salah ad-din agreed, and 

he wrote a letter himself and sent it to him, and he also swore to him that 

he would give him all these things. And when the people [363] of the city 

heard that 'emad ad-din wished to deliver up the city, it was very grievous 

in their sight. And they gathered themselves together before the Citadel 

and reviled him with filthy abuse. And they dangled before him a wash¬ 

basin and a smock, and cried out, ‘O thou effeminate one, the washing 

of clothes is fitting for thee and not royalty’. And he was looking at them 

from a building, and he heard their abuse of him with his ears. And in 

the night of the eighteenth [day], in the second month of this year of the 

Arabs, 'emad ad-din came down from the Citadel of aleppo, and went out 

and sat in a tent which had been pitched for him. And [thus] those who 

were with salah ad-d!n took possession of the Citadel and the city, and 

'em ad ad-din [took] possession of those towns [which have been already 

mentioned], and he went and sat down in sinjar. And salah ad-din had 

great gladness over the taking of aleppo, more than over all the [other] 
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cities which he had taken. It is said that when he went up the steps in 

front of the gate of the Citadel he recited that [passage of] daniel which is 

written in their Kur’an, saying, ‘The Most High God is the governor in 

the kingdom of the earth, and He giveth it to whomsoever He pleaseth, and 

He setteth up over it the lowliest of men5 (Daniel iv. 32). And he turned back 

to those nobles who were with him, and he said unto them, ‘Now know I 

that a kingdom hath been founded for me. Believe ye [me], I never coveted 

the happiness of nur ad-din, but only Aleppo, and I longed for nothing 

but that.5 And when he became master of aleppo he abolished many taxes, 

and he reduced imposts and levies, and he distributed lavish gifts which 

were equivalent to eight hundred and fifty thousand dinars. 

And during the war against aleppo taj al-mluk buri (turi ?), the young 

brother of salah ad-din, was wounded, and he was ill for a few days and 

died. It is said that when salah ad-din visited him in his sickness he said 

unto him, ‘Rejoice, for behold we have taken aleppo, and henceforth it 

shall be thine5. And the young man replied, ‘Lordship belongeth to life, and 

behold, I am counted with the dead. Believe [me] thou hast acquired it 

at a heavy price; for like myself thou hast suffered loss in finding it.5 Now 

behold he was strenuous in war, and salah ad-d!n and all those who were 

present with him wept bitterly. 

And at that time the governor of har!m wished to sell it to the franks, 

and the guards knew what [he wanted to do]. And one day when he went 

forth to enjoy himself, and he came to enter in, they shut the gates in his 

face, [364] and they sent to salah ad-din so that they might deliver it over 

to him. Then the Sultan sent his brother’s son and his uncle’s son to 

receive it. But the guards were not content until salah ad-dIn went in 

person and took possession of it. And he gave gifts to those Muslims, and 

sent them out from the fortress. And he inflicted no evil upon that 

governor, because the nobles helped him and said, ‘The guards lied 

about him5. 

Now salah ad-din, having set his son malik ad-tahir in the Citadel of 

aleppo, went to Damascus. And from there he collected an army, and went 

and encamped against the fortress of karak, and he made fierce war upon 

it. Then the franks gathered together and wished to capture it, and when 

he perceived this he left karak and returned to Damascus. And his brother 

malik cadil came to him from EGYPT and brought him much gold, and he 

made him governor of aleppo and its dominions as far as ra'ban and the 

banks of the Euphrates, as far as hamath. And 'adil went in to the Citadel 

of aleppo, and tahir the son of salah ad-din went out, having been therein 

six months, and he went to his father. 

And in the year five hundred and eighty of the arabs (a.d. 1184), salah 

ad-din made ready to fight against karak. And he sent and brought NUR 

ad-din from the fortress of kipa, and 'adil his brother from aleppo, and 
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tak! ad-d!n from Egypt; and they were all gathered together against 

karak. And the franks also gathered together, and the Turks trembled. 

And salah ad-din commanded [his troops] to burn the machines of war 

which they had set up against karak, and they went away and departed 

to the country of shamrin (samaria) and looted it. Then prayns ’arnat 

(arnaldus; renaud de chatillon), the lord of karak, went on the moun¬ 

tains and he entered karak and he made it exceedingly strong. And 

prayns also, the lord of antioch, went out to har!m with two hundred 

horsemen, and he spoiled the country and killed many of the ARAB horsemen 

who were on duty on the bridge which is called ‘Iron’. And the franks 

captured it and also the ambush of the Arabs which was in the mountain, 

four hundred footmen and twenty horsemen, and they killed them all. 

And in this year died kutab ad-d!n ilghaz!, the son of najam ad-din 

’alb!, the son of temurtash, the son of ilghaz!, the son of [365] ’artuk, 

the lord of mardin, and there rose up in his place husam ad-d!n yawlak 

’arslan, who was a little boy. Because tahir ad-din shaharman was the 

uncle of the boy, he appointed as his administrator one of his father’s slaves 

whose name was netam ad-din. And this netam ad-din took the mother 
• • 

of the boy to wife and he governed the kingdom well. Then the boy husam 

ad-din died. And he had a brother who was younger than himself whose 

name was kutab ad-din, his father’s names, and netam ad-d!n appointed 

him in his brother’s stead. The boy only had the name [of ruler], for the 

whole of the government was in the hands of netam ad-din and his slave 

LULU. 

And when the boy grew up and saw that he was governor in name only 

and not in fact, he went in one day to netam ad-din when he was sick, 

ostensibly to pay him a visit. And when he went out lulu went out with 

him as far as the door, as it were to pay him honour, and when they reached 

a narrow passage kutab ad-din smote lulu with a knife (or, dagger) and 

killed him. And he went back to netam ad-din as he lay on his bed and 

killed him also. And he took the heads of both of them and cast them 

from the fortress to the nobles. And when they saw them they were all 

afraid of him, and they became subject unto him. This murder was carried 

out in the year six hundred and one of the ARABS (a.d. 1204) after netam 

ad-din had ruled for twenty years. 

And in the year five hundred and eighty-one of the Arabs (a.d. 1185) 

salah ad-din went to aleppo. And from there he crossed the Euphrates 

and took edessa from mutafar ad-d!n, the son of zayn ad-din its lord. 

And he went to ras 'aina and from there to dara. And 'emad ad-din, the 

son of kara ’arslan, came to him in the place of his brother nur ad-din who 

was sick and was not able to come. And from there he came to the town of 

baladh, and he went and encamped against mawsil. And the lord of ’arb!l, 

zayn ad-din, the son of 'al! kujk, came to him, and his brother mutafar 
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ad-din, the lord of harran, was with salah ad-din. And salah ad-din 

harassed mawsil and besieged it strictly. And the mother of 'izz ad-din, the 

lord of mawsil, now she was the daughter of ’artuk, together with the 

daughter of nur ad-din, the son of zang!, went out and entreated him 

to leave mawsil to hzz ad-din, and to remember [366] early days, and the 

benefits which those of the house of zang! had shown him; and they wept 

before him, and laid hold of the skirts of his apparel. But he would not accept 

their proposal, and he put to shame their hope. And when they left [him] and 

went in [again] in despair, the people of mawsil, both great and small, 

became indignant and they showed definite signs of their affection for the 

house of the atabag zangi. And with all their hearts and souls they manned 

the walls, and they fought strenuously and poured out upon salah ad-din 

words of abuse which hinted that he was one who had disgraced the good¬ 

ness of his masters. Therefore he left the army to capture it, and he himself 

went against khalat. For he heard that shaharman its lord had died, and 

that his slave bukhtamar had risen up in his place, and that he was good 

to the khalataye, and that they loved him greatly. 

Now this bukhtamar, because he had heard that pahlwan, the son of 

ildaguz (ildagur ?), the governor of Persia, had set out to attack him, sent 

a message to salah ad-din to go to his help, and [he promised that] he 

would deliver khalat to him. But when salah ad-din went to the country 

of khalat he found that bukhtamar was entrenched strongly in his city, 

and that he did not go forth to meet him. And shams ad-din pahlwAn 

also had come from Persia, and had pitched his camp on the other side of 

khalat. And he was prepared to make war on khalat, [and he would 

have done so] if it had not been said to him, ‘If thou afflictest bukhtamar 

he will deliver khalat to salah ad-din, and thou wilt find no peace in his 

neighbourhood’. Because of this pahlwan sent to bukhtamar, and spake 

kindly to his heart, and also gave him a wife from the daughters of his 

kinsfolk, and he left and departed. 

And when salah ad-din saw that the men of khalat and the Persians 

were reconciled, he turned back and came to maiperkat, because its lord, 

kutab ad-din, the lord of mardin, was dead, and he had made king his 

son, who was a little boy, even as we have said. And salah ad-din made 

war on it. Now there was in [that city] a captain of the host [called] ’asad 

ad-din brikas, and the Khatun, the wife of kutab ad-din, the lord of 

mardin, and her daughters were also there, and she greatly encouraged 

the men of war who were therein. And the war being prolonged, [367] 

salah ad-din coaxed the woman with promises, and said that he would 

take one of her daughters for his son. And being vanquished she begged 

that the fortress of hathka might remain to her; and she delivered 

MAIPERKAT over to SALAH AD-DIN and Went to HATHKA. And KUTAB AD-DIN * ♦ * • • • 

sokman, the son of nur ad-d!n, the son of Kara ’arslan, the lord of 
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’amid, came to salah ad-din, and he was received with honour, and 

returned to his city. 

And salah ad-din went forth from maiperkat and departed and pitched 

his camp on the bank of the river karaman, and from there he went to 

kephar zammar, which is on the river Tigris. And the men of mawsil 

who were suffering from the investment [of their city] sent those same 

women to salah ad-din a second time to supplicate for peace. And among 

them was 'emad ad-din, the lord of sinjar, and 'izz ad-din, the lord of 

mawsil, gave the country of shaharzur, and all the country of the East, 

from the two rivers zabhe [and] beth wazik, &c., to salah ad-din. And he 

undertook that salah ad-din should be proclaimed in mawsil, and that 

the coins zuze and dinars should be struck in his name. And in this manner 

peace came. 

And salah ad-din went to harran, and he fell sick there of a grievous 

sickness, but he recovered. And when salah ad-din was in harran he was 

sick, and he had with him the son of his uncle nasir ad-din bar ’asad ad- 

din shirkuh. This man, thinking that salah ad-din was not going to live, 

left him and went to his city emesa. And he gathered together to him the 

young men and made them swear on his behalf that when salah ad-din 

died, he should receive the kingdom. And God willed, and salah ad-din 

recovered, and nasir ad-din himself died. And salah ad-din went to 

emesa, and took everything which nasir ad-din had, and he named his son 

malik mujahid, who was a little boy, and set him up in the place of his 

father. It is said that after one year the young man appeared before salah 

ad-din who asked him, ‘Up to what passage canstthou recite the Kur’an?’ 

And the young man replied, ‘As far as the verse “The eaters of the posses¬ 

sions of orphans eat fire in their bellies’’.’ And salah ad-d!n marvelled 

at his intelligence and said, ‘If he hath said this with knowledge, it is meet 

to fear this [young man]’. 

And in this year, which is the year fourteen hundred and ninety-six of 

the Greeks (a.d. 1185), [368] andronicus, the Tyrant of Constantinople, 

made ready to kill isikyos (’ishak (?) the angel), one of the nobles and the 

only one remaining of the family of manuil the king, and isikyos 

entrenched himself strongly in his house. And when andronicus sent the 

captain of the host to summon isikyos to his presence, isikyos waxed bold 

and drew his sword and killed the captain of the host. And he mounted 

his horse and went forth to go to the great church with his sword, which 

was dripping with blood, in his hand. And he cried out and uttered 

lamentations, and the nobles of the people, and also many nobles who were 

offended with the Tyrant, gathered together round about him. And they 

went into the church and forced the Patriarch and he made isikyos king. 

When the Tyrant heard this he rushed out from the palace to escape by sea. 

And they overtook him and made him go back to Constantinople. Then 
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they hacked the flesh of his body with knives whilst he was still alive, and 

they wounded him to the death. And after [he had suffered] great tortures 

they burnt him in the fire in the midst of the mob. 

And in [that] year, when the disease of elephantiasis increased in bo'dwin, 

the king of Jerusalem, he handed over the kingdom to the little boy the 

son of his sister, who was also called b6'dwin (v), and he died. 

And in the year five hundred and eighty-two of the ARABS (a.d. 1186), 

salah ad-din recovered, and went from harran to aleppo, and from there 

to emesa. And he found nasir ad-din, the son of his brother shams ad- 

dawlah, dying; and he took the Citadel of emesa from his son. And he 

found therein a vast amount of loot. And from there he went to Damascus. 

And he returned and took aleppo from 'adil his brother, and gave it to 

malik tahir, his son. And he gave Damascus to malik afdal, another son 

of his. And he gave Egypt to malik 'aziz, another son of his, and sent him 

to Egypt, and with him was 'adil his brother. When taki ad-din, his 

brother’s son, heard that EGYPT had gone forth from his hand, he was 

offended and he made ready to go to Africa. But salah ad-din sent and 

prevented him, and had him brought to him. And he consoled him by 

pretending that it was because of his valour that he wished him to be with 

him. And he gave him hamath, and mu'arah, and salamiah, and mab- 

bugh, and kal'ah najm. And he gave him in addition maiperkat. [369] 

And he sent and had brought to him his son malik mansur, together with 

his troops from Egypt. Now his slave, whose name was buzabah, was un¬ 

willing to come, but he went to the West and ruled over Africa. 

And in this year, which is the year fourteen hundred and ninety-seven 

of the Greeks (a.d. i i86), there was a conjunction of six wandering stars in 

the Sign of the Zodiac of the Balance, besides aris (mars), which took 

place in Gemini on the fourteenth day of ilul (September), and the twenty- 

ninth day of the sixth month of the ARABS. And all the astronomers pre¬ 

dicted that a universal flood and a mighty whirlwind would take place in 

the world, and that all mankind would perish, even like that which took 

place in the days of noah, through the approach of the Sign of the Zodiac 

of the Fishes, and that the waters would swallow up the whole earth. Now 

kelej arslan, the Sultan of iconium, more than any other man believed 

this silly talk. And he spent large sums of money wastefully, and made 

excavations in the ground, and built strong houses in the depths thereof. 

But God, glory be to His goodness! showed their prognostication to be 

empty and vain. And when that day which had been indicated arrived, 

and many people had entrenched themselves in the excavations and caves, 

soft and clear weather appeared, with a quietness which was quieter than 

that of all the [other] days, and only an eclipse of the sun took place, accord¬ 

ing to custom. And the astronomers were treated with contumely by kings 

and by common folk because of the falsity of their prognostication. And 
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one of the famous astronomers who were among them said, ‘They lied in 

their prognostications’. And when the Sultan called him and asked him 

[about this], he said the same thing, and he gave [him] a written statement 

that nothing which they had said would take place, and that no evil thing 

would happen to the children of men. And when his word showed itself 

to be true, the Sultan demanded of him whence he knew this. And he 

replied, ‘I did not speak from scientific knowledge, but I knew that if a 

flood took place neither I myself nor those who blame me would remain 

[alive]; and that if it did not take place I should acquire a crown of merit, 

even as I have acquired [one]’. And the Sultan laughed and gave him a 

present and dismissed him. 

And at [this] time prayns, the lord of antioch, made peace with salah 

ad-din, and he seized treacherously rupin, the governor of cilicia, and 

loaded him with iron fetters and shut him up in prison. And he collected 

an army and invaded cilicia, and leon resisted him strenuously and 

prayns returned in shame. And afterwards [370] the Armenians gave him 

thirty thousand dinars and mopsuestia and ’adana, and he released rupin. 

Then rupin, having been ransomed, took back these places. And prayns 

began to destroy the whole country of cilicia with plundering raids. 

And at [this] time pahluan, the governor of Persia, was killed, and in 

the course of events many murders were committed. And, moreover, the 

Kurds and the Turkomans fought with each other by the side of nisibis 

because a certain Turkoman went and took a woman from the other Turko¬ 

mans. And when the wedding guests passed one of the fortresses of the 

Kurds, which was in the country of zawzan, the Kurds stood up by the side 

of their path, and demanded from them participation in the wedding feast. 

And when the Turcomans resisted, the Kurds overpowered them and seized 

the bride and went up to their fortress. And from this a great war began, and 

the roads were cut, and merchant caravans were pillaged, and on both sides 

about ten thousand men were killed. And also about thirty thousand Kurds 

gathered together and met the Turkomans in battle by the side of habura ; 

and the Kurds were defeated, and those of them who were killed fell 

from the banks of the river of habura to nisibis. And on two occasions 

they met together in battle in the country of mawsil, and the Kurds were 

defeated. And the Turkomans defeated the Kurds several times in Syria, 

and they pursued them as far as cilicia and killed men and women and 

even children. 

And when the Turkomans had made an end of the Kurds all over Syria 

and beth nahrin, they invaded Armenia and took twenty-six thousand 

Armenians as slaves and sold them. And they burnt the great monastery 

of garb id (jirbid) and killed the monks. And one hundred and seventy 

men who were Syrians of our [communion], and who were from tall 

besmi, which is in the country of mardin, were killed. And two hundred of 
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our young men who bore armour, and were from the village of ’amron, 

which is in the country of klawdia, in the Sultanate of melitene, were 

killed. And in all Cappadocia and in the country of melitene, fierce wars 

and many slaughterings took place. And the Arabs and the ishmaelites 

met each other in battle and many were killed. 

And in [this] year dissension took place among the franks because when 

the lord of Tiberias was dying [371] he handed over his young son to the 

Count of Tripoli to bring up. And after a time the boy himself died, and 

the command remained with his mother. Now this woman cast her eye upon 

a certain man whose name was kai (gui de lusignan), who had not sprung 

from a race of kings, and she became his wife, and she made him to put on 

her crown.1 Therefore the lord of Tripoli was offended, and he went and 

became an adherent of salah ad-din, and he began to dig pits for the 

queen and for the other sons of his Faith. 

And in the year five hundred and eighty-three of the ARABS (a.d. 1187), 

when salah ad-din saw that prayns ’arnat had passed over (i.e. broken) 

his oaths, and had plundered the caravans of the Arab merchants, and had 

collected an army, he prepared for war. And he took a great army and 

attacked karak, and he cut down the trees thereof and destroyed the villages 

that were round about it. And he left it and attacked shAwbak and did the 

same things there. And malik ’afdal, his son, also went to Tiberias and 

pillaged the country thereof. And the franks went forth and met the Arabs 

in battle, and the Arabs would have been utterly broken with a serious 

defeat, and have had to take to flight, had it not been that the men of Aleppo 

stood firm. And the franks went back to their city, and ’afdal and those 

who were with him went to salah ad-din. 

Then the kings of the franks and their nobles gathered together and 

took counsel each with the other concerning meeting the Arabs in battle. 

Then the Count, the lord of Tripoli, said, ‘Know ye, O my brethren, that 

there is no small danger in meeting this man salah ad-din in battle. For 

ye know well what he was formerly, viz. one of the common folk. And behold 

he is the master of all Egypt and Palestine as far as the East. The thing 

which would help—so it appeareth to me—is that we should make peace 

with him, and that each of us should rest in his own place.’ Then guy the 

new king, who had taken to wife the queen of Tiberias, magnified himself 

and said, ‘As far as I am concerned there is no other means than a battle’. 

Then the Count said, ‘Thou wilt see [what will be] the end of thy desire’. 

And salah ad-dIn also assembled his nobles, and took counsel with 

them, [372] and they said, ‘It is not right for us to meet in battle the franks 

1 Bedjan’s note reads: Sebella or Izbaila (Isabella), the sister of Bo'dwin, who was the 
fourth king of Jerusalem, and the mother of Bo'dwin V. When she became a widow she 

was given to wife to Guy, by her brother. And when the two Bo'dwins were dead the 

whole kingdom came to her, and her husband also became king of Jerusalem, and not of 
Tiberias only. 
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now, they being assembled in their full strength, but let us make feeble the 

strength of their countries a little. And when they are scattered and in a 

confused state, it will be easy for us to destroy them one at a time.’ But 

salah ad-din did not accept [this view of theirs], and he said, ‘When shall 

I be able to gather together such an assembly as this again ? Nay, make ye 

yourselves strong, and contend like mighty men, and fight. And whatso¬ 

ever the Lord willeth He will perform.’ 

And straightway he mounted his horse and made his troops set out on 

the march, and they went and encamped on the Jordan, round about the 

sea of Tiberias. And the franks gathered together in a place the name of 

which is ‘siforiah’, and the two armies remained opposite each other for 

several days without beginning hostilities. Then salah ad-din sent a por¬ 

tion of his troops by a secret way by night against the city of tiberias. And 

when the day broke they leaped up and went into the city, and they hurled 

the sword and fire therein. And the queen1 was very strongly entrenched 

in the fortress. Now when guy her husband heard this, he stripped off his 

apparel and encouraged himself and the franks, and they all rode off with 

fierce vehemence towards the arabs. 

And when the evening was come, the two forces were encamped near 

each other, and during the whole of that night none of them slept. And 

because the arabs held the region by the Jordan, the thirst of the franks 

waxed strong during that night, for there was no place where they could 

obtain a drink. Then were they the more stirred up for the battle. And 

when the day broke, and the arabs saw the courage of the franks, who were 

casting themselves about like wasps, and were not turning back their faces, 

they feared greatly and became helpless, and their knees shook. And when 

salah ad-din saw their slackness, he ran into the midst [of them], and he 

cried out with a loud voice, and made them to hear words which were 

mixed with honey and gall, that is to say words of encouragement and 

words of threats. Then one of the slaves of salah ad-din, an athletic 

young man whose name was manguras, plucked up courage and went forth 

from among the ranks of the arabs. And when he was between the two 

armies, another athlete, from the franks, rushed out to meet him, and he 

pierced him with his lance and hurled him from his horse, and he bent 

down and seized him by his garments and dragged him to the ranks [373] 

of the franks and cut off his head. And when the franks saw this they were 

greatly strengthened, because they thought that it was one of the sons of 

salah ad-din who had fallen. Then the Count, because his heart was full 

of treachery, was afraid lest the victory of the franks should be accom¬ 

plished, and it would shame him who had advised them not to fight, and he 

made a pretence to the franks that he himself, together with those who were 

1 Bedjan’s note reads: This was not Isabella, the queen of Jerusalem, but the wife of 
Raymond, Count of Tiberias. 
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with him, would ride out and challenge the Arabs to battle. And when he 

rode out to the Arabs they opened a way for him between their ranks, be¬ 

cause there was a word (i.e. understanding) between them, and they knew 

that his heart was not right (i.e. in agreement) with the sons of his Faith 

(i.e. co-religionists). And having passed through the ranks of the Arabs he 

left and departed towards his city Tripoli. And his departure (i.e. defection) 

was the chief cause of the defeat of the franks, for no man trusted his 

neighbour again. Nevertheless because there was no other course [to 

follow] except fighting, the franks mingled with the Arabs, and swords 

were drawn, but they were in no way able to find profit, because after the 

departure of the Count the franks were like unto men who had lost all 

hope. And the Arabs prevailed over the franks, and they took prisoner 

guy, the lord of tiberias (Jerusalem?), and prayns ’arnat, the lord of 

karak, and a large number of the miserable Brethren and Hospitallers, &c. 

And only a very few were able to make their escape. 

And when the war ceased salah ad-din sat in his tent, and his nobles 

gathered together to him and he commanded and they brought before him 

guy, the husband of the queen, the Lady of tiberias, and prayns ’arnat. 

And salah ad-din paid honour to guy, and made him to sit by his side, 

and he also made ’arnat to be seated. Then guy, because he was burnt up 

with thirst, demanded water as soon as he sat down, and salah ad-din 

commanded and they gave him water which had been cooled by snow to 

drink. And when he had drunk one half of it he gave the other half to ’arnat, 

and he drank. Then salah ad-din said, ‘It is not right for you to give him 

drink without my command’. And guy said unto the Sultan, ‘Thirst is 

death; do not then put him to death with two deaths. [374] Defeat is 

murder; therefore do not murder him twice.’ And his words pleased the 

Sultan, and he was prepared to spare the life of ’arnat, if the nobles had 

not urged him to kill him. And they said unto him, ‘This man is not fit to 

live. For behold, he hath sworn the oath [of fealty] several times, and hath 

lied.’ Therefore, having sent the two of them to the tent which was pitched 

for them, an hour later he sent and had ’arnat brought to him by himself; 

and he drew his sword and he killed him with his own hands. Now ’arnat 

was an old man who was experienced in wars, and there was no limit to his 

strength and courage, and he was held in great fear by the Arabs.1 

Then salah ad-din departed and encamped by the Citadel of tiberias, 

and he coaxed the queen with oaths and made her to come down, and he 

sent her to Tripoli together with all her train and all her possessions, and 

he also gave her gifts. Now the wretched Brethren and Hospitallers, 

eighty in number, who had been taken prisoners, he also killed. The 

greater number of these he bought from the horsemen, each Brother for 

1 Bedjan remarks that ’Arnat was killed by Saladin because he would not become a 

Muslim. 
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five hundred dinars. ‘For’, he said, ‘these more than all the other franks 

destroy the Arab Religion, and slaughter for the triumph of Faith is sweet 

unto them. Therefore we will put an end to all of them.’ 

And from there salah ad-d!n came against 'akko, and all the nobles fled 

by sea to tyre, and the poor people went forth and received a pledge for 

their lives. And after cakko they took also Haifa and nablos, which is 

shamrin (samaria), and tabnin, and saidan (sidon), and Caesarea, and 

joppa, and bairut (berut), and nasrath. And it is impossible for words 

to describe the extent of the scoffing and mockery and insult which the 

Christians who lived in the dominion of the Arabs bore at that time. And 

the lord of jubail, for he also was a prisoner, handed over his city and saved 

himself. 

And salah ad-din attacked ascalon and found that it was filled with 

fighting men; and he began a fierce war against it and was unable to capture 

it. Then he said to the lord of Tiberias (the king of Jerusalem ?), who was 

a prisoner with him, that if he would hand over ascalon he would release 

him. Then the king called the governor of ascalon to him, and he com¬ 

manded him to surrender the city. And when [375] he made objections, the 

king told the Arabs who were guarding him to cast iron fetters upon him 

and upon those who were with him. And when they had done so the king 

sent to those who were in the city and told them to surrender the city and 

save their lives; and they obeyed him and surrendered the city to the Arabs. 

And when the tyrians were about to surrender [tyre], there came to them 

a certain Count whose name was ‘markis’ (i.e. conrad, Marquis of mon- 

ferrat in Italy), and protected it ably. 

And from there salah ad-din went to Jerusalem and encamped against 

it. And he set up mighty engines of war against the wall on the north side 

of it, for that quarter of it was spacious and suitable for the operations of 

the fighting men, and he waged fierce war against it for three days. And 

again the franks prevailed* for there were sixty thousand fighting men, 

horsemen and foot-soldiers, inside it; and they sallied forth against the 

arabs and killed many of them. And on [that] day 'izz ad-din 'isa, the lord 

of kal'ah ja'bar, was killed, and other famous men. Then the Arabs fought 

with the shooting of arrows. And they devoted their attack for a short time 

to those who were on the wall, until the men of Aleppo could get close to 

the wall, when they quickly dug out stones from it by their skill. And they 

made breaches and supported them with timbers, so that when the fire 

touched them they would burst into flame and the wall would fall. 

And when the franks were in despair [of obtaining] a helper they sent 

two of their men of knowledge to salah ad-din, and begged from him a 

pledge as to their lives. And salah ad-din excused himself and said, ‘I will 

not open the city except with the sword. And I will do unto you even as ye 

did to the arabs who were in it when ye took it, whom ye killed and made 
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[your] captives.’ Then one of those two franks said unto salah ad-din, 

‘We have another word which I would speak unto thee, O Sultan, if thou 

wilt promise me that thou wilt not be angry’. And the Sultan said, ‘I have 

no anger, say what thou wishest [to say]’. And the frank said, ‘If it had 

not been that we knew thy discretion (or, discerning character), and that 

thou wast incapable of abolishing the law of the kings of old who, when 

their enemies were vanquished, and had thrown down their weapons, and 

sued for peace, fought no more with them, we should not have come forth to 

thee. And now that we have come, [376] and have abandoned hope of thy 

goodness, behold we will go in and inform all the warriors who are full of 

indignation and are with us. And first of all we shall kill the Arab prisoners 

whom we have, and then we shall burn their Great Mosque, and then the 

churches and the other buildings, and then goods and possessions. And 

then we shall slay our wives, and our sons, and our daughters, with our 

own hands, and we shall not allow you to satisfy your lust with them. And 

after this no one of us will surrender himself to slaughter unless he has 

killed in exchange for himself one or two [arabs].’ 

And when the frank had said these things the Sultan marvelled at his 

words, and he made him to go out and sit down in one of the tents, and he 

collected the nobles and took counsel with them. And as one man they all 

replied, ‘Everything which this man hath said the franks will do, and even 

more; and to make them go out in peace would be a good thing’. And the 

Sultan called the two franks and said unto them, ‘I accept your petition, 

but it is impossible that all the people who are in [the city] should go forth 

free for nothing. And the Amirs who are with me want gold, for they have 

toiled hard and have spent much money on the war.’ And the matter was 

settled thus: Every man should give ten dinars, and every woman five, and 

every son or daughter two dinars, and they should go out with everything 

which they were able to carry. And the franks agreed to these terms. And 

they weighed out thirty thousand dinars on behalf of the poor who had 

nothing to give, and the rich weighed out [dinars] on their own behalf, and 

on behalf of the other poor folk, and they all went out in peace. And only 

the needy young people, about five thousand souls who had nothing at all 

to give for themselves, were kept in bondage. And the Arab guards were 

given each a dinar or more and they brought them out. And mudafar ad¬ 

din, the son of zayn ad-din, brought out for nothing a thousand souls, 

Syrians and Armenians, and he said, ‘These are edessenes, children of my 

pasture’. And bar-shehab ad-din, the lord of birah, brought out many 

others, and said that they were the children of his country. 

And there was in Jerusalem a certain Greek queen who was clad in the 

garb of a nun and dwelt in a nunnery in Jerusalem. She sent a message to 

salah ad-din that he should do her a favour and let no man harm her. 

And salah ad-din commanded, and she went out [377] with her servants, 
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male and female, and the eunuchs which she had, and her possessions, 

and he sent horsemen who escorted her to the boundary of the franks. 

And he sent away with kindly treatment other queens who were franks 

and who lived in Jerusalem, together with their possessions. And the 

Patriarch also took out with him all the furniture of the Church of the 

Resurrection and of the other churches, and lamps of gold and silver, &c. 

And so also with the citizens, whatsoever they could not carry away they 

sold to others. And in short the franks handed Jerusalem over to the 

ARABS wholly destitute of food and provisions. A certain writer whose 

name was 'emad said to salah ad-din, ‘Why should they take out all this 

valuable treasure when thou didst only give them a pledge to spare their 

lives ?’ And salah ad-din said, ‘[That is] the truth, but the franks did not 

know [it]. And if we detained their possessions they would spread abroad 

a report about us that we swore an oath and lied, and they would bring 

a bad name upon us.’ 

salah ad-din became master of Jerusalem on Friday, the twenty- 

seventh day of the seventh month of the ARABS, in the year five hundred 

and eighty-three of the Arabs (a.d. 1187), that is to say on the twelfth day 

of the first teshrin (october), in the year fourteen hundred and ninety- 

eight of the Greeks (a.d. 1187), twenty-eight days after the conjunction of 

the six wandering stars. And from this time the Christians were never 

again masters of Jerusalem. But salah ad-din himself left four Frankish 

monks in the Church of the Resurrection, in order to minister to the Holy 

Sepulchre, and after a little while the Patriarch of the Greeks received the 

offer of administrator of the church. 

And when salah ad-din had finished with the affairs of Jerusalem he 

went and encamped by tyre, which is situated in the midst of the sea. And 

he built Up strong towers against it, and in the war against tyre he made 

manifest his whole strength, and he incited (or, stirred up) all his troops, 

and said, ‘With the exception of tyre there remaineth on the sea coast no 

place whereon the franks can rest their heads. When we take this [city] 

their hope of escape will be cut off, and we shall be free from them.’ And 

with such words as these they brought to an end their difficulties (?). But 

because of this Marquis who had come from Rome and had fortified it 

(i.e. tyre) with ramparts and brave men, the franks were continually 

sallying forth at every opportunity, and killing the Arabs, and retreating, 

and especially [378] in ships from the sea. 

Then salah ad-din sent to Alexandria and fetched large ships, and 

brought them into the harbours of tyre. Then one night the seamen [of 

tyre] went out in small swift cutters and smashed the greater number of 

the large ships of the arabs. And they captured two famous captains of the 

sailors from the west, and of the other sailors some cast themselves into the 

sea and were drowned, and others began to flee in their ships in the direc- 
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tion of berut. And the franks pursued them (i.e. the latter) and captured 

most of them, and the others were thrown into the sea. And when salah 

ad-din saw this calamity and the strenuousness of those who came forth 

also on land and fought, he and those who were with him were disgusted, 

and they burnt the towers which they had built, and the engines of war, 

and whatsoever was left of the ships, and he departed from tyre and went 

to 'akko. And he gave the command to his troops that every man should 

go to his own country and rest in his house. 

At [this] time there was a dispute between the Khalifah nasir and salah 

ad-din because salah ad-din had cut off the tribute which the Khalifah 

received from Syria, and also because he was not certain that he would 

receive anything from Egypt, and also because when salah ad-din was 

drunk he used to say, ‘I am ready to annul the proclamation of him that is 

in Baghdad, and I will renew the proclamation of the fatimids who were 

in olden times in Egypt’. And it annoyed nasir the Khalifah more because 

salah ad-din had sent to him as an envoy a certain man in his service who 

was of an inferior family among the people of Baghdad, to carry the news 

of the capture of Jerusalem to him. 

And in [that] year a certain Turkoman shepherd whose name was RUS¬ 

TAM collected five thousand horsemen of the Turkomans, and a very large 

number of foot-soldiers, and went into cilicia to loot and plunder the 

country. Then when leon, the governor of cilicia, knew of them, he 

closed against them the passes in the region of mar'ash and destroyed them 

all with the edge of the sword. And again five thousand foot-soldiers of the 

Turkomans assembled in the country of Aleppo, [379] and they went into 

the country of antioch to plunder it. And Prince bohaimond went out 

against them and destroyed them all in like manner. 

And in the year five hundred and eighty-four of the Arabs (a.d. 1188), 

salah ad-din went in person against the Citadel of the ’akrad (kurds), and 

he made war upon it for one day. And seeing that it was very strong, he 

left it and went against ’antartos (antaradus), and before they could 

pitch all the tents completely, the men of aleppo made themselves masters 

of the wall thereof. And the franks rebelled in two towers, but finally they 

surrendered. And salah ad-din destroyed the wall of ’antartos, and its 

Citadel, and the famous church of mary the mother of god, and all its 

buildings. And he went and encamped against mark!yah and he found that 

it was empty of people (or, had been evacuated). And he went against 

jabala, and the Arabs who were therein surrendered it to him. And he went 

and encamped against laodicea, and he fought against it with great strenuous¬ 

ness. And the men of aleppo made a tunnel under the ground of the city, the 

length thereof was sixty cubits and the breadth four cubits. And when the 

franks saw the excavation they were afraid and they demanded a pledge for 

themselves. And salah ad-din permitted them to go out, they and their sons, 
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and their wives, and everything which they possessed, with the exception 

of beasts, and fodder, and implements of war. And salah ad-din took 

laodicea, and he gave it to his son taki ad-din, the lord of hamath. 

In those days many fighting men of the franks came in ships from Sicily 

to the help of the Christians. And the commander of their host asked to be 

allowed to go forth and speak with salah ad-din, and the Sultan gave him 

permission. And the commander went forth and said unto him, ‘Behold, 

thou art king over all these settlements of the franks which are on the 

sea coast, and thou hast only left to them a very small part of it. And it is 

not right that thou shouldst uproot them entirely, lest a great people pour 

out and attack thee from the sea, and thou wilt have great trouble (or, toil) 

with them. Therefore the proximity of these feeble folk who are with thee 

is far better for thee because they serve as a bulwark between thee and those 

who are inland.’ 

Then salah ad-din replied, ‘We are commanded by our Law to make 

triumphant our Faith with all our might. And the Lord doeth what He 

pleaseth.’ And that frank left and went to his own country. And from 

there salah ad-din went and encamped against sehyon, and he found it 

[built] on some [380] rocky ground between two deep valleys. And he 

made war upon it, and the lords thereof surrendered it in peace. And he 

gave it to nasir ad-din manguras, the son of kumartakin, the slave of 

mujahid ad-din, the son of buzan ; and he took also shughrbakas. And 

from there he went to derbisag, and made war on it and took it. And he 

also went against baghras, and [as] there were not in it sufficient soldiers 

to fight, the captain of the wretched men who were therein surrendered it. 

And though all these towns were manned with Arabs, the men of antioch 

feared greatly, especially because the roads were blocked up in their faces, 

and grain was withheld. Therefore prayns humbled himself to salah ad¬ 

din, and he sent and begged for peace, and he made peace with him for a 

period of eight months, and he departed and went to aleppo. And from 

there he went to Damascus, and rested for a few days. And he set out and 

went and encamped against safad, and he made fierce war upon it, and they 

surrendered it to him. And he also took the Citadel of kawkebha after 

much trouble. 

And in this year died muwafak ’as'ad, the Damascus physician, who was 

known as bar mitran. Now this man, for the sake of the honour of this 

transient world, abandoned the Faith and became a Muslim. And he had 

great wealth, and salah ad-din betrothed him to one of his handmaidens. 

And after a short time he died and his name perished. And even after the 

death of salah ad-din his wife appeared with a child who was beloved by 

him, and they used to go round to the houses of the recluses and beg 

for alms. 

And in the year five hundred and eighty-five of the ARABS (a.d. 1189), 
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bohaimond, prayns of antioch, went forth and pillaged the country of 

harim. And he came as far as lashih and killed both ARABS and Christians • • 
together. And ’arnat, the lord of saidan, who when it (i.e. the city) was 

taken from him, went and dwelt on the rock of ’arnon, having received a 

pledge from salah ad-din, went out to him and asked him for a covenant 

(or, armistice) for three months, so that he might make his men depart from 

tyre, and then he would take a town which should be sufficient for him in 

the country of Damascus, and surrender the rock. And salah ad-din per¬ 

mitted him to do so. Then salah ad-din perceived that ’arnat was cajoling 

him in his crafty manner, and that he had not ceased from excavating the 

trench (or, tunnel) and the building of the wall. Therefore one day when 

he went out to salah ad-din, [381] according to custom, the SCiltan bound 

him and sent him to Damascus, and he did not release him until he had 

surrendered the rock of ’arnon. 

And in the year which was the year fifteen hundred of the Greeks (a.d. 

1189), there was strife between Sultan kelej ’arslan and his eldest son, who 

dwelt in sebastia, and about four thousand of the Turkomans who were 

with the son of the Sultan were killed. Then the Amir bihram shah, the 

son-in-law of the Sultan, made peace between them. And the Sultan re¬ 

moved from his presence ’ekhtiyar ad-din hasan, his Amir hajb, because 

he had become a maker of calumnies between him and his sons. And when 

’ekhtiyar ad-din had collected his sons, and his house servants, and his 

kinsfolk, about two hundred horsemen, and had gone into the plain of 

kanyukh, the son of the Sultan sent Turkomans, and they killed him and 

his sons, and those who were with him. And they hacked him limb from 

limb, and hung him on the points of spears, and carried him round about 

in sebastia on the day of the Festival of the Cross. 

And during the year muizz ad-din kaisar shah, the son of Sultan kelej 

’arslan, reigned over melitene. And during the year very many and 

various peoples of the franks, who were beyond counting, went forth to the 

city of tyre, and they came from there and encamped at 'akko. And when 

salah ad-din heard [of it] he was perturbed, and terror of them fell upon 

him. And he sent and summoned all his troops and had them brought, and 

he himself also went and encamped in the neighbourhood of the franks. 

And when he saw that the franks were gaining strength (or, going and 

becoming strong), and that recruits came to them every day, and supplies 

of food from the sea, he marvelled. And he collected his nobles and took 

counsel with them, and they decided that it was better for them to make 

haste and begin hostilities, and to meet the franks in battle before they 

increased in number and became stronger. And they made preparations 

the whole of that night of Friday, the first day of the seventh month, and 

when the day broke they met in battle. And the battle went on the whole 

day until the sun set, and both sides continued to fight gallantly, and they 
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passed the whole of that night on their horses. And on the Sabbath the 

fire of war blazed likewise throughout the whole day. And whilst the 

franks were occupied with slaughter, the northern side of 'akko, where 

they had no tents, became emptied of the franks. And an opportunity 

offered itself to salah ad-din, and he went in [382] to 'akko. And he took 

into the city with him many fighting foot-soldiers, together with a large 

supply of food and other necessaries. And he drove out the feeble ones 

(i.e. non-combatants), and he also went forth. And he commanded those 

who were in the city to fight not only on the walls, but to make sorties 

every day, and to smite the franks lest they should suffer defeat by being 

attacked on both sides, viz. by those who were within and those who were 

without. Now the franks were so many and so strong that they were never 

broken, and the capture of the city was only protracted by the fighting against 

those who were outside it. And if it had not been thus they would quickly 

have taken it. 

And on the second day [of the week] the horsemen of the franks 

mounted and rode towards the tents of the Arabs, without bringing down 

foot-soldiers with them, and they made a great slaughter and returned. 

And when the Arabs pursued them they fortified (or, entrenched) themselves 

on a hill which is called [‘the Hill] of the Crucified Ones’. And when salah 

ad-din saw that the franks were greatly helped by the hill, he moved his 

camp and pitched it on another hill which was opposite the Hill of the 

Crucified Ones which overlooked 'akko. And the foot-soldiers of the Arabs 

went forth from it every day, and waged war against the foot-soldiers of the 

FRANKS. 

It is related that one day the franks said unto the Arabs who were inside, 

‘We are sated with war with grown-up men, and it is a weariness to us, and 

to-day we wish to enjoy ourselves with the war of young boys’. And they 

brought about one hundred Frankish youths, and the Arabs brought out 

from inside a similar number of Arab youths. And they began to fight by 

casting stones, and then they fought with staves and cudgels, and the franks 

and the Arabs mingled together, and the Frankish youths put to flight the 

ARAB youths and drove them into the city. 

And on the fourth day [of the week], on the twentieth [day] of the seventh 

month, a cruel battle took place. The franks poured out of their tents like 

locusts. And the king also went forth, and before him was the gospel 

which was covered with red brocade, and the priests were carrying it on 

their heads. And when salah ad-din saw [this] he trembled, and he 

shrieked at his troops and terrified them, [383] and they formed up in 

battle array. Then the left wing of the franks pursued the right wing of 

the arabs, in which was takI ad-din 'omar, the son of the brother of salah 

ad-din, and it withstood the attack of the franks splendidly. And when 

the king of the franks saw that the arabs were not yielding at all, he waxed 
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courageous in his spirit, and he made the Sign of the Cross over his face, 

and rode into the densest part of the company of the soldiers of the 

arabs, among whom were ’afdal and tafir, the sons of salah ad-din, 

and kutab ad-din, the son of nur ad-din, the son of Kara ’arslan, 

the lord of the fortress of kipa, and bar lashin, the lord of nablos, and 

many others. 

And when they were mingled together, the franks mowed down the 

arabs as it were with reaping hooks, and the arabs began to flee. And the 

franks pursued them with swords and with horns on which they blew 

mighty blasts, and a great breaking of the arabs took place. And the franks 

came to the camp of the arabs, and they looted the tents, and killed all 

those who were in the streets. And the fugitives of the arabs came as far 

as Damascus and tiberias. And the franks having pursued the arabs for 

about a parasang, went back, and they saw that the left wing of the arabs 

had never moved from its position; and because they were aweary, and 

those (i.e. the arabs) had been at rest, they did not fight with them but 

went and took off their equipment in their tents. Then salah ad-din by 

means of shoutings, and cries and words of encouragement made the 

fugitives to come back, and they came and lay down in their tents like dead 

men. And the slain who had fallen were counted—four thousand one hun¬ 

dred. For salah ad-dIn had commanded the arabs who were in 'akko, 

and they went forth and cast [the dead] into the sea. And a certain man 

who had a cord in his hand stood up, and whenever they cast a man into 

the sea he made a knot in the string. And of the franks there fell about 

two thousand. 

Then the nobles advised salah ad-dIn that they ought to remove from 

that place and to go a little distance from the franks, and the cause for this 

which they put forth was this: ‘Peradventure the air in this region will be¬ 

come foul because of the putrefying of the slain’. And when the arabs 

removed themselves and encamped at a place some distance away, the 

franks dug a deep trench from the hill to the sea, and the road of the arabs 

from 'akko was blocked up, and there remained none who was able to go 

in or to [384] go out. 

And there also reached salah ad-din the report that the king of Germany 

(i.e. Frederick i, barbarossa) had set out and was coming on the road to 

Constantinople with two hundred thousand horsemen and foot-soldiers. 

And his heart groaned and he sent an ambassador, viz. baha ad-d!n, the son 

of shadad, to the Khalifah, and to all the kings of the East [saying that] 

they must take to the road at once, and that if they did not the kingdom of 

the arabs would perish entirely. And when the year five hundred and 

eighty-six of the arabs (a.d. 1190) came in, and salah ad-din was reposing 

in the idea that he was far away from the camp of the franks, and that 

there remained to the franks no other thought except the war against 'akko, 
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then suddenly there burst an army of franks upon the camp of the Arabs, 

salah ad-din was in the desert, but his brother cadil was present, and 

he cried to the troops, and they mounted their horses, and the franks and 

the arabs were mingled with each other; and many of the Arabs fell, and if 

the night had not overtaken them a complete smashing of them would 

have taken place. And the franks left and went to their camp. 

Now the winter was nigh at hand, and there was an evil morass between 

the two camps, and no man could ride a horse [across it] or approach his 

adversary. And all news of salah ad-din was cut off from those in 'akk6, 

and [all] news of them from him. And by means of the sea one of them 

made his escape by swimming, and he came to salah ad-din and made the 

report that the franks were fighting strenuously against the city, that they 

had built towers which looked into the city, and that those who were in 
[the city] were in a great state of tribulation. 

And salah ad-din mounted his horse and rode against the franks so 

that they might be reduced to fighting with him, and that those who were 

therein might enjoy a little respite. And he found that the franks had dug 

deep trenches round about themselves and that no man was able to get to 

them. Then salah ad-d!n gnawed his fingers, and he went back and en¬ 

camped against tella dhe-'egle, a long way away from the franks. And 

all the kings of the arabs began to gather together to him, viz. 'emad ad¬ 

din zangi, the lord of sinjar, and muTzz ad-din senjar shah, the son of 

saif ad-din jAzi, the son of mawdud, the lord of the island (jazarta), and 

fALI AD-DIN KHERAM SHAH (KHURAM SHAH), the Son of MAS'UD, the lord of 

MAWSIL, and MUTAFAR AD-DIN, the son of [385] ZAYN AD-DIN KAWSHAK 

(kujek), the lord of ’arbil. And salah ad-din took into 'akko handicrafts¬ 

men who threw fire, and they burnt three of the great towers of the franks. 

And God helped the franks, for the wind was blowing towards the city, 

and the greater number of the people were burned by the fierce burning of 

the towers, because the ditch which the franks had dug [in the ground] 

behind them prevented them from flight before the fiery flames. Now these 

towers travelled upon wheels, and when they (i.e. the franks) wished they 

thrust them with spears, and clung close to the wall; and there were fighting 

men in them. And when they wished they drew them with ropes towards 

them, an operation which made the spectators marvel and moved them. 

Now when the king of the ’alimanaye (Germans) went forth to Con¬ 

stantinople, the Greeks prevented him [from advancing], and when he 

had fought them and conquered [them], they submitted to the king, and 

gave him a passage; and he crossed over [the sea] and came to the country 

of KELEJ ’ARSLAN. And kutab al-din malik shah, the son of the Sultan, 

collected an army of Turkomans, and they met the Germans in battle, and 

the Turkomans were defeated and fled. And the Germans came and entered 
the city of iconium, and they killed many therein. 
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And at [that] time papa Michael, the Greek elder and lawyer, who was 

from melitene, and who had gone to levy the tax, was killed there. Now 

kelej ’arslan, Sultan, was shut up in the fortress of iconium, and he after¬ 

wards gave gifts to the king of the Germans, and made peace, and gave him 

passage, and he crossed over to the country of cilicia. And lion, the son 

of ’estafana, the son of lion, the governor of cilicia, came to tarsos, and 

he showed a fair submission. And the aged king of Germany (’aliman), 

having stood up at the river to swim, now it was very cold that day, he 

fell ill and died there,1 and his son carried his body to antioch. 

And from there the Germans went towards Tripoli. And because they 

were exhausted with the toil of the journey, a few men stayed at sea and 

came forth at 'akko, because the greater number of them died in cilicia 

through sickness. [386] 

And then the king of ’anglitar (England) (i.e. richard i, cceur de lion) 

went out and took Cyprus from the Greeks, and he came and encamped 

against 'akko, and the franks were greatly strengthened by his coming. 

Now within it there were twenty Amirs of the Arabs, and they sent and said 

to salah ad-din, ‘We are already exhausted and brought low by continual 

war, and moreover, sickness tortureth us’. And salah ad-din commanded 

and they went forth from the region of the sea, and he brought others in 

in their place. And because these were not experienced in fighting on the 

walls, the franks generally gained the upper hand, and they set up seven 

engines of war against one tower. And the king of England sent an envoy 

to salah ad-din, and he said, ‘It will do no harm if I and thou sit down in 

one place. And we can do something which will benefit both sides.’ Then 

salah ad-din replied, ‘It is meet that we should first form an administration 

of peace, and after that the dwelling together. For after familiar conversation 

and feasting war is unseemly.’ 

And in those days the king of England was sick with a sore sickness, and 

the franks were prevented from fighting by his sickness. And when he 

was recovered he again sent an ambassador to salah ad-din, and he said, 

‘Blame thou me not because I cut off my speech from thee, for sickness 

prevented me. And now I am recovered, and I have sent to thee that, if 

thou wilt permit, I may send to thee presents. For it is not right for kings 

to cut off gifts, and embassies, and words of affection from each other, even 

though war is being carried on between them. For thus do the laws of our 

fathers, the kings of olden time, teach us.’ And salah ad-din replied, ‘It is 

well. If ye will accept from us the equivalent of thy gifts, we will accept 

gifts from you.’ And [richard’s] ambassador said, ‘We have hawks, and 

eagles, and other trained birds, and they are weak, and we beg you to give 

us cocks (chickens?) and pigeons that we may feed them so that they 

1 Bedjan’s note reads: The doctors of the West say that he was drowned whilst crossing 
the river on the ioth day of Haziran in the year 1190 of our Lord. 
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become strong, and we will bring [them] to you’. And malik 'adil, the 

brother of salah ad-din, smiling [387] said, ‘Because the king of England 

is risen up from an illness he is in need of pigeons (?), and the hawks are 

only a pretext’. Then salah ad-din arrayed the ambassador in royal 

apparel, and he sent him off with a large number of chickens, and pigeons 

and doves. And afterwards there came also three ambassadors from the 

franks to salah ad-din, and they begged for fruit and snow (i.e. ice), and 

they took them and departed. And it is said that the king of England had 

no other object in the dispatch of ambassadors time after time with these 

empty stories, except to obtain exact knowledge about the strength of salah 

ad-din and of the kings who were with him. 

And when the war on those who were in the city waxed fierce, they sent 

to salah ad-din and said, ‘If thou dost not make assistance to reach us we 

shall surrender’. And because salah ad-din besides making the franks to 

occupy themselves in the war with himself was unable to do anything else, 

the franks were divided into two companies, and one company fought with 

those who were outside the city and the other with those who were inside. 

And when those who were inside saw that they were already captured, they 

demanded a pledge for their lives. And the franks said, ‘We will give no 

pledge, until after salah ad-din hath given to us all the Frankish prisoners 

who are with him, and restoreth to us all the cities which he hath taken 

from us’. And when they sent [this answer] to salah ad-din he said, ‘I will 

give three thousand prisoners only in return for the Arabs who are in 'akko, 

and if they leave me 'akko, I will give them city for city. And if not, let 

them take it by the sword, if they are able to do so, just as I have taken it, 

and so on with the other cities.’ 

And when the franks heard this they restrained themselves no longer, 

but they scaled the walls by means of ladders, and went down into the city. 

And after they had shed much blood, they gathered together those who 

remained in one quarter [of the city]. And the ARABS said unto the franks, 

‘Do not slay us until we can send to salah ad-din that we may redeem 

ourselves with gold and with as many Frankish prisoners as ye demand’. 

And the franks agreed, saying, ‘If fourteen days from now, that is to say 

at the new moon, salah ad-din will give us two hundred thousand gold 

dinars, and one hundred prisoners of those [388] whom we write down by 

their name as Counts, and Knights, &c., and one thousand five hundred 

prisoners whose names we do not know, we will set you free’. 

And when the arabs of 'akko had sent to wathd lah ad-din and in- 
• • 

formed him about the matter, he gathered together his nobles and took 

counsel with them. And with one mouth (i.e. voice) they said, ‘These 

arabs are our brethren, and how can we be careless about them?’ And 

salah ad-din undertook to give [what was demanded]. And straightway 

he sent to the various districts and collected the Frankish prisoners. And 
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concerning the gold he said, ‘Every ten days we will give one-third5. And 

when ten days had passed he sent to the franks and said unto them, ‘Bring 

out now all the Arabs who are with you, and we will give you one-third of 

the gold, and hostages for the other two-thirds, or else ye shall give us 

hostages for the third part of the gold which ye receive’. And the franks 

said, ‘Our word alone must be sufficient for you, and our pledge which we 

give in place of hostages’. And the heart of salah ad-din became hard, 

and he would not accept their terms. 

Then the franks were wroth, and they tied all the Arabs with cords, and 

they took them outside the city upon the hill-side, and they piled up in 

heaps round about them many pieces of wood, and heaps of old cordage, 

and staves of wine cases which are called fthali (i.e. futali = futailles), like 

a wall. And they drew their swords and went and destroyed them all whilst 

an Arab watchman was standing by and looking on. And the number of 

the Arabs which were killed on the walls of 'akko, and inside it, and outside 

on the hill amounted to one thousand eight hundred souls. These things 

took place in the seventh month of the Arabs, in the year five hundred and 

eighty-seven of the Arabs (a.d. 1191), that is to say in the year fifteen hun¬ 

dred and two of the Greeks (a.d. 1191), in the month of ’ab (august). And 

we have described a little fully the record of this capture because it is very 

famous among the Arabs, and they have written whole volumes about the 

tribulation which the Arabs suffered at this time from the franks. And 

when the franks took 'akko they left in it a force sufficient to guard 

it, and architects who built up its walls [again], and then they removed 

themselves to ’arsuph. And salah ad-d!n marched away with them, 

and they were fighting each other all day long as they travelled on the 

road. [389] 
And one day when the Arabs attacked certain baggage of the franks, the 

king of England was wroth, and he pursued the Arabs with a strong force. 

And the Arabs scattered themselves and the greater number of them fled, 

and there remained with salah ad-din only seventeen men of the chosen 

Arabs, and the trumpeters, and the standard bearers. And if it had not 

been that the franks were afraid lest this flight was an ambush, and kept 

themselves at a distance (or, held themselves in check), they could have 

captured salah ad-din and the pillar of the Arabs would have fallen. And 

in those days salah ad-din sent architects and certain horsemen to go and 

empty the fortress of baghras of provisions and to destroy it. And when 

they had gone and had destroyed a little of it, they heard that lion, the 

governor of cilicia, was ready to capture them, and they left and fled. And 

the men of antioch heard of their flight, and they came to baghras, and 

they found in the [Citadel] twelve thousand measures (makuke) of wheat. 

And they carried them to antioch, and they were a great comfort to them, 

for at that time the famine in that place was very severe. And after some 
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days lion came, and he gained the mastery over the franks and took 

baghras from them. 

And salah ad-din sent and laid waste ascalon, and he emptied it of 

inhabitants, because the franks had already built joppa and were dwelling 

there. Now it lieth between Jerusalem and ascalon. ‘Therefore’, said the 

arabs, ‘we are unable to protect it.’ And salah ad-d!n went to Jerusalem, 

and he explored it and strengthened it with men, &c. And in those days 

there came to him muTzz ad-din, the lord of melitene, making complaints 

against his father Sultan kelej ’arslan, and against his brethren, to the 

effect that they wished to take from him melitene. And salah ad-din 

received him with honour, and gave him a daughter of malik 'adil, his 

brother, to wife; and he sent him to melitene, and encouraged him not to 

be afraid any more of his brother or his father. 

And the king of England sent an ambassador to salah ad-din and he 

said unto him, ‘Behold, the sons of our side and of your side have been 

diminished by the war; how long is it to be thus ? For, behold, our swords 

and your swords are drunk with blood. Give back then the countries which 

thou hast taken from us, especially Jerusalem, which is the house of our 

worship, and for the sake of which we have come forth, and let us leave 

and go [390] to our own countries, and let it have repose from us.’ And 

salah ad-din replied, ‘These countries did not belong to you in former 

times, but to the Greeks. And the arabs gained possession of them from 

the Greeks at the beginning of their going forth. And when the arabs be¬ 

came somewhat weak ye took them from them, and now we have taken 

back our countries from you. And as concerning Jerusalem, which you 

say is the “house of our worship’’, it is also the house of our worship, and 

we magnify it and honour it far more than you do, according to what God 

hath commanded us in His Kur’an.’ 

And the king of England again sent to salah ad-din and said, ‘I wish 

thy brother malik ' adil to become a kinsman of mine through my sister, for, 

behold, she hath come with me to worship in Jerusalem. Now, therefore, 

if thou wilt give up the cities on the sea-coast to thy brother, so that he may 

have command only over the Citadels and the cities, and all the villages may 

be the property of the poor and the Hospitallers, this kinship will come 

into being. And I on my part will give to my sister all the towns on the 

sea-coast which are in the hands of the franks, and the habitation of my 

sister shall be in Jerusalem.’ Now salah ad-din to this also would not 

agree, but his brother 'adil burned with desire (or, lust), and he sent nobles 

and elders to his brother salah ad-din [to urge him] to agree. And as he 

was very obstinate those wise advisers said unto him, ‘We know that this 

can never be, neither is the woman herself, the daughter of a great king, 

wishful to belong to an ARAB. And her brother also knoweth this well. And 

it is possible that he in his craftiness hath sent and said these things as a 
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kind of joke on the part of one who is accustomed to make [people] happy. 

Therefore do not make thy brother to suffer.’ And thus salah ad-din was 

cajoled, and he sent an ambassador of agreement (or, consent) to the king 

[of England]. And having detained the ambassador with him for three 

days, on the third day he sent unto salah ad-din, saying, ‘Behold, during 

these [last] three days, both by night and by day, I have been coaxing my 

sister, and she will not be coaxed, and she saith, “If 'adil will become 

a sincere Christian [the marriage] shall take place, and if he will not, 

it shall not” ’. And thus the ambassador of salah ad-din returned, being 

ashamed. 

And in these days taki ad-din 'omar, the son of the brother of salah 

ad-din, died on the khalat road, when he was on the way to fight against 

it, and they took him back and buried him in maiperkat. This man was a 

violent hater of the Christians, [391] and without mercy he shed the blood 

of the oppressed Armenian peasants in the country of jabal jur. Now he 

had with him his son malik mansur, who had made himself strong in 

maiperkat. And he sent to salah ad-din, and told him that if he did not 

leave in his hands the countries of his father taki ad-din he would ally 

himself to bukhtamar, the lord of khalat. And because of this salah ad- 

din ceased to trouble him for the moment, and after a little while he gave 

the countries of his father to cadil, and to malik mansur he gave edessa, 

and hArran and samosata. 

And whilst the two bodies of the franks and the Arabs were marching 

on towards ascalon, one day when they had camped, the Arabs made an 

ambush for those franks who used to go forth from the camp to gather 

firewood. And when the franks saw the ambushed force which had become 

visible, every man mounted his horse and rode straight into the ambush of 

the Arabs. And they killed three nobles of the officers of salah ad-din, and 

only two horsemen of the rank and file of the franks were captured. And 

the [king of] England sent a messenger to 'adil, and abused him because 

of the ambush. And he said unto him also, ‘I wish to see thee and to talk 

with thee’. And the franks pitched a large tent outside their camp, and 

f adil went to the king of England, and he sat there [with him] the whole 

day, and towards evening they separated. And the king of England said 

unto f adil, T wish to sit also with the Sultan thy brother in this way in this 

tent, and I want to see him and to talk to him’. And when fadil told [this 

to] salah ad-din, he was unwilling [to go] for two [reasons]; firstly, because 

he was afraid, and secondly, because he could not bring himself to go to 

him. Therefore he replied, ‘It is not seemly for kings to meet each other 

except after the establishment (or, confirmation) of peace; and behold, up 

to the present peace hath not been established. And even if we contem¬ 

plate the confirmation thereof, I do not understand his language, and he 

doth not understand mine, and there must be necessarily an interpreter 
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between us. Therefore, let the ambassador serve as an interpreter, and 
there is no need for [us] to meet.’ 

And when the winter had come the king of England went to 'akko. 
And salah ad-din went to Jerusalem, and sent twenty-four thousand gold 
dinars [to the king], and with them he freed the Arab prisoners from the 
hands of the franks. 

And when the year five hundred and eighty-eight of the Arabs [a.d. i 192] 
began, [392] the franks went to ascalon, and they began to repair the 
building thereof. Then markis, the governor of tyre—(now inasmuch as 
dissension had fallen (i.e. risen) between him and the king of England 
because [the king had said] that it was not right for him to rule over tyre 
independently, and he wished to take tyre from him)—promised salah 
ad-din that he would side with the Arabs, and that he would embrace the 
fight with the sons of his race. And whilst his ambassador was [engaged] 
on this business with salah ad-din, two ishmaelites in the garb of monks 
leaped upon markis as he was riding along, and one of them stabbed 
him with a knife, and his companion fled to a church which was in that 
neighbourhood. Now they brought markis, who had been stabbed, to that 
church likewise. And when the Ishmaelitish monk, the companion of him 
that had stabbed [him], saw that he could still speak, he also leaped upon 
him in the church and repeated the blow, and markis died forthwith. And 
when the franks captured those [two] ishmaelites, and put them to the tor¬ 
ture, they said that the king of England had sent them. And because of 
the hatred which [existed] among them, the franks believed the words of 
those murderers. But later on it was revealed that it was sinan, the chief 
of the ishmaelites, who had sent them. 

Then the king of England gave tyre to Count hanr! (henri, Comte de 
champagne), and he took the wife of markis to wife, and went into her 
when she was with child, an illegal act. 

And the franks waxed strong and went and encamped at darum, and 
they took it by fighting from the Arabs, and they killed every one who was 
therein. And at [that] time the franks seized a large caravan of the Arabs 
which was coming from Egypt and bringing gold to salah ad-din. And 
salah ad-din heard that the franks were making ready to come with a 
great army against Jerusalem, and he sent and collected his armies and 
made ready for war, and he strengthened the walls of Jerusalem. And when 
the franks were ready to advance on Jerusalem the king of England w ould 
not permit them [to do so], ‘For’, he said, [393] ‘that region of Jerusalem is 
a region of thirst. And behold, the Arabs have destroyed all the waters that 
are round about it, and the river is more than a parasang distant. Do not 
imagine that Jerusalem is like' akko. Believe ye [me] had it not been for the 
sea we should not have been able to sit down by 'akko for a couple of days.’ 
And they all listened to his counsel, and they marched on against gaza. 
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Now although salah ad-din was glad that they had removed their gaze 

from Jerusalem, he was afraid for Egypt. And then the king of England 

sent an ambassador to salah ad-din and said to him, ‘Do not imagine that 

I have gone away to a distance through fear or weakness. For the ram of 

the sheep doth not draw backwards except for the purpose of smiting the 

head. Therefore if thou wilt make peace concerning what we have asked, 

it will be good for thee. Behold, I have informed thee.’ And after many 

embassies there was peace. The countries that were in the possession of 

the franks were to continue to be so, that is to say, joppa and its suburbs, 

and caesarea, and ’arsuph, and Haifa, and 'akko, and antioch, and 

Tripoli, and the remainder of the towns were to [belong to] the Arabs, and 

ascalon was to remain a ruin. And salah ad-din gave to the franks as 

much gold as they needed for the building of ascalon. And the road was 

opened and many of the franks came and worshipped in Jerusalem, and 

salah ad-din honoured them all and gave [them] gifts and animals to ride. 

And it is said that the king of England sent and said unto salah ad-din, 

‘Thou shalt not permit to enter Jerusalem any one of the franks who hath 

not my mark (or, sign)’. And salah ad-din gathered together his wise men, 

and he asked them, ‘What is the object of the king in this matter?’ And 

when they had pondered [about it] they replied to him, saying, ‘The great 

reason for the coming out of the franks is nothing but [their wish to] 

worship at Jerusalem. And when they have effected this and have returned 

to their country, they will never wish to go forth again. And for this reason 

the king restraineth them [now], so that when on another occasion the king 

wishes to go forth they will go out with him readily and willingly.’ And 

when salah ad-din understood this he sent and said unto the king, ‘These 

men are aliens, and after peace [is established] I shall not be able to punish 

them; if thou thyself wouldst restrain them, thou hast the power’. 

Now when the franks had taken 'akko they made prisoners two of the 

nobles of the Arabs, [394] the one was bar mashtub, and the other was 

karakush the eunuch. This [latter] was a rhomaya (greek) by race, and 

salah ad-din had sent him to Africa; and he captured many cities there, 

and came back to Egypt. And he built the wall which is there, and it is 

called by his name to the present day. And he was also captain of the host 

of the Arabs who were in 'akko. And when the franks fixed his ransom at 

eight thousand dinars he said, ‘For how much can bar mashtub ransom 

himself?’ And the franks said, ‘For thirty thousand dinars'. And kara¬ 

kush said, ‘I will give a like sum. For bar mashtub shall not give thirty 

and I eight.’ And the franks laughed and took from him thirty thousand 

dinars also. There are other stories of him which were like unto this. And 

one of the poets composed a whole book on karakush, and after his death 

he published it. 

And after the peace salah ad-din went to berut, and bohaimond, 
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prince of antioch, came to him, and salah ad-din paid him very great 

honour, and he arrayed him and the fourteen nobles who were with him in 

royal apparel. And he gave him one-half of the revenue of the country of 

antioch, which the Arabs took. And salah ad-din marvelled at the Prince, 

and how without fear and with confidence he had come to him. And he 

honoured him greatly for this. And he dismissed him with peace. And 

from there salah ad-din went to Damascus. And the king of England set 

up Count hanri, his sister’s son, in fakko. And he embarked on the sea to 

go to his country. And it is said that he died before he arrived. 

And in [that] year, which is the year fifteen hundred and three of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1192), at the end of the month of ’ab (august), Sultan kelej 

’arslan died in the city of iconium. This man was terrifying, and frighten¬ 

ing, and wise, and had taken a very large number of the countries of 

the Greeks. But, when he grew old, he divided his lands among his sons, 

and he remained among them as a man poor and miserable. And which¬ 

ever of his sons he went to he was uncomfortable with him, and then he 

would fly to another son. And when he went to ghayath ad-din kai kesru, 

the lord of the city of beroghlu, he received him [395] with honour, and 

he treated him well and made him to rest himself. And he collected his 

troops, and his aged father was with him, and he went and encamped 

against iconium, and he took it from kutab ad-din, his brother. And he 

also went and encamped at ’aksara, and there Sultan kelej ’arslan fell 

sick, and when they brought to him kai kesru, his son, at iconium, he died 

and was buried there. And ghayath ad-d!n kai kesru reigned over iconium 

until rukn ad-din his brother took it from him, as we will show by the 

power of God. Then kelej ’arslan reigned thirty-eight years. He was the 

son of mas'ud, the son of kelej ’arslan, the son of sulaiman, the son of 

katlamish, the son of yabghu, the son of saljuk, the son of tukak. And 

he left twelve sons [who became] kings. 

And at [this] time an acute fever attacked salah ad-din, and he died in 

Damascus, on the fourth day [of the week], on the twenty-seventh day of the 

second month of the year five hundred and eighty-nine of the ARABS,1 and 

he left seventeen sons and a little daughter. And when he was dead there 

was nothing found in his treasury except one dinar and thirty-six zilze, for 

he was very free-handed, and in this manner he flourished. It is said that 

when he became master of Damascus he had every dinar and zuzd which 

were found in the treasury brought out, a very large amount of money, 

and he heaped it up before him. And he said unto a certain man whose 

1 Bedjan’s note reads: ‘salah ad-din was fifty-seven years old when he died on the fourth 

day of the month ’adhar in the year of our Lord 1193. It is said that when he came to die 

he commanded a certain Amir to hang his winding sheet on the top of a reed and to carry 
it round through the bazars of the city and to say, “King salah ad-din hath departed from 

this world, and of all his possessions he hath not taken with him anything except this piece 
of his winding sheet’ 
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name was bar mukadam, ‘Divide this among the nobles, and the horsemen, 

and their slaves, a handful to each man’. And when he began to take it in 

very small quantities, salah ad-din scolded him, and said, ‘Fill your fist’. 

And bar mukadam began to laugh, and salah ad-din asked him what was 

the cause of his laughter. And bar mukadam said, ‘I know (i.e. I remember) 

the day when nur ad-din was sitting where thou art seated, and they 

brought before him a basket of grapes, and the grapes were large. And he 

said to me, “Divide these by the handful among the nobles”. And when I 

began to fill my fist, he said unto me, “Gently. If thou distributest them 

in this manner, grapes cannot come to them all.” ’ And salah ad-din 

laughed and said, ‘Avarice belongeth to merchants and not to kings. Do 

not therefore [396] distribute them with thy one hand, but with both.’ And 

one of those who were present said that there were one hundred and fifty- 

eight dinars in the handful that was given to him. 

And it is also said that when salah ad-din was encamped before 'akko, 

one day when he was riding along with the Kadi of the camp by his side, 

a certain jew cried out and said, ‘I appeal to the Law of the arabs for help’. 

And the slaves asked him, ‘Who is thine adversary, and who hath wronged 

thee?’ And the jew replied, ‘The Sultan is my adversary, and his slaves 

have wronged me’. And when salah ad-din heard this he was not angry, 

but he got off his horse immediately, and the Kadi also dismounted. And 

they brought the jew, and salah ad-din set him by his side. And the jew 

said, ‘I am a jew and a merchant of Damascus, I was coming by sea from 

Alexandria, and I had with me twenty loads of sugar. And when I came 

to the port of 'akko thy servants plundered me, and they said unto me, 

“Thou art an infidel, and thy goods belong rightly to the Sultan”.’ And 

salah ad-din commanded, and those who had taken the sugar came, and 

when they admitted that they had deposited it in the Treasury, he com¬ 

manded the officials and they gave to the jew the price of the sugar. 

And on another day when he was seated with the nobles round about 

him, the little slave children began to play with each other. And when 

one of them threw a sandal at the other, the sandal fell by the side of the 

knee of salah ad-din. And he turned his face away in another direction, 

and began to talk with the man who was sitting next to him, and he pre¬ 

tended that he had not seen what had been done. 

And on another day he was thirsty and asked for water. And the slaves 

said one to another, ‘Bring water’. And they paid no heed and did not bring 

[the water]. And again he asked, doing so even five times. And when they 

brought it he took [it] and drank without being angry in the smallest degree. 

And on another day when he rose up from his sickness, and went to the 

bath, he asked for some cold water. And when they brought it he sprinkled 

a little of the water over his body, and as he was shivering—now he was 

grievously sick—he did not want to drink. And he waited for a time and his 
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thirst increased, and he was in pain and asked for water. And when the 

man who was waiting upon him drew nigh, because of his fear (i.e. nervous¬ 

ness) his hands lost their grip on the vessel, and it fell [from them], and all 

the cold water was spilled over the Sultan’s body. [397] And he shivered 

violently, but beyond saying to the slave, ‘If thy object is to kill me, let me 

know’, salah ad-din made no further remark. 

And after salah ad-din was dead, bukhtamar, the governor of khalat, 

heard [of it] and rejoiced greatly. And he began to collect his troops and 

to set out for maiperkat. Then a certain man whose name was hazardinari, 

who also was a slave of shaharman, rose up and killed him, and he reigned 

in his stead. And because he was the son-in-law of bukhtamar, he did not 

kill the little son which he had, now his name was ‘mahammad’, but he 

brought him up as if he had been his own child. And in the year also there 

died sinan, the chief of the ishmaelites in masryAth, and there rose up in 

his place a certain man, a Persian, whose name was ‘nasir’. Now sinan 

was held in fear by all the kings of the Arabs and franks. And he forged 

knives (or, daggers), and on each one of them was [engraved] the name of 

one of the kings. And when he gave a knife to one of his own men, even 

though it were in the heart of the sea, he would go and fulfil his will. He 

was well instructed in the wisdom of the foreigners and transmigration of 

souls, and he taught the doctrine of plato to the men of his own party. 

And therefore they held death in contempt, and [believed] that they did 

not go forth from the world even though they were killed. And he hid 

himself many times, and the report went forth that he was dead, but he 

very soon reappeared. This was so often the case that when he was dead 

his slaves did not believe it. 

And in [this] year, which is the year fifteen hundred and four of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1193), lion, the governor of cilicia, formed a plot and seized 

prayns bohaimond, the lord of antioch. Now baghras being with LION, 

even as we have said above, the Arabs having left it and fled, he took it. 

He taught the Armenian governor of baghras to conspire in secret with 

the Prince, and that he wished to rebel against lion his lord, and surrender 

the Citadel to prayns, and go in and dwell in antioch. And when the 

governor sent [these proposals] to prayns and promised to surrender to 

him baghras, prayns believed him. And he went forth like one who is 

chased, and his son and his wife were with him. And when they came and 

encamped by the well which is before baghras, the governor sent down to 

them [398] food and wine. And he said unto them, ‘By daytime it is im¬ 

possible for you to go up to the Citadel, but when it becometh dark ye shall 

come and ye shall find the gates open, and ye shall go in secretly. And do 

not bring any horsemen with you that the watchmen may not perceive it, 

and the secret be discovered, but let horsemen remain hidden in your 
neighbourhood.’ 
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And prayns believed this, marched from the well and pretended that 

he was going to antioch. And when it was evening, he and his wife, and 

his son, and the little boys who waited upon them, went back, and they 

drew nigh unto the gate and found it open, and they went in with gladness. 

And the governor said unto them, ‘Lie ye down to sleep and rest until day¬ 

break, that we may make an arrangement and also bring in some of the 

horsemen, a few at a time, and we will seize the watchmen.’ And when they 

had lain down, the governor sent to lion, who was in hiding there, having 

come with a large number of Armenians, and he came into baghras and 

seized prayns and loaded him with fetters, and he placed iron bonds on 

his wife and son. And he tortured him very severely in return for the tor¬ 

tures which prayns himself had made rupin, the brother of lion, to 

suffer. And prayns remained a prisoner with lion until hanri, the 

brother of the sister of the king of England, came and with entreaties and 

covenants freed him. And lion became very powerful after the death of 

kelej ’arslan, and he took seventy-two Citadels, some from the turkaye 

and some from the Greeks. And in all his wars he appeared as the 

conqueror. 

Now when 'izz al-din mas'ud, the lord of mawsil, heard that salah ad¬ 

din was dead, he longed ardently to restore to himself the kingdom of 

Syria. And he sent to 'emad ad-din, his brother, the lord of sinjar and 

nisibis, and to senjar shah, his brother’s son, the lord of the city of jazartA, 

and to mutafar ad-din, the son of zayn ad-din, the lord of ’arbil, and he 

urged them to be ready to go together and transfer the cities from members 

of the house of salah ad-din. Then ’afdal, the eldest son of salah ad-din, 

who reigned in Damascus in the place of his brothers, also sent to his uncle 

'adil, who was then in Damascus, and he brought him by force to him, so 

that he might stand at the head of the troops, and meet in war the members 

of the house of the ’atabag. And he sent to [399] malik fAZiz, his brother 

who reigned in Egypt, and to malik tahir, another brother who reigned in 

aleppo, and to nasir ad-din, the brother of tak! ad-din, the son of his 

uncle who reigned in hamath, and to malik mujahid, the son of nasir ad¬ 

din, the son of his father’s uncle who reigned in emesa, and he collected 

troops from all of them, and sent [them] with his uncle cadil. And fADiL 

came and encamped in the meadow of RiHAN, which is in the country of 

edessa. And when Tzz ad-din, the lord of mawsil, heard this, he also col¬ 

lected his partisans and came to nisibis. And there he fell sick of dysentery, 

and he came back to mawsil and after a little he died. Now he was a man 

of good disposition, and very compassionate and modest. No man ever saw 

him speaking immoderately, and his eyes were always directed before him. 

And to no man who made a request to him did he reply ‘No’. 

And after him rose up his son nur ad-din ’arslan shah, and he became 

the administrator of mujahid ad-din kaimaz. And in the year five hundred 
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and ninety of the Arabs (a.d. 1193) 'ala ad-din takish khawarazm shah 
went forth to the country of khorasan, and Sultan tughrel met him in 

battle by the side of the city of rai (rhages), and tughrel was killed, and 

his head was sent to Baghdad and hung up on the top of a reed, and was 

fixed in the gate of the palace of the Khalifah. 

And khawarazm shah reigned over hamadan and over the rest of the 

countries. And he appointed as a deputy kuthlugh ’inanag (’inaigh ?), the 

son of pahlwan, who had formerly been governor of hamAdan. And he 

sent and brought khawarazm shah, because Sultan tughrel had escaped 

from his prison, and had prevailed over him, and taken countries from him. 

With this tughrel the kingdom of the saljuks came to an end in khorasan, 
and there remained this which we have in beth rhomaye. Now tughrel 
was the son of ’arslan, the son of tughrel, the son of mahmud, the son of 

mahamad, the son of malikshah, the son of ’alb ’arslan, the son of dawud, 
that is jaghri bag, the son of mika’il, the son of saljuk, the son of dukak. 

And in the year malik 'aziz, the lord of Egypt, came against Damascus 
to take it [400] from his elder brother ’afdal, and malik 'adil, their uncle, 
went and made peace between them and [arranged] that Jerusalem should 
belong to 'aziz, and gabala and laodicea to malik tahir, the lord of 
aleppo, and to 'adil certain villages in Egypt. And they were at peace, and 

each went to his own country. 

And in the year five hundred and ninety-one of the ARABS (a.d. 1194) the 
Khalifah nasir sent an army with saif ad-d!n tughrel, one of his nobles, to 

’Isfahan, and the citizens surrendered it to him because they hated the 

Khawarazmian tyrants who had ruled over them. And in this year also 

malik 'aziz, the lord of Egypt, made ready to come and take it (i.e. Damas¬ 
cus) from malik ’afdal, his brother. And when ’afdal, his brother, heard 

[of it] he went in person to kal'ah ja'bar, to 'adil his uncle, and to tahir 
his brother, and he summoned them to his aid, and they came with him 

to Damascus. And malik 'aziz also came and encamped in the neighbour¬ 

hood of Damascus. Then the old slaves of salah ad-din acted treacherously 

against malik 'aziz, and they sent to 'adil and 'afdal and said unto them, 

‘Go forth to us, and we will deliver this man into your hands’. And when 

'aziz knew of the treachery he straightway and quickly returned to Egypt. 
Then 'adil and ’afdal pursued him and they went into Egypt, and en¬ 

camped against bulbais, and since they were able to take Egypt 'adil 
restrained ’afdal and made peace, and ’afdal went back to Damascus and 

JERUSALEM became his. And 'adil invaded Egypt, and he became the 
administrator of malik 'aziz. 

And in the year five hundred and ninety-two of the Arabs (a.d. 1195), 

malik 'adil, with malik 'aziz, sallied out from Egypt, and came and en¬ 

camped against Damascus, so that they might take it from malik ’afdal. 
Then afdal prepared for battle on the walls, and he divided the gates and 
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the towers among his nobles. Then a certain man whose name was Tzz 

ad-din, a native of emesa, who guarded the gate which was called the 

‘Eastern’, deceived ’afdal and brought 'adil into Damascus; and he went 

and encamped in the quarter of ’asad ad-din shirkuh, his uncle, and malik 

'aziz also went in. And they took the city from malik ’afdal, and gave 

him the Citadel of sarkhad, and he departed and went thereto, and malik 

'aziz [401] went to Egypt, and 'adil remained in Damascus, as it were on 

the part of malik 'aziz; but he possessed the command generally and 

entirely, which malik 'aziz possessed in name only, malik tahir, the lord 

of aleppo, sent many times to malik ’afdal, and said unto him, ‘Trust not 

'adil, for no good will come to us from him, for I know him better than 

thou dost. For although he is the uncle of all of us, I am his daughter’s 

husband. And if I knew that he had any solicitude for us it would be far 

more proper for me to have friendly intercourse with him than you.’ And 

afdal replied, ‘Thy opinion is not a true one. This man is in the place of 

our father, and how could he afflict us?’ 

And in the year five hundred and ninety-three of the Arabs (a.d. 1196) 

'adil quarrelled again with the franks, under the pretence that the peace 

had been dissolved by the death of [the king] of England, and that of 

salah ad-din. And he went and encamped against joppa and took it by 

fighting. Then the franks of the sea-coast sent to those who were in the 

interior and said, ‘If ye do not come and join us speedily the Arabs will 

become masters of all the sea-coast’. Then the franks who were in the 

interior sent a large number of troops, and appointed as their chief a certain 

man of the sons of the Church who was called ‘Chancellor’ (shanselir), 

and they went forth and encamped against tabnin and made strenuous 

war upon it. And when they were on the point of taking it a report reached 

them that hanri, Count of 'akko, had fallen down from a height and was 

dead. And although no king remained to them they refrained from fighting 

(or, stopped the war). And they sent and brought the lord of Cyprus and 

gave him hanri’s wife. And when 'adil heard [of this] he sent to him and 

made peace with him on the condition that berut should belong to 

the franks and tabnin to the arabs. And the franks left tabnin and 

departed. 

And in the year malik shah, the son of khawarazm shah takish, died 

in the country of nisabhor, and there rose up after him kutab ad-din 

mahamad, although according to the Will of their father the sovereignty 

belonged to his brother hendokhan and not to him. And at [that] time 

also died saif ad-din al-eslam tughtakin, the son of ’ayub, the brother of 

salah ad-din, who ruled over the land of taimna, and his son esma'il 

(ishmael) rose up in his place. And because of his incapacity [402] for 

ruling, his nobles rose up against him and killed him. 

And in the year five hundred and ninety-four of the arabs (a.d. 1198).. 
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’emad ad-din, the son of zangi, the son of mawdud, the son of zangi, the 

son of aksenkur, the lord of sinjar, and nisibis, and habura, and caloni- 

cus, died, and his son kutab ad-din mahamad reigned, and mujahid ad¬ 

din, the son of yaksh, a slave of his father, became his administrator. And 

in the year nur ad-din ’arslan shah, the lord of mawsil, went and en¬ 

camped against nisibis, and he took it from kutab ad-dIn mahamad, the 

son of his uncle, because kutab ad-dIn had reached out his hand over 

certain villages of the country of the region of the two rivers, and in the 

frontier of mawsil. And having sent an ambassador to [make] him restore 

them, and he having refused to do so, nur ad-din collected an army and 

went against nisibis. And kutab ad-din came also, and he was broken and 

came to harran. And he sent to 'Adil and asked for help from him. And 

nur ad-din having entered nisibis—now he lived there for some days— 

sickness fell upon his troops, and six of the famous nobles of mawsil died, 

among them being mujahid ad-din kaimaz, his administrator. Because of 

this nur ad-din left nisibis and came to mawsil, and kutab ad-din, its 

lord, surrendered it again. 

And in the year khawarazm shah went to the city of Bukhara, and he 

took it from the people of kata, that is to say, the Chinese. And because 

the arabs of Bukhara were on very friendly terms with the Chinese, who 

even, though they were not of their Faith, were nevertheless wise and just, 

they fought most strenuously on the walls. And at length they took a dog 

and dressed him to resemble khawarazm shah, and they threw him to the 

khawarazmians and said, ‘This is your king’. And when khawarazm shah 

took the city with the sword, he did not remember against them their folly 

(or, offence), but he gave them gold and made them to take oaths of fealty 

to him. 
And in the year malik 'adil came and encamped against mardin, and 

he fought against it strenuously. Now the lord thereof was a little boy, 

husam ad-din, and his administrator was netam ad-din, the son of yaksh. 

And those inside acted treacherously and surrendered the city to 'adil, 

and the troops entered and looted it, and they committed most horrible 

[403] atrocities, and they remained therein fighting against the Citadel 

thereof. 

And in the year five hundred and ninety-five of the Arabs (a.d. 1198), 

malik f aziz, the son of salah ad-din, the lord of Egypt, died. Now he was 

in the desert, and when he saw a wolf pursuing him he fell from his horse. 

And a fever attacked him, and he returned to Cairo and died there. And 

he left a young son whose name was malik mansur. Then dissension fell 

upon the nobles, for some of them wished to set up the boy in the place of 

his father, and some of them 'adil, and some of them ’afdal. And the 

party who wished for ’afdal were powerful, and they sent and brought 

malik mansur from sarkhad and he reigned. Then those who wanted 
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’afdal fled, and they went and took Jerusalem. And ’afdal took an army 

of Egyptians and set out to come to Damascus, and the damascenes sent 

and informed malik 'adil whilst he was fighting against mardin. Nov/ he 

left his son malik kamil mahamad over the Citadel of mardin, and he went 

hurriedly to Damascus. And ’afdal came also and encamped against it, 

and his troops were divided against him. And he left and went again to 

Egypt. And his coming was in vain. 

Now kamil, the son of'adil, having brought into great tribulation those 

who were in the Citadel of mardin through a scarcity of food and the sick¬ 

ness which had fallen upon them, netam ad-din, the administrator of the 

boy husam ad-din, was nearly [surrendering the fortress]. And nur ad-din, 

the lord of mawsil, and the sons of his uncles, the lord of sinjar, and the 

lord of jazarta, as soon as they heard of [this] were greatly perturbed. And 

they said unto each other, ‘If the members of the House of 'adil become 

masters of mardin, they will deprive us of all our territories’. Therefore 

they came to an agreement promptly, and they all went to dunaiser. And 

kamil came down to the plain, and there the descendants of the ’atabag 

met him in battle and broke him. And kamil and those who were with him 

fled to mardin. And when they had gone up [into the town], they found 

that those who were in the Citadel had gone down and plundered their 

tents. And in the night kamil took his troops and went to harran, and 

from harran he went to Damascus, to his father. It is said that if those of 

the House of kamil had not gone down from the mountain to the plain, 

never [404] would those of the House of the ’atabag been able to compel 

them to move from mardin ; and they took the Citadel also. But God, 

glory [be] to His goodness, doeth what He wisheth. 

And in the year five hundred and ninety-six of the Arabs (a.d. 1199) 

malik 'adil collected his troops and went to the land of Egypt, ’afdal 

heard [of it], and he also collected his troops, and set out and met his uncle 

in battle; and he was broken, and fled by night and went into Cairo. And 

'adil came and encamped against Cairo, and wanted to begin a war against 

it. Then the nobles advised malik ’afdal to send and sue for peace, because 

he had not the strength of 'adil. And ’afdal sent to 'adil concerning 

peace, and he asked that Damascus might be given to him instead of Egypt, 

but malik 'adil was unwilling. And again he asked for edessa and harrAn, 

and this also was not conceded. And he asked for maiperkat, and hani, 

and jabal jur, and 'adil agreed. And they swore oaths to each other, and 

’afdal set out and went to sarkhad, and he sent his men, [saying] that 

maiperkat must be surrendered. Now the son of 'adil, that is to say, najm 

ad-din ’ayub, objected, and he would not surrender it. And ’afdal sent to 

'adil concerning this state of affairs, and he made an excuse, saying, ‘His 

son had rebelled against his command and would not hearken to him’. And 

when ’afdal knew what had been done between him and his son, he him- 
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self joined him, and did not again send a messenger to him concerning the 

matter. 

And in the year died khAwArazm shah tAkIsh, the son of ’alb arslAn, 

the lord of khawArazm, and of a portion of khorAsAn, and rai and the 

rest of the mountainous countries, and there rose up in his place the son 

of kutb ad-din mAhamAd, who was also called by his father’s name 'alA 

ad-din. And in the year died kAdi fAdil, an Egyptian lawyer, pre¬ 

eminent in his time in Egypt. 

And in the year five hundred and ninety-seven of the ARABS (a.d. 1200) 

'Adil made to cease the proclamation of the young man mAlik mansur, the 

son of mAlik 'Aziz. And it was wrong in the eyes of the nobles, and they 

wrote to mAlik ’afdAl in sarkhAd, and to his brother mAlik tAhir in 

aleppo. And they said unto them, ‘Come ye and encamp against Damascus. 

And when mAlik 'Adil goeth forth to you to war, we will take him prisoner 

and deliver him into your hands.’ Now 'Adil heard something of this 

arrangement, and he sent to his son mAlik mu'tAm sharAf ad-din [405] 

'isA, who was in Damascus, to make haste and to go and shut up ’afdAl in 

sarkhAd, his Citadel. And ’afdAl heard [of this], and he set out hurriedly 

from sarkhAd, and came to aleppo to tAhir his brother. And the two of 

them went to mabbugh, which belonged to 'Adil, and took it, and in like 

manner they took kal'Ah najm. And they turned and came and encamped 

against hamAth, and nAsir ad-din, the son of tAki ad-din, gave them 

thirty thousand Tyrian dinars, and they left him and went by the b'elbAk 

road against Damascus. And ’afdAl and tAhir made it a condition with 

each other that when they took Damascus it should remain with mAlik 

’afdAl until they went and took Egypt, and then ’afdAl should restore 

Damascus to tAhir, and that Egypt should be his. And with this object 

they made war on Damascus, and when they were very near taking it, mAlik 

tAhir became jealous of his brother mAlik ’afdAl, and he said unto him, 

‘Damascus shall be mine, and I will send my troops to thee so that thou 

mayest go and take Egypt for thyself’. And ’afdAl said unto him, ‘Dost 

thou know that my mother and my household are at the door of others 

in emesa? (For he had brought them down from sarkhAd, and he had 

given it to zayn ad-din kArAjA, a slave of his father, that he might be a help 

to him.) Therefore I ask thee to leave me Damascus, so that these women 

may take refuge therein, for it is right that thou also should concern thyself 

on their behalf, until we take Egypt.’ mAlik tAhir, however, objected and 

did not accept [this proposal]. 

And when the nobles saw the schism which existed between them, they 

left and departed, some of them to 'Adil and some went into Damascus. 

Then the two brothers agreed together and sent to mAlik 'Adil, their uncle, 

and they sued for peace. And 'Adil gave to mAlik tAhir, in addition to 

aleppo, mabbugh, and apAmia, and kaphar tAb, and some portion of the 
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country of mu'arah ; and he gave to malik ’afdal samosata, and serugh, 

and ras 'aina, and jumlin. And malik 'adil went to Damascus and those 

[others] went each to his own country. 

And at the time when tahir and ’afdal were encamped against Damascus, 

nur ad-din collected his troops, and took with him his uncle’s son kutb 

[406] ad-din mahamad, the lord of sinjar, and the lord of Egypt, and they 

went to take away beth nahr!n from the house of 'adil. And when they 

came to ras 'aina a sickness fell upon them, because it was the summer 

season. And the son of 'adil, whose name was malik faiz, was in harran, 

and he sent to nur ad-din and begged from him peace. Then nur ad-din 

because he had heard of the friendship which existed between ’afdal and 

tahir, and between 'adil their uncle, and also because of the sickness, agreed 

to the peace; and they swore oaths to him and he to them. And he left and 

went back to mawsil, and each of those who were with him returned to his 

own country. 

And in the year, when mu'iz ad-din kaisar shah was reigning in meli- 

tene, his brother rukn ad-din Sultan, the son of kelej ’arslan, attacked 

him, and he made war on the country and took it from him in the month of 

haziran (june) of the year fifteen hundred and eleven of the Greeks (a.d. 

1200). And mu'iz ad-din kaisar shah fled from before his brother to 

malik 'adil, his father-in-law; and 'adil sent and made him to dwell in 

edessa and supplied him with provisions. And from there rukn ad-din 

went to ’arzan ar-rum. And there was in it a son of malik mahamad, the 

son of saltak; now they belonged to a very old family (or, house), and had 

ruled over ’arzan ar-rum for a very long time. And when its lord went 

forth to rukn ad-din in a kindly and humble manner, he seized him and 

shut him up in prison and took his city. And he also took iconium from 

ghayath ad-din kai kesru, his brother. And ghayath ad-d!n fled to SYRIA, 

and came to malik tahir, the lord of aleppo, and he made known to him 

the matter, so that perhaps he might take him by the hand. And when he 

did not see help [coming] from him, he departed from him and hid himself. 

And he went from place to place until he arrived in Constantinople. And 

the king of the Greeks honoured him greatly, and gave him to wife the 

daughter of one of the great patricians. And he lived there until the franks 

took Constantinople, as we are about to show forth. And when the franks 

became masters of Constantinople, ghayath ad-din fled to his father-in- 

law, who was lord of one of the fortresses. And his father-in-law received 

him, and said unto him, [407] ‘This fortress will suffice for me and for thee 

until God giveth us consolation’. And he remained there with him until 

his brother died. 

And in this year there was great scarcity in Egypt, for the nile did not 

overflow according to custom. And men ate the bodies of dead animals and 

also of men. And then pestilence followed upon famine closely. And there 
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was also an earthquake and it destroyed many buildings and high walls in 

Damascus, and emesa, and hamatei, and Tripoli, and tyre, and 'akko, 

and shamrIn (samaria), and it reached beth rhomaye, but it was not 

violent in the East. 

And in the year five hundred and ninety-eight of the Arabs (a.d. 1201), 

khawarazm shah mahamad, the son of takish, went to the country of 

khorasan, and he took maru (merv) and nisabhor from ghayath ad-din, 

and from his brother shehab ad-din. For they had once belonged to him, 

and when he had gone to khawarazm, and was occupied with the death 

(i.e. funeral) of his father, ghayath ad-din had taken them. And when he 

sent he said unto him, ‘I did not expect such behaviour as this from thee, 

on the contrary, I expected there would be help for me against the Chinese. 

And because thou wouldst not help me, it is not right that thou shouldst do 

me an injury.’ And when he did not reply to him with affection, he came 

to the cities and took them with the sword. Then ghayath ad-din was con¬ 

quered by him, because he was suffering severely from the gout, and his 

brother shehab ad-din was engaged in war with the Indians. 

And in the year five hundred and ninety-nine of the ARABS (a.d. 1202), 

MALIK f ADIL ABU BAKR, the Son of ’AYUB, the lord of EGYPT and DAMASCUS, 

sent troops with his son malik ’ashraf musa against mardin, and he be¬ 

sieged it for many days, and took possession of the villages and country 

thereof. Then the lord of aleppo, malik tahir jazi, the son of salah ad¬ 

din, intervened between them, and he made peace on the condition that 

the lord of mardin should give to 'adil one hundred and fifty thousand 

white dinars, each dinar [of the value of] six zuze, and proclaim 'adil king, 

and inscribe his name on the seals (i.e. stamps) of the zuze and dinars. And 

malik tahir took twenty thousand dinars from the total sum, and also the 

town of kuradi from the country of shabaktan. And ’ashraf left and 

departed. And at the time the Turkomans wrought great destruction in 

the countries [408] by means of raiding bands of robbers, and without the 

strength (i.e. support) of horsemen and armed men people were not able 

to travel on the roads. 

And in this year 'adil took back from ’afdal, the son of his brother, 

serugh, and the city of ras 'aina, and jumlin. And also tahir, his brother, 

the lord of aleppo, took from ’afdal the fortress of najm; and there re¬ 

mained to him samosata only. And when he saw that his uncle and his 

brother had wronged him, he sent an ambassador to rukn ad-din, Sultan, 

the son of kelej ’arslan, the lord of the city of melitene, and of iconium, 

and he became subject unto him and proclaimed him, and struck zuze in 

his name, and he became as one of the Amirs of beth rhomaye. For ’afdal 

sent his mother to king 'adil, and she pleaded with him to give back the 

towns which he had taken from her son, but he would not accept her plead¬ 

ing (or, persuasion). And thus God rewarded salah ad-din, the king, after 
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his death, in the same way as he rewarded those of the House of the atabag, 

when the lord of mawsil sent his mother and his uncle’s daughter to him, 

and he would not receive their pleading. 

And in this year king 'adil drove out malik mansur, the son of king 

caziz, from EGYPT, and he made him to live in the city of edessa, with his 

brothers and sisters, for he was afraid that the Egyptians would make him 

king. 

Concerning the beginning of the Kingdom of the Mughlaye, who 
are the Tataraye (Tartars) 

Now the first country of the Tatars, before they spread abroad in these 

exterior countries, was a certain valley (sic), that is to say a great plain in 

the north-eastern [quarter] of the world, the length and width of which was 

a journey of eight months. On the east side their territory extended to the 

country of the kathaye sinaye, that is kata ; and on the west to the country 

of the ighuraye Turks; and on the north to the country which is called 

salapgay (seber, Siberia); and on the south to hendo (india). Before 

shingiz (chingiz) khan, their first king, rose up they were without a head, 

and they used to give tribute to the kathaye, that is to say sinaye (Chinese). 

They dressed themselves in the skins of dogs and wolves, [409] and they 

lived upon mice (or, rats), and other unclean beasts, and animals that had 

died, and they drank the milk of mares. And the sign of a great Amir among 

them was that when riding he had feet-cases (i.e. stirrups) made of iron, whilst 

for every one else they were made of wood. 

In the year which is the year fifteen hundred and fourteen of the Greeks 

(a.d. 1203), and the year five hundred and ninety-nine of the Arabs (a.d. 

1202), when ’unk khan, that is JOHN, king of the Christians, was reigning 

over a certain tribe of the hunaye Barbarians (i.e. huns) who were called 

krit, chingiz khan was going about continually in his service. And when 

’unk khan saw his superior intelligence, and that he progressed from day 

to day, he became jealous of him, and he wished to seize him by deceit and 

put him to death. Then two of the young men of ’unk khan, becoming 

acquainted with the treachery, informed chingiz, and straightway chingiz 

made it known to his own men, and they removed themselves by night 

from their tents and hid themselves in ambush. And at daybreak when 

’unk khan attacked the tents of the Tatars he found no one in them. And 

then the followers of chingiz leaped out upon him, and they met each 

other in battle by the side of a wall which was called balshuyah. And the 

party of chingiz triumphed, and the party of ’unk khan was broken. And 

the two parties met together in battle on many occasions, and at length the 

party of ’unk khan perished entirely, and he himself was killed, and his 

wives, and his sons, and his daughters were made captives. And chingiz 
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khan magnified those two young men, and he passed a law of freedom for 

them, so that in every capture of prisoners in which they were present, no 

portion should be taken for the king (or, kings) from them and their sons 

for ever. And they were to enter the presence of the kings without a sum¬ 

mons to do so. And however much they might offend (or, act foolishly) 

no one was to be set over them. And he promoted the other men who had 

been with him in that war, and made them nobles. And because there were 

with him men of the Mongol race, who were called ‘’awirathaye’, and they 

exhibited more skill than the others in athletic exercises, and fought more 

strenuously, chingiz khan paid them honour. And he passed a law con¬ 

cerning them that brides for the sons of kings were to be selected from 

among their daughters, [410] so that children of the seed of chingiz might 

be propagated. And also that wives from among the daughters of the sons 

of kings should be given to their sons. And this law remaineth among them 

to this day. 

And it is right to know that this king JOHN of the krith was not rejected 

for nothing, but only after he had turned aside his heart from the fear of 

Christ His Lord, who had magnified him, and had taken a wife from a 

tribe of one of the Chinese peoples which was called ‘karaketa’. He for¬ 

sook the Fear (i.e. Religion) of his fathers and worshipped strange gods, and 

therefore God took away the kingdom and gave it to one who was better 

than he; and his heart became right before God. And at that time a certain 

man of the Tatars rose up, who in the depth of winter, in all the frost and 

cold which exist in that country, went about naked, and he walked through 

the mountains and hills for many days. And he used to come and say, ‘I 

have gone forth from God, and He said unto me, I have given the whole 

earth to temursh!n (temurgin) and his sons. And I have called him by the 

name of “chingiz khan”,’ now his original name was temurkhin, and the 

Tatars call this man ‘tubuth tangr!’. 

Concerning the sons of Chingiz Khan 

chingiz khan had many sons and daughters, but those who were great 

and famous were those who were born of the Great Queen. And that Great 

Queen of chingiz, whose name was ‘yasunshin bag!’, had four sons. The 

first was tush!, the second was shaghatai (jaghatai), the third was ’awkata! , 

and the fourth was tul!. [chingiz] made tush! chief of the hunt, because 

he loved hunting more than anything else, and he honoured their hunters. 

And he made jaghatai the head of the Law, dyasa they called him—he 

ordered; he delivered the administration of the kingdom to ’awkata! ; and 

tul! the youngest he appointed governor of the troops and warriors. And 

for each one he marked out a place for his own special abode. And his 

brother whose name was [411] ’autakin tuman, together with the rest of 
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the children of his uncles and his kinsfolk, he sent to the land of the khataye 

(CATHAYANS). 

Concerning the Laws which Chingiz Khan made 

Since the Mongols had neither literature nor writing, chingiz khan 

commanded the scribes of the ighuraye (uigurs), and they taught the 

children of the Tatars their books, and they wrote the Mongol language 

with Uigur letters, just as the Egyptians [write their language] with Greek 

letters, and the Persians [write their language] with Arabic letters. And he 

commanded also and they wrote down the following laws which he made. 

I. When [the Mongols] have need to write any letter to rebels, and they 

must send an envoy, let them not threaten them with the great size of their 

army and their numbers, but let them say only, If ye will submit yourselves 

obediently ye shall find good treatment and rest, but if ye resist—as for us 

what do we know ? [But] the everlasting God knoweth what will happen to 

you. And in such behaviour as this the Mongols’ confidence in the Lord 

showeth itself. And by that they have conquered and will conquer. 

II. Let [the Mongols] magnify and pay honour to the modest, and the 

pure, and the righteous, and to the scribes, and wise men, to whatsoever 

people they may belong, and let them hate the wicked and the men of 

iniquity. And having seen very much modesty (or, chastity) and other 

habits of this kind among the Christian people, certainly the Mongols loved 

them greatly at the beginning of their kingdom, a time ago somewhat 

short. [But] their love hath turned to such intense hatred that they cannot 

even see them with their eyes approvingly, because they have all alike become 

Muslims, myriads of people and peoples. 

III. [The Mongols] shall not give to their kings and nobles many 

laudatory names (or, titles) like the other nations, especially the followers 

of islam. And to [the name of] him that sitteth upon the throne of the 

kingdom they shall only add one name, viz. ‘Khan’ or ‘Kan’. And his 

brothers and his kinsfolk shall call him by the first name given to him at 

his birth. 

IV. When [the Mongols] are unoccupied after a war with enemies, they 

shall devote themselves to the chase. And they shall teach their sons how 

to hunt wild animals, so that they may be trained in fightings with them, 

and may acquire strength, and the power to endure fatigue, and be able to 

meet their enemies as they meet the wild and savage beasts in combat, and 

may not spare [themselves]. 

V. The fighting men are to be [chosen] from men who are twenty years 

old and upwards. There shall be a captain to every ten, and a captain to 

every hundred, and a captain to every thousand, and a captain to every ten 

thousand. 
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VI. The whole nation of the Mongols [412] shall help their kings every 

year with [gifts from] their flocks and herds, and their treasures, and their 

horses, and their sheep and their milk, and even woollen apparel. 

VII. No man of any thousand, or hundred, or ten in which he hath been 

counted shall depart to another place; if he doth he shall be killed and also 

the head who received him. 

VIII. From every two ten thousands, horses shall be stationed at the 

road-side as mounts for ambassadors. 

IX. From the man who is dead and hath no heir, nothing shall be taken 

for the king, but his possessions shall be given to the man who ministered 

unto him. 

They have many other laws, but in order not to make overlong [our 

discourse], we have only mentioned a few of the whole collection. 

How the Mongols cleaved to the worship of images 

Formerly the Mongols had no literature and no Faith (or, Religion) of 

their own, but they knew one God, the Creator of the Universe, and some 

of them confessed that heaven was God, and they called it so. [And this 

they did] until they ruled over the people of the uigur Turks, and they 

found that there were among them certain men who were sorcerers and 

who were called ‘kamaye’ (i.e. Enchanters). We have heard many who 

testified concerning them, saying, ‘We heard the voice of the devils who 

held converse with them through the openings of the tents’. And the 

secret conversation with devils was not made complete until after they had 

been defiled by other men, because the greater number of them were 

women-men (sodomites?). And these men were wholly abominable, for 

when they wished to perform some act of their sorcery, every one who met 

them they seized by force that [they] might defile them. Therefore 

when the Mongols saw them, they also turned aside after them in their 

simplicity. 

Afterwards when chingiz khan heard that the sinaye, that is to say, the 

khathaye (i.e. Chinese), had images (or, idols) and priests who were lords of 

wisdom, he sent ambassadors to them, and asked them for priests, and 

promised to hold them in honour. And when the priests came, chingiz khan 

ordered them to make a debate on Religion (or, Faith) and an inquiry into it 

with the kamaye (Enchanters). And when the priests spake and read extracts 

from their Book, which they call ‘Nawm’ in their language, the Enchanters 

failed and were vanquished, and they were unable to reply because they 

were destitute of knowledge. And from this time the rank of the priests 

increased among the MONGOLS, and they were commanded [413] to fashion 

images, and to cast copies of them as [the priests] did in their own country, 

and to offer to the full sacrifices and libations according to their custom. 
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And although they honoured the priests greatly, the Mongols at the same 

time did not reject the Enchanters. And both parties remained among 

them, each to carry on its own special work, without despising or holding 

the other in contempt. It is the reverse with the peoples who have the 

Scriptures and the Books of the Prophets, for every one who is present 

soundly revileth his fellow, and judgeth him [to be] an unbeliever (or, one 

who is not of the true Faith). Now in the Book of the priests which is 

called ‘Nawm’, together with the pagan proverbs which resemble those 

which ST. Gregory theologus brings to our memory, there are also good 

laws, as for example, an admonition against oppression and the infliction 

of injuries, and we must not return evil for evil, but good, and a man must 

not kill any small creature such as a louse or a gnat. And like plato they 

confess the transmigration of souls from body to body, [saying] that the 

spirits of just men, and righteous men, and well-doers when they die 

migrate to the bodies of kings and nobles, and the souls of evil and wicked 

men into the bodies of evil-doers who are tortured, and beaten and killed, 

and also into the bodies of irrational creatures, and reptiles and birds of 

prey. And when flesh is brought unto those men to eat, they ask the bringer 

of it, ‘Didst thou slay this beast on account of us, or didst thou buy it in the 

“bazar”? ’ And if he saith, ‘On your account’, they will not taste it. 

Concerning the Cause which made the Mongols lay waste the 

countries of the Persians, and the other regions which are to 

the west of them 

Since the Mongols have no urban habitations, and have need of clothing 

and beds which are transported to them from the towns, chingiz khan 

commanded and gave the word of peace concerning the merchants who 

come to them from every region, that the guards who patrol the highways 

and are called ‘karakshaye’ (karakjiya) should do them no harm. Then 

three men of the city of Bukhara prepared garments, and bales of splendid 

cloths, and other things which they knew would be required by the Mon¬ 

gols, and they loaded them on beasts and went to the Great Camp. And 

chingiz khan commanded, [and his servants] looked at what they had with 

them, [414] and they asked them their prices. Then one of the merchants 

whose name was ahmad, for something which one could buy for ten dinars, 

demanded three talents of silver, each talent of the value of seven hundred 

zuze. When chingiz khan heard [this] he became angry and said, ‘Perhaps 

this man thinketh that we have never seen an article of this kind’. And he 

made a sign to the stewards and they brought out some cloths in which 

much gold was woven, and they showed them to those merchants. And the 

king commanded that that merchant should be put under restraint, and 

that a list of everything which was with him should be written. Then [the 
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stewards] brought his two other companions, and they looked at their mer¬ 

chandise and asked their prices. They, however, did not put forward any 

price at all, but said, ‘We have brought these wares in the name of the Khan. 

If he is kind he will give us what he knoweth [to be their value].’ And their 

words pleased the Khan, and he commanded [his stewards] to give them a 

talent of gold, that is to say seven hundred mathkale, for every piece of stuff 

in which gold was woven, and for every two rolls of amarkuba cloth (or, 

brocade) one talent of silver. And he had compassion also on the other 

man their companion, and he gave to him as to the others. And the Khan 

commanded his queens, and his sons and daughters to give gold to their 

slaves and to send them with these three merchants to bring back things 

for themselves; and they did so. And about four hundred merchants 

assembled, and an ambassador was sent with them to Sultan mahamad of 

Persia, who said unto him, ‘We command that from now and henceforth 

there shall be peace between the countries in all the earth, and merchants 

shall go and come without fear, and rich and poor shall live in peace and 
praise God’. 

And when the ambassador, together with the merchants, had marched 

away and they arrived at ’othrar, a city of the Persians, the governor of 

that city sent and made the matter known to the Sultan. And the Sultan 

coveting what they had with them, commanded that governor, whose name 

was ’inashluk (’inal shuk), to destroy them all secretly. And when he 

was carrying out this order, one of them by the Divine Nod escaped, and 

he went and informed chingiz khan, who when he heard this report was 

filled with red-hot rage. And he went off by himself, and climbed to the 

top of a mountain, and he bared his head, and laid his face on the dust (or, 

the earth), and he remained there for three days neither eating nor 

drinking. [415] And he looked up to heaven, and said, ‘O Lord and Creator 

of the Universe, Thou Thyself knowest what my object was, and that it was 

intended for good. And this mine enemy hath begun and he wisheth for 

evil. Therefore I entreat Thee to reward him according to his works.’ And 
from this moment he began to send bodies of soldiers in the territory of the 

Persians, and to destroy the towns with the edge of the sword, even as we 
are about to show. 

Concerning the taking of Constantinople by the Franks from 

the Greeks 

And in the year six hundred of the Arabs (a.d. 1203), which is the year 

fifteen hundred and fifteen of the Greeks (a.d. 1204), in the month of 

NisAN (april), the franks took Constantinople from the Greeks, and they 

brought their kingdom to an end from that year. For the king of the 

Greeks took the sister of the king of France to wife, and she bore him a son. 
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The king of the Greeks had a brother, and this man rebelled against the 

king, and they blinded his eyes, and put him to death in prison. Then the 

son of the murdered man fled to his uncle the king of France, and he was 

filled with indignation, and he collected troops and came and encamped 

against Constantinople. And because the citizens were not pleased with 

the action of the tyrant against his brother, they set fire to the city. And the 

fighting men who should have been on the walls were occupied [elsewhere], 

and the franks scaled the walls and entered the city, and the tyrant fled. 

And the franks set that little boy on the throne of the kingdom, being only 

a figure and a name, for the whole command was theirs. And they began 

to oppress the citizens with heavy taxes, and they looted the treasuries of 

the churches, and carried off the crosses, and the curtains (i.e. coverings) 

of the Books of the Gospels, and the gold and silver which was on the 

eikons. 

Now when the citizens saw that they were being plundered mercilessly 

by the franks, they rushed in on the young man, the son of the Greek king, 

and killed him. And they also expelled the franks from the city, and shut 

the gates in their faces. And the franks remained outside, and continued 

to fight. And the war was prolonged and those inside the city became 

weak, and they sent and asked help from rukn ad-din, the lord of iconium, 

and he was unable to help them. Then the Frankish merchants who were 

dwelling in Constantinople, now there were [416] about thirty thousand 

of them, but on account of the great size of the city they were not con¬ 

spicuous therein, set fire to the city twice, and burned down about one- 

quarter of it. And they also opened the gates and went outside, and they 

drew their swords and killed a very great many of the Greeks. And the 

franks also attacked many of those who had taken refuge in the great 

church of hagia sophia. And the Patriarch, and the chief priests, and the 

elders went out to meet them carrying crosses and Books of the Gospels, 

and they cast themselves down before them, and cried out and entreated 

them on behalf of the remnant of the people who were there. And the 

franks treated them with contempt, and they killed priests and people 

alike, and looted the church. 

Now the franks had three chiefs. The first was the Duke of the 

bundikaye,1 in whose ships and vessels all the troops of the franks had come; 

now he was a blind old man. And another was the chief of the fransisaye 

(french), whose name was markis (marquis), and there was another whose 

name was gondofri. And they cast lots as to whom the kingdom of Con¬ 

stantinople should belong. And the lot went forth (i.e. fell on) gondofri 

(boudouin of flanders ?), and he reigned over it. And the bundikaye ruled 

over the islands of Crete and Rhodes, and the other islands. And they gave 

1 Bedjan considers this form of the name incorrect, and that it is to be read Bo'dwin 
(Boudouin of Flanders). 
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to markis the country westwards from the way of the sea which passeth over 

to pontus, that is laodicea and nicea with Philadelphia, &c. But the 

Greeks resisted, and they would not make terms with the franks, and a 

certain Patriarch, a Greek whose name was lashkari (laskaris ?), reigned 

over them. 

And at the time when nur ad-din arslan shah, the lord of mawsil, and 

the son of his uncle kutb ad-din mahamad, the son of zangI, the lord of 

sinjar, were on loving terms with each other, malik 'adil cast dissension 

among them. Through this nur ad-din encamped against nisibis, which 

belonged to the son of his uncle, and he made war on it, and he well nigh 

took it. 

Then the report reached him from mawsil that mutafar ad-din kukbari 

(kukburi), the son of zayn ad-din 'ali kujek, the lord of ’arbil, had 

attacked nineveh, and spoiled it and burnt its crops. Therefore nur ad-din 

left [417] nisibis and came to baladh. And when he heard that mutafar 

ad-din had left and gone to ’arbil, he himself went to tall 'afar and took 

it by fighting (i.e. by assault). Then malik ashraf, the son of 'adil, who 

was then in harran, came to ras 'aina. And he made an agreement with 

mutafar ad-din, the lord of ’arbil, and with the lord of amid and of the 

fortress of kipa, and with the lord of gazarta, and with the lord of dara, 

that they must not permit nur ad-din to take any portion of the territory 

of the lord of sinjar. And they all came to nisibis, and from there they 

came to beth 'arbhaye. And nur ad-din went to kaphar zamar, and 

from there to bushazzah. And when they encamped that they might rest 

themselves, for they were exhausted, the troops of ashraf and those who 

were with him rode on, and they met nur ad-din in battle. And the party 

of nur ad-din was broken and utterly defeated. And nur ad-din fled and, 

together with four souls, escaped to mawsil. And the followers of ashraf 

rushed into the territory of mawsil, and they spoiled it and set it on fire; 

in the city of baladh especially they wrought great destruction. 

It is said that a woman was boiling some food, and when she heard the 

spoiling [going on] she took out two bracelets from her dress, and buried 

[them] in the fire and fled. Then one of the horsemen went into the house 

and wanted something to eat. And he found nothing in the house except 

an egg, and he took it and came to the fire to cook il, and when he stirred 

up the fire he found the bracelets therein. And this was a wonderful inci¬ 

dent. And the soldiers continued to lay waste the country for many days, 

and meanwhile ambassadors were going and coming. And nur ad-d!n 

gave back tall 'afar to the son of his uncles and there was peace, and 

afterwards the soldiers were disbanded. 

And in the year during which the franks took Constantinople they 

became very powerful, and they went forth to the country of Phoenicia, 

and spoiled the country as far as the Jordan, and made great slaughter 
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among the Arabs. And they came to hamath, and the lord thereof, nasir 

ad-din, the son of taki ad-din, the son of shahinshah, the son of ayub, 

went out and met them in battle, and he was utterly broken and fled to 

hamath. And the Arab citizens went forth to fight with the franks, and 

they were all killed. Then malik f adil sent to them and gave them nasrath, 

and the crops of all the districts which were on the land between were 

divided between the franks and the Arabs, and [418] there was peace. 

And after a little other franks went forth to the country of EGYPT, and they 

carried off great spoil and departed. 

And in the year Sultan rukn ad-din, the lord of melitene and iconium, 

took the city of ancyra from his brother, after he had warred against it for 

years, for it was very strong. And he brought out from it his brother and 

the two sons which he had, and he gave to them a fortress in the Outer 

Marches. And whilst they were going there he sent an army against them 

as if they had been highway robbers and killed them. Five days after his 

brother and his sons were killed, a disease of the colon attacked him and he 

died quickly. And there rose up after him a young son which he had whose 

name was kelej ’arslan. Concerning this Sultan rukn ad-din it is said 

that he was very astute, and methodical (or, orderly) in his actions. He 

inclined to the opinions (or, teaching) of the foreign philosophers, and 

though he observed the form, he did not publish it openly. 

And in the year a violent earthquake also took place, and it destroyed the 

wall of tyre and other places in Egypt, and in Palestine, and in beth 

nahrin and mawsil, and also in the islands of Cyprus and sicily. 

And in the year six hundred and one of the Arabs (a.d. 1204) dissension 

fell among the nobles of beth rhomaye. And one of the Amirs of ’iug, a 

great country of the Turkomans which was on the border of the Greeks, 

sent and had brought to him ghayath ad-din kai kesru, who was a fugitive 

to the Greeks. And many troops were gathered together to him and they 

went and encamped against iconium. And the troops that were in iconium 

sallied forth and met them in battle, and they broke the ’iugaye and put 

them to flight. Then ghayath ad-din not knowing what to do, or where to 

go, took refuge in a very small town which was near iconium, and the name 

of which was ‘abgarm’. Then when the sons of ’aksara heard [of this] 

they were sorry, and they drove away their governor and called on the 

name of ghayath ad-din kai kesru. And the men of iconium were jealous 

of the men of ’aksara, and they also seized their nobles and cried out, ‘May 

Sultan ghayath ad-din kai kesru live!’ And they sent and brought him to 

iconium. And he took the boy kelej ’arslan, the son of his brother, and 

shut him up in prison, and those who were with him. And in a short time 

all the countries were in subjection to him. [419] And there came to him 

from edessa kaisar shah, his brother, who had fled from his brother rukn 

ad-din when he took melitene away from him. And he did not receive 
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ghayath ad-din in his presence, but he gave him much gold and sent him 

again to edessa. And when the Sultan ghayath ad-din went to caesarea, 

malik ’afdal, the son of salah ad-din, the lord of samosata, and also 

net am ad-din, the lord of the fortress of za!d, came to him, and they were in 

subjection to him, and he increased greatly. 

And in the year nasir ad-din mahmud, son of mahamad, the son of Kara 

’arslan, the lord of amid, went to malik ’ashraf, the son of 'adil, and he 

asked him to go with him, and take for him the fortress of zaid, accord¬ 

ing to his promise. And when ’ashraf had collected the armies of Syria, 

and of mawsil, and sinjar, and gazarta, he attacked the fortress of zaid. 

And they captured the town and began to make war on the Citadel. Then 

the lord of the Citadel of zaid sent to Sultan geiayath ad-din and asked 

for help. Then the Sultan sent to him six thousand horsemen with malik 

’afdal, the lord of samosata. And when they arrived at melitene, ’ashraf 

and the lord of ’amid heard [of it], and they turned aside from khartabirt, 

and went and encamped on the Lake of samanin, in which are two for¬ 

tresses, one belonging to the lord of ’amid, and the other to the lord of the 

Citadel of zaId. And they made war on that of the lord of the fortress, and 

they stationed guards in it. And when the army of the Sultan came to 

khartabirt, the lord of ’amid marched towards ’amid, and the army of 

the Sultan returned to beth rhomaye. 

And in this year, which is the year fifteen hundred and sixteen of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1205), the ’ibiraye went forth to the country of ’adhorbijan, 

and they made a great slaughter and took very much spoil; and from there 

they came to the country of khalat, and there they wrought great destruc¬ 

tion. And from there they came to the country of ’argish, and they looted 

and burned, and they went and encamped against the fortress of beth 

khalat and ’arzan ar-rum. Then the lord of khalat went to bar kelej 

’arslan, the lord of ’arzan al-rum, and took an army therefrom. And they 

came and joined battle with the ’ibiraye, and zachari the Little, the captain 

of the host of ibiris, was killed, and the ’ibiraye retreated and went to their 

own country. 

And in the year a certain woman in Baghdad gave birth to a child who 

had [420] two heads, and four feet and four hands, and he died the same 

day. And also in Baghdad two blind Arabs went to another blind man in 

the night in one of the mosques and killed him, because they thought that 

zuze (i.e. money) would be found with him. And when the day broke they 

were afraid, and they went out to flee to mawsil. And a certain soldier 

(speculator) who was travelling on another business met them, and he said 

by way of a joke, ‘These blind men killed that blind man, for only a blind 

man would kill a blind man’. Then one of the two blind men who heard 

the words of the soldier sat down on the ground and said, ‘By God, it was 

not I, but this man who killed him’. And the other blind man said, ‘Nay, 
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it was thou thyself, thou didst kill him’. And the two of them were arrested 

and were carried to the governor, and they confessed that one of them held 

him and the other suffocated him with a bed-cushion. And both of them 

were killed. 

And in the year six hundred and two of the Arabs (a.d. 1205) a race of 

the Kurds who were in the mountains of madai (media), and who are called 

tirahaye, came down from the mountains, and wrought great destruction 

in those countries. And troops of the Persians were gathered together, and 

they met them in battle and many of them were killed. Now these moun¬ 

taineers had not entered the Faith of the Muslims, but they had adopted 

the primitive paganism [of their country] and Magianism. When a Muslim 

fell into their hands they put him to death with cruel tortures. When a 

daughter was born to one of them he stood by the door of his house and 

cried out, ‘Who will betroth himself to this?’ And if a man agreed [the 

father] let [her] live, and if no one would, he killed [her]. For this reason 

there are very few women among them, and for this reason one woman 

becomes the wife of all the sons of a house. And when one of them is 

engaged with her, he leaves his sandal at the door, so that when another 

man seeth it he will not go to her until his neighbour cometh out, and then 

he goeth in. And as for the child, the oldest among them is called its father. 

And in the year six hundred and three of the Arabs (a.d. 1206) the 

’ibiraye came again to the country of khalat, and they plundered, and 

burned, and killed, and departed. And ghayath ad-din kai kesru took 

’antalya (satalya ?), a city on the sea-coast, on the third day of the eighth 

month. He had sent an army against it before this year. And the Greeks 

who were therein sent to Cyprus, which is near to antalya, and brought 

franks [421] as it were to help them. Then the Sultan removed his troops 

to a distance from the city, and hid them in ambush in the mountains, and 

they seized every one who came out. And having remained in a state of 

tribulation for some time, they sent to the Sultan and surrendered the city 

to him. And the Turks and the Greeks joined together in a war with the 

franks, and the Sultan took its fortress, and made prisoners of the franks 

who were in it, and also captured khunas. 

And in this year mahamad, the son of bukhtamar, the governor of 

khalat, became powerful, and he killed his son-in-law hazardinari, who 

had killed his father. And because he was young he began to live in a 

riotous manner, and the people of khalat hated him. Also a certain Amir, 

one of the slaves of shaharman, whose name was balaban, rebelled against 

him in minazgerd. Then certain of the men of khalat sent to nasir ad-din 

’artuk, the son of ’iljazi, the son of ’albi, the son of temurtash, the son 

of ’iljazi, the son of ’artuk, the lord of mardin, and said unto him, ‘This 

son of the uncle of thy father hath no head to live. Come therefore, that 

we may surrender khalat to thee. ‘And when the lord of mardin went, 
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and there were with him troops of the Turks and the ma'daye, they made 

an agreement, for those famished people saw those who were with him, 

and they feared that they would plunder them, and they made ready for war. 

Then balaban sent to the lord of mardin and said unto him, ‘The men 

of khalat are horrified at the ma'daye who are with thee. Therefore re¬ 

move thyself from khalat, and I will conduct your business.’ And when 

he did [not] turn aside and withdraw, balaban sent threatening messages 

to the lord of mardin, saying that if he did not withdraw to his own country 

[he would attack him]. And because those who were with him were few, he 

was afraid, and he left and departed; and he found that his country had been 

pillaged by malik ’ashraf. Now ’ashraf sat down in dunaiser, and he 

collected much wealth therefrom, and he left and went to harran. Then 

balaban collected an army and came against khalat, and he was unable to take 

it by assault. But when he multiplied promises of benefits for the people of 

khalat, and swore to them oaths of a very strong character, saying that he 

would do no harm to the least among them, they surrendered to him. And 

when he went in he shut up the son of bukhtamar in one of the fortresses, and 

then he became exceedingly powerful (or, strong). And as malik ’awhad 

najm ad-dIn ’ayub, the son of 'adil, had already taken the fortress of [422] 

mush and its city, he went to encamp against khalat ; and balaban went out 

and shut the fortified passes against him, and destroyed many of those who 

were with him; and najm ad-din, the son of 'adil, together with a few 

men and the wounded, escaped to maiperkat. 

And in the year the ’ibiraye took kars, a city of the dominion of khalat 

(mat ?), after many years, during which they had harassed it with wars and 

besiegement; and they cut off from it the [supplies] of food. 

And in the year six hundred and four of the Arabs (a.d. 1207) malik 

’awhad sent to his father malik 'adil and asked for help from him to take 

khalat. And malik ’ashraf was sent to him with a numerous army, and 

they came into the neighbourhood of khalat. And baladan went out and 

engaged them in battle; he was not able to continue the fight, and he fled 

before them and went into khalat. And he sent an ambassador to mujith 

ad-din, the son of kelej ’arslan, the lord of ’arzan ar-rum, and called 

him to his help. And he came in person, and baladan went forth to him, 

and the two of them met in battle malik ’awhad and his brother, and they 

broke them and put them to flight. 

And they went and encamped against mush, and they were very nearly 

taking it when the son of kelej ’arslan deceived baladan and killed him, 

on the pretence that he himself would rule over khalat. And when he 

went against khalat the inhabitants of the city shut their gates in his face. 

And he went from it to minazgerd (malazgerd), and those who were 

inside it also did the same thing. And in despair he left and went to his 

own country. And the people of khalat sent to malik ’awhad and brought 
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him, and to him they surrendered the city. And because it did not please 
the governors of the Arabs who were in the neighbourhood that the son of 
'adil should rule, for they were afraid of his father, they sent [bands of 
men] continually to plunder the country of khalat, and especially ’ibiraya. 

And also some of the Amirs of khalat rebelled against ’awhad, and they 
took the fortress of wan (now there was no stronger fortress in that 
country), and they made themselves masters of ’argish also. And after 
many tribulations ’awhad was able to take wan from them, having sent 
and brought ’ashraf, his brother. And it was evil in the sight of the men 
of khalat that they had surrendered the place to a member of the house of 
'adil. Therefore, when ’awhad set out and went to minazgerd to govern 
it as was fitting, [423] the heads of bands of the men of khalat, who in the 
language of the country are called ‘mangdabhkir’, leaped upon the partisans 
of ’awhad, and expelled them from the city, and started a war against the 
fortress. And when ’awhad heard [this], he came and encamped against 
khalat with troops of beth nahrIn. And a dispute arose among the 
citizens, and ’awhad suppressed it, and he killed a great many of the people, 
and many of them he took captive and sent to maiperkat. And the 
opposition of the young chiefs of the tribes (or, bands) who were in the 
habit of setting up and deposing governors at their own will was crushed. 

And in the year died Sultan ghayath ad-din kai kesru, and his son 'izz 

ad-din kai kaus reigned. And he seized his brother 'ala ad-din kai 

kubad, and he sent him and shut him up in the fortress of masara, which 
is below the Monastery of mar ’ahron, of the blessed mountain which is 
by the side of melitene. 

And in the year the franks sallied forth from Tripoli and encamped 
against emesa, and they laid waste the country thereof, and the lord ’asad 

ad-din shIrkuh, the son of mahamad, the son of shIrkuh the Great, had 
not the power to smite them. And the cyprians also captured many ships 
from the Arabs, whom they took prisoners. And when 'adil heard [this] 
he set out from Egypt with troops, and the franks were hampered. 

And in the year died 'ala ad-din, the son of Kara senkur, the lord of 
maragha, and his young son rose up after him; and after a short time he 
too died. And nusrath ad-din ’abu bakr, the son of pahlwan, the lord 
of Tabriz, came, and he became master of mAragha and all the domain 
thereof, with the exception of the fortress of rawandiz, in which the 
eunuch who was the administrator of the boy who had died had rebelled. 

And in the year six hundred and five of the Arabs (a.d. 1208) a great 
number of people of the ’ibiraye set out and came to the country of khalat. 

And they invaded the city of ’argish, and they captured it and looted it; 
and they killed the aged folk and the young children thereof, and they made 
the women, and the sons, and the daughters prisoners. And they destroyed 
the place absolutely, and left it a devastated ruin and shorn bare. And 
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najm ad-din ’awhad was in khalat, and he was unable to sally out 

and engage them in battle because of their great number, and he could 

not trust the men of khalat because of the slaughterings which he had 

carried out among them, and [he feared that] when he went out they would 

rebel and surrender the city to the ’ibiraye. 

And in the year a violent earthquake took place [424] in nisabhur, and 

all the inhabitants rushed out into the plain and remained there for several 

days until it subsided, and then they went in again. And there was an 

earthquake also in khorasan, but not as violent as that of nisabhur. 

And in the year six hundred and six of the Arabs (a.d. 1209) there was 

amity between malik 'adil and nur ad-dIn ’arslan shah, the lord of maw¬ 

sil. And nur ad-din gave his daughter to one of the sons of 'adil, and 

they agreed together to transfer sinjar from kutb ad-dIn, its lord, to 'adil, 

and to take the island of kardu from the son of senjar shah, its lord, and 

to make it belong to nur ad-din. And 'adil made ready and came and 

took habura and nisibis, which belonged to the lord of sinjar. And when 

nur ad-din heard [this] he was sorry, and he became like a man whose 

wine hath disagreed with him. And he thought carefully, and he knew that 

if he took sinjar and gazarta not only that he would not give him gazarta, 

but that he would snatch mawsil from him also. And that when they had 

taken counsel with his chief men (or, councillors) he would be blamed by 

all of them because he had not disclosed to them the secret before he con¬ 

spired with 'adil. And they would say unto him, ‘Now there is no other 

course for thee but to stand with him in what thou hast promised him. And 

if thou dost not [do this] he will make a cause concerning thee, and he will 

come against thee, as against a man who hath passed over (i.e. disregarded) 

[his] oaths.’ And whilst he was being tossed about in this sea [of doubt], 

and was pretending that he was getting ready an army to send to the help 

of 'adil, there came to him an ambassador by night from mutafar ad-din 

kukburi, the lord of arbela, and he promised to collect his troops and to 

come to him, and [then] they would join forces, and not allow the hand 

(i.e. power) of 'adil to enter these countries. And nur ad-din rejoiced with 

a great joy, and he sent oaths about this course of action. 

And the ambassador departed in the night and informed mutafar ad¬ 

din, and he collected troops and without delay came and pitched his 

camp outside mawsil. And he sent an ambassador to the Khalifah [telling 

him] to send and chide 'adil for his covetousness. And he sent an ambas¬ 

sador to malik tahir, the son of salah ad-din, the lord of aleppo, and to 

Sultan 'izz ad-din kai kaos, and they all promised help. Moreover, those 

who were with 'adil were not fighting strenuously against sinjar. And 

’asad ad-din, the lord of emesa, especially was sending provisions [425] and 

sheep openly into the city. And whilst the lord of sinjar was making 

ready to surrender the city, he received a compensation, and he waxed 
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strong and powerful. And the ambassador of the Khalifah came to 'adil 

and reprimanded him; and there was peace between them, and [it was 

understood] that there should remain to him the places which he had taken, 

that is to say habura. and nisibis. And he left and departed to Syria. 

At the time when mutafar ad-din, the lord of ’arbil, was in mawsil he 

gave his two daughters to the two sons of nur ad-din, 'izz ad-din mas'ud 

and 'emad ad-din zangi. Now by this mutafar helped greatly those who 

were of the house of 'adil. But because the lord of sinjar had sent his son 

to him and entreated him to supplicate 'adil on his behalf, so that he might 

leave him sinjar, and mutafar ad-din having had sent confidently to 'adil, 

because he thought that if he asked for the half of his dominion he would 

not send back his petition empty, and 'adil having paid no heed to his 

supplication, mutafar was offended with him, and he joined with nur ad- 

d!n in the great hatred which existed between them. 

And in this year died fakr ad-din razi, aged three-and-sixty lunar years. 

He was a very learned man and a great debater (or, commentator) of the 

ARABS. And by him and by the great number of books which he composed 

the Arabs throughout the world have been enlightened, and they are to 

this day. For I would compare this man to origen, through whose 

books the doctors of the Church have become rich and illustrious, and 

they have turned round and called him a ‘heretic’. Thus it is also with 

the Arabs, who call this man an ‘infidel’, and an adherent to Aristotelian 

doctrine.1 

And in the year of the Arabs six hundred and seven (a.d. 1210), mahamad, 

the son of hasan, the head of the ishmaelites, died. This man also, like his 

father, travelled on the path of the philosophers, and he overturned and 

cast down many of the foundations of the Faith of the Arabs. In his days 

he killed many of the governors who would not pay him tribute by means 

of his followers whom he used to send to leap upon holders of power. And 

killing them they were killed. And thus through the fulfilling of the 

wicked will of their iniquitous lord and tyrant they surrendered their own 

souls to [426] death. And having completed forty-and-six years in his 

tyranny he came to an end, and there rose up after him jalal ad-din husain. 

Now in the beginning of his rule he began by pretending to agree with the 

Faith of the Muslims, and he fasted and prayed. And he sent and informed 

the Khalifah of Baghdad, and Sultan mahamad khawarazm shah and other 

Arab governors, that he had turned his face from the evil ways of his father, 

and was travelling on the way of islam. And believing him, they rejoiced 

in him and honoured him with many gifts and rich presents. 

And in the year, too, died nur ad-din ’arslan shah, the son of mas'ud, 

1 Bedjan’s note reads: ‘Holy Church gathereth into her treasuries the chosen wheat 

which is in the books of Origen and other writers, and she collecteth the tares that are 

therein to burn them, and thus no man is harmed by them.’ 
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the son of mawdud, the son of zangi, the son of ’aksenkur, the lord of 

mawsil. He was a just man, and a mighty man, who was feared by the sons 

of his kingdom (i.e. courtiers) and also by the other kings who were his 

contemporaries. And when the time of his death drew nigh, he made his 

nobles swear on behalf of malik kahir Tzz ad-din mas'ud, his elder son. 

And to his younger son, that is 'emad ad-din zangi, he gave two fortresses, 

that of 'akr of hamidiyah, and that of shosh, and their territories. And 

he appointed as administrator for his two sons his slave badr ad-din 

lulu, a subtle and astute man whose race was worthy of sovereignty. 

For when his sickness increased the physicians told him that he must go 

down and bathe in the spring of the holy Monastery of mar zina, which 

was on the banks of the Tigris. And when badr ad-din took him down 

and he bathed, he was not benefited, because his sickness was of death [i.e. 

fatal]. And as badr-ad-din was taking him up in a little ship to mawsil, he 

died before they arrived. And there were only two slaves with them, and 

badr ad-d!n and those two men carried him and brought him by night into 

the palace, without any other person knowing it. And when the day broke 

badr ad-din carried on the necessary business throughout that day, and 

towards the ninth hour he revealed his (the king’s) death. And in the night 

he cleared out his grave in that cemetery which he had constructed for him¬ 

self opposite to his palace. And his eldest son malik kahir rose up after 

him, and badr ad-din swayed the sceptre of the political administration of 

the kingdom. 

And in the years six hundred and eight and six hundred and nine of the 

Arabs (a.d. 1211, 1212), we find nothing [to relate]. 

In the year six hundred and ten of the Arabs (a.d. 1213) died muhadab, 

a physician of Baghdad, who was known as bar-hubal in mawsil. This 

man was the most eminent physician of his time, [427] and he was a pupil 

of ’abu ’albarakat, a Jewish physician in Baghdad. This man departed 

from Baghdad to mawsil, and from there to ’adhorbijan, and thence to 

khalat. And he lived in the service of shah ’arman, and whilst attending 

him he acquired great wealth. And during one of the illnesses of the king, 

when bar hubal took some of his urine to examine according to custom, one 

of the slaves said unto him, ‘Why dost thou not taste it, O physician ?’ And 

the physician returned him no answer at the moment, but after he had 

gone out he called the slave and said unto him privately, ‘Did some other 

man instruct thee to tell me that I ought to taste the urine, that is to say 

the king himself, or one of his household, or didst thou speak the word at 

thine own instigation?’ And the slave replied, ‘No, but I have heard people 

say that there was a taste in urine which gave information, just as the colour, 

and the smell, and the composition of the urine [supply] indications’. And 

the physician said, ‘It is even so, but not in every sickness. Know, however, 

that thou hast done me harm by this speech of thine, for when the king 
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heareth of this he will think that I am not doing in my treatment of him 

everything which it is right that I should do, and am bound to complete.’ 

From that time the physician was offended in his mind, and he could rest 

there no longer. And he gave a large sum of silver to that slave, and begged 

him never again to say anything like it. Some time after this he excused 

himself from his service (i.e. he resigned), and he received a Pukdana (i.e. 

Patent) [from the king] and went forth from khalat; and he came and 

dwelt in mawsil, and remained there until he died. In his last days he 

became blind, and many used to come to him and learn medicine directly (or, 

thoroughly). He lived ninety and five years, and he wrote a wonderful book 

on medicine [in] four volumes, and called it ‘mukhtar’, and behold very 

many read it and are instructed thereby at the present day. 

And in this year, which is the year six hundred and ten of the Arabs (a.d. 

1213), Chingiz khan wished to go in person to beth parsaye (Persia). 

And when he arrived at the country of the Turkish ’ighuraye, all the Amirs 

who were there, and their troops, went into his service—[those] from bish 

baligh, from the governor whose name was ’idikub, and his army of peasants; 

and from [428] ’almaligh, [from the Amir] seknak (suftak ?) takin and his 

horsemen; and many others. Then chingiz khan sent tushi, his eldest son, 

with five myriads (50,000) of soldiers to the region of khogand, and his two 

other sons, jaghatai and ’ukhatai, he sent to invest the city of ’othrar. 

He himself went against the city of Bukhara, and he commanded those 

whom he had left by ’othrar to fight strenuously. And though they began 

the war strenuously, that city continued to resist them for five months. 

For Sultan mahamad had left therein fifty thousand horsemen, whose 

captain was jair khan, and ten thousand other horsemen, whose captain was 

Kara shah (karaja) khas hajib, were likewise there. And when karaja saw 

that they had not the strength of the TATARS, one night he took several of 

his partisans and went forth by the sofi gate to the Mongols. And they 

kept guard over him until the morning and they carried him to the two 

sons of the Khan. And when they had learned accurately from him every 

kind of information about the city and its combatants, they said unto him, 

‘In the same way as thou hast deceived thy lord thou shalt be deceived by 

us, and we have no need of thee’. And they commanded, and he and all 

those who were with him were killed. 

And during [that] day the Tatars became masters of the city, and they 

expelled all the inhabitants, men, and women, and they plundered the 

treasures. Then jair khan, together with twenty thousand of his own men, 

[who were] on the roofs of the high houses of the city and on the towers on 

the walls, rebelled. And they went out on foot, fifty after fifty, to the Tatars, 

and they killed and were killed, until only two persons remained with jair 

khan on the roof of the palace. And a great many Tatars gathered together 

against them, and they toiled hard until they had killed the two [men]. And 
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jair khan remained alone. And when he had used up all his arrows, the 

children and the handmaidens dragged out the bricks and the blocks of 

stones from the walls, and he fought against the Tatars with these. And 

because the command of the Khan was that they were not to kill him during 

the fight, but to capture him alive, they took very great trouble and used 

much care until they took him. And [429] after chingiz khan had seen 

him, he commanded and they killed him in the place which is called GOG 

sarai, that is to say ‘The Green House’. 

And in the year six hundred and eleven of the ARABS (a.d. 1214) Sultan 

'izz ad-d!n kai kaus reigned over sinob (sinope?), which is on the coast of 

the sea of pontus, and he killed kir alix its lord. 

And in the year six hundred and twelve (a.d. 1215) he also took ’antalya 

from the rhomaye (Greeks) a second time. 

And in the year six hundred and thirteen of the Arabs (a.d. 1216) died 

malik tahir jazi, the son of salah ad-din yusef, the son of ’ayub, the lord 

of aleppo. And he commanded that his young son malik 'aziz mahamad 

should stand in his place; at that time he was a child aged two years and a 

few months. Now he had another son who was older, but because the 

mother of the younger son was the daughter of malik 'adil, he appointed 

the younger son king so that his elder [brother] might not harm him. 

And tahir appointed shehab ad-din tughrel, a just and merciful eunuch, 

to be administrator and ’Atabag to his young son; and under his excellent 

government the men of aleppo lived in profound happiness and prosperous 

peace. And all the things which tahir had filched away during his life he 

restored to their owners after his death. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and twenty-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 

1217), which is the year six hundred and fourteen of the Arabs, the Pope 

of ROME sent to all the kings of the franks and laid upon them the word by 

the decree of God that they should collect their troops, and sally out and 

free Jerusalem, the Holy City, from the hands of the arabs. And the multi¬ 

tude of the nations gathered together and went forth to 'akko. And when 

'adil heard [this] he set out hurriedly from Egypt to Jerusalem. And the 

franks went forth from 'akko, and they camped by the waters in the place 

which is called the ‘Cave of Robbers’. For 'adil wished to precede them 

and to encamp there. And when he could not do this he encamped by 

baishan, and the franks drew near that they might engage him in battle 

there. He, however, seeing that he had not the strength of the franks, went 

and encamped in the neighbourhood of Damascus, until the gathering 

together should be complete. And the franks came and carried away 

everything they found, from baishan to banias, and they killed and made 

prisoners, and returned to the plain of 'akko [430] with their hands filled 

with loot. 

It is said that when 'adil was leaving baishan he himself saw a man 
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carrying a heavy load and walking slowly, and he sat down to rest for a 

moment. And 'adil by himself approached him, and said unto him, ‘Why 

dost thou kill thyself, O aged man? Do not hurry.’ And the old man 

replied, ‘Go to the Sultan and tell [him] that we are not to hurry. For if 

he himself had not hurried, I should never have hurried, and moreover, I 

should never have gone out from my house.’ And 'adil was ashamed, and 

he left him and departed. 

At this time prayns baimond (bohaimond) died, and he left a son whose 

name was rufin, which the daughter of ruf!n, the king of the Armenians, 

had borne to him. And although the kingdom belonged rightly to him, his 

uncle made bold and snatched it for himself. Then l!6n, the king of the 

Armenians, the brother of rufin the Armenian, because he, rufin the 

frank, was the son of his brother’s daughter, was enraged and he came to 

antioch ; and he made the people of antiocfi swear oaths of fealty to him. 

Then this stupid man seeing that he was reigning became puffed up with 

pride and he wished to seize lion, who had made him king, so that he 

might reign over cilicia also. Then when the Brethren (Freres) knew of the 

plot they informed lion concerning him, and he escaped without injury. 

And in the year six hundred and fifteen of the Arabs (a.d. 1218) the 

franks embarked on the sea, and went to attack damyat (damietta), and 

they went up (i.e. disembarked) on the dry land which is called bizah 

(genzah ?). And the river NILE lay between the franks and damietta. And 

the arabs built a great tower in the middle of the Nile, so that the fighting 

men who were in it might prevent the franks from [reaching] damietta. 

And when the franks had waged war against the tower for about four 

months they took it, and they killed the men who were inside it, and they 

cut the chains which were on (i.e. across) the Nile. Now it was malik 

kamil, the son of 'adil, who had encamped on the other side of damietta, 

and when he saw that the franks had cut the chains which were on (i.e. 

across) the Nile, he tied a great bridge [across the river] in the place of the 

chains. And the franks cut through the bridge also. Then kamil drilled 

many holes in great boats and sank them at that spot, and larger ships were 

unable to sail over the boats which were sunk. Then the franks dug a great 

deep cutting on the other side, and they made a breach in the bank of the 

river and they brought a flood of water from the NILE through it, [431] and 

they made their ships to sail over the sunken boats, and they drew near to 

the wall of damietta, and began to carry on the war from the river. 

Then the men of damietta, because kamil and his troops were nigh at 

hand, and everything which they required entered [the city] from the land, 

were not asking about the franks. Then God willed, and the report of the 

death of 'adil in Damascus came to kamil his son, and that the Amir bar 

mashtub, and the other Amirs of the hakaraye Kurds, wished to appoint as 

king of EGYPT malik fa!z, the brother of kamil. Because of this kamil 
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took his troops and marched them to Egypt (mesrin), and he abandoned 

dam 1 etta. And the franks prevailed, and they sallied out on the dry land, 

and they carried off the remnant of the treasure which remained in the 

camp of the Arabs. And they encamped against damietta, and began to 

attack it both by sea and by land. And the men of damietta, because they 

were expecting that help would come to them from the Arabs, carried on 

the war strenuously. And the franks continued to attack the city for about 

nine months. And when the ARABS who were inside the city were in despair, 

because kamil was unable to go forth from Egypt, being afraid of treachery, 

they gave the hand to the franks, and they surrendered the city to them 

peacefully. And when the franks took damietta they made a proclamation, 

saying, ‘Whosoever among the Arabs wisheth to go out with his provisions, 

let him go forth, and he [who wisheth] to remain, let him remain’. And 

many did not go forth. 

Then when kamil saw the courage of the franks he was greatly afraid 

of them, and he sent and destroyed the wall of Jerusalem so that there 

might not be a place in which the franks could alight when they captured 

it. And at this time RUFiN the frank, the lord of antioch, being sorely 

afflicted by the blind prayns his uncle, the lord of Tripoli (because lion the 

king had paid no heed to him by reason of the fact that he was preparing 

to reward him with evil instead of good), left antioch and came to harri 

joan (henry john of brienne ?), the king of the franks at damietta, and 

he lived with him until lion the king died. [432] 

And in this year fear fell upon the Arabs, not only through the franks 

who were coming forth from the west, but especially through the Tatars 

who had burst forth from the east, and had come as far as hamadan, and 

’adhorbijan, and ’arran (arzan ?), and had committed horrible atrocities 

in all Persia. And in the year, on the twenty-seventh day of the third month 

of the arabs, died malik kahir Tzz ad-din mas'ud, the son of nur ad-din, 

the lord of mawsil, after he had reigned seven years and nine months. 

Now this man lived in a state of continual fear of death, and he was always 

most eager to enjoy himself, as if he was plucking the things which he 

enjoyed out of the hands of death. And his son nur ad-din ’arslan shah, 

his eldest son, reigned in his stead; he was a boy ten years old (or a youth 

aged twenty years), who was called by the name of his ancestor. And malik 

kahir, when he was dying, appointed badr ad-din lulu to be the ad¬ 

ministrator (or, governor) of his son, even as he had been administrator to 

himself. And badr ad-din himself acted nobly and sent to the Khalifah 

nasir and brought the Patent of sovereignty to the young man. And in like 

manner he sent to the kings of the other [countries] and ensured (or, con¬ 

firmed) peace. And he took the kingdom of mawsil without any commo¬ 

tion, and although those who sought after the soul of the young man, and 

were longing greedily to rule, [viz.] 'emad ad-dIn, his uncle, the lord of 
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'akr, and the uncles of his father, badr ad-din prevented them all [from 

doing so] by his management. And he multiplied kindness to the nobles 

and the chief men of the city and the country [about it], and they all 

loved him. 

Now 'em ad ad-din, the lord of 'akr, the uncle of the young man, sent 

to MUTAFAR AD-DIN KUKBURI, the SOll of ZAYN AD-DIN, the lord of ’ARBIL, 

and said unto him, ‘badr ad-din wisheth to deceive our house, and to take 

the kingdom for himself’. Then mutafar ad-din helped the lord of 'akr, 

and he went and took the fortress of 'emadiah. And badr ad-din collected 

troops and went against 'emadiah to make war on it and to capture 

'emad ad-dIn. And because it was the season of winter, and there was 

heavy snow upon those mountains, badr ad-d!n left [the place] and went 

back to mawsil. And emad ad-din waxed strong, and he sent [messages] 

to the rest of the fortresses of the hakaraye and the zawzanaye, and he 

ruled over them. 

And in the year Sultan Tzz ad-d!n kai kaus, the lord of beth [433] 

rhomaye, eagerly desired to reign over aleppo, for he saw that it was lack¬ 

ing a lord, and that a sucking child was proclaimed in it. And his nobles 

advised him that this could easily take place, ‘if thou wilt take with thee 

this malik ’afdal, the son of salah ad-din, the lord of samosata, and wilt 

pretend that thou art jealous on account of him who is wronged by his 

brothers, and wilt restore to him the kingdom of his father because he is 

the eldest son of salah ad-din’. And Sultan Tzz ad-din sent and brought 

malik ’afdal from samosata, and he gave him gold, and apparel, and 

many horses, and armour, and he made him ready to go with him to 

Syria on the condition that aleppo and everything which appertained to 

malik ’afdal should belong to him, and that every country which they 

took from the dominion of malik ’ashraf in beth nahrin should belong 

to Sultan Tzz ad-din. 

And they collected troops and went first of all against 'aintab and took 

it; and malik ’afdal surrendered it. And they went from there to tall 

bashir and took it likewise, and Sultan Tzz ad-din surrendered it and did 

not give it to malik ’afdal. And ’afdal was offended, and those who had 

surrendered also repented. And from this time ’afdal hid treachery in his 

heart, and he began to hold back Tzz ad-din from his going against 

aleppo. And he said, ‘First of all let us go and take mabbugh and other 

places, and then it will be possible for us to take aleppo, which remaineth 

like a dove, the wings (or, feathers) of which have been plucked’. And when 

they went against mabbugh, shahab ad-din sent a eunuch to malIk ’ashraf, 

and entreated him to come to the help of the little boy who was his sister’s 

son. And ’ashraf was roused to anger, and he came and met in battle the 

soldiers of beth rhomaye by mabbugh, and the rhomaye (Greeks) were 

broken at the beginning of the engagement. And Sultan Tzz ad-din did 
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not continue the fight, but he left and returned to his own country. And 

’ashraf went against 'aintab and took it, and tall bashir likewise. And 

he gave them again to the lord of Aleppo. When those who had surrendered 

tall bashir to ’ashraf went to their own country, Sultan Tzz ad-dIn took 

them and without mercy burnt them in a house. 

And in the year when the franks were encamped, even as we have said, 

at damietta, malik 'adil died on the seventh day of the sixth month 

[434] of the year six hundred and fifteen of the Arabs (a.d. 1218), aged 

seventy-five years, in the place which is called 'alkin (or, ’alkin). And he 

was carried to Damascus and there buried in a tomb which he had built for 

himself. He was a very astute man, and one who nursed his anger, and 

took vengeance [on an offender] after a long period of time. He left the 

following sons: malik kamil nasir ad-din abu al-ma'ali, the lord of 

Egypt; and malik mu'at am mutafar ad-din 'isa, the lord of Damascus and 

Jerusalem ; and malik ’ashraf sharaf ad-din musa, the lord of edessa, and 

harran and khalat ; and malik mutafar shehab ad-din jazi, the lord of 

maiperkat; and malik hafit, the lord of kal'ah ja'bar; and malik 'aziz 

'othman, the lord of banyas; and malik salih ’esma'il, the lord of bosar; 

and malik faiz ya'kub; and malik ’amjad 'abbas; and malik ’afdal kutb 

ad-din; and malik kahir taj ad-din ’eshak (isaac). 

And in the year when badr ad-din saw that mutafar ad-din, the lord 

of ’arbil, had covenanted with 'emad ad-din zangi, the lord of 'akr, to lay 

waste the country of mawsil, and to become masters of the fortresses, and 

that any humility would not profit him with them, and that even if he would 

oppose them he was by himself unable to cope with them, he besought help 

from malik ’ashraf, the lord of beth nahrin and of khalat, and he 

promised to hold himself in subjection to him like one of his own nobles. 

And ’ashraf rejoiced at this, and sent an army to nisibis, and they were to 

go to badr ad-din whensoever he summoned them. 

And in the year six hundred and sixteen of the Arabs (a.d. 1219) 'emad 

ad-din zang! went down from the fortress of 'emadiyah to the fortress of 

'akr, so that he might rule over the cities of the plain, for he was already 

master of these mountainous districts. And when badr ad-din heard [this] 

he sent an army to protect the country. Then the nobles and the captains 

of the hosts took counsel together and decided to subdue 'emad ad-din 

zangi by the side of 'akr without informing badr ad-din. And they 

marched the whole night, and when the day of the Sabbath, at the end of 

the first month of the Arabs, dawned on them, they met in battle below the 

fortress of 'akr. And zangi was broken [435] utterly, and he fled to mawsil 

to mutafar ad-din, and the men of mawsil returned to their camp. 

Then ambassadors came from the Khalifah nasir, and from malik 

’ashraf, and they made them to be reconciled and pacified them. And in 

the days wherein the peace was confirmed, the young man nur ad-din, the 
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son of malik tahir, the lord of mawsil, died. Now he was continually 

falling sick, and for ten days at a time he was not seen riding. Then badr 

ad-din took his brother, a child three years old, whose name was nasir ad¬ 

din mahmud, and seated him in the place of his brother. And he made the 

nobles to swear fealty to him, and they set him on a horse and showed him 

to the populace, and the hearts of the people were pleased, for they saw that 

they had a king of the house of ’atabag, and they loved that house greatly. 

And nur ad-din being dead, and the young child his brother standing 

in his place, mutafar ad-din and zangi again quarrelled with the men of 

mawsil, and they began to raid the country. Then badr ad-din, because 

he had sent most of the troops of mawsil to aleppo, to malik ’ashraf who 

was wishing to invade and spoil the country of the franks, sent to ’aibag, 

the captain of the host of ’ashraf who had been sent to nisibis, and he 

brought him to him. And when badr ad-din saw that those who had come 

with ’aibag, the slave of ’ashraf, were few in number, he was depressed 

and also offended (or, annoyed), because the troops whom he had sent to 

’ashraf were far more numerous than those who had been sent to him by 

’ashraf. But ’aibag began to magnify himself, and he forced badr ad-din 

to cross the Tigris, and to go and loot the country of ’arbil. Then when 

mutafar ad-din heard [this], he collected his troops and crossed the zabha 

river. And badr ad-din and ’aibag went and pitched their camp on both 

sides opposite to each other. And when midnight had come ’aibag rose 

up [and wanted] to go and crush the army of ’arbil, but badr ad-din 

urged him not to go, but to wait until the day broke. He would not, how¬ 

ever, agree, but he mounted his horse and made his party to mount their 

horses, and badr ad-din also was compelled to join him. And they went 

and engaged mutafar ad-din. And Tzz ad-din ’aibag, the slave of ’ashraf, 

fled to the left wing of the lord of ’arbil, and the right wing of the lord of 

’arbil broke the left wing of [436] badr ad-din. 

And badr ad-din remained with a few men in the middle, and he was 

unable to resist the heart (i.e. the main body) of the army of the lord of 

’arbil. And badr ad-din fled before mutafar ad-din, and with rapid 

marches he came and crossed the Tigris to mawsil. And he did not stop, 

but went and pitched his camp in the city of baladh, so that he might 

collect troops again. And mutafar ad-din rode after him, and he came and 

encamped behind the hill of the fortress of nineveh, and he remained there 

for three days. And when he heard that badr ad-din was preparing to 

crush him in the night, he departed and went to ’arbil. And in his passage 

through nineveh he harmed no man except only in one case where some 

of the men of shaharzur who were with him carried off a. newly wedded 

bride from the village of beth sahraye (i.e. house of the beggars). And her 

owners were infuriated, and they rescued the maiden, and they also killed 

some of the Kurds. 
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And mutafar heard [of this] and was furiously angry, because it was 

said to him, ‘Those peasants have disgraced thee, and are crying out, “[Long] 

live the staff of gold, badr ad-din”. ’ And he sent a force against the village, 

and they also attacked those villagers who were protected in the church, 

and they killed about three hundred souls and departed. And when they 

passed through barteli they cut off the hand of a certain young man 

with the sword. And after these things ambassadors were sent from one to 

another, and there was peace. 

And in the year those who were in the fortress of kawashi, on seeing 

that the rest of the fortresses had surrendered to 'emad ad-din zangi, also 

sent to him and surrendered kawashi to him; and they drove out from 

there those who were of the house of badr ad-din. And when badr ad-din 

saw that mutafar ad-d!n did not abide by his oaths, and did not cease from 

inciting zangi to quarrel with him, he sent to malik ’ashraf and begged 

him to come personally to his assistance, and to make the lord of ’arbil 

cease from [harrying] him. Now ’ashraf ad-din, because his adversaries 

at that time were many (for Sultan kai kaus of beth rhomaye, and the 

lord of ’amid and of the fortress of kipa, and the lord of mardin, and the 

Amir bar mashtub, and the Amir Tzz ad-din hamidayA had rebelled against 

him), was unable to come to the assistance of badr ad-d!n until after a time. 

And in the eleventh month of the year six hundred and sixteen of the 

Arabs (a.d. 1219) [437], which is the year fifteen hundred and thirty-one 

of the Greeks (a.d. 1220), in the month of the latter kanon (January), 

died Sultan Tzz ad-din kai kaus, the son of kai kesru, the son of 

kelej ’arslan, the lord of beth rhomaye. For he had collected troops 

in order that he might go again and wage war against ’ashraf in beth 

nahrin, and when he arrived in melitene the disease of phthisis tightened 

its hold upon him, and because of it he turned back from it and died. And 

the nobles sent and brought outf ala ad-din kai kubad, who was imprisoned 

in the fortress of masara, which is in mount brikha, and they made him 

king over them. Some say that Sultan Tzz ad-din himself before he died 

sent and brought him out of prison and made the nobles swear fealty to 

him, because he had no son who was of any use to the kingdom. Now 

Sultan fala ad-d!n kai kubad, at the beginning of his kingdom, saw 

that his enemies were many, that is to say the Greeks and the Armenians 

who were round about him; and also his uncle the lord of ’arzan ar-rum, 

made friendship with malik ’ashraf, and begged that his sister might be 

given him to wife. And after three years she was given to him. 

And in this year, which is the year six hundred and sixty-eight of the 

Armenians, lion the king of Cilicia died. He was a mighty warrior in 

battle, and a strenuous follower in the chase. He had only a daughter whose 

name was zabil (isabel ?). And sira dan pal! (sire dom baile ?), the lord 

of the fortresses on the sea-coast, received the allowance of the daughter of 
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the king and of the kingdom for about two years—until the ishmaelites 

killed him. 

And in the year six hundred and seventeen of the Arabs (a.d. 1220), in 

the first month, chingiz khan went in person and encamped against the 

city of Bukhara, which was the tabernacle of the Faith of the Muslims in 

all the countries beyond the river gihon. Now he encamped against the 

gate of the fortress, and many legions of Mongols, who exceeded the 

locusts and the ants in number, also came, and bodies of troops after bodies 

of troops encamped round about the wretched city. Now there were in it 

about twenty thousand horsemen, and the famous captains sawinj khan 

and keshli khan. And when [438] these men saw the vast numbers of the 

soldiery of the Tatars, they despaired of [winning] the war, and at sunset they 

went forth from the city to flee away. And when they arrived at the banks of 

the gihon, the Mongol patrols of the roads fell upon them, and destroyed 

them all with the edge of the sword. And when the citizens saw that they had 

no one to resist the Mongols on their behalf, they opened the gates of the city, 

and they went to do homage to chingiz khan. And he had mercy upon 

them and did not kill them. But he went into the city to see it, and when 

he came to the gate of the Great Mosque he asked, Ts this the palace of the 

governor?’ And the scribes said unto him, ‘Nay, it is the house of God’. 

And chingiz khan alighted from his horse and went in and sat down 

before the mihrab. And tuli, his young son, went up the steps of the 

Menbar (pulpit). And chingiz khan commanded, saying, ‘My horses are 

hungry, and the plain is destitute of grass: [feed them]’. And the nobles 

of the city went and opened the granaries and the bins of wheat and barley, 

and they carried [grain] on their shoulders and brought it and set it down 

as provender for the horses, and they sat down, watching them. And the 

citizens also brought vessels of wine, and gave drink to the tatArs, and 

singing men and singing women, and also other women who danced, and 

they danced indeed with their [whole] hearts. 

And chingiz khan cried out to the nobles of the city, and he spake unto 

them thus: ‘We do not need you to show us your riches which are on the 

earth (i.e. above ground), but we wish you to bring forth those which are 

buried in the heart of the earth and to give them to us. [Do this] and ye 

shall live.’ And they said, ‘Thy command shall be fulfilled’. And they went 

and dug, and brought forth wealth which surpassed computation and carried 

it [to him]. And because very many warriors were hidden in the city, they 

set fire to it, and the fire burnt it all up, together with the treasure which was 

hidden in it. And those who were outside scattered themselves abroad in 

various countries. For certain men asked a man of Bukhara on his coming to 

khorasan, ‘How did it fare with them ?’ and he said, ‘Why do ye weary me 

[with such a question] ? The Tatars came, and they dug up [the treasures], and 

burnt [them], and plundered, and departed. He that hath ears let him hear!’ 
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And in this year bar mashtub, who, as we have said, rebelled against 

’ashraf, attacked nisibis, so that from there he might pass over to ’arbil to 

mutafar AD-DIN. [439] And the governor of nisibis went out and engaged 

him in battle, and he broke him and scattered those who were with him. 

And bar mashtub himself fled with a few men, and he crossed over into 

the country of sinjar. And farukh Shah, the son of zangi, the son of maw- 

dud, the son of zang!, heard [of this], and he sent an army and captured 

him, and he kept him with him as a prisoner. And because farukh Shah, the 

lord of sinjar, was with ’ashraf (i.e. was a partisan), bar mashtAb led him 

astray, and made him an enemy of ’ashraf. And he promised him, with 

oaths, that he would fight with him until he could remove mawsil from the 

hands of badr ad-din, and that it should be his. Then the lord of sinjar 

released bar mashtub, and he gave him an army of horsemen, and he came 

and plundered the country of beth 'arbaye. And badr ad-din heard [this] 

and sent troops, and bar mashtub was defeated by them. And he fled and 

departed and went up into the fortress of tall 'afar, because it belonged 

to the lord of sinjar. And when badr ad-din heard [of this], he sallied out 

in person and went and fought against the fortress of tall 'afar until he 

captured it. And he took bar mashtub prisoner, and sent him to malik 

’ashraf, and he was shut up in prison in harran until he died. Then 

MALIK ’ashraf gave hani and jabal jur to the lord of ’amid, and he promised 

that he would also take the city of dara and give it to him. And thus in 

separating himself from the lord of mardin he waxed strong and came to 

dunaiser, and he ruled over the whole district of mardin. And he shut up 

the lord of mardin in the fortress, and deprived him of food. 

Then the lord of ’amid came to ’ashraf, and he intervened between 

them and made peace, the lord of mard!n giving ras 'ain and thirty thou¬ 

sand dinars to ’ashraf, and muwazar, of the country of shabaktan, to the 

lord of ’amid. And ’ashraf marched against nisibis. And the lord of 

sinjar was afraid of him, and sent an ambassador to him whilst he was on 

the road, and he surrendered sinjar to ’ashraf, and received from him in 

exchange calonicus. And he went forth and departed together with his 

brethren, and his household, and all his possessions. And when ’ashraf 

had taken sinjar, he began to send his troops on before him to mawsil, so 

that he might come and pass over to ’arbil. And every day a great company 

of horsemen used to come, and after them all he himself came to mawsil 

on the third day [of the week] in the fifth month of this year. 

And the ambassadors of the Khalifah of the lord of ’arbil came to him, 

and they promised [440] to give back to badr ad-d!n all the fortresses 

which zangi had taken, and [asked] that there might be peace. And 

ashraf did not accept [the proposal], but marched from mawsil, and 

crossed the Tigris, and went and encamped in salamiyah, a village in the 

neighbourhood of the river zabha. And it happened that mutafar ad-din 
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had encamped on that side of the zabha. Now because nasir ad-din, the 

lord of ’amid, was also with ’ashraf, and because he had a secret affection 

for mutafar ad-din, he advised malik ’ashraf to make peace and to return 

with honour. And he also said unto him, ‘If thou dost conquer thou wilt 

offend the Khalifah, and thou wilt be reviled by the whole of the Arab 

people; and if thou art defeated, thou, and those who are with thee, will 

acquire an evil name for ever’. And ’ashraf was cajoled, and he agreed to 

peace, and he took 'emad ad-din zangi, the lord of 'akr, with him as an 

hostage, until he surrendered the fortresses which he had taken; and he 

went back to sinjar. And certain men went to receive the fortresses from 

him and to transfer them to the adherents of badr ad-din. With the ex¬ 

ception of one fortress, which was on the frontier of the hakaraye, they 

were unable to take them, because the remainder of them showed them¬ 

selves rebellious and they would not hand them over. And mutafar ad-din 

cast himself on shehab ad-din jAzi, the brother of ’ashraf, and he entreated 

’ashraf on his behalf, and he left him without his handing over the 

fortresses. Now badr ad-din was offended at this, but he was unable to 

resist the will of ’ashraf. 

And at [this] time badr ad-din learned secretly that ’ashraf was expect¬ 

ing to take tall 'afar from him, for originally it had belonged to sinjar. 

Therefore he sent and transferred tall 'afar to him, and sinjar and tall 

'afar belonged to ’ashraf. Then zangI, being master of all the fortresses 

of the hakaraye and of the zawzanaye, began to treat those who were in 

them in an evil manner, and he harassed them with demands for compul- 

sory gifts and imposts. And therefore those who had observed the covenant 

repented, and wished to hand over [the fortresses] to badr ad-din, but they 

were afraid of the opposition (or, resistance) which they showed. When 

badr ad-din heard [this], he sent and bound them firmly with oaths and 

covenants that he would do them no harm, [441] on the contrary, that he 

would treat them well, and that he would reckon their offence as a benefit, 

that is to say it had freed him from the beneficence of ’ashraf. And the 

lords of the fortress of 'emadiyah agreed before [it was decided] that they 

should surrender it. And because he was unable to take anything without 

the command and permission of ’ashraf, he sent to ’ashraf, and asked for 

a command (i.e. patent of authority). And ’ashraf refused and would not 

give him permission until badr ad-din had given him the fortress which is 

called ‘hadhatta’ (i.e. the ‘New’), which is by nisibis, and the region be¬ 

tween the Two Rivers. And then badr ad-din took 'emadiyah, and he 

rewarded those who had surrendered it with gracious concessions which 

were far greater than those which he had promised to them. 

And the sons of the other fortresses heard [of this] and they all sur¬ 

rendered. And it is a very wonderful thing that although hordes of troops 

were gathered together from Syria, and from beth nahrin, and from 
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Armenia and other places, they were unable to take these fortresses; yet 

badr ad-din through his astuteness, and without pressure, became the 

master of them. The conclusion of this matter is that it is better to trust 

in the Lord than to trust in the governor. 

And in that year died malik mansur nasir ad-din mahamad, the son of 

MUTAFAR TAKI AD-DIN 'OMAR, the Son of SHAHINSHAH, the Son of ’AYUB, the 

lord of hamath, at the age of fifty years. And he commanded that his 

eldest son, who was in Egypt with his uncle malik kamil, whose name was 

malik mutafar taki ad-din, should rise up in his place. The nobles, how¬ 

ever, sent and brought another son from Damascus, whose name was malik 

nasir kelej ’arslan, and they transferred to him hamath. 

And in the year six hundred and eighteen of the Arabs (a.d. 1221), malik 

mu'atam, the lord of Damascus, and malik ’ashraf, and the lord of mardin, 

and the army of aleppo, and malik nasir, the lord of hamath, and malik 

mujahid, the lord of emesa, went to the help of malik kamil. And they 

all departed and encamped against damietta, and they harassed the city 

and cut the roads against the franks. And the franks were afraid, and they 

agreed to surrender damietta together with all the Arab prisoners who 

were in 'akko ; and the Arabs allowed them to go forth and depart to their 

own country in peace. And kamil took some of the franks with him as 

hostages until they surrendered damietta and the prisoners. And the peace 

of the arabs was confirmed for eight years with [442] the legate, the deputy 

of the Pope of Rome, because he stood at the head of the Army of the franks, 

and with joan (john ?), the lord of 'akko. And the arabs took damietta 

again, and the labour of the franks was in vain. For before help could 

come to malik kamil, he sent many times to the franks, and made en¬ 

treaties to them concerning peace. And he offered to give them Jerusalem, 

and ascalon, and Tiberias, and saidan and gabala and laodicea, if only 

they would evacuate damietta and depart, so that mesrin and all EGYPT 

might be free from them. The franks, however, refused, and they de¬ 

manded also the fortress of karak, and three hundred thousand dinars in 

payment for the destruction of the walls of Jerusalem which kamil had 

laid waste. And because of this kamil was afflicted, and he sent and sum¬ 

moned to his help his brethren and co-religionists, and they took damietta 

from the franks for nothing. And the wretched men lost one-half of the 

crops of the country of emesa which they used to take from the arabs, and 

the Hospitallers the tribute which they had on barin. damietta remained 

with the franks on this occasion for one year ten months and twenty- 

four days. 

At this time the ishmaelites hurled themselves upon sira dan, the 

governor of the kingdom of the Armenians, in the narrow road which goeth 

down towards our church of mar bar sawma, which is in the city of sis, 

and they killed him. And there rose up in his place pali baron constan- 
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tine, the son of baron basil, the uncle of king lion. When rufin heard 

that lion the king was already dead, and that also the governor sira dan 

was killed, he rose up and took his mother, the daughter of the great king 

rufin, and embarked on the sea. And he went forth to the harbour of the 

fortress of cyriacus, so that he might go and rule in cilicia. Then the 

lord of this fortress, who was baron bihram, the lord of shakad, not only 

would not grant to him a place of passage, but also threatened him with 

many threats that if he did not give him his mother to wife he would most 

certainly seize him and destroy him. Then rufin, being sorely troubled, 

endeavoured to persuade [443] his mother about [this] matter. And when 

she had heard it she was greatly agitated, and she shrieked out revilings 

and abuse of bihram. Then the free men and the free women persuaded 

her that if it was for the benefit of her son she ought even to give herself 

over to the fire. And thus under pressure she agreed, crying out at the same 

time, ‘This is to me compulsory fornication and not lawful betrothal’. And 

bihram having taken her to wife increased her honour, and devoted himself 

to her service and the service of her son; and he encamped against the city 

of tarsos and took it. 

And from there he went to ’adana, and it he also took. And he also went 

against mopsuestia, and whilst encamped against it, pali baron Constantine 

collected an army, and went against them and smote them. And when they 

fled before him he pursued them and forced them into the city of tarsos 

and shut them up therein. And there he seized and destroyed all of them, 

viz. bihram, and rufin, and his mother, the daughter of ruf!n the Great. 

And from this time on pali waited for the nobles of the Armenians to speak 

to him about taking the daughter of king l!6n for one of his sons so that 

they might make him king, for he had five sons. And when this was not 

spoken of to him he was offended in his mind, and he made with them 

[another] arrangement. And they sent and brought philip, the son of 

prayns fawira, and gave him zabil (Isabel ?), the daughter of king lion, 

and they made him king over cilicia. And he governed them for about 

two years, but his governing was corrupt, for he had made it his object to 

destroy all the nobles of the Armenians, and to appoint franks in their 

places. And he began to treat the Armenians with contempt, and instead 

of calling them ‘falhe’ (i.e. soldiers) he called them ‘fallahe (i.e. plough¬ 

men or peasant labourers), and he did not permit them to eat with him at 

his table. And though they came to his door ten times, he would only with 

difficulty order them to enter his presence once. And thus his hatred of 

the Armenians increased. 

And when they could bear his tyranny no longer, they gathered together 

to pali baron Constantine, and besought him to help them to make a plan 

of escape from him, for they repented greatly that they had made him king. 

Then pal!, having made himself sure of them by oaths, made ready certain 
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scouts and hunting men, and he rushed in on philip in the night when he 

was lying on his bed, and he dragged him from the breast of the queen. 

[444] And she began to cry and to scratch her face with her nails, and she 

struggled and cried out, ‘Sir, Sir,’ for she was sorely smitten with love for 

him. But those principals made no reply to her, neither did they hearken 

to her voice. And they bound the man in fetters, and took him from tall 

hamdon, where they had seized him, and brought him to the city of sis. 

And he was there kept a prisoner for two years. Now the prince his father, 

although he was a strong man, did not wish to annoy the Armenians lest 

they in anger should destroy his son. But he only sent ambassadors and 

entreated them to release him; and he did not demand from them the king¬ 

dom. And when he was worn out with sending ambassadors he came in 

person to tall hamdon, and sent a message to them to give him his son. 

Then they hearkened unto him and they took him and went to the fortress 

which is called 'amudha. And they sent to the prince [telling him] to send 

and take his son. And when he wished to take him it was said to him, ‘Even 

though thou takest thy son he will not live’; for they had made him to drink 

poison; and it was impossible for him to live longer than ten days, which 

actually took place. For when the Prince left and departed, uttering curses 

and threats, after a few days philip died, and no man knew where they had 

buried him. 

When the queen heard that he was dead, she was in despair, and she 

departed and went to the fortress of silawkya on the sea-coast. And she 

took refuge with the Brothers (Freres), the lords of the fortress, and they 

protected her honourably. And her mother also came to her from Cyprus ; 

now she was a Frankish lady, the daughter of the king of Cyprus. And 

when they gave her daughter to philip, they wished to give her also to wife 

to sir gofri (geoffry), the lord of kipa of serwand, who was the son of 

baron sunbat, the brother (son ?) of baron Constantine pali. And when 

she was unwilling they expelled her from her country and she went to 

Cyprus. And at this time she returned to her daughter, and the two women 

lived in silawkya until pal! brought them down by force. 

Concerning the taking of Samarkand by the Tatars 

And in this year, which is the year six hundred and eighteen of the Arabs 

(a.d. 1221), after the Tatars had taken the city of Bukhara, they came and 

encamped against the great city of Samarkand, [445] in which many large 

villages flourished, and it was surrounded with splendid paradises (or, 

gardens). And Sultan mahamad had left in it to protect it one hundred 

and ten thousand mighty warriors and fighting men. Now when Chingiz 

khan heard that the city was so strong in respect of fighting men, he went 

in person to attack it. And the Mongols surrounded it, and they counted 
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the towers thereof, and a destroying fire was lighted on the wall between 

those who were inside and those who were out. And on the following day 

the troops which were inside went forth on foot to the Tatars, and fought 

very fierce fights [with them]. And they killed many Tatars, and others 

they captured alive and took into the city, where they tortured them horribly 

and put them to death in a cruel fashion. 

When the citizens saw this they were greatly afraid, and they said one to 

another, ‘If we do not take great care vengeance assuredly will be taken for 

these [Tatars]’. And they took counsel together and then sent men secretly 

to Chingiz khan, and they promised to open the gates in the night and 

surrender the city. And chingiz khan rejoiced at this, and gave them a 

pledge of security for their lives. 

And when the evening had come, the Judge of the city, and one other 

official who was called ‘shaikh ’eslam’, [and] a great crowd of people 

[assembled], they opened the gates of the city and the Mongols went in. 

And the fighting men of the city fled and hid in the fortress, or Citadel. 

And the Tatars began to take the people captives and to loot. And they 

took the men and women of the city outside the city, hundred by hundred, 

and they made them to sit down in groups—all except the fifty thousand 

who had escaped with the Judge and the shaikh ’eslam, and they did not 

go out. And when it was night the Tatars went out and killed all those 

whom they had taken outside the city, and they left [alive] only sons and 

daughters who were under twenty years of age. Then one of the chiefs who 

was in the fortress performed an act of great bravery. He took about one 

thousand men, and cut through the troops of the Tatars, and passed 

through them, and they fled without being able to harm any of them. And 

[this] chief went to khorasan, to Sultan mahamad. 

Concerning the taking of Khawarazm by the Tatars 

Then chingiz khan, being no longer occupied with the taking of Samar¬ 

kand, sent his two sons jagatai and ’aukhatai against khawarazm. For 

khawarazm is the name of the Clime, and the name of the [446] great city 

of that Clime is gurganiyah. And when certain of the Tatars, [that is to 

say] those who were accustomed to march in front of the troops, came to 

the gate of the city, the citizens thought that these men, few in number, 

were by themselves, and a great crowd of men, both horsemen and foot- 

soldiers, went out from the city to engage those Tatars in battle. And when 

they arrived at the vineyard of a man who was called kawram, which 

was distant one stade, the army of the Mongols burst forth upon them 

and killed them all. Now those citizens who were destroyed and fell 

on the ground were about one hundred thousand in number. And the 

Tatars came along triumphantly and they made themselves masters of 
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the city easily and they destroyed both it and the remainder of its 

population. 

Now Sultan mahamad had already left and passed over to the country 

of khorasan, and he was taking counsel with his nobles continually, [say¬ 

ing], ‘What course [is open] to us? And how can we save ourselves from 

the hands of this mighty enemy ?’ And they said, ‘[All] hope [of help from] 

the countries which are beyond the river gihon is cut off. Only here in 

khorasan, [in] the places in the neighbourhood of the Citadel, is it right 

to make ready (i.e. drill) troops to be ready to fight with them, supposing 

they come.’ And the Sultan said, ‘No heart remaineth with us to fight these 

people. And supposing they come over to us there is nothing for us [to do] 

except to flee before them into India.’ But the son of jelal ad-din kha- 

warazm shah did not agree with [the suggestion] to flee, but [wanted them] 

all to fight until they died in the battle. Now his father rebuked him for this 

opinion, and like one who was prepared to die immediately, he began to eat, 

and to drink, and to delight himself in the pleasures of the world, after the 

manner of one who wished to have his fill of them. And whilst he was thus 

occupied he heard that the Tatars had crossed the waters of the gIhon. 

And he left and fled to hamAdan, and he sent his wives and his little chil¬ 

dren to a fortress called balan. 

And when the Tatars arrived at hamadan, the Sultan himself fled into 

the mountains opposite mazindaran. And when the Tatars pursued him 

thither, he fled and went into one of the islands of the Sea of hyrcania. 

And there he remained until the report came to him that the Tatars had 

made themselves masters of the fortress in which his family were, and that 

they had taken prisoners his wives, and his sons, and his daughters, [447] 

and that they had killed the males, and sent the females to karakoram. 

Then he was smitten with great grief, and he fell sick with a severe illness, 

and he departed from the world on the island and there they buried him; 

and some time later he was carried to the fortress which is called ‘’ardahin’ 

(’ardahan). When jelal ad-din, the son of Sultan mahamad, heard of 

the death of his father, he travelled in one night forty stades in the direction 

of the countries of the Persians, viz. those which are on the frontier of 

India. And there gathered together to him ninety thousand chosen horse¬ 

men. Now when chingiz khan heard that jelal ad-din khawarazm shah 

was far more mighty than his father, he sent a numerous army of the 

Mongols against him. And jelal ad-din heard [of this] and he came to 

meet them. And when they attacked the Tatars, he spake to the men of 

his bodyguard, and they all dismounted, and each man took (i.e. led) his 

horse in his hand, and they despised death. And many of the Mongols on 

the ground (i.e. the foot-soldiers) shot arrows until the evening. And that 

night each of the two parties of combatants passed the whole night in the 

place where it was. And on the second day, when the Tatars saw the 
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bravery of khawarazm shah, they turned their faces to flee. And kha¬ 

warazm shah pursued them, and they killed about five hundred of the 

heroes of the Tatars. 

When Chingiz khan heard these things he came like a flash of lightning 

with an army, the soldiers in which were so many that they were beyond 

count. And immediately jelal ad-din saw them he knew that he was no 

match for them in strength, and therefore he set his face to cross the river 

gihon towards the east, and he sent [word] to make ready ships. But 

Chingiz khan heard of these things, and he sent on a numerous army before 

him, and it occupied the road [of jelal ad-din]. And then there remained 

to jelal ad-din no other hope except to fight to the last breath. And the 

battle between the two sides was set in array. And the right [wing] of 

khawarazm shah [was broken], and the left wing of the Mongols also was 

broken. And jelal ad-din khawarazm shah himself remained in the 

midst with only seven hundred horsemen, and he leaped from one side to 

the other like a wolf, and hurled to the ground slain Tatars. And the 

Mongols increased more and more, and thronged in upon him from all 

sides. Then a certain Amir, a khawarazmian, who was the son of jelal 

ad-din’s uncle, laid hold on the bridle of his horse and thrust him [448] 

backwards. And when jelal ad-d!n saw that no other hope remained to 

him, he alighted from his horse, and he kissed the members of his household 

and his children, and he and they wept with sobs and groans. Then he left 

them, and he mounted his horse, and he said unto the horsemen of his 

bodyguard, ‘Whosoever loveth me let him cling to me in life and in death’. 

And he struck his horse and rode through the host of the Tatars, and still 

sitting on his horse he hurled himself into the waters. 

When Chingiz khan saw these acts he ran to the bank of the river and 

looked and marvelled. And certain men of the Mongols wished to hurl 

themselves into the waters and to pursue him, and the King of Kings would 

not permit them [to do so]. But laying his hand on his mouth he said unto 

his sons, ‘It is meet that a son should be begotten by a father such as this’. 

And to his nobles he said, ‘It is meet that a man such as this should be called 

a man. For many marvellous exploits are indicated by him, and a man of 

understanding who was careless could never spring from him.’ Now jelal 

ad-din having, with a sword, and a spear, and a shield, escaped from the 

waters, and from the flash of the sword, together with only the six horsemen 

who had been able to cross the river, remained there on the banks of the 

gIhon for about two days, until there gathered together to him about fifty 

other horsemen, and then they set out for India. And about one hundred 

of his own horsemen overtook him there. And they sent a man on before 

them to explore. And he went and spied out the land. And he came and 

informed them saying, ‘There are two thousand soldiers of the Army of the 

Indians in a certain place’; and khawarazm shah went and captured them, 
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and they killed them all, and took their horses. And they increased in 

number and became about five hundred horsemen. And about five thousand 

Indians were gathered together, and they came and met them in battle, 

and again the Indians were broken. And when the rest of the khawaraz- 

mians who had fled, and were hidden in various places, heard [of this], they 

wished and came to him; now they were about three thousand in number. 

And when the kings of the Indians saw that they had no force [equal to the] 

khawarazmians, they made friends with khawarazm shah, and sent to him 

many gifts. And when they were not able to live in that country because 

of the heat, and they began to suffer from disease and sickness, [449] and 

they heard also that the Tatars had left khawarazm, and had crossed the 

gihon to the east, jelal ad-din took those who were with him, and they 

went out from India and came to shiraz. And the ’atabag sa'd, the lord 

of shiraz, sent him much money, and slaves, and handmaidens. And from 

there they came to ’esfahan. And in the year six hundred and twenty of 

the arabs (a.d. 1223) Sultan 'ala ad-din took the strong fortress on the 

coast of the sea ’adrianos, and he called it after his name ‘'alaiyah’. 

Concerning the murder of Amin ad-Dawlah Taoma in Baghdad 

And in this year, on the twenty-eighth day of the fifth month of the 

arabs, on the night of the fifth [day of the week], the renowned physician 

who was famous for his superlatively good qualities, amin ad-dawlah abu 

al-karam sa'id, the son of taoma, a native of Baghdad, one of our Jaco¬ 

bites, was murdered. He was highly skilled in the art of healing, and was 

truthful in his acts, and a man of understanding, liberal-minded and a good 

intermediary in supplying the wants of the needy, and in answering their 

questions (or, demands), and fulfilling their affairs. This man was wholly 

loved and honoured by the Khalifah nasir, and he had arrived at such a 

state of exalted rank that the whole administration of his kingdom and of 

his sons, and his daughters and his wives, was committed to his care. And 

because in his latter days the eyes of the Khalifah nasir had failed, and he 

was no longer able to see to write secret (i.e. confidential) matters to the 

Wazir, a certain woman whose name was ‘sit nasim’, was found in Bagh¬ 

dad. And she wrote a hand which could not be distinguished from that of 

the Khalifah, and nasir brought her into his presence and revealed to her 

his secrets, and everything which he wished to write he told her to write. 

And when the letters came to the Wazir he used to think that the writing 

was that of the Khalifah’s fingers, because the Khalifah concealed his blind¬ 

ness even from the Wazir. 

And the matter having remained thus for some time, a certain eunuch 

whose name was taj ad-din rashik struck up a friendship with the woman, 

and they used to write whatsoever they wished in the Khalifah’s name to 
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the Wazir, and he carried out [the commands]. And one day the Wazir 

himself, muayad ad-din, the son of kasImi, wrote to the Khalifah about a 

certain matter, and there came forth to him a confused and ill-arranged 

(i.e. disconnected) answer. And the Wazir felt a doubt about it, and he 

took it to the renowned ’am!n ad-dawlah [450] and inquired of him privily 

about this matter. And he made known to the Wazir the blindness of the 

Khalifah, and that there was a certain woman who wrote these things and 

who could imitate the writing of the Khalifah, and that the eunuch rashik 

was in partnership with her, and that they wrote whatever they wished to 

write without the knowledge of the Khalifah. And from that moment the 

Wazir himself began to be careless in fulfilling the commands wherewith 

he was commanded. And the woman herself and the eunuch perceived 

that ’amin ad-dawlah had exposed them, because of those who were able 

to see the Wazir and to hold converse with him, ’amin alone knew the 

secret. Therefore they worked upon two brothers who were known to be 

of the sons of kamr ad-din, and they lay in wait for the physician one night 

when he was leaving the palace of the Khalifah and going to his house, and 

they leaped upon him, and stabbed him with two daggers (or, knives). And 

when ’amin saw them he cried out, ‘ Seize ye them, for they are so-and-so and 

so-and-so’; and those wicked men heard [him] and they went back a second 

time and killed him completely. And they also stabbed the man who was 

with him carrying the lamp, and him also they stabbed again with a knife. 

And immediately the city was thrown into a state of excitement, and the 

palace of the Khalifah, and the dead man was lifted up and carried to his 

house, and he was buried there. 

And after nine months they carried him to the church of mar taoma 

and buried him with his fathers. And his two accursed murderers were 

captured on the same night on which that renowned physician was 

murdered, and they were crucified on the very spot on which they had 

murdered him. The deceased man left three sons who were honoured, 

viz. SHAMS AD-DAWLAH, FAKHR AD-DAWLAH, and TAJ AD-DAWLAH. These also 

attained great honours, and especially shams ad-dawlah. 

And in this year, which is the year six hundred and eighteen of the ARABS 

(a.d. 1221), jelal ad-din hasan, the chief of the ishmaelites, died, and Ala 

ad-din mahamad, his son, rose up after him, being nine years of age. Now 

this boy had been brought up with other little boys of the same age as him¬ 

self in the occupation of rearing lambs and going round with camels, and 

he deputed the whole direction of his domain to women. And when he had 

reigned five years, a certain physician who was with them, without any 

illness which demanded the letting of blood, slit [451] a vein and drew out 

from him a very considerable quantity of blood. And because of this black 

bile obtained the mastery over him, and he began to imagine horrible 

imaginings, and to think that he was God. And because the minds of those 
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who were under his hand were obscured by great error, and they were 

delivered over to the knowledge of vanity, they believed whatsoever he 

told them. And no man was able to admonish him, but every' man he 

cursed or abused, [his curses] caused to die an evil death. And because of 

this the wise men also who were under the yoke of his service, because of 

their fear of him, magnified him as God. And f ala ad-din constitutionally 

hated ornamented apparel, and he dressed himself in raiment made of wool 

and blue famarkubd (brocade?), and he dwelt continually with the sheep. 

It is said that one day when he was sitting on a pinnacle of a certain high 

mountain, with ambassadors from the various countries round about him, 

that at a mere hint (i.e. motion) of his eyebrows, fifty of the men who were 

standing before him cast themselves down from the pinnacle of that high 

mountain and died. And thus the fear of him fell upon all the kings of the 

earth, and they were bowed down under the yoke of the tribute which they 

were giving to him and were sending with the good products of their lands. 

And in the year six hundred and twenty-one of the Arabs (a.d. 1124), 

malik ’afdal, the son of salah ad-din, the son of ’ayub, the lord of samo- 

sata, died in samosata. This man was highly trained in literature (or, 

books), and in rhetoric and poetry, but his actions were feeble, and he 

lacked sagacity (or, astuteness), which is a necessary accomplishment for 

kings. And because of this he was deprived of the kingdom of his father, 

and instead of that great dominion he received, though against his will, a 

small tract of country. 

And in the year six hundred and twenty-two [of the arabs, a.d. 1125], 

the Khalifah nasir abu al-'abbas ’ahmad died, aged seventy years, on the 

night of the dawn of the festival of the Passover of the arabs. He was very 

alert (or, watchful) and diligent, and he was always changing his place and 

sallying out, and going round about in the bazars of Baghdad, and he made 

it his care to know from the thread to the needle, i.e. matters which were 

very great and those which were very small. He exhibited himself from 

time to time in the garb of the Turks, and sometimes in the garb of the 

Persians, and at others in the garb of the merchants, and because of this 

[452] very many perished. For when he perceived any one who recognized 

him, without mercy he would send and kill him. Still, however, he did not 

keep himself concealed, for he used to walk about with famous men who 

shared his secret. For this reason men fled before him when he passed by. 

Moreover, even in the night season, a man was afraid to talk to his wife 

indiscreetly, for they were afraid lest he might be in the house, or in some 

porch on the roof, because he would appear there having climbed up into 

the porch on the roof, and on to the walls of the habitations of men. He 

was immeasurably anxious to know the details and particulars of the things 

which were done, not only in his own dominions, but also in the dominions 

of the kings of the other countries. 
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It is related that the Khatun, the daughter of kelej ’arslan, Sultan, who 

was called khalataita, came to Baghdad when she was going to worship 

at makkah. And he was told of her beauty, and he sent to her the old 

women of his palace to betroth her to him. But the Khatun made the excuse 

that she had a husband, and said that it was impossible for this to take place. 

And she left and went to makkah, and because of her fear of him she 

decided to return to her own country by the Syrian road. And the Khalifah 

nasir himself thought that she was preparing to do this, and he sent in her 

train a company of horsemen as if they also were going to worship [at mak¬ 

kah]. And when the Khatun wished to go by another road, they prevented 

her doing so, and by force they brought her back again to Baghdad. And 

as soon as ever she arrived, a report of the death of her husband reached 

[her]. But how did he die? God knoweth! And nasir sent and had her 

brought into the palace, and he took her to wife. 

And this nasir loved her wholly, for when she longed to have for herself 

a palace in the style of that which she had in khalat, and a garden, he 

learned (i.e. obtained) from her the particulars thereof. And in the night 

he sent and had the Wazir brought, and he gave him a drawing of the 

palace and the garden. And the Wazir went out forthwith, and made ready 

two hundred architects and two thousand workmen, and they prepared 

slabs of stone and mortar sufficient [for the work], and they worked at the 

building the whole day, each man on one section. And they took the fold¬ 

ing doors which had been constructed from other gates of the palace, and 

set them up in the new gates which they left the same size as the folding 

doors. [453] And they also lifted out of the ground trees which were rooted 

therein and planted them in the new garden which they dug. And when 

the evening came they had finished the whole work. And carpets and woven 

stuffs were spread about, and all the necessary things were ready there, and 

the lady of khalat passed over into it. And after some years she died,and 

nasir was enveloped in a great mourning for her. And he commanded and 

they destroyed the palace and the garden, and they left the place a ruin. 

And on that spot he built for her a famous sepulchre wherein praying men 

dwell at the present day, and alms and charitable gifts are distributed. 

After nasir, tahir his son [ruled] nine months. They used to proclaim 

this man the heir during his father’s lifetime, and his father nasir being 

afraid of him, he annulled his proclamation and shut him up in prison, and 

he made his younger son, whose name was amir 'al!, to be proclaimed. 

And amir 'al! died in the days of his father, and left young sons. And his 

father mourned for him with so great and indescribable grief that he sent to 

all the kings and told them that not one of them was to send an ambassador 

or a letter of consolation. And he dwelt alone by himself in a dark house 

for many days. And all the people of Baghdad also mourned, and in every 

family a company of women sat down and wailed. And they went round 
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about in the bazars of Baghdad wearing sackcloth and with blackened faces, 
and they uttered loud cries of grief and wailed for many days. And forth¬ 
with there went forth the command that every woman who wished to weep 
must weep in her own house, and they were not to go outside again. 

And nasir the Khalifah being dead, the nobles brought out his son tahir 

from prison, for they loved him because of his goodness. And they swore 
oaths of fealty to him, and seated him upon his father’s throne. And when 
they were enthroning him, he said, ‘How fitting is it for a man to open an 
inn {khan) after the ninth hour ! For I have passed fifty years.’ Then having 
taken his seat he showed justice and generosity, and he restored to their 
owners sums of money which had been plucked from them, for his father 
had been avaricious. And fear was lifted from the children of men, and the 
calumniators were suppressed. And he built another bridge over the Tigris 

at Baghdad, and it had two bridges, whereas before for a period of two 
hundred years the city had only had one bridge. [454] 

And in this year malik mu'atam, the lord of Damascus, sallied out and 
plundered the country of hamath. And malik ’ashraf, his brother, heard 
[of this] and sent and admonished him for this act. Then he being offended 
with him, sent to him shehab ad-din jAzi, another brother, who at that time 
was the lord of khalat and maiperkat, and he made him to rebel against 
’ashraf. And ’ashraf sallied out and went against khalat, and he took it 
from his brother by fighting. And having captured his brother he did not 
kill him, but he left to him maiperkat and sent him there. 

At this time baron Constantine pal! sent to mar ignatius, our Patriarch, 
and to mar constantinus, the Catholicus of the Armenians, concerning the 
daughter of king lion, that she should come down from silawkya and 
make peace, so that they might make an arrangement which would benefit 
the Christian community. For behold because of the schism, Sultan 'ala 

ad-din, the lord of beth rhomaye, was master of many of the fortresses of 
Cilicia. And those two. blessed men went, and although they entreated 
earnestly and admonished her, she would not incline to their petition. 
Moreover, she reviled them and called them friends (or, associates) of 
murderers and shedders of innocent blood. And in no way were they able 
to make any apology to her, but they left her and came away as unsuccessful 
men. Then pali himself went there in person, and he begged the Freres 
to give her to him by force. And they replied, ‘Our houses and our strong¬ 
holds are the villages of refuge of the Christians, and we cannot deliver up 
a woman, a queen, who hath taken up asylum with us’. 

Then pali formed a plan, and with gold he bought from them the fortress 
with everything which was therein, and he turned them out, and he himself 
became the lord and governor [of the fortress]. And he took the queen by 
her arm and led her out and brought her down by force to tarsos. And he 
collected Patriarchs, and bishops, and priests, and they crowned her with 
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his son haitum (otton?), and haitum was proclaimed king of cilicia 

on the first day of the week of Pentecost, on the fourteenth day of the 

month of haziran (June), in the year fifteen hundred and thirty-seven of 

the Greeks (a.d. 1226). And queen zabil (Isabel?) remained for ten years 

without permitting the king [455] to have intercourse with her, but afterwards 

she was reconciled to him, and she bore him sons and daughters. And in the 

year six hundred and twenty-three of the Arabs (a.d. 1226) the Khalifah 

tahir died, on the fourteenth day of the seventh month. 

After tahir his son mustanser [ruled] seventeen years. This man began 

[to rule] in an open fashion, he rode and he went in and came out, and hid 

himself from no man. And there was exhibited by him a justice which 

was greater than that of his father, and he began to distribute alms 

generously, and he restored many buildings. And he built that House of 

Instruction (i.e. College) which is called by his name, and the like of which 

exists nowhere in the world. And he appointed therein four doctors (i.e. 

professors) of their Four Faiths, and three hundred chief instructors, and 

every instructor in the Law was provided with adequate rations (or, main¬ 

tenance money) from day to day. And he built a bath for their private use, 

wherein no stranger might enter, and he appointed for them also a private 

physician who would administer medicine unto them when they were sick. 

Concerning the death of Chingiz Khan 

In the year six hundred and twenty-four of the Arabs (a.d. 1226), when 

Chingiz khan returned to the east from the countries of khorasan, he set 

his mind on going to conquer the countiy of the tankurtaye who were on 

the frontier of India. And whilst he was on his journey thither a severe 

sickness attacked him, and it was due to the excessive (moisture) of the 

atmosphere. And having despaired of obtaining help from the physicians, 

he sent and called his sons to him: jaghatai, and ’aukhatai, and tuli, and 

khalkan, and jurkhatai, and ’aurdjar, and he said unto them, ‘I am near 

to depart, and from every point of view it is right that [I] should see a 

man (or, some one) who is able to keep my kingdom unshaken. This is what 

I wish: as I have told you many times, ’aukhatai shall sit upon the royal 

throne in my place, because I have confidence in his understanding and 

his power of organization. Now, as for you, my sons, what is your opinion ?’ 

Then they all kneeling down upon their knees said, ‘Our father, and lord, 

and king, we are all thy slaves, and we will hearken to and obey every com¬ 

mand wherewith thou commandest us, and directest [us]’. And after this 

his illness grew more severe, and he departed from the world on the fourth 

day of the ninth month of the Arab fast of that year (twenty-fourth of ’ab, 

a.d. 1227). 

Then the sons who were present [456] sent ambassadors to each other, 
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and they summoned all the children and the kinsmen from the plains of 

the rocks (or, mountains?) of the kapshakaye, viz. tushi, the eldest son, 

and also hardu (harru), and bathu, and sibakan, and tangut, and 

baraka, and barkashaur, and boka timur, and ’aknas, and jaghatai. 

And from the south they summoned ’aukhatai, unto whom the kingdom 

had been committed. And from the east they summoned their uncle ’aut- 

k!n, and bulkhatai nawin, and ’aljatai nawin, and tuli, and the rest of 

the younger brothers who were in the camp of chingiz khan. And they 

remained [as they were] for about two years, within a very little, until the 

assembly was complete, and they seated ’aukhatai upon the royal throne 

as has been shown forth. 

And in this year died malik mu'atam, the son of 'adil, the lord of 

Damascus and Jerusalem. This man was truculent, and terrifying, and he 

had the feeling that he ought to reign over all countries. And he appointed 

the ma'daye, who pillaged the countries of the others, especially the country 

of emesa and hamath. And malik nasir salah ad-din dawud rose up after 

him, and his two uncles malik f aziz and malik salih carried the saddle-cloth 

before him. 

And in the year six hundred and twenty-five [of the Arabs] (a.d. 1227) 

malik kamil sallied out from Egypt to come and take Damascus from his 

brother’s son. And when he came to shamrin, the ’Anpror (i.e. Emperor) 

the great king of the ’armnaye (i.e. ’alimanaye) [the Emperor was 

Frederick ii of Germany] went forth to Joppa, and kamil was prevented 

(or, restrained) in the matter of Damascus. And his brother ’ashraf came 

to him, and mAlik mujahid, the lord of emesa, and they went and en¬ 

camped against tella dhe-'eghle; and they sent ambassadors to the 

Emperor and they learned the reason of his coming forth. And the Em¬ 

peror replied that he had gone forth through zeal for the house of the Lord, 

Jerusalem. And the arabs surrendered Jerusalem to the franks, but only 

the city, without the surrounding country, and there was peace. 

In this year died hasnon, the physician, a native of edessa. This man 

went to [457] beth rhomaye, and treated saif ad-din amir ’akhur, and 

’ekhtyar ad-din hasan. And from there he went forth to dyar bakr. 

And he treated the sons of shaharman and hazardinari who rose up after 

these, and then the sons of 'adil who reigned there, and finally he returned 

to edessa. And when he heard that tughrel the eunuch (who was his 

friend from the time when he attended ’ekhtyar ad-din) had become the 

father and counsellor of the kingdom of aleppo, he rose up and came to 

him. But the eunuch, who was a man lacking in discernment, did not 

receive him with the degree of honour which was meet for him. And when 

he was rebuked for this behaviour he said, ‘It was on account of his Chris¬ 

tianity that I was negligent about him’. 

And hasnon the physician remained in aleppo, and it was grievous to 
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him and he was greatly distressed. And when he wished to return to edessa 

a violent fever attacked him, and together with the fever there came colic 

and bleeding of the bowels (dysentery), and he died in aleppo, and he was 

buried in the church of mart Barbara, which is therein. He was a hand¬ 

some and corpulent old man, and he was fully learned in the art of healing, 

and in the details of philosophy. And it is said concerning him that he was 

always reading (or, studying) the Book of luicari (lubari). His conversation 

was very pleasant, and he kept [in mind] many stories of ancient kings and 

sages, and of those whom he used to see in his own days. And in his time 

Gabriel, an eminent physician, was also well known in edessa. He wrote 

many books on the art of healing and philosophy in syriac. 

And in the year six hundred and twenty-six of the Arabs (a.d. 1227), 

when malik kamil and ’ashraf, his brother, were encamped together on 

tella dhe-'eghle, they agreed that they would take Damascus and its sur¬ 

rounding country from malik nasir dawud, the son of mu'atam, their 

brother, and that the city of Damascus as far as the hill of paik should be¬ 

long to ’ashraf, and from paik as far as gaza to kamil ; and ’ashraf was to 

give to malik nasir certain places (or, towns) in the east instead of Damascus. 

And malik nasir agreed with them. And when he went to Damascus to 

take away his treasure and his household, and go forth again, he repented 

and did not wish to surrender [the city]. And ’ashraf took his troops, and 

some of the troops of kamil also, and he went and encamped against 

Damascus [458] and besieged it. And when he was unable to capture it, 

he sent and called kamil, his brother. And kamil came, and he began to 

make strenuous war on Damascus, and he took it at the beginning of the 

eighth month and handed it over to ’ashraf. And ’ashraf gave to kamil 

his brother, instead of Damascus, edessa, and harran, and calonicus, and 

serugh, and ras fAiN, and muazar and jamlin. And he left to nasir, the 

son of mu'atam, the lord of Damascus, the fortress of karak, and balka, 

and the country of Jerusalem and shamrin (samaria). 

And kamil sent troops with malik mutafar taki ad-din against hamath, 

so that he might take it from his brother malik nasir kelej ’arslan. Now 

this man came down secretly from the fortress and went to kamil, and he 

promised [to give him] gold so that he might not expel him from hamath. 

And kamil would not accept [it]. And nasir said unto kamil, ‘If thou 

must perforce take hamath from me, swear to me that thou wilt take it for 

thyself and wilt not give it to my brother taki ad-din’. And kamil swore, 

and he sent his men to take over the city. Then the inhabitants of the city 

and of the fortress objected, and said, ‘None but our own king shall reign 

over us’; and they began to fight strenuously. Then kamil sent to them, 

saying, ‘Behold ye have your king taki ad-d!n with you; deliver ye him 

up’. And the citizens rejoiced with a great joy, and they delivered up taki 

ad-din, and he went in and ascended to the fortress. And after some days 
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he went to harran to kamil, who had gone there to inspect the countries 

which had been given to him; and he honoured him greatly and showed 

him affection; and he gave him his daughter to wife. And he arrayed him 

and those who were with him [in robes of honour], and he sent him down 

again to hamath. For certain calumniators had told him that taki ad-d!n 

will never go down again from the fortress of hamath, and thou wilt not see 

him [going down], and since he walked simply he honoured him greatly. 

And in the year Sultan f ala ad-dIn became master of the cities of ’arzenjan 

and kamak. 

Concerning the seating of the Khan upon the throne of the king¬ 

dom of the Mongols after Chingiz Khan his father 

In the year six hundred and twenty-six of the Arabs (a.d. 1228), when 

the assembling of the princes and nobles of the Mongols was completed, 

they ate and drank for three days. And afterwards they said unto ’aukha¬ 

tai, ‘The command of chingiz khan [459] hath gone forth thus: Thou shalt 

reign in his place’. And he like a wise man replied, ‘Although our father 

commanded thus, we have, nevertheless, a brother who is older than I am. 

And there are uncles also who are more suitable for this position than I am. 

Moreover, our brother tuli is himself the son of the Great Camp, and he 

was constantly occupied in the service of our father. He is more learned 

than I am in the laws and in the administrative affairs of the kingdom. If 
it pleaseth you let him sit on the throne.’ 

Then they all cried out together, ‘It is wholly impossible for the com¬ 

mand of our blessed father to be done away; and as he commanded, even 

so shall it be’. And they uncovered their heads, and they threw their belts 

over their shoulders. And jaghatai took his right hand, and ’autkin his 

left, and they went in and set ’aukhatai on the Throne of the Four Cushions, 

which indicate sovereignty over the Four Quarters of the world, and they 

called his name ‘khan’. And tuli, the younger brother, because ’aukhatai 

had said that he was fitted for sovereignty before all the others, presented 

the cup for the Khan to drink from, and he knelt down on his knees, and 

did homage to him, and he made manifest [his] submission [to him] most 

absolutely. And the rest of the brethren, all of them who were in there 

(i.e. in the tent), did likewise. And the nobles who were outside the tent 

smote the earth nine times with their knees, and they did homage to the 

Khan. Then [those who were in the tent] went forth, and they bowed 

themselves down to the ground three times to the sun according to their 
custom. 

Then the Khan being settled on the throne opened the treasures and 

riches of his father, and he distributed gifts to his brothers and uncles, and 

to the rest of the nobles, to each man according to his rank and position. 
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And the nobles also selected from among their daughters forty virgins who 

were like the moon for beauty, and having decked them out in raiment of 

great price and with chains and ornaments set with precious stones, they 

presented them to the Khan. And they all rejoiced with an exceedingly 

great joy. Then the Khan passed an edict that all the laws and ordinances 

which chingiz khan had laid down should be kept, and that every one who 

transgressed them should die the death. 

And because jelal ad-din khawarazm shah was at that time leaping all 

over the countries of khorasan like a stag, [the Khan] sent sharmaghon 

(jurmaghon ?) nawin with thirty (or, three) thousand [460] men to that 

quarter of the world; and sunatai ’aghonesta also with a numerous army 

to the quarter of the Cappadocians and Bulgarians ; and a large number of 

other soldiers against India; and he went in person, together with the 

brethren and kinsfolk, to china. 

And in the year six hundred and twenty-seven of the Arabs (a.d. 1229) 

malik ’ashraf took b'elbak from malik ’amjad, its lord, and he went into 

Damascus and dwelt in the palace of his father after he had sent out with 

him everything which he had found in the treasuries of b'elbak. And in 

the year, in the beginning of it, khawarazm shah jelal ad-din manja- 

barni, the son of khawarazm shah mahamad, went down against khalat 

and invested it, and he made strenuous war upon it. And there were in it 

two brothers of malik ’ashraf, viz. taki ad-din 'abbas, and mujir ad-din 

ya'kub. Now this jelal ad-din khawarazm shah wished at the beginning, 

five years earlier, to reign over the land of sen'ar, and he came to dakukah, 

and bawazigh (beth wazik kuni shabhor ?), and he laid waste, and burned, 

and destroyed [the people] with the edge of the sword. And from there he 

went to marge of shaharzur, and mutafar ad-din, the lord of ’arbil, sent 

many gifts to him, and he made peace with him. And in this year he came 

against khalat, and set up against it twenty engines of war on the side of 

it by the lake. And the war became so fierce, and the famine among the 

people of khalat was so severe, that they ate the flesh (or, bodies) of dogs 

and asses. And a litrd of meat, according to the Syrian weight (i.e. six 

litre Syrian = one litrd Babylonian) was sold for an Egyptian dinar. 

Then Sultan 'ala ad-din kai kubad collected a great gathering of 

twenty thousand men, and he came to melitene, and he sent ten thousand 

to the city of ’arzenjan, and he kept ten thousand with him. And he sent 

a message to his uncle ’ashraf, and told him that he must go in person and 

meet khawarazm shah by khalat, and that if the Lord willed, he should 

water his horses with the waters of the gihon of Persia. And he also sent 

an ambassador to khawarazm shah, and he said unto him, ‘Thou art Sul¬ 

tan, and the son of a Sultan, and it is not right for thee to do anything 

illegally. Moreover, God stirred up the armies of the Tatars from the East 

against thy father because of his infidelity. And this house of beth ’ayub 
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[461] is a great and blessed house, and with two thousand horsemen ride 

all the brothers, and the sons of the brothers, and the sons of the uncles, 

and their sons. Do not think that I am their enemy. Believe, not that I am 

their enemy, but their friend, and that I am one who fighteth on their be¬ 

half. For there is affinity between us. And also my own uncle was their 

kinsman. And it is meet for thee to make friendship with them, so that 

both we and they may become the enemies of thine enemies.’ But kha¬ 

warazm shah was stubborn and he replied, ‘It is impossible to leave 

khalat’, and to this he added war. 

Then certain men of beth wan acted treacherously and surrendered the 

city, and the men of khawarazm became masters of it. And the brothers 

of ’ashraf fled, but husam ad-din kaimari, the son-in-law of ’ashraf 

through the sister of the mother, and Tzz ad-din ’aibag, the governor of 

khalat, saved themselves in the fortress of khalat. And after some days 

they received a pledge for their lives, and they surrendered the fortress. 

Now when khawarazm shah took khalat, he did not imprison the brothers 

of ’ashraf, but they entered his service, and they rode with him, and they 

took part every day in the sports in the stadium in his presence. When 

’ashraf heard [this] he was perturbed, and he rose up hastily and came to 

’ablastin, and his troops gathered together about him. 

And Sultan 'ala ad-d!n also sallied forth with his troops, and they all 

assembled in akshahar. And when khawarazm shah heard [this] he went 

with his troops to meet them. And they were [in number] forty thousand. 

And they found about four thousand horsemen from beth rhomaye, who 

were separated from their companions, and they killed them all. And they 

approached and the soldiers met each other in battle on the day of Friday, 

and the victory was to malik ’ashraf. And they remained the whole night 

before the Sabbath destroying and being destroyed. And when day broke 

on the Sabbath, the battle was [again] set in array, and a great breaking fell 

on the khawarazmians, and a very large number of [their] people were 

killed; and no man was able to ascertain their number; and certain satraps 

and famous men of war were taken prisoners. And very many of them fled 

to trapizun (trebizond) and to the country of the iberians, and about fif¬ 

teen [462] hundred horsemen fell from a high rock during the night and 

died. These things took place in the month of ’ab (august), in the year 

fifteen hundred and forty-one of the Greeks (a.d. 1230). And because the 

lord of ’arzan ar-rum, who was the son of the uncle of Sultan 'ala ad-din, 

and was his son-in-law, acted deceitfully towards the Sultan and made 

friends with khawarazm shah and went to the war before them, he also 

was taken prisoner. And the Sultan went with ’ashraf against ’arzan ar- 

rum, and they made strenuous war upon it. And after those who were 

inside had sworn to the Sultan that they would not kill their lord, who had 

been made a prisoner, they handed over the city to him. And there was in 
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it the sister of the lord of ’arzan ar-rum, whom for a very long time the 

Sultan had longed to take to wife, but her brother would not permit it. 

And when the Sultan had taken her, he rejoiced over her more than over 

the victory which had come to him. But after a short time, when she asked 

the Sultan to release her brother from the prisoners, he was angry with her 

and destroyed her, and he also sent and drowned her brother in the sea. 

And after the breaking of the khawarazmians, ’ashraf went to khalat 

that he might build up the breaches [in the walls] and make it fit for habita¬ 

tion ; and the Sultan sent with him a thousand horsemen and abundant gifts. 

And the Sultan himself also returned to his own country. Then jelal ad¬ 

din khawarazm shah took his household and went and dwelt in khoi, a 

city of ’adhorbijan. And he sent taki ad-din, the brother of ’ashraf, 

bound in chains [as] a gift to the Khalifah in Baghdad, and the Khalifah 

released him and sent him with honour to ’ashraf. And ’ashraf sent an 

ambassador to khawarazm shah, and said unto him, ‘Thou didst come and 

lay waste our countries, and didst kill and loot; we having in no wise com¬ 

mitted an offence against thee. And if thou didst wish to take vengeance 

on us because of hajb 'ali who devastated a part of thy country, behold 

he was killed in the war and was rewarded according to his works. We ask 

thee to relinquish the country which thou hast taken tyrannically, and to 

make peace with us.’ But khawarazm shah treated him with contempt and 

would not make peace. And ’ashraf left and went to beth nahr!n. And 

kamil was in Egypt. And mujir ad-din ya'kub, the brother of ’ashraf, 

was a prisoner with khawarazm shah. 

And in this year the Brothers, the miserable Freres, [463] and the 

Hospitallers sent and demanded from the lord of hamath the thousands 

of dinars for which he was liable as tribute. And when he laughed at them 

and would not give [them], they collected five hundred Brothers [who were] 

horsemen, and two thousand seven hundred footmen, and they came to 

take the country of hamath ; and taki ad-din met them in battle and broke 

them. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and forty-two of the Greeks (a.d. 1231), 

the Tatars pursued the khawarazmians, and khawarazm shah fled to¬ 

wards Syria. And they overtook him in the country of ’amid, and destroyed 

the force which was with him; he escaped by himself from the Tatars, and 

went up into one of the mountains of the sufnaye. And there, although 

they did not recognize him, the Kurds killed him. Some say that it was the 

custodian of his apparel who was killed, and that he himself escaped and 

dressed himself in the apparel of him who had been killed. Now the 

apparel was [made] of wool. And he wandered round about through the 

countries secretly (i.e. disguised). 

Then a legion of the Tatars invaded the country of the fortress of za!d, 

and it came on as far as the Euphrates, which is in melitene, and it crossed 
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the plain of hanazit. And because the whole population through their 

terror had fled to the places and towns which were disaffected and the 

fortresses, there was not much destruction. And those Tatars went back 

and ruled over ’adhorbijan and shaharzur, and they subjugated the 

iberians also. And mutafar ad-din heard and was afraid, and he sent 

and begged for help from the Khalifah. And jamal ad-din kashtemur was 

sent to him with a numerous army. And the remnant of the khawaraz- 

mians which remained—about ten thousand—went back and took refuge 

with Sultan 'ala ad-din, the lord of beth rhomaye, and they gave them 

places for them to live in (or, their maintenance), and they continued to be 

subject unto him until he died. 

At this time the Khan, the son of chingiz khan, having received the 

kingdom of the Mongols, took a numerous army and went to the countries 

of the outer sinaye (Chinese), that is to say kataye, who are called ‘kata’. 

And first of all they encamped against a city the name of which is khujbanu- 

taksin (khujabnuyaksIn ?), which is [situated] on the great river which 

is called kAra muran, wherein there were twenty (or, ten) thousand 

warriors. And having made war on it for forty days, those who were 

inside it were vanquished. And certain of the nobles of the city went out and 

received a pledge for their lives from the Khan. And all those fighting men 

embarked in boats and fled by river. And the Khan became master of the 

city, and he did no harm to any man therein. 

And from there he began a march of penetration into those countries. 

Then the king of the khathaye, who was called ‘ ’alton khan’, that is to say, 

‘Gold King’, collected his army of one hundred thousand valiant men of 

war and sent them to meet the Tatars. And when they came they sur¬ 

rounded the tatArs like a ring, for they were very mighty warriors. Then 

when the Khan saw their strength he employed another plan of action, and 

he commanded the sorcerers and men who knew enchantments who were 

with him to bring forth the rain-stone. And when they had brought it out 

and had performed their mysteries for three whole days and three whole 

nights, mighty torrents of rain began to come down on the khataye, and 

heavy falls of snow and frosts and bitterly cold blasts in the days of tammuz 

(july). Then the Tatars, like the wolves which worry the flocks, worried 

the khataye, and they broke them with an evil breaking. Then ’alton khan 

fled to his royal city, and he collected his wives, and his children, and his 

brethren, and all his kinsfolk into his palace. And he commanded all his 

servants and they heaped up many piles of blocks of wood and set them on 

fire, and he and all his people were burned to death. And the Mongol 

troops came and looted the city, the name of which was ‘namkinag’, and 

many other cities, and they killed many people in them, and they took fine 

young men and lovely maidens as prisoners without number. 

And thus the Khan returned from there with great joy, and he came to 
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the mountains of Kara kuram, and he built a city and he called it ‘urdu- 

balik’, that is ‘the City of the Camp’, and which is known at this day as 

the city of kara kuram. And he brought craftsmen and dwellers from the 

country of the khataye and the countries of the Arabs, and he settled them 

therein. And whilst the Khan was engaged in rejoicing over the victory 

which had come to him, his young brother tuli, whom he loved dearly, 

died, [465] and he grieved for him greatly. And he commanded that his 

queen, whose name was sarkutani bagi, the daughter of the brother of 

king JOHN, should administer his dominion. Now this queen had four 

grown-up sons: 1, munga, who ultimately became Khan; 2, kublai; 3, 

hulaku ; and 4, arigh boka. And this queen trained her sons so well that 

all the princes marvelled at her power of administration. And she was a 

Christian, sincere and true like [queen] Helena. And it was in respect of 

her that a certain poet said, ‘If I were to see among the race of women 

another woman like this, I should say that the race of women was far 

superior to that of men’. 

And at this time tushi, the eldest son of chingiz khan, died. And he 

left seven grown-up sons who were: tamshal, hardu, batu, sibaran, 

tanguth, barakah, and barkajar. And from among these the Khan 

selected batu, and to him he handed over the northern countries of the 

Slavs, and the Germans, and the Russians, and the Bulgarians. And his 

seat was on the great river which is called ’itil (i.e. the Volga). And batu, 

whilst going on the northern road from the country of the iberians to the 

countries of the Bulgarians and scythians, destroyed their populations by 

the edge of the sword, and blotted out their kingdoms. And because the 

command of the Khan had gone forth in this wise: ‘[The troops] shall cut 

off the right ear of every Bulgarian and Russian who is killed’, when they 

counted the ears, two hundred and seventy thousand ears were found with 

the TATARS. 

And the Khan continued to wax strong. And he prepared to attack 

Constantinople from the quarter of the Bulgarians. And the kings of 

the franks heard [of this], and they gathered together and they met batu 

in battle, and they broke him and made him flee. And no man of the 

Tatars afterwards went to the country of the franks, but they dwelt in 

the plain of Cappadocia. Now the son of this batu was called ‘sartak’. 

This man loved the Christian religion and was baptized. And he learned 

to read and to write, and was appointed a deacon. He died on the road as 

he was going to the service of mangu khan, as will be shown. 

And in the year [466] fifteen hundred and forty-three [of the Greeks, 

a.d. 1232], the Tatars sallied forth again and laid waste certain towns and 

returned to Persia. And when the Sultan 'ala ad-din saw that he was no 

match for their strength, he decided what tribute he was to pay, and made 

friends with them. And being free from anxiety in respect of the Tatars, 
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'ala ad-din sultan went and took khalat from ’ashraf, and he also took 

many fortresses from darmania, together with the city of surmari. And 

kamil, the lord of Egypt, took ’amid from its lord and gave him villagefs] 

to provide for his subsistence. 

And in the year six hundred and thirty of the Arabs (a.d. 1232) the phy¬ 

sician muhadab, a native of Damascus, who was called ‘dakfiwar’, died. 

This man in the beginning of his career dwelt in the bazar, and he healed 

the sick for money. Then he was in the service of one of the sons of 'adil, 

and he did much harm to his fellow physicians, and stopped them from 

practising. For he was a deceitful (or, treacherous) man with his tongue, 

and a reviler [of men], and in his habits he was prodigal and dissolute. And 

at the end of his days he was attacked by an evil disease in his tongue—the 

member wherewith he injured his fellow physicians, and the power of 

speech was taken from him and he became dumb. And that disease in¬ 

creased in virulence, and overcame him, and at length it killed him by death. 

And because he had no heir, he made a will in which he directed that his 

house should become a training college for those who were learning and 

teaching the art of healing; and he also placed all his books therein. And 

in his evil-mindedness he decreed that no men other than Muslims, neither 

jews nor Christians, should enter that college to read (or, study) therein. 

And this regulation is observed at the present day in Damascus. And 

Jewish and Christian students of medicine read and study outside the pre¬ 

cincts of that training college. 

And in this year, that is to say in the ninth month of the year six hundred 

and thirty of the Arabs (a.d. 1232), died mutafar ad-din kukburi, the son 

of zayn ad-din 'ali kushak (kujek), the lord of ’arbil, and he was taken 

to the city of makkah and there he was buried. And the Khalifah sent 

troops to ’arbil with tahir ad-din ’abu 'al! 'arid ’algash, and the captain 

of the host baha ad-din BUNGUSH. And when the men of ’arbil refused to 

yield, sharaf ad-din sherabi was sent and he made war on it, [467] and he 

burnt the gate of 'amkawa ('amkabad), and the babhlaye entered ’arbil 

and they looted it, and after a short time they became masters of its Citadel 

also. And there were in it the governor shams ad-din batkin, and 'arid 

algash, and a nobleman (sharif) whose name was ’abu al-ma'ali mahamad, 

the son of nasir salaya, and mushrif, the son of sadakah. 

Concerning the beginning of the kingdom of Badr ad-Din 

Lulu, the lord of Mawsil 

And in the year fifteen hundred and forty-four of the Greeks (a.d. 1232- 

1233), a patent of sovereignty was written by the Khalifah for badr ad-din, 

the lord of mawsil, and he was proclaimed Sultan. For the young man 

nasir ad-din mahmud, the son of kahir (krah), the son of NUPv ad-din, was 
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already dead. Now the sons of'adil murmured greatly against the Sultan 

'ala ad-din because he had taken khalat from them. And they collected 

a mighty crowd [of soldiers] from Egypt to biroa. And there were asso¬ 

ciated with the Egyptians also the lord of the fortress of zaid, and the lord 

of mardin, and the lord of mawsil, and malik ’afdal, the son of salah ad- 

din, the lord of samosata, and a very large number of the ma'dAye, and 

also the taghlabaye. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and forty-five of the Greeks (a.d. 1234), 

the Sultan also collected a great gathering of franks, and Greeks, and 

Armenians, and Iberians, and khawarazmians, and more than one hun¬ 

dred thousand [men], all of them men of the chase, and he took them and 

went to the country of Palestine, whither the Egyptians and those who 

were with them were ready to go. And the sons of 'adil having sent out 

spies, and seen that they were unable [to cope with] the force (or, army) of 

the Sultan, went and took the fortress of mansur, and destroyed all his 

country, and then their gathering was disbanded and they returned to their 

own country. And the Sultan came to melitene with the great army which 

was with him, and then he crossed the Euphrates and went and encamped 

against the fortress of zaid, and he made himself master of the city quickly 

and looted it. Now the lord thereof, together with six thousand horsemen 

who had come from the Egyptians to his help, fled and went into the 

Citadel of the city. And the Sultan set up engines of war against them, and 

being reduced to misery by the war, and by hunger and thirst, they took a 

pledge for their lives. Then the Sultan sent those Egyptians, whose cap¬ 

tain was SHAMS [468] ad-din suab, the chief eunuch of kamil, in honour to 

Egypt. And the lord of the fortress of zaid, together with all his treasures 

and wives, he sent to the sea coast. And when he had been living there for 

about three years he destroyed him secretly, and he built the Citadel and 

the city strongly and caused it to be inhabited. And again he sent an army 

to samosata, and he laid waste its country, but he was unable to take the 

city. Because the winter was coming on the Sultan left and went to ’italya 

(’atalya or satalya?), a city on the sea-coast, in order to pass the winter 

there according to his custom. And when the summer came the Sultan 

collected his troops from among various peoples, about one hundred horse¬ 

men, and a large number of footmen, and he made them ready to go and 

attack the city of ’amid. 

Then the report reached him that kamil was perturbed by the treachery 

which had overtaken him through his son who reigned in the south. There¬ 

fore the Sultan stopped the expedition against ’amid, because [that city] 

was very strong, and it could only be captured with difficulty after a pro¬ 

longed [attack]. And he sent his troops against the city of edessa in the 

month of haziran (June) of the year fifteen hundred and forty-six of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1235), and they attacked it with fierce warfare. And the men of 
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edessa who were inside the city fought upon the walls strenuously. And 

in those days certain troops from beth rhomaye went against sibabarak 

and took it. And they also went against calonicus, which is rakka, and 

they took that also; and they broke down the walls and looted it in anger. 

Then the men of harran became afraid, and they took the keys of harran 

and brought [them] to the Sultan in melitene ; and he accepted them and 

sent [the men] back in honour. But the men of edessa were very audacious, 

and they hurled insults and mockings at the Sultan, and because of this 

the Sultan was exceedingly angry, and he went personally to attack it. 

Therefore the troops of beth rhomaye fought with their utmost strength 

and skill, and they captured the city by means of the holes [which they 

made in the walls], and the ladders which they set up against the ramparts. 

And a countless host of men thronged into it, and they plundered and 

looted the houses of the nobles. And they stripped the men and women 

naked, and they carried away the furniture and adornments of the ‘temples’ 

and the sacred vessels of the famous churches which were in the city. And 

they undressed the free men and the free women, and drove them outside 

the city on to the dung heaps that were between the tents of skins, and they 

became scorched and blistered by the fierce heat of the days of [469] 

tammuz (July). And the captains of hosts, and the fighting men who were 

found in the city, about two thousand, were sent away naked into the inner 

countries of beth rhomaye. And in the city of edessa were found vast 

amounts of gold and silver, and saddles, and bridles and harness, and war 

equipments which kamil had left there when he returned from ’ablastayn. 

And the Sultan fortified edessa anew, and he left therein fighting men, and 

architects and carpenters, and likewise in harran, and he returned to beth 

RHOMAYE. 

When kamil heard of the calamity which had taken place in edessa, he 

sallied forth from EGYPT with a great army and came against edessa four 

months after the army of beth rhomaye had departed therefrom. And 

with great violence he destroyed the great tower of the fortress of edessa, 

and he mounted the nobles, and the fighting men, and the artisans whom 

he found therein on camels and carried them away and sent them to Egypt. 

And in this year there was a great scarcity of grain in beth rhomaye and 

beth nahrin, and the vines and the trees shrivelled up through the severity 

of the winter which took place. For from the month of the latter teshrIn 

(November) to the full moon of the month of shebat (February), the great 

Euphrates was frozen over, and no rain fell on the young crops. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and forty-seven of the Greeks (a.d. 

1236), the Sultan 'ala ad-d!n sent many troops against ’amid, and they 

waged war against it for four months, and they were unable to take it, but 

they looted and laid waste its suburbs, and went back. And in the year 

six hundred and thirty-three of the arabs (a.d. 1235), malik nasir dawud, 
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the son of mu'atam, the son of 'adil, the lord of karak, went to Baghdad 

to the Khalifah to lay complaints against his uncles kamil and ’ashraf, 

who had robbed him of Damascus. And in the year also rukn ad-d1n 

malik salih ’esma'il, the son of badr al-d!n, the lord of mawsil, went to 

Baghdad to render service to the Khalifah. 

And at this time the Tatars arrived at ’arbil, and from there they came to 

nineveh, and they encamped on the canal of the village of ‘karmelish’, 

and the inhabitants fled and went into the church therein. And the Tatars 

took the church, and two nobles sat by the two doors of the church. And 

one of them spared and set free those who went out by his door, and the 

other with the edge of the sword destroyed the men and women and 

children who went out by his door. 

And from there the Tatars passed over to the country of sinjar, and 

they attacked suddenly the great camp [470] of the merchants who were 

going to Syria, and they killed them all. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and forty-eight [of the Greeks, a.d. 

1237], Sultan 'ala ad-din collected various people, the ma'da ye, and the 

khawarazmians, and the huns, and the Greeks, and the franks, and the 

Armenians, and the iberians, and he made them ready to march against 

’amid. Now the festival of the Arabs was nigh at hand, and the Sultan 

made a great feast for all his nobles. And whilst they were eating, and 

drinking, and enjoying all the various songs [and dances], the Sultan, who 

was seated on his lofty throne, and was in high spirits and enjoying the 

sight of them thoroughly, felt a pain in his bowels, and he went forth to 

the latrine and began to evacuate blood in large quantities. And having 

continued to suffer violent pain for a day and a night, he departed this life 

on the second day [of the week], at the beginning of the month of haziran 

(june) of the year fifteen hundred and forty-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 1237), 

which is the year six hundred and thirty-four of the ARABS (a.d. 1236), at 

the beginning of shawal, the ninth month. 

And in this year also died malik 'az!z, the lord of aleppo, and his son 

malik nasir salah ad-din, whom the Arabs killed in our own days, reigned 

after him. And in the year there died also malik muhsin, the son of the 

great salah ad-din, in aleppo. And in the tenth month of this year the 

Tatars came again to ’arbil, and they encamped on the lower zabha 

river. And the people of ’arbil fled naked to the Citadel, and the Tatars 

took possession of the houses of the city, and carried away much loot; and 

then they burned many houses. And they attacked the Citadel for about 

forty days, and much gold was given to them, and they took [it] and 

departed. 

Now this Sultan 'ala ad-din kai kubad was one by himself among 

the kings of his generation. He was alert in appearance, and perfect in 

mind, and pure in body. For he was exalted above all the foul passions 
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wherewith the kings of the Arabs are accustomed to pollute themselves. 

He was fierce towards offenders, and in judgements just. He brought into 

subjection to his dominion many cities and fortified towns (or, citadels), and 

he made his power to spread abroad. And in the hour in which he died, at 

noon of the afore-mentioned day, the nobles being assembled took his 

eldest son, whose name was ghayath ad-din kai kesru, [47i] and brought 

him into the city of caesarea, and swore oaths of fealty to him. And they 

seated him on the throne of kai kubad, his father, and proclaimed him Sul¬ 

tan, and there was great joy among the populace. And he commanded, 

and the prisoners who were in bonds were set free throughout his dominions, 

and those who were in Egypt were made free men by the death of him 

because of whom they had been made captives. And it is said that the 

number of those who were liberated from affliction amounted to twelve 

thousand. 

And the new Sultan himself wished to seize the chiefs of the khawaraz- 

mians, because he was afraid of them, lest they might rebel. And he seized 

one great chief whose name was kair (gair) khan, and the remainder of 

them when they heard [of this] fled, and went forth from beth rhomaye. 

And every place where they passed they made horrible desolation. And 

they came to melitene and took prisoner saif ad-dawlah, its Subashi. 

And they crossed the Euphrates on foot to the Citadel of masara (mukra ?). 

And when they arrived at the frontier of the fortress of zaid, by the side of 

the Citadel of kharbizag, the armies of those countries met them in battle, 

and they were broken before the khawarazmians, and the Subashi of the 

fortress of zaId, whose name was bairamiz, was killed. And they also de¬ 

spoiled the country of samosata (’arshmishat). And from there they went 

down to the country of sibabarak and of hamimta, and they dwelt there 

for about three years, during which they plundered the countries [round 

about]. Then they went and became subject to a young man whose name 

was malik nasir, the lord of aleppo, and he gave them edessa and harran 

and the other cities of beth nahrin, and the land had rest from them. 

Then the new Sultan ghayath ad-d!n sent and had brought to him the 

daughter of the queen of the Iberians for a wife; and he loved her dearly. 

And he gave himself up to childishness of mind, and be began to occupy 

himself with wine-bibbings and drinking bouts, and he amused himself 

with birds and animals. And he left the government of his kingdom in the 

hands of his slaves, and each of them began to act as he pleased. Now the 

queen, the iberian woman, came from her country in the garb of the 

Christians, and with her were a Catholicus and holy men, and priests of 

the Church. And with her also was her brother, who was called ‘david the 

little’, and was the king of inner iberia. And after a short time she re¬ 

nounced the Christian Faith and became a Muslim. And her brother david 

and the Catholicus were seized and shut up in one of the Citadels, and they 
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remained [472] there until the Tatars arrived, and took the fortress in 

which they were imprisoned, when they were set free. 

And at the beginning of the year six hundred and thirty-five of the Arabs 

(a.d. 1237), malik ’ashraf 'isa, the son of 'adil, the son of ’ayub, died in 

Damascus when he was about sixty years of age. There was no limit to the 

generosity of this man, and he was a great lover of dainty meats and 

luxurious repasts. And in this year, which is the year fifteen hundred and 

forty-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 1238), the Tatars turned and came again to 

the country of ’arbil, and they looted and laid waste. And they came as 

far as the frontier of Baghdad, to the place which is called ’angabad 

(zangabad), and they looted it. Others of them arrived at surmanrai, and 

they killed the population thereof. And the armies of Baghdad sallied forth, 

and at their head stood mujahid ad-din dawithdar, and the chief of the 

nobles was sharaf ad-din ’ekbal sherabi. And they met the Tatars in 

battle and put them to flight. And being afraid lest they should return, the 

[soldiers] set up engines of war on the wall of Baghdad. 

And in the year also malik paiz ya'kub fled from his brother malik 

kamil to Baghdad, and he wished to be in the service of the Khalifah. 

And after a short time malik kamil, the son of 'adil, the lord of Egypt, 

died, and he was buried in Damascus. He was an alert man and one to be 

feared, and he lived seventy years. And his son malik 'adil, who was called 

by the name of his ancestor, rose up after him in Egypt. And malik salih, 

the brother of kamil, ruled over Syria, and he became powerful among the 

khawarazmians, and he added to them also habura. And malik nasir, 

his brother’s son, who was at one time the lord of karak, wished to rule, 

but the time[s] did not help him (i.e. were unfavourable). For this man 

was well instructed and was well versed in philosophic doctrines. It is 

related concerning him that when he used to go to read with shams ad-din, 

the philosopher in Damascus, he used to dismount a long way from [his 

house], and leaving there the slaves who were in his service, he would carry 

his book under his cloak and go in to the philosopher, and read and go out, 

and that he would not permit him to stand up to him. 

And in the year the ishmaelites leaped upon badr ad-d!n, the lord of 

mawsil, and he was not wounded. [473] And in the eleventh month of this 

year the Tatars returned to the frontier of Baghdad, and they came as far 

as the place which is called khanikin. And the armies of Baghdad sallied 

forth and met them in battle. And the babhlaye (i.e. Babylonians = men 

of Baghdad) were broken, and of them only three nobles escaped, and the 

rest were destroyed by the edge of the sword. And the Tatars took great 

loot and departed. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and fifty of the Greeks (a.d. 1239), 

which is the year six hundred and thirty-six of the Arabs (a.d. 1238), the 

river Tigris overflowed, and destroyed many houses in Baghdad, and two 
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ships foundered and about fifty souls were drowned. And in the following 

year nothing remarkable happened in the countries round about us. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and fifty-one of the Greeks (a.d. 1240), 

in the month of haziran (june), the Tatars came, and they pillaged the 

country from the land of the iberians to the frontier of ’arzan ar-rum. 

And the armies of the rhomaye were called up, and they went to Armenia 

so that they might prevent the Tatars from invading beth rhomaye. And 

when the Tatars heard that there was a gathering [of troops], they retreated 

and returned to the country of the scythians. And those of beth rhomaye 

remained there until the winter, and then they returned to their own 

country. And in the year taj bulghari, the compounder of THiRYAKi (i.e. 

the medicine which cured all ailments), was sent as an ambassador from 

beth rhomaye to Baghdad, and he died there aged ninety years. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and fifty-two of the Greeks (a.d. 1241), 

which is the year six hundred and thirty-eight of the Arabs (a.d. 1240), at the 

season of the teshrins (October and November), an evil heresy concerning 

the Faith of the Arabs broke out. For a certain Turkoman, an old man and 

an ascetic, whose name was ‘papa’ (baba ?), became notorious in the country 

of amasia. He called himself ‘rasul’, that is to say, ‘One who is sent’ (i.e. 

Apostle), for he said that he was the Apostle of God in truth, and that 

mahamad was a liar, and not the Apostle [of God]. And a great many 

people of the Turkomans cleaved to him, and they believed in him because 

of the apparitions which he showed them. And he sent one of his disciples, 

whose name was ‘Old man Isaac’, to the country of hsen-mansur, which 

was the limit of the countries of beth rhomaye, so that he might teach 

from there, and come; and when this man came he captivated many with 

the love of his master. And he made ready for him implements (or, weapons) 

of war. And all the Turkoman troops sold their asses, and their oxen and 

their sheep, and bought horses, and mounted them, [474] and began to loot 

the countries of hsen mansur, and gargar, and gakhtu And they killed 

every one who did not confess with his tongue that papa (baba ?) was ‘a 

divine Apostle and Prophet’. 

Then the chief of melitene collected his army of five hundred horsemen, 

and he took to help him some of those who were subjects of the Monastery 

of mar bar sawma, chosen men, fifty footmen, who could shoot with the 

bow. And they went and met the Turkomans in battle, and those of beth 

rhomaye were defeated, and only a very few of the subjects of the Monastery 

escaped. Then the Turkomans became exceedingly powerful, and many 

crowds of people cleaved to them. And they went to the country of ’ablas- 

tayn and defeated the army there also; and they took (i.e. felt) an impulse 

to go to ’amasia that they might meet him whom they proclaimed. Then 

the nobles of beth rhomaye made an ambush for that old man papa 

(baba?), and they caught him and strangled him. And when Isaac his 
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disciple and those of his party went and could not find him, they spread 

the report that ‘he had gone up to bring the angels to their assistance’. 

And they waged savage war against ’amasia. And about sixty thousand 

horsemen were gathered together from beth rhomaye, and they were un¬ 

able to attack the little camp of those six thousand Arabs. 

Then one thousand Frankish horsemen who were in the service of the 

Sultan became inflamed with anger, and they gnashed their teeth, and made 

the Sign of the Cross on their faces, and they rushed on those erring men 

and scattered them. Then the Arabs also clung to them, and they sur¬ 

rounded the Turkomans like a circle, and they destroyed them all with the 

edge of the sword, and of them they left no creature, neither man nor 

woman, nor child, nor animal, with the breath of life therein. And thus 

that heresy was extinguished. 

And in this year the armies of beth rhomaye were gathered together, 

and at their head stood sinan, the Subashi of the fortress of zaid, who was 

appointed in the place of bairamIz, who had been killed, and they went and 

encamped against ’amid. And the lord thereof, who was the son of kamil, 

was in EGYPT. And those who were from beth rhomaye made a pact with 

the guards, and they promised them silver (i.e. money) and the guards 

surrendered the city. And the men of aleppo also went with those of beth 

rhomaye as auxiliaries. [475] And when they had taken ’amid, they also 

wished to go against maiperkat and to take it. But malik ghazi, its lord, 

the brother of kamil, sent and brought khawarazmians from beth nahrin 

to his help. And he waxed strong and he was not overcome by his enemies, 

especially because the men of aleppo had ceased to fight with him; for he 

was the brother of their Lady (i.e. queen), that is to say, the mother of 

malik tahir, the father of malik nasir, the lord of aleppo. Then, sinan 

having taken ’Amid, a command of the Sultan came to him to go to ’arzan 

ar-rum, and to rule there and to stand up against the onset of the Tatars. 

And as soon as he had gone jurmaghon nawin came with a strong army 

of the Tatars. And in a very few days they captured that fortified place, 

and they destroyed the whole population thereof with the edge of the sword, 

both men and women, with the exception of the young men and maidens 

who were suitable for slavery; and they also killed sinan and his young son, 

and they left the place a ruin and departed. 

And at the turn of the year, which is the year fifteen hundred and fifty- 

three [of the Greeks (a.d. i 242)], the Tatars again sallied forth, and came 

as far as the country of the fortress of zaid, and they looted everything 

which they found and returned to Persia. And in the year fifteen hundred 

and fifty-four of the Greeks (a.d. 1243) the Sultan ghayath ad-d!n collected 

very many troops, and he took for gold (i.e. he hired) horsemen from 

aleppo, and from the Greeks, and from the franks, and from the ma'daye. 

Then the lord of emesa, and malik ghazi, the lord of maiperkat, promised 
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that they also would come, but they deceived the Sultan and did not come. 

And baron Constantine, the father of the king of the Armenians, haitum, 

came to the Sultan at caesarea, and he was received with great honour, 

and he collected many gifts, and he promised to go and call together many 

Armenians, and to come to the help of the Sultan. And the Sultan marched 

on towards sebastia. And also the Tatars came and invaded the country 

of ’arzengan. And the Sultan made haste and went to meet them. And 

his armies met the Tatars in battle at a place which is called ‘kawsatagh’, 

that is to say, tura mesanta. And like inexperienced troops, from the very 

beginning of the attack they turned [their] backs [in flight], and they were 

wholly unable to continue the battle before the Tatars; on the contrary, 

in one hour they fled and left the Sultan by himself. Then the Sultan, [476] 

who was smitten with astonishment, took his wife and his sons and went 

and made himself safe in the city of ancyra. 

Now when the Tatars saw that the [Sultan’s troops] had fled without 

striking a blow, and had left their tents standing, they thought that there 

was treachery afoot, and that like men who were making an ambush, they 

had turned away. And when they had waited a day, and had sent out spies, 

and were certain that their flight was not a stratagem, they roared like 

panthers and rushed into the tents and looted everything which they 

found. And they spread themselves about in the countries of beth 

rhomaye. And they came to sebastia, and the people who were therein 

made terms with them, and they brought out much gold and bought their 

own souls from slaughter, and their sons and daughters from slavery. And 

the Tatars went into the city, and sacked the royal treasuries, and what¬ 

soever pleased them they took, and the weapons of war they burned, and 

they wrecked four (or, forty) cubits of the [top of] the wall all round 

the city. 

And another chief went to caesarea, and the inhabitants thereof did not 

wish to surrender it. Then they all gathered together against it, and they 

breached its wTall with engines of war, and they went in, and sacked the 

royal treasuries, and burned the wonderful houses and buildings. And 

they tortured the nobles and the free men, and they stabbed them with 

swords until they had stripped them of all their money. And after that they 

killed therein many tens of thousands of people, and carried off the young 

men and the young women into captivity. 

And when the mother of the Sultan ghayath ad-din heard of the destruc¬ 

tion, she took her daughter, the Sultan’s sister and her slaves, and her hand¬ 

maidens, and her treasures, and went into the country of cilicia. And 

she took refuge with baron Constantine, the father of king haitum, who 

also had deceived the Sultan in respect of coming to his assistance, and who 

had delayed until he saw what the end of the matter would be. Now when 

they heard that the mother of the Sultan was there, they sent a messenger 
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and demanded her from pali, the father of the king. And some say that 

pal! himself to please the Tatars had sent a message to them saying, 

‘Such and such a person is with me; send ye that I may give her to you’. 

And as soon as ever the ambassadors had gone they delivered her over into 

the hands of the Tatars. And this most hateful and blameworthy act 

appeared in the sight of all kings as a thing which should never have been 

done. And the queen was carried away into captivity, and behold, she is 

there to this day, [477] and is not released. 

And at that time the Turkomans of the country of ’ablastayn invaded 

our glorious monastery which is called daira dhe karire, and they killed 

therein fifteen monks, the greater number of them being doctors, together 

with deacons and other subordinate clergy. And when those accursed men 

set their faces to flee, the Tatars overtook them and destroyed them all 

with the edge of the sword. And thus justice was avenged on them after 

three days, and with the same death wherewith they had put others to 

death, they themselves were put to death. 

Now when the report of the breaking of the Sultan burst into melitene, 

the Subashi rashid ad-din, together with the rest of the officers of the 

palace, went by night into the royal treasury, and divided the gold and the 

silver which they found there among themselves, and they threw open the 

doors and fled towards Aleppo. And the famous men among the nobles of 

the city, and especially Christians who had the power to flee, went forth 

from the city. And when they arrived at the mountain which is called 

beth gawze, one day’s journey from the city, a body of Tatars overtook 

them and destroyed most of them; and they carried off the sons and 

daughters into captivity. And a few of them saved themselves by flight, 

and they came into the city naked and sandalless. Now when the various 

sections of the peoples who were inhabitants of the city, the robbers (?), 

and the weavers, and others, saw that the governors and chiefs had left the 

city and fled, the ARABS and the Christians gathered together to the Metro¬ 

politan of melitene, mar Dionysius, that is to say 'angur, who afterwards 

became Patriarch. And they entreated him to undertake the protection of 

the city, for he was a watchful and diligent man, and the Christians and the 

arabs swore oaths of fealty to each other. And all night long they marched 

round on the walls and kept watch, and in the day-time they sat at the gate 

of the city, for there was only one of them which they could open, that is 

either the main gate or the gate of the palace. And the city remained in a 

state of perturbation for about two months, until the Tatars had departed 

from beth rhomaye. And God helped, and they did not come to melitene, 

except those only who chanced to be on the path of the fugitives in beth 

gawze. 

Then the Tatars on their return encamped against ’arzengan, and they 

demanded gold from the lords thereof, and they would not be persuaded 
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[478] to give [any]. Then the Tatars were filled with anger, and they set 

up engines of war against it, and they threw down its wall very quickly; 

and they went in and looted it, and killed its population and utterly 

destroyed the city. Then Sultan ghayath ad-din sent ambassadors to the 

Tatars, and sued for peace, and he undertook to pay tribute [in] gold, 

horses, cattle, sheep, and slaves. 

And in this year, which is the year six hundred and forty of the ARABS 

(a.d. 1242), the Khalifah mustanser died. 

After mustanser, musta'sem, his son, [ruled] sixteen years. This man 

possessed a childish understanding, and was incapable of distinguishing 

good from bad; and he occupied all his time in playing with doves, and in 

amusing himself with games with birds. And when it was said unto him, 

‘The Tatars are preparing to capture Baghdad, even as they have cap¬ 

tured other famous cities in Persia and destroyed [them]’, he replied, ‘This 

is our throne, and if we do not give them permission they cannot come in’. 

And thus God made an end of the kingdom of the 'abbasides in the days 

of this foolish man. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and fifty-five of the Greeks (a.d. 1244) 

one of the chiefs of the Tatars whose name was yasawur (nasawur) nawin 

descended on the country of maiperkat, and mardin, and edessa. And he 

crossed the Euphrates and came to the place, the name of which is hailan, 

which is by the gate of aleppo. But he did not draw nigh unto the city 

because the horses of the army which was with him were smitten in their 

legs (hooves?) by the dryness of the ground and the heat; now they de¬ 

scended in the days of summer. And having taken those countries nasawur 

sent to the lord of aleppo and demanded gold from him. And [this lord] 

having given to him everything which he demanded, nasawur went back 

from there. He came and he encamped against melitene, and he destroyed 

the crops, and the vineyards and the bees. And they killed every one who 

was found outside the city. And they sent and threatened the governor of 

the city, who was rashid ad-din, for he had returned from aleppo. And 

the governor collected a very large amount of money, zuze, and dinars, and 

chains (i.e. jewellery), and vessels of gold and silver, which was equal [in 

value] to forty thousand dinars of gold. And he stole also the vessels of the 

sanctuary, and he brought out chalices, and phials, and censers, and lamp- 

stands, and the coffins (funerary caskets) of the saints, from [479] the 

treasury of the great church, and gave them to the Tatars. And they took 

[them] and departed to Persia. And after their departure there was a great 

famine in melitene and its suburbs, and sickness (plague), and the land 

was filled with wretched people who were perishing like animals in the 

bazars. And many people [tried to] sell their sons and their daughters for 

slaves, but there was no one to buy them. 

At this time 'isA, the physician of edessa, who was the disciple of hasnon 
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the physician, was famous in melitene. This man went from melitene to 

Cilicia, and lived in the service of the king. And he built the foundations 

of a wonderful church in the name of Saint mar bar-sawma. 
And in the year fifteen hundred and fifty-six of the creeks (a.d. 1245), 

the Tatars went to Baghdad, and they were not able to capture it because 

a great crowd of the people rose up and opposed them with a violent 

assault, and turned them back empty. And in this year the Sultan ghayath 
ad-din became inflamed with anger, and he sent a multitude of troops to 

lay waste cilicia, because they had handed his mother and sister over to 

the Tatars. And the men of beth rhomaye went and encamped against 

the city of tarsos, and they made fierce war upon it. And there was present 

there pali, the father of king haitum, with the kontustabl (= Constable) 

his eldest son, and they also from within successfully resisted those who 

were outside because of the large number of franks which they had with 

them. And torrential downpours of rain drenched those who were outside, 

and they began to be in evil case. And they were unable either to depart 

to another place in the country, or to bring food for themselves and their 

horses, because of the abominable mud (or, clay) which was there, and 

which was almost deep enough to swallow up a horse and his rider. And 

whilst they were in this miserable state the report of the death of the Sultan 

reached them. And they had a period of relief, and they left and went out 

of the country before this report was heard by the Armenians. Now the 

Sultan ghayath ad-din died in the season of autumn, at the beginning of 

the year fifteen hundred and fifty-seven of the Greeks (a.d. 1246). He had 

three young sons, 'izz ad-din, and rukn ad-din, and 'ala ad-din. And 

the nobles swore oaths of fealty to 'izz ad-din, the eldest son, and pro¬ 

claimed him [480] Sultan kai kaus. And then the ambassadors of the 

Mongols came requiring the Sultan 'izz AD-DiN to come and pay homage 

to the Khan. And he excused himself, saying that if he turned aside the 

Greeks and Armenians who were his enemies would snatch his country 

from him. Therefore he sent his brother rukn ad-din as a mediator, and 

he promised that at some other time he himself would go. 

Concerning the enthronement of Ghoyuk Khan in the place of 

the Khan his brother 

At this time when the Khan was sick, he sent a messenger to fetch his 

son ghoyuk, so that he might come and have the kingdom handed over to 

him if the lot fell upon him. And having risen up to come, and having 

arrived in the neighbourhood, the Khan departed from the world before 

his son could reach him. Now the Khan’s queen, who was the mother of 

ghoyuk, and whose name was turkina, was exceedingly wise and discreet. 

And therefore jaghatai, and the other sons of kings, commanded that she 
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form an administration. And having sent ambassadors to each other, they 

all assembled in the early days of the spring. From the east kutan (kuban ?) 

and ’autkin, the brother of chingiz khan, and ’alshatai (’aljatai); and 

from the west karamuri, and baidar and turkan, the sons of jaghatai; 

and from the north, since batu could not come in person, he sent four of 

his brothers; and from the ighuraye the Amir mas'ud bag; and from 

khorasan the Amir ’arghon; and from beth rhomaye Sultan rukn ad¬ 

din ; and from cilicia haitum the king; and from the iberians dawid the 

Great and dawid the Less; and from Syria the brothers of the lord of 

aleppo; and from Baghdad fakr ad-din, the Judge of the Judges; and 

ambassadors from the franks ; and also ambassadors from 'ala ad-din, the 

lord of ’alamuth, that is to say the chief of the ishmaelites who carry 

daggers (or, knives). 

And there being three sons of the Khan who were eligible for the king¬ 

dom, ghoyuk, and kutan, and siramon, who was a young child, turkina, 

the queen their mother, chose ghoyuk, and all the sons of the kings and the 

nobles agreed with her. And when ghoyuk himself according to [his] 

custom [481] put forth excuses and said, ‘So-and-so is [more] fitting, and 

so-and-so is [more] fitting’, they took him by force and seated him on the 

throne of the kingdom. And they bowed their knees nine times and did 

homage to him, and they took the cup and made him drink therefrom. 

And being firmly seated on the throne he began to rule well, for he was 

an enlightened man and he was very sagacious. He handed over the 

countries of beth rhomaye and of the iberians, and ’athor (assyria), and 

Syria, and cilicia to one of the chiefs whose name was ’ailshikatai (or, 

iljikatai). He sent the great Amir yalwaj to the country of kata. He gave 

Persia to mas'ud bag. And he delivered over to the Amir ’arghon khora¬ 

san, and hamadan, and adhorbijan, and sherwan, and lor, and kerman 

as far as India. And he commanded that rukn ad-din should be Sultan 

of beth rhomaye. And he sent king haitum back with honour, and the 

iberians and the franks likewise. He sent to the Khalifah threatenings as 

concerning rebels, and he drove away the ambassadors of the ishmaelites 

with mockings and insults. And because kadak the Christian was employed 

in his service from the beginning, he became a councillor and governor. 

And ghoyuk khan himself was a true Christian, and in his days the horn of 

many followers of Christ was exalted, and his camp was filled with holy 

men, and priests, and monks. At this time a certain Arab woman whose 

name was fatmah khatun was a close friend and beloved by turkIna 

khatun, the mother of ghoyuk khan, and unto her the secrets of the queen 

was revealed. And by ill luck calumnies were uttered concerning her to 

ghoyuk khan, and the calumniators said, ‘She will work sorcery (or, magic) 

on thee and thy brothers’. And he sent and demanded her from his mother. 
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and when she would not give her up, he took her by force from her and 

killed her. And through this, strife broke out between him and his mother, 

and after a little while his mother died also. 

As for the Arab woman fatma, they left her naked and without food and 

drink for many days, and then they flogged her until she confessed that she 

was a sorceress. Then they sewed up the openings in her body, the upper 

and the lower, and they placed her in cloth and cast her into the water and 

she was drowned. And they also killed all her kinsfolk who had gathered 

together about her. For within a very little she became the ruler of all [482] 

the great kingdom through [her influence with] queen turkina. 

And very soon after that [event] ghoyuk khan, having risen up to go to 

the western countries, and arrived at a certain place which was only a 

journey of seven days distant from the city of bish baligh, the end over¬ 

took him. Then certain of the nobles of beth rhomaye also wished that the 

intermediate son of ghayath al-din, that is to say rukn ad-din, should reign. 

And when the Wazir shams ad-din, a native of ’esfahan, perceived [this], 

he seized them all and killed them. And he magnified himself in his own 

eyes, and he took the mother of the Sultan Tzz ad-din to wife, and he 

begot by her a son. And this high-handed (or, arrogant) act was evil in the 

eyes of every man. And having made ready much gold, and royal apparel, 

and horses, together with the intermediate son rukn ad-din, he sent him 

as a hostage to the Tatars, as we have said, for the sake of consolidating the 

peace. When the young man came to ghoyuk khan, one of the nobles who 

was with rukn ad-din, that is to say baha ad-din tarjan, calumniated 

the Wazir to the Khan, saying, ‘He killed the nobles, and he took the wife 

of the Sultan who was dead, and he commanded and set up a new Sultan 

without your command’. 

Then the Khan commanded that Tzz ad-din should come down from 

the throne, and that rukn ad-din, who hath seen our face, should reign, 

and that baha ad-din tarjan should be his Wazir, and that shams ad-din 

should finish (i.e. lose his office). And when they turned their gaze to 

come, the Wazir heard and trembled. And he sent to rashid ad-din, the 

Subashi of melitene, who was then the Amir 'arid, with much gold and 

precious stones, [asking him] to go to the Khan and bring to him the con¬ 

firmation of the command. And when this man arrived at ’arzengan he 

heard that rukn ad-din sultan and baha ad-din tarjan were near to 

arrive (i.e. they would soon appear). And being afraid, he took up the 

treasure which he had with him to the fortress of kamah, and he together 

with a few men fled to Aleppo. And after a little time baha ad-din arrived, 

and with him there were two thousand Mongols. And rukn ad-din was 

proclaimed Sultan in ’arzengan, and in sebastia, and in caesarea, and in 

melitene, and in the Citadels of zaid and ’amid. And new rulers and 

governors were appointed in every place, and they abolished those of Tzz 
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ad-din. And tarjan sent an ambassador [483] to aleppo, and he seized 

rashid ad-din, who had fled thither, and brought him and shut him up in 

the fortress which is called ‘habig’. No man of those who were shut up in 

that fortress escaped death except this man, who was subsequently par¬ 

doned and was saved. For on the wall of this fortress, upon a very high 

rock, is a door, and outside this is a small tablet (or, step) on which—unless 

he sitteth down—a man can only with the greatest difficulty find standing 

room. And when the judgement of death went forth against one of the 

honourable nobles, and they did not wish to lay hands upon him and kill 

him, they would take him out and make him stand upon that step, and shut 

the door in his face. And when he had stood there for a day or two, he 

would be overcome by sleep and would fall down and die. All these goings 

and comings to the Tatars took place within three years. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and sixty of the Greeks (a.d. 1249), when 

baha ad-din arrived and the Tatars with him, shams ad-din, the native of 

’esfahan, feared and trembled, and he wished to take Sultan Tzz ad-din 

and to go in and rebel in one of the fortresses on the sea. And there was in 

kanya (kunya?) a certain noble, an old slave of Sultan 'ala ad-din, whose 

name was jalal ad-din karatai, and he was an ascetic who abstained from 

the eating of flesh, and from the drinking of wine, and from women, and 

he was a good and merciful man. When this man perceived that the Wazir 

was ready to take 'izz ad-din and flee, he sent and seized him in his house, 

and he cast iron fetters on him, and made haste to inform baha ad-din. 

And he sent Tatars, and they came and tortured shams ad-din, the native 

of ’esfahan, until he revealed and showed them endless treasures, and then 

they killed him. Now this man was an educated and intelligent man, and 

when he perceived that they were going to put him to death, he sent forth 

lamentations for himself in the Persian language, tearful phrases which 

were full of sorrow, and were expressed in eloquent and polished words, 

and were exceedingly sweet. And when this man was killed, jalal ad-din 

became the director (or, administrator) of Sultan 'izz ad-din. And the 

countries were divided between the two brothers. And iconium, and ’aksara, 

and ancyra, [484] and ’antalya (satalya ?), that is to say, the western cities, 

belonged to 'izz ad-din, and the eastern cities to rukn ad-din. 

But the nobles of rukn ad-din did not cease from quarrelling, and they 

wished that rukn ad-d!n only should be named Sultan, and that Tzz ad-din 

should be repudiated. On this karatai made a plan, and he sent to them, 

saying, ‘Your wish shall be [accomplished] and rukn ad-din is the great 

Sultan according to the command of the Khan who is with you. But rise 

ye up and take him and come to ’aksara. And let 'izz ad-din also come, and 

what his brother giveth him, in affection let him accept.’ And those nobles 

being persuaded, took rukn ad-din and came to ’aksara. And Tzz ad-din 

also went forth from iconium to go to ’aksara. And the troops of the 
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ma'daye hid themselves (i.e. made an ambush), and they came from the 
other side and smote and broke the bodyguard of rukn ad-din, and they 
also seized baha ad-din, his ’Atabag. And Tzz ad-din took his brother 
rukn ad-din, and did him no harm, but carried him into iconium. And 
the three brothers sat together on the throne of his kingdom, and money 
was stamped with the three names. 

And after these things, that is in the year fifteen hundred and sixty-one 
of the Greeks (a.d. 1250), ridafrans (i.e. the king of France), one of the 
kings of the inner (i.e. remote) countries of the franks, went forth with 
a mighty collection of people, horsemen, and footmen, and soldiers, and 
mighty men of war, and they sailed on the sea in great ships and in 
vessels which were filled with an endless amount of gold and silver, and 
weapons of war, and provisions. And the earth quaked at the sound of 
them, and it was reported that they were prepared to go forth to EGYPT. 

Now malik as-salih, the son of kamil, the lord of Egypt, who, because his 
younger brother 'adil died, had succeeded him [as lord] over emesa, a city 
in Palestine, was fighting in order to take it from malik ’ashraf, its lord, 
who was descended from ’asad ad-din shirkuh, the uncle of salah ad-din 

the Great, and subsequently tell bashir was his. Then salih, hearing the 
report of the franks, left [485] emesa, and with swift marches came to 
Egypt. And he went and encamped at a place which is called mansurah, 

where there are dense plantations of trees. And he threw down the word 
(i.e. commanded) in the Arabic language, and there gathered together to 
him large crowds of arabs from Alexandria, and from kus and from ’aswan. 

And when the people of the city of damietta saw that the gaze of the 
franks was directed to them, terror fell upon them. And without the tribu¬ 
lation or war they emptied the city of everything which was in it, and they 
took their families and all their possessions and went to Egypt. 

And the nobles of damietta went to the Sultan, and malik salih asked 
them ‘if the franks had harassed them with war’. And they replied, ‘No, 
but we are afraid lest that which happened once in 'akko may happen to 
us; the franks killed them (i.e. the men of fakko), and no man pleased 
them’. And salih was exceedingly angry with them, and he hung up sixty- 
four famous nobles on thirty-two crosses (or, stakes), two to every cross, 
just as they were, with their apparel on their bodies and their shoes (or, 
sandals) on their feet. And when he had crucified these men, he himself 
died a few days later through a virulent ulcer which had broken out in his 
thigh; and it was cut out from him just as it was and fell down. And the 
Egyptian nobles sent and brought malik mu'atam, the son of salih, who 
was then in the citadel of kipa, and they made him king in the place of his 
father. And his administrator was fakr ad-din 'uthman, the son of the 
shaikh ash-shyukh, the great Wazir. 

Then the franks drew nigh to the wall of damietta, and they did not 
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hear the voice of the guardfs], neither did they see any man in the towers, 

and they marvelled. And they also sent men who went inside the harbour, 

and they never met a single person. And then they knew of a certainty that 

[the people] had fled, and they drew nigh and went into the city with great 

content and gladness. And that day was the sixth day of the week, and 

they did not find any man micturating by the wall; and the ships were 

supplying them with food of all kinds from the sea. 

But their contemptuous mind did not permit them to have patience until 

they learned the lie of the country, and the fords of the rivers, and the roads, 

but they made haste and crossed a canal from the Nile, and they marched 

a long way from water towards Egypt by a road where there was no water. 

And certain [486] troops of the Arabs passed on after them, and became a 

fence (or, barrier) between them and the water, and others were in front 

of them. And they remained between the two [bodies of Arabs], being 

tortured with hunger and thirst, and their horses with them. And the 

Arabs plucked up courage and smote them with an exceedingly great 

smiting, and killed the greater number of them. And they made the nobles 

prisoners, and the king whom they carried to mu'atam, and he shut him 

up near him in the place where he was encamped. Then the young slaves 

who were of the same age as himself counselled mu'atam and said unto him, 

‘If thou dost kill this Frankish king, during the whole time of thy life thou 

wilt never be free from war with the franks ; for their kings are many and 

they are strong in their power. But make this king swear an oath that for 

one hundred and twenty years from now neither he nor his brothers, or 

their sons or their grandsons will draw swords against the ARABS. And set 

him free, and let him depart to his fellow religionists, giving thanks for thy 

goodness. Thus thou wilt have rest and live in peace. And it will be un¬ 

necessary for thee to scatter among the troops the treasures which thy 

fathers have laid up.’ 

And mu'atam inclined to their advice, and he had the king of France 

brought to him by night, and he made him to take the oath according to 

what he wished. And he gave him many gifts and dismissed him. 

It is said that during the days in which the king of France was a prisoner, 

the report reached him that the queen his wife in damietta had borne him 

a son. And mu'atam heard [of it], and he sent to her gifts, namely ten 

thousand red dinars and a golden cradle, together with royal raiment. Now 

as soon as the old slaves of mu'atam’s father perceived that he had dis¬ 

missed the king of France, they were filled with rage, and they sent ships 

out to sea to seize him. And when they could not overtake him, they drew 

their swords and attacked mu'atam. He fled from before them and went 

up into a wooden tower which he had [available]. And they set fire to the 

tower. And when he saw himself in the middle of the fire he cast himself 

into the sea and was drowned, and his body was never found. 
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Then the king of France brought out all his family from damietta, and 

came to 'akko, and he dwelt there for some time. And he built caesarea 

of Philip, and other cities, and he left and went to his own country. 

And when mu'atam, the lord of Egypt, was killed, [487] a certain man 

whose name was fizz ad-din, a Turkoman, one of his father’s slaves, ruled 

over EGYPT, and he took to wife his lord’s wife, a Turkish woman who was 

called shajarath ad-durar. And when he had been [king] for some time, 

one day when he had gone to the bath to swim, she sent some of her small 

slaves and drowned him, because she perceived that he wished to destroy 

her. And after the Turkoman there rose up in Egypt his Turkish slave 

whose name was ‘kutuz’, and he was called ‘malik mutafar’. And he 

killed shajarath ad-durar, and cast her body to the dogs, pretending that 

he was avenging his lord, but he killed her because in truth he was afraid 

lest she should kill him. Otherwise he would never have killed her, for she 

was renowned for her beauty as a woman, and for her vigorous actions, 

which were those of a man. And at this time when malik an-nasir, the 

lord of aleppo, saw that the slaves were reigning in EGYPT, and that they 

were killing each other as a pastime, he collected his troops and rose up 

and went to Damascus, and he reigned over it quietly and in peace without 

any war. 

Concerning the occupation of the throne of the Mongols by 
Munga Khan 

Now when batu, the son of tush!, the son of chingiz khan, moved from 

his camp which was in the country of the saksin and Bulgarians to go to 

see ghoyuk khan, and he came to the place which is called al-’akmak, in 

the neighbourhood of the city of kayaligh, the report of the death of ghoyuk 

khan reached him. Therefore he remained where he was. And he sent 

ambassadors to all the sons of the kings, and collected them near him. 

Those who were unable to come sent letters and said, ‘batu is the greatest 

[prince] of us all. And we will approve of whatsoever he doeth and accept 

it.’ And at the beginning the sons of ghoyuk khan, together with the queen 

their mother, whose name was ’aojul ghanmish khatun, came to batu, and 

they only remained two days. And they left and departed, leaving behind 

timur nawin, to whom they said, ‘When the sons of the kings, great and 

small, are gathered together, to whatsoever they agree, do thou also agree 

on our behalf’. And when the whole collection [of princes] was complete, 

they all committed the selection [of the Khan] to batu, saying, ‘If he him¬ 

self wisheth to be [Khan], let him be [Khan]; and if he doth not, then we all 

will be subject unto whomsoever he choseth’. [488] Then batu said, ‘With 

the exception of munga I cannot see any man of us who is capable of ruling 

rightly a great kingdom like this’; and they all said, ‘He is worthy and suit- 
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able’. And when munga, like a wise man, exhibited signs of excusing him¬ 

self, they took him by force and seated him on the throne. And batu, 

together with all the other princes, knelt down on their knees and did 

homage to him. And batu took the cup according to custom and made 

him drink. 

And the kingdom being assured to him in the year six hundred and forty- 

nine of the ARABS (a.d. 1251), on the ninth day of the fourth month, the 

all-wise and believing queen, sarkutani bagi, the mother of munga khan, 

began to make friends of all the chiefs and nobles by means of liberal gifts 

and presents, and to bring into subjection the rebels through promises of 

good treatment. And whilst they were awaiting the coming of the sons of 

ghoyuk khan and of his mother ’aojul janmish, a certain man who was one 

of those who train lions for the amusement of princes came and said, 

‘When I was out hunting for a certain lion to kill, I went a journey of three 

days in search of him. And I came to the houses (i.e. tents) of the sons of 

ghoyuk khan, who were coming here. And I saw a chariot which had 

broken down, and a young man was sitting by the side of and repairing it, 

and he called me to help him. And when I came near the chariot I saw that 

it was armoured and that it was filled with weapons of war. And I asked the 

young man, saying, “What are these?” And he said unto me in a surprised 

fashion, “Seeing that thou art of our party, how is it that thou knowest not 

what these things are? All the chariots which are with us are like this.” 

And having left him I have come to inform you; now ye will know [what 

must be done].’ 

Then munga khan sent a chief whose name was mangasar, with two 

thousand horsemen, to meet the sons of ghoyuk khan. And he said unto 

them, ‘Before ye [deal] with little men it is right that ye should come to 

munga khan and see him; and then let your armies come’. And being un¬ 

able to reply with hard words they did so. And when they came, after they 

had eaten, and drunk, and rested for three days, munga khan revealed the 

matter unto them; and they were ashamed, and were unable to make any 

apology whatsoever. Then he commanded, and they killed all those nobles 

who were participators in the treachery, [489] having departed from 

’ailjikatai nawin whom ghoyuk khan had made ruler of the west. And 

all the others who were with him they cast down on the ground. And he 

sent and had kadak nawin brought upon a chariot (or, wagon), and after 

he had confessed his sin he was killed in an agonizing manner. And so also 

was it the case with the wife of ghoyuk khan, for having passed judgement 

upon her they killed her. Her sons, however, he did not kill because of 

the honour of the royal succession, but he commanded that they should 

dwell each in his specially appointed place together with a few men to 

minister unto them. And thus was the kingdom established (or, founded) 

for munga. He committed to his brother kublai the countries of the 
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Chinese, that is to say, the khataye; and he sent another brother, that is 

hulabu, to the countries of the west; and the younger brother whose name 

was ’arigh boka he kept near him. 

And he laid down the Law for the countries of the khataye : 

Every rich man was to pay a tribute each year of fifteen dinars in gold, 

and the poor man one dinar. And for the territory of the Persians : Every 

rich man [was to pay each year] ten dinars, and the poor man one dinar. 

And concerning the beasts and cattle he commanded: 

From every hundred head of cattle one head was to be taken, and from 

the man who had less than one hundred head nothing was to be taken. 

And he granted to all prisoners and captives freedom from afflictions. 

And he commanded that heathen (?) priests, and the Christian priests, 

and deacons, and monks, and the learned men and scribes of the Muslims 

should be free from taxation; and among all the peoples the jews only were 

to be deprived of this benefit, and a certain poet of that period said: 

In this freedom for thee, O Jew, there is no portion. 

With the exception of disgrace, O wretched man, there is for thee 

no companion. 

And in this year, which is the year fifteen hundred and sixty-two of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1251), dissension fell among the Turkish slaves in Egypt. And 

some of them sent to malik an-nasir whilst he was reigning in Damascus, 

and pressed him to go to Egypt, [promising that] they would deliver it 

over to him. And he collected a numerous army, and he went to gaza that 

he might go into Egypt and reign over it. And when the Turks who had no 

liking for him heard [this], they collected their troops. And they brought 

out also a multitude of franks who were imprisoned with them, and they 

set them on horses. And they came and engaged malik an-nasir by the 

side of [490] gaza, and they broke him badly, and only with the greatest 

difficulty did he and some men, very few in number, escape and come as 

fugitives to Damascus. 

And in this year, in the latter kanon (January), died ZABiL (isabel ?), 

the believing queen, the daughter of lion the Great. She was the consort 

of king haitum, the son of Constantine, and the mother of king lion (ii) 

the Less of cilicia. Now the goodness of this woman, and her charitable¬ 

ness, and her humility no man can describe [adequately]. For she used to 

go about barefooted in the nunneries and the churches, and however long 

she stood up in prayer she never ceased to weep. May God give her rest 

with the other holy women! 

And at the return of the year, that is to say the year fifteen hundred and 

sixty-three of the Greeks (a.d. 1252), haitum, king of cilicia, went to do 

service to munga khan the Great. He partook of the Lifegiving Mysteries 

on the fifth day [of the week], and he marched away on the Friday of the 

Crucifixion. And because he was afraid that the nobles of beth rhomaye 
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would smite him in treachery, he made a report to go out that he was 

sending an ambassador on in advance to the Khan, and that when he 

received the command [i.e. permit to travel] he would set out. And he also 

wrote letters to the lord of beth rhomaye with this same object. And he 

himself went forth with this ambassador, and he was disguised in the dress 

of servants and he was leading a horse; now he was dressed in filthy rags, 

and he rode upon a most wretched beast. And he passed through all the 

cities of beth rhomaye, and no man knew him, but in ’arzengan a man in 

the bazar recognized him, and said, ‘This is king haitum’. And when the 

ambassador heard [this] he turned round to the king as he was leading the 

horse, and he smote him on his cheek and reviled him, and said, ‘Yea, O 

fool, here thou wouldst be a king, and they would liken thee to a king!’ 

And thus [the man’s] suspicion was removed. And the king continued to 

wear the garb of peasants (or, husbandmen) until he came to the frontier of 

the Iberians, and then he revealed himself. At this period he lived outside 

his country for nearly three years and a half, and then he returned. 

And in this year, which is the year six hundred and fifty of the Arabs 

(a.d. 1152), after the ‘kuriltai’, that is to say, the ‘Great Assembly’, 

hulabu, the brother of munga khan, struck his camp to come to these 

western countries, which are without in the territory of ’ailjikatai, who 

ghoyuk khan [491] sent. Then munga khan commanded that from all the 

armies of the east and of the west, out of every ten persons two persons 

should go [to fight]. And among the sons of the kings he sent with him a 

young brother of his own whose name was sabatai (suntai ? stai ?) ’aoghul, 

and from the side of batu bulghai, the son of sibakan, and kutar, ’aoghul, 

and kuli together with many troops. And from the country (or, quarter) 

of jaghatai takudar his grandson; and from the side of shishkan (jijkan ?) 

bagi, the sister of the Khan, and boka timur with an ’awirathain army. 

And from the countries of khata they brought one thousand houses (com¬ 

panies ?) of men who were skilled in the working of engines of war and in 

throwing naphtha. And k!d boka, who was the chief of the bakery, was 

sent on in advance of the troops. And hulabu left shumagar (jumagar?), 

his son by the Great Queen, together with his mother, in his place in the 

service of munga khan. And this same son, after some time, having risen 

up to come out to his father, died on the road. And he took with him from 

among his other sons his eldest son whose name was ’abka (’abaka?), and 

his other son whose name was ’ashmut (bashmut ?). And of the wives of 

tuli khan their father, dakuz (tokuz ?) khatun, the truly believing and 

Christian queen. She had been given to hulabu to wife, according to the 

custom of the MONGOLS, and she came with him. And she raised on high 

the horn of the Christians in all the earth. 

Now they remained on the road until the year six hundred and fifty- 

three of the ARABS (a.d. 1255), and then they came to PERSIA. And in this 
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year, in the month of tammuz (July), suddenly an army of the Tatars 

burst forth, and came against melitene ; at their head stood yasawur, who 

had come there eight years previously. And he spoiled villages and ham¬ 

lets, and he burned houses and store-houses (or, granaries), and he killed 

every one who was found on his road; and he pitched his camp on the 

northern side [of the city]. 

And certain of the Tatars, as they were passing through the country of 

ghubus, [492] went up to the Monastery of makruna and demanded gold, 

and meat, and drink, from the monks. And they, poor miserable wretches, 

in their simplicity would not consent to give them anything, and they 

thought that they would probably go on their way. And they did go away, 

but they took many other Tatars and then came back. And again they asked 

the monks to give them something. And when they would not be per¬ 

suaded, the Mongols made war on them. And they set fire to the tower of 

the monastery wherein were many loads of'amar kubha, and wax, and a large 

quantity of oil, which became food for the flame. And they burned all the 

monks, both young and old, about three hundred souls, and men and 

women, who were natives of the country. 

In that year the writer of these things was the Bishop of ghubos, who was 

present in the Monastery of mar bar sawma at the Synod of the election of 

mar Dionysius the Patriarch, who is 'angur. And no man was present 

with him there except two disciples, viz. faraj, a native of domninaya, and 

kawma, a lay brother (?) of luaznaya. faraj cast himself down from the 

tower to the Tatars, and they did him no harm, but after a little he died; 

and kawma was burned in the fire. And ’ahron the physician, an old man, 

the father of the bishop in the village of marga, was present in the granary 

with bar sawma, his little son. And when the Tatars burst forth he did not 

wish to flee to the monastery with the rest of the people of that village, but 

he climbed the mountain on the other side, and he went and hid in a strong 

and rocky place on the banks of the Euphrates. And he remained there in 

hiding with his little son for a period of about forty days—until the Tatars 

departed, and only one mule was drowned by them in the river. Now 

there were other fugitives in the place which is called bar'ama, and they 

used to go forth in the night, and prepare food for themselves and their 

beasts. 

And in the year six hundred and forty-seven of the Arabs (a.d. 1249), 

badr ad-din lulu, the lord of mawsil, reigned over gazarta, a city of 

kardu, for the following reason: when malik mu'tam, the lord of gazarta, 

who was descended from the sons of ’atabag zangi, saw that badr ad-din 

had waxed strong, and was possessed of an army which could injure or 

help, he wished to make a friendship with him, and he took the daughter of 

badr ad-din to wife for his son [493] malik mas'ud. And, in accordance 

with the operation of satan, mus'ad hated the daughter of badr ad-din 
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with all his heart. And mu'atam, his father, admonished him strictly that 

he should not make apparent his hatred of her, but he was unable [to hide 

it]. And when the daughter began to set herself against badr ad-d!n, her 

father, he sent and took her. And after a little mu'atam died, and malik 

mas'ud, his son, rose up in his place. And badr ad-din began to harass him 

with demands to so great an extent that he sent and said unto him, ‘I want 

such and such a stone which is in the necklace of such and such a hand¬ 

maiden by name, and such and such a thing of so-and-so’. And giving him 

everything, at length he sent to him, saying, ‘Didst thou truly sell gazarta 

when we were encamped against nisibis ?’ And mas'ud sent to him, saying, 

‘I have taken everything from thee; even if I would give thee my kingdom, 

I cannot do so’. 

Therefore badr ad-d!n collected his troops, and he went and encamped 

against gazarta, on the third day [of the week], on the twenty-fourth day 

of the sixth month of the aforesaid year, in the days of nisan (april), and 

he afflicted it with war. And mas'ud sent and demanded a pledge [of 

safety] for his life. And badr ad-din promised to give him the fortress 

which is called parah, [saying] that he must take his family and his wives 

and depart thither. And mas'ud consented and he removed the guards 

and men of war from it. 

And badr ad-din sent one of his eunuchs, and he cast iron fetters on 

him, and brought him out by night from gazarta, and seated him in a 

boat, pretending that he was sending him to mawsil. And he commanded 

the sailors and the slaves whom he had placed with him to drown him in 

the Tigris, and then to leave [the boat] and to flee to Syria. And they were 

to send forth a report that mas'ud had cast himself into the river and was 

drowned, and ‘we are afraid that our lord badr ad-din will destroy us be¬ 

cause we were negligent in respect of him, and because he did this to him¬ 

self’. And having taken him they went down to sail on the Tigris and did 

as they had been commanded, and they fled to Syria, and spread abroad 

the above report, and after a year they went back again to mawsil. Then 

badr ad-din went to gazarta and took possession of it on Friday the 

eleventh day of the seventh month of the above-mentioned year. This city 

is not one of those builded by the Greeks, but the ma'daye people (i.e. 

nomad Arabs) who are called the ‘Sons of 'omar’ built it, [494] and is 

therefore called by their name. 

At this time, when certain merchants were crossing the great river of 

Persia which is called ‘gihon’, there was with them a poor man who was 

wearing such apparel as Fakirs wear. This man said to the boatman, ‘I, 

even I, am Sultan jalal ad-d!n khawarazm shah, concerning whom they 

say that the Kurds killed me in the mountains of ’amid. Now, it was not I, 

but the keeper of my apparel who was killed, and behold, for a number of 

years I have been going round about in the world secretly (i.e. in disguise) 
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and enjoying myself.’ Then the sailors being afraid took him and carried 

him to the nobles of the Mongols who were near. And they tortured him 

very severely, and he did not deny [what he had said], but up to the 

moment when he died he continued to say ‘I am he’ (i.e. I am jalal ad-din). 

And in the year fifteen hundred and sixty-five of the Greeks (a.d. 1254) 

ambassadors began to come at frequent intervals with the request to Sultan 

Tzz ad-din of iconium that he would go in person and do service to the 

great Khan (i.e. acknowledge his overlordship), for if he did not the [Mon¬ 

gol] troops would invade his country and lay it waste. And being pressed 

to go by those inside and those outside, he came by force as far as sebastia, 

when he gave himself up to a life of riotous luxury and to the gratification 

of lusts of various kinds. For wherever he heard [about] a wife, or a 

daughter, or a son of any of the nobles or of the people generally, he took 

them by force and debauched them. Therefore the nobles hated him, and 

they wished that his intermediate brother, that is to say rukn ad-din, could 

reign over them. And when Tzz ad-din heard [this], he was afraid, and 

he returned again to iconium, and he made ready his young brother, that 

is to say 'ala ad-din, and sent him to pay homage to the Khan. And he 

wrote [and sent] with him a letter, saying, ‘Behold, I have sent my young 

brother, that is 'ala ad-din, who is a Sultan like myself, and it hath not 

been possible for me to come because jalal ad-din karatai, my ’Atabag, 

is dead, and an enemy from the west hath stirred himself up against me. 

Assuredly I will come at another time.’ 

And the young brother having gone, and the nobles who were with him, 

he died on the road through the treachery of those nobles. And 'izz ad-din 

and rukn ad-din remained in iconium. And when Tzz ad-din heard of 

the death of his young brother, he wished to take and destroy the inter¬ 

mediate brother, so that he alone might be left. And when the nobles per¬ 

ceived this they made rukn ad-din to take to flight. It is said [495] that 

they dressed him in a dirty tunic [such as is worn by] the servants of cooks, 

and that having loaded on his head a tray of boiled meat, they took him out 

by night from the palace and set him upon a horse. And they brought him 

to caesarea in one night, and seated him upon the throne, and a multitude 

of his troops gathered together about him. And rukn ad-din took them 

and came to do battle with his brother Tzz ad-din. And Tzz ad-d!n sallied 

forth and engaged him in battle, and again he broke him, and he took him 

prisoner and shut him up in the fortress which is called dawalu. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and sixty-six of the Greeks, which is the 

year six hundred and fifty-three of the Arabs (a.d. 1255), 'ala ad-din, the 

head of the ishmaelites, was killed in the fortress which is called ‘shir kuh’, 

that is, ‘Mountain of the Lion’, and rukn ad-din, his son, rose up after 

him. And hulabu sent and said to him, ‘If thine aim is straight towards us, 

and thou desirest friendship and peace, destroy all thy fortresses, and do 
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thou come to us in person; and if not prepare thyself for war’. Then 

quickly rukn ad-din sent and destroyed five fortresses in which there 

were no stores (or, provisions) and which would not have been able to 

resist the Tatars. And he sent a reply to hulabu saying, ‘Behold I have 

fulfilled thy command in part, and little by little I will pull down the rest 

of the fortresses’. Now hulabu knew well that in his craftiness rukn ad¬ 

din wished some days to pass (i.e. he wanted to gain time). Therefore he 

sent kid buka against the fortress which is called ‘shahdair’ (shahdiz?), 

and he took it in two days, and three other fortresses which were round 

about it. 

Then rukn ad-din took a son of one of the poor men, and he dressed 

him in royal apparel, and sent him to the king as a hostage. Now although 

hulabu knew that he was a liar-son (i.e. pseudo-son) of rukn ad-din, he 

did not show that he knew it, but he sent him back with honour, and he said, 

‘It was thee for whom I asked, and not thy son’. And afterwards rukn ad¬ 

din again sent, [this time] his real brother, whose name was shiran shah, 

together with three hundred horsemen. And hulabu having taken the 

horsemen and sent them to kazwin, sent back rukn ad-din’s brother to 

him, and said that he himself, rukn ad-din, must come. And on the night 

of the Birth of the Redeemer, when rukn ad-din rose up to come to the 

service, his slaves drew their daggers, and said, ‘If thou goest we will kill 

thee’. Then he sent and made the matter known to the King of Kings. 

And hulabu commanded him, saying, ‘Protect thyself against them, [496] 

and concoct a plan so that thou canst come to us, and thou shalt live, for 

they all are about to be destroyed with the edge of the sword’. And rukn 

ad-din accepted the command. 

And one night he came down, together with his sons and his household, 

and was received (or, welcomed) splendidly by the King of Kings, and he 

was sent to the city of kazwin with honour. As for the three hundred horse¬ 

men, the Mongols killed them secretly, and they also made themselves 

masters of the fortress from which rukn ad-din had come down—now its 

name was ‘maimundur’—and they destroyed it. Thus also did it happen 

to the strong fortress which is called ‘’alamuth’, and the fortress which is 

called ‘gerdkuh’, which is situated in the heart of the heavens. And the 

Tatars took fifty other fortresses which were round about it, and they laid 

them waste and pulled them down; and all those who were in them they 

killed. And by means of these blessed captures God had mercy on all the 

kings of the Arabs and Christians who lived in terror and trembling through 

the fear of the ishmaelites who were carriers of daggers and were shedders 
of innocent blood. 

Then when rukn ad-din saw that the mercies of hulabu in respect of 

him were manifestly sincere, he said unto him with frank boldness, ‘The 

days in which I now live thou hast by thy goodness added to my life; 
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therefore I beg of thee to permit me to pass them pleasantly’. And hulabu 

commanded the treasurers that a large amount of gold and silver should 

be given to him. And having received it he began to eat, and to drink, and 

to enjoy himself. And he loved one of the daughters of the Mongols, and 

hulabu commanded and she was given to him to wife. And one day when 

he was drinking wine he spoke to a player on the lute, and he sang the 

following verse in the Persian language: 

I have come to thee, sick man, as to the physician. 

I have come to thee, O King of Kings, that I may obtain life by meeting 

thee. 

I have come to thee that I may pluck the health-giving fruit of thy crop. 

If it were not so, with what kind of merchandise could I have come to 

thy land ? 

And when hulabu heard these [lines] his words were very pleasing to him, 

and he was given over to affection in his eyes (i.e. hulabu felt affection for 

RUKN AD-DIN). 

And subsequently rukn ad-din asked for a Pukdana (i.e. command; or, 

permit; or, warrant) to go and see the face [497] of munga khan; and 

hulabu appointed a messenger [to go] with him, and sent him [thither]. 

And when he was on the road he quarrelled with the messenger, and took 

such a hatred of him that when they arrived at the camp of munga khan, 

the messenger calumniated him and he was killed. And the command 

went forth that all the seed of the ishmaelites, both males and females, 

should perish wheresoever they were. 

And in the year bashu (baju ?) nawin, the captain of the soldiery of the 

Tatars, went forth towards ’arzan al-rum. And he sent a messenger to 

Sultan Tzz ad-din in the month of ’ab (august) and asked him for a place 

wherein to pass the winter, because in mujan, the country in which he 

usually passed the winter each year, hulabu, the King of Kings, the brother 

of munga khan, wished to winter. And with baju came haitum from the 

service of the Great Khan, and he entered his own country on Friday, the 

first day of the month of ilul (September), and there was rejoicing for the 

Christians. Now the Sultan did not wish to give baju a place [to winter in], 

and he treated him with contempt, because he heard that another chief 

who was greater than he, or rather his lord, had driven him out of his 

country. Therefore he made ready for war with him. And when baju 

came the Sultan Tzz ad-din met him in battle by the side of the store¬ 

house (or khan ?) of the Sultan, between iconium and ’aksara, and he was 

broken and fled to his inner countries which are on the frontier of nineveh. 

The captain of the host of beth rhomaye was yawtash baglar bag, who 

was killed in this war. And baju nawin brought rukn ad-din out of prison, 

and made him king over beth rhomaye in the year fifteen hundred and 

sixty-seven of the Greeks (a.d. 1256). 
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And 'izz ad-din sent an ambassador from the place where he was to 

hulabu, and he laid a complaint against bAju, saying that he ‘was alienating 

him from the kingdom and from the inheritance of his fathers’. And 

hulabu sent a ‘ YarlikK, that is to say a Pukdana (i.e. royal decree), [saying] 

that the countries were to be divided between the two brothers. Therefore 

when the year fifteen hundred and sixty-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 1257) 
began, 'izz ad-din was restored, and he came to kunyA (konia). And 

rukn ad-din [went] with baju into winter quarters in the inner countries 

of bithynia which were on the sea-coast. And because 'izz ad-din was 

afraid of baju [498] he began to make ready an army. And he sent one of 

his slaves whose name was tughr hApA (tughr balAbA ?) towards melitene 
that he might make up an army [composed] of Kurds, ma'dAye, and Turko¬ 
mans. And when that slave had come, he went to the fortress of zAid. And 

he sent and had brought [to him] two nobles of the Kurds ; to the one, sharAf 
ad-din ’ahmad, the son of belAs, he gave melitene, and to the other, sharaf 
ad-din mahamad, the son of shaikh 'Adi, he gave the fortress of zaid. 

Now when the son of belas had come he was not received by the people 

of melitene, because they had sworn fealty to rukn ad-din, and he began 

to make war on the citizens. And they lived in tribulation because of him 

during the whole winter, and there was famine, for [the price of] one kepiza 

of wheat went up to one hundred and twenty coins of the Sultan. And when 

the people of melitene could bear with him no longer, they rose up against 

the son of belas, and they killed about three hundred men of his followers. 

And he himself fled and passed over into the country of klAudyA, and he 

burnt the Monastery of mAdik, and the Monastery of mar ’Asya on the first 

day of the week of Hosannas (Palm Sunday), on the first day of the month 

of nisan (april) ; and he wrought great destruction in the country and like¬ 

wise in the country of ghubos. And from there he marched straight to ’amid, 
and there he was overtaken by the lord of maiperkAt and killed. 

And the other slave, the son of shaikh 'Adi, who was in the fortress of 

zAid, having made the inhabitants of the fortress to endure many trials, 

took his wives (brothers?) and marched towards kamAh in order to come 

to the help of 'izz ad-din sultAn, and there the troops of ’angurak nAwin 
overtook him and killed him. Now when 'izz ad-din sultAn heard of the 

evil end which had befallen the Kurds who had come to help him, he sent 

the captain of his host to melitene. He was called 'Al! bahAdur, and was 

short in his stature, and of meagre proportions, but a strenuous fighter 

and one highly skilled in the questions (or, tactics) of war. When this man 

came the people of melitene welcomed him. From him came help for the 

citizens and the country, and the roads were open [again], and men were 

bringing wheat from everywhere. For at that time [499] the mountains, 

and hills, and valleys round about melitene were filled with the Turkomans 
and with the agAgrAye (or, ’a'jAzAye) who were pillaging everywhere. From 
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one village alone in the country of hasen mansur they took seven thousand 

bulls, and cows, and asses, and she-asses, and forty-five thousand sheep and 

goats. And they took also the Monasteries of madik, and mar ’Asya, and 

mar dimat, and they carried off from them a great mass of goods. And 

'ali bahadur himself pursued [them] and expelled them from the country, 

and he caught their chief whose name was shut! (juti ?) bag, and shut him 

up in the fortress of masara. 

And whilst the people of melitene were experiencing this opportune 

peace, baju and his armies sallied out from the inner country of bithynia, 

and during the days of the month of nisan (april) they spread themselves 

about over the countries of galatia and cappadocia. And they began to 

make war on the fortresses so that they might hand them over to rukn 

ad-din. And they came to the region of ’ablastain, and they shed the 

blood of all the people who were in it, about seven thousand [souls], 

and they carried off the young men and maidens into captivity. And they 

arrived in melitene on the Sabbath of the full moon of the month of Ilul 

(September), and bahadur fled to ghakhtai. Then baju made the people of 

melitene swear oaths of fealty on behalf of rukn ad-din, and he took from 

it a very large number of dinars. And he left in the city one of the slaves of 

rukn ad-din whose name was fakhr ad-din ’ayas, and he himself removed 

to the fortress of zaid, because a command had come to him from the King 

of Kings, hulabu, that he should come down in all haste to Baghdad. 

And at the beginning of the year fifteen hundred and sixty-nine of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1258), in the season of the autumn, baju nawin came to 

mawsil; and he did not harm that country much. For malik salih, the 

son of badr ad-din, the lord of mawsil, had in those days just come from 

doing service of hulabu. And turkan, the daughter of jalal ad-din 

khawarazm shah, had been given to him to wife, and she was with him in 

the dress of the Mongols. Rightly did all the country folk flee to the city 

and hide themselves until baju had passed. Then, as soon as ever baju had 

crossed the Euphrates, 'ali bahadur turned and came to melitene. And 

the citizens, because they had sworn oaths of fealty to rukn ad-din, and 

also because of their fear of [500] baju, shut the gates of the city in his face. 

And he collected an army of the ’agagraye, and began to make war on it, and 

the city was in great tribulation through war and famine. A kapiza (i.e. an 

ass’s load) of salt in it [was sold] for four hundred white coins of the Sultan, 

and [a kapiza] of wheat for seventy. And when the peoples of the city 

could not endure hunger and imprisonment [any longer], they leaped up 

one night and opened the gates of the city, and they brought in bahadur 

and the ’agagraye who were with him. And in the night he made the 

criers go up into the minarets of the mosques, and he cried peace to the 

arabs and the Christians. And he encouraged them to fear not, for his 

charge was against the nobles and not the citizens. 
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And on the following morning he seized the slave of rukn ad-din and 

shut him up, and he set shehab 'arid upon the colt of an ass, and made him 

to ride through the city, and he held him up to ridicule and then killed him. 

And he tied a head of cotton on the neck of another man who was called 

mu'in igdish (or, igrish) bash!, and another head in the form of a dog, and 

he made him march round about through the city and then killed him. And 

in the same way he killed the Greek priest whose name was kalawyan, and 

his two brothers basil and manil (manu’il?), and his son kiryawri, who 

were great lawyers. And together with these he also destroyed the three 

sons of shehab isAw, who were Kurdish Amirs. Then the killing ceased, 

and the city enjoyed a little peace. But the famine increased greatly after 

the gates of the city were opened, because the country had become an 

absolute desert, and nothing came in from any other place because of the 

Turkoman highway robbers. Many people sold their sons and their 

daughters to the ’agagraye, and others soaked their old shoes in water, and 

boiled them and ate them. And a woman was found who had roasted her 

son, and when they charged her she swore that she had not roasted him 

alive, but only after he was dead. And some women were discovered with 

the body of a dead woman before them, and they were cutting off slices of 

her flesh and roasting them and eating them. 

Now when Bahadur knew that it was impossible for him to resist the 

[50i] advance of the Tatars, he forsook the city and fled to the Sultan Tzz 

ad-din, and with him were husain joban, and bar sawma, the son of 

’andrios, who was subsequently killed by them on the road. And during 

this famine certain young men of the country of ghubos, who were 

Christians, rebelled in the gazarta of the village of 'ebra, and they sallied 

out and robbed and killed their brethren who were Christians, and they 

went in there and ate food. 

At this time Theodore, the son of kalawyan, the king of nineveh, fell 

sick in a city the name of which was nip!. And when he felt that he was 

going to die, he called to him arsenius the Patriarch, and committed to him 

the care and upbringing of kalawyan his son. For as yet he was small in 

stature (or, of tender age), and he was at that time under the direction of a 

certain general whose name was Michael, and who was called ‘palaiologos’. 

And because of this king Theodore was afraid lest he would meditate re¬ 

bellion and seize the kingdom with the hand of violence. Which thing 

actually took place. Therefore he commanded one of the generals whose 

name was gadinos to go to thessalonica, where michael was living, and 

cast fetters of iron upon him and bring him to him. Now when gadinos 

went he said unto michael, ‘I know that thou art going to be king, but 

submit thyself to fetters with cunning, and come with me to the king. And 

when he seeth thy submission he will release thee and magnify thee.’ And 

thus michael did, and he went to the king bound in fetters. And when the 
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king saw that he was not complaining, he was gracious to him and released 

him, and made him a partner with the Patriarch in the management of the 

young man. And after a few days he departed this life. And muzalon, his 

deputy, who was also the son-in-law of kira balwina, the sister of the king, 

took him and carried him to the Monastery of magnesia, and he deposited 

him there in the grave of his fathers. And he tarried a few days in the 

monastery whilst he arranged affairs with his mother-in-law, who was the 

sister of the deceased king, so that he might become king, and destroy the 

nobles who would not consent to accept him. 

And when [502] this plot was revealed to Michael and the other nobles, 

they commanded the franks who were their fellow soldiers to go up to the 

monastery, and to hack muzalon in pieces with their swords, wheresoever 

he might be. And when they went up they found him in the church pray¬ 

ing, and there they hacked him limb from limb. And the nobles also went 

up and they cried out with a loud voice, ‘May the king of the Greeks, 

Michael palaiologos, live [long]! May the Autocrator of rhomania, michael 

palaiologos, live [long] F And they all went from there to nicaea, and they 

seized the young man kAlawyan, and they sent him and had him shut up 

in one of the fortresses. And they also sent arsenius the Patriarch, who had 

rebuked them for his murder, into exile, in a monastery in one of the islands 

of the sea of pontus. 

And after michael had reigned for a short time he determined within 

himself to go and attack Constantinople, because he heard that there was 

a small army therein with bo'dwin the Frankish king its lord. And during 

his journey he sent and had nicephorus, the Metropolitan of ephesus, 

brought, and he made him Patriarch in the city of kalyopoli (gallipoli) 

in the place of arsenius, who had been exiled. And he departed from there 

and went and encamped against Constantinople, and he was unable to 

capture it, because the citizens and the soldiers stood up strenuously on 

the walls and fought fiercely. And when michael saw that he could not 

succeed, he left and went back. 

And after a short time the Frankish merchants who were in the city of 

'akko and were called ‘bundikaye’ (Venetians), began to quarrel with 

those who were called ‘janabiz’ (Genoese), and the pizanaye (pisans) 

attached themselves to the Venetians. And when the Venetians who were 

in all the other countries heard [of this], they ran without delay to the help 

of their companions, and Constantinople was empty of them. And 

michael himself perpetrated another fraud, and he told one of his ad¬ 

herents who was the captain of a fortress to show signs of rebellion, and 

to send a message to bo'dwin [saying] that he must send an army, and that 

he would transfer that fortress to him. And the captain of the fortress did 

even so, and he flattered bo'dwin and led him into error. And when [503] 

Bo'DwiN sent the little army which he had with him, michael made ready 
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swiftly and went and encamped against it. And Michael himself also 

flattered certain of the citizens, and one night they opened to him an old 

gate which had never been opened since the time of Constantine the Con¬ 

queror. And the Greeks went in and put [the city] to the sword, and it 

was only with the greatest difficulty that bo'dwin himself and his household 

was able to save themselves by embarking in a small shallow boat, and they 

fled to the franks. And thus once again Constantinople remained in the 

possession of the Greeks after belonging to the franks for a period of fifty- 

three years. As for nicephorus the unlawful Patriarch, he did not live very 

long, but died quickly. And king Michael appointed in his place romanus, 

the Patriarch of the city of adrianopolis. Now this man, as soon as ever 

he rose up, became involved in some scandalous affair and was cast forth. 

Then king michael sent and brought arsenius the Patriarch from exile, 

and he promised him that he would bring out kalawyan, the son of the 

king, from prison, and would transfer to him the kingdom of his father, 

and that he himself would only hold Constantinople, which he had taken 

with the sword. And the Patriarch prayed over him, and was reconciled 

[to him], and sat again on the [Patriarchal] throne. 

Then michael, having placated the Patriarch, added wickedness to 

wickedness, and instead of bringing kalawyan out of prison and making 

him king, sent and had his eyeballs taken out and blinded his eyes. When 

the Patriarch understood this he again relinquished his office, and returned 

to his imprisonment. And the king brought an archimandrite whose name 

was Joseph (?) and made him Patriarch, and behold he standeth at the head 

[of the Church] this day. And it was in the days of winter that these wicked¬ 

nesses were perpetrated in melitene. 

Concerning the taking of Babel (Baghdad) 

hulabu, King of Kings, went down to Baghdad ; and baju also arrived 

from beth rhomaye. And the armies of the men of Baghdad sallied forth 

to meet the Tatars in battle. And those who stood at their head (i.e. were 

their captains) were: the Great Amir, a KURD, who was called ‘bar kurar’, 

and dawithdar the Little, a slave of the Khalifah. And the two [504] sides 

(or, hosts) remained facing each other, without engaging in battle, for 

twenty-three days. Then straightway on the fourth day [of the week], on 

the eighth day of the first month of the Arabs, in the year six hundred and 

fifty-six (a.d. 1258), which is the year fifteen hundred and sixty-nine of the 

Greeks, baju naw!n and his troops drew nigh to a place which is called 

‘the Grave of ahmad’, on the western side of Baghdad, and the Baghdad 

troops approached and the armies met each other in battle, and the com¬ 

pany of baju nawin was broken, and the Baghdad troops were triumphantly 

victorious. And the Amir sulaiman shah and his army were on the walls 
of BAGHDAD. 
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And when the evening had come, bar kurar, an old man, said unto 

dawithdar, a young man, ‘/This time God hath given us the victory. It is 

right that we should go into our houses and rest, and then we will sally 

forth again and attack forthwith.’ The young man, however, was puffed 

up, and did not want to go in, and both of them passed the night outside. 

And because those Baghdad troops were encamped on low-lying ground, 

the Tatars went and made a breach in the banks of the great canal of water 

[fed] from the Tigris, and floods of water poured down on them at mid¬ 

night. And they began to flee from the waters, and their bows, and their 

arrows, and the sheaths of their swords were soaked with water. And when 

the day broke the tAtars of the battalions of hulabu returned, and the 

battle continued until the ninth hour of the fifth day [of the week]; and 

the Baghdad troops were defeated and stricken helpless, and bar kurar 

was killed, and dawithdar fled and went into the city. 

Then baju and his troops came and encamped on the western side of 

Baghdad, and hulabu encamped on the east side, on the second day [of 

the week], on the thirteenth day of the first month, and he made war on 

the city with great fierceness—opposite the crown of the palace of the 

Khalifah. And the Khalifah musta'sim, the wretched man, in despair called 

his Wazir 'alkami, and najm ad-din 'abd al-jani, the son of darnus, and 

mar makika, the Catholicus, and he commanded them to take gold in 

abundance, and royal possessions, and Arabian horses, and to fetch the 

ambassadors of the Tatars out of prison, and to array them in [fine] apparel, 

and to give them lavish gifts, and to go forth with them to the King of 

Kings. And they were to demand a pledge of safety for the lives of the 

Khalifah, [505] and his sons and his daughters, and to make an apology 

saying that the things which had happened had taken place through evil 

counsellors. Then, if he would be gracious, and would grant them their 

lives, they would become his slaves, and subjects who would pay tribute. 

And when these men had gone forth to the King of Kings and fulfilled 

their embassy, hulabu detained them and would not let them return to the 

Khalifah. And he continued the war with still greater ferocity, and the 

Tatars made a great breach in the ’Ajami tower; and they entered the city 

on Friday, the twenty-fifth day of the first month, but the citizens prevailed 

over them, and drove them outside again. And the Tatars renewed their 

attack in full strength, and on the following day, that is to say the Sabbath, 

they became masters of all the walls. And the people of Baghdad fled and 

hid themselves in the houses and in the underground chambers (sardabs). 

And on the Sabbath day the two sons of the Khalifah went out to the King 

of Kings, and an hour later the Khalifah himself went forth [to him]. And 

the King of Kings commanded, and they cast iron fetters on him, and 

stood over him in a tent for seven days—until the King of Kings had 

gone in person to the palace of the Khalifah and had inspected the 
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treasures, and the rich things, old and new, which were hidden away 

and laid up in stores; and he uncovered them all and had them brought 

out. And the Mongols drew their swords, and slew all the people 

of Baghdad—tens of thousands of men—the iberians especially effected a 

great slaughter. And the Catholicus collected all the Christians into the 

church of the Third Bazar, and there he protected them, and none of the 

Christians was injured. And the wealthy Arabs brought out vast amounts 

of their riches to the Catholicus, that peradventure if they were able to 

save themselves they might retain their property, but all of them were 

killed. 

And afterwards when the wrath of the King of Kings had subsided 

somewhat, he had the wretched Khalifah brought before him, and he 

passed judgement on him and condemned him to death. And he com¬ 

manded and they put him on a piece of sackcloth and then sewed it up round 

about him, and with kicks of their feet they killed him. [They did this] 

because certain of the Arabs had frightened the King of Kings saying, ‘If 

the blood of this man be shed on the earth, no rain will ever again fall 

thereon, and also coals of fire will burst forth from it’. And in this wise the 

kingdom of the abbasides came to an end. And also the other kingdoms of 

the arabs [506] began to totter. And the kingdom of the Mongols stood 

and triumphed in the countries which are outside (i.e. foreign) as well as 

those which are within (i.e. native). 

And the Tatars on their return from Baghdad came and encamped 

against the fortress of ’arbil. And when sahib bar salaya wished to sur¬ 

render to him, the large number of Kurds who dwelt therein threatened 

him with violence, and he fled from them to the Tatars. Then came 

badr ad-din lulu and bought the fortress and everything which was 

in it from the Tatars for seventy thousand dinars. And the Tatars 

marched off, and badr ad-din received the fortress of ’arbil and placed 

guards therein. And after a short time a certain Kurdish Amir whose name 

was sharaf ad-din jalali brought a Pukdana (i.e. a Decree = Patent), and 

took the fortress from badr ad-din, and drove out his guards who were 

therein. And when that same jalali, together with his Tatar troops, were 

going against the rebellious Kurds who were in julmarg, badr ad-din sent 

certain Kurds and they killed him whilst he was sleeping in his tent. 

And a certain Christian whose name was mukhatas, the brother of safi 

sulaiman, the great physician, became master of ’arbil. And after his death 

taj ad-din 'isA, his son, rose up in his place, and he was a good, believing 

man. And in his time there was a very severe famine and a pestilence in 

all the land of sen'ar, and ’athor (assyria), and beth nahrin, and Syria, 

and beth rhomaye ; for in Damascus a young dove for a sick man was sold 

for twelve nasraye.1 

1 i.e. zuze nasraye. These were coins struck by Saladin = Gr. drachmae (?). 





XI 

And here beginneth the Eleventh Dynasty which passeth from 

the Arab kings to the kings of the Huns 

Hulabu, King of Kings and brother of Munga Khan the Great 

WHEN the Khalifah must‘asim was killed, the King of Kings ap¬ 

pointed a certain man whose name was 'ali bahadur to rule over 

Baghdad. And in this time of the war the Christians of tagrith sent to 

the Catholicus and asked for a ruler to protect them, and a man who 

would take care of them was sent to them. And when the Tatars had 

gone, now they had killed [507] the nobles of the arabs and had plundered 

their rich possessions, all the Christians who were in the Green (?) Church, 

which was dedicated in the name of mar ’ahudemeh, and which the ARABS 

had seized, had asylum, and they remained unharmed from the beginning 

of the [Lenten] Fast to the Sunday of Hosannas (Palm Sunday), which was 

the seventeenth day of the month of ’adar (march) of the year fifteen 

hundred and sixty-nine of the Greeks (a.d. 1258). Then a certain wicked 

man, an ARAB, whose name was bar duri, calumniated the Christians to 

their governor, saying, ‘These Christians have hidden away much treasure 

of the arabs, the owners thereof having been killed, and they have given 

nothing to thee’. And when the governor questioned the Christians con¬ 

cerning this matter, they were unable to deny it, but they admitted it and 

brought everything before him, and he sent and made the matter known 

to the King of Kings. And the sentence of death went forth against the 

wretched tegritians, according to the Law of the Mongols. And a certain 

great chief was sent, together with an army of Tatars, and they began to 

take the Christians, twenty at a time, and they led them up to the citadel, 

pretending that they were going to demolish it, and [there] they killed 

them. And this they continued to do until they had made an end of all of 

them. None escaped except some old man or some old woman, and [their] 

sons and [their] daughters were carried off into captivity. And the arabs 

took the great church again. And two aged men from the village of karmah 

[near takrit] only, and the very few men who lived there, remained to 

pray in the rest of the churches. As for bar duri, the calumniator, a 

certain Christian whose name was bihram, and who had been governor of 

tagrith, killed him. 

And when badr ad-din, the lord of mawsil, heard that Baghdad had 

been taken, he sent his son malik salih and one thousand horsemen, 

ostensibly to help the King of Kings, but he did not receive him gladly. And 

the King of Kings said unto him, ‘Ye wanted to see to whom the victory 

would be so that ye might cleave to him. If the Khalifah had conquered 
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ye would have come to him and not to me’. And when salih returned to 

badr ad-din his father and informed him, badr ad-din trembled. And he 

rose up and took a very large and incalculable amount of money, and went 

in person to the King of Kings, and he propitiated him and returned in 

peace. But after his abject terror [had passed], he used such boldness and 

freedom of speech [508] towards the King of Kings that he went up on the 

throne by his side, and took him by the ear, and with his own hands 

fastened therein an ear-ring [made] of pearls of great price. 

And at the time when Baghdad was taken, the lord of maiperkat, that is 

’ashraf, the son of malik ghazi, the son off adil the Great, was meditating 

(or, was resolved on) rebellion in his heart. Now he had crucified a Syrian 

elder from the country of bedlis, who had come to him from the Great 

Khan with a Yarlikh (i.e. a royal Mongol permit) and had driven away 

the governors of the Mongols from his Court. And he rose up and went 

to Damascus to malik nasir and asked him for help, so that he might 

engage the Tatars in battle, and might prevent them from making a descent 

on Syria, and, if possible, to kick them far away from Baghdad. But 

malik nasir dismissed him with empty promises, and he returned to his 

city maiperkat. And immediately he arrived, the armies of the Tatars 

encompassed him round about, and the bulls of baishan, ’ashmut, the son 

of the King of Kings, being their captain. And they built a wall round the 

city, and they set up strong towers in which to fight, and they began to 

make fierce war upon it from the outside, and those who were inside made 

war against them even more fiercely. And thus it (i.e. the city) remained 

unconquered for a space of two years. Then, after Baghdad was taken, the 

troops invested maiperkat. And ambassadors from the King of Kings 

began to come frequently to malik nasir, demanding that he should go to 

his service (i.e. acknowledge his overlordship). And because his nobles did 

not approve of his going, he made an arrangement, and sent his son malik 

faziz with treasures, and offerings, and large gifts in the autumn of the 

year fifteen hundred and seventy of the Greeks (a.d. 1259), and he re“ 

mained there the whole winter. And in the spring he came back to ALEPPO, 

after the Festival of the Resurrection, and said to his father, ‘The King of 

Kings commanded me and said, “We have not asked for thee, but for thy 

father. Therefore if it is to be peace, let him come [to me], and if not, we 

will come to him.” ’ And malik nasir continued to be unable to move 

through two obstacles: it came to him that he could not sit still because of 

[his] fear of the Tatars, and he could not move lest his nobles and slaves 

should rise up against him and kill him. And he became terror-stricken 

and stupefied. [509] 

And at [that] time also the King of Kings sent for Sultan fizz ad-din, 

and rukn ad-din, the lords of beth rhomaye, to come and acknowledge 

his overlordship, and both of them went and were well received. And the 
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King of Kings commanded that rukn ad-din should hold [the country] 

from caesarea to the frontier of great Armenia, and that Tzz ad-din 

should reign over [the country] from ’aksara to the sea-coast, the frontier 

of the kingdom of the Greeks.1 And the two brothers went down amicably 

with the King of Kings as far as beth nahrin, and they went up from there 

to BETH RHOMAYE. And RUKN AD-DIN dwelt in SEBASTIA and 'iZZ AD-DIN 

went and dwelt in iconium. And at this time Sultan Tzz ad-din went up to 

the Monastery of bar sawma, and promised benefactions to mar Dionysius. 

And in this year badr ad-din, the lord of mawsil, died on the twentieth 

day of the month of tammuz (july), and his eldest son, malik salih 

’esma'il, reigned in his stead; his intermediate son whose name was 

'ala ad-din reigned in sinjar, and his youngest son whose name was saif 

ad-din reigned in gazarta of kardu. 

And in the year six hundred and fifty-eight of the Arabs (a.d. 1259), 

which is the year fifteen hundred and seventy-one of the Greeks (a.d. 1260), 

in the autumn season, the King of Kings came down with troops, four 

hundred thousand horsemen, to the countries of beth nahrin. He en¬ 

camped first of all against harran, and the citizens surrendered it 

peacefully and remained unharmed, and the citizens of edessa did the 

same. The citizens of serugh, who did not send [ambassadors], demanded 

a pledge of security for their lives, and were all killed. And the King of 

Kings commanded, and bridges were tied together over the Euphrates at 

melitene, and at kal'ah rhomaita, and at birah, and at circesium 

(osrhoene), and the troops crossed over into Syria, together with the King 

of Kings himself, with whom was tokuz khatun, the believing queen and 

lover of Christ. And a great slaughter took place in the city of mabbugh 

(manbij), and troops, fighting men, were posted against the fortress of 

birah, and against the fortress of kal'ah najm, and against that of 

kal'ah ja'bar, and calonicus, and balash, and [510] all the people who 

were in them were killed. And at first troops few in number came to the 

neighbourhood of aleppo, and malik mu'atam, an old man, the son of 

SALAH ad-din the Great, sallied out and engaged them; and he was broken 

and fled and went into aleppo. And the Tatars passed on and went and 

laid waste the city of mlTarah. And they went against hamath and [the 

citizens] surrendered it in peace, and thus also did [the citizens] of emesa. 

And malik nasir took his wives, and his sons, and his slaves, and went 

forth from Damascus, and he fled to the desert of karak and shawbak. 

And the Tatars went against Damascus, and the lords thereof surrendered 

it in peace, and no evil thing happened to them. But the King of Kings in 

person encamped against aleppo. And he commanded and walls were 

built outside the whole of the great circuit of the wall of aleppo. And the 

1 Bedjan notes the variant: From caesarea to great Armenia to 'izz ad-din the King 

of Kings gave, and from ’aksara to the sea-coast to rukn ad-d!n. 
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Tatars began to make fierce war on the city, and in a few days they were 

masters over the walls from the side of the Irak gate. And they entered 

aleppo on the first day of the week which introduceth the Fast of nineveh, 

in the month of the latter kanon (January) of the year [above] mentioned. 

And there took place in aleppo a slaughter like unto that of Baghdad, only 

more [terrible]. And because they had destroyed the upper portions of the 

walls of our church in which were the citizens of b'elbak, I, the feeble one, 

who was the Metropolitan thereof, through fear for these men, sallied forth 

to go to offer fealty to the King of Kings, and I was shut up in kal'ah 

najm. Our believers who were among the population of aleppo remained 

without a head, and the greater number of them assembled in the church 

of the Greeks. And the Tatars attacked them and killed them and made 

captives of their families. And finally toros, the Armenian elder, the son 

of the brother of mar Constantine, and the monk kurak, went in and 

liberated all those whom they found alive, and they collected them in our 

church. And having taken the city the Tatars rose up and made war on the 

fortress (or, Citadel), and that they took also in peace. 

And from there the King of Kings went against harim, and he asked 

[the citizens] to surrender, and [said that] he would swear to them that he 

would not harm them. And the fools replied, ‘Though thou art king thy 

Religion (or, Confession) is not known. By what are we to make thee swear ? 

But if fakhr ad-din, the governor of the fortress of aleppo, will swear to 

us that he will not harm us, [5«] we will come down.’ And the King of 

Kings commanded fakhr ad-din, who went and swore to them. And they 

opened the gates of the fortress and came down. And the King of Kings 

commanded, and they were all killed, men and women, and sons, and 

daughters, also sucking children; and none escaped except an Armenian 

blacksmith. And they also killed that fakhr ad-din who had sworn to them, 

because wal! ad-din, the son of safi ad-din, a nobleman of aleppo, made 

an accusation against him, saying, ‘It was he who killed my father and my 

brothers, and who said to them, “Surrender the city so that ye may not 

die by the sword”.’ 

And when all these things had been brought to an end, the King of 

Kings left in Palestine a certain chief whose name was kit bogha with ten 

thousand—that is to say a tuman, which is ten thousand—horsemen, and 

he went back by the road he had come. And when he came to tell bashir 

the report reached him that the Tatars had taken maiperkat. And they 

took also malik ’ashraf, its lord, and brought him to him (i.e. the King of 

Kings), and there he killed him. And he made ruler over maiperkat a man 

who was the chief of the stables of the father of ’ashraf, and his name was 

'abd ALLAH. And there was a famine in the district, whereof the like had 

never been heard, and it was so severe that of its whole population there 

only remained [alive] about one hundred souls, and only with the greatest 
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difficulty were they able to capture it. ’ardu, one of the natives of maiperkat 

who had been saved from it like a burnt stick from a fiery furnace, related 

to me the following: ‘One day I longed greatly to eat wheat boiled with 

the flesh of the ox, together with my household. And for five hundred 

Christian zuze I could only with the greatest difficulty boil a potfful] 

which was sufficient for us.’ 

And when the King of Kings had crossed the Euphrates, he sent a 

message to the lord of mardin to come down to him, and the lord did not 

wish [to do so]. And he also sent [a message] to malik mutafar, his son, 

because he and the son of badr ad-din, the lord of mawsil, were in his 

service concerning aleppo. And he said to him, ‘Go and admonish thy father 

that he go down, and do not allow him to rebel and perish’. And when the 

young man came to his father, not only would he not hearken to him, but 

he bound him in fetters and shut him up in prison. And the King of Kings 

sent troops and they encamped against mardin, and they began to make 

war [512] on it. And if God—glory be to His Name!—had not cast pestilence 

therein, even after years they would never have been able to capture it. 

And the greater number of the people who were therein having perished, 

according to the nod of God, and the Sultan himself being dead, malik 

mutafar, his son, came down and surrendered the fortress. And the King 

of Kings magnified him exceedingly, and paid him the highest honours, 

and he felt affection for him and made him a governor. 

Now kit bogha searched diligently and found the place where malik 

nasir was hidden in the desert, and he sent a force against him and it 

captured him, and took him and brought him to him, and with very great 

care kit bogha sent him to the King of Kings. And when he (malik 

nasir) went to him he received him gladly, and honoured him, and 

promised to send him back again to his kingdom. 

And in those days rabban simeon the Elder and physician, the son of 

rabban isho' the Elder, deceased, who was a native of kal'ah rhomaita, 

was taken into the service of the King of Kings, hulabu. And he flourished 

and prospered greatly, and he was beloved by all the sons of the kings and 

by the queens. And he possessed dwellings like those of kings, and 

gardens, and plantations, and towers in the meadows, and his income 

yearly was five thousand dinars, from babil (Baghdad), and ’athor 

(Assyria), and Cappadocia, and from maragha. The remnant of our people 

obtained through him help, and great lifting up of the head, and honour. 

And the Church acquired stability and protection in every place. 

Then when kotaz the Turk, who reigned in Egypt, heard that the King 

of Kings had gone away, and that malik nasir had been taken and sent 

to him, and that kit bogha alone with ten thousand men remained in 

Palestine, he collected the armies of Egypt and sallied forth and met the 

Tatars in battle in the plain of baishan, before mount tabor. And the Tatars 
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were broken and kit bogha himself was killed in the battle, and his sons were 

carried away prisoners on the twenty-seventh day of the ninth month of the 

Arabs, in the year six hundred and fifty-eight of their reckoning (a.d. 1259). 

And when this report reached the King of Kings he was angry, and he 

determined that he would tear up the kingdom of the Arabs by the roots. 

And he commanded and malik nasir and his brother malik tahir, and 

every one who was with them, were killed on the fourth day [of the week], 

[513] on the twentieth day of the tenth month of the Arabs, in the year 

fifteen hundred and seventy-one of the Greeks (a.d. 1260), at the ninth hour, 

in one of the ravines of nawshahar, when the moon was in the tetragonon 

of hermes. And none of them escaped except muhai [ad-din], the geo¬ 

metrician and astronomer. For this man told me: ‘One day when malik 

nasir was sitting in his tent, he called me to him and asked me about his 

nativity. Then there came a certain great Mongol chief at the time of noon, 

and there were about fifty Mongols with him, and malik nasir went out 

to meet him. And the Mongol said unto him, “A drinking festival is being 

held this day by the King of Kings, and he telleth thee that thou must take 

thy brother, and thy sons, and the nobles who are with thee, and that thou 

must come there”. And malik nasir rose up and took with him the members 

of his household, and his nobles, about twenty souls, and they mounted 

their horses and departed. And after a little while twenty horsemen came 

to us in the tents, and they said, “The horsemen and the lawyers must 

come, and there must remain behind none but the servants who pitch the 

tents, and the cooks, and the shepherds”. And when we had mounted our 

horses, they carried us through deep defiles, and took us down to the place 

where the nobles of the Mongols had encamped, and the others who were 

standing before them. And when we had drawn near, and they began to 

have speech with us, suddenly the Mongols sprang up behind us, and each 

of them seized one of us. And I made a sign to the nobles that I was an 

astronomer, and that I had knowledge of the motions of the heavens. And 

they called me and seated me behind them. As for the rest, they carried 

them away a little distance and slew them, and they also killed malik nasir, 

and his brother, and the nobles. They did not kill his sons, and behold they 

are with them to this very day as prisoners. Then the Mongols went and 

brought along also the few men who had remained in the tents, and them 

also did they kill.’ 

Concerning the seating of Kublai Khan on the throne of the 

kingdom of the Mongols 

At this time a certain great king among the kings of the sinaye (Chinese), 

or khata, who are also called ‘manzaye’, rebelled against the Mongols. 

And because he possessed a great army and had, [514] according to what is 
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said, four hundred towns, munga khan was obliged to collect a far more 
numerous force, and to go in person and engage in battle with that Chinese 
king. And taking with him his brother kublai, who was younger than he, 
he went to the inner countries of the Chinese. And he left in his place his 
brother ’arigh boka, who was the youngest of them all. And having gone 
and engaged that king in battle, by ill-luck an arrow came to him, and 
there he ended [his life]. And his brother kublai took all the armies of 
the Mongols, and went forth from that inner country of the Chinese and 
sat down in their outer country, in the great town which is called khan 
balik (paikIn or pekin), and his brothers agreed that he should be Khan. 
But his young brother ’arigh boka said, ‘It is meet that the kingdom should 
be mine, because munga khan handed it over to me when he went to the 
war, and during his lifetime he made me to sit in his place’. And a great 
quarrel broke out between the two brothers, and for a period of seventeen 
years [they fought] many battles; at length the younger brother was de¬ 
feated and captured, and his name ceased [to be heard]. And the kingdom 
remained the peculiar possession of kublai khan, the just and wise king, 
and lover (or, friend) of the Christians; and he honoured the men of books, 
and the learned men, and the physicians of all nations. 

kotaz, having killed kit bogha, ruled over Damascus, and over aleppo, 
and over all Syria, and he appointed a governor over every town and men 
versed in the Law (lawyers). And he moved his camp that he might invade 
Egypt, and prepare armies, and go forth again to meet in battle the whole 
force of the Tatars. And whilst he was on the road, and had arrived in the 
neighbourhood of gaza, baibarz, that is bundukdar (bund kdar) the 
Younger, the slave of bundukdar the Elder, rose up against him and killed 
him. And he went into EGYPT and made himself governor thereof, and he 
was called malik tahir rukn ad-din. And at [that] time the lord of sinjar, 
that is 'ala ad-din, the son of badr ad-din, the lord of mawsil, fled to 
him and he gave him aleppo. And the Christians of the sea-coast suffered 
great tribulation from bundukdar, and continue to do so to this day, for 
he was master of [515] all their fortresses, and only 'akko and Tripoli and 
tyre were left to them. 

With the return of the year, which is the year fifteen hundred and seventy- 
two [of the GREEKS, A.D. I26l], the TATARS Came to SYRIA with KUKALAGA 
(kukalek) nawin at their head, and he came as far as emesa and took the 
country and killed [the people]. And because all the inhabitants of SYRIA 
had fled to aleppo, nawin commanded that all of them should depart out¬ 
side, and that the natives of every [other] country and city should sit on 
one side and return to their native places. And when they had done thus 
he killed them all. And he left [alive] only the citizens of aleppo. Then to 
those who were left they said, ‘If ye had been our friends ye would not 
have fled before us’. 
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And kukalaga nawin, having done these things, turned back from Syria 

and crossed the Euphrates. And the Egyptians came back again and ruled 

over the whole of Syria. And in the summer of this year, 'ala ad-din, the 

son of badr ad-din, the lord of sinjar, who had fled to the Egyptians, sent 

a letter to malik salih, his brother, the lord of mawsil, informing him con¬ 

cerning the strength of the Egyptians, and [saying] that ‘it would be better 

for him to leave mawsil immediately and go to bundukdar, so that when 

he broke the Tatars he might make him king not only over ’athor, but 

over all the East’. And one day when one of the nobles of badr ad-din, 

whose name was bar yunes, was sitting by malik salih, he stretched out 

his hand under the carpet and drew forth from beneath it the letter which 

had come from his brother; and he rose up and went out and departed to 

his village, the name of which is beth 'ashika in nineveh. And after a time 

salih searched for that letter and could not find it, and he knew that bar 

yunes had taken it. And he made haste and sent two slaves in search of 

him. And when they arrived at the house of bar yunes he knew that evil 

was intended, and that if he fell into the hands of salih he would perish. 

Therefore he gave gifts to those slaves, and he had some wine brought to 

them and said, ‘Eat ye, and drink, and enjoy ye yourselves this evening, 

and in the morning we will go together to mawsil’. Thereupon they 

drank and became di jnk, and bar yunes rose up in the night, and he took 

his men, and mounted his horse and came to barteli (bartelli). And he 

said unto the governor 'abd allah, the son of [516] khoshu, ‘Inform thy 

people, and flee all of you, for salih is preparing to kill the Christians, and 

he is going to flee to Egypt’. And every man who was able to do so rose 

up and fled to ’arbil in the days of Pentecost. 

And on the [following] morning when the slaves rose up and they could 

not find bar yunes, they thought that he had started for mawsil before 

them, and they went in to mawsil, and made the matter known to salih. 

Then salih feared greatly lest bar yunes should reach the Tatars and bring 

a force to seize him; and he rose up and took his son 'ala al-mulk, and his 

slaves, and fled to Syria in the month of ’iyar (may) of this year. And on 

the road some of his slaves were divided in their opinions (i.e. had doubts) 

concerning him, and they left him and returned to mawsil. And the natives 

of mawsil, together with yasan, the governor of the Mongols, and turkan 

khatun, the Khawarazmite woman who did not wish to go with him, shut 

the gates in the faces of those who came; and [these] continued to make 

war on the city for a few days. Then the people of shaharsin, that is to say, 

the Fourth Bazar of the bazars which are in mawsil, attached themselves 

to a certain man whose name was bar zebalak, and they opened the gates 

of the city to him. And 'alam sangar, and those who were with him, went 

in. And yasan fled, together with his companions, and turkan fortified 

herself in the fortress. 
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And when these men [who had come back] went into mawsil, they 

started a great persecution of the Christians, and they looted their houses 

and killed every one who did not become a Muslim. And many elders, and 

deacons, and gentlefolk, and common folk denied their Faith, [all] except 

a few of the house of suwayad, that is wadhkhoki, and naf!s the goldsmith. 

And as for the country outside nineveh, immediately malik salih fled, the 

Kurds came down, and they made a great slaughter among the Christians, 

and they took the nunnery of the Sisters which is in beth kudida, and they 

killed therein many of the people who from all over the country were 

hidden therein. And those accursed men also went up to the Monastery 

of mar mattai, and thousands of horsemen and men on foot assembled 

there, and they made war on the monks for a period of four months. And 

they set scaling ladders in position, and they wanted to ascend the wall, but 

the monks prevailed [517] and burnt their scaling ladders. Then the Kurds 

hewed a mass of stone from the mountain which is above the monastery 

and rolled it [down] upon it. And that great mass of stone split in two, and 

one part made a breach in the wall, and it remained fast in the breach like 

a gem in a ring which cannot be moved. And the other part made a hole 

in the wall and passed through it, and the Kurds rushed to enter in thereby. 

And the monks, and the natives of the country who were refugees there, 

resisted fiercely, and they fought with stones and arrows and did not let 

them come in; and they built up immediately the breach with stones and 

lime. And during these fights one of the eyes of abu nasr the archi¬ 

mandrite was knocked out, and a few men were struck by arrows, but they 

became well again. And the monks being weary of the fighting, they de¬ 

manded peace of the Kurds, and they undertook to give them all the 

hangings, and curtains, and equipment of the church, and also to collect 

gold, and silver, and chains (jewellery). Now because they heard a report 

of the coming of the Tatars, the Kurds inclined swiftly towards peace; and 

they took a very large amount of property from the monastery, the total 

value of which amounted to one thousand gold dinars, and departed. 

And at that time certain people from the village of beth sahraye, and 

others of the natives of nineveh, who had been shut up in the Monastery 

of habhshushyatha, removed themselves from that place, and they went 

and crossed the river zabha to go to ’arbil. And kutlu bag, the Amir, met 

them, and giving them as a reason that they were coming from the side of 

the enemy, he killed them all, men and women alike. And 'alam sangar, just 

as soon as he had gone into mawsil, heard that the Tatars had come from the 

quarter of gazarta, and he sallied out and met them in battle and was killed. 

And there came a spy of the Tatars who informed them, saying, ‘Behold, 

malik salih is coming again to mawsil’. And because of this the Tatars 

halted and did not come against mawsil until salih had actually come and 

gone into the city. 
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When saif ad-din, the lord of gazarta, heard that salih, his brother, had 

fled to Syria, he himself made ready to flee. And nawrin, the governor 

[518] of mawsil, heard [this], and he came to seize him. And the people 

who were natives of gazarta gathered together against him, and they 

wished to kill him, and he escaped and fled only with the greatest difficulty. 

And saif ad-din collected the Christians, and shut them up in prison and 

demanded from them two thousand gold dinars. Now it was the day of the 

Ascension, and the Christians remained shut up and despaired of their 

lives. And saif ad-din distributed much gold among the troops, and about 

seventy thousand Kurds gathered together about him, and they took him 

and carried him to Syria. And as gazarta remained without a lord, two 

scouts sprang up, the name of the one was TzAz bas, and that of the other 

was mahamad, the captain of the guard, and they made themselves their 

rulers. And they brought out the Christians from the places wherein they 

were confined after they had taken from them seven hundred dinars, and 

they only killed the two of them who were going and coming to the 

TATARS. 

And at this time Tzz ad-din ’aibag, the lord of ’emadiah, a slave of 

badr ad-din, collected about three thousand horsemen, and came to reign 

over gazarta. And nur!n of ’amir met them in battle with three hundred 

horsemen by the side of the river debsha, which floweth down from the 

mountains of kardu, and he broke him and put him to flight. And 'abd 

allah, who reigned over maiperkat, once came to take it, but he was un¬ 

able to do so. And at the end of the summer of this year Sultan Tzz ad-din 

of iconium prepared to go to do homage to the King of Kings because 

he was urged to do so by the ambassadors. And having struck his tents 

outside iconium in order to set out, a spy came and said unto him, ‘ ’alya- 

jak nawin hath arrived at ’aksara, and with him is rukn ad-din thy 

brother, and parwana, and they are prepared so that when they meet thee 

in battle they may take thee prisoner, and carry thee in chains to the King 

of Kings’. And Tzz ad-d!n trembled and abandoned his tents which were 

struck, and he took his sons and his household and fled to Constantinople, 

to michael, the king of the Greeks, ’alyajak nawin took rukn ad-din 

Sultan [519] into iconium, and seated him upon the throne of the kingdom, 

and parwana became his administrator. 

And in this year the lord of EGYPT made ready a certain young man who 

was black, whom he had discovered to be of the family of the Khalifah, and 

he sent him with a small army to come and take Baghdad and to sit on the 

throne of his fathers. And he sent also to malik salih, the lord of mawsil, 

to come to mawsil and to sit upon his throne. For the report had gone 

forth, saying, ‘The Tatars have come to an end, and have been wiped off 

the earth by the sceptre of heaven; and the birds have blinded them’—a 

story which not even babies would believe. And as for the black Khalifah, 
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when he came into the neighbourhood of Baghdad, 'ali Bahadur went out 
with his army and broke him and killed him. 

And as soon as ever malik salih had gone into mawsil towards the 
dawn of the third day of the week, on the seventh day of the month of the 
first kanon (December), the Mongols arrived quickly, with samdaghu, a 
Christian Mongol, a splendid young man, at their head. And they sur¬ 
rounded the city at daybreak of the third day [of the week], when the 
Moon was in [the sign of] the Lion. And they built a wall outside it, and 
they began to make war upon it strenuously. And the war against it dragged 
on until the summer, and there was a very severe famine in the city. And 
men were exhausted by the war, and they were wearied with the fightings 
(or, struggles). And, moreover, samdaghu began to send to them words of a 
consolatory character, and he promised benefactions to malik salih. And 
malik salih went out to samdaghu with drums, and sistra (?), and harpers 
playing their instruments of music, and acrobats who performed before 
him, and as soon as ever he arrived samdaghu had him surrounded by 
Mongol troops; and they went into the city and looted it, and killed the 
population thereof. And samdaghu gave wine to the son of salih, that is 
to say f ala al-mulk, and they made him drunk. And they tied the string 
of a bow over his vents (?) so tightly that the whole of his inside was thrust 
upwards, and they cut him into two parts at the band of his loins, and they 
hung them over the two sides of the entrance of the gate of the city. And 
they also cut off the head of muhi, the son of zebalak. And they took 
malik salih to the Camp and there he was killed. And bar yunes of ’amir 

reigned over mawsil. 

And when the affair [520] of mawsil was ended, samdaghu went against 
gazarta, and he built a wall before it, and he began to make war on it, and 
he fought there the whole winter, until the summer. Then henan isho, 

the Nestorian bishop of gazarta, who was present outside [the city], 
admitted to the King of Kings that he had knowledge of the art of alchemy, 
and that he could prepare for him as much gold as he wanted, received from 
the King of Kings a Pukdana (i.e. Royal order) of the word of life (i.e. 
pledge for the lives) for the people of gazarta, and he came and entered 
the town. And the son of cezaz bas rose up to kill him, but the chiefs 
would not allow [it]. And he promised them that he would go and bring 
to them a warrant of greater power from the King of Kings. And he went 
and received a Yarlikh (i.e. Royal Decree) ordering that jemal ad-din 

gulbag, a slave of saif ad-din, the lord of gazarta, should be king; and 
that 'ezaz bas, and mahamad, the captain of the host with him, should be 
Pakodhe (i.e. Commanders), and that mar saint henan-isho should be 
counsellor and administrator, and like a father. And he went into gazarta, 

and he pleased the hearts of those who were therein, and they opened the 
gates. And samdaghu went in, and he commanded, and in one hour the 
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Tatars dug and threw down the walls of the city, and they left and went 

and sat down in the valley of shemama, in the country of ’arbil. 

And when the year fifteen hundred and seventy-four of the Greeks 

(a.d. 1263) began, saif ad-din, the lord of gazarta, sent from Egypt one of 

his slaves to jemal ad-din gulbag, the slave, who reigned in gazarta, 

[ordering him] to send him the gold which he had hidden in a certain 

place. And when jemal ad-din brought out the gold and gave it to that 

slave, he took it and went to Tzz ad-din ’aibag at ’emadiah to tell him the 

word of his lord. And he took him and brought him to samdaghu. And he 

sent and called jemal ad-din gulbag, and he admonished him, saying, 

‘We made thee king, and behold, spies come to thee from EGYPT, and thou 

hidest the matter from us’. And when he denied [the accusation], he 

produced the man who had come from Egypt, and he proved gulbag 

guilty and killed him. And after a little he went to gazarta, and he killed 

the Pakodhe, and mar saint henan isho reigned. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and seventy-five of the Greeks (a.d. 1264) 

a certain scout of badr ad-din, the lord of mawsil, whose name was zaki, 

a native of ’arbIl, laid a charge of treason against bar yunes, who was 

reigning over mawsil, to the King of Kings, saying, ‘He hath stolen gold 

from the treasure of badr ad-din and hidden it, [52i] and he wishes to take 

it and flee to Egypt. I know his secret, and he hath given me poison to 

drink, and he wished to kill me, [and would have done so] if this Christian 

physician whose name is muwafak, a native of nisibis, had not cured me. 

Otherwise I should already be dead.’ And the King of Kings was angry 

and he commanded them to beat bar yunes. And when they laid him out 

a written paper fell from his bosom, and they opened it and read it, and 

behold, there were written on it sentences from the Kur’an, viz.: ‘Their 

tongue shall be fettered in their mouths; and there shall be fetters on 

their legs (or, feet); and halters about their necks, and we shall rejoice 

and be glad’. And when the King of Kings asked what these words meant, 

the enemies of bar yunes replied, ‘They [refer] to the sorceries which are 

worked by him for you’. And the King of Kings commanded and bar yunes 

was killed, and zaki the arbelite reigned in his place. And he was called 

by the additional name of ‘’akil karsa’ (i.e. Calumniator), because he ate the 

flesh (or, belly) of bar yunes, and killed him. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and seventy-six of the Greeks (a.d. 1265), 

in the days which introduced the Fast [of nineveh], hulabu, King of Kings, 

departed from this world. The wisdom of this man, and his greatness of 

soul, and his wonderful actions are incomparable. And in the days of 

summer tokuz khatun, the believing queen, departed, and great sorrow 

came to all the Christians throughout the world because of the departure 

of these two great lights, who made the Christian religion triumphant. 
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After Hulabu, ’Abaka was King of Kings 

In the days when hulabu the il-khan departed from this temporary 

life, the sons of the kings and the Mongols agreed together that his eldest 

son should sit upon the throne of his father, because they saw that God had 

adorned him with understanding, and wisdom, and a good disposition, and 

mercifulness. And when the kingdom was established for him, he showed 

himself triumphant in his wars, and the conqueror of all his enemies, and he 

was beloved by all the peoples who were under his dominion. And in this 

year, which is the year [fifteen hundred] and seventy-six [of the Greeks], 

ephthimius (euthymius), [522] Patriarch of antioch of the Greeks, came, 

and he brought the daughter of michael palaeologos to ’abaka, King of 

Kings. For his father had long before sent an ambassador asking for her; 

and in the year in which she was given, before they arrived in caesarea, 

then they were informed of the departure of the King of Kings, hulabu, 

and they could not return. 

And in this year Tzz ad-d!n Sultan fled from the country of Constanti¬ 

nople. And he sent and informed those of the house of barakath, for they 

were neighbours of that country, and they sent and seized him and 

departed, and behold he is there to this day. 

And in this year, in the days of summer, a Pukddna came to 'ala ad-din, 

the Master of the diwan, ordering that he should have a general Pukdana 

over Baghdad. And after a little time a stupefying report came to him that 

his brother shams ad-din, the Master of the diwan, was held prisoner 

in the Camp. Straightway Kara bogha, the governor of Baghdad, 

laid his hand on 'ala ad-din, and shut him up in his palace on the 

twentieth day of the month of ’ab (august), and he sent and informed 

his brother. And the Pukdana came that 'ala ad-din should go with 

honour and be escorted, and also Isaac, the Armenian youth, the scribe 

of kara bogha, and with him a man of the ma'daye, [who said], ‘I have 

come to make 'ala ad-din to flee’. And when they arrived at the Camp 

that man of the ma'daye was beaten, and he confessed, saying, ‘isaac taught 

me to lie’. And they killed Isaac and the man of the ma'daye. And from 

this time the affairs of the Christians became confounded. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and seventy-seven [of the Greeks] 

(a.d. 1266), bundukdar, the lord of egypt, sent to king haitum of cilicia, 

and he said unto him, ‘Let us submit to him and pay a capitation tax, and 

we will open the road of Syria, and transport food from his country’. And 

the king, through fear of the Tatars, was unable to reply to him with 

words of peaceful agreement, and because of this he made ready to come to 

cilicia without delay. And the king hastened to beth rhomaye, to the 

chief of the Tatars, whose name was ‘naphshi’, so that he might come to his 

help. And he replied, ‘Without the Pukddna of the King of Kings I am 
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unable to come’. And during the time when, having sent the ambassador, 

and he was awaiting the reply, the troops of the Egyptians burst into 

Cilicia, the king being outside (or, absent). Then the constable, his 

brother, and two [523] sons of the king, and his nobles made haste and 

went to meet the Egyptians, and they met them in battle by the side of the 

rock of serwand. And the Armenians were broken, and lion, the lord 

of the district, the eldest son of the king, was made prisoner, on the third day 

[of the week], on the twenty-fourth day of the month of ’ab (august) of this 

year. And baron toros, the younger son of the king, was killed, and the 

rest of his nobles fled. 

And the Egyptians went in and spread themselves over the whole 

country of cilicia, and they wrought great destruction therein, [com¬ 

mitting] murder and [leading the people into] captivity. And they set fire 

to sis, and they pulled down the great church, nay, more than this, all the 

churches. Only two of our churches escaped, viz. the church of the 

Mother of God, and that of mar bar sawma, because there was no wood in the 

structures. And they spoiled mopsuestia, and ’ayas, and ’adana, and they 

took into captivity sons and daughters without end. Now they did not come 

to tarsos. They set fire to the Monastery of paksemat, but they did not 

harm that of gwikhath, because there was found in it a monk who could 

speak Arabic, and he humbled himself before them, and they did no harm 

either to himself or to his monastery. And they remained in the country, 

looting and burning twenty days, and then they went forth. 

Now after they had gone forth king haitum came, and with him was an 

army [composed] of Tatars and men of beth rhomaye, and these instead 

of rendering help did wanton damage, and the things which remained from 

the Egyptians they looted. Then after these things king haitum began to 

be anxious about the deliverance of his son. And having promised to give 

gold and fortresses to the Egyptians as the ransom of his son, the Egyptians 

replied, ‘I ask nothing from thee except one friend, who is now in the 

hands of the Tatars, and whose name is senkur ’ashkar, that is a red- 

haired man; save this man and send [him] to me, and take thy son\ 

And at this time rukn ad-din, the lord of beth rhomaye, wished to 

destroy parwana, the man whom he had seated firmly on the throne of the 

kingdom, and his actions with the benefits of his government were spread 

abroad. Therefore when parwana knew this he informed the nobles of 

the Mongols when rukn ad-din was with them. He persuaded a certain 

man, and he went into the tent in which he was lying down, and he threw 

a cord round his neck [524] and strangled him, and they carried him [out] 

and buried him. And they set up in his place his son ghayath ad-dIn 

when he was a child about four years old. In this year nasir (rad! ?) ad¬ 

din papa (baba) brought a Pukdana from the Camp, and he killed zaki the 

arbelite, and reigned in mawsil. 
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And in the year fifteen hundred and seventy-eight of the Greeks (a.d. 

1267), king haitum came to mawsil, and from there he went to do fealty to 

the King of Kings, ’abaka. And he wept before him because of his son 

who was a prisoner in Egypt, and he begged for senkur, the red-haired 

man, that he might give [him] as a substitute and take his son. And 

’abaka had compassion on him, and he said unto him, ‘At present he is not 

near, but do thou go to thy country, and I will have him brought and will 

send him to thee’. And haitum left the king and went back. 

At this time parwana, the administrator of the kingdom of beth 

rhomaye, desired to contract affinity with king haitum through his 

daughter. And he discussed the matter with parsigh, an Armenian monk, 

an ambassador of the king to the Tatars, and he, the fool, counselled him, 

saying, ‘When the king is ready to cross over into thy country, come to 

him, and pay him honour, and ask him, and he will not prevent thee’. 

Therefore when the king came back from the Camp, and arrived at the inn 

of karatai, and tarried the night there, parwana came to him, and with 

him were all the nobles of beth rhomaye, and he offered to the king very 

valuable gifts, and asked for his daughter. And because the king was afraid 

lest he might ambush him on the road and do him harm, he did not offend 

him [by refusing], but gave him his word and his right hand, and went to 

his own country. And when parwana began to ask for her, the king 

replied, ‘It would not be seemly for us to make her a wedding feast with 

her brother in prison’. And when parwana had waited until her brother 

came, and there remained no longer any reason for keeping her [from him], 

it happened that the daughter died, and parsigh the monk perished 

through anger. 

And in this year, which is the year fifteen hundred and seventy-eight 

[of the Greeks (a.d. 1267)], 'alam ar-riasah, the Egyptian lawyer in mawsil, 

was seized and put to death in prison, on the second day [of the week], on 

the twenty-ninth day of the month of ilul (September). 

And in the year which is the year fifteen hundred and seventy-nine of 

the Greeks (a.d. 1268), senkur ’ashkar was brought from the country of 

Samarkand, and was sent to king haitum, and he sent him to Egypt. And 

in this year, [525] in the days of the Fast of Forty Days, mar denha, the 

Catholicus of the nestorians, took a certain native of tagrith who many 

years before had become a Muslim, and wished to baptize him in the 

Tigris. And the people of Baghdad heard [of it]. And they made a great 

tumult against Ala ad-din, the Master of the diwan. And he sent nobles 

to the Catholicus several times and demanded that person. And when the 

Catholicus did not wish to give him up, the people became wild with rage, 

and they set fire to the wooden framework of the gates of the Cell (i.e. the 

house of the Catholicus), and they climbed up the walls to kill the Catholi¬ 

cus. And the Master of the diwan heard [of it], and he sent and took him to 
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his palace from the side of the waters secretly, and saved him. And the 

Catholicus sent and complained to the Camp, and messengers came and 

took him and he went [there]. And when he had made his complaint no 

man hearkened to his voice, and he left and came to ’arb!l ; and he began to 

build a church in the Citadel thereof, and he lived therein. 

Concerning the taking of Antioch 

In the month of khaziran (june) of this year, bundukdar, the lord of 

Egypt, sent armies against antioch the Great of Syria, and they took it 

with the sword because there was not in it a force sufficient for its defence; 

and moreover those who were therein had not understanding enough to 

surrender it in peace. Therefore the Egyptians went into it, and they slew 

all the males therein, and they destroyed the famous churches, and they 

took captive women, and sons, and daughters, and they left it a heap of 

ruins and a desert place until this day. 

And in the summer of this year mar saint, that is henan isho, Bishop of 

gazarta, was seized, and there went forth a Pukdana that he was to be 

killed. And they killed him, not with the sword, but whilst he was lying 

down and meditating; they lifted up a huge stone and from behind his back 

smote him on the head, and put him to death. And they cut off his head, 

and hung it up above the gate of the city of gazarta. And this evil end 

came to him because he thrust himself into worldly affairs, and wished to 

become king; and he was accused of various kinds of disgraceful acts. 

And at the time the Egyptian sent the lord of the revenue, lion, the son of 

king haitum, to his father in honour, and he went to cilicia in the month 

of tammuz (July) of this year, and he became a comfort to his father and to 

all the Christians. And king haitum went to pay homage to the King of 

Kings, in Baghdad, and he gave thanks for the deliverance of his son, and 

he received a [526] Pukdana ordering his son to administer the kingdom; 

and he himself was to dwell in peace because he was an old man and was 

feeble. And the King of Kings commanded that when he came unto us we 

were to transfer to him the kingdom. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and eighty of the Greeks (a.d. 1269), on 

the seventeenth day of the month nisan (april), at the first hour of the night 

of the fourth day [of the week], a severe earthquake took place in cilicia, 

and it destroyed the rock fortress of serwand, and that of 'amaos, and that 

of the rock haru'ta, and the great Monastery of the Armenians, that is 

[the Monastery] of balut the king. And about eight thousand souls perished 

in this catastrophe. And in the month of tammuz (July) the lord of the 

revenue, lion, the son of the king, went to do homage to the King of 

Kings; and he was received handsomely, and it was decided that he was 

to rule the kingdom of his father. 
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And in the year fifteen hundred and eighty-one [of the GREEKS (a.d. 1270) ] 

the lord of Egypt went forth to Palestine, and he encamped in person against 

the fortress of ’akrad, and he took it with the sword. Now he killed no man 

therein, but he allowed every man to dwell therein who wished to do so, 

and he who wished to depart he sent to Tripoli. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and eighty-two [of the Greeks (a.d. 

1271) ], in the autumn season, the believing king haitum died of a virulent 

abscess which broke out in his chest. And in the year the chief priests and 

the nobles assembled in the city of tarsus, and they placed the crown on 

[the head of] his son lion. And they proclaimed him king on the day of 

the Feast of the Epiphany. 

And in the days of the [Lenten] Fast the ishmaelites rushed out upon 

'ala ad-din, the Master of the Diwan, when he was riding in Baghdad, 

and they stabbed him with knives, but did not injure him [fatally]. And 

they were seized, and their members were cut off. And the ARABS spread 

the report that they were Christians, and that they had been sent by the 

Catholicus. And the holy men, and the monks, and the chief men who were 

in Baghdad were seized and shut up in prison; and kutlu bag, the Amir 

of ’arbil, seized and shut up the Catholicus and his holy men in prison. 

And they were in great tribulation during the whole of the Fast, until God 

helped [them], and a Pukdana came from the Camp, and they were released. 

And from that time the Catholicus went and dwelt in the city of ’eshnu, in 

’adhorbijan. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and eighty-three [of the Greeks (a.d. 

1272) ], the nobles of the Greeks of cilicia acted treacherously against the 

new king lion, and when the [people] perceived their treachery, they 

seized baron, their chief. And his companions heard [of it], and they fled 

to one of the fortresses, and they sent to beth rhomaye [527] for them to 

come to their help and receive the fortress. Then the king made haste and 

encamped against the fortress, and the Armenians who were therein 

seized the Greek nobles and handed them over to the king, and he destroyed 

them all. And he also destroyed bihram in the fortress of the city of 

’anazarba. For when those men fled to that fortress, the king sent the 

Greek Patriarch of antioch to them, and he swore that if they came down 

in peace he would do them no harm. But the Patriarch when he had gone 

to them said unto them that they were not to come down, and if [they did] 

he (i.e. the king) would destroy them. And he came back and said unto the 

king, ‘They would not hearken unto me and come down’. And the king 

perceived what had taken place through him. And having destroyed those 

men, he seized the Patriarch in order to send him to the king of Constan¬ 

tinople, so that the king might judge between them. The Patriarch having 

been handed over by the king to the soldiers that they might carry him to 

Constantinople, those who were to take him carried him to the city of 
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’ayas ; and they pitched a tent for him by the side of the sea. And having 

gone into the city to buy food for themselves, they also occupied themselves 

with the drinking of wine until the evening. And the Patriarch sent a 

message to some Greek sailors who lived in that neighbourhood, and he 

summoned them to him, and wept before them, and he showed them how 

[the soldiers] were placing him by the sea of the Armenians, not to carry 

him to Constantinople, but to effect his destruction. And being sorry for 

him, they carried him off in their little boat and took him to beth rhomaye, to 

the TURKS. 

At this time lion, the king of the Armenians, gave his daughter by a 

handmaiden to the son of parwana, instead of his sister whom his father 

would not give to him, and a convenient friendship sprang up between 

them. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and eighty-four [of the Greeks (a.d. 

1273) ]> on the eighteenth day of the month of the latter kanon (January), 

on the night of the fourth day [of the week], there was a severe earthquake 

in the city of ’adhorbijan, more especially in the city of Tabriz. And it 

overthrew the palaces and the mosques, and the capitals of the pillars fell 

down. Our church, however, did the Lord protect, and it never shook, and 

the performance of the service never stopped, and Greeks, and Armenians, 

and nestorians, and all our own peoples gathered together therein. But 

the rest [528] of the people of the Arabs by the ten thousand pitched tents 

(or, habitations) in the gardens outside [the city], and they dwelt in them 

for about two months and then went into [the city again]. Now in this 

earthquake about two hundred and fifty Arab souls died. 

And in the summer of this year the robber bands of Syria came from 

'ain tab, and from birah, to the country of klawdya (claudia), from the 

side of the mountains. And passing like a flash of lightning through the 

country they came to the boundary of the lands, and they came back and 

made captives of the whole of the population, both women and a multitude 

of young men. And they went through it in that day without tarrying for 

the night, for they were afraid that the army of the Mongols would capture 

them. 

In those days we made ready to go up to the Monastery of mar bar 

sawma, because we did not understand the calamity which had taken place 

until we arrived in the neighbourhood of the district, which we discovered 

to be like unto a vineyard which had been beaten flat by the hail. And as 

we were sitting in the Monastery of sergius there came from the monastery 

about fifty armed monks, and they took us and we went up to the monastery. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and eighty-five [of the Greeks (a.d. 

1274) ], the King of Kings came down to Baghdad with a multitude of 

troops; now there was poverty and food was scarce therein, and the locust 

also had appeared. And during the days of the Fast of Forty Days this 
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year, a Nestorian monk from the Monastery of michael, which is by the 

side of mawsil, being discovered in fornication with an Arab woman, 

abandoned his Faith and became a Muslim. And the Christian suffered 

great pain and grief [through this]. Then the monks of his monastery, 

together with the uncle of the monk who had become a Muslim, and who 

was himself an anchorite, being unable to endure the disgrace and ignominy, 

sent and informed tarpash!, the captain of the soldiery of the Mongols. 

And he rose up and came to mawsil, and he seized the man who had become 

a Muslim with indignation, as if he would kill him. And the Arab peoples 

of mawsil perceived this, and were filled with indignation, and they 

gathered together at the gate of the palace, a great mob, with staves and 

lamps. And they uttered imprecations on the head of the Mongols, and 

they threatened tarpash! that if he would not set free the man who had 

become a Muslim, they would kill him and all those who were with him. 

And the Mongol being afraid sent him away. And the Arabs took him, and 

set him upon a horse and marched him about throughout the city of mawsil, 

and [thus] the last sorrow was worse than the first. 

And in those days when the Christians of the city of ’arbil wished [529] 

to celebrate the Festival of Hosannas (Palm Sunday), and knowing that the 

arabs were making ready to obstruct them, they sent and summoned to 

their help certain Tatars who were Christians and who were near them. 

And when they came they placed crosses on the heads of their spears, and 

the Metropolitan of the nestorians, together with all his people, sallied 

forth with those Tatars riding in front of them. And when they ap¬ 

proached the front of the fortress, the companies of arabs grouped them¬ 

selves together, and they were carrying stones and they stoned the Tatars 

and the Christians, and their companies were scattered and each of the 

Christians fled to one side; and after this they remained for some days 

without daring to go forth. And this also afflicted the Christians in every 

place. 

And in this year died khwajah nasir, the Persian philosopher. He was a 

man renowned and famous, and was pre-eminent in all the branches of 

science, and was especially learned in those dealing with mathematics. He 

constructed instruments for the observations of the stars, and the great 

brass spheres which were more wonderful than those which ptolemy set 

up in Alexandria, and he observed and defined the courses of the stars. 

And there were gathered together about him in maragha, a city of ’adhor- 

bijan, a numerous company of wise men from various countries. And since 

the councils of all the mosques and the houses of instruction (i.e. colleges) 

of Baghdad and Assyria were under his direction he used to allot stipends 

to the teachers and to the pupils who were with him. About this time, 

having set out for Baghdad to visit various places, he died in Baghdad. 

And certain men have reported that he was blind. Pie wrote many books— 
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explanations (or, commentaries) on rhetoric and natural and divine learning. 

He arranged euclid and magisti very accurately. And there is also 

[attributed] to him a lexicographical work in Persian in which he taught the 

meaning of the words of plato and Aristotle on practical philosophy. For 

he held fast to the opinions of the early philosophers, and he combated 

vigorously in his writings those who contradicted them. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and eighty-six [of the Greeks (a.d. 1275)], 

in the month of the first kanon (December), certain evil-doing men in 

mawsil went and knocked at the door of a Jewish goldsmith in the night. 

And when he answered and said unto them, ‘What seek ye ?’ they said unto 

him, ‘We are young folk and we have come to thee that thou mayest give 

us money to buy food’. And he said unto them, [530] ‘How much do ye 

want?’ And they said, ‘Twenty zuze . And being afraid the jew brought 

to them what they had demanded. And he told them to take the money 

through an opening in the door. And they said, ‘No, but open to us the 

door’. And when they had stood disputing about the matter for nearly an 

hour, their companions climbed up the walls to the roof, and they went 

down into the house and opened the door, and those others entered in. 

And they put the jew to the torture until he had shown them all the 

treasure which he possessed. And when they thrust [their] handfs] to kill 

him, his wife lifted up herself over him, and she began to entreat the thieves, 

saying, ‘Have pity on (or, spare) the youth of this man, and kill ye me in¬ 

stead of him’. Then those accursed men in their hardness of heart replied 

to her, ‘We will kill both him and thee’. And having killed her husband, 

they stabbed her with knives and left her half dead, and they took much 

treasure and departed. And when the day broke and the people came they 

found the jew dead and his wife at her last gasp. And having related what 

had happened, she died at about the ninth hour. 

At this time certain Arab fakirs, about thirty souls, came from the 

region of Syria to cilicia that they might receive a blessing from the tomb 

of the Khalifah mamun, who was buried at tarsos. And the expectation fell 

(or, it was suspected) that bundukdar, the lord of Egypt, was among them, 

and that he was in disguise, and was going about to spy out other kingdoms. 

And the lord of cilicia laid [his] hand upon them, and he took them and 

shut them up in a great fortress. And when the rumour flew to Egypt, 

ambassadors began to come frequently in quest of those who had been shut 

up in prison. And thus the suspicion came to be wellnigh confirmed, and 

king lion was unwilling to release them. And an army of Egyptians was 

collected and it invaded cilicia in the days of the Great Fast. 

In the year fifteen hundred and eighty-six [of the Greeks (a.d. 1275)], 

about five hundred horsemen and an army of the Armenians engaged them 

in battle and put them to flight. And again a powerful army of about eight 

thousand men was collected, and they burst out upon the miserable 
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country. And they arrived at ’ayas very early in the morning on the second 

day [of the week], on the Sabbath of Wonders, on the twenty-fifth day of 

the month of ’adar (march), [531] and they killed those whom they found 

therein. For many people in the little island which was near had fled there. 

But having escaped from the Egyptian Arabs, the Frankish highway 

robbers came upon them and looted all their possessions so thoroughly that 

they carried off even their cloaks; but they did not kill them. Then the 

Egyptians came quickly from ’ayas to mopsuestia on the third day [of the 

week], and they made a great slaughter therein and burnt it thoroughly. 

And they crossed the bridge and spread themselves about throughout the 

country. Some of them went to tarsos, and on the day of the Sabbath of 

the festival of the Arabs they called to prayer in the tower thereof, and they 

went as far as cyricus, killing and plundering, and burning. Now some of 

them made their way as far as sis, but they found no man therein, for they 

had all sought protection for themselves in the Citadel, and piece by piece 

they burnt it. Twenty-five monks were killed in the Monastery of paksimat, 

together with rabban Solomon, a glorious old man, and the syncellus of 

the deceased Patriarch mar Ignatius. And they set fire to the monastery, 

and also the Monastery of ghuIkhath, and the other monasteries of the 

Armenians and Greeks, and the little Monastery of our Patriarch which is 

in the suburbs of sis, as if they had never left it. Then the Patriarch fled 

to the fortress of bahga, and there he remained in asylum until the wrath 

had passed. 

Now these Egyptians remained in the country until the Sabbath of the 

White had passed, and they went forth taking very much booty. And the 

number of the slain amounted to sixty thousand, and the women and the 

children who were led away into slavery are beyond count. And there were 

in the country about ten thousand Turkomans, and they also wrought 

great destruction of the [property of the] Christians. And when the 

Egyptians sallied out the king killed them all, and enslaved their families, 

and looted all their possessions. 

And in the [same] year baimond (bohaimond), the Prince of Tripoli, 

died, and his son reigned in his place. And the nobles sent and brought 

[532] sir harri, the father of the lord of Cyprus, an old man, and a man of 

understanding, and to him they committed the direction of the young man 

and the administration of the kingdom. 

And at [this] time two brothers, the sons of shaikh ' adi, whom the Kurds 

of the country of mawsil hold to be a prophet, quarrelled with each other. 

And because one of them took to himself a wife from the Mongols, the 

other was afraid, and he took all his family and household, about four hun¬ 

dred souls, and fled to Syria, together with all the sheep, and oxen, and 

horses which they possessed. For the Christians were greatly terrified, and 

they were afraid of him, lest he should loot their goods in his passage and 
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kill [them]. He, however, passed on and injured no man. But after he had 

gone, certain highway robbers came and took beth takshur, a village in 

the country of nineveh. And the villagers fought strenuously against them 

in war, and they killed about ten of the robbers; and five men of the village 

were killed, and seven maidens and three young men were carried off. 

And when the year fifteen hundred and eighty-seven [of the Greeks (a.d. 

1276)] began, on the fifth day [of the week], on the third day of the month 

of the first teshrin (October), a violent earthquake took place in the city 

of ’arkestia, which is ’argish, and the strong walls and all the buildings 

thereof fell down, and a large number of its inhabitants perished. And the 

selfsame thing happened in the city of khalat, and the earthquake in the 

country thereof took place at the time of the ninth hour; there was great 

destruction there, but it was not as widespread as that which took place in 

’ARGisH. And in those days when the great caravan of Christian merchants 

was going from cilicia to beth rhomaye, three hundred horsemen of the 

Turkomans fell upon them, and they killed about eighty of the most famous 

Christian merchants in the neighbourhood of the city of herakleia, and 

they carried off the property which they had with them. Now, with one 

of the merchants who belonged to the family of 'isA, the son of hadiri, there 

were one hundred and twenty thousand Tyrian dinars. And nothing 

escaped from the caravan except four Arab camels. 

And in the winter of that year about seven myriad (i.e. seventy thousand) 

of troops of the Mongols gathered together, and they went to capture the 

fortress of birah, but they were unable to do so because of the heavy snow 

which fell and the bitter cold which arrived. [533] And many of them were 

deprived of [their] horses, and they returned on foot without success. Now 

’abatai nawin the Great stood at their head, and even he, when he turned 

back and arrived in Assyria, fell sick of an acute illness. And after the 

return of these troops the Turkomans waxed strong, and they mustered in 

great strength, and they were accompanied by about one thousand horse¬ 

men from the army of the Egyptians. And they came from the side of 

mar'ash to go again into the rocky (or, mountainous) country of cilicia. 

And when king lion perceived [this], he collected his army of Armenians 

and set at its head baron siNBAT, the Constable, his uncle, and others of 

the nobles. And they went and engaged the Turkomans in battle by the 

side of mar'ash on the Eve of the Sabbath (i.e. Friday), on the third day of 

the Holy Fast of Forty Days. And on that day baron sinbat himself, the 

uncle of the king, was killed, and others of the nobles, viz. the lord of 

kharbizag (?), and thirteen other famous men, and three hundred horsemen. 

And of the Turkomans also very many were killed, and they returned, 

having been unable to enter the country. 

And before these things happened, that is on the first Sabbath of this 

Fast, on the fourth day [of the week], on the nineteenth (or, seventeenth) 
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day of the month of shebhat (February), in the year fifteen hundred and 

eighty-seven [of the Greeks (a.d. 1276)], hurricane winds blew in mawsil 

and ’arbil and in the regions round about. And the wind was loaded with 

sucf great quantities of red sand that the air became densely charged [with it], 

and no man could see his neighbour from the third to the ninth hour. And 

terror fell upon men, and they thought that they would be wiped out by an 

air-flood, or by an earthquake, like the city of ’argish. And they went out 

and passed the night in the plain outside their houses, and the wind dropping 

they went back to their houses. And also on the first day of the Week of 

the Dead, which precedes the entrance of the Fast, the wind brought large 

quantities of sand, but not as much as on the former occasion. 

And at [this] time the captain of the host of the fortress of zaid, whose 

name was bishar, a wicked man and a shedder of blood, an old man, one 

hundred years old, made up his mind to flee to the Egyptians. For he had 

in his heart a hatred of mar sarkis, the bishop of the Armenians, in the 

city of ’arzengan, who was a great man and who was honoured by the 

king of the huns. He determined to kill him and then to go away. And, 

taking certain of [534] his free men with him, he went to the country of 

’arzengan. He heard that the saint was in one of his monasteries preparing 

for the Feast of Hosannas (Palm Sunday), and he lay in wait for him on 

the road. And when the holy man rose up on the second day [of the week] 

of the Sabbath of the Passion to go into the city, his son who was great and 

famous, was also with him. And he said unto the holy man, his father, ‘Do 

thou go into the city, and I want to go and occupy myself in such and such a 

village, where they want to consecrate the church which they have built’. 

And his father gave him permission to go, and he was not to stay too long. 

And when they had separated from each other, three Turkish horsemen 

came and met the holy man, and they dismounted and went to kiss his hand. 

And they said unto him, ‘An ambassador hath come and he asketh for thee 

and thy son also to read the Yarlikh (i.e. a Mongol Patent or administrative 

order) which he hath with him’. And the holy man said, ‘My son hath 

gone to such and such a village, but behold, I will come’. And when they 

had journeyed on a little farther, there fell upon them about two hundred 

Turkish horsemen, and they killed the holy man and the thirty souls, 

elders, monks, and other slaves, who were with him. And they cut off his 

head, and they took it and went and seized that village, and they surrounded 

the church wherein was the son of the holy man very carefully. And when 

they entered the church they could not find him because there was a heap 

[of grain] there, and he had hidden himself inside it. And when they 

wanted to depart, one of those accursed infidels said, ‘Let us set fire to this 

heap first, and then we will go forth’. And having set fire to it the young 

man came forth only half alive. And the Turks said unto him, ‘Where is 

thy father?’ And he replied, ‘He hath gone into the city’. Then they cast 
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down before him his [father’s] head. And when he saw [it] he shrieked and 

fell down on the head of his father. And then and there, as he fell down, 

they hacked him limb from limb. 

And after these things that wicked old man bishar took his sons and all 

his company of soldiers and departed to the lord of Egypt. And parwana, 

who was administrator of the kingdom of beth rhomaye, fearing lest the 

Mongols should have their suspicions that his heart also inclined towards 

the Egyptians, rose up and took the daughter of Sultan rukn ad-din, and 

carried her to the service of the King of Kings. And he said, ‘I heard that 

the Egyptians were ready to come and seize her, and therefore [535] I made 

haste and have brought her [here]’. And the Tatars thanked him for this. 

And he also said, ‘One of these Amirs of ours, that is bar khatir, wisheth 

to take the young man ghayath ad-din, the lord of beth rhomaye, and to 

flee to Egypt. Therefore give me an army that I may go and take him 

quickly.’ And kunghurtai, the younger brother of the King of Kings, 

having gone with him, they found bar khatir and the young Sultan on the 

plain of Palestine, and that they wanted to flee to Syria. And having killed 

bar khatir, [kunghurtai] handed the Sultan over to parwana, and he 

seated him again on the throne of his kingdom. And thus parwana came 

to be a very great man with the Tatars, and he was greatly beloved by them 

because of sincerity of the love which he showed towards them. 

At this time ’a'lam ad-din ya'kub, a great merchant and a Christian, a 

native of bar kawtah, a village in the country of ’arbil, coming from 

doing homage to kublai khan, died on the road in the country of khorasan. 

Then ’ashmut, the ambassador who was appointed [to go] with him, who 

was himself a great man and an honourable man of the race of the ighuraye, 

and who led the ascetic (or, monastic) life, took his sons and brought them 

to do homage to the King of Kings, ’abaka. And the King of Kings re¬ 

ceived them kindly, and he made mas'ud, the eldest son, ruler over mawsil 

and ’arbil; and ’ashmut became the administrator of the Amir. 

And in this year, the year in which mas'ud reigned, that is to say, the 

year fifteen hundred and eighty-seven [of the Greeks (a.d. 1276)], the other 

son of Shaikh 'Adi fled from the country of mawsil to Egypt, and he also 

carried off with him the Mongol woman whom he had taken from the 

TATARS. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and eighty-eight (a.d. 1277), bundukdar, 

the lord of Egypt, decided that he would go in person to beth rhomaye. 

For the old man bishar, together with the other nobles of beth rhomaye 

who had fled to him, urged him to take this course. Now when lion, king 

of Cilicia, perceived this, he sent and informed the captains of the hosts of 

the Tatars that they must be on their guard, because the Egyptian was 

ready to capture them. Then parwana, either because of the hatred which 

he bore to the king of the Armenians, or because his heart was not straight 
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in respect of the Tatars, showed himself to be a liar in regard to the Tatars. 

And king lion, because he could not endure [this], rose up and came into 

the neighbourhood [536] of the Tatars in the fortress of dababa. And he 

sent an ambassador every day and said to the Tatars, ‘Look ye, and wake 

ye yourselves up from your sleep, for behold the Egyptian hath drawn nigh 

with a numerous army’. And similarly parwana lied, and said unto the 

Tatars, ‘In vain doth one lay upon you a good deed’; and he sent reports 

concerning food and drink. And because of this they (i.e. the Tatars) did 

not believe the word of king lion. And parwana himself made a feast for 

them each day and made [them] drunk, until the day of the Eve of the 

Sabbath (Friday), the sixteenth day of the month of nisan (april), of the 

year fifteen hundred and eighty-eight [of the Greeks (a.d. 1277)]. 

On that day the Egyptians hurled themselves upon the Mongols, and 

they found them drunk and stupefied with wine, and only with the greatest 

difficulty could each one of them mount his horse. And because it is not 

[written] in the Law of the Tatars that they may flee before meeting the 

enemy in battle, the Tatars engaged the Egyptians and were broken before 

them. And in the course of this breaking two of the great chiefs of the 

Tatars were killed, the one being toghu and the other tudan, the athlete. 

And there were present with the Tatars three thousand iberians, and as 

the result of the great resistance which they offered, two thousand of them 

were killed; and they cast down many Egyptians, and one thousand of the 

iberians escaped. And of the Mongols about five thousand fell in the war. 

And when parwana saw that the Tatars were broken, he took the Sultan 

and fled to the fortress of dukia. And bundukdar, the lord of Egypt, went 

and pitched his tents by the side of Caesarea, in the place which is called 

kai kubad, and he remained there fifteen days. And he went into caesarea 

once and sat on the throne of the Sultan. He neither injured any one of the 

peoples nor looted, but the soldiers of his army took everything at [its] price 

(i.e. on payment), and they even bought the hay for their horses. ‘For’, he 

used to say, ‘I have not come to lay waste the country, but to free its lord 

from the slavery of the Tatars.’ 

Then when ’abaka, the King of Kings, heard the report [of this battle], 

he gathered together the troops which were ready, and he set his face 

towards beth rhomaye. And when bundukdar knew that his army was 

not able [to fight], he went forth from beth rhomaye, and he took with 

him the old woman, the mother of parwana, [537] and his eldest son who 

was the son-in-law of the king of the Armenians. And at his going forth 

he destroyed the Christians of the city of roman with the edge of the sword 

because it had been said unto him, ‘by these the Tatars are made strong 

when they pass over into Syria’. And as soon as the King of Kings had 

come to beth rhomaye, he found no Egyptian there, but only men of the 

Turkomans who had fled to Syria. And he pursued and overtook and killed 
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them, and made captives of their families and households. And the Tatars 

in their greediness also killed many of the Christians, and they made cap¬ 

tives of them and looted, even though the King of Kings had commanded 

that they were not to harm the Christians, because they had hidden and 

fed many of the Tatars who escaped from the Egyptians. And also he had 

taken a Yarlikh (i.e. a Mongol Patent or administrative order or decree) 

through a certain elder and monk, and had commanded them to go round 

about in the camps and rescue the Christian prisoners who were from beth 

rhomaye. And behold thus they did. 

And when the King of Kings himself went about in the mountains of 

Cappadocia and arrived at the place which is called ’aksha (’aghja?) dar- 

band, he came back again. And when parwana came to the King of Kings 

he did not reduce the honours paid to him, but exalted him more than ever. 

And he took him with him ostensibly that they might work out [together] 

a plan of action concerning beth rhomaye, and [decide] how great the 

army [was to be], and what captain of the host they should leave there, who 

would be able to stand up against the Egyptian if he repeated [his invasion]. 

And when they arrived in Armenia, in the mountain which is called 

‘’alatagh’, he made a feast for parwana. And he made him drink a large 

quantity of the milk of mares, for he did not drink wine, and when he went 

out to pass water, the King of Kings made a sign to the men who carried 

arms, and they hacked him limb from limb on the second day [of the week], 

on the second day of the month of ’ab (august), of the year which is the 

year six hundred and seventy-five of the Arabs (a.d. 1276). Thus parwana 

was put to death in the same way as the King of Kings put rukn ad-din to 

death. So that the words might be fulfilled, ‘The killer shall be killed, and 

his blood shall not be considered’. It is said that as soon as [the Tatars] 

drew their swords on parwana he neither trembled nor was terror-stricken, 

but he poured out evil curses on the Tatars, saying, ‘Is this my reward 

from you? And is this the reward of every one [538] who loveth you?’ 

And before bundukdar arrived at Damascus, a judgement of the Most 

High overtook him in the neighbourhood of hamath, and the end reached 

him and he died; and his deep schemings, which were full of villainy, came 

to an end. This man in his own mind was very very great, and within a 

very little he said what the pharaoh of old used to say, ‘The river Nile is 

mine, and I made it’.1 It is said that in the war of the Tatars he was 

wounded by an arrow in his anus, and that the head of the arrow remained 

in him for many days. And having commanded the surgeon to extract it, 

as soon as he did so his spirit departed. And his son rose up after him in 

Egypt, and he handed over the administration of the whole of Syria to the 

1 Behold, I am against thee, Pharaoh king of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the 

midst of his rivers, which hath said, My river is mine own, and I have made it for myself.— 
Ezekiel xxix. 3. 
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lord of hamath. Now we have been assured subsequently that his death 

did not take place thus. But his treasurer mixed a deadly poison with the 

milk of mares and gave it to him to drink. And when he felt sick, he com¬ 

manded and made the treasurer to drink of the milk also, and straightway 

the two of them died together. 

Now there happened during this war something which is worthy of note. 

For they say that when the Tatars were broken their slain fell on the ground. 

bundukdar commanded his younger brother bar khatir, who had fled to 

him, to go round about among the slain of the Tatars, and see what famous 

men of them had been killed, in order that he might boast himself about 

them to the Egyptians. And when that man went to the place where the 

dead were, he turned round their faces in order to recognize them. And 

among the slain Tatars there was a man who had been wounded, and had 

fallen down, but was not already dead; he still had some strength in him, 

and he lay waiting so that in the night he might rise up and flee. And when 

he saw bar khatir examining the slain carefully, he thought that he was 

going about to kill those who were not completely dead. And as he had 

fallen down in the state in which he had been with his weapons attached to 

him, he took his bow and drew out an arrow from his quiver, and shot it 

with masterly accuracy at bar khatir, and it hit him in his eye and the 

arrow-head lodged in his brain. And those who were with him thought 

that the arrow had flown from heaven. And they took him up and carried 

him before bundukdar, and he died in that hour. 

And on the fifth day [of the week], on the seventh day [539] of the month 

of hazIran (june) of that year, the accursed Kurds made an ambush in 

mount ’alpap, and they took ten monks from the Monastery of mar mattai 

and tortured them. And one of them who was nicknamed masutha they 

killed, and the other nine they sold for four thousand zuze. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and eighty-nine [of the Greeks (a.d. 

1278)], king lion sent and took to his house his daughter, who was the 

daughter-in-law of parwana, because her husband had been taken to 

Egypt, even as we have said. And in this year a very hard winter, with 

extreme cold, came in ’adhorbijan, and in all great Armenia as far as the 

frontier of the scythians ; and the horses, and cattle, and sheep of all the 

dwellers in tents perished. And there was a scarcity of food, for one hun¬ 

dred manaye of wheat, that is to say a small load of an ass, was sold for 

forty Ruknaye dinars in mughan. 

And in this winter the Persian papa (baba), who had put an end to 

mas'ud, the son of kawti, in the kingdom of mawsil, calumniated (i.e. 

brought an accusation against) mas'ud, saying that he was ‘destroying the 

country of mawsil, and that he did not know how to rule’. Then the King 

of Kings commanded certain nobles, and they came with the papa to maw¬ 

sil. And the papa set up false witnesses against ’ashmut and mas'ud, and 
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they bribed the judges, and perverted the judgement (i.e. obtained a ver¬ 

dict by fraud). And they (i.e. the Tatars) condemned those Christians, and 

made an end of them, and they appointed the papa governor. 

And in the summer of this year a multitude of the Turkomans, and 

dwellers in the desert, and Kurds who were gathered together in Syria, 

assembled, and they invaded cilicia, and they came as far as hamdon, and 

wrought great destruction in the country, and having taken a vast amount 

of spoil they went forth. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and ninety [of the Greeks (a.d. 1279)], 

when the great queen kutai Khatun saw that in these [recent] years the 

Christians had ceased from going forth on the day of the Epiphany to bless 

the waters on the river, because of the quarrel which the ARABS made with 

them, and that the cold was intense, she came in person to the city of 

maragha, and commanded the Christians to go forth according to their 

custom with crosses suspended from the heads of their spears. And having 

gone forth the Divine Grace visited them, and the strength of the cold 

diminished, and the grass prospered, [540] and the winter possessed the 

characteristics [favourable] for herbage. And the Mongols had joy in 

keeping their horses in condition, and the Christians in the triumph of 

their Faith. 
And in this winter rebels from the hordes of the Tatars, about five 

thousand [in number], who had fled and hidden themselves on the borders of 

India, came to the country of shiraz, and they wrought great destruction there, 

and made a great slaughter. They were, however, unable to enter the city, 

but they engaged in battle the army which sallied out and broke them, and 

only a few of them, and those with great difficulty, escaped. And the thieves 

who were in shiraz laid their hand[s] on the owners of riches, and seized 

their possessions. And when the son of the King of Kings heard of the 

behaviour of those rebels, he pursued them and overtook them, and he 

destroyed the greater number of them with the edge of the sword. 

And in the days of spring there was a certain wicked and audacious man 

in Baghdad who was in the service of the governor, and he made many to 

suffer evil things, and he debauched men’s wives. And he jeered at the 

Great Council of the kingdom, and laughed derisively at it, as if it was a 

comedy. And one day when the governor was engaged in the chase, the 

Council seized that tyrannical man, and they fixed a cross for him on a 

wagon, and they fastened his hands and his feet [to it]. And they carried him 

round through the bazars of Baghdad with two needles used for sewing 

sackcloth (i.e. pack-saddle needles) thrust through his tongue. And a young 

man stood behind him on the wagon and drove away the flies from the cheeks 

of the wretched man. And they smote him with their hands, saying, 

‘Thus are rewarded those who jeer at the nobles’. And when they had 

brought him out on the bank of the Tigris they cut off his head and 
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suspended it above the bridge, and his body they burnt in the fire; and many 

evil-doers were terrified at the destruction of this man. Now it was night 

when they marched him round through the streets, and a large number of 

actors went before him beating drums and dancing as they jeered at him. 

And in this year, on Friday the nineteenth day of the month of ’iyar 

(may), the armies of the Egyptians burst forth on kal'ah rhomaita, viz. 

nine thousand horsemen and four thousand footmen. At the head of the 

Egyptians stood an Amir whose name was basari, and at the head of the 

soldiery of Syria was husam ad-din, a native of 'ain tab. And they camped 

on the river [541] of parzaman. And they sent two persons as ambassadors 

to the Catholicus, the one an arab and the other an Armenian, and they 

said unto him, ‘The Sultan hath commanded that thou shalt surrender 

the fortress in peace, and that thou shalt take thy monks and go and dwell 

in Jerusalem. And he will give thee villages sufficient to maintain thee. 

And if thou dost not wish to act thus, but dost wish to go to cilicia, in 

this case likewise we will transport thee on our mules and horses with all 

honour. But if thou resistest, and will not surrender [it], God will require 

the blood of all these Christians from thee.’ 

Then the Catholicus replied, ‘I will fight until I die. I cannot be faithful 

both to God and to the king.’ Then during the whole night the Egyptians 

crowded into the plantations (or, gardens), and they cut down the trees, 

and they reared up ladders, and in the morning of the Sabbath they began 

to fight a fierce battle against the city. And they put to flight the Armenians 

who were fighting on the new wall which they had built below. And they 

placed ladders and entered into the wretched city and looted it, and they 

set fire to all the houses therein. And because the whole population 

had fled up to the Citadel they found no man in the city; but they remained 

there for five days looting, and spoiling, and burning. Then after the great 

destruction which they had wrought therein they departed. And they ate 

up its stores of grain, and they cut down its vines, and its trees, and they 

smashed the stones of the corn mills, and they dug out the baths in the 

bath-houses and carried them to biroa. 

And during the days when the army of the Egyptians was encamped 

against kal'ah rhomaita, bar karaman sent the Turkoman eugaya from 

beth rhomaye to the lord of Egypt, [telling him] to send to him an army 

to pave a road before him and conduct him over into Syria, because he was 

afraid of the armies of the Tatars, and of the king of the Armenians. And 

the lord of Egypt sent to king lion, [telling him] to give a passage to the 

Amir bisari so that he might go and bring bar karaman. The king agreed 

that they might pass over by the borders (or, limits) of his land; and thus 

they did. And they passed over in the mountains, and came forth near 

caesarea; and they took bar karaman and returned. And on their return 

the Amir bisari made it his object to rebel against his lord, and he made 
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the troops [542] who were with him to swear fealty on his behalf. And 

they went to the country of cilicia and remained fifteen days therein spoil¬ 

ing and looting. They encamped for ten days at ’anazarba, and they made 

the natives of the country who had fled there to suffer great tribulation. And 

if they had stayed there a little longer they would have used up all the 

water, but God smote them. They burnt the Monastery of paksimat 

entirely, and thus did they with the Monastery of rabban kawma, but they 

did not come to gu!khath. 

And as soon as they arrived in Syria this plot became apparent to the 

lord of Egypt, who was the son of bundukdar. And he sallied forth 

hastily from Damascus and went to Egypt. And when he began to collect 

troops those who were with bisari decamped, because they feared the 

Sultan. Then, remaining by himself (or, alone), he went to Jerusalem, and 

he took refuge in the porch of Solomon ; and he shaved the hair off his 

head, and offered repentance for his folly. Then the eldest son of bunduk¬ 

dar, seeing that dissension had fallen among his troops, went up to the 

fortress of karak, and abdicated the kingdom. And the nobles gathered 

themselves together, and they swore oaths of fealty to his young brother, 

and they seated him upon the throne of Egypt. And he did not prosper, 

for there rose up against him a certain Amir whose name was ’alp! and 

drove him away, and he himself reigned over EGYPT. 

And in this summer the Sultan Tzz ad-din, the lord of beth rhomaye, 

fled from the country of barkah, and he came to ’abaka, who received him 

gladly. And when he wished to give him a part of beth rhomaye the nobles 

would not permit [it], ‘For’, said they, ‘if this taketh place the strife 

between him and the son of his uncle will increase’. And they undertook 

to give him a portion of the revenue of the whole country, but he was not 

to have command over [any one particular] place. And he agreed to this, 

although it was not according to his wish. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and ninety-one [of the Greeks (a.d. 

1280)], ’ashmut, the Igurian Amir, and mas'ud, the son of kawti, approached 

’abaka, the King of Kings, and they showed [him] that the judges who had 

been sent with papa (bAba) the Persian had wronged them, and that the 

judgement against them had been brought about by bribery. [543] Then 

’abaka commanded that his brother and his son-in-law should be the judges 

and that they should see which of the two parties was the innocent one. 

And having passed about a month of days in investigating [the matter], 

papa (baba) was found guilty, and these former judges were exposed, and 

they confessed to the bribe which they had taken from papa (baba). And 

the command went forth, and the head of papa (baba) was cut off with the 

sword on the fifth day [of the week], on the eighth day of the month of ’ab 

(august) of the year aforesaid, and brought to mawsil. And those Christian 

governors again ruled over mawsil and ’arbil, and they triumphed nobly. 
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And a great man, a Persian by race, whose name was jelal ad-din turan, 

from the country of khotan, was also killed because of the part which he 

took on behalf of papa (baba), and because he did not repress his impudent 

boldness. 

And in those days a certain Kurdish Amir from the country of mawsil, 

whose name was ‘bardu’, fled to Syria with all his family and household. 

And the keepers of the highways from the army of the Tatars, although 

they pursued him, did not overtake him. And senkur ’ashkar, who was in 

Damascus, would not consent to ’alpi reigning in Egypt, but he collected 

an army and engaged him in battle. And when ’alpi prevailed over him 

he fled from before him. And he came to rahbuth, to the Amir 'isA, a 

dweller in the desert, and the twt of them became allies. And they sent an 

ambassador to ’abaka, the King of Kings, [asking him] to send troops 

against ’alpi. And he having hearkened to them, and troops having gone 

down to Syria, senkur was in fear for himself because of them; and he did 

not trust them, but fled and took refuge in the fortress of sehyon (zion). 

And the Tatars came as far as aleppo, and they destroyed with the edge 

of the sword every one who fell into their hands, and they set fire to all the 

buildings and went back. But a very large number of the population were 

hidden in caves, and they were delivered from the sword. Now their 

descent into Syria took place in the days of winter in the year fifteen 

hundred and ninety-two [of the Greeks (a.d. 1281)], kunghartai, the 

young brother of ’abaka, King of Kings, standing as their captain. 

And after the Tatars had turned back from aleppo, seven thousand 

Egyptian horsemen gathered together, and went to encamp against the 

fortress of markab, [544] which is on the sea-coast. When the wretched 

Brethren, the lords of the Citadel, realized their coming, about two hundred 

horsemen and five hundred footmen sallied forth, and hid in a ravine in 

the neighbourhood of the fortress. And they got down from their horses 

and had begun to pitch their tents, when an army of franks burst upon 

them and destroyed most of them with the edge of the sword, and only a 

very few of them escaped. 

And in the summer of this year the Persians of the house of jalal ad¬ 

din turan, and of the house of papa (baba), stirred up a quarrel against 

mas'ud, the son of kawti, saying that ‘he went into the treasury of jalal 

ad-din and carried off a great quantity of treasure, gold and precious stones’. 

And mas'ud was arrested, and under the severe tortures which they made 

him to suffer he gave a written undertaking [to pay] five hundred thousand 

darics. And his nephew, whose name was su'idath, was condemned in 

judgement, and was killed with the sword. And a certain ARAB of mawsil, 

the son of samniah, who was under the patronage of mas'ud, died under 

torture. And another Amir, a Hakarian Kurd, whose name was ’abu bakr, 

who in years past had been a rebel in the mountains of Assyria, and with 
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whom mas'ud had come to terms of peace, they carried to the Camp, and 
he also was killed and eight companions with him. And when the eldest son 
of Shaikh fadi, who had fled to Syria, came back and went to the Camp, 
and began to make excuses for his flight, he was condemned to death and 
was killed. And mas'ud was brought to mawsil together with Mongol 
scouts, that he might give [them] the gold, and, having remained with them 
for some days, he fled from them by night. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and ninety-three [of the Greeks (a.d. 
1282) ], in the autumn season, the armies of the Mongols came down again 
into Syria, some fifty thousand of them, with munga timur, the beloved 
brother of the King of Kings, standing as their captain. And lion 
also, the king of cilicia, collected his troops, and he went with him 
to help him. And the armies of Egypt and Syria were assembled, ’alpi, 
who had been Sultan, standing as their captain, and senkur ’ashkar also, 
for the two of them had become reconciled to each other. 

And the Tatars and the Egyptians met each other in battle between 
hamath and emesa on the fifth day [of the week], on the thirtieth day of 
the month of the first teshrin (October) of the year, and the side of the 
Tatars [545] prevailed over the side of the Egyptians. And just when the 
Tatars were nearly obtaining a complete victory, an ambush of the 
taghlibites of the desert fell upon them from the left side. And the 
Tatars thought that the enemy had surrounded them in the front and in 
the rear, and those who were in the centre of the battle, with those of the 
left wing, turned their backs to flee. But those who were in the right wing, 
and who belonged to the race of the Tatars who are called ‘ Awirathaye’, 
together with five thousand iberians, and the king of the Armenians with 
his soldiers, not perceiving the ambush of the Arabs, broke the Egyptians 
who were resisting them with great violence. And they chased them as far 
as the gate of emesa, and they made a great slaughter of them until they 
heard of the flight of their companions, when straightway they also 
retreated. And as they were returning they encountered the force of the 
Egyptians who had come back from pursuing the Tatars who had fled; 
and each side was terrified at the other, and they killed and were killed. 
And they formed into companies on each side, and each party went over 
to its own district. And thus it happened that the right wing of the Tatars 
came bearing much loot, Egyptian darics, and mules, and vessels, and 
apparel, whilst the left wing and those of the heart (i.e. central line of 
battle) had cast away even their clothes. And many came back on foot 
being sorely vexed by hunger and thirst. And thus the right wing and those 
of the centre of the army of the Egyptians went back to Damascus with 
much loot, which they had carried off from the Tatars. Of the left wing 
of the Egyptians very few were saved, and they were badly wounded and 
plundered. And but for the non-coming of ’abaka as far as the banks of 
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the Euphrates, and his return to Baghdad, the Egyptians would have been 

left [on the field] cut into pieces. 

And in the winter of this year great anxiety fell upon the inhabitants of 

Assyria, and of the whole of the country of sen'ar through the return of 

these troops. For there was also intense cold, and much snow fell in this 

country of mawsil, far more than was usual. And after a dissolution (or, 

disbanding) of this kind had taken place of the two parties of Mongols and 

Egyptians, thieves from the desert tribes, and Turkomans, and Kurds, 

allied themselves to each other, and they invaded the country of cilicia, 

and came as far as ’ayas, [546] and they set fire to it and looted it. They 

did not find in it one of its inhabitants, for they had all fled to sea, and had 

gone into a new fortress which they had built out in the sea. And having 

made spoil of whatsoever fell into their hands, they went forth, and again 

others went in three times. Then others gathered together for the fourth 

time, and they invaded the country on the Sabbath of nineveh of the year 

[fifteen hundred] and ninety-three [of the Greeks (a.d. 1282)]. And they 

came as far as tella dhe hamdon, and they carried off very much loot. 

And when they were going forth the Armenians shut the fortifications and 

gates on them, and they destroyed them all with the edge of the sword; and 

they took away their weapons, and they stripped off the skins of their 

heads. And they loaded up ever so many animals with loads of armour, 

and spears, and swords, and scalps with the hair upon them, and they sent 

them to the King of Kings. 

And after a few days the governor of the fortress of birah, whose name 

was haidar, collected a force of about two thousand horsemen, and he 

captured the fortress of zaid. And many Christians fled and took refuge in 

the Great Mosque of the Arabs and were saved; and others rebelled in the 

place which is called ‘'al’estona’,1 and the robbers were unable to go in 

against them, because that place is difficult [of access], like a precipice. 

Then those accursed men, having stolen (or, robbed) about four thousand 

women and children, crossed the Euphrates, opposite melitene, and looted 

the country thereof. And they found in the village of'arka a large popula¬ 

tion of Christians, and these also they carried off into captivity, and they 

went to Syria. And mangu (sic) timur, having returned from Syria, came 

to ’abaka at Baghdad. He was sad and sorrowful because of the breaking 

(i.e. defeat) which had happened to him, and he undertook to go back again 

to Syria. And having gone back and arrived at gazarta of kardu, a certain 

informer, whose name was safi karkubi, laid information (i.e. calumniated) 

the governors of gazarta. And because of this munga timur made them 

to suffer many evil things, and they held (i.e. nursed) their wrath against 

him. And one day when he went out of the bath they contrived a plan and 

1 Perhaps a building, or set of buildings, resting on very high pillars; the place was near 
the Citadel of za!d. 
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made a secret arrangement with one of the cup-bearers, and he made 

him drink poison. And being disturbed in his body, he removed from 

gazarta towards nisibis. And when the governors [547] of gazarta knew 

that the web of the life of munga timur was already cut off, they 

seized safi karkubi, and his son, and his slave, and they paraded them 

naked through the bazars of gazarta, and put them to death with an 

evil death. 

And the King of Kings, ’abaka, removed from Baghdad and came to the 

city of hamadan. And on the Sunday of the Resurrection of the year 

fifteen hundred and ninety-three [of the Greeks (a.d. 1282) ] he went to the 

church there, and he rejoiced at the festival with the Christians. And on 

the second day [of the week] a certain Persian nobleman whose name was 

bihram made a feast in his palace in his honour. And on the night of the 

third day of the week he became excited (i.e. delirious) and he saw 

phantoms in the air. And in the early morning of the fourth day [of the 

week] of the Sabbath of the White, on the first day of the month of n!san 

(april) and the twentieth day of the eleventh month of the Arabs, he de¬ 

parted from this world. And on Sunday, the twenty-sixth day of the 

month of n!san (april), on the sixteenth day of the month of muharram, his 

brother mangu (sic) timur also departed this life in the country of gazarta. 

Thereupon, after the death of ’abaka, the nobles sent an ambassador to 

him, and said to him, ‘There is no command for thee to go to Syria’, 

without informing him of the death of his brother. Thus these two brothers, 

kings of the world, died, neither of them having knowledge of the death of 

his brother. 

And after a few days about six thousand horsemen came from Syria, and 

they crossed the Euphrates and went as far as gazarta of kardu. And 

momin, the governor of the city, sallied out and engaged them in battle, 

and he was broken, and captured, and was carried a prisoner to Egypt. 

And terror fell on the country of nineveh, and all the natives of the 

district fled to the Monastery of mar mattai. And ..they were in great 

tribulation, and a pestilence fell upon them, and about thirty of the 

monks died. 

At this time a certain Persian scribe, whose name was majd al-mulk, 

attacked 'ala ad-din, the Master of the Diwan of Baghdad, and he proved 

that he had filched from the revenues of the government treasury a large 

sum of money. And 'ala ad-din was seized and he was stripped of every¬ 

thing which he possessed, and even his young sons were sold to the 

merchants. And whilst he was in this tribulation ’abaka died, and ’ahmad 

reigned, and he killed majd al-mulk the scribe, the informer against 

'ala [548] ad-din. And after a little 'ala ad-din died also within 
the year. 
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Takudar ’Ahmad 
• 

After ’abaka [came] his brother who was called ’ahmad. When ’abaka, 

the King of Kings, had departed from this world, all the sons of the kings, 

together with the nobles, gathered together, and they agreed that ’ahmad, 

the son of hulabu, whom kutai Khatun, the Great Queen, had borne to 

him, should be the head of the Mongols who were in the west, because the 

way (or, path) belonged to him, and he was the eldest of his brothers. And 

he sat on the throne of the kingdom on the first day of the week, on the 

twenty-first day of the month of haziran (june), in the year fifteen hundred 

and ninety-three of the Greeks (a.d. 1282). And he exhibited great merci¬ 

fulness of disposition and liberality of hand. And he opened the treasury 

of his father and brother, and he brought out great treasures of gold and 

silver and distributed them among [his] brothers, and the Amirs, and the 

Mongol troops. And he looked upon all peoples with a merciful (or, sym¬ 

pathetic) eye, and especially on the heads of the Christian Faiths, and he 

wrote for them Patents which freed all the churches, and the religious 

houses, and the priests (elders), and monks from taxation and imposts in 

every country and region. 

And he sent ambassadors to the lord of Egypt, to the old man, the 

’Atabag of the lord of beth rhomaye, and to kutb ad-din, the Judge of the 

city of sebastia, and to seiams ad-din, the son of titi, the Wazir of the 

lord of mardin. And he said unto the Egyptians, ‘According to the com¬ 

mand of God, and the Law which our father chingiz khan laid down for 

us, the kingdom of the Mongols hath come to me by lot. And because 

God hath summoned me to peace, I wish that every man shall possess 

(i.e. enjoy) a peaceful and quiet life in his own country, and that battles, 

and killings, and captivities shall cease from the face of the earth. There¬ 

fore, if ye have the same minds in this matter, give the hand to (i.e. 

assist) peace and submission. And if it be that ye would remain in your 

state of rebellion, God will require of you the blood of the wretched 

people which will be poured out.’ And the lord of Egypt agreed that there 

should be peace, and that the sword should be removed from the midst [of 

them], but on the condition that the city of mawsil should belong to the son 

of badr ad-din, and that he himself should give to the Mongols what the 

others were giving, and Baghdad and sinjar accepted the offer. 

And when these ambassadors came back and made known what had 

been said to them, the King of Kings sent the Shaikh 'abd ar-rahman to 

the Egyptians that he might confirm [549] the peace, and behold there it 

was. And at that period the roads were opened, and merchants were 

going from babil, and Assyria, and Persia to Syria, and Egyptian merchants 

were coming to these countries of the Tatars, and no man molested them. 

Then 'abd ar-rahman, being ready to go to Syria, received a large amount 
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of money from the royal treasure of the Mongols, and precious stones, and 

marvellous pearls, and gold, and silver, and apparel, and bales of stuffs 

(i.e. brocades) wherein much gold was woven. And he left ’alatak and 

came to Tabriz, and he sat down there for about a month of days. And he 

gathered together handicraftsmen of all kinds, jewellers, and sewers 

(i.e. weavers), and others, and he made everything to a royal pattern. 

And from there he came to mawsil. And he sent and had brought from 

Baghdad ten thousand gold [pieces] also, and he took [them] and went 

to mardin. And the ambassador of Sultan ’alpi, the lord of Egypt, 

came to him there, and he said unto him, ‘The Sultan saluteth thee. 

And he saith, “I have been sitting in Damascus all this very long period of 

time, and I have been awaiting thy coming, so that I might see thee and 

fulfil thy request and go to EGYPT, because this land cannot support all the 

multitude of troops who are with me. Therefore I beseech thee tarry not.” ’ 

And 'abd ar-rahman sent and said unto him, ‘Behold, I am ready to come, 

but I beseech thee that when I come to thy country thy servants shall bring 

me into thy presence with honour, and that they shall not conduct me by 

night, as they did the other ambassadors who have preceded me in coming 

to thee’. And the Sultan sent and said unto him, ‘Thou art a great man 

with us (i.e. in our opinion) and thine honour is quite distinct from that 

of the [former] ambassadors. Therefore make glad thine heart, and with 

the satisfaction which thou wishest come.’ 

Then Shaikh "abd ar-rahman became confident, and he sent and 

brought the army of the Tatars, who guarded the roads of ’amid, and they 

rode with him. And malik mutafar, the lord of mardin, also sent with 

him an ambassador from him, one shams ad-din who is called the ‘son of 

titi’, a great and a famous man. And he also sent other troops to go into the 

service of the Shaikh as far as the Euphrates, and to come back. And the 

Shaikh left mardin in the tenth month of the Arabs, which is shawal, in 

the year six hundred and eighty-two [of the Arabs, i.e. a.d. 1283]. And when 

he arrived at the city of harran a certain Amir, one of the slaves of the lord 

of Egypt, came to meet him. And that Amir [550] was to wait for the Shaikh, 

and to alight from his horse [when he came], and to come on foot to salute 

him, and to kiss his hand according to custom. But that Amir did not alight 

from his horse, and he shouted out the salutation in front of him. And he 

sent and said unto the Shaikh, ‘There is now no need for these Tatars 

to come any further; order them to go back’, and the Shaikh permitted the 

army of the TATARS to depart. 

And when they had gone the Amir took the Shaikh and those who were 

with him, and he went off the road which goeth to birah, and he said, 

‘We have made ready a camping ground for you in another place’; and 

having left they arrived on the banks of the Euphrates. And the Amir 

said, ‘We have pitched tents for you on the other side’; and the Shaikh 
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replied, ‘Where ye encamp, we will encamp’. Then the men of mardin, 

who had come into the service of the Shaikh, wished to go back from 

the Euphrates, according to the command of their lord. But the Amir 

of the lord of Egypt would not dismiss them, and he said unto them, ‘Our 

Sultan hath commanded that ye are to come as far as aleppo’. And thus, 

although they did not wish [it], they also crossed the Euphrates, and they 

all encamped there. 

And at the time of evening the Amir brought abundant supplies of food 

for the Shaikh and for all those who were with him. And when they had 

eaten their meal and were resting, and had lain down for an hour or more, 

the Amir and those who were with him mounted their horses, and he sent 

and said unto the Shaikh, ‘Arise, mount thy horse and let us go’. And the 

Shaikh objected, and he said, ‘I will not ride except in the day-time when 

the sun is shining’. And the Amir replied, ‘I was commanded to carry thee 

only by night, whether thou wast willing or unwilling’. And the Shaikh 

was angry and he said, ‘Even if thou goest so far as to kill me, I will not 

travel by night’. And the Amir said, ‘I shall certainly not kill thee, but I 

shall carry thee in fetters’. And when the Shaikh saw that they wished to 

render his honour contemptible, he consented and rose up and mounted 

his horse. And they began to travel, and did so the whole night, and very 

early in the morning they went down away from the road, and away from 

inhabited country. And having arrived at aleppo in the night, they made 

him camp in one of the colleges. 

And a command came from ’alpi, the lord of Egypt, that they were to 

give two hundred zuze to each one of the men of mardin who had come in 

the service of the Shaikh, and send them back to their own country. And 

they were to bring the Shaikh and his company, and the Mongol Amir 

who was with him, and shams ad-din, the ambassador of the lord of 

mardin, with very great care [551] to Damascus, [travelling] during the 

night. Then the Sultan, having given these commands, left and went to 

Egypt, and he had no expectation of meeting the Shaikh. And when the 

Shaikh had been brought to DAMASCUS, they took him into the fortress. 

And they shut up him, and the Mongol Amir who was with him, in one 

house, and the ambassador of the lord of mardin in another, and each 

couple of their servants in a house. And they appointed the young man who 

was the son of the Mongol Amir, and another young man who was the son 

of majd al-mulk to the service of the king of the Amirs, and they rode 

with him and carried his armour. And they laid down the law that no man 

should ask his neighbour questions concerning Shaikh 'abd ar-rahman, 

either as to where he was or how he was. And news of him hath been 

concealed until this day—the period of a complete year. 

Now after the departure of Shaikh 'abd ar-rahman to Syria it was said 

to the King of Kings, ’ahmad, concerning his brother kunghartai, ‘He 
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holdeth converse with ’arghon, the son of ’abAkA, and he is preparing so 

that one night he may capture thee when thou art asleep in thy tent that he 

may kill thee’. Therefore ’ahmAd trembled and was terrified, and he 

hastily bound his brother kunghArtAi in fetters, and killed him. And 

’arghon heard of the murder of his uncle, and he was exceedingly sorrowful 

about it, and his heart was changed in respect of ’ahmad. And when 

’ahmad knew tnat the heart of ’arghon was not perfect towards him, he 

sent against him a captain of the host whose name was ’alinAkh (’alyA- 

nAkh?) together with a numerous army. And when ’alinAkh nAwin 

advanced and arrived in khorasAn, ’arghon began to flee before him. 

And ’alinAkh believed in creature comforts, and he was negligent in 

respect of a complete devotion to war. And he began to eat, and to 

drink, and to get drunk. And one night ’arghon attacked the camp of 

’alinAkh and made a great slaughter, and it was only with the greatest 

difficulty that ’alinAkh and a few followers were able to save themselves 

from the sword. 

Then when ’ahmAd heard of the ill luck which had come upon ’alinAkh, 

he sent into all the countries and collected troops, Mongols, Kurds, 

lorAye (lurs), and Persians, and iberians, and he set out against ’arghon 

in khorAsAn. And when ’arghon saw that he was unable to cope with the 

army of ’ahmAd, he went up into one of the fortresses which were there, 

together with three hundred of his chosen men, and he began to be 

disturbed in his mind because to be shut up [552] in a fortress was not 

advantageous for him, ‘for’, he said, ‘every one who is shut up is [already] 

captured’. And he was afraid to go to ’ahmAd. 

And whilst he was in this position, a certain Amir, whose name was 

bokA, a man of the treasury, who was greatly beloved by ’abAkA, the father 

of ’arghon, said unto ’ahmAd, ‘If thou wilt promise to do no harm to 

’arghon I myself will go and bring him to thee’. And ’ahmAd promised 

and swore the oaths which the Mongols are wont to swear, saying, that if 

’arghon would come to him of his own free will he would do no injury 

whatsoever to him. 

Then that Amir bokA went up quickly to ’arghon, and he made him 

come down and brought him to ’ahmAd. And ’ahmAd rejoiced greatly in 

him, and he made a feast [which lasted] three days. Then after the three 

days evil thoughts began to move in the mind of ’ahmAd, and he set guards 

over ’arghon, [viz.] ’alInAkh and his companions. And he said unto them, 

‘I am going to my mother kutAi Khatun in ’AdhorbijAn, do ye keep strict 

watch on ’arghon that he shall not escape, and bring ye him to me whereso¬ 

ever I may be’. And in the night in which he wished to move he revealed 

his secret to some of the nobles, and he said unto them, ‘If I do not kill 

’arghon and the other princes, the kingdom will not be made sure for me’. 

These things he said, and at daybreak on the following morning he moved 
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away. And he commanded that little by little ’arghon should be brought 

to him. 

Now when boka understood this, he delayed in the setting out with 

’ahmad, and he remained [there] until the night. And he went about to all 

the princes and informed them of the secret (or, object) of ’ahmad, and that 

he was prepared to destroy all [of them]. And wrathful indignation seized 

the princes, and they rose up and came by night to the place where ’arghon 

was kept under guard. And they brought him out, and clothed him in 

armour, and gave him weapons, and seated him on a horse. And they all 

went together to the place where ’alinakh was sleeping, and they killed 

him in his tent, and they also killed the other nobles who were his com¬ 

panions. And the heralds cried out in the camp of the Mongols, ‘The princes 

have killed ’alinakh and the nobles his companions. Therefore let every 

man remain where he is, and let him not move or depart to [another] place’. 

And when the day came the Mongols sent and brought certain men who 

are called ‘karawunas’, and who did not wish [553] for ’ahmad. And they 

pursued him and overtook him at [the abode of] his mother, and they 

seized him and bound him with fetters, and they kept him under strict 

guard, and they looted the camp of his mother and his wives. 

Then ’arghon and the rest of the princes arrived and they all agreed to¬ 

gether that ’arghon should stand at the head of the Mongols, and that he 

should hold the kingdom in the place of ’abaka his father, and that ’ahmad 

should be sent away because he was incapable of ruling. 

And whilst the armies of the Tatars were engaged in war with each 

other, ’alpi, the lord of Egypt, sent haidar, the captain of the host, and 

with him three thousand mounted men, to the country of shabaktan. And 

they were to seize bar shekan (ishkan), the captain of the host, an Ar¬ 

menian athlete, and to bring him alive in a cage to Egypt, because he made 

the Arabs who were going to Syria to suffer foul treatment. And having 

crossed the Euphrates they came and encamped against tina, a fortress 

of the Armenians. On the first day in which they began to fight, haidar 

was wounded by an arrow and died, and his troops became stupefied 

with terror, and they abandoned the fortress and fled to Syria. And justice 

was avenged on haidar, who robbed the Christians and spoiled and laid 

waste the countries of melitene and zaid. These things took place in the 

days of summer in the year fifteen hundred and ninety-five of the Greeks 

(a.d. 1284). 

’Arghon, the son of ’Abaka 

After takudar, who was called ’ahmad, ’arghon, the son of ’abaka, 

[ruled]. The kingdom of ’ahmad having come to an end in the manner in 

which we have described, on the fourth day of the week, on the first day 

of the fifth month of the Arabs, of the year six hundred and eighty-three 
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(a.d. 1284), that is to say on the twenty-sixth day of the month of tammuz 

(july), of the year fifteen hundred arid ninety-five of the Greeks (a.d. 1284), 

’arghon, King of Kings, sat on the throne of the kingdom. And though 

many of the nobles said, ‘It is not right that ’ahmad should live’, ’arghon 

said, ‘I will not take any part in the killing of him. But the mother of kun- 

ghartai and his sons know; if they wish let them kill him; and if they wish 

let them keep him alive.’ And having been kept a certain number of days 

under watch, the sons of kunghartai killed him, and the cause of their 

father was avenged, on the fourth day of the week, in the sixth month of 

the Arabs, that is to say the sixteenth day of the month of ’ab (august) of 

[this] year. And the kingdom was established for ’arghon, and he appointed 

one of the princes in each of the countries [554] at the head of the armies of 

babil, and mazindaran, and Assyria, and khorasan, and in beth rhomaye ; 

and the fear of ’arghon fell upon every man, especially in Syria. It is said 

that when this report went to Syria, the hire of a camel [to go] from aleppo 

to hamath rose to four hundred zuze, for all men were on their faces and 

were fleeing towards ?:gypt. For ’arghon, the King of Kings, at the 

beginning of his kingdom made mas'ud bar kuti king in mawsil and the 

districts thereof, and there was gladness for all the Christians. But they 

were grieved because on the day when ’arghon came to ahmad, the sons 

of jalal ad-din turan killed the Igurian monk, the Amir ’ashmut, in 

avenging the cause of their father. 

Concerning the murder of Shams ad-Din, the Master of 

the Diwan 

Now there was a stone of contention between ’arghon and ’ahmad be¬ 

cause of shams ad-din, the Master of the Diwan, for to ’arghon it had been 

said, ‘The Master of the Diwan killed thy father with poison’. Therefore 

’arghon sent and demanded him from ’ahmad, and ’ahmad would not give 

him up. And thus ’arghon indulged a suspicion concerning ’ahmad that 

he was gratified by the death of the King of Kings, ’abaka, so that he could 

sit in his place, however it happened. Now ’ahmad being disgraced, and 

’arghon having triumphed, shams ad-din fled to the mountain of madai, 

and he took refuge with the race of Kurds who are called ‘loraye’ (lurs). 

And when the head of the lurs, who was called yusef shah, saw that the 

kingdom of ’arghon was established, he came to do submission to him 

and was received gladly, because he promised to seize the Master of the 

Diwan, and to bring him [to him]. And thereupon he went and seized him, 

and brought him to ’arghon, although he offered many presents (i.e. 

bribes). One hundred myriad (one million ?) of gold darics were demanded 

from him as the price of his blood that it might not be shed. And shams 

ad-din said, ‘If ye will bring back to me my possessions I shall be able to 
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give more than this, and if ye cannot I cannot’. And the nobles counselled 

him, saying, ‘Borrow this amount and offer [it], and then we will hand back 

to thee thy possessions’. Therefore he began to borrow from his kinsfolk, 

and his household, and his servants, and his friends, and he collected forty 

myriads [of darics], and said, ‘I am not able to produce anything more; 

[555] whatsoever ye wish to do that do’. And the command went forth that 

he was to be killed. Then the Mongols suspended him in the air by his 

hands and his feet, and three times they smote (i.e. threw him down) on 

the earth, and they trampled him to pieces with their shoes, and then they 

cut off his head on the third day [of the week], on the fifth day of the month 

of sha'ban, in the year six hundred and eighty-three of the Arabs (a.d. 1284), 

that is to say, the seventeenth day of the month of the first teshrin 

(October), in the year fifteen hundred and ninety-six of the Greeks (a.d. 

1285). 

Such was the evil end which came to this terrified and anxious man. 

And the whole kingdom of the House of maghogh hung on his finger, for he 

was very sagacious with an understanding nature; and he was well in¬ 

structed in the greater number of the sciences and the various kinds of 

learning. Now his brother was 'ala ad-din, who was governor of Baghdad, 

and who two years earlier had wellnigh died a natural death in mugan ; and 

he was brought to the city of Tabriz and buried there. Now this man was 

exceedingly skilled in doctrines (or, learned subjects), and he had an ade¬ 

quate knowledge of the poetic art. And he composed a marvellous work in 

Persian on the chronology of the kingdoms of the saljuks, and khawaraz- 

mians, and ishmaelites, and Mongols ; what we have introduced into our 

work on these matters we have derived from his book. 

And in the year six hundred and eighty-three of the Arabs (a.d. 1284), 

the Sultan ghayath ad-din, the son of rukn ad-din, the lord of beth rho- 

maye, died. He set out to come to the Camp and to meet the Sultan mas'ud, 

his nephew. And when he arrived in the city of ’arzengan, the nobles 

administered to him a deadly drug and put him to death because he was 

very prodigal and corrupt in his ruling. And during this winter the seven 

wandering stars (i.e. planets) were gathered together in the Zodiacal Sign 

of Capricorn, in the anabibazon (i.e. the upper part of the Zodiac), and 

behold, the whole world trembled and quaked at this event,1 for it was the 

year of the conjunction of the two supreme [stars] kronos and zeus in the 

Zodiacal Sign of Aquarius, for they make their conjunction in the summer. 

And when the lord of Egypt heard that the kingdom stood firmly, and 

that ’ahmad had departed and his peace with him, he brought out Shaikh 

'abd ar-rahman from confinement in the fortress, and made him to dwell 

1 Bedjan’s note reads: What happeneth in the world doth not take place through the 

course of the luminaries, neither doth it happen through their conjunction, but by the 

will of the Lord, without Whom not one sparrow falleth to the ground.—Matthew x. 29. 
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in one [556] of the mosques of Damascus, and he gave him an allowance 

(or, food) which was sufficient for him. Now this man 'abd ar-rahman 

was the son of one of the slaves of the murdered Khalifah musta'sim, and 

was by race a Greek. And when Baghdad was taken, he was saved from the 

slaughter, and he came to mawsil, and he dwelt in the bazar and did car¬ 

pentry work, for he loved it and had learned the trade. And he went to the 

fortress of 'emadIah and said unto Tzz ad-din, the lord of the fortress, that 

he was able to make things (i.e. objects or furniture) which would be re¬ 

garded with admiration, and that he had learned [to do so] in a revelation 

from beings of the spirit. And Tzz ad-din took him to the King of Kings, 

’abaka. And whilst holding converse with the king he said, ‘Take me into 

the fortress of tila where your treasury is, so that I can show you my 

craftsmanship’. And when they took him thither he began to measure out 

the ground on this side and on that, and finally he stood upon a certain 

spot and commanded them to dig there, while he himself stood some distance 

away. And when they had dug, they found a ring in which was set a mar¬ 

vellous and valuable seal (or, gem), and they took it and brought it to the 

king. And since his word proved to be true in this one instance, they 

believed everything he said, namely, that he was able to cast out devils, 

and to understand the secrets of the demons. And he enjoyed such great 

freedom of speech and intimacy with the princes that at length the whole 

government of the kingdom was committed to him, especially during the 

short time in which ’ahmad reigned. It is said that when the Tatars looted 

the treasury of the Khalifah they also took him prisoner, and they brought 

him to the fortress of tila; and he went into the fortress carrying [his] 

possessions, and that that ring which he found he himself had buried in 

that place. 

And in the month of the latter kanon (January) of this year, ’arghon, 

King of Kings, sent yarlike out into all countries, saying, ‘Inasmuch as 

’ahmad turned aside from the laws of our fathers, and trod the path of 

islam, which our fathers did not know, all the princes agreed and they cast 

him forth from the kingdom, and sent him to a Khan, our great father, that 

he might judge him; and they seated me on the throne of the kingdom, from 

the river gihon to frankistan. Therefore let your hearts be happy, and 

let every man occupy himself with his own works. And the rulers and 

governors who are in every place [557] shall oppress no man, and if they 

do, let them be afraid for themselves, so that they may not be cut to pieces.’ 

We have heard that in those days the lord of Egypt sent Shaikh 'abd ar- 

rahman, and those who were with him, from Damascus to the fortress of 

safad, and that he shut them up therein, where [all] hope of their coming 

out was cut off. 

And in this year, which is the year fifteen hundred and ninety-six of the 

Greeks (a.d. 1285), a hen in the village of bartelli laid an egg which was 
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nearly as large as that of an ostrich. And on the Sabbath of the Passion of 

the Redeemer another hen laid a little egg in bartelli which had a neck 

that was as thin, and curved, and long, as a cucumber. And they brought 

it before us and we saw it. And on the first day of the week, on the twenty- 

ninth day of the month of tammuz (July), a Syrian horde of mounted 

robbers, Kurds, Turks, and desert Arabs, about six hundred strong, burst 

upon the country of ’arbil, and they looted and killed many men who were 

Christians from the village of 'amkabad, and from surhagan and other 

villages. And baha ad-din, the Kurd, sallied out from ’arbil to meet them 

in battle, and he was broken before them and fled and went into the city. 

And those accursed robbers carried off great spoil, women and maidens, 

and many cattle, and departed. And in those days other marauding bands 

came to the country of tur 'abdin, and they made a great slaughter in the 

village of keshlath, and in beth man'im and the villages thereof, and in 

sbirina, and they carried away very much spoil from the country of beth 

rishe and departed. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and ninety-seven [of the Greeks (a.d. 

i286)],1 on the seventeenth day of the month of haziran (june), about four 

thousand mounted robbers and brigands, Kurds, Turkmans, and Arabs, 

gathered together, and some men say that three hundred chosen horsemen 

from the Egyptian slaves were joined to them. And they directed their 

gaze on the country of mawsil. And having spoiled the villages which were 

on their road, they burst upon the city at dawrn on the second day [of the 

week], on the twenty-second day of the third month of the Arabs, of the 

year six hundred and eighty-five (a.d. 1285). Then king mas'ud and the 

other horsemen who were found in the city [558] mounted and rode out to 

engage them in battle. And when they saw how great was their number, 

and that they themselves had no force equal to theirs, they turned back and 

went into the city. And they crossed the Tigris and went and ascended to 

the Monastery of mar mattai, and they remained there for a few days. 

Then when the accursed marauders had entered the city, the Arabs who 

were natives thereof met them with abundant supplies of food and cool 

waters. And they rejoiced in them with a great joy, and they exulted, pre¬ 

tending that they were prepared to do harm to and spoil and kill the 

Christians only. 

And those Christians who were in the neighbourhood of the church of 

the tagritanaye (tagritanians) took their wives, and their sons, and their 

daughters, together with all their cattle, and they went and took refuge 

in the mansion of the uncle of the Prophet, who was called ‘nakib 

1 Bedjan’s note reads: In this year 1597 of the Greeks, which is the year 1286 of our 

Lord, on the 30th day of tammuz, mar Gregory bar hebraeus departed from this world 

in the city of maragha. Another writer, perhaps his brother bar sawma safi, wrote what 

took place in the following years. 
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al-'alawahin’ (or,f abd AlwahAn ; or, nakib AL-falawyin), that peradven- 

ture the marauders might pay respect to that building, and that there they 

might be saved from the slaughter and spoliation of the city. 

Then the remainder of the Christians who had no place whereto to flee, 

and could not take refuge in the mansion of the nakiba, remained terrified, 

and trembling, and weeping and wailing over themselves, and over their 

evil fate, though in reality it was through those who had gone there (i.e. to 

the mansion of the nakiba) that the evil fate came. As soon as ever the 

marauders had gone in they began asking about the Christians. Then the 

arabs who were natives of the city cried out with one mouth (or, voice), 

‘Behold, all the Christians are in the mansion of the nakiba’. Then they 

all became strong, and all the marauders went there. And they placed 

ladders in position and went up them and captured the mansion, and they 

looted and robbed the whole of the people who were therein. And one of 

the Christians who were there was wounded by an arrow and died. And 

they put to the torture not only the Christians but the arabs also, and they 

made a mock of their women, and sons, and daughters in the mosques 

before their eyes. 

And when they had made an end there they went to the quarter of the 

jews, and they looted their houses and plundered all their community. 

And as for the Christians who had remained in their houses, and had not 

gone elsewhere, no man injured them, and they did not even see the 

marauders with their eyes. But certain Christian merchants, and many 

arabs, who were coming to the city, and had alighted at the inns (khans) 

which were outside the city, where none of the marauders came, because 

[559] of their fear, suffered the loss of a large quantity of their goods. And 

they brought their loads into the city and deposited them in the market¬ 

place of the bazars, and inasmuch as all the food and provisions of the 

citizens was there, they thought that they would never be neglected by 

[those who kept] guard over such a place as this. Therefore they struggled 

and wrestled with each other that they might bring in their treasures. 

And the natives of the city also were carrying possessions out from their 

houses, and were bringing gold, and silver, and bales of cloth, and apparel 

of various kinds to that place. And so after [all these things] had been 

gathered together, the marauders came, and they smashed the gates of the 

market-place easily, and they went in and took everything which they 

found there. 

Now many young men from among the natives of the city were standing 

by the gate of the market-place, and when the marauders, who were heavily 

laden with plunder, were going out, they snatched it from them and fled. 

And others took their horses which they had left at the gate of the market¬ 

place and fled. And thus during the whole of that day, from morning until 

evening, they went round about through the bazars of the city and carried 
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off horses, and mules, and asses, and oxen, without number. And they 

took prisoners the slaves and handmaidens, nearly five hundred souls, and 

the greater number of them were Arabs and jews ; there were a few Chris¬ 

tians, but only those who were found from the mansion of the nakiba. 

But one man, a believer and a marvellous jeweller, was killed, for he wished 

to take away his little son out of their hands. Him they smote with the 

sword and after three days he died. About ten of the accursed marauders 

perished, because when they were going about through the city they went 

into streets which had no exits, and the people stoned them with stones 

and killed [them]. And if the Arabs who were natives of the city had known 

that the marauders were their fellow believers they would have, without 

mercy, made a mock of them, and spoiled them, and they would have killed 

the greater number of them in the narrow streets of the city; and, moreover, 

at the beginning they were not able easily to enter therein. And having 

been deceived they bit their fingers without profit. Now the marauders 

brought the spoil from the city all day long and they remained there until 

it became dark. And the natives of the city thought that the robbers were 

ready to continue the spoliation of them on the following day. [560] But 

during the night they loaded up their horses, and they took goods which it 

is impossible to enumerate, and rode awray in the night. And when the day 

broke not one of them was left behind; only the place where they had 

camped was visible. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and ninety-nine [of the Greeks (a.d. 

1288)], on the twenty-eighth day of the month of nisan (april), some strife 

broke out between the Kurds and the Mongols who were near them, and 

the Mongols kept their anger against them. And during their removal six 

of their men were left behind, and they went and hid themselves on the 

mawsil road. And when twelve distinguished young men of the sons of 

beth kudidath (kudida ?) came along, those accursed robbers rushed out 

upon them and killed them all mercilessly like sheep, in the day-time, with 

the sun [high] in the vault of heaven. And after a time (or, hour) others 

came from mawsil and they found those unfortunate young men drenched 

(or, befouled) with their own blood, and in one of them life still existed. 

And they lifted him up and brought him to the village, and he told the story 

of how they had been killed, and [gave] the names of the heathen murderers. 

And after three days he also died. 

After the kingdom of ’arghon, the son of ’abaka, was established, boka, 

the treasurer who had been the cause of the saving of ’arghon from ’ahmad, 

as has been shown above, prospered exceedingly, and he became so high 

and mighty in the kingdom that even the princes and princesses, and the 

sons-in-law and the daughters-in-law, and the captains of the armies of the 

MONGOLS, used to come and submit to him, and stand at his gate and beg 

stipends from him. And all the administrative offices of the kingdom were 
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committed to him, and the kings and the governors who ruled in all the 

countries which were under the dominion of the House of maghogh were 

not accepted (i.e. acknowledged) without his Pukdana and the red sign 

(manual) of boka. And this boka appointed his brother ’arok to be the 

Head and Governor-General in all the countries of babil, and ’adhorbijan, 

and beth nahrin. And this man who was terrible and terrifying was over all 

the armies of the Mongols, and over the kings, and the governors, and the 

scribes who were in all these countries. 

Now these two brothers ruled the Mongol kingdom with great pomp and 

with magnificence [561] indescribable for a period of six years. About the 

affairs of the King of Kings, ’arghon, they were negligent, and they occu¬ 

pied themselves with the collection of riches, and horses, and gold and 

silver, and treasure. Now ’arghon appointed other Amirs for his service, 

the men who rode, and went in and came out, and ate and drank with him. 

And everything which was done in the Camp, and in the countries which 

were remote, as well as in those that were near, little by little they made 

the King of Kings to know. And that boka exalted himself over the nobles, 

and boasted of his power, and that by his determined will he brought about 

(or, did) everything that he did. 

And thus the Amirs who were his opponents easily misrepresented and 

perverted to the King of Kings all the matters which boka confirmed and 

arranged. At length three of the honourable persons who were in Baghdad 

went to the Royal Camp, and they made accusations against ’arok, and 

they showed that he was working destruction and doing harm by his cor¬ 

rupt deeds, and gathering together great riches by extortion. Then the 

King of Kings commanded that these three persons should be kept under 

observation with honour until ’arok came to the Camp, [boka] sent a 

message, [saying,] ‘Arrest these persons and cut off the heads of the three 

of them without the questioning and investigation and knowledge of the 

Judges.’ Now this [display of] pridefulness was visible to the kingdom, and 

this act became a great occasion for the opponents of the two brethren 

boka and ’arok. And from that moment everything which was said about 

them was accepted easily, and without any doubt. And the princes were 

exceedingly sorry for the slain (or, murdered) men, and they were very 

angry. Then boka quieted the consciences (?) of the princes by means of 

bribes, and he left and departed. 

And after a short time a certain jew, whose name was SAfD ad-da wlah, 

and who was the father-in-law of the governor of Baghdad—now this 

governor had died recently—approached the Camp, and in the presence 

of the Amirs said, ‘If ye will stop the going down of ’arok to Baghdad, he 

himself (i.e. I myself) will bring the double of the revenue which is 

brought each year to the Camp’. And straightway the command went 

forth that ’arok was not to go down to Baghdad again, and he was to have 
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no further command (or, jurisdiction) over it. [562] And [the Amirs] handed 

affairs over to the jew. And behold, at the present day there is a Jewish 

governor and general director on the throne of the House of 'abbas. Ob¬ 

serve how islam hath been brought low! And [the Muslims] neither cease 

nor rest from their wickedness and their tyranny. 

And from this moment complaints against ’arok became frequent, and 

among them were those of a certain Persian scribe whose name was 'abd 

AL-MUMiN, and who also went to the Camp and showed that ‘’arok, and 

his Amirs, and [his] officers and [his] scribes had destroyed the countries 

and all the cities which are under the dominion of ’arok, and if we were to 

overcome him and seize him by his hands he would drop out of them one 

hundred myriads of gold dinars'. Then the Amirs were pleased with such 

tales as these, and they agreed to the wish of the informer (or, accuser), 

[saying,] ‘Certainly wait ye for him a little’. 

Now when boka saw that the complaints against him and his brother 

were received joyfully, he was offended and withdrew himself. And he 

made himself sick (i.e. feigned sickness), and he took to his bed in his house. 

And when the nobles went in ostensibly to visit him in his sickness, he 

groaned before them and uttered regrets concerning the good deeds which 

he had performed for ’arghon in the time of ’ahmad, and said that ’arghon 

had not repaid him with adequate interest. And he began to concoct a 

deceitful and rebellious secret against ’arghon, and he revealed his secret 

to some of the nobles. And they received this with simplicity, for they knew 

that he was a crafty man, and that ’ahmad had been brought low by his 

astuteness and that ’arghon has triumphed thereby. Then ’arghon, be¬ 

cause he himself had experience of work of this kind, kept a strict guard 

over himself. For the Amirs who were in the service of ’arghon continually 

understood the evil intention which boka had. 

Then when boka recognized that his deceit was discovered, terror, and 

fear, and trembling fell upon him, and he was distracted and did not know 

what to do. And he rose up and mounted his horse, and fled to the Camp 

of the Great Khatun ’alji, ostensibly to take refuge with her. And when 

’arghon and the rest of the Amirs heard that boka had ridden away, they 

also mounted their horses and rode after him and overtook him; and they 

seized him and brought him [back]. And when they questioned him, he 

confessed the deceit. ‘Verily,’ he said, ‘I had no wish at all to injure the 

King of Kings, but only those [563] Amirs who malign me continually, 

and who abuse me and make me contemptible in the eyes of the King of 

Kings.’ And his word was not accepted, but they killed him and hacked 

him limb from limb, on Friday the fourteenth day of the month of the 

latter kanon (january), in the year sixteen hundred [of the Greeks (a.d. 

1289)]. And they looted his house, and his possessions, and his furniture, 

and they killed his sons and those who were participators in his secret. 
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And on that day was killed also shem'un, the priest, and physician and 

lawyer, who was a Christian and a native of ’arbIl (now he was named 

°abu al-karam’), and many of the Mongols who are unknown to us. 

And because ’arok was wintering in the country of mawsil he sent 

hurriedly from the Royal Camp an Amir, a man of courage whose name was 

‘baitmish’, a strong and strenuous man, who a few days before had come 

from mughan to the neighbourhood of ’amid. And he made all the troops 

of the Mongols to mount their horses, and he came and surrounded ’arok, 

who had no knowledge of the affair of his brother, but was dwelling 

[quietly], eating and drinking, for those were the days of the Mongol 

festival of the ‘White’. And when he saw that the troops of the Mongols 

and the bulls of baishan had encircled him, he was stupefied and did not 

know what to do. But he mounted his horse, and he took his wife and his 

sons, and he sought asylum in the little fortress of khashaf until the day 

broke. And straightway baitmish sent to him, saying, ‘It is unseemly for 

thee to resist’. Then ’arok sent and said, ‘I have not come up here as a 

rebel and one who resists, but because I do not know what hath happened, 

or for what reason these crowds of soldiers have gathered together against 

me; therefore inform me so that I may understand’. 

Then baitmish himself drew nigh to the gate of the fortress and said, 

‘Thy brother boka acted treacherously against the king, and the command 

went forth and he is killed. And we have come to arrest thee, and to carry 

thee to the service of the King of Kings. Whether we are to keep thee alive 

or whether we are to kill thee he will know.’ Then straightway ’arok 

opened the gate of the fortress and came down with his household, and he 

said, ‘The command of the king is on [my] head and eyes’. Then they 

bound him with chains, and they set guards over him, and sent him to the 

Camp and there he was killed, ’arok was taken on the second day [of the 

week] of the Fast of Nineveh, that is to say on the last day of the latter 

kanon (January) [564] of the year, and after seven days he was killed. 

Now the word of that Persian lawyer (who had already calumniated (i.e. 

informed against) ’arok, saying that the hundred myriad darics which he 

was about to bring out [had come] from the kings, and governors, and 

scribes, whom ’arok had appointed in the various countries, and who had 

behaved corruptly and taken [them] unjustly, and had laid waste the 

countries) was accepted because of the [universal] hatred of ’arok, and an 

evil judgement went forth against them (i.e. the kings, governors, and 

scribes). And the dealing with them was handed over to the Amir bait- 

m!sh, so that when 'abd al-mumin had made the reckoning of their 

[liabilities], everything which went out (i.e. was charged) against them, 

baitmJsh by means of beatings and tortures was to take back from them, and 

was to put to death him that was guilty of death without mercy. 

And because mas'ud bar-kawt!, and his brethren, and his kinsfolk, knew 
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no one besides boka in the Royal Camp, and they considered the service 

of the other Amirs as of no account, they were unwilling to make a meaning¬ 

less salutation to those others. And because the command of boka over all 

the Amirs was superior and sublime, they neglected them all. And they 

accepted boka only, although through this [behaviour] they were con¬ 

demned and blamed by every man. And to them they gave this advice, 

saying, ‘It is not right to neglect the service, and submission, and obedience 

to those Amirs who are permanently in the Royal Service. And for us to 

accept one and to offend many is a foolish act; because it is possible that 

[a period of] trial may come upon that one Amir in whom ye put your trust, 

and ye will not be helped by the other Amirs.’ 

Then mas'ud, because he was childish in mind, and unwise in his actions, 

said boastingly, ‘I do not wish for life without boka, and if boka dieth I 

should esteem death better for me than life’. And this took place, and his 

word was actually fulfilled. For on the day when ’arok was arrested they 

set guards over mas'ud, and kept watch over him very carefully untilf abd 

al-momIn the Persian lawyer arrived. Then was stirred up the persecu¬ 

tion and wrath against the hated Christians, and, though I ought not to say 

it, abandonment by God. And they (i.e. the Mongols) began to torture 

them without mercy, and they tortured excessively taj ad-din, the son of 

mukhatas, [565] who was governor of ’arbil. They hung this man up by 

his feet (i.e. head downwards) to the height of a cubit above the ground. 

And they beat his feet until he collapsed. Then forthwith they let him down 

and beat him on his chest and back, until he fell down as one dead. Then 

they put fire in a brazier which they suspended over his breast. And in this 

wise they made him to suffer excruciating tortures until they had taken from 

him nearly fifty thousand dinars. And when he could no longer endure 

tortures, they cast him [several] times into the river Tigris. Perhaps he 

was drowned and escaped [further] wrath, and tortures, and beatings. 

And because masTd, the son of bar kawti, was sick they did not inflict 

blows upon him. They feared lest he should die and his money perish with 

him. And verily they employed empty promises in dealing with him, saying 

that if he would give them ten myriads of gold [dinars], he should remain 

in his honourable office, and that no man should harm him. Now mas'ud 

himself thought that since he had not been beaten by them they would 

confer some honour upon him, and he was exceedingly avaricious, and he 

used severe words in converse with them. Nevertheless, they, in their art¬ 

fulness, partly by means of stripes and blows, and partly by threats and 

curses, took that amount of money from him. And they carried him off 

with them to ’arbil, and there they killed him on the second day of Passion 

Week, on the fourth day of the month of nisan (april) of that year. And 

they placed wooden fetters on his son, and shut him up. 

And his brother shahab ad-din fled, and they sought for him diligently, 
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but they found him not. And dubais, a man from the village of beth 

sahraye, was killed because of him, for shahab ad-din had hidden himself 

in the village for some days, and left [it] and departed. And when they 

questioned dubais about him, he took an oath and denied that he had seen 

him. And having seized upon a certain small youth and beaten him, he 

confessed and showed them the place where shahab ad-din had been. And 

when they had made sure that he had been with them, they carried the 

wretched dubais to mawsil, and there they killed him, and the mob stoned 

his dead body. 

And after his murder the men of mawsil made accusations against 

another young man, and they declared that‘he was a whoremonger’, and that 

‘he committed adultery with Arab women’. Him also they killed, and they 

dragged his dead body through the streets of the city, and they heaped up 

wood upon it and burnt it in the fire. And they took his head [566] and 

carried it about to the doors of the churches, and they scoffed and jeered 

at the Christians. The persecution and wrath which the men of mawsil 

suffered during these two months, neither the tongue can describe, nor the 

reed (i.e. pen) write. Wake up then and sleep not, O Lord, and look on 

the blood of Thy servants which is being poured out without mercy, and 

be sorry for Thy Church which is being rent in pieces by the persecution. 

And in the days in which boka was killed, baitmish was sent to the 

western countries. And all the troops of the Mongols mounted their horses 

and rode away to capture ’arok. And the dwellers in Syria were perturbed, 

and terror, and fear, and trembling fell upon them. And they thought that 

the Mongols were about to attack them. And they also made themselves 

strong, and they collected many troops, and were prepared to engage [the 

Mongols] in battle. And while being assured that the Mongols were occu¬ 

pied with their own affairs, and that they had no care for other people’s 

[concerns], they were not pleased that their gathering should be dissolved 

with no result. Then they went and encamped against Tripoli, a city on 

the coast of the Great Sea, and they made war upon it strenuously. And 

those who were inside [the city] sent and asked for help from their kinsfolk 

the franks who were in the Island of Cyprus, and a few troops were sent 

to them by the means of ships on the sea. And [these] having arrived, the 

citizens became strong, and they stood on the walls, and they waged war 

with superlative valour for nearly three months, more or less, with those 

who were outside. And when those outside gained the upper hand, 

and breached the wall with engines of war, and the Christians saw that they 

were overpowered by those outside, the greater number of them embarked 

in ships, and they left and went to Cyprus. And as for the remainder who 

were in the city, the Arabs attacked them, and they drew their swords, and 

they became mixed together, and they killed and were killed. And because 

of the great slaughter of the Arabs which took place, the Arabs burned with 
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wrath, and they destroyed the wretched city entirely, and they left therein 

no tower and no church which they did not lay in ruins. And they took 

therefrom an endless amount of spoil, and they took innumerable sons and 

daughters prisoners, and they killed an endless number of priests, and 

deacons, and monks, and nuns. And they left the city a howling wilderness 

and departed. These things took place at the full moon of the month of 

nisan (april), [567] of the year sixteen hundred of the Greeks (a.d. 1289). 

And in this year also about two thousand horsemen of the robber bands 

of Syria gathered together, and they came and crossed the frontier of sinjar 

and beth 'arbaye, and they neither plundered nor looted until they arrived 

in the neighbourhood of pisiiabhur, a village on the banks of the river 

Tigris, where they halted there for the night. And they rose up during the 

night and crossed the river, and they directed their gaze on wastaw, a 

large village of the nestorians, and they burst upon it at the early dawn of 

the first day of the week, on the fourteenth day of the month of ’ab (august). 

Now the villagers thinking that they were merely a few marauders sallied 

out to engage them. And when they saw how many they were, they went 

back into the village, and some of them took refuge in the church and were 

saved, and some of them scattered themselves about in the gardens and 

vineyards. And those accursed men spread themselves over the seven ham¬ 

lets which were round about it and then they wrought great destruction. 

And they killed nearly five hundred men, and they took prisoners nearly 

one thousand persons, women, and sons, and daughters, and they took 

treasures, and sheep and cattle without number. And they went back the 

same day by the way they had come, and they travelled quietly and without 

fear until they arrived at the river habDra, over which was a fragile (or, 

narrow) bridge, and there they were impeded by the weight of the loot and 

the great number of the prisoners which they with difficulty were carrying 

away. And thus news [of them] reached the Amir of the Mongols who was 

in mawsil, and the Mongols without delay made themselves ready and 

stood up and mounted their horses and pursued them. And they went on 

and found them, and the greater number of them had crossed the bridge, 

and were journeying on laden with loot. And those who had not yet crossed 

the bridge the Mongols killed. And they recovered of the spoil three hun¬ 

dred prisoners, women, and sons, and daughters, and they brought them 

and handed them over to their owners. 

And moreover, in this summer the marauders of Syria, about two thou¬ 

sand mounted men, sallied out and went to the countries of melitene and 

of hesna. And kharbanda, the captain of the host who was there, heard [of 

it], and he collected his troops and they made ready and went and engaged 

them in battle, and they were broken before them. And a large number of 

those who were with him were killed, and certain of his friends, and his 

kinsfolk, [568] and the sons of his brothers, an unknown number of persons, 
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were made prisoners. And only he and the forty persons who had fled 

escaped, and they came and went into the new mansion which he had built 

in the country of hesna, in the place which is called in the Aramean lan¬ 

guage ‘hesona’. And whilst sitting, and grieving and pondering how they 

could save those of them who had been made prisoners in the war, they all 

agreed that the war which had taken place in this country had happened 

because of the Christians, and that it was therefore right to take the money 

from them and to buy (i.e. ransom) those who had been made prisoners 

because of them. Then they began to assess every city and country for a 

certain amount of gold according to the ability of the place [to pay]. But 

justice could not endure that their object should be actually fulfilled, for it 

cast down quickly that new mansion upon them, and made an end of them 

one and all, and except for the one man, the doorkeeper, on whose back a 

beam fell and hurled him outside the door of that mansion, not one of them 

was saved. 

And at the beginning of the year sixteen hundred and one [of the Greeks 

(a.d. 1290)], ’ala ’almish, the lord of maiperkat, who was also a great 

persecutor of the Christians, sent secretly and killed the lord of mush, who 

was a Christian and an Armenian by race, and he made the monks of mar 

kawma to suffer other evils. Then one of the monks who were there burned 

with anger within himself, and he went to the Camp and made accusations 

against ’ala ’ALMisH. Now he possessed freedom of speech with the King 

of Kings, and the king hearkened unto him with pleasure. And one day 

when the King of Kings was riding, and he was going to cross a bridge over 

the river khawrar, the monk seized the bridle of his horse and swore an 

oath, saying, ‘I will not let thee cross until thou commandest that ’ala 

’almish is to be killed’, and straightway he commanded and ’ala ’almish 

was killed. 

And in those days also an Egyptian lawyer, a courageous man, who was 

known as faraj allah, and was a scribe in mawsil, made public the 

treachery of the Persian lawyer 'abd al-momin (whom we have mentioned 

above), who had unjustly killed mas'ud, the son of bar kawt!, and had made 

the Christians to suffer great evils, and had collected a large sum of money 

for himself. And the King of Kings having commanded that his history 

was to be investigated, the Persian was condemned and killed, and the 

righteousness of God wras avenged speedily. And behold, from this time 

[onwards] the King of Kings recognized, [569] and it was proved to him 

fully, the falseness and impudence of the Arabs, and that everything 

they did they did with deceit (or, treachery), and the accepting of persons 

(i.e. hypocrisy). And straightway he commanded that sa'd ad-dawlah, 

the jew, who was governor in Baghdad, should be the chief of the scribes, 

that is to say, sahib diwan, in all the dominion of his kingdom; and that 

governors should never, never appoint the ARAB to be a scribe, but only 
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the Christian and the jew. And thus the hatred and ill-will of the ARABS 

[towards the Christians] grew stronger. Now since that jew was governor, 

the administration of the revenue and taxation of the city was committed 

to him. And the King of Kings sent his brother [to be] governor of Bagh¬ 

dad in his place. And he sent his other brother, together with taj ad-d!n, 

the son of mukhatas, the Director-General, to mawsil, and to mardin, and 

all DIAR BAICR. 

And when they arrived in these countries, a certain Amir, a KURD, who 

had long been governor of ’arbil, and who was known as ‘mbazar bag’, was 

afraid of them. And he thought that they were about to make him to suffer 

sorely, and immediately and swiftly he sought the road to the Camp, for 

he said that if he should be looked on with the eye of mercy before the 

King of Kings, every kind of fear would be removed from him. And 

thus he having gone, these Amirs sent many informers against him in his 

footsteps (or, on his heels). The King of Kings thought that he would kill 

him, but he kept him in a state of hope for the moment. And before [he 

killed him] he sent a messenger secretly to seize his sons, and his household, 

and his kinsmen, and his fellow countrymen, so that he might make a 

thorough ending of them; then they were to kill with their own hands him 

that was with them. 

Now there was a certain woman who had knowledge of this secret, and 

she came to the Kurdish Amir by night and informed him about the whole 

matter. Then the KURD, without the least hesitation, straightway took one 

of his slaves, and the two of them mounted their horses and fled from the 

Camp. And they fled like the bird from the snare. And this man flew on 

his horse so swiftly that he outrode the messenger [of the King of Kings]. 

And he arrived at his house. And his family fled with all their food, and he 

took refuge in the mountains, and hills, and savage places which were in¬ 

accessible. 

And after this the messenger [of the King of Kings] arrived, and he was 

stupefied and marvelled. Then the King of Kings blazed with wrath and 

he was inflamed greatly with rage, [570] not only because this man had saved 

himself from his hands, but he was especially irritated that he had obtained 

knowledge [of the secret]. Who then from inside the Camp informed that 

Kurd and revealed to him the secret? And he sent troops to patrol the 

mountains and to hold the roads over them to the Kurds. And because it 

was the season of winter and heavy snows [lay] on the tops of the mountains 

where the Kurds were, the troops of the Mongols were unable either to cut 

through them or to master them. Therefore they returned to the plain 

where the KURDS were farmers and poor labourers and men who paid 

tribute; and the Mongols spoiled and killed them, and they looted and 

burnt their houses and their stores of grain. These poor people were 

especially ill-treated by the men of the mountains who were with the 
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Mongols and who are called kayashye (kayajye?). For these were 

Christians and by nature hated the Arabs, and they did great injury to 

the Kurds and committed indescribable atrocities on them. They killed 

the men without mercy, and they made prisoners of innumerable women, 

and sons, and daughters. And of their food supplies as much as they were 

able they carried away, and the rest they burnt in the fire. Therefore by 

reason of these men of the mountains, the Arabs blazed with wrath against 

all the Christians, and they said, ‘If it were not for these men of the 

mountains, the Mongols would never, never have treated the Kurds 

evilly, because a very large number of the MONGOLS have become hagaraye 

(i.e. Muhammadans) in our own days, and they would never wish to do evil 

to the Muslims, unless, perhaps, they were forced [to do so] by their nobles.’ 

Now the Mongols, the summer having come, left the countries of 

mawsil and ’arbil and departed, but the Kurds who had come down from 

the tops of the mountains, and were gathered together in tens of thousands, 

came to the plain. Then the natives of the country fled before them and 

took refuge in the cities and fortresses. All the people of the country of 

’arbil went up to the Citadel, and straightway the Kurds besieged the 

Citadel. But Divine Providence checked their furious onslaught, and they 

did not entirely prosper in their attack on the Citadel. And every time they 

crowded together to make war upon it, seven or eight, more or less, of them 

were killed. 

And when they had been occupied with them for a period of seventeen 

(or, fifteen?) days, certain franks, [571] about two hundred men, came 

down the Tigris by water to mawsil by the command of the King of 

Kings, as if they were going to babil (Baghdad) to construct ships there 

and to go down to bosra (al-basrah), and from there by the sea of pantos 

(sea of suf?) to attack the Egyptians. And others of the franks, about 

seven hundred men, went by land; and they remained in Baghdad the 

whole winter—until their plan (or, object) was fulfilled. Now there exist 

stories about the franks in Baghdad which are worthy of remembrance, 

but in order that the sequence of our narrative may not be disturbed (or, 

become confused) we will return forthwith to our plan, and we will make 

mention of these stories later. 

And when the Kurds heard that certain franks had arrived in mawsil, 

they imagined that they had come on their account, and they abandoned the 

Citadel and scattered themselves about in the country. Then those who 

were in the Citadel, being free from the Kurds, wished to go and bring the 

inhabitants of the village of beth sayyadhe to the Citadel lest they should 

suffer any harm from the Kurds. Now, according to what is the fact, had 

they left them in the place where they were they would never have suffered 

harm. Therefore these men of the mountain, the kayajye, about two hun¬ 

dred mounted men, came down from the Citadel, and went to beth 
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sayyadhe, although it was not about them that they were anxious, but about 

their own advantage more especially. For when they came there they lent 

the horses which were under them to the ploughmen, and they came before 

them on foot. And thus they were scattered from each other, like a people 

without a head, until they arrived close to the city. Then the Kurds who 

were lying in wait and watching for them burst forth upon them, and 

although only a very few of them were killed, yet the Kurds made 

prisoners of most of them, and they looted everything which they found 

with them. 

Now when the marauders and freebooters who were in Syria heard that 

the Kurds had besieged the Citadel of ’arbil, they believed that they would 

besiege Syria at the same time, and would loot, and kill, and take prisoners, 

and carry off [spoil]. Therefore they collected about two thousand men, 

and came to the help of the Kurds. And when they arrived they could not 

find them as they expected, for not even they were able to approach the 

Citadel because of the strength and military ability of those who were inside 

it. And the Syrian marauders wishing to put them to the test told off about 

two hundred men of their number, and they approached the [572] gate of the 

Citadel, and those who were inside came down and fought with them, and 

they captured from them a certain number of horses, and they went back 

up into the Citadel. And when the marauders saw that they themselves had 

neither gained in any way nor done any good by their coming, and that up 

to that time they had not even joined up with the Kurds, they turned and 

went back by the way which they had come, men empty and foiled. These 

things took place on the third day [of the week], on the twenty-seventh day 

of the month of haziran (june). 

And in the month of tammuz (july) of this year a certain monk, who 

was an Armenian and a just man, one of those who used to go round about 

through the countries admonishing [the people] and proclaiming re¬ 

pentance, and reformation, and the confession of sins, arrived at the Citadel 

of zaid, and he remained there about a month of days. And his discourses 

pleased the Christians who were there very very much, and some young 

men were attracted by him, and they began to assemble about him in the 

night-time, and they ate, and drank, and conversed about the histories of 

the holy men and the crowning of the martyrs. And when the power of his 

utterances became reported to the Arabs, certain of them were smitten 

with envy, and they went on the night of Friday and took a dead dog and 

hung it up over the door of the Great Mosque. And when the day broke and 

the ARABS gathered together to pray, they saw that dead dog, and they 

burned with wrath. And they all with one mouth said, ‘This deed is the 

work of the Armenian monk and of those who gather together about him\ 

And they drew their swords and daggers, and they went and seized the 

wretched monk, and a few of the natives of the city who were with him. 
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For when the people had knowledge of the trick [of the dog], they fled, and 

all of them hid themselves from before the wrath of [the Arabs]. Then 

those wicked men took the monk and departed to the Monastery of 

ba'uth, and they went into the cells of the monks and carried away all their 

possessions. And they killed that poor monk there together with two or 

three natives of the city, and they returned to the city. And they also 

entered the houses of the believing Christians, and they looted everything 

which they found in their houses, and they inflicted beatings and tortures 

on many honourable men. And the city remained for about a month of 

days without buying and without selling (i.e. trade was paralysed). 

And in those days, when faraj allah, the Egyptian lawyer, who had 

some time before brought to light the treachery of the Persian scribe and 

killed him, saw that he had prospered because [573] his word had been 

accepted, he began to feel exceedingly proud of himself, and he went to the 

Camp and poured forth calumnies on taj ad-din, the son of mukhatas, 

and said, ‘He hath collected forty myriads of gold [pieces] for himself’. 

Then when the jew who was the sahib diwan heard his wordfs], he be¬ 

came proud and he said within himself, ‘If this be certain (or, true) about 

this man, how much more certain will it be concerning his brother who is 

the companion of taj ad-din! For he possesseth more power as governor 

in the countries, and his hand is more extended in taking and giving.’ 

Therefore he began to flatter faraj allah, and he showed him that this 

course of action would be injurious not only to taj ad-d!n, but that his 

brother would be hurt far more. Then the wretched faraj allah saw that 

he could neither suppress the command of that man, nor stand up against 

it, and that if he went back on his own wordfs] the Amirs of the Camp 

would condemn him and kill him. And certain men said unto him, ‘Write 

a document thyself [and say] that thou didst say what thou didst say 

through drunkenness, and that “these two persons, that is to say, taj ad-d!n 

and his companion, have [not] acted oppressively, and that they have never 

taken from any man anything unjustly”, and give it to the sahib diwan, 

and he will arrange thy business forthwith, and will save thee, and, more¬ 

over, he will make thee a companion and an associate of these [men]’. Then 

faraj allah accepted this [advice] implicitly, and he wrote the document 

in these [words] and he gave it to the sahib diwan. 

Then that treacherous jew, as soon as the document fell into his hand, 

took it and went to the King of Kings [and said], ‘What dost thou command 

in respect of the man who yesterday uttered that statement and to-day 

hath written that document?’ And the King of Kings replied, ‘In truth 

such a man as this is worthy of death’. And straightway they killed 

faraj allah there. And [the jew] also proved that he had two companions 

in mawsil who were worse than he was, and [the King of Kings] commanded 

that they also should be killed. And [he sent] hurriedly to mawsil muwayad, 
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the son of muwayad the scribe, and amir ad-din, the son of muhtaseb, a 

native of ’arbil. 
And after some days the Amir mattai, an excellent man and a great 

pillar of the Christians who were in the country of mawsil, was sent from 
the Camp to the city of si'irad to receive from them (i.e. the people) the 
customary gift of the Mongols. Now the citizens [574] were haters of the 
Christians, and they disliked the Christ-like man who ruled over them, 
and they drew their swords and daggers and attacked him in the mansion 
in which he lived, and there they killed him on the second day [of the 
week], on the thirty-first day of the month of tammuz (July) of that year. 
Then the sons of this man whose life had been taken wickedly went to the 
Camp quickly, and made manifest the impudence of the Arabs who were 
there. And the command went forth, ‘The killers shall be killed, and the 
natives of the city shall be mulcted of ten myriads of gold [dinars]'. And 
thus they came to the city and they killed seven or eight of the satraps who 
were there. 

And in the beginning of the year sixteen hundred and two [of the Greeks 
(a.d. 1291)] an accusation was brought against the Amir, a Kurd, who was 
known as sejal ad-d!n la-zakai, from the country of gazarta of kardu. 
And his case was investigated before baitmish, the strong man, and he was 
killed in the country of mawsil, both he and one of his sons. 

And in these days certain men of the ishmaelites disguised as merchants 
were sent to mawsil so that they might leap upon the Amirs and com¬ 
manders who were therein and kill them, and that a Christian and a JEW 
might no longer rule in the place. And if they could not [leap upon them] 
they were to kill them secretly and craftily. Now therefore, having arrived 
in mawsil, and alighted at one of the inns according to the custom of 
merchants, they quarrelled with each other and began to fight the one with 
the other. And a certain man who was near them and heard their quarrel 
was perplexed about the meaning of their talk, and he went quickly and 
informed the Amirs about these [men], and they sent hurriedly and ar¬ 
rested them. And when they began to torture them, one of them, an old 
man, said, ‘Ye have no need to torture us; we three men have come to kill 
you. And three other men have gone to babil to kill the jew who is there. 
And three others have gone to the Camp to kill the sahib diwan who is 
there’. Then the Amirs straightway crucified (or, impaled) these men, and 
they sent to babil and arrested easily [the three men there] and killed 
[them]. And as for those [three men] who had gone to the Camp, their 
petition was replied to, and their aim was fulfilled without toil and trouble. 

Now, observe the marvellous character of the manner in which Nature 
directeth affairs. For even if it erreth in a certain case, and exalteth a fool, 
and maketh him prosperous, and raiseth him on high, yet it is only for a 
short time. [575] Then that act is corrected very easily, and it seemeth as 

3 R 
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if Nature itself repenteth of its error, and it goeth back and bringeth low its 

high estate.1 

The behaviour of the ARABS hath [long] been made manifest in the world, 

and up to the present day no jew hath ever been raised to a position of 

exalted honour among them; and except as a tanner, or a dyer, or a tailor 

[the arab] doth not appear among the jews. But truly the honourable ones 

and the fortunate among them [exalt] the art of healing and the art of the 

scribe; but in situations in which others will not demean themselves to 

work, they will work. And at this time when the Mongols were ruling over 

these western countries, they did not honour every one who was worthy of 

honour, and they did not make those who had descended from the loins of 

kings to rule over the cities and villages which were in subjection to them. 

With the Mongols there is neither slave nor free man; neither believer nor 

pagan; neither Christian nor je w; but they regard all men as belonging to 

one and the same stock. And every one who approacheth them and offereth 

to them any of the mammon of the world, they accept it from him, and they 

entrust to him whatsoever office he seeketh, whether it be great or whether 

it be little, whether he knoweth how to administer it, or whether he doth 

not. All they demand is strenuous service and submission which is 

beyond the power [of man to render]. 

Therefore this jew triumphed in every way, and attained the greatest 

glory and honour possible in the time of ’arghon, the King of Kings, and 

he alone brought all political matters to a successful issue, and much else 

besides. To the nobles of the Camp he paid no heed, and he reduced the 

taking and giving of their hands, and he treated with contempt the principal 

Amirs and the directors of general affairs. The man who could confer a 

favour (or, benefit), or who could do harm, was never seen at the Gate of 

the Kingdom, unless perchance [he was] a jew. And through this state of 

affairs many of the jews who were on the fringes of the world gathered to¬ 

gether to him, and they all with one mouth said, ‘Verily, by means of this 

man the Lord hath raised on high the horn of redemption (or, deliverance), 

and the hope of glory for the sons of the Hebrews in their last days’. 

Therefore, when they were boasting proudly of their exaltation, and 

occupied with their power, suddenly [576] ’arghon, the King of Kings, 

perceived (i.e. was attacked by) paralysis, and he was grievously afflicted 

with the disease for a month of days. And the wretched jew was perplexed 

by his illness, and with great care he endeavoured in every way possible 

to heal him. Then the Amirs and the nobles of the Camp who despised 

the jew utterly, having lost all hope of [saving] the life of ’arghon, [be¬ 

haved] as if the jew himself, through the evil of his machinations, was the 

1 Bedjan’s note reads: It is not Nature that governeth the world, but it is governed by 

the Lord of the Worlds, in Whose government no error is found because God is the Judge; 

this one He abuseth and that one He exalteth.—Psalm lxxv. 7. 
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cause of the sickness of ’arghon. And they began to roar at the wretched 

man like lions, until ’arghon ended his life on the fourth day of the week, 

at the end of the latter kanon (January) of the year (a.d. 1291). Then 

God stirred up His wrath against the jews who were in every place. This 

sa'd al-dawlah, the sahib diwan, they killed there. And with great care 

[the Amirs and nobles] sent ambassadors into all the countries which were 

under the dominion of the Mongols, and they seized his brethren and his 

kinsfolk, and they bound them with chains, and they plundered their stores 

of food, and they took their sons, and their daughters, and their slaves, 

and their handmaidens, and their flocks and herds, and all their possessions. 

And he who was killed by them was killed, and those who were left [alive] 

returned to their original stations. The man who yesterday was an officer, 

and could bind and set free, and was arrayed in royal apparel, was to-day 

swathed in sackcloth, and had dirty discoloured hands as if he was a dyer 

and not a scribe, and a beggar going round from door to door and not an 

officer. The trials and wrath which were stirred up against the jews at 

this time neither tongue can utter nor the pen write down. 

Then in babil (Baghdad), when [the report of] the murder of this jew was 

heard, the Arabs armed themselves and went to the quarter of the jews, 

because the jews were all living together in one quarter in babil. And 

when they wanted to go in and plunder them, the jews rose up against 

them in great strength, and they fought against the Arabs, and killed and 

were killed; and they did not leave alive [any jews] to rule over them. 

‘Now,’ said they, ‘when this jew became great and exalted, he commanded 

that a palace should be built for him in Tabriz, and he buried many pots 

filled with gold and silver in the walls thereof.’ Now this [fact] only became 

known at that moment, for it was only when [the Mongols] were torturing 

them (i.e. the jews), they showed them the places where the pots were, 

and so they dug [in the walls] and brought them out, Now the whole period 

during which [577] the jew was Director and Governor was two years, 

more or less. And he was killed and his name (i.e. fame) perished, and 

because of him the jews throughout the world were hated and ill-treated. 

Kanjatu, the brother of ’Arghon 

After ’arghon, the son of ’abaka, kanjatu, his brother, who was called 

‘ernajin turjai’, ruled. Now, in the beginning of his kingdom, ’arghon, 

his brother, appointed this man to take ten thousand of the soldiers of the 

Mongols and to go and keep guard over the countries of beth rhomaye. 

And being there during the whole of the period through which ’arghon lived, 

the places (or, towns) thereabouts pleased him, and he was unwilling to go 

out from them. At length, when ’arghon, his brother, died, and all the 

princes assembled and declared that it was right for him to sit on the throne 
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of the kingdom, with difficulty and, as it were, by sheer force, did he become 

willing to sit in his brother’s place. For he was living in the countries of 

beth rhomaye in great content and absolute peacefulness, and he ate, and 

drank, and enjoyed life with the pleasant things of this world. And more 

especially when he saw that of the two kings who were his predecessors, 

whilst still in the vigour of early manhood, the thread of their lives had 

been cut off, without their having enjoyed to the full this temporary life. 

Then, [I say,] he drew back, and would not consent to sit upon the throne 

of the kingdom, and he made it his object, and his desire inclined thereto, 

to return to beth rhomaye again. And so he made a compact, and he kept 

the princes and the nobles hanging on the hope that next year, at the same 

period in the following year, he would come and rule. And he left them 

and removed to the countries of beth rhomaye. 

And when he arrived there he found the Turkoman iugaye of beth kara- 

man stretching out their hands against the MONGOLS, and plundering, and 

looting, and conquering [cities], and carrying away people into captivity. 

Then kaijatu (kanjatu) collected his armies and he went and encamped 

against the famous Citadel of tangazlu, and they took it with the sword, and 

they killed a large number of men therein. And he laid the sword upon the 

remainder of the iugaye who had fled into the villages, and he destroyed 

them utterly. 

When ’arghon, his brother, was alive, [578] Frankish ambassadors used 

to come to him from the Pope of Rome and from other kings and impress 

upon him that the Mongols should become one shoulder (i.e. stand shoulder 

to shoulder) with the franks, and go against the Egyptians and pfiaraohites 

who had waxed fat and kicked and were doing harm to the Christians and their 

towns. And ’arghon himself sent to the Pope an ambassador, rabban bar 

sawma, the Igurian monk, who had come with the Catholicus mar yahbh 

’allaha from the countries of the Great Khan, and the Pope sent with 

him compacts and assurances that they would sally forth together and 

destroy the Religion of the Arabs. But the exact opposite, however, of their 

calculations took place. When kaijatu returned from the countries of beth 

rhomaye to the mountains of great Armenia, the princes and the nobles 

of the Mongols gathered together, and they took him and seated him on the 

throne of the kingdom on the twenty-third day of the month of haziran 

(june), of the year sixteen hundred and three of the Greeks (a.d. 1292). 

Then when the Egyptians heard that ’arghon had already ended his 

life, they gathered together great armies composed of natives and foreign 

soldiers, whose number was without end. And they went and encamped 

against the great and famous city of ' akko of the franks, which is on the 

shore of the Great Sea. And they fought against it with great ferocity for 

two months. Now the franks who were inside [it], because of their pride 

and boastfulness, did not condescend to shut the gates of the city in their 
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faces at any time, neither by night nor by day. And the Frankish horsemen 

used to sally out boldly from within, and as with scythes used to mow down 

the ARABS who were outside. And it is said that more than twenty thousand 

men of the Arabs were killed at 'akko. And the franks held the city well 

and carefully until their Governor, the Great Count, was wounded by an 

arrow and died. Then those who were inside became sluggish, and those 

on the outside became exceedingly strong and prevailed. They set up about 

three hundred engines of war on the low wall which was on land, and they 

placed about one thousand miners under each tower to dig out the ground 

under it, and they threw down from the wall one or two towers .... Then 

the wretched Brethren and the rest of the nobles began to go into the strong 

buildings (or, monasteries) and they continued to fight. 

And when they (i.e. the Egyptians) [579] had taken the poor city, they 

began to coax those who were in the buildings to come out, saying that no 

man should harm them, and that they could go down into the sea (i.e. em¬ 

bark in ships), and go whithersoever they pleased with their wives, and 

their sons and their daughters, but that they must not take any of their 

possessions with them. And immediately they (i.e. the Brethren) opened 

the gates the Arabs went into them to keep watch over the goods [and 

money] which were in the buildings, so that they might not take any of 

them away. Now they (i.e. the Arabs) saw these sons and daughters with 

faces like moons for beauty, and they laid [their] hands upon them. But 

the franks could not endure [this], and they drew their swords and daggers 

and they fell upon each other, and an endless number of men were killed 

on both sides. And [the Arabs] laid waste the fine prosperous city, and they 

did not leave to the franks on the shore of the Great Sea a place whereon to 

lay their heads. These things took place in the month of nisan (april), in the 

year which is the year sixteen hundred and three [of the Greeks (a.d. 1292)]. 

And again the innumerable hosts of pharaoh were gathered together, 

and they came and encamped against kal'ah rhomaita, which is on the 

Euphrates. And this also they took in a period of twenty days, and they 

killed, and spoiled, and looted, and made prisoners of sons and daughters 

innumerable. And they took the Armenian Catholicus, and all the monks 

who were found with him, and they carried him with honour to Jerusalem 

on the Sabbath, the twenty-eighth day of the month of haziran (June) of 

that year, and behold there he still is. And others say that he is not, but 

that they crucified (or, impaled) him, and that they hung upon iron [stakes] 

those who were with him and carried [them] to Egypt. And up to the 

present the history of him is uncertain. It is, however, quite true that he 

ended his days as a prisoner in Damascus in misery. And the Armenians 

regard this as a sure fact, [for] they selected a suitable man and appointed 

him Catholicus in the place of the other man, and they made a throne for 

him in sis of cilicia. 
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Now kaijatu being ruler, and the kingdom of the House of maghogh being 

established for him, occupied himself with nothing except riotous living, 

and amusement and debauchery. He had no thought for anything else ex¬ 

cept the things which were necessary for kings, and which they were bound 

to have, and how he could get possession of the sons and daughters of the 

nobles and have carnal intercourse with them. And he would wanton with 

them without shame and without modesty. And very many chaste women 

among the wives of the nobles fled from him, and others [580] removed their 

sons and their daughters, and sent them away to remote districts. But they 

were unable to save themselves from his hands, or to escape from the 

shameful acts which he committed with them. And when he had led this 

blameworthy manner of life for nearly four years, more or less, and he had 

polluted himself with the mire of wanton desire of this kind, and he had 

amused himself with the lusts of the body which do not bring profit, he 

was hated with a very great hatred by all those who held the reins of his 

kingdom. 

And in the year fifteen hundred and five [of the Greeks (a.d. 1294)], 

the month of tammuz (july), there was present with him one of the sons of 

his uncles who was called ‘baidu’, and he had a son whose appearance was 

handsome. And whilst they were sitting at a wine-feast, and were eating, 

and drinking, and making merry, kaijatu abused baidu openly, and baidu 

also abused him, and accused him of being the son of a whore. Then 

straightway kaijatu was filled with a boiling rage, and he cried out to those 

who were round about him, and ordered them to drag baidu outside the 

Camp and stab him to death. Now this was a thing which had never 

entered the mind of baidu, and he never expected that kaijatu would do a 

thing of this kind, even though he had greatly offended [him]. And seizing 

baidu they laid their hands upon him, and treated him with contempt in an 

immoderate fashion. And they dragged him out and carried him away and 

set him down in a small tent, and they thought that they were to kill him. 

But kaijatu, having slept for an hour, sent a message concerning baidu 

to the nobles and told them to go and reprimand baidu for the vulgar way 

in which he had behaved, and for the disgraceful act in which he had 

belched forth revilings (or, curses) on the King of Kings. Then he (i.e. 

baidu) cunningly, as if by way of a joke, jeered at these [nobles], and said 

that he ‘neither understood nor knew what they were talking about’. And 

‘Where was kaijatu?’ And ‘Bring wine to drink’. And ‘What happened 

then?’ And ‘How did he come to that little tent?’ And with speeches 

similar to these he confounded [his] hearers, and he made many to hold the 

view that what was not true was even as that which was. 

And kaijatu also was easily coaxed and deceived, and he was exceedingly 

sorry for the blows which he had made baidu to suffer. And he strove in 

every way possible to pacify [581] his mind, and he said, ‘baidu hath been 
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ill-treated’. And after baidu had slept for a further period, kaijatu again 

sent his nobles to ask him ‘if he knew what he had said in his drunken 

bout’. And baidu denied [that he did] even more strongly, saying that even 

if he were beaten with stripes he could neither know nor even imagine [what 

he had said]. And with subtlety he made the nobles swear whether their 

stories were true or whether they were simply playing a game with him. 

And when they repeated before him the full story of what had taken place 

between him and kaijatu he was seized with great wonder and said, ‘There 

is nothing comparable to the debt which I owe kaijatu, otherwise how is 

it that he did not forthwith hack me limb from limb?’ 

And when kaijatu heard these things his mind was placated absolutely. 

And he himself went in to baidu, and he embraced him, and kissed him, 

and took him and went to the Camp. And he had royal apparel brought 

and arrayed him therein. And kaijatu made himself out to be an offender, 

and a doer of evil deeds, and one guilty of death, and in his drunken fits 

he would groan and say as tears ran down his face, ‘I did not know that I 

was sinning. Therefore, if I sinned it was without knowledge. I offended 

thee unwittingly. I entreat thee to feed thy dogs on my flesh without pity’. 

And kaijatu added to his love for him. And he bestowed upon him very 

many incomparable gifts. And to speak briefly, in these two or three days 

he bestowed on baidu wellnigh forty myriads [of dinars]—gold, and silver, 

and apparel of gold brocade, and a priceless cloak, and belts inlaid with 

jacinths and [other] precious stones, and riding horses (stallions), and mules, 

and pack-horses, kaijatu, however, was rebuked by all the members of 

his household, who said unto him, ‘It was not right that the honour of this 

man should be belittled, neither was it right for this man to be treated 

wholly with contempt, and handed over to inhuman beings who dragged 

him along by his hair, and beat him, and scourged him. Now that which 

hath happened hath happened. Gifts will not benefit, and amusing stories 

will not bring pleasantness. But it is right to keep a watch on him forthwith 

in every way possible, whatever the path may be.’ And others said, ‘It is 

right to remove him out of the way, for otherwise great tribulations will 

arise through him’. Others said, ‘No, but it is right that he should be yoked 

under service, [582] and that he should be kept in bondage for the whole 

period of his life, so that his hand can never be stretched out to kill or to 

commit any injury’. 

Now kaijatu, because of the peculiar propensities which he possessed 

and which cannot be praised, was overcome by lascivious desire, and his 

mind wandered about on all sides, and his understanding was distracted. 

And he was drawn on so far as to say to baidu, ‘I want thy son to live with 

me, and to be with me in my service, and to be to me a friend and a com¬ 

panion’. And baidu as one who was absolutely obedient, and was in cheer¬ 

ful subjection, accepted this [proposal] joyfully, and he commanded that 
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some one should be sent quickly that he might fetch his son. But kaijatu 

said, ‘No. Rise thou up and go quickly to the members of thy household, 

before the report of the strife which hath taken place between me and thee 

can reach them and these servants of thine, or they will be perturbed. And 

as soon as thou arrivest there send thy son to come to me.’ And baitu said, 

‘The command of thee shall be [obeyed]’. 

And he went forth from the Camp like a bird from the snare, and he 

looked behind him, and travelled each day the distance of four ordinary 

days’ journey, until he came to his house. And he did not tarry there, but 

he made his son ready and sent him to kaijatu, but he himself set out for the 

mountains of hamadan, as if he was going a-hunting. And from there he 

sent an ambassador to Kazan, the son of ’arghon, weeping and complain¬ 

ing, and he showed him everything which had come upon him. Now 

kaijatu knew nothing at all about this, but he was occupied with [abomin¬ 

able] affairs, and an immeasurable liberality of hand (i.e. extravagance). 

And by ill luck there was present before him the chief of the lawyers, that 

is the sahib divvan, a Persian, whose name was sadr ad-din. And this 

man also was so extravagant that in a very short space of time he exhausted 

the treasures of the kingdom of kaijatu. And he began to borrow and he 

spent, until at length there remained nothing, so that not even one sheep 

could be killed for the food of kaijatu. 

Now a certain jew, whose name was rashid ad-dawlah, had been ap¬ 

pointed to prepare food which was suitable for kaijatu, of every kind 

which might be demanded, and wheresoever it might be demanded. And 

thus this jew stood up strongly in this matter, and he spent a large sum of 

his own money, and he bought myriads of sheep and oxen, and he appointed 

butchers and cooks, [583] and he was ready in a most wonderful fashion on 

the condition that in every month of days silver (or, money) should be col¬ 

lected for the sahib diwan, because the treasury was empty, and it was 

destitute of money, and not even the smallest [coin] was to be found therein. 

And he wrote letters and sent [them] to the [various] countries, but the jew 

was unable to collect anything. And thus the whole of his possessions came 

to an end, and as he was unable to stand in (i.e. continue) a work such as 

he was doing, he left and fled. And though exactions (i.e. taxings) were 

frequent, the sahib ad-diwan was worried, and he was hard pressed to fulfil 

and to complete the frequent gifts of the King of Kings. Now since all the 

money which was collected in the whole of the dominion of the Mongols 

was insufficient for the liberality of the sahib d!wan, how was it possible 

for him to provide for the liberality of kaijatu ? Then he began to think 

out vain imaginings—that he would make new money; but as his hand 

could not lay hands on the gold and silver he rejected them. And he pro¬ 

mulgated a royal command that men should no longer use gold and silver. 

And he made slips of paper from papyrus which could be written upon, and 
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he stamped them with a mark in red, and he wrote [on them] and showed 

which was for one dinar, and which for two, or three, or four, or five 

[dinars], and so on up to ten dinars. And lie called them *Shdw\ And the 

heralds proclaimed throughout the city, ‘Whosoever buyeth and selleth, 

and taketh and giveth without [using] S/idzu shall die the death. And who¬ 

soever hath in his hand silver, and doth not carry it to the offices of the 

Government to be stamped therein with [the word] Slidzu, and giveth it up 

and taketh [in exchange] Shaw shall die the death.’ And thus men remained 

in a state of great tribulation and indescribable difficulty for a space of two 

months. 

And Tabriz, which was the royal city of the Mongols, remained like a 

desolate ruin. Men fled therefrom and dispersed themselves about the 

country, and only a very few people were seen in the streets (or, bazars). 

After the prosperity which [Tabriz had enjoyed] words are not able to 

describe the famine, and scarcity, and hardship which arose therein. For 

men would not consent to use the contemptible slips of paper, and they 

clung to the use of money. And the people cried out against the sahib 

diwan until at length they hurled insults and abuse at him when they were 

face to face with him. And they made him to hear jeers and scoffs, [584] 

and they would not submit to be convinced and to hear his word. And he 

remained stupefied and astonished; to go back on his word (or, to withdraw 

it) would bring ignominy upon him, and to carry out his will he was unable. 

And there was not a single maker of verses who did not gibe at this act, and 

not a single singing man who did not string together poems and ditties and 

admirable verses [about it]. And being urged by those inside [the city] and 

those outside [it], the sahib diwan issued another royal command, saying, 

‘Every man according to his wish and according to his inclination. If he 

wisheth for the Shaw let him use it, and if he wisheth silver [let him use it], 

d’here is no compulsion for any man.’ And the King of Kings also said, 

‘We wish you to have a comfortable existence, and a quiet life, and an 

abundance of good things, and moreover, we do not wish that everything 

which a man hath to give should be taken from him. But let every man use, 

according to what [his] need is for goods (i.e. flocks and herds) and equip¬ 

ment (or, furniture). In the twinkling of an eye let the slips of paper by 

thousands and by tens of thousands be sunk in the sea and done away. 

And now let every man who is not pleased [with them] know that we do 

put pressure on any man.’ And there was great joy in every country 

and city, and the roads were opened [again], for during these two months 

the merchants could not trade, and the roads were cut, and the khans (i.e. 

inns) were closed, and buying and selling ceased. 

And the year sixteen hundred and six of the Greeks (a.d. 1295) having 

begun, baidu went back to winter in the country of dakCikah, according to 

his wont, pondering on the cruelty of kaijatu to him. And he entered into 

3 s 
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a secret compact with the captains of thousands of the Mongols who were 

near him, and he surrounded himself with soldiers. And he came in person 

to the country of mawsil, and he seized the captain of the soldiers there and 

killed him. And he also sent and killed the man who held a similar post in 

BAGHDAD. 

And when the other great nobles of the Mongols saw that baidu had 

been bold enough to do a deed of this kind, they submitted to him without 

difficulty. They gathered together about him gladly, and sent ambassadors 

to kazan announcing their agreement, and they said, ‘kaijatu hath departed 

from the path of the Mongols, and hath despised our father chingiz khan. 

And by his reprehensible and riotous life and his unmeasured liberality (i.e. 

extravagance) he hath wasted the treasures of the kingdom. His care is only 

for the lustful amusements of the world, and not for the government of the 

kingdom in which we live. T herefore the nobles, and the sons, and the 

daughters, and the wives, and the brides (or, daughters-in-law) have agreed 

together to cast him out of the way, [585] for his species is useless to the 

kingdom, and they intend to seat thee upon the throne of the kingdom of 

the House of maghogh.’ 

Then Kazan sent and said to baidu, ‘Thou art a great man in Israel, and 

each of us together with all of us (i.e. individually and collectively) agree 

with thee, and we will bring ourselves back under thy governance. What¬ 

soever thou knowest to be fitting, and right, and beneficial, that do. but 

the houses of our kingdom must abide uninjured and unshaken. And it is 

meet that the man who shall be chosen shall not devote himself to luxury, 

and to eating and drinking, and to extravagant feasts and dainty meats, and 

to giving lavish gifts which should not by right [be given]; nay, he must 

protect his kingdom carefully; and he must think continually how he can 

meet his enemies in battle, for a kingdom is better protected by wisdom 

than by tens of thousands of fighting men.’ 
Then the nobles, and the princes, and the captains of ten thousands of 

the Mongols, being assured that Kazan and baidu were friends, and were 

with one consent and one desire treating each other lovingly, and were hold¬ 

ing converse by means of ambassadors; and it being evident that their Law 

gave by right the throne of the kingdom to Kazan after kaija'iu, and that 

baidu was striving for them to set Kazan on the throne of the kingdom, 

they all submitted themselves willingly to baidu. And they turned their 

faces from kaijatu, he being unconscious [of it], for he had no knowledge 

of what was being done in the world; but he led a soft and very indolent 

life of enjoyment of the luxuries of the world, until at length he stood 

revealed, both to those inside and those outside, as an impostor. 

Then he woke up as from slumber, and he sent an ambassador to the 

north, ordering the troops [stationed] there to ride forth and to seize baidu. 

And when the ambassador arrived in the northern quarter, that is to say in 
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the country of diar bakr, he discovered that all the troops there were joined 

to baidu, and that they were ready to go and engage kaijatu in battle. And 

the ambassador left and fled back as from pollution, and he went and in¬ 

formed kaijatu of the intention of those troops. And as soon as kaijatu 

heard these things, he thought that baidu was about to flee, and that he 

would go to Kazan. And he sent soldiers and closed the roads and passes 

of khorasan, and he made tajir, the great captain, to ride out with ten 

thousand men, and he sent him [586] to head off baidu from crossing the 

mountains of shaiiarzur. 

A few days later he also made his father-in-law, a man whose name was 

’akboka, to ride out with another ten thousand, so that he himself might 

take another ten thousand and go and engage baidu in battle. And whilst 

he was still in the neighbourhood of Tabriz, in a place which is called 

‘’aughan’, tajir and ’akboka arrived with the twice ten thousand men who 

were with them at the skirts of the mountains of shaiiarzur, on the eastern 

side. And baidu himself was, together with his men, on the skirts of the 

mountain on the western side. And he sent an ambassador secretly to tajir, 

saying, ‘I myself am burning with the fire of zeal for the kingdom of the 

House of maghogh, and I am striving to uproot kaijatu from the power of 

his personal qualities, which cannot be praised, more especially because I 

hear that he hath not left to you wives, and sons, and daughters whom he 

hath not debauched. Therefore it is right that all of us should unite and 

remove him from the midst (i.e. scene), and should set Kazan on the throne 

of the kingdom, and we all together must reduce kaijatu to subjection.’ 

Then tajir accepted this [proposal] gladly, and joined to him without 

difficulty. And straightway he sent [an ambassador] and said unto ’akboka, 

T am with baidu, and 1 agree with him, and I am ready to go with him; 

what is thy intention?’ Now because ’akboka was the father-in-law of 

kaijatu, this did not please him, and he was sad and troubled. And he 

made up his mind that during the night he would take the ten thousand 

men who were with him and go back to kaijatu. 

And when the day broke tajir rode out as if he were going to baidu. 

’akboka thought that he was about to attack him, and he left and fled, and a 

few of the ten thousand who were with him accompanied him. And with 

quick marches he came to kaijatu, and reported to him what had happened. 

Then terror fell upon kaijatu and he did not know what he was doing. 

He sent and called the captain of the thousands who wTere with him, and 

whose name w7as ‘brim’ (’ibrahim?), and he said unto him, ‘Behold, I see 

that my troops are divided against me. Thou therefore, who art strong and 

strenuous, remain [with me], and be not doubtful.’ 

And he brought forth apparel and dressed himself therein, [587] and he 

mounted his horse intending [to go] to his camp, where his wives and 

families and household were; and he left the pavilions and the tents standing. 
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And before he had gone the distance of a bow-shot brim struck and looted 

the tents of kaijatu, and pursued him. And because before these things 

happened kaijatu himself had sent demanding [the presence of] the cap¬ 

tain of another ten thousand, who was in the country of the iberians, and 

whose name was dukal, this man arrived from the region which was in the 

neighbourhood of the camp of kaijatu. And he found there tumults, and 

quarrellings, and dissensions, and bodies of soldiers fighting each other, 

and looters and plunderers without end. And kaijatu arrived immediately, 

with four or five persons, and brim (braim ?) pursued him—now it hap¬ 

pened that dukal was in front of him—and they captured him and killed 

him, on the fifth day of the month of ’adhar (march), in the year sixteen 

hundred and six of the Greeks (a.d. 1295), without the knowledge of baidu. 

Now baidu was not inclined to destroy kaijatu, but only to seize him 

and shut him up in one of the fortresses. Through the nobles having joined 

forces with him, and the soldiery agreeing with him, baidu had sent an 

ambassador to take kaijatu and bring him to him. When the ambassador 

arrived he found that kaijatu had already been put to death, and he left 

and came back empty. And thus all the nobles, and the sons, and the 

daughters, and the sons-in-law, and the brides urged each other to 

submission and obedience to baidu. And the greater number of the nobles 

being in one mind with him, he sent an ambassador to Kazan [telling him] 

to come and not to delay. And because Kazan himself was quartered a long 

way off, and it was still the time of winter, and the roads were destitute of 

grass and provender, Kazan and the troops who were with him journeyed 

with difficulty to the region [where] baidu [was]. Then those who were 

gathered together about baidu, seeing that Kazan was hampered and could 

not arrive quickly, began to flatter baidu, saying, ‘The kingdom is suitable 

for thee. And Kazan is a young man, and his years are few, and he is not 

equal to governing the kingdom of beth maghogh. And if thou with- 

drawest thyself, and dost hand over the whole administration to Kazan, the 

race of the MONGOLS will end in destruction.’ 

Then was baidu led into error by the flatterers, and he became proud 

and magnified himself, and he would not [588] wait any longer for Kazan. 

But he sent and had brought the great throne which was in Tabriz, that 

same throne on which ’abaka, and ’argeion, and the kings who rose up 

after them, had sat, and he planted it in the neighbourhood of ’aughan, and 

he went up and sat upon it, and he imagined that henceforth his kingdom 

was assured. 

And after they had remained there a few days, being occupied in eating 

and drinking, they removed towards siahkuh, and there the sons, and the 

daughters, and the brethren, and the cousins, and the captains of the hosts, 

and all the nobles of the Mongols, were gathered together in friendly inter¬ 

course. And then baidu began to deal with them with complete humble- 
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ness of mind, and he delivered over to each brother and to each nephew a 

certain district, on the condition that they should eat the whole of the pro¬ 

duce of that district, and that if there was anything left over they should 

send it to him, and that if they lacked anything they were to send to him 

and take what was sufficient for their subsistence. And thus all the [princes] 

and the nobles parted from him with joy, and pleasure, and gladness, and 

thanking God for the peace and friendship which had sprung up among the 

soldiers and among all the nobles of the MONGOLS. 

Now when kAzan arrived near siahkuh, he became aware that baidu had 

seized the kingdom for himself, and that he had sac upon the throne of the 

kingdom unlawfully. And he became hot with anger, and he lamented 

bitterly, and was very very much grieved that the toil, and the trouble, and 

the exhaustion of the long journey which had come upon him and upon 

the troops who were with him, appeared to be absolutely useless (or, empty) 

and fruitless. And in blaming baidu he would say, ‘Why ever did he sum¬ 

mon me? And having summoned me, why ever did he not wait until 1 
came to him ? And did he sit on the throne with my consent ?’ Now baidu 

was confident that he could pacify the mind of Kazan by humbleness of 

mind and lavish gifts, even though he had to hand over to him the whole of 

khorasan, and shiraz, and BAHRAIN, and kerman, and to give him all the 

camps of ’arghon his father, leaving not even one of them for himself, and 

to deliver up to him horses, and cattle, and herds of horses, and goods, 

and flocks and herds, so that Kazan might take them and go back to 

KHORASAN. 

Then Kazan arrived in the neighbourhood of kungurulan (kungur 

'aulan), and there remained between him [589] and the place where baidu 

was [the distance] of one day’s journey. He took counsel with the captain 

of the company of the soldiers who were with him (a man of war who had 

gained experience in many fights, and whose name was nawruz, the son 

ol ’arghon ’aka) as to how they were to go by night and capture baidu 

suddenly and unawares. Thus they did, but the issue of the work was not 

in accordance with their thought. For whilst they were riding during the 

night, and were pressing forward on their journey with the utmost strenu¬ 

ousness, the cataracts of heaven were broken, and floods and torrents of 

rain descended, and there were lightnings, and thunders, and winds and 

hurricanes, the like of which had never been seen [before] in the world. 

They began to wander off the road, and they became separated and scattered, 

and they did not know where they were going, or how to go on, they took 

the wrong roads, every man riding straight ahead, and they wandered about 

in the desert confusedly until the day broke. Then they saw their position 

and knew that they were in the neighbourhood of those [soldiers] who were 

attached to the company of baidu. They were unable to engage in a fight 

with them because of the wet condition, and the exhaustion, and the 
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weariness of each and every soldier, besides the general disorganized state 

of the troop; and they remained dazed and stupefied. 

Then terror, and fear, and trembling fell upon baidu and those who were 

with him, and they mounted their horses and went forth to engage Kazan 

in battle. Then Kazan, seeing that there was no occasion (or, room) for a 

fight, alighted from his horse; and when baidu saw him do this he also 

alighted from his horse. And they drew nigh to each other and embraced, 

each of them feeling ashamed before his companion because of the thing 

which he had done, baidu, because of the blameworthy haste with which 

he had hurried, and because he had not waited for Kazan ; and Kazan, be¬ 

cause he had come in a hidden and secret manner to capture baidu. And 

according to what is certain, but for the rains, and the lightnings, and the 

thunders which impeded Kazan’s troops, the whole company of baidO 

would have been left to complete annihilation, for in the night not even one 

man could have escaped [from Kazan’s attack], and they all would have been 

destroyed by the edge of the sword. 

Now, therefore, having made friends, they began to discuss the matter 
with each other, and to assign blame to each other. Kazan himself exhibited 
a fine submission, together with praiseworthy discretion and wisdom, which 
it is absolutely necessary for kings to employ. He proved that he was 
reconciled to baidu, and he agreed with everything which was said to him 
[by him]. And they swore oaths to each other that [590] neither of them 
would quarrel with or abuse the other, but that with one consent, and one 
will, the two of them would live in love, and peace, and quietness. And 
when baidu wished to bring Kazan to his camp to eat, and drink, and be 
happy together, and to rejoice in the peace which had been made between 
them, Kazan said, ‘We have exhausted ourselves greatly during this night. 
Let us reverse our actions a little, and alight from our horses, and rest our¬ 
selves, and then in the morning we will meet together again in one place.’ 

Then, in his simplicity, baidu accepted Kazan’s proposal, and consented 
to his desire. And Kazan, having parted from baidu and gone back, did not 
alight from his horse, but he began to ride from the evening of that day and 
he rode all night, looking behind him, and wondering how he could save 
himself from the hands of baidu. And when baidu reached his camp, he 
began to prepare meats and lavish gifts of every kind. And he did not rest, 
and he neither lay down nor slept, but he passed the whole night in 
thoughts as to how and by what means he could pacify the mind of Kazan, 

so that there might be no cause at all of offence [left in it]. And as soon as 
ever the day broke he sent nobles to go and salute Kazan, and to inquire of 
him concerning the exhaustion and fatigue which had attacked him. And 
having gone a distance of a parasang, or two, or three, or four, none of 
them found any man at all upon that road and nothing except perhaps 
foundered horses which had been left there; and some of them were lying 
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as if they were dead. And so the nobles left and came back and informed 
j 

baidu. Then baidu felt certain in his mind that Kazan was offended, and 

was not inclined for a reconciliation, and that he had not gone back, and 

that he would make himself strong and would return and again attack 

baidu. And great fear came upon him, and terror not a little. And he sent 

[and commanded that] all the nobles and their companies of troops should 

gather together in all haste, and stand up against the violent onset of 

Kazan, when he came back to attack him. 

And Kazan and nawruz the great general (i.e. general-in-chief) took 

counsel together, and they made a plan that they would send and pacify the 

mind of baidu, and prevent him from enrolling the soldiers and peoples of 

Kazan. For if baidu was to be pressing in collecting armies, he could 

collect many tens of thousands, and Kazan would be unable to stand [591] 

before him. And they must make him content because the men who were 

with him (i.e. Kazan’s own men) were already tired and exhausted, and their 

horses were emaciated and weak through shortage of food. For the plains 

of those regions are destitute of grass, and the districts [about the cities] 

are a waste, and neither hay for the horses nor food for men can be 

found. And through these excuses, and others which were like unto them, 

nawruz undertook to go back in person to baidu, and by some means or 

other to coax him neither to put himself in motion nor to stir, but to be quiet 

and gracious in respect of Kazan. 

And when nawruz came to baidu he received him with great honour, 

and he revealed all his secrets to him. At length nawruz said unto baidu, 

‘If thou dost not put thy trust in Kazan, and thy mind is not pacified in 

respect of him, I myself will go and will send thee his head on a platter’, 

although at the same time he was scheming in every way possible how to 

save himself and to get back to Kazan in peace (i.e. safety). Then baidu 

rejoiced and was glad, and he danced about and exulted, saying, ‘If thou 

art able to do this I will hand over to thee the administration of all the 

offices of my kingdom’. And he presented to him lavish gifts, and he put 

myriads of gold [coins] in his hands, and he wrote a Patent (i.e. authority) 

that he was to take another ten thousand from the city of kazwin, and set 

him free to depart. And when he went to Kazan, they began to wonder, 

and to be seized with amazement at the simplicity with which nawruz had 

thrown himself into the hands of baidu, and how baidu himself, with even 

greater simplicity had allowed him to live. 

And behold, from this moment they began to make ready for war, and 

they collected armies. And nawruz in person undertook the direction of 

the bands of soldiers, and the gathering of them together from every 

quarter. And he sent Kazan and a few men to the mountains of mazin- 

daran to hunt there, and the bodies of troops which were collected in 

another quarter, and he remained by himself in one place with his house- 
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hold. Then baidu was perplexed, [wishing] to know, ‘Where were Kazan 

and nawruz ? With what are they occupying themselves ? Have they the 

intention to have war or not?’ And he sent messengers unto them very 

frequently, and he schemed to spy upon [them] and to discover their 

astuteness. And so when the ambassadors [592] of bajdu came to nawruz, 

and tried their utmost to meet Kazan in person, and to hold discourse with 

him, mouth to mouth, nawruz would say to them, ‘What benefit can ye gain 

in meeting a simple young man who never knoweth anything or under- 

standeth anything ? And behold, he is tramping about in the mountains 

and hills, and the only thing that he careth about is the chase. But if it 

be absolutely necessary for you to see him, behold there are men with me, 

and go ye to him.’ And so the ambassadors of baidu took those men of his, 

and they marched with them by the desert road, and straying from the 

[right] road, and losing their way, and wandering about they went from 

village to village, and from city to city. 

And after many days which [they spent] in bringing them to Kazan, at 

the beginning of his meeting with them he complained about baidu, saying, 

‘Where are the promises which he made to me ? And where are the camps, 

and the women, and the concubines of my father which he promised to send 

to me that I might take [them] and go from this place ? If it be that he thus 

goeth back on his oaths, let him inform me [of it], so that I may leave and 

go back to khorasan.’ And when the ambassadors returned to baidu they 

swore and denied, saying, ‘There is absolutely no gathering [of troops], 

and Kazan careth nothing about engaging [in battle], but he is waiting for 

thee to send what thou didst promise him that he may take [them] and go 

back to his own place’. 

Then with simplicity baidu consented to send to Kazan more than the 

things which he had promised to send to him, but the astute men who were 

with him did not agree with him. ‘For’, they said, ‘there is treachery to the 

fore, and his intention towards thee is not straight. And he is not fighting 

to take the camps of his father, but to prevail over them and attack thee; 

for he would go with tens of thousands of natives and foreigners, and horses, 

and possessions which are carried away from thee.’ 

And after a little Kazan sent again to baidu, saying, ‘Make haste, send 

me armies, for enemies from the east, who are on the banks of [the river] 

gihon, are meditating the crossing over into the quarter of khorasan, 

and very many rebels have made themselves visible in these quarters'. 

And the astute and experienced men also who were with baidu pondered 

upon these crafty words and proposals. And so when Kazan saw that this 

proposal was not coming [593] into being, he sent to baidu and said, 

‘There is no need for armies; thou shalt send no man’, thus putting away 

from him this wicked suspicion. 

Then baidu relaxed somewhat, and he looked upon the shadow as if it 
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was the substance, and after the manner of a small child he deceived 

himself with these machinations, and wiles, and cunning tricks. [The idea 

of] strife, and battle, and war he drove away from him, and he began to 

find pleasure in eating, that is to say drinking, only. He was wholly un¬ 

conquered by lust and lasciviousness, and his mind was never led captive 

by any strange woman except his wives. And he never wished to gratify his 

lust in the Sodomite fashion like his predecessor, [that is to say kaijatu]. 

But he conducted himself with understanding, and a well-ordered mind, 

a praiseworthy humbleness of disposition. And he received and honoured 

the men of high position, and the learned, and the monks and ascetics who 

were there, whatever the community to which they belonged might be; and 

he made men rich with gifts, and he made men splendid with royal apparel. 

And because he had been acquainted for long years with the despoena (P),1 

the daughter of the king of the creeks, who was the wife of ’abaka, he was 

favourably disposed towards the Christians, and for a certain number of 

years he made a church and a beater of the board2 to march with his camp, 

moreover he boldly gave himself the name of ‘Christian’. 

And because at this time the Mongols, both the nobles and the inferior 

folk in their entirety, had become hagarenes (i.e. Muslims), and had already 

been circumcised, and had been well instructed in ablutions, and prayers, 

and the special customs and observances of the Muslims, since it was 

pleasing to them baidu himself became a Muslim, and all the nobles of his 

kingdom rejoiced exceedingly. But he was unable to withdraw himself 

from converse with the Christians, and besides them he never consented 

to trust any man whatsoever in all the affairs of the administration of [his] 

kingdom. And behold because of this he began to be hampered by two 

barriers. To the Christians he used to say, ‘I am a Christian’, and he hung 

a cross on his neck. To the Muslims he showed that he was a Muslim, but 

he was never able to learn the ablutions and the fasts. And whenever the 

headmen of their Faith were present with him, and they stood up to prayer, 

baidu used to send his son to pray with them, and in this way [594] he 

pacified their minds and cooled their wrath. But it was not hidden from 

the Arabs that he inclined towards the side of the Christians and that he 

leaned [on them]. And for about five months with such contradictory 

policies as these he ruled his kingdom. 

And when the believing, and just, and righteous king hitam (ii ?)of cilicia 

heard that baidu had triumphed, and that the kingdom of the MONGOLS was 

established for him, and that he was a friend of the Christians, and inclined 

to them more than to the other Faiths (or, Religions), he desired greatly to 

come to his service (i.e. to pay homage to him), and to meet him in person, 

and to put on a sure footing many matters between baidu and himself. 

1 i.e. Mary, the daughter of Michael Palaeologus. 

2 The board was struck by a sacrist and served as a bell. 
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And having set out from his own country he remained on the road nearly 

two months. And his arrival in the neighbourhood of siAHKUH happened 

[at the same time as] the arrival of the great Amir nawruz, with the troops 

who were with him, to capture baidu. 

Now, because baidu was entirely engrossed with his own affairs he 

sent and said to the Armenian king hitam (ii) through an ambassador, 

‘Turn back to maragha, and rest there for a little until I am at peace and 

return to the Camp, and then I will send and fetch thee’. And hitam did 

so. And having arrived in maragha he sat down there for about ten days, 

more or less. But baidu fled from before nawruz the great general, and 

so the King of Kings, Kazan, came, and he went and encamped on tella 

’aukama, which was near diahkhurkan. And straightway king hitam 

made ready and went to his service (or, to do homage), and he presented 

to him great gifts. And the King of Kings said unto him, ‘Thou hast come 

to visit baidu and not us’. And king hitam replied, ‘I am bound to show 

subjection to all the seed of chingiz khan, and I come to pay homage to 

whosoever is established on the throne’. Then the King of Kings welcomed 

him warmly, and he arrayed him in royal apparel. And he commanded 

that a Patent should be written for him, [595] and that all his petitions 

should be fulfilled. 

Now inasmuch as some time before this the command had gone forth 

that the churches should be destroyed, hitam begged from the King of 

Kings that the churches should not be destroyed, because they were the 

dwellings of God, and also houses of prayer. And so the King of Kings 

commanded that [the churches] should not be destroyed, and he wrote a 

Patent and gave it to an ambassador, [ordering] that the churches must by 

no means be destroyed, but that only the houses of images were to be over¬ 

thrown, and that they should be henceforth mosques and colleges for the 

ARABS. And thus through this believing king many churches were freed 

from the destroyer. And this king went forth from the Camp with a happy 

heart, and gladness and rejoicing, on the first day of the week, on the ninth 

day of the month of the first teshrin (October) in this year, which is the 

year sixteen hundred and seven of the Greeks (= a.d. 1295 •)• 

Immediately, suddenly and unexpectedly, nawruz and his troops burst 

upon baidu at a place which is called kungur ’aulan. But baidu was un¬ 

able to make a stand even for a single hour before the King of Kings, 

Kazan, and to engage in battle with him and oppose him. And he quickly 

turned his back and fled before him on the Sabbath day, on the twenty-fifth 

(or, twenty-fourth) day of the month of ilul (September), in the year sixteen 

hundred and six of the Greeks (a.d. 1295). And nawruz pursued him and 

overtook him, and he put him to death on the fifth day [of the week] of the 

ninth day of the month of the first teshrin (October), of the year sixteen 

hundred and seven (a.d. 1296). And he issued a command that the churches, 
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and the houses of images, and the synagogues of the jews should be de¬ 

stroyed, and that the priests [of the images] and the chief priests should be 

treated with ignominy, and that tribute and taxes should be imposed upon 

them. And no Christian was to be seen [in the streets] unless he had a 

girdle round his loins, and no jew was to be seen [in the streets] unless he 

had a mark on his head. 

And in those days the foreign peoples stretched out their hands to 

Tabriz, and they destroyed all the churches which were there, and there 

was great sorrow among the Christians in all the world. The persecutions, 

and disgrace, and mockings, and ignominy which the Christians suffered at 

this time, especially in baghdAd, words cannot describe. Behold, according 

to what people say, ‘No Christian dared to appear in the streets (or, market), 

but the women went out and came in and bought and sold, because they 

could not be distinguished from the Arab women, and could not be 

identified [596] as Christians, though those who were recognized as Chris¬ 

tians were disgraced, and slapped, and beaten and mocked. And behold, 

all the Christians who were in these regions were tortured with punishment 

of this kind; I would not say abandoned by God. And whilst they were 

being driven hither and thither, and were being worn out by tempestuous 

storms, the enemies of righteousness were jeering at them, and saying to 

them, ‘Where is your God ? Let us see if you have a helper or one who can 

redeem and deliver [you].’ Now this persecution had not dominion over 

our people alone, but also over the JEWS, and it was twice as fierce, many 

times over, on the priests who were worshippers of idols. And this after 

the honour to which they had been promoted by the Mongol kings, and 

which was so great that one-half of the money which was gathered together 

in the treasury of the kingdom had been given to them, and it had been 

expended (?) on the work of images of gold and silver. And a very large 

number of the pagan priests, because of the way in which they were per¬ 

secuted, became Muslims. 

And subsequently there went forth a command from the King of Kings 

and Yarlike (i.e. Edicts) were written to all the countries, and Mongol 

messengers were sent to ever}7 country and town to destroy the churches and 

to loot the monasteries. And wheresoever the messengers went and found 

Christians who rose up before them to render them service, and to give them 

gifts, they were less severe and were more lenient. For they were far more 

anxious to collect money than to destroy the churches, according to what 

happened in the city of arbela. For when the officers arrived there they 

remained twenty days, and they expected that some one of the Christians 

would approach [them] and undertake [to bring] a certain amount of 

gold, and would manifest towards them open-handedness in return for 

sparing the churches which were there so that they might not be damaged; 

but no man approached [them]. And the Metropolitan himself who was 
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there could not support the weight (i.e. burden) of his churches, and no 

other man took upon himself the care of the churches, but every man looked 

carefully after the management of his own individual house. Therefore 

there was given straightway an opportunity to the pagans, and they laid 

[their] hands on the three splendid churches which were there, and they 

destroyed them utterly, down to the very foundations. These things 

took place [597] on the fourth day of the week, on the twenty-eighth day of 

the month of the latter teshrin (November) in that year. 

Now when [the ninevites] heard of the calamity which had taken place 

there, they were terrified and were exceedingly afraid. And when the nobles 

and the officers [of the Mongols] passed over into the region of mawsil, 

certain men who loved works [connected with] the holy churches, and 

who made themselves responsible for the troubles [which assailed them], 

approached them, and undertook [to give] much gold. And because they 

did not possess any of the mammon of the world, they laid [their] hands on 

the equipment and furnishing of the churches, and they did not leave 

untaken a cross, or an eikon, or a censer, or a Book of the Gospels which 

was mounted (or, inlaid) with gold. And when this was not sufficient, they 

made the believers who were in the towns and villages subscribe a certain 

amount of money. And they collected nearly fifteen thousand dinars, and 

they weighed them (i.e. paid) against the destruction of the churches, and 

the tribute of the Christians. And by the help of God not one church was 

damaged. 

And in these days a certain tribe of Mongols, who were called ’awirataye, 

were wintering round about the Monastery of mar mattai, and it happened 

that they had a complaint against the King of Kings. And messengers came 

from him to them, uttering curses and threats, because in the days when 

Baidu reigned, those ’awirataye had laid their hands on certain Turkomans 

and taken from them sheep and cattle, and herds of horses, and stallions, 

and mules, and camels without number. And after the kingdom of baidu 

had come to an end and Kazan was ruling, the command went forth that 

the Turkomans should take it all back again from the ’awirataye, and every 

one who resisted and would not obey was to die the death. And because 

the great number of these possessions had come to an end, and nothing at 

all of them remained with the ’awirataye, they suffered great tribulation, 

and they were treated with contempt by the ambassadors and by the 

Turkomans. [And] [598] they leaped upon the ambassador and upon the 

Turkomans and killed them. And they took their families and everything 

which they were able to carry, and they fled to Syria—a body of ten 

thousand soldiers and fighting men. These things took place on the third 

day [of the week], on the twenty-ninth (or, nineteenth) day of the month 

of the first kanon (January), in the year sixteen hundred and seven of the 

GREEKS (a.D. 1296). 
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Now in this year never a man of the cruel spoilers of Syria came forth 

to this eastern quarter, because the blood of those who were oppressed and 

the cry of the poor was heard before God. And justice was stirred up against 

them, that justice which watcheth times, and it wrought disasters on them 

by means of the famine and the pestilence which came upon their countries, 

especially in Egypt. For they say that Alexandria was entirely emptied of 

[its] population. And since this story was not transmitted to us accurately, 

we do not enlarge our speech concerning the exciting rumours which [come] 

from the peoples, but that they occupy themselves with them in respect of 

famine and pestilence there is no doubt whatsoever. Moreover, as to how, 

and where, and when, and at what time we are not certain about to this day. 

In1 the year sixteen hundred and eight of the Greeks (a.d. 1297), during 

the twenty days in the month of haziran (june), on the second day of the 

week, in the morning,f ala ad-din, who was called the son of jAja, captured 

the city of ’amid ; he had with him a strong force of ARABS who were gathered 

together from the countries of Syria. And ’amid went forth into bitter 

captivity; they took prisoners twelve thousand persons, and many believers 

were killed. And after they had made Saint mar Gregory of that city 

suffer beatings they killed him. And they dared to loot the great church of 

the Mother of God, and they burnt it with fire. And its buildings were 

destroyed, and its beautiful and wonderful porticoes and pillars were 

overthrown; and through the intensity of the conflagration and the 

fierceness of the flames it was reduced to a mere heap of stones. The fire 

continued to smoulder in it for a month. And these things took place be¬ 

cause the citizens of ’amid had rebelled against the lord of mardin, malik 

as-salih. And it was he who sent to this man whom we have mentioned 

above to come to Syria. And he came and he brought with him about 

twelve thousand [599] horsemen. And there was in the city a certain Amir 

whose name was 'alAm ad-din, and he opened the gates of the city before 

them, and brought them in without any man being conscious of the fact. 

But he himself brought them in, and he sallied forth and went to the lord 

of mardin, and they made themselves masters of the city together and de¬ 

stroyed it. They came to a man, and he and his wife and his children 

were sleeping together. And straightway they woke them up, and the 

man they killed, and the woman and the children they took prisoners. 

1 The following paragraph is only found in an Oxford Codex (Bodl. I). 
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Alexander, King of Syria, 43 

Alexander, priest of Shamrin, 39 

Alexander Ptolemy, 44 

Alexander, son of Leo, 151 

Alexander the Aphrodisite, 54 

Alexander, the Epitome of, 147 

Alexander, Era of, 40 

Alexandra Selina, 45 

Alexandria, 44, 52, 69, 75, 76, 87, 

95. 98, 131. i79. 29!. 293> 295- 

311. 3I2> 327> 4!4> 455°9; 
taken by Tatars, 51 

Alexandria, Library of, 41 

Alexandrians, 131 

Alexis Comeninus, 227, 228, 243, 

248 

'All, the Great, 154, 262, 300, 302 

'All Bahadur, 425, 426-7, 433, 443 

'All bar-Abu Talib, 99 

'All bar Yahyah, 145 

‘All, a general, 124 

‘All Kujk, 317 

'All of Bukhara, 186 

5*5 
'All, a rebel and impostor, 147, 148 

'All, son of 'Abbas, a physician, 176 

'All, the builder, 118 

'Ali, the Kurd, 244 

'All ad-Din (Kheram Shah), 331 

’Alibwas, 21 

’Aliman, 334 

’Alimanaye (Germans), 333, 391 

’Alinakh Nawin, 470, 471 

’Alinas, 290 

’Alis, 288 

Alix, 309, 312 

’Aljatai Nawin, 44, 391 
’Alji Khatun, 479 

'Alkami, 430 

'Alkin, 373 

Allemagne, 274 

’Almaligh, 368 

’Almilon, King of Sethites, 4 

Alms of the Arabs, 92 

Almsgiving a duty, 5 

’Alohim (’Elohimj, 3 

’Alon, 16 

’Aloros, King of the Sethites, 4 

’Alosina, 53 

’Alparos, 4 

Alphabet of Eunomius, 12 

Alphabet, the Mongol, 354 

’Alpi, 462, 463, 468, 469, 471 

’Alpidi, Patrician of Sicily, 119, 121 

’Alshatai, 411 

Althaea ficifolia, 6 

’Alton Khan, 393 ; suicide of, 397 

’Altuntash, 249 

'Alyajak Nawin, 442 

’Alyanakh, 470 

’Alyogabala, 55 

Amalek, 13, 19 

'Amalik, 13 

'Amanu’il, 132, 138, 140 

'Amaos, 408 

'Amar Kubha, 420 

'Amar, a rebel, 127 

'Amar, son of Harun ar-Rashid, 

123 
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Amasia, 405, 406 

Amaury, Sire, 286 

Ambrose, Bishop, 65 

Amedia, 140 

Amen op his, 12 

’Amid, 57, 71, 86, 166, 168, 171, 

174, 202, 216, 219, 228, 230,254, 

255,261,265,287,292,314,359, 

361,375»377>396> 399> 400> 40I> 
^406, 412, 421, 425, 468, 480, 509 

’Amid, Library of, containing 

140,000 volumes, 315 

’Amin, brother of Mamon, 126 

’Amin, son of Harun ar-Rashid, 123 

’Amin ad-Dawlah abu al-Karam 

Sa'id, murder of, 385, 386 

’Amin ad-Dawlah, physician, 289 

'Aminadabh, 17 

’Amir (?), 442 

’Amir ad-Din, 489 

’Amir fAli, 388 

’Amjad 'Abbas, 373 

’Amjad, Malik of B'elbak, 394 

'Amkabad, 399, 475 

’Ammanon, King of the Sethites, 4 

Ammon, 20, 28 

'Ammon, 11 

Ammonites, 16, 23 

Amon, Mount, 84 

Amoninus, Bishop, 105 

’Amonpathis, Pharaoh, 12 

'Amora, 7 

’Amdri, Sir (Sire), 286, 293, 294, 

3°3 
Amorites, 6, 20 

'Amos, 22 

’Amosya, 22 

’Amozinus, 105 

’Ampesis, King of the Sethites, 4 

’Ampolon, 65 

'Amran, 12 

'Amri, 21 

’Amron, 322 

'Amudha, 275, 381 

'Amula, 107 

’Amurin, 97, 107, 111, 136, 138, 218 

’An-Nasir, Malik, 416, 418 

’Anabibazon, 473 

Ananias, 25, 29 

Anastasiopolis, 73 

Anastasius, Emperor, 70, 72 

Anastasius, 106 

Anastus, son of Andrea, 104 

'Anath, 15 

Anatolians, hi 

Anaxagoras, 34 

’Anaz, 238 

’Anazarba, 122, 142, 167, 275, 285, 

449> 462 
'Anbasah, 143 

Ancestors summoned by spells, no 

Ancyra, 89, 122, 136, 253,293,360, 

4°7> 4J3 
’Andalos, 131 

Andrea, 100, 101, 104 

Andrea ’Estaphriki, 151 

Andromachus, a physician, 39 

Andronicus, 15, 16, 27, 34, 40, 49; 

a general, 280 

Andronicus of Constantinople, 319 

Andronicus of Tarsos, 280, 287 

’Angabad, 404 

Angel in form of a shepherd, 66 

Angina pectoris, 145, 225, 286 

’Anglitar (Angleterre), 334 

'Angur, 408 

’Angurak Nawin, 425 

’Ani, a city, 216, 286, 303 

Anianus, 3, 13, 15, 16, 19, 25, 39, 40 

’Anias, 16 

Animals (dogs, lions, panthers), 

killed, 147 

’Anitos, 37 

Ankle bones bored through, a tor¬ 

ture, 199 

’Ankura, 122, 293 

’Anosh, calls on the Name of God, 3 

’Anpror (Emperor), 39 

’Ansar, 91 

’Antalya, 362, 369, 413 
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Antarados, Antaradus, 227, 229, 238 

’Antartos, 328 

’Antiakh, 171 

Antidote, 39, 198 

Antigonus, 44 

Antioch, 42, 44, 50, 52, 54, 57, 59, 

61, 7°. 73- 74- 75. 78- 8o> 84- 85, 
86, 87, 93, 94, 95, 104, 125, 128, 

139. i67> 17°. I71- !72> t73> !79> 
180, 181, 191, 193, 218, 222, 226, 

227, 229, 231, 233, 234, 235, 237, 

242, 243, 245, 248, 249, 253, 255, 

257, 264, 268, 272, 275, 276, 280, 

283, 284, 285, 287, 288, 289, 298, 

3°°, 310, 311, 317, 321,328,329, 

33°>334>34°>34L 343,344,37°, 
371, 445, 449 5 building of city of, 
40; high priesthood of, 2; taken 

by Egypt, 448; monstrosity born 

in, 63 

Antioch of Mygdonia (Nisibis), 60 

Antiochians, 171 

Antiochus, 39 

Antiochus Agrippa, 44 

Antiochus Epiphanes, 42 

Antiochus Eupator, 42, 43 

Antiochus acclaimed as ‘God’, 41 

Antiochus Kudikos, 44 

Antiochus Siditos, 44 

Antiochus Soter, 40 

Antiochus the ‘Great’, 41 

'Antiochya, 20 

xAntipater, 45 

Antipater Tetrarch, 48 

’Antipatos, 49 

Antipatrus, 49 

Antoninus, Marcus Aurelius, 

Caesar from Alyogala, 55 

Antony and Cleopatra, 46 

Anus, arrow-head in, 458 

’Anushtakin, 199 

’Anyanos, 3 

’Aodhoranbos, 4 

'Aoghul (’Aojul) Ghanmish (Jan- 

mish) Khatun, 416, 417 

517 
’Aonos, the shepherd, King of the 

Sethites, 4 

’Aotyartis, King of the Sethites, 4 

Apamea, ’Apamia, 6, 57, 71,73, 74, 

78, 126, 179, 275, 285, 349 

’Apapos, Shepherd King, the patron 

of Joseph,11 

’Apcalis, 34 

’Apdasyab, first king of the Huns, 

232 

’Aphrem, Mar, co, 60, 213 

’Aphrim, Mar, 8 

Aphrodisite, the, 54 

Aphrodite, 183 

’Apintos, 9 

’Apiphanyos, 8 

’Apiphentos, 9 

Apollo, 16; temple of at Ascalon, 45 

Apollonius, a magician, 52 

! Apologies, the, of Aristides and 

Quadratus, 53 

Apologies of the Christians, the 

three, 280 

’Apolon, 16 

Apostles, the Twelve, 150; temple 

of the, 85 

Apparel of Baghdad, the black, 212 

Apparel of Egypt, the white, 212 

’Apshin, a general, 136, 218, 220 

Apsimaros, called Tiberius, 104,105 

Aquarius, sign of the Zodiac, 473 

Aqueduct in Jerusalem, 24, 48 

Aquileia, 55 

'Arab, Malik, 251,252 

'Arab ’Arslan, 243 

'Araban, 242, 313 

Arabdom, 114, 133, 209 

Arabia, 7, 12,75-93 

Arabic Language, use of in public 

documents decreed, 106 

’Arabisos, 83 

Arabs, 24, 46, 54, 67, 73, 74, 79, 

83, and see passim 

Arabs, Books of, 2; change in 

manner of life, 156; Faith (Reli- 
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Arabs (cont.) 

gion) cf described, 90-3; chris¬ 

tianized, 63 ; Kings of the, 2,89 ff.; 

mutilated and tortured by the 

Franks, 230 

Arabs, the Egyptian, 453 ; of Patara, 

.23 
’Arach, 8 

’Aram, 11 

’Aran, 20 

’Aras river, 216 

’Arba', 106 

’Arba'in Fast (Forty days Fast of 

Lent), 168 

’Arban, 312 

Arbela (’Arbil, Irbil), 241, 365, 507 

’Arbil, 10, 239, 240, 253, 293, 217, 

333. 344. 359- 366. 372, 374. 399. 
402, 404, 431,440, 441,448, 449, 

45i. 455. 456- 462. 475- 48o> 48i> 
485, 486, 487, 489 

’Arbisos, 117 

Arbugastes, 65 

Arcadius, 65; the Well of, 66 

Archelaus, 48, 55 

Archimandrites, 284 

’Ardahin (’Ardahan), 383 

’Ardashir, 34, 55, 56, 62, 64, 90, 95 

’Ardu of Maiperkat, 437 

Areopagus, 15 

Ares, 61 

’Argania, 69 

’Arghon, Mongol Prince, 411, 470, 

471.477. 478- 479. 496, 5°°. 501 J 
is paralysed, 490, 491 

’Arghon ’Aka, 501 

’Argish, 178,219,220,361,364,455 

’Argubatos, 65 

Ariadne, daughter of Leo, 68 

Arian, 64 

'Arid, 412 

Arid Algash, 399 

’Arigh Bogha, 439 

’Arigh Boka, 398, 418 

’Aris, a King, 11 

’Aris (Mars), 188, 225, 320 

'Arish, 131, 254 

’Aristakis, 218 

Aristides, 53 

Aristobulus, 45 

Aristobulus, son of Herod the 

Slayer of the children, 49 

Aristobulus, son of Hyrcanus, 46 

Aristobulus, son of Jonathan, 44 

Aristophanes, 34 

Aristotle, 35, 36, 37, 54, 196, 452; 

his works translated into Arabic 

and Syriac, 203 ; his doctrine, 366 

Arithmetic (Indian), 197 

Ark, the, of Noah, 6 

Ark of the Covenant, 17; taken to 

the Tabernacle, 19; hidden by 

Jeremiah, 26 

'Arka, 235, 245, 266, 267, 285, 465 

’Arkelais, 55 

’Arkestia (’Argish), 219, 254 

’Arman of ’Arba', 113 

’Arman Shah, 303, 367 

’Armanayo, 85 

’Armaniko, 100, 112 

’Armatis, 69, 70 

’Armenaye (Armenians), 41 

Armenia, 7, 47, 67, 71,73, 237, 258, 

288,321,379,405,458 

Armenia, Great, 45, 435, 459, 492 

Armenia, Little, 307 

Armenians, 6, 58, 72, 218, 224, 228, 

229, 237, 246, 250, 251, 261, 270, 

273, 275, 280, 281, 282, 283, 285, 

287,292,296,303,321,326,344, 

37°.375>379>38o> 38i> 389> 4C0> 
402, 407, 410, 446, 448, 449, 450, 

452> 454> 456> 457> 46i> 464> 465> 

471 . 
Armenians, Catholicus of, 246 

Armenians, 668th year of Era of, 375 

’Armnaye, 391 

’Armonis, 9 

’Armopolis, 12 

Army, the Tatar, 354 
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Arnaldus, 317 

’Arnat, 330; killed by Saladin, 324 

’Arnat, Prayns, 317, 322, 324 

'Arnebha, 39 

'Arnish, Mountain of, 246 

’Arnon, 330 

’Ar'o (Reu), 7, 8 

’Arodh, the Canaanite, 9 

’Arodhaye, 6 

’Arok, brother of Boka, 402, 478, 

479, 480 

’Arpachshar, 6 

’Arpazadh, 9 

Arphaxad, 6 

’Arran, 371 

Arrows, weapons of Arabs, 325 

Arrows, use of in divination, 103 

’Arsanyas, 270 

Arsenius, 287 

Arsenius, Patriarch of Nineveh, 

427, 428 

’Arshach, 37 

’Arshak, 41 

’Arshakaye, 41 

’Arsham, 37 

’Arshmishat, 403 

’Arsis, 36 

’Arslan, son of Saljuk, 196 

’Arslan Toghmish, 268, 270 

’Arslan Shah, son of Tughrel, 282 

’Arslan, ’Amir of Mawsil, 243 

’Arslan Khatun (Queen), 209, 214 

’Arsuph, 336, 340 

Art of signs (alphabet), 12 

Artabanus, 34 

’Artabas, 14; son-in-law of Leo, no 

’Artah, 218 

'Artamonis, Epistle of, 12 

Artaxerxes, 35; II (?), 35 

Artaxerxes, Ochus, 35 

Artaxerxes, the Governor, 35 

Artaxerxes, Longimanus, 34 

’Artuk, 227, 230, 247, 249, 270, 310, 

313, 317; his daughter pleads 

with Saladin, 318 

’Arvad, 98 

Arvadites, 6 

’Aryoch, 34 

’Arzan, 67, 103, 162, 166, 371 

’Arzan ar-Rum, 71, 113, 139, 207, 

3S°» 36i> 375- 395. 396, 4°5> 4°6 
’Arzengan, 204, 393, 394, 407, 412, 

4:9> 455. 473 
’Arzon, 73 

’Arzonites, 74 

’Asa, 21 

’Asad, Khalifah of Egypt, 293, 294 

’Asad ad-Din Shirkuh, 272, 279, 

288, 289, 290, 346, 364,414 

’Asaph, writer on Nimrod’s crown, 

8 
’Asaph, the scribe, 9 

Ascalon, 45, 112, 194, 236, 244, 278, 

280,282,307,325,337,338,339, 

340, 379; taken by Franks, 281 

Ascension, the, 53, 54; day of, 442 

Ascetic, a slave of Karatai, 413 

’Asclepiadis, 12 

Aseolus, Bishop, 64 

’Asfar of Ras 'Ain, 205 

Ashdod,23 

’Asher, a governor, 7 

’Ashkirash, 112 

’Ashmut, 419, 434, 456, 459, 462 

’Ashoma, 254 

Ashraf 'Isa, Malik, 359, 361, 363, 

373* 377> 378> 389> 39L 392> 394> 
396,402, 414, 436 

’Ashraf, Malik, son of Malik Ghazi, 

434 
’Ashraf Sharaf ad-Din, Musa, 351, 

373 
'Ashtoreth, 21 

'Asi river, 179 

Asia, 7, 9, 39, 74, 107; John of, 1 

Asia, Greater, 39, 40 

’Asklabe, ’Asklabhe, 7, 76, 104, 

192 

’Asklabhaye, 163 

’Asklabhone, 83, 84 
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’Asklabhunya, 84 

’Asklaipidis, 5 

’Asklaipyadis, 5, 6 

Asklepiades, 36 

’Asotos, 23 

’As-Salih, son of Kamil, 414 

’As-Salih, Malik, of Mardin, 509 

Asses expelled, 61 

Assyria, 7, 9, 83, 104, 112, 411, 

451,454,463,465,467,472 

Assyrians, 6, 23, 24, 25; 185,000 

killed, 24 

Astrolabe, 154 

Astrologers, 151, 152; foretell a 

flood which did not come, 233 

Astrology, 7, 117, 154 

Astronomers predict hcibub and 

flood, 320 

Astronomy, 54, 116; invention of, 5 

Astyages, 26 

’Asviros, 35 

’Aswan, 112, 134, 189, 414 

’Asya, Monastery of, 425, 426 

Asylum of the Muslims, 206 

’Atabag, 253, 268, 269, 272, 292, 

344.348.352.369.374.385. 4h; 

expelled, 245 

’Atabag of Beth Rhomaye, 467 

’Atabag of Sultan of Melitene, 244 

’Atabag Zangi, 318 

’Atalya, 400 

’Atanos, a physician, 57 

Athaliah, sister of Ahab, 22 

Athanasius bar-Gumaye, 104, 105 

Athanasius, Greek Patriarch, 289 

Athanasius, Mar, 275 

Athanasius, a physician, 57 

’Athanopyos, 9 

Athenians, 37 

Athens, 15, 29, 52, 60, 120; the city 

of burnt, 34 

Athletes, the Forty, 56 

'Athni’el, 15 

’Athor, 7, 83, ii2, 115, 141, 213, 

411,43r,437, 44° 

’Atis, 138 

’Atrophilos, 144 

’Aughan, 499, 500 

Auguries, 116 

Augusta, Queen, 83 

Augusta (Constantinople), 60 

Augustus Antoninus, Caesar, 45, 46, 

47.81 

Augustus (Monomachus), 207 

Augustus, month of, 47 

’Aukhatai, 382, 390, 391, 393 

’Aurdjar, 390 

Aurelian Caesar, 56 

’Auronkos, Pharaoh, 9 

Aurora Borealis, 70 

’Austaddar, 298 

’Autakin Tuman, 353 

’Autkin, 391, 393, 411 

Autocrator, 55 

Autocrator (Julian), 61 

Autocrator (Pompey), 45 

Avicenna, 196, 197 

’Awgin, 65 

’Awhad Najm ad-Din ’Ayub Malik, 

363, 364 

'Awira, 380 

'Awirataye, ’Awirathaye, 353, 419, 

464,508 

’Awkatai, 353 

’Ayas, 446, 450, 453,465 

’Ayaz, lord of Mardin, 238, 239, 247 

’Ayub, brother of Saladin, 346 

'Az ad-Din Mas'ud, 252 

Azarias, 25 

'Azarya, 22, 24 

fAzaz, 277, 306, 307 

'Azaz’il of Samosata, 57 

’Azgha, a gate of Baghdad, 264 

'Aziz, Khalifah of Egypt, 177, 179 

'Aziz Malik, 344, 345, 346, 391; 

died, 347 

'Aziz Malik, son of Nasir, 434 

'Aziz Malik, son of Saladin, 320 

'Aziz Malik of Aleppo, 402 

'Aziz Muhammad, 369 
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f Aziz, nephew of'Abd al-Malik, 104 

'Aziz 'Othman, 373 

'Azra, 34 

Baal, his temple destroyed, 22; bones 

of his prophets burnt, 25 

Ba'albak, 59, 101, 112, 174 

Baanis, 94 

Baba, the Turkoman, 405 

Ba'badan, 183 

Babak, 95 

Bab al-’Azaj, 264 

Babek, a cattle keeper, 132, 135, 136 

Babel, Babil (Baghdad), 429 

Babhel, Babhil (Babylon), 8, 9, 23 

Babhlaye (Babylonicus, Baghdadis), 

399>404 
Babhula, 276 

Babhulon of Egypt (Fustat), 9 

Babil, 7, 8, 99, 437, 467, 472, 478, 

486, 489, 491 

Baboons, 134 

Babylon, 23, 24, 26, 33, 35, 39, 45, 

109, 112, 115, 148, 177, 254 

Babylonia of Egypt, 95 

Babylonians, 29, 33, 164, 404 

Bacchus, martyr, 55, 57 

Bacchus, Mar, his bones carried off, 

74 _ 
Bactriana, 7 

Badr ad-Din, 373, 374, 375, 377, 

378. 379. 4°2. 435- 437 
Badr ad-Din Lulu, 367, 371, 372; 

buys ’Arbil, 431 

Badr ad-Din of Mawsil, 397 f., 420, 

421, 433, 467 

Badrinos, 73 

Badu,52 

Ba'elbak, 296 

Bagha, 453 

Baghdad, 114, 115, 118, 122, 124, 

127,128,129,130,133,135,139, 
142,145,146,147,149,152,155, 
156,157,161,167,174,179,200, 

2H, 238, 250, 253, 256, 262, 282, 

52 I 

28S. 3°S> 328, 361, 388, 396, 402, 

4°4> 4°9> 426. 433> 434. 436> 442. 

448, 449. 45°. 451.465> 467> 474. 
478, 484. 485. 48b, 498, 507; 
founded, 114; attacked by the 

Tatars, 410; Bridge of, 126; east 

side destroyed, 209; destructive 

Hoods in, 134, 175, 224, 404; 

partly destroyed by Saladin, 336; 

scarcity and famines in, 162, 172; 

second Bridge of, 389; taken by 

Tughrel Bag, 208; taken by the 

Mongol HCilabu, 429 

Baghduin, 236 

Baghras, 235, 296,329, 336,343,344 

Bagi, sister of the Khan, 419 

Bagruh, 79 

Baha ad-Dawlah, a general, 178 

Baha ad-Din, 332, 412, 414 

Baha ad-Din Bungush, 399 

Baha ad-Din of ’Arbil, 475 

Baha ad-Din Tarjan, 44 

Bahgai, 266 

Bahrain (Bahren), 85, 87, 130, 501 ; 

the sea of, 133 

Bahruz, 262 

Baibarz, the Younger, 439 

Baidar, 411 

Baidu, 494, 495, 497, 498, 499, 500, 

5°i, 502, 503, 504, 505, 506, 508 

Baimond, 235 ; died, 453 ; with title 

Pray ns, 370 

Bairamiz, 403, 406 

Bairut, Bairuth (Berut), 175, 325 

Baishan, 369, 434, 437, 480 

Baitmish, 480, 482, 487 

Baju Nawin, 424, 425, 426, 429, 430 

Bakrat bar-’Ashut, 142 

Balaban, 362, 363 

Baladh, 202, 210, 240, 297, 317, 374 

Balai, Mar, 213 

Balak of Bula, 248, 249, 250, 251, 

261 

Balan, 383 

Balanash,, 127 

3 x 
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Balance (Libra of the Zodiac), 320 

Balani, 127 

Balash, 70, 129, 194, 242, 243, 249, 

435 
Balduinus, 236 

Baldwin, 236 

Balka, 109, 392 

Balkh, 124, 196, 267 

Balkos, 15 

Balls, games with, 263 

Balsam, oil of, 184 

Balshuyah, 352 

Balut, Monastery of, 448 

Baluta tree, 59 

Ba'luth, 20 

Bamaraye, 125 

Banaphshah, 299 

Banias, 369 

Banners, the Three Purple, 212 

Banquet of Bokht Isho' described, 

H3 f- 
Banyas, 289, 373 

Baptism of Christ, 47 

Baptistery in Edessa, 105 

Bar 'Addas, 182 

Bar 'Atara, 309 

Bar Dairaita, 234 

Bar Danishmand, 236, 243, 296 

Bar Duri of Tekrit, 433 

Bar 'Ebhraya, 1 

Bar Gabbara, 258 

Bar Gagai, 213 

Bar Gumaye, 104 

Bar Hadadh, 22 

Bar Haitam, 189 

Bar Hamdan, 167 

Bar Hubal, 367 

Bar 'Isan, astronomer, 233 

Bar Karaman, 461 

Bar Kawkebha, 53 

Bar Kawtah, 456 

Bar Kawti, 481 

Bar Khatir, 456, 459 

Bar Kipa, 181 

Bar Kurar, 429 

Bar Lashin, 332 

Bar Marna, 55 

Bar Marwan, 205, 206, 210, 228 

Bar Mashtub, 340, 370, 375, 377 

Bar Mitran, 329 

Bar Mukadam, 342 

Bar Munked, 235, 244 

Bar Musak, 240 

Bar Nisan Rishana, 314 

Bar Rashid, 148 

Bar Rebab, 168 

Bar Salaya, Sahib of ’Arbil, 431 

Bar Salia, 84 

Bar Samsamah, 181 

Bar Sanhirib, 223 

Bar Sanjel, 245 

Bar Sawma, Mar, 276, 278; Church 

of, 296, 410, 446; Monastery of, 

217, 250, 270, 405, 420, 435-50; 

miracle wrought by his right 

hand, 257 

Bar Sawma of Sis, 379 

Bar Sawma, Rabban, 492 

Bar Sawma Safi, 475 

Bar Sawma, son of ’Andrios, 427 

Bar Sayfah, 298 

Bar Shaharzuri, a judge, 241, 250 

Bar-Shehab ad-Din, 326 

Bar Shekan, 471 

Bar Shibal of Edessa, 192 

Bar Sina (Avicenna), 197 

Bar Tahir, 130, 131 

Bar 'Utair of Edessa, 192 

Bar Wad'an, 240 

Bar Watab, 193, 194, 198 

Bar Yunes (Yunis), 440, 443, 444 

Bar Zaiath, 174 

Bar Zebalak, 440 

Bar Zubayr, 103 

Barak, 15 

Baraka, 391 

Barakah, 398 

Barakath, 445 

Baram, princess, 93 

Bar'ama, 420 
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Barbara, Mart, Church of, 392 

Barbarians, 60, 64, 65, 67, 114; take 

Rome, 75 

Barbarossa, 332 

Barda'ah, 163 

Bardu, 52, 463 

Bargawan, 180, 182 

Barin, 379 

Barkah, 462 

Barkajati, 398 

Barkashaur, 391 

Barley, scarcity of, 167, 176, 205 

Barsanos, Pharaoh, 9 

Barteli, 375, 440; wonderful eggs 

laid in, 474, 475 

Basari, 461 

Basaronos, 9 

Basasiri, 210, 213, 214, 215 

Ba'sha, 21; of Dailom, 167 

Bashinut, 419 

Bashir, no, 138 

Bashnawaye Kurds, 271 

Bashu Nawin, 424 

Basil, a lawyer, 427 

Basil, Baron, 380 

Basil, brother of Armenian Catho- 

licus, 261 

Basil, King of the Rhomaye, 146, 

149 
Basil, King of the Rhomaye, 175, 

178, 179, 180, 191 

Basil Khoj, 237, 246 

Basil, Mar, of Edessa, 270, 273 

Basil of Hawa, 234 

Basil of Melitene, 237 

Basil, St., 8 

Basil, son of Theophanis, 173 

Basil the Great, 6 

Basilides, the Gnostic, 52 

Basilios of Karshena, 138 

Basiliscus, 69, 70 

Basilius, Metropolitan of Edessa, 

269 

Basra, 139, 149, 183, 251, 254 

Basrah, 149 

Bastam, in 

Bastinado, 182 

Bath, the private, 390 

Baths prohibited to women, 186 

Bathsheba, 19 

Bathu, 391 

Batnan, 74 

Battering ram, 71 

Batu, 398, 411,416, 417 

Ba'uth, Monastery of, 488 

Bawazigh, 253, 394 

Bawinna, 49 

Baymond, 272 

Bazar, women in prohibited, 186 

Bazmish, 240, 241, 243 

Beard of Julian, 61 

Beard, singing of the, 170 

Bearer of God, Church of the, 296 

Beast with ten horns, 39 

Bedewi, 258 

Bedjan, general warning by, 3 

Bedlis, 434 

Bees, 409 

Beetles eaten, 185 

Behnam, Mar, the martyr, 167 

Beja, the, 143 

Bel, idol of, 33 

Belakerne, 152 

Belas, 425 

B'elbak, 59, 174, 273, 279, 289, 304, 

308. 349.394. 436 
Belisarius, 74 

Bell-ringers, 158; ringing of stopped, 

J°9> 253> 3°9>310 
Bells, 143, 184, 258; on horns of ox, 

128 

Belshazzar, 30 

Belts on shoulders, 393 

Beltshasar, 30 

Belus, 9, 10, 11 

Bfelzebhubh, 216 

Ben Hadad, 22 

Benai of Gumaye, 119 

Beroa, Beroea, built, 40, 86 

Beroghlu, 341 
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Berut, 76, 175, 325, 328, 340, 346 

Beshcr (Bashar), 146 

Beth 'Arbaye (fArbhaye), 83, 377, 

359. 483 
Beth ’Ardaharz, 279 

Beth 'Ashika, 440 

Beth 'Asluka, 440 

Beth ’Ayub, 394 

Beth Biilash, 74, 78, 128 

Beth Brilu, 246 

Beth Din, 15 

Beth Gawye, 408 

Beth Gumaye, 116 

Beth Hawran, 20 

Beth Hesne, 246, 277 

Beth Kanya, 266 

Beth Karaman, 492 

Beth Kenaya, 246 

Beth Khalat, 361 

Beth Kudida (Kudidath), the nun- 

neryof, 441,477 

Beth Maghogh, 500 

Beth Man'im, 475 

Beth Nahrin, 52, 55, 57, 59, 70, 74, 

75. I04, 1 !5> Hi. 231, 252, 295, 

3°2, 3I2> 3I3» 3H. 321, 35°, 36°. 
364. 372> 373. 375. 396, 40I> 4°3. 
4°6, 431. 435. 478; pestilence in, 
IO9 

Beth Parsaye, 368 

Beth Rhomaye, 351, 361, 372, 375, 

389. 391. 395. 401.4°3. 4°5. 4°6, 
4°7. 411. 412. 4l8> 4J9. 42°> 429. 
431- 434. 445. 446, 449. 45°. 454, 
456- 457, 467, 476, 49492 

Beth Rishe, 475 

Beth Sahraye, 374, 441, 482 

Beth Sasan, 55, 303; end of Persian 

kingdom, 94 

Beth Sayyadhe, 486, 487 

Beth Takshur, 454 

Beth Thoma, 306 

Beth Togerma, 195 

Beth Wan, 395 

Beth Wazik, 210, 253, 319, 394 

Beth Yaktan, 9 

Beth Zabar, Monastery of, 266 

Beth Zabiraye, 125 

Bethel, 20, 236 

Bethlehem, 47, 48 

Beth uma, 15 

Bhakurtos, 6 

Bhasipolis, 106 

Bhinan, 48 

Bhulbala, 8 

Bible translated into Arabic by a 

Nestorian, 203 

Bighu,196 

Bihram, 433, 449 

Bihram, Baron, 380 

Bihram of Hamadan, 466 

Bihram Shah, 330 

Bile, black, 386 

Bilos, 9, 10, 11 

Birah on the Euphrates, 270, 277, 

326, 450, 454, 465, 468 

Birah, Bridge at, 435 

Birds, mechanical, 156 

Riroa, 400, 461 

Bisari, 462 

Bish Baiigh, 368, 412 

Bishar of Zaid, the centenarian, 456, 

457 
Bithynia, 15, 24, 425, 426 

Bizah, 370 

Black Apparel of Baghdad, 75, 86 

Black Mountain, 101, 249 

Black Stone brought back to Mecca, 

165,189 

Black wind (i.e. habub, desert sand¬ 

storm), 230 

Blacks (Nubians), 301 

Bleeding by the physician, 302 

Bliha, 73 

Blind man, murder of by the blind, 

361,362 

Blinding of captives, 292 

Blindness of Tobit, 24 

Blood from the earth at Wasit, 

283 
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Board used as bell, 505 

Board-beaters = bell-ringers, 505 

Bodin, 137 

Bo'dwin I (Baldwin), 241, 242, 245 

Bo'dwin II, 249, 250, 251, 257, 258, 

267 

Bo'dwin III (?), 268, 273 

Bo'dwin IV (?), 303, 308 

Bo'dwin V (?), 320, 322, 428, 429 

Boemundus, 235 

Bogha, 142 

Bogha, governor of Baghdad, 445 

Boghos turned Muslim, 265 

Bohaimond, 251, 253, 255, 275 

Bohaimond Prayns, 289, 311, 330 

Bohaimond, death of, 453 

Bojaye, 143 

Boka, 470, 471, 477, 478, 479, 481, 

482 
■n a 1 a rriA a 

Boka 1 imur, 391, 419 

Bokht Isho' bar-Gabhril, his ban¬ 

quet described, 144 

Bokht Isho', an Elamite physician, 

his pedigree, 143 

Bokht Isho', the Elamite, 115 

Bokht Isho', son of George the 

Elamite, 122 

Bones of the dead burned, 70 

Book of Aphorisms, 34 

Book of Astrology, 52 

Book of the Belly, 34 

Book of the Bible written in gold 

ink, 40 

Book of the Brazen Circles, 54 

Book of the Canon, 54 

Book of the Covenant, 34 

Book of Enoch, 3 

Book of Exodus, 13 

Book of Faith, 150 

Book of Fruit, 52 

Book of Geography, 52 

Book of Headaches, 34 

Book of Healing, 197 

Book of Humours, 34 

Book of Isogoge, 54, 197 
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Book of Jannes and Jambres, 116 

Book of Kings, 20 

Book of Kohlath, 19 

Book of the Law, 12, 25 

Book of the Law of the Samari¬ 

tans, 3 

Book of the Law of the Seventy, 3 

Book of the Law of the Syrians, 3 

Book of Laws, 36 

Book of Lukari, 392 

Book of the Maccabees, 35 

Book of the Nature of man, 34 

Book of Peeled Barley, 34 

Book of Phaedo, 36 

Book of Politikon, 36 

Book of Praxis (Acts of the Apostles), 

5° 
Book of Prognosis, 34 

Book of the Prophets and Ezra, 34 

Book of Syntaxis, 52 

Book of the Tatar priests, 356 

Book of Timaus, 36 

Book of Water and Air, 34 

Bookbindings eaten during famine, 

252 

Books of Arab Law, 91 

Books of the Gospels, 358 

Books of the Prophets, 356 

Books written by Methuselah, 5 

Boom across the Nile at Damietta, 

37° 
Borim, 129 

Bosar, 373 

Bosporos, 62 

Bosra (Basra), 93, 99, 105, 109, 114, 

130, 189, 486 

Boudouin of Flanders, 358, 359 

Bow and arrow on letter, 200 

Bow in sky by night, 102 

Bowels, constriction of, 83; disease 

of the, 69, 70 

Bowings, the Nine Mongol, 311,393 

Bowings, the Three Mongol, 393 

Bows and arrows, Chinese, 186 

Bows warped by damp, 71 
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Bowstring, 278 

Bozantia, 25 

Bozos, 25 

Bracelets, the two, 359 

Brakyon, 56 

Branding the cross, 302 

Brass Circles, 177 

Brass bulls and sea, 23 

Brass, Corinthian, 3,000 loads in 

Colossus of Rhodes, 98 

Brass, sea of, 20 

Brass Treaty Tablet, 243 

Brethren, the (Freres), 324, 370, 

463. 493 

Bricks, 12 

Bridge at Birah, 435 

Bridge at Circesium, 435 

Bridge at Damietta, 370 

Bridge at KaPah Rhomaye, 435 

Bridge called ‘Iron’, 317 

Bridge at Melitene, 435 

Bridge of ’Alosina, 53 

Bridge of ’Aras, 216 

Bridge of Baghdad, 126; broken, 

162; the second bridge, 389 

Bridge of Habura, 483 

Bridge of Khawrar, 484 

Bridge over the Tigris, 146 

Bridges built by Antiochus, 41 

Brienne, 371 

Brikas ad-Din, 318 

Brikha, 375 

Brim, 499, 500 

Brothers, the (Freres?), 280, 283, 

396 

Brutonia, 57 

Buffer garrison, 84 

Bukhara, 186, 197, 209, 223, 347, 

369> 376> 3Sl i textiles of, 356 
Bukharaye, 114 

Bukhtamar, 318, 338, 343, 363 

Bula, 245, 250 

Bulbais, Bulbis, 180, 259, 293, 

345 
Bulgaraye, 120, 124, 125, 132 

Bulgarians, 84, 85, 105, 108, 151, 

19T 290, 394, 398, 416 

Bulgaris, 84 

Bulgars, 7 

Bulkhatai Nawin, 391 

Bull, hide of, 214; bulls in temple, 

20 

Bund Kdar, 439 

Bundikaye, 358, 428, 440 

Bundukdar, 445, 448, 452, 456, 457, 

458, 459; Elder and Younger, 439 

Bungush, 291 

Burganzis, 67 

Burial of the dead, 58 

Burida, 103 

Buridyah, 267 

Burning the living, 287 

Bursiki, Bursfiki, 249, 253 

Bursuk, 227, 242 

Buthazzah, 359 

Buza'ah, 293, 306 

Buzai'ah, 264 

Buzan, 231, 232, 329 

Byblos, 76, 175 

Bythinia, 62 

Byzantia, 58 

Byzantines, 6, 7, 25 

Cabah, 10 

Caesar, 45; Pilate sets up statue of 

him in the Temple at Jerusalem, 48 

Caesarea, 1, 60, 70, 79, 87, 93, 97, 

168,170,229,258, 267, 293,296, 

325> 34°> 36i> 377>392> 4°3> 4°7> 
412,422,435,445,457,461 

Caesarea of Philip, 416 

Caesarea (Turris Stratonice), 47 

Caesarian operation, 45 

Caesarius, 222 

Cage of brass, 25 

Caiaphus (Josephus), 50 

Cain, 3 

Cain the Second (Kustans), 79 

Cairo, 190, 291, 293, 294, 307, 308, 

347. 348 
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Calach, 8 

Calf’s head, 184 

Calinicus, 154 

Calonicus (Rakka, i.e. Swamp), 74, 

77, 83> I09> IIJ» XI4> xx8> 1 x9> 
122, 124, 126, 128, 129, 130,131, 

163,228,241,242,254,266,297, 

3i3> 315> 347. 4OI> 435- [This 
is the old Greek city of Callinicus 

or Nicephorium.] 

Calonicus (Leontopolis), 69 

Calonicus of Baalbek, inventor of 

Greek fire, 101 

Calves of gold, 20 

Cambyses, called Nebuchadnezzar, 

33 
Camel bales, 312 

Camels, 135; expelled, 61; of 

Khadijah, 91 

Canaan, 10; sons of, 8 

Canaanites, 8, 15 

Canal in Jerusalem, 24 

Canals made by Haron, 118; by 

Hisham, 109 

Candaules the Lame, 72 

Candles, wax, 100,000, at feast, 314 

Cannibalism practised, 44, 219 

Canon of Avicenna, 197 

Canons of the Fast and Passover, 59 

Canopy, royal, 135 

Capitolium, 51 

Cappadocia, 7, 56, 61, 65, 70, 75, 

79. 83- 87. 97. I03> Io6> “9. J2I, 

132. i69> 17°. I71. r79> 255> 258, 
280, 292, 299, 309, 322, 394, 398, 

426, 437, 458 
Capricorn (Zodiac), 473 

Captivity, the seventy years of, 33; 

the first, 23 

Caravan, 91; looted by Franks, 339; 

raided by Turkomans, 454 

Caria, 39, 74 

Carians, 57 

Carnal intercourse, abstention from, 

53 

Carpets, 157 

Carthage, 16; destroyed, 35 

Cams, Caesar, 57 

Caspian Sea, 36, 84, 113 

Cassianus, Mar, 235; his church 

looted, 229 

Cassianus, a satrap, 252 

Castration, 125, 227; prohibited, 52 

Cat, 226 

Cathayans (Chinese), 354 

Catholicus, imprisonment of, 403, 

449 
Catholicus, the Armenian, 493; the 

Nestorian, 258; Makika, 431 

Cattle plague, 76 

Causeway to Tyre, 29 

Cave of Robbers, 369 

Caves of Cyprus, 98 

Cedar wood, houses of, 142 

Celts, 41 

Centenarii, 178, 200 

Cessunia, the fifteen temples of 

church of, 118 

Chalcedon, 66, 83, 86, 87, 101, 107, 

hi, 119; building of, 25 

Chalcedon, Council of, 68, 69, 73, 

74, 82, 109 

Chalcedonians, 81, 83, 116, 128, 

x33>I7I 
Chaldayutha (Astrology, Magic, 

Divination, &c.), 7 

Chaldeans, 2, 6, 8, 11, 30, 33, 153; 

expelled from Rome, 52; their 

books come to Egypt, 9; their 

war with the Phoenicians, 12 

Chaldeeism, 9 

Chancellor, the Frankish comman- 

der-in-chief, 346 

Chapel for fire worship, 79 

Charcoal, 143 

Chariots, iron, 15 

Chastity, 53, 116 

Chedarlaomer, 10 

Chemosh, 20 

Chickens, 334 
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Children, burnt by Franks, 243; 

crushed to death by wagons, 124; 

eaten during famine, 185, 193 

Chimya (Egyptian Chemistry or 

Alchemy), 149 

China, 130, 394 

Chinese, the, 347, 351, 355, 397, 

418, 430, 439 

Chinese, Munga’s Laws for, 418 

Chingiz Khan, 352, 353, 376, 393, 

397. 4”. 467. 498. S°6; favours 
merchants, 356; his Laws, 354 f.; 

appeals to God, 357; goes to 

China, 365; attacks Bukhara, 

376; Samarkand, 381 f.; Kha- 

warazm, 353, 354; death of, 390 f. 

Chios, 7 

Chlorus, 58 

Chosroes, 74, 120; cup of, 20 

Chreronesus, 24 

Christ, Birth of, 47; His Two Wills, 

106; the Two Persons of, 68; 

the Word, 150; image of in 

Edessa, 105; appears to Kawad, 

72; worshipped by Ghoyuk, 411 

Christ, the False, 121 

Christianity, 5, 298; in Persia, 66 

Christians, reading of philosophical 

works by prohibited, 61; persecu¬ 

tion of by Decius, 56, Nero, 50, 

Severianus, 55, by Persians, 52,59, 

67; the Edict of Hakim against, 184 

Christopher the eunuch, 201 

Chronography of Bar Hebraeus and 

Michael, 1 

Chronology, Syrian book of, 116 

Chronos, 234 

Church in B'elbak, 59 

Church in Mongol Great Camp, 505 

Church of Anastasia, 64 

Church of Bar Sawma, 446; in 

Antioch, 296; in Sis, 379 

Church of the Bearer of God 

(Deipara), 105; in Antioch, 296; 

in Kuba, 128 

Church of the Confessors in Edessa, 

268 

Church, the Great, in Constanti- 

nople, 175 

Church of Eirene, 58 

Church of Jacobites in Harran, 

127 

Church of Kawsyana, 229 

Church of Khisham, 118 

Church of Mar ’Ahuaemeh, 433 

Church of Mar Bar Sawma, 410 

Church of Mar Behnam, 167 

Church of Mar George in Antioch, 

296 

Church of Mar Gregory Thauma- 

turgus, 73 

Church of Mar John of Khisham, 

247 

Church of Mar Mama, 60 

Church of Mar Procopius, 70 

Church of Mar Taoma, 386 

Church of Mart Barbara, 392 

Church of the Forty Martyrs, 72, 

247 

Church of the Greeks in Damascus, 

106 

Church of the Mother of God, 446, 

509 
Church of the Resurrection, 327 

Church of the Third Bazar, 431 

Church of the Twelve Apostles, 59 

Church of the Virgin Mary of 

Antaradus, 328 

Church over the Tree of Mamre, 

59 
Churches destroyed by Diocletian, 

57 
Churches, the Ninety-six, 74 

Ciborium, 125 

Cilicia, 7, 38, 39, 56, 62, 73, 76, 97, 

101, 104, 126, 133, 139, 142, 154, 

162, 165, 167, 169, 179, 223, 228, 

229, 238, 244, 246, 252, 255, 261, 

264, 266, 275, 281, 292, 305, 310, 

321. 328, 334. 37°. 386, 389, 390. 
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Cilicia (cont.) 

407, 410, 411, 428, 445, 446, 448, 

449> 452j 454, 460, 461, 493, 503 
Circesium, 41, 103, 141, 311; 

Bridge at, 435 

Circumcision, 231 

Circus in Alexandria, 51 

Circuses burnt down, 55 

Citadel of Cairo, 307, 311 

Cities, the twelve built by Alexander, 

39 
Cities, the 180 built by Enoch, 5 

City of the Camp (i.e. the Great 

Camp of the Mongols), 398 

Claudia, 113 

Claudius Caesar, 50, 56 

Claudius Ptolemy, 53 ; his works, 54 

Claw of chicken, 184 

Clemens, 26, 34 

Cleopatra and Antony, 46 

Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy V, 

her dowry, 42 

Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy 

(VII) Philomator, 43 

Cleopatra, mother of Ptolemy X (?), 

Soter II (?), 44 

Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy 

Dionysus, 45 

Cloud, the black (i.e. sandstorm, hur¬ 

ricane, typhoon), in Mawsil, 255 

Cloud, red, moon-shaped, 139 

Coats of mail, the 40,000, 168 

Cocks, 143 

Coffin of Julian the Apostate, 62 

Coffins of the Martyrs at Edessa, 269 

Coffins of the saints given to the 
r 11 a . a 

I atars, 409 

Coffins with seven bodies in them in 

a mound near Basrah, 149 

Coins (money), striking of, 104 

Cold, intense, 216; see under Frost, 

Ice, Snow 

Colic, 392 

Colon, disease of, 180, 197, 198, 

298, 311, 360 

Colossus of Rhodes, 41,73, 98 

Comedy, 34; invention of, 12 

Comet, appearance of, 67, 70, 74, 

102 

Concubines, 91 

‘Confusion’ = Babil, 8 

Conjunction of planets, 473 

Conrad, King of Germany, 274 

Conrad, Marquis of Montferrat, 

325 
Constable, son of Pali, 410 

Constable, the, 446, 454 

Constans, 59, 60 

Constantia (Helena), 61 

Constantine the Great, 25, 429; a 

leper baptized and healed, 58 

Constantine II, 59 

Constantine, son of Kustans, 99 

Constantine, son of Leo, no, 117, 

120, 121 

Constantine and ’Artabas, 112 

Constantine, King of the Rhomaye, 

IS6. 175 
Constantine, brother of Basil, 191 

Constantine (Monomachus), 200, 

201, 203,206,207 

Constantine, son of Theophanes, 

173 
Constantine of Samosata, 246 

Constantine of Gargar, 247 

Constantine, Baron, Pali, 379, 380, 

389.39' 

Constantine, father of Haitum, 407 

Constantine, Mar, 436 

Constantinople, 25, 56, 59, 67, 68, 

69. 71. 76> 77. 82, 87, 89, 94, 98, 
99, 105, 107, 108, 109, no, 112, 

129, 136, 144, 152,161,169,175, 

220, 222, 223, 226, 227,229,248, 

249. 252, 264. z67. 274. 275. 278, 
286, 287, 289, 290, 303, 310, 312, 

332, 333. 35°. 357 f-. 398, 428, 
429, 442, 445, 449 

Constantinus, brother of Alex¬ 

ander, 151 
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Constantinus, Mar, Catholicus, 389 

Constantinus Tiberius and Herakli, 

their effigies on darics, 101 

Constantius, 58, 59, 60; baptized, 61 

Constantius, father of Valentinianus, 

66 
Constantius poisoned, 96 

Constellations, 5 

Consubstantiality, 59 

Consuls in Rome, the Three, 45 

Copper, 72 

Copper-gilt (i.e. base) money, 274 

Copts, Era of, 57 

Copulation, 91 

Coral (?), 191 

Corfu, 41 

Corinthians I (cap. xv, v. 7), 49 

Cork tree, 49 

Cornelia, the Virgin, burnt alive, 

52 
Cornmills, stone grinders of, 461 

Cos, Island of, 98 

Couches of gold, 91 

Council, the Sixth, 106 

Count of Tiberias, 323 

Count of Tripoli, 305, 322 

Counts, the Seven, 234 

Cradle of gold, 415 

Crassus, 45 

Cretans, 10 

Crete, 10,98,358 

Crocus, hi, 144 

Crops, failure of the, 109 

Cross of Christ, 106; appears in the 

air at noonday, 58; discovery of 

the, 59; fragments of the, 235 

Cross, Festival of the, 251 

Cross in gold, 135, 278; with frag¬ 

ments of the True Cross in it, 

278, 307; cross and crown of 

Jovianus, 62; cross cast into 

Ascalon, 280; cross upside down, 

184 

Cross, Sign of the, 78, 406; used 

by Arabs, 140; in battle, 332 

Crosses on heads of spears, 151,193, 

287, 451, 468; on stones, 282 

Crosses, the Thirty-two, 414 

Crown of flowers on ox, 128 

Crown of Nimrod, 8 

Crown seen in the sky, 56 

Crucifixion, Friday of the, 129, 228, 

418 

Crusades, History of the, 234 

Ctesiphon, 62, 95, 114 

Cubicularius, 100 

Cup of Chosroes, 211 

Cup, the Mongol Coronation, 393, 

4IIy 4*7 
Cushions, 91 

Cushites, 9, 12, 147 

Cyprian, bishop and martyr, 53 

Cyprians, 364 

Cypriotes, 284 

Cyprus, 7, 44, 52, 98, 103, 226, 

234. 334. 346. 36o> 362. 38i> 453. 
482 

Cyrenaica, 52 

Cyrenius, 47 

Cyriacus, patriarch, 126, 213, 380; 

Monastery of, 204 

Cyricus, 453 

Cyrus, 27, 33 

Cyzicus, 24, 70 

Dababa, 457 

Dabus ad-Dawlah, 181 

Daggers of Nasir inscribed with the 

names of those they are intended 

to stab, 343 

Dailom, 169 

Dailomaye (Dailomites), 166, 174, 

178, 207 

Daira, 178 

Daira dhe Karire looted, 408 

Daira dhe Sebhlatha, 265 

Daira dhe Yametha, 277 

Daira Sem'an, 288 

Daira Sumakta, 246 

Dairaita, a merchant, 234 
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Dakas, 55 

Dakhwar, 399 

Dakukab, 156, 181, 184, 394, 497 
Dakuz Khatun, 419 

Dakyos (Decius) Caesar, 56 

Daluk, 166 

Damans, 12 
Damascenes, 94, 103, 238, 278, 282, 

309.348 

Damascus, 23, 34, 87, 94, 102, 109, 
hi, 112, 142, 170, 174, 179, 181, 

188,189,226,231,232,238,244, 
245,249,254,255,273,274,278, 
281, 282, 285, 289, 292, 299, 301, 

3°2. 303. 304. 307. 308, 311, 313. 
316,320,329,330,332,341,342, 

344. 345. 346. 348, 349. 351. 367. 

37°, 373. 379. 389. 391. 392. 394. 
399, 416, 418, 431, 434, 435, 439, 

4S8, 462, 463. 464. 467> 468, 474, 
493; Arab kingdom of Yathreb 
transferred to Damascus, 100 

Damghan, 196 
Damietta, 244, 312, 370, 373, 379, 

414, 415,416; attacked by Franks, 

371 
Damietta cloth, 244 
Damsham, 241 
Damyat, 370 
Dan, 20 
Dan of Armenia, 379 
Dana, 16 
Dancing, 11 
Daniel, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 33, 39, 49, 

316; quoted (iv. 17; iv. 32), 316; 
(chaps, vii and viii), 39; (xi. 17- 
20), 42; (xi. 31), 50; in den of 

lions, 31 
Danishmand, 229, 237, 249, 252, 

255, 264, 281, 289, 293,297,303, 
306,308 

Danube, river, 52 
Dara, 73, 77, 78, 85, 86, 96, 140, 

277, 281, 306, 307, 313, 317,359, 

Daran, 12 

Darics, 101, 103, 178; Egyptian, 

464 

Darius, 39, 72 

Darius the Mede, 30, 31 

Darius, son of Hystaspes, 26 

Darius, son of ’Arshach, 37 

Darius Nothus, 35 
Darmania, 399 

Darmasuk (Damascus), 87 

Darnus, 430 
Darum, 339 

Daryawash, 72 
Dastania, 62 

David, King of Israel, 19, 20, 45, 

47; his tomb opened and money 

taken from it, 44; Tower of, 231, 
279 

David, Rabban, 265 
David, son of Hunain, 148 
David the Little, 403 
Dawalu, 281,422 

Dawid, the Great and the Less, 
40 

Dawin, 288 

Dawithdar, the Little, 429, 430 
Dawlah, 265; brother of Michael, 

267 
Dawlah of Melitene, 279 
Dawlath, 259, 265 

Dawud, 262 
Dawud, grandson of Saljuk, 196 
Dawud, nephew of Mas'ud, 264 
Dawud of Kipa, 310 
Dawud of Zaid, 268 
Dawud, Sultan, 265 

Dawud, son of Sultan Michael, 256 
Dead, the, held in contempt, 343; 

rise from graves, 112; cast into 
the sea, 226 

Dead, their souls remain in this 
world, 343 

Dead, the 16,000 in one day, 75 
Dead, the, dragged from their 

graves by beasts and eaten, 122 
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Dead, the, both men and beasts, 

eaten during famines, 162, 350, 

427 

Deborah, 15 
Debsha river, 442 

Debt, liability for abolished, 53 
Decius Caesar, 56 
Deer (or, gazelle), 156 

Degha Basil, 246, 261 

Deklath (Tigris), 33, 72, 95, 114 
Delirium before death, 466 

Demetrius II, 43 
Demetrius Soter, 43 

Democritus, 34 

Demoniac, 143 
Denha, Mar, 447 
Derbisas, 329 
Despoena, 505 

Deucalion, 12 
Dhuan-Non, 267 
Dhu’l-Karnain, Dhu’l-Karnen, 287; 

son of Dawlah, 279 
Diahkhurkan, 506 
Diar Bakr, Diar Bakr, 485, 499 
Dibarigi, 278 
Dilam, Dilum, 113 

Dimat, Monastery of, 426 

Dimios, 101 
Dimos, 101 
Dinars struck, 104; Tyrian, 454 
Dinawar, 183 
Diocletian Caesar, 57; his genital 

organs rot, 58 
Diocletiana, 58 

Diogenes, 34 
Diogenes, King, 218, 220, 222 
Dioklaityanos, 58 
Dionysius bar-Selibhi, Mar, 270,283 
Dionysius, Bishop of Khishum, 247 
Dionysius of Rusafa, 120 
Dionysius, Metropolitan of Meli- 

tene, 403 
Dionysius of Tall Mahre, 1,24, 104, 

119, 127 
Dionysius, i.e.f Angur, Patriarch,420 

Dionysius, Mar, 133, 435 

Dionysos, Ptolemy, 45 

Dioscurus, her bones translated to 
Alexandria, 69 

Disciples in Rome, fasting of, 50 
Ditch near Constantinople, 151 

Divination, 61, 116; by arrows, 

103 ; by slips of paper, 200 
Divine Nature, the, 236 
Divine Power, 54 

Diviner in Baghdad, 164 

Divorce, 91; bill of, 218 

Diwan of Baghdad, 445, 447, 449, 

472 
Dizadar, 297 
Dnieper, 84 
Dodostana, 62 

Dog, dead, hung over door of 
mosque, 487 

Dog, dressed as Khawarazm Shah, 
347; skin of as a dress, 352 

Dog, dead, sold for two gold dinars, 
181; for five dinars, 219 

Dog, story of, 196 

Dogs, eaten during famines, 185; 
hunting, 119 

Dog-men (Kalbaye), 218 
Dokalyon (Deucalion), 12 
Domasticus, 180, 18.1 
Domenus, 74 
Domitian, Caesar, 52 
Domninaya, 424 
Don, the river, 84 
Dona, 84 
Dongola, 302 
Donkey buried during earthquake, 

139 
Door-sill, kissing of the, 264 

Dove, 205; doves, 143,306, 335, 407 
Dropsy, 196 

Drowning of children, 12 
Drugs, scarcity of, 209 
Drum, 258; drums, 443, 461; to 

drive away locusts, 185 
Drunkenness, 5 
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Dualnon, 299, 303, 306 

Dubais, 254, 255, 256, 257, 260, 
26l, 481 

Dubais, son of Sadakah, 260 
Dukak, 345 

Dukal, 500 

Dukas Domasticus, 180, 181 

Duke of the Bundikaye, 358 
Dukia, 223, 457 
Dunaiser, 348, 363, 377 

Dunbis, 58, 59, 84 

Dunukla, 302 
Dwarf, a woman, 156 
Dyar Bakr, 391 

Dyasa, head of the Tatar Law, 353 
Dyed fabrics, 8 

Dysentery, 344, 392, 402 

Eagles, 334 

Ear of Wheat (Virgo), 194 
Ear-ring of pearls, 434 

Ears, the right, of enemies to be cut 
off, 398 

Earthquake, 85, 93, 138, 149, 166, 
248, 360; severe, 296; lasting ten 

days, 76; lasting twenty-five days, 
296 

Earthquake in ’Adhorbijan, 450; in 
Antioch, 144; in ’Argish, 454; in 

Armenia, 258; in Baghdad, 255; 
in Calonicus, 266; in China, 448; 

in Constantinople (forty days), 76; 
in Dinawar, 183; in Egypt, 63, 
194; in Ganzah, 265; in Khora- 
san, 114; in Nisabhur, 365; in 
Rhodes, 41; in Outer India, 151; 
in Syria, 284, 285, 351; in Tabriz, 
200 

Earthquakes in Baghdad, five or 
six times daily, 259 

Easter in Jerusalem, 184 
Eber, 7, 8 

Ebony carriage, 144; throne, 157 
'Ebra, 427 

Ecclesiastes quoted (xii. 7), 19 

Ecclesiastical History of Bar He- 

braeus, 2 

Eclipse of sun, 320; total, 125 

Edessa, 5, 8, 48, 53, 55, 61, 74, 83, 
86, 90, 93, 94, 96, 104, 105, 116, 

118, 119, 125, 126, 127,128,162, 

163, 170, 192, 193, 194,217,218, 

219, 222, 227, 229, 231, 238,244, 
246, 247, 249, 255, 257,265,268, 

273>302. 3*3. 338. 344. 348. 35°. 
352, 360, 361, 373, 391, 392, 400, 
401, 409, 435; taken by the 

Franks, 268 f.; building of, 40 
Edessians, 268, 326 

Edict against Christians, 184 

Edom, 11, 22 

Edomites, n, 21, 22, 23 
’Eftekhar ad-Dawlah, 235 
Eggs, frozen, 155 

fEglon, 15 

Egypt. 8. 23. 29> 34. 75. 87. 93. 
95, 99, 104, 105, 123, 124, 133, 

i34. J35. I4I. H3. H9. l8°. l8l» 
184, 189, 19I, 196, 209, 210, 219, 
223, 236, 248, 254, 278, 280, 282, 
286, 289, 290, 293, 294, 295, 299, 
3°0, 301, 303, 304, 305, 307, 308, 

311. 3*3. 317. 32°. 322, 328, 339, 

34°. 344. 345. 346. 349. 35°. 351 > 
352, 36°. 364. 369. 37°. 371. 373. 
379. 391. 4°°. 40I> 4°3> 4o6> 4'4> 
4.5. 4l6> 437. 439. 442. 444. 452, 
456, 467, 471,472, 473. 493. 509; 
the Exodus from, 12; famine in, 
11; first King of, 7; Khalifate 
transferred to, 212; rebellion of, 
35; revolt of slaves in, 418 

Egyptians, 35, 133, 179, 180, 182, 

186, 192, 207, 226, 235, 236,281, 
282,286,289,290,291,293,300, 

348. 352, 4°6. 44°. 446. 448, 452, 

453. 454. 455. 457. 458- 464. 465. 
461, 467, 475, 486, 492, 493; 
fasting of the, 68; drowned, 167; 

magic and sorcery of the, 116; 
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Egyptians (cont.) 
Ritual of, no; Era of the, 57; 

use Greek letters, 35 

Ehud, 15 

Eikons, 117, 358 
Eirene, Church of St., 58 

Eirene, Queen, wife of Leo, 117, 
118, 120; her adultery with ’Al- 

pidi, 119; her granddaughter, 129 
'Ekbha, 5 

’Ekhtiyar ad-Din Hasan, 330, 391 
’Eklima, 3 
Elan, 115 

Elders, the, 17; Rule of the, 16 

Elephant stabbed by Eliazar Haw- 
ran, 43 

Elephantiasis, 302, 320 
Elephants, 60, 134, 156, 190; made 

to trample men to death, 208 
Eli, 17 
Eliazar, a lying prophet, 21 
Eliezar Hawran, 42 

Eliezar, priest, 15, 40, 42 
Elijah, 21 
Elisha, 22 

Elul, Ilul, 93 
’Elyakim, 26, 27, 29 
’Elyanos, a physician, 54 

'Emad ad-Din, 297, 312, 313, 315, 

3*7> 344> 372 
'Emad ad-Din of 'Akr, 371, 372, 

373 
'Emad ad-Din of Sinjar, 319 
'Emad ad-Din, son of Zangi, pedi¬ 

gree of, 347 
'Emad ad-Din Zangi, 295, 311,333, 

366,367,375»378 
'Emadi, Gate of, 271 
'Emadiah, 372, 373, 378, 442, 444, 

474 
Embolon, 65 
Emesa, 34, 73, 83, 94, 98, hi, 119, 

142, 154, 164, 171, 172, 174, 
180, 235, 238, 253, 254, 278, 282, 
285, 289, 295,296, 304,314,319, 

320, 344, 349, 35L 364> 365, 379> 
406, 414, 435, 439, 464 

Emmaus, building of, 55 

Empedocles, 19 

Emperors, the Roman, 47 ff. 

Enchanters, Tatars, 356; the Vigur, 

355 
Enchantments, 279 

Encyclical Letters, 68 

England, 334, 335, 337, 338, 339, 

344- 346 
Enoch, son of Yard, 4, 5; Book of, 

3; picture of, 5 

Enthronement of Mongol kings, 

393 f- 
Ephesus, 56, 117, 428; founded, 19 
Ephrem, 8 

Ephthimius, 445 
Epicurus, 35 

Epilepsy, 460 
Epiphanes, Ptolemy, 41 
Epiphanius, 20 
Epiphanius, son of Antiochus, 42 
Epiphany, Feast of, 449 
Epirus, 39 
Epitaph of Plato, 36 
Epitome of Alexander, 147 
Equestrian display, 70 
Equipment, burial, 260 
Era of lunar months, 89 
Era of the Egyptians (Copts), 57 
Era of the Greeks, 40 
Era of the Redeemer, 89 
Erech, 8 
Lrkoma, 39 

Ernajin Turjai, 491, 492 

Esau,9, 11 
’Esetha, mountain of, 250 
’Esfahan, Isfahan, 112, 385, 412, 41 
’Eshnu, 449 
Esma'il, 151 

'Esmath ad-Din, wife of Saladin 

3°7 
’Estafana, 136, 305, 334 
’Estaghira, 25 
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'Estaphriki, 151 

Esther, 34, 35 

’Estighos, 26 

’Estros river, 66 

’Ethbaal, King, 21 

Ethiopia, 35 

Eucharist, 121 

Euclid, 452 

Euclides, 190 

Eudoxia, 65, 67 

Eudoxia, daughter of Heraclius, 89 

Euergetes I, Ptolemy, 41 

Euergetes II, Ptolemy, 43 

Eugaya, 461 

Eugenius, 65 

Eunomius, inventor of alphabet, 12 

Eunuch expelled, 61 

Eunuchs, 24; white, 180; 1,000 

black and white, 157 

Euparka, 137 

Eupator, Antiochus, 42 

Euphrates, 8, 26, 62, 67, 74, 79, 

94,95,96, r11,118,133,135,219, 

228, 247, 250, 254, 257, 261, 265, 

270, 279, 280, 313, 315, 316, 317, 

396, 400, 403, 409, 420, 426, 437, 

440, 465, 466, 468, 469, 471; ice 

on it, 435; frozen over, 86, 102, 

401; bridge over the, 435; in flood, 

239 
Eupoles, 34 

’Euripi, 39 

Eusebia, Queen, 60 

Eusebius, 1, 7, 15, 16, 19, 27, 34, 

4°> 49 
Eusebius (Titus Antoninus Caesar), 

53 
Euthimius, Patriarch of Antioch, 

445 
Euzoins, 61 

Eve, 3 

Evil Merodach, 29 

Exiles, ban on removed, 55 

Exodus, Book of, 13 

'Ez ad-Din Farukh Shah, 295 

'Ezaz Bas, 443 

Ezra, 34 

Face-covering of Christ in Edessa, 

162 

Fadhil, 163 

Fadil, Kadi, 349 

Fahid, a Christian scribe, 182 

Faith, the Muslim, 362 

Faith, the Tatar, 355 

Faiths, the Four, 390 

Faiz, Malik, 282, 350, 370 

Faiz Ya'kub, 373 

Fakhr ad-Dawlah, 386 

Fakhr ad-Din 'Abd al-Masih, 295, 

306; his name changed to fAbd 

Allah, 297 

Fakhr ad-Din ’Ayas, 426 

Fakhr ad-Din of Aleppo, 436 

Fakirs, the, 30, 452 

Fakr ad-Din, Judge of Judges, 411 

Fakr ad-Din Razi, aged 63 lunar 

years, 366 

Fakr ad-Din 'Uthman, 414 

Falling sickness, 198 

Famine, 58, 108, 118, 122, 140, 213, 

252, 310, 427; foretold, 193 

Famine in Aleppo, 179; in Assyria, 

115; in Baghdad, 162, 164, 176, 

183, 205; and pestilence, 209; in 

Beth Nahrin, 74; in Cilicia, 170; 

in Constantinople, 226; in days 

of Gaius, 50; in Egypt, 219, 351, 

509; in Khorasan, 185; in Mai- 

perkat, 436; in Melitene, 409, 

425; in Mawsil, 443; in Persia, 

231; in Sen'ar, 431; very severe, 

336; camels, horses, and children 

eaten, 193 

Faraj, 420 

Faraj Allah, 484, 488 

Faris ad-Din, 282 

Farman, 96 

Faro Island, 40 

Farukh Shah, 377 
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Fast of forty days, 447, 450, 454 

Fast of Nineveh, 436, 444, 480 

Fast, the Lord’s, 68 

Fast, the Great, 452 

Fasting, 53, 76; daily, 91; of the 

Disciples, 50 

Fatalists, 300 

Father of Flies, 103 

Father of the Night, 102 

Fatimites, 328 

Fatma tortured and drowned, 412 

Fatmah, 300 

Fausta, daughter of Maximianus, 

58 
Fazarah, 120 

Fazaraya, 121 

Fear, i.e. Religion, 353 

Feast of Hosannas, 455 

Feast of the Cross, 267 

Feast of Unleavened Bread, 74 

Felix, Eparch of Egypt, 49 

Festival of Hosannas, 451 

Festival of the Resurrection, 434 

Festival of the Cross, 251, 330 

Festival of the White, 480 

Festus, 50 

Fever, 392; attacks Seleucus, 341 

Figs, greenness of skin due to, 225 

Finger, tip of, cut off, 190 

Fingers, to bite, sign of regret, 

477 
Fire, fall of, in Baghdad, 139, 161; 

in Basra, 139; in Constantinople, 

69; in Mawsil, 255 

Fire, holy, 35; in north heaven 

(Aurora Borealis), 70 

Fire, pillars of, in sky, 183 

Fire throwers, 333 

Fire Worship, 79 
t-^a A 

riroz, 70 

First and Last, 1 

First fruits, 5 

Firuz, 71; King of Persia, 68 

Fish, huge, in Persian Gulf (shark ?), 

I33 

Fishes (Pisces) in Zodiac, 320 

Fistulas, 238 

Flaccilla, statue cast out, 64 

Flags, 305; the four black, 258 

Flakida, 64 

Flamminian Way, 56 

Flanders, 358 

Flaying alive, 181, 292; a priest 

flayed, 283, 284 

Flaying the head (i.e. scalping), 42 

Flesh cut from Sham'ala and 

roasted, 106 

Flies, plague of, 60, 209, 281 

Flood in days of Noah, 321; began 

on 27th day of ’lyar, 6 

Flood in days of ’Agogos, 11 

Flood, the third, of Deucalion, 12 

Flood in the days of Ksisothros, the 

tenth King of the Sethites, 4 

Flood in Baghdad, 286 

Flood in Mesopotamia (a.d. 1033), 

m 
Flood in Zaid, 278 

Flood in Zubatra, 134 

Florianus Caesar, 57 

Flower of the ass, hi 

Fog, 72 

Fonio (Louis?), 274 

Food for children and women gratis, 

61 

Ford of Jacob, 308 

Forecasts, 116 

Fornication, 309, 451 

Fornicators expelled, 21 

Forty Martyrs, church of the, 247 

Fossaton, 94 

Fostat, 96, 105, 131, 134, 307 

Fountain covered with gold and 

silver, 105 

Four Beasts, vision of the, 30 

Four Cushions of the Mongols, 393 

Four Quarters of the World, 393 

Fourth Bazar of Mawsil, 440 

Fourth Clime, 205 

Foxes, skins of, 146 
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France, 274, 357, 358, 414, 415, 416 

Frangaye, 81 

Frankistan, 474 

Frank Land,250 

Franks, the, 16, 24, 81, 223, 233, 

234.235.236,242,243,244,245, 
248,249,250,251,252,253,254, 
255, 257, 261, 264, 265, 266, 267, 

268, 270, 273, 274, 275, 276, 277, 

278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 284, 286, 

287, 288, 289, 290, 291, 293, 294, 

296,301,302,304,305,307,308, 

3°9> 3I0> 3". 3I2> 3l6- 3r7> 322> 

323> 324. 325> 326> 327. 32-8. 329> 

33°. 33i. 332> 333. 334. 335. 336, 

337- 34°. 35°. 358. 359. 36o> 362- 

364. 37°. 37*. 372> 374- 379. 39i» 
398, 400, 402, 406, 410, 411,414, 

4r5> 4i8> 428, 429> 463. 482, 486 
Franks, Ambassadors from, 492, 

493 
Franks, summoned to free Jerusa¬ 

lem, 369; take Constantinople, 

357f- 
Franks, the Venetian, 252 

Fransisaye (the French), 358 

Frath (or Prath, Euphrates), 26 

Frederick I, Barbarossa, 332 

Frederick II, 391 

Freewill among the Arabs, 92, 118, 

3°° 

Freres, Frere, 283, 288, 309, 370, 

381, 389. 396 
Friday, Adam created on, 3 

Friday of the Crucifixion, 129 

Frostbite, 119, 140, 142 

Frosts, 181, 261; in July, 397 

Fruit trees, 91 

Fug, 258 

Fulk (Foulques?), 258 

Fullers of cloth, 183 

Fulse, copper coins, 104 

Gabala, 252, 345, 379 

Gabarmish, 239 

Gabbala, 120, 175, 296 

Gab ha la, 47 

Gabnupirath, 266 

Gabras, 249 

Gabriel, Archangel, 141, 150 

Gabriel, a Persian general, 181 

Gabriel, governor of Melitene, 233, 

234.236,237 

Gabriel, a physician, 123 

Gabriel, a physician of IMessa, 392 

Gabriel, son of Bokht Ish(V, 144, 

H7 
Gadhar, 21 

Gadhiron, 6 

Gadinos, 427 

Gadira, 7 

Gadug, 289 

Gafna, 237 

Gainas, 65, 66 

Gair Khan, 403 

Gaisgan, 235 

Gaius, Caesar, 49; images of him 

set up in the Temple and Syna¬ 

gogues in Jerusalem, 49 

Gaius, Julius, 45 

Gaius, a rebel, 65, 66 

Gakhti, 405 

Galatia, 7, 75, 107, 426 

Galen, 6, 52; in Rome, 53; death 

of. 54 
Galeran, Count, 251 

Galilee, 47, 76, 87 

Galilee, Mount, 101 

Gall of fish, 24 

Galla Flaccilla, 64 

Gallaye, 7, 41, 56, 61 

Gallia, 57, 58, 101 

Gallienus, Caesar, 56 

Gallipoli, 42 

Gallus, Caesar, 56, 60 

Galsine, 48 

Galula, 94 

Gamala, 184 

Gamar, 195 

Games, 11 
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Ganabah, 183 

Gangra, no 

Gangrene, 186 

Ganzah, 265 

Garbid, Monastery of, 32 

Gardanya, which is Dawalu, 281 

Gardens of Mawsil, 271 

Gargar, 246, 249, 250, 251, 261, 

265,275,276,405 
Gargumaye, 101 

Garmanaye, 55, 57 

Garmanos, 83, 84 

Garments, the Seven Black, 212 

Garzim, Mount, 36 

Gate of 'Am Kawa, 399 

Gate of 'Emadi of Mawsil, 271 

Gate of Sha'e at Edessa, 268 

Gate of Sunkraton, 283 

Gate of Tarsos, 280 

Gate of the Gardens at Aleppo, 254 

Gate of the Turks, 84 

Gates in Cilicia, 126 

Gates of iron, double, 115 

Gates of Rapekah, 114 

Gath, 23 

Gauls, 7, 41, 48, 7s 

Gauri, rebel in Egypt, 131 

Gawali of Mawsil, 252, 253 

Gawsith of Chalcedon, 93 

Gaza, 139, 172, 194, 392, 418, 439 

Gazarta of 'Ebra, 427 

Gazarta, 104, in, 124, 361, 365, 

421,422,428,441,442,443,465, 
466,487 

Gazelle, 156 

Gazi and 'Arab, 253 

Gazi, Ghazi, son of Danishmand, 

25E 255 
Gazirah, in 

Gaznah, 199, 200, 248 

Ged'on, 16 

Gehenna, 92, 273 

Gemini (Zodiac), 225, 324 

Genesis, Book of, 13; quoted (xv. 

17), 8; (xx. 1), 11; (xxxvi. 33), 9 

Genoese, 244, 428 

Genuflections, the Four to the Sun, 

150 
Genzah, 370 

Genzals, 370 

Geoffrey, Sir, 381 

George, Bishop of the Arabs, 40 

George, Church of St., 296 

George, King of the Iberians, 286 

George, King of Nubia, 134, 135 

George, Mar, of Khoke, 134 

George the Elder, 40 

George the physician, 115, 122 

Gerar, n 

Gerdkuh, 423 

Gerizim, Mount, 36 

Germaniki (Mar'ash), building of, 

40,114,165 

Germans, 7, 333, 334, 398 

Germany, 274, 332, 334 

Ghadhar, n 

Ghakhtai, Ghakhti, 227, 426 

Ghayath ad-Din (i.e. Rukn ad- 

Din), 410, 412 

Ghayath ad-Din Kai Kesru, 341, 

350,360,362,364,403 
Ghayath ad-Din of Beth Rhomaye, 

456,473 
Ghayath ad-Din, son of Rukn ad- 

Din, 446 

Ghayath ad-Din, Sultan, 406, 408 

Ghayath ad-Dunya, 236, 241, 242, 

243,248 

Ghayath ad-Dunya wa ad-Din, 259 

Ghazar, 20 

Ghazaz 'Ali, 244 

Ghazi, 249, 252 

Ghazi, Malik, 406 

Ghazi, son of Dawud, 258 

Ghihan, 244, 265 

Ghosios, 57 

Ghothaye, 56 

Ghoyuk Khan, 410, 411, 416, 417 

Ghubos, 217, 420, 425, 427 

Ghuikhath, Monastery of, 453 
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Ghuzz, 285 
Ghuzzaye, 195, 198, 199, 200, 201, 

203, 204, 207, 208, 209,210,214, 

215 
Gideon, 16 
Gihon, 196, 223, 229, 244, 267, 

376,384,385,389,394,421,474 
Gilead, 16 
Gilles, St., 237, 238 
Gira, 15 
Giraffes, 134 
Girah, 109 
Girganites, 6 
Giwargi, the Elder, 40 
Giwargis (George), 134 
Gnats, plague of, 60, 281 
Gnostics, 52 
Goad as weapon, 15 
Goat with three eyes and two 

mouths, 280 
God, 35; a body and His chariot, 92; 

Personality of, 92 
God-bearer (Virgin Mary), 105,106, 

127; Temple of, 85 
Godofredus, 236 
Gofri (Geoffrey), 381 
Gola, 397 
Gold, 72; amulets of, found on 

Jews, 43; calves of, 20; image of 
sixty cubits, 29; from coffin of 
Sergius carried off, 74; and 
frankincense, 61; mines, 143; 
3,000 talents of, in grave of David, 
King of Israel, 44; throne of, 209 

Golden Gate, 76, 108, 152 
Goldsmith of Mawsil murdered, 452 
Goliath, 19 
Gomorrah, 9 
Gondofre, 236, 358 
Gordianus, Caesar, 56 
Gosius, 57 
Gospel, Book of the, covered with 

red brocade and carried in the 
forefront at the battle of Jeru¬ 
salem, 331 

539 
Gospel, of Christ, 52; of St. 

Matthew, 26 
Gothaye, 63 
Goths, 56, 63; baptized, 59 
Gout, 200, 351 
Grasshoppers (?), 306 
Gratianus, 62, 63, 64 
Grave of ’Ahmad, 429 
Graves dug up in search of treasure, 

IT5 
Great Assembly, the Mongol, 419 
Great Camp, the Mongol, 108, 356, 

393 
Great Circus, 56 
Great Council of Baghdad, 460 
Great Horn, 39 
Great Proximus, 177 
Great Sea, 167, 482, 492, 493 
Great Sea (Persian Gulf), receded 

340 cubits, 165 
Great Theologian, 64 
Great Tower (Babel), 8 
Greek fire, 101 
Greeks, 6, 7, 41, 48, 52, 54, 92, and 

see passim 
Greeks, the ancient, 5; the Byzan¬ 

tine, 16 
Greeks, Kingdom of, in Syria and 

Asia ended, 44 
Greeks, Era of the, 40 
Greeks (Ionians), 8, 89; the pagan, 

2; the Christian, 1,2; their forms 
of Chaldean names, 4 

Green (?) Church, 433 
Green House, the, 369 
Gregorius, Patriarch of Africa, 87, 

97 

Gregorius, Armenian Catholicus, 
246, 277 

Gregory, Mar, the Maphrian, 1 
Gregory, a bishop, 57 
Gregory, Mar, of ’Amid, killed, 509 
Gregory of Nusa, 60 
Gregory Thaumaturgus, 73 
Gregory, Theologus, 32, 37, 60 
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Grupia, 290 

Gubhai Turkmanaye, the, 305 

Gubos, 250, 280 

Guest house, 302 

Gui de Rusignan, 322 

Guikhath, 462 

Gulbag, 444 

Gulyadh, 19 

Gumaye, 104, 120 

Gumushtakin, 217, 218 

Gundishabhor, 56 

urgamyah, 382 

Gwikhath, Mount of, 446 

Gurzan, 103, 113 
CN A A A A 

jurzama, 114 

Guy de Lusignan, 323, 324 

Gymnastics, 29 

Habakkuk, 33 

Habashaye, 143 

Habashi, son of Jagarmish, 241 

Habhubha, 43, 44 

Habib, 97, 99 

Habig, 412 

Habhshushyatha, Monastery of, 441 

Habur, 240, 312 

Habura, 73, 141,202, 247, 297, 313, 

3I5> 321, 347> 365> 366> 4°4i 
bridge at, 483 

Hadeth, 118, 139 

Hadhatta, 378 

Hadirah, 264 

Hadiri, 454 

Hadis, 125 

Haditha, 83, 214, 215 

Hadrian, Caesar, 52, 53 

Hafit, Malik, 282, 373 

Hagaraye (Muslims), 126, 133, 486 

Hagarenes, 505 

Haggai, 34 

Haghagh, 103 

Haghar, 10 

Hagia Sophia, 309, 358 

Haidar, 465, 471 

Haif ad-Dawlah, 166 

Haifa, 325, 340 

Hail, 153 

Hailan, 407 

Hailstones, 258; as large as chickens' 

eggs, 191; weighing 150 zuze\ 
weighing from one to two litres, 

200; like heads, wrists, and 

fingers, 194 

Hailstorm in Baghdad, 191 

Hair, human, plaited like cloth, 

205; plaited hair on men, 84; 

women’s plaits, 294 

Hair shirt of Arcadius, 66 

Hairkulyos, 57 

Haitam, Haitum, 189, 390, 407, 

410, 411, 418, 419, 424, 445, 446, 

449 
Ilajaj, 103 

Hajb, 330 

Hajb fAli, 391 

Hajj, road of the, 200 

Hakaraye Kurds, 370, 372, 378 

Hakariah, 292 

Hakim, Khalif of Egypt, 180, 182, 

184, 185; general hatred of, 186, 

187 

Halab, 15 

Halaj, the ‘God-embodied’, 158 

Halam, 199 

Halugha, 104 

i Ham, 7; border of, 6 

Hamadan, 198, 213, 218, 256, 265, 

281,285,345,371,383,411,466 
Hainan, 34 

Hamar Gazarta, 111 

Hamath, 199, 244, 252, 253, 254, 

272, 284, 295, 296, 303, 304, 305, 

30. 320, 329, 344. 349. 351 > 36°. 

379. 389. 39H 392. 393. 435. 458. 

459. 44. 472 
Hamdan, Hamdon, 168, 460 

Hamid bar-Namus, 167 

Hamidiyah, 367 

Hamimta, 403 

Hamiraye, 75 
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Hammursh, 162 

Hananya (friend of ’Abhghar), 29, 

48 
Hananya, Mar, Monastery of, 220, 

296 

Hanazit, 265, 266, 397 

Hand of Bar-Sawma, 253, 278 
Hands cut off, 170 

Hanging, head downwards, 481 
Hani, 128, 281, 307, 348, 377 

Hanifiah, 150 

Hanokh (Enoch), 4, 5 

Hanri, Count, of 'Akko, 339, 341, 

344.346 
Hanzit, 250 

Haran, burned to death, 10 

Haran, founder of Harran, 7 
Harbi, 264 
Hardu, 391, 398 

Harim, 275, 317, 330, 436 
Harmis (Hermes), 5 
Haron, 118 

Haron, son of Mahdi, 117 

Haron, son of Gamata, 185 
Haron, Khawarazm Shah, 196 
Haron Rashid, 118, 119, 120 f. 
Haron killed by 'All, 132 
Haronia, 166 

Harran, 7, 10, 11, 55, no, 112, 125, 
127,128,138,152,159,170,174, 
193, 2x8, 227, 247, 249, 254, 258, 
268,292,302,313,319,320,338, 

347. 348. 35°. 359. 363, 373. 377. 

392> 393. 4OI> 4°3> 435- 468 
Harpers, 443 
Harri Joan, 371 
Harri, Sir, 453 
Harru, 391 
Hartama, 126 

Haruraye, 118 
Haru'ta, 448 
Hasan, a general, 127, 132, 133 
Hasan, father of Hubaish, 148 
Hasan the Ishmaelite, 366 
Hasan Mansur, 426 

Hasan of Syria, 193 

Hasnon, physician of Edessa, 391, 

409, 410 

Hasor, 15, 20 

Hasya, 145 
Hathka, 318 

Hathkha, 270 

Hawa, 234 

Hawaye, 6 
Hawks, 334 
Haytam, 278 

Haza’il, 22 
Hazarash, 210 

Hazardinari, 343, 362, 371 
Hazarmard, 174 
Haziran, 50, 90, 132, 138, 230, 251, 

296. 35°. 39°. 4°°. 4°2. 4°5. 459. 

467.475.487.492,493.509 
Head-cloth, 96, 259 

Heads, human, salted, 138 
Healing, the art of, 12 
Heat in Baghdad, 216 
Heaven == God, 355 

Hebrew Book — Bible, 7 
Hebrew, the oldest language, 8 
Hebrews, 6, 35, 490; children of, 

drowned, 12; kings of the, 2; 
leave Egypt, 12; make bricks, 12 

Hebron, 11, 19, 66 
He-goat, 39 
Helena, mother of Constantine, 48, 

398; finds the True Cross, 59 
Helena, wife of Tiberius, 82 
Helena (Constantia), 61 
Heliodorus, 42 
Helios Hadrianus, 53 
Hellas, 7, 36, 63 
Hellespont, 39, 70 
Hen and monster egg, 474 
Henan Isho', a bishop, killed, 448 
Hendo, 6, 352 
Hendokhan, 346 
Hendos, 39 
Henry, Comte de Champagne, 339 
Henry John of Brienne, 371 
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Hephaistia, 55 

Heracleia, 122, 124 

Heracleians, 122 

Fleraclius, 89, 95; describes the 

Muhammadan Faith, 96; died, 96 

Heraclius of Africa, 86 

Herakleia, 69, 404 

Herakluna, 93, 96 

Herath bar-Gabala, 76 

Herbs, traffic in, 159 

Hercules, son of Kustans, 99 

Heresies, Arab, 92 

Heresy among the Arabs, 405 

Heresy, the Manichaean, 116 

Heresy, the Maronite, 116 

Heretics, the fourteen Arab, 300 

Hermes, 5, 153; tetragonon of, 

438 

Hermon, Mount, 3, 4 

Hermopolis, 4 

Herod Agrippa, grandson of Herod 

the slayer of children, 49 

Herod, son of Antipater, 45 

Herod, the slayer of children, 48, 

49 
Herod the Satrap, 47 

Herod the Tetrarch, 48, 49 

Herodias, 49, 213 

Hesen al-Akrad, 285 

Hesiod, 20, 23 

Hesna, 483, 484 

Hesona, 484 

Hezekiah, 24 

Hibiscum, 6 

Hides of oxen, 71 

Hiel, founder of Jericho, 31 

High priesthood, Eastern and West¬ 

ern, 2 

Hijrah, 89 

Hilakya, 23 

Hilkiah, 25 

Hill of Repentance, 172 

Hill of the Crucified Ones, 331 

Hillah, 254, 264 

Hints and Monitions, 197 

Hipparchus, 29 

Hippocrates, 5, 6, 34; his system 

introduced into Persia, 52 

Hippolytus, 43, 49 

Hiram of Tyre, 20, 29 

IJirta, 109, 147 

Hisham, no, 125 

Hisham, brother of Yazid, 108 

Hisham, a chief, in 

Hitam, 505, 506 

Hitaye, 6 

Hith, 83 

Hittites, 6 

Hivites, 6 

Hnana’il, 46 

Holophernes, 33 

Holy Cross at Jerusalem, 307 

Holy Ghost, the False, 131 

Holy Mysteries, 277 

Holy Sepulchre, 327 

Homer, 23, 24 

Homerus, 116 

Honey, 91 

Honorius, 64, 65, 66 

Hormizan, 85 

Hormizd, 57, 93 

Hormizd, son of Kesru, 81, 83; 

blinded, 85 

Horns, in battle, 332; of iron, 21 

Homs of Samiros, 9 

Horns, the Four, 39 

Horns, blown to drive away the 

locusts, 185 

Horsemanship, 296 

Horses, 355; hamstrung, 148; 

trample a road in mountain 

passes, 250; eaters of fish and 

meat, 205 

Horseshoes of gold, 258 

Hosanna, 141 

Hosha', 22, 23 

Hospitallers, 324, 337, 379, 396 

Hostilios, 25 

House of 'Abbas, 479 

House of Instruction, 390 
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House of Maghogh, 478, 494, 498, 

499 
House of sun-worship, 337 

House of the Martyrs in Kennesh- 

rin, 76 

Hsen Mansur, 277, 405 

Hubab, 103, 125 

Hubaish, 148 

Hukab, 103 

Hulabu, 418, 419, 422, 423, 424, 

425, 426, 467; takes Baghdad, 

429 f., 433,437 
Hulaku, 398 

IJuldhi, prophetess, 25 

Hulwan, 204 

Humanos, 11 

Humidity of atmosphere, 390 

Hunain, physician, 57, 147, 148 

Hunaye, 65, 195, 352 

Hunger, bovine, 76 

Hunia, 39, 43 

Huns, 39, 65, 66, 67, 70, 71, 73, 

76, 112, 151, l86, I95, 201, 267, 

352, 402, 455; History of, 2 

Huns, Kings of the, 433 f. 

Hunting, Tatar, 353 

Hurfbhaz, 270 

Hurkania, 39 

Hurricane at Mawsil, 455 

Husain bar-’Atabag, 242, 243 

Husain bar-Mukeled, 144 

Husain Joban, 417 

Husain, the Ishmaelite, 149 

Husain, a general, 126 

Husam ad-Din Yawlak ’Arslan, 

3*7 
Husam ad-Din Kaimari, 395 

Husam ad-Din off Ain Tab, 461 

Husam ad-Din of Mardin, 347 

Husam Temurtash, 270, 281 

Husayn bar-fAli, 141 

Hyrcania, 7, 38, 44, 195 

Hyrcania, Sea of, 383 

Hyrcanus, 45 

Hystaspes, 27, 33 

Tam, 257 

Iberia, 45 ; Inner, 403 

Iberians, 63, 218, 250, 286, 395, 

397, 400, 402, 403, 405, 411,419, 

43D 457> 464> 47° > 5005 con- 
version to Christianity, 59 

Tbheraye, ’iberaye, 6, 41, 63 

Ibiraye, 303, 361, 362, 363, 364 

’Ibiris, 361 

Ibn Sina (Avicenna), 197 

Ibrahim, Mongol noble, 215 

Ibrahim, son of Walid, 111 

Ibrahim, a Jacobite, 180 

Ibrahim Iani’el, 213 

Ibrahim of Bosra, 114 

Ibrahim of Khorasan, 200 

Ibrahim of Mawsil, 211 

Ibrahim, son of Mahdi, 127 

Ibrahim the Koraishite, 127 

Ibrahim, uncle of Mamon, 128, 131 

Ice on Euphrates and Tigris, 191 

Iconium, 229, 235, 240, 243, 252, 

255,264,265,267,277,279,333, 

334. 34H 35°. 358, 360. 4I3> 4H. 
422, 424, 435, 442 

Tdab, 312 

’Idikub, 368 

Idol at Baghdad, 114 

Idols abolished, 59 

Idols and Julian, 61 

Idols burned by ’Asa, 21 

Idols made by Reu, 8 

Idols of the Arabs, 126 

Idols, originator of (Kainan), 7 

Ighuptaye, 35 

’fghuptos, 23 

’Ighuraye (Uigurs) Turks, 352, 354, 

368, 411, 456 

Ignatius, 52 

Ignatius, Bishop of Aleppo, 285 

Ignatius, Maphrian, 286 

Ignatius, Mar, Jacobite Patriarch, 

389,453 
Ignatius of Melitene, 173 

Ignatius of Telia, 287 
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Igrish, 427 

’llada, ’Iladha, 7, 63 

'llam, 42 

lldagur, lldaguz, 318 

’llgazi, ’llghazi, 242, 249, 250, 270 

I lion, 16 

’Iliospantas (Elephantine?), 43 

Ilium, 16 

’lljazi, 362 

lljikatai, 41 

ll-Khan, 445 

Illyricum, 67 

llul, 40, 51, 102, 139, 216, 227, 230, 

237, 239, 251, 258, 267, 320, 424, 

^ 426, 447, 506 

'Im, 218 

Image (gold) of Nebuchadnezzar, 29 

Image standing during earthquake, 

285 

Image with four faces, 25 

Images (idols), 190; Chinese, 355; 

origin of cult of, 5; and pictures, 

books, stones, &c., in temples 

destroyed, 109 

Immortality denied, 19 

Impaled men, eaten, 219 

Impalement, 94, 104, 188, 219, 246 

Inaig Bag, 194, 345 

'Inal Shuk, 357 

Inanag Bag, 195, 213 

’Inashluk, 357 

Incantations, 35 

Incense, 5 

India, 6, 7, 9, 39, 40, 75, 130, 141, 

186, 190, 193, 383, 385, 390,394, 

411, 460; Central, Outer, and 

Southern, 7 

India, Outer, 151, 156, 199 

India, fall of snow fourteen spans 

deep, 299 

Indians, 6, 156, 190, 205, 351, 384, 

385 
Indus, 39 

Infidels, Turkish, 267 

Inflammation of eye-lids, 194 

Inheritance, Arab, 92 

Inscriptions on coffins, undecipher¬ 

able, 149 

Intercourse, carnal, banned by 

Seth, 3 

Iobas, 21 

’lohannis of Beth Bula, 246 

Ionians, 7, 8 

’Ioripos, 39 

Iotopata, 50 

Ipastia, 55 

’Iradni, 69 

'Irak Gate of Aleppo, 304, 436 

Iran, 195 

'Ire, ‘the Watchers’, i.e. sons of 

Seth, 3 

Irene, St., 65 

’Iromos, 20 

Iron Bow, 195 

Iron Door of Alexander the Great, 

39 
'Isa, 113, 114, 128, 265, 463 

'Isa Abu Kuraish, 122, 123 

'Isa, the Great Proximus, 177 

'Isa, Monastery of, 149 

'Isa, physician of Edessa, 409, 410 

'Isa, son of Hadiri, 454 

'Isa, a Nestorian, 180 

'Isa, son of Tapi, 282 

Isaac bar-’Ahud, 132 

Isaac, father of Hunain, 57 

Isaac, son of Hunain, 148 

Isaac, the Patriarch, 10, 11 

Isaac, son of Muhtader, 178 

Isaac of Kari Boghi, 445 

Isabel, 380, 390, 418 

Isabella, sister of Bo'dwin, 322 

Isacius, 255 

Isaiah, 22, 33; sawn in twain, 25; 

quoted (xlvii. 12), 279 

Isauria, 45, 69 

’Isfahan, 142, 194, 206, 232, 233, 

_ 238, 248,345 

’Ishak (?), an angel, 319 

Ishkan, 471 
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Ishmael, io; father of Husain, 149 

Ishmaelites, the Seventeen, 246, 

254,260,322,339,343,366,376, 
379,386,404,411,422,423,424, 

449.473.489 
Ishmaelites, the Ten who murdered 

Barsuk, 252 
lshof bar-Yozadak, 33 

isho' (Joshua), 15 
lshof, Rabban, 437 

Isikyos, 319 
Islam, 121, 135, 195, 205, 354, 366, 

474, 479; Huns return to, 267 
Islamism, 180 

Island of Faro, 40 
Islands, the Mediterranean, 7 
Isma’il, nephew of Ya'kub ’Arslan, 

288 
Isma’il of Antioch, 229 
Isma’il of Sebastia, 229 

Isma’il of Taimna, 346 
Isma’il, son of Danishmand, 237,299 
Isocrates, 34 
Isokos Pharaoh, 10 
Israel, 20; carried to Babylon, 233; 

division of, 21; plunders the 
Temple, 22 

Israel, a lawyer, 185 
Israelites, n 
Issus, Battle of, 38 
Ister, 66 
Tstris, 25 
Italia, 65 
Italians, 75 
Italy, 24, 60, 73, 101, 234, 258, 273, 

325; Huns in, 66 
Italya, 400 

’Ithb'el, 21 
Itil (Volga?), 398 
lug, 360 

lugaye, 360; of Beth Karaman, 492, 

493 
Iwalos, volcano of, 44 

Iwani, King of Constantinople, 
223,249,252,257,264, 266 

Iwani, son of Alexis, 248 

’Iwanni, a general, 166 

’Iwanni the Ishmaelite, 174 

’Iwanni, gored by a bull, 267 

’Iwannis, 120, 222 
’Iwannis, Mar, 277 

Iwannis, a monk, 217 
Iwannis of Rusafaya, 85 

Iwannis, a scribe, 66 

lyar, 97, 125, 132, 133, 266, 302, 

314, 440, 461 
Izange, 278 

Izaz Bas, a slave, 442 
Izwailu, 322 
Tzz ad-Dawlah, 171, 174 
Tzz ad-Din, 34,313,318,413 

Tzz ad-Din ’Aibag, 374, 442, 444 
Tzz ad-Din ’Emadiah, 474 

Tzz ad-Din Hamidaya, 375 

Tzz ad-Din Isa, 325 
Tzz ad-Din Kai Kaus, 169, 172, 

3<H> 365,372>375>410 
Tzz ad-Din Mas'ud, 304, 311, 344, 

366 
Tzz ad-Din, native of Edessa, 346 
Tzz ad-Din of Beth Rhomaye, 434 
Tzz ad-Din of Iconium, 422 

Tzz ad-Din of Mawsil, 319 
Tzz ad-Din, Sultan, 412, 424, 425, 

445, 462 
Tzz ad-Din of Egypt and Shajarath 

ad-Durar, 416 

Jabal Jur, 338, 348, 377 

Jabalah, 144, 328 
Ja'bar, 231; and see Kal'ah Ja'bar 
Jabin, 15 

Jacinths, red, 115 
Jackals, 273 
Jacob, Patriarch, 11, 235; kills 

Esau with an arrow, 11 
Jacob, Mar (of Edessa), 40, 49, 270 
Jacob, the pious (or, bishop), 8 
Jacobites, 94, 123, 385; church of, 

in Baghdad, 183 
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Ja'far, 154 

Jagarmish, 239, 240 

Jagatai, Jaghatai, 353, 368, 382, 390, 

39:> 393. 419 
Jaghri Bag, Dawud, 196, 198, 199, 

209,214,224,345 
Jair Khan, 368, 369 
Jaktan y 
Jalal ad-Dawlah Malik Shah, 238 

Jalal ad-Din Husain, 366 
Jalal (Jelal) ad-Din Hasan, 386 
Jalal ad-Din Karatai, 413, 422 
Jalal (Jelal) ad-Din Khawarazm 

Shah, 383, 394, 396, 421, 426 

Jalal (Jelal) ad-Din Manjabarni, 394 
Jalal (Jelal) ad-Din Turan, 463, 472 
Jamal ad-Din, 281 
Jamal (Jemal) ad-Din Gulbag, 443, 

444 
Jamal ad-Din Kashtemur, 397 
Jamal ad-Din of Mawsil, 286 
Jambres, Book of, 116 
James, son of Zebedee, slain by 

Agrippa, 49 
Jamlin, 392 
Janabiz, 428 
Janah ad-Dawlah, 235 
Jannes, Book of, 116 
Japhet, 7, 195; Border of, 6 

Jawali, 239, 240, 243 f. 
Jawshan, Mount, 303 
Jazarta, 241, 333, 344, 348, 359 
Jazirah, 249, 253 
Jazlah, 236 

Jebel (Jebail), 175 
Jebusites, 6 
Jehoiada, 22 
Jehoiakim, 26 
Jehosaphat, 21 
Jehu, 22; his Four sons, 23 
Jenwaye (Genoese), 244 
Jephthah, 16 
Jeremiah, 25, 26, 27, 33, 270 
Jericho, 44 
Jeroboam, 21, 25 

Jerusalem, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 

27> 3°> 33. 34> 36> 39> 42, 43> 44? 
50, 54, 59, 87, 96, 139, 150, 172, 

184, 194, 196, 230, 234, 235, 236, 

237, 249, 251, 255, 257, 258, 267, 
268, 277, 279, 280, 281, 285, 286, 

287, 293, 295, 303, 307,311,320, 

322,325,326,337,339, 340,345, 

348, 369, 371, 373, 379, 391, 392, 
461, 462, 493; attacked by Sala- 
din, 325 f.; burnt, 26; destroyed 
by Romans, 51; founded, 10; 

handed over to the Arabs, 327; 
revolt at, during Passover, 50; 
siege of, by Romans, 51; taken 
by Franks, 252; two walls of, 

destroyed, 45; walls rebuilt, 45 

Jesse, 19 
Jesus Christ, the Galilean, 62; por¬ 

trait of, 48 
Jethro, 12 
Jew merchant and Saladin, 342 
Jews, 26, 29, 34, 35, 36, 39, 43, 45, 

46, 48, 70, 74, 91, no, 128, 131, 
141, 177, 184, 303, 399, 476, 477, 
490, 491, 507 

Jews and the poll tax, 47; carried to 
Egypt, 39; destroy Salamina in 
Cyprus, 52; fight the Samaritans, 
55; hated by everybody, 487 f.; 
honoured by Julian the Apostle, 
61; in Baghdad, 491; freed in 
Egypt by Ptolemy, 40; taxed 
heavily by Mongols, 418; perse¬ 
cutions of the, 41, 42, by Felix, 
49; baptized, 109; rebel in Egypt 
and Syria, 50, 52; reject Herod, 
45; transported to Persia, 87; 
their ears bored, 53 ; expelled from 
Jerusalem by 'Omar, 91 

Jewel cases, 119 
Jewellery, first appearance of, 8 
Jezebel, 21, 22 
Jezebel, mother of the Sultan, 252 
Jijkan, 419 
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Jirbad, Monastery of, 321 

Joan (John), 371; of Brienne, 379 

Joannes, 85, 223 
Joannes, King of the Greeks, 264 

Joannes, Mar, 277 

Joannes of Rusafa, his wife killed 

by Kesru, 86 
Job, the Patriarch, fought Satan 

seven times, 9, 133 

Job, Book of, 203 
John Alexander, 44, 45 

John, father of Matutha, 42 
John Gaddai, 42 

John Hyrcanus, 44 
John, King, 398 
John, King of the Krith, 353 
John, Mar, of his Liturgies, 233 

John, Mar, Patriarch, 247, 265 
John, Mar, the writer, 49 
John, Metropolitan of Mawsil, 144 
John of Asia (’Amid), 1, 74, 75 

John of the Huns, 352 
John of the ’Ortaye, 72 
John of Yathreb (Yatreb), 8, 16 
John, Patriarch of Calonicus, 77 
John Philoponus, 76 
John, St., the Apostle, 33, 52 
John, son of Masawiyah, 147 
John, son of Simon, 43 
John the Baptist, 47, 213; killed by 

Herod the Tetrarch, 49 
John, the son of Zechariah, 150 
John the tabellarius, 48 
Jonah, 22 
Jonathan, 19 
Jonathan, brother of Judas Macca- 

baeus, 43 
Jonathan Hapos, 42 
Jonathan, son of Herod Antipater, 45 
Joppa, 325, 333, 340, 346, 391 
Joram, 21, 22 
Jordan, 47, 87, 142, 245, 308, 309, 

323, 359 
Joscelyn, Count, 242, 245, 253, 254, 

255, 266, 268, 273, 275, 276, 286 

Joscelyn II, 251, 261, 264 

Joscelyn III (?), 277; death of, 285, 

305 
Joseph and ’Apipos (Apophis), 11 
Joseph and Mary, 47 

Joseph of Khorasan, 200 

Joseph the Patriarch, son of Jacob, 

300; sold and dies aged 140 years, 
11 

Joseph, Patriarch and Archiman¬ 
drite, 429 

Joseph the monk, 213 
Josephus, 6, 35, 49, 51; son of 

Mattai, 50 

Joshua, son of Non, 15; curses 
Jericho, 21 

Josiah, 20, 25, 27 
Joslin, 242 
Jovianus, 62 
Jubail, 325 

Judah, 20, 21,23, 24, 43, 45 
Judah, Galilean, 47 

Judah Makbal, 42 
Judas Maccabaeus, 43 
Judea, 20, 50, 52 
Judge of the Judges, 411 
Judges, Book of, quoted (iv. 3), 15 
Judges of Israel, 2, 15 f., 20 
Judith, 33 

Julian, Parabitos, the magician, 61, 

a83 
Julianus, son of Constans, 60 
Julius Africanus, 55 
Julius (the month of), 45 
Julmarg, 431 

Jumagar, 419 
Jumlin, 350, 351 
Jurkhatai, 390 

Jurmaghon Nawin, 394, 406 
Justina, wife of Valentinianus, 63 

Justinianus, 73,74,75,76,77-9, 101, 
103; he and his son killed, 106 

Justinianus, son of Constantine, 
died, 103 

Justinus, Emperor, 73, 80 
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Justinus III (?), 76, 81 
Justus, King of the Samaritans, 70 
Juti Bag, 436 

Ka'ba, 115 
Kaboz, 79 

Kadak Nawin, 411, 417 
Kader, Khalifah, 178, 215; died, 192 
Kadhi ’Abu Husain, 167 
Kafi, 183 
Kafu, 41 

Kaharya, 221 
Kahath, 11,12 
Kahir, 158, 159, 160; blinded, 161 
Kahir (Krah), 399 
Kahir 'Izz ad-Din Mas'ud Malik, 

367; died, 371 
Kahir Taj ad-Din ’Eshak, 373 
Kahirah, Kahrah (Cairo), 190, 291, 

293. 3°7 
Kai (Gui), 322 
Kai Kaus (Kaus), 341, 375 
Kai Kesru (Khesru), 375 
Kai Kesru (Ghayath ad-Din), 341 
Kai Kubad, 403; a place, 457 

Kaijatu, 497, 498, 499, 500, 505 
Kaim (’Abu Ja'far), 192, 193, 198, 

201, 206, 214, 225; his four 
stipulations, 203, 204 

Kaimaz (Mirjahid ad-Din), 305, 

344>347 
Kainan, 4, 6 
Kair Khan, 403 
Kaisar Shah, 360 
Kaisaye, 127 
Kal'ah Ja'bar, 231, 242, 271, 272, 

293.325>345>373>435 
Kal'ah Najm, 320, 349, 435, 436 
Kai'ah Rhomaita, 435, 461, 493 
Kal'ah Rhomaya, 246 
Kalamari, a poisoner, 247 
Kalapat, a rebel, 192 
Kalasyur (Kalasyud?), Monastery 

of, 283 
Kalawyan, Greek prince, 427; father 

of Theodore of Nineveh, 427,428; 
blinded, 429 

Kalawyan, son of Theodore of 
Nineveh, 427 

Kalaye, 41 
Kalikala, 113 

Kalista, 15 
Kalisura, 266 

Kalnai, 10 
Kalomkala, 113 

Kalonikos, 217 

Kalonikus, 41 
Kalonon, 24 
Kaltaye, 41 
Kalto, 8 
Kalya, 8 

Kalyopoli, 428 

Kamah, 249, 287, 393, 412, 425 
Kamak, 113 

Kambiros, King of Babylon, 8 
Kamil, Malik, of Egypt, 370, 371, 

379> 39D 392, 399. 400> 401. 
404 f., 414 

Kamil Nasir ad-Din ’Abu al-Ma'ali, 

373 
Kamil, son of 'Adil, 348 

Kamr ad-Din, 386 
Kan, the title, 354 
Kandabis, 43 
Kandak, 72 
Kangar river, 288 
Kanjatu, 491 f. 
Kankar, 293 
Kanon, month of, 194, 199; First, 

47. 97. H8> 2i6. 443 . 4S2> S°8; 
Second, 47, 119, 207, 216, 250, 

261,269,375,418,436,454,474, 
479,480,491 

Kanpara, 12 
Kanrek, 72 
Kanya, 413 
Kanyukh,330 
Kaphar Tab, 285, 349 
Kaphar Zamar, 359 
Kaphartutha, 162, 166, 172 
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Kapshakaye, 391 

Kara ’Arslan, 268, 276, 278, 287, 

292,296,297,314,315,317,318, 

3!9 
Kara Bogha, 445 

Kara Hedar, 310 

Kara Hesar, 311 
Kara Kuram, 398 

Kara Muran, 397 
Kara Senkur, 364 

Kara Shah Khas Hajib, 330 
Karaja, 368 

Karak, 300, 316, 317, 322, 324, 379, 
392, 402, 404, 435, 462 

Karaketa, 353 

Karakhan of Bukhara, 186 
Karakjiya, 356 

Karakoram, 383 

Karakshaye, 356 
Karakush, 340 
Karaman, 319 

Karamun, 411 
Kararit, 270 
Karatai, 413 
Karawash, 185 

Karawunas, 471 
Karawush, 185 

Kardawaye, 74, 132 
Kardengan, 89 
Kardigan, 89, 93 
Kardl'mar, io 
Kardo, Kardu, 7, hi, 139,179, 210, 

240.253,271,297,435,442,465, 
489 

Karimon, Pharaoh, 9 
Karis, 10 
Karkase, 10 
Karkidha, 66 

Karkidon, 16 
Karkison, 41 
Karmah, 433 
Karmataye, 147, 165 
Karmelish, 402 
Karne dha-Hamath, 304 
Kars, 363 

Karshena, 138, 148, 166, 270 
Kartagena, 74 

Kartamin, 132 

Karuth Bag, 224 
Karzaye, 195 
Kasa, 199 

Kasaronos, 9 
Kashan, 142, 166 
Kashgar, 205 

Kashkeruf, 234 
Kasim, 122, 240 
Kasim ad-Dawlah ’Aksenkur. 253 
Kasimi, 386 

Kasinos, 266 
Kastamuna, 257 
Kata, 347, 352, 397, 411 

Kataban, 237 
Katana, 24 

Kataye, 397 
Katharo (i.e. the Purists), 56 

Kathaye binaye, 352 
KatPa, 237, 249 

Katlamish, 209, 226, 227, 229, 230, 
240, 341 

Kaurath, 224 
Kawad, 70, 71 
Kawakir, 190 
Kawashi, 171, 172, 271, 375 
Kawkebha, 329 
Kawma, Mar, 420, 484 
Kawna, Rabban, Monastery of, 462 
Kawram, vineyard of, 382 
Kawsatagh, 407 
Kawti, 462, 480 
Kawwaik river, 127 
Kayafa, 50 

Kayaiye, 486 
Kayahgh, 416 
Kayashye, 486 
Kazan, 496, 498, 499, 500, 501, 502, 

S°3> S°4> S°6 
Kazara, 177 
Kazaraye, 84, 89, 195 
Kazaza, 177 
Kazwin, 142, 196, 423, 503 
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Kefar Tab, 252 

Kelej ’Arslan, 229, 233, 239, 240; 
drowned, 241 

Kelej ’Arslan, son of Mas'ud, 275, 
281, 289, 292, 296, 303,306,308, 

309,310,320, 330, 333, 337, 341, 

344 
Kelej ’Arslan roasts his son, 297 

Kelej ’Arslan, son of Rukn ad-Din, 
360 

Kemushtakin, 217 

Kenneshrin, 76, 86, 115, 125, 129 
Kentora, 12 

Kephar Sut, 277 
Kephartab, 304 
Kephar Zaman, 261 
Kephar Zammar, 319 
Kepisos, 53 

Kerman, 224, 411, 501 
Keryona, 250 
Keshlath, 475 

Keshli Khan of Bukhara, 376 
Kesos, 265 

Kesru (Khesru), 74, 77, 78, 79, 
81,83 

Kesru, son of Hormizd, 85 
Keurinos, 47 
Keys of Mawsil, 258 
Kezel, 198, 199 
Khabul (Kabul), 114 
Khadijah, 90, 91 
Khakam, death of daughter of, 113 
Kha-Kan, 83, 84, 89, 105, 112, 195; 

daughter of, baptized, no 
Khalat, 178, 212, 220, 303,313,318, 

338- 341. 36i» 362, 363, 364, 365, 

367. 3&8, 373. 388, 389. 394. 395- 
396, 399. 454 

Khalataita Khatun, 388 
Khalataye, 318 
Khaldaye (Chaldeans), 4 
Khalid, 94 
Khalifate, the, 92; of Egypt, cessa¬ 

tion of mention of, on Friday in 
the mosques, 300 

Khalkan, 390 

Khan, the title, 354, 393 
Khan Balik (Peking), 439 
Khanikin, 404 

Khanothis, 12 

Kharat-Barat, 251 
Kharbanda, 483 

Kharbizag, 403, 454 

Kharkha of Baghdad, 161 

Khartabirt, 251, 361 
Kharzaye, 232 
Khasbag, 281 

Khashaf, 480 
Khata, 419, 439 

Khataye, Khathaye, 354, 355, 397, 
398, 418 

Khawarazm, 196, 199, 200, 217, 

223, 224, 345, 349, 351, 385; 
taken by the Tatars, 382 f. 

Khawarazmians, 347, 385, 396, 
397,400,402,403,404,406,473 

Khawarazm Shah, 190, 267, 345, 
346,349,384,396 

Khawsar, 484 
Khazar, 102 
Khazaraye, 105, no, 114, 232 
Khazars, 195 
Khaziran, month of, 448 
Kheta, 186 
Khishum, 154, 229, 237, 246, 247, 

261, 265, 273, 275, 277; church 
of, 118; its three walls, 125; its 
five walls and an outer wall, 129, 
130 

Khogand, 368 
Khogh Basil, 246 
Khoi, 396 
Khoke, 124 
Khorasan, in, 112, 114, 122, 124, 

126, 128, 134, 139, 142, 171, 
176, 185, 196, 198, 199, 215,219, 
220, 230, 231, 243, 245,256,265, 
281, 283, 345, 349, 351,365,376, 
382, 390, 394, 411, 456, 470,492, 

499> 50I> 5°4 
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Khorasanians, 171 

Khorasanites, 172 

Khoshu of Barteli, 440 

Khotan, 463 

Khrikdrids, 246 
Khujabnuyaksin, Khujbanutaksin, 

397 
Khunas, 362 
Khuram Shah, 333 

Khurdik, 232, 246 
Khuris, 277 
Khurtig, 246; poisoned by Frankish 

women, 247 
Khutan, 305 
Khyaron, physician, 12 

Kibalon, 62 
Kid Boka, Kid Buka, 419, 423 

Kidneys, disease of the, 26, 62 
King Book, 176 
Kingdom, the Arab, transferred 

from Damascus to Babylon, 112 

Kings, images of, destroyed, 109; 

of the Arabs, 89 f. 
Kings, Chaldean, 29 f. 
Kings of the Hebrews, 19 f. 

Kings of the Medes, 31 f. 
Kings of the Persians, 33 f. 
Kings, the Ten, of Book of Daniel, 

39 
Kinds, gold idol, 9 
Kipa, 310, 314, 316, 332, 359, 375, 

39D 4H 
Kir Alix (Aliks), 169 

Kira Balwina, 428 
Kirith, 184 
Kiros, 81 
Kiryawri, 427 
Kit Bogha, 436, 437; killed, 438 
Kitten, 154 
XT' A A A 

Kiura, 152 
Klaudya, Klawdia, 217, 322, 425, 

450 
Klima, 3 
Klimya, Cain’s twin, 3 
Kodaye, 55 

Kohath, 11 
Kohl (stibium), 120, 149, 161, 223 

Kohlath, 19 
Komana, 303 

Konia, 425 

Kontustabl, 410 

Koraish, 121 
Koshi, 25 

Kotaz, 436, 437, 439 

Krah, 399 
Krasi impaled, 227 

Kremastos, 29 

Krit, Krith, 352, 353 

Kritaye, io 
Kriti, 10 
Kronos (Zodiac), 225; conjunction 

with Zeus, 473 
Kronos, the Macedonian, 8 
Ksisdrthos, Ksisothros, 4 

Kuba, 128 

Kubala, 62 

Kuban, 411 
Kublai Khan, 398, 417, 438 f., 456 
Kufah, 94, 96, 102, 105, 153, 174, 

254 
Kujek, 333 

Kukalaga Nawin, 439, 440 
Kukalek, 439 
Kukburi, 359, 365, 372, 399 

Kuli, 419 
Kum, 142 

Kumana, 253 

Kumartakin, 315, 329 
Kunghurtai, Kunghartai, 456, 463, 

469,472 

Kungur ’Aulan, 501 
Kuni Shabhor, 394 

Kuntilis, 45 
Kunya, 413, 425 
Kura, 72, 95, 96 
Kuradi, 351 
Kurah, 436 

Kuraish, a man, 213, 214, 227 
Kuraishites, 131 
Kur’an, 205, 337 
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Kurd, an Hakarian, 463 

Kurdanaye, 131, 132 
Kurdaye, 138, 139 

Kurds, 74, 138, 139, 194, 198, 216, 

2S4. 288, 321, 328, 362, 374, 396, 

421, 425, 431,441, 453, 4S9, 460, 

465> 472, 475. 477. 48S. 487; the 
Hakarian, 270 

Kuriltai, Mongol Council, 419 
Kurithim, 83 

Kuros, 104 

Kurtos, S3 
Kurah, 152 
Kus, 302, 414 
Kusair, 257 
Kusairath, 240 

Kusaite, 289 
Kush, 8, 75; fire in, 12 
Kushan, 15 

Kushites, 21,24, 87, 195 
Kustans, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100 
Kusyana, 296 

Kutab(Kutb)-ad-Din, 307 
Kutab ad-Din, brother of Ghayath 

ad-Din, 341 

Kutab ad-Din, brother of Husam, 

3*7 
Kutab ad-Din Ilghazi, 313 
Kutab ad-Din Kaimaz, 305 
Kutab ad-Din Mahamad, 346, 

347 
Kutab ad-Din Malik Shah, 333 
Kutab ad-Din Mawdud, 271, 277, 

295> 311* 3J3 
Kutab ad-Din of Mardin, 318 
Kutab ad-Din of Sebastia, 467 
Kutab ad-Din of Sinjar, 365 
Kutab ad-Din Sokman, 318 
Kutab ad-Din, son of Nur ad-Din, 

332 
Kutai Khatun, 460, 467, 470 
Kutan, 411 
Kutar, 419 
Kutb ad-Din, 292 
Kuthlugh ’Inanag, 345 

Kudu Bag, 441, 449 

Kutrana, 72 

Kutranga, 72 
Kutuz, 416 

Kuzikos, burned alive, 44 

Kwaras, 55 
Kwena, 55 

Kyrie Eleeson, 184 

Labhudha, Abel’s twin sister, 3 

Labours forbidden two days in the 
week, 151 

Lacedemonia, 15 
Lachish, 22 

Ladder with twenty-five rungs, 

145 
Ladders, scaling, 71 

Ladikia overwhelmed, 76 
Lagus, 39, 40 
Lagzaye, 163 
Lait, 117 
Lake of Samanin, 361 
Lakes, artificial, 133 
Lamech, 6 

Lamis, 70 
Lamp in Christ’s tomb, 184 

Lamps in mosques, 206; in the 
Temple, forty of silver and twenty 
of gold, 236 

Languages, the seventy, 8 
Laodicea, 144, 285, 296, 328, 329, 

345> 359> 379 
Lapathus, 98 
Lashih, 330 
Lashkari, 359 
Laskaris, 359 
Latakia, 144; built, 40 
Latinaye, 24 
Latins, 6, 16, 24 
Law received by Moses, 13 
Law, the Tatar, 353 
Laws founded by Enoch, 5 
Laws of Chingiz Khan, 354, 355 
Leathers, worn out, boiled and 

eaten during famine, 252 
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Lebanon, ioi, 103, 235; sons of 

Canaan in, 8 
Lebhnan, 8 

Legate, Papal, in Rome, 379 
Lent, Fast of, 68, 168, 433, 449 

Leo (Zodiac), 443 
Leo, a Greek general, 107 

Leo the Armenian, 264 

Leo the Patrician, 125 
Leo, 68, 69, 73, 101, 109; death of, 

no 
Leo, 116; death of, 117 (a.d. 781) 

Leo, 129, 149; death of, 151 
Leon of Cilicia, 261; death of, 295 

Leon, brother of Toros, 255 
Leon of Cilicia, 321, 328 
Leone, 112 

Leontino, 24 
Leontinus, 69 
Leontius, 104 
Leontius, a judge, 72 
Leontopolis (Calonicus), 69 
Leper, the, Chlorus, 58 
Leprosy, 22 
Letter written in gold and silver, 161 
Levi, son of Jacob, n 
Levites, 19 
Liar-gods, 25 

Libanius the sophist, 61 
Libations, Tatar, 355 
Library of ’Amid with 140,000 

volumes taken by Saladin, 315 
Library of the Mongols, 2 
Libwas, 21 
Libya, 75 
Libyans, 21 

Light in Christ’s tomb, 184 
Light on head of Ruhi, 121 
Lightning, 153, 258; destroys Capi- 

tolium and Library, 55; Aurelian 
killed by, 57 

Lime burners, 242 
Lime mixed with flour in bread, 

274 
Lion, Lion, 334, 336, 337, 343, 344, 

4 

37°. 37L 375> 454. 456> 457. 459. 
464 

Lion, son of ’Estafana, 334 

Lion, son of Haitum, 448, 449 

Lion kills a prophet, 20 

Lion trainer, 417 

Lions, one hundred, 156; den of, 

31; den of seven, 33 

Lions and buffaloes make friends, 
225 

Lipore, 101 

Liver, 201; examined for magical 

purposes, no 
Loans, Arab, 98 
Locusts, 70, 102, 109, 165; ravages 

of flying locusts described, 118 
Locusts in Baghdad, 450; driven 

away by beating drums and 
blowing horns, 185 

Locusts in Edessa, 257 

Locusts in Mawsil, 167, 172, 183, 

i85 
Loghos, 39 
Logothete, 120 
Lolon, 132 
Longinus, 47 
Longitude, 84 
Longobardy, 83 
Lor, 411 

Loraye, 470, 472 
Lot, 10 
Louis, 274 
Love of boys, 37 
Luaznaya, 420 
Lucius, son of Marcus Aurelius, 58 
Lugasik, 310 
Lugasu, 310 
Luka near Antioch, 172 
Lukari, Book of, 392 
Luke, St., quoted (iii. 36), 7 
Lukya, 7 
Lulu, 179, 180, 317 

Lulwah, 132, 148 
Lulwan, 148 
Lumpis, 52 

B 
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Lungs, 201 
Lupanar, 73 

Lurians, 6 

Lurs, 470, 472 

Lusania, Tetrarch, 49 
Lusia, governor of Syria, 43 

Lybia, 7, 52, 87 
Lycania, 24 

Lycia, 7, 101 
Lydia, 7, 74 
Lydians, 6 
Lyre of Apollo, 16 
Lysanius, Tetrarch, 48 

Mabbogh, Mabbugh, 26, 73, 86, 

129, 138, 218, 220, 222, 225, 243, 

251, 3o6> 320, 349, 372, 435 
Mabhyanos, 56 
Mabios, 58 
Maccabees, 41, 44 

Macedonia, 36, 63, 162, 220 
Macedonians, 6, 39, 41; in Sham- 

rin, 39 
Macedonius, 64 
Macrinus Caesar, 55 

Madai, 361, 472; Mount, 94 
Ma'daya, 94 
Ma'daye, 185, 192, 193, 194, 200, 

202, 203, 207, 209, 210, 213, 228, 
254, 260, 307, 363, 391,400,402, 
406, 414, 421, 425, 445; flooded 
out, 225 

Ma'daye Kuniko, 218 
Madik, 217; Monastery of, 425, 426 
Madness, 79; of Nebuchadnezzar, 

29 
Magdonius river, 60 
Maghdo, 20 
Maghlara, 24 
Maghogh, 33, 195, 473 
Magi, the, 47 
Magianism, 362 

Magians, 77, 114; two reigned, 33 
Magic, Art of, 7, 52; in Rome, 61 
Magicians, 151 

INDEX 

Magisti, Book of, 29, 53, 190, 452 

Magne, a general, 82 
Magnentius, 60 

Magnesia, Mount of, 428 

Mahamad (Muhammad?), 89; de¬ 
nounced, 405 

Mahamad, a general, 104 

Mahamad, chief of Ishmaelites, 366 
Mahamad Khawarazm Shah, 366 

Mahamad of Gazarta, 441 
Mahamad of Kardu, 103 

Mahamad of Melitene, 295 
Mahamad, a physician, 149 

Mahamad Shah, 282 
Mahamad, son of Bukhtamar, 343, 

362 

Mahamad, son of Haron Ar-Rashid, 

122 
Mahamad, son of Kara ’Arslan, 297 
Mahamad, son of Nasir ad-Dawlah, 

166 
Mahamad, son of Saltak, 350 
Mahamad, Sultan of Samarkand, 

381,382,383 

Mahamad, Sultan of Persia, plun¬ 
ders caravan of merchants, 357 

Mahamad ’Amin, 124 
Mahamad, brother of Mas'ud, 199 
Mahamad, brother of Turkyaruk, 

236 
Mahamad, grandson of Saljuk, 196 
Mahamad, Malik, 258 
Mahamad, son of Gazi, 251 
Mahamad, son of Mu'tader, 158 
Mahamad, son of Mu'tasad, 160 
Mahamad, son of Mahmud, 285 
Mahdi, 132 
Mahdi, son of Abu Ja'far, 116 
Mahdi, the false, 116 
Mahgraye, 134 
Mahlala’il, 4 
Mahmud, a governor, 201 
Mahmud (Khawarazm Shah), 190 
Mahmud Malik, 267 
Mahmud, son of Malik Shah, 232 
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Mahmud, son of Sabuktakin, 196 

Mahmud, son of Zangi, 271 

Mahmud, Sultan, 236-40, 241, 242, 
245, 248-50; died, 256 

Malinim, 23 

Mahruban, 183 

Maidan of Mawsil, 271 
Maiden raped by Nestorian priest, 

284 
Maidens, the three sent to George 

the physician, 116 

Maimundus, 423 
Maiperkat, 66, 85, 145, 162, 165, 

166, 167, 202, 219, 232, 303, 318, 

3J9> 32°. 338. 343. 348. 363> 364> 

373. 389> 4°6. 4°9. 425> 434. 436> 
442, 484 

Maistir, 288 

Maistre, 288 
Majd ad-Dawlah, 236 

Majd al-Mulk, 466, 467 
Makali, 60 
Makiki, Mar, Catholicus, 430 
Makkah, 91,165,167,189, 207, 234, 

388. 399 
Makruna, 420 
Maksin, 313 
Malahta, 293 
Malazgerd, 178, 363 
Malih, brother of Toros, 292, 295 
Malih of Cilicia, 305 
Malik 'Adil, 316 
Malik 'Adil Abu Bakr, 295 
Malik al-Tahir, 316 

Malik 'Arab, 252 
Malik Mahamad, 265, 266 
Malik Mas'ud, 247, 249 
Malik Salih Isma'il, 302, 303, 

3°5 
Malik Senjar, 256 
Malik Shah, 223, 224, 227, 228, 230, 

232, 238, 285, 313 
Malik Shah, nephew of Mas'ud, 

284 
Malik Shah Salih (?), 433, 434 

Malik Shah, son of Kelej ’Arslan, 

240, 243 

Malik Shah, son of Takish, 346 
Malkum, 20 

Malo, 20 

Malos, 15 
Ma Mimre, the Book of One Hun¬ 

dred Discourses, 176 

Mama, Mar, 60, 69 
Mamon, 123, 126, 127, 128, 130, 

I3T 132, i33> H5> 177 
Mamprokia, 61 

Mamre, 59 
Mamun, 122 
Mamun, Khalifah, 452 

Manasih, 185 
Manasseh, brother of 'Omar, 36 
Manasseh, Jewish lawyer, 177 

Manbij, 26, 435 
Maneh, 190 

Manes, 56, 57 
Mangasar, 457 
Mangdabhkir, 364 

Mangu Khan, 398 
Mangu Timur, 465, 466 
Manguras, 323 
Mangutakin, 179 
Mani, 56 
Alanichaeans, 116 
Manil, a lawyer, 427 
Maninaye, 116 
Manos, 11 
Mansur, a fortress, 310 
Mansur, 400 
Mansur bar-'Abdun, 182, 183 
Mansur, Khalifah, 115, 116 
Mansur, Malik, 352 
Mansur of Maiperkat, 338 
Mansur, Malik, son of 'Aziz, 347 
Mansur, Malik, son of Saladin, 320 
Mansur, Nasir ad-Dindud, 379 
Mansur, son of Nasir, 130 
Mansurah, 410 
Manuel the Armenian, 95, 96 
Manuel, see Manuil 
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Manuil, son of Iwanni, 267, 274, 

280, 285, 286, 290, 306,308,309, 

310,312,319 
Manyakos, 201 
Manzayi (Chinese), 438 

Mapas, 12 

Maphrian, 1, 286, 287 
Mapos, 11 

Mapros, Pharaoh, 12 
Maqdal, 312 
Maragha, 198, 260, 265, 364, 437, 

451,460, 506; Library of, 2 

Mar'ash, 114, 139, 156, 165, 228, 
231, 246, 247, 270, 275,276,277, 
283, 289, 328, 454; built, 40 

Marble, white, from Antioch, 74 
Marcianopolis, 63 
Marcianus, 67, 68 
Marcion, 77, 79, 86 
Marcus Aurelius Caesar, 54, 55, 69 
Mardansha, 104 

Marde, 125 
Mardin, 242, 247, 249, 254, 265, 

270,277,296,307,313,314,317, 

321.347,34g, 351,362,363,375, 
377, 379, 4°9> 437, 467, 468, 469, 

485, 5°9 
Marga, 420 
Marge, 394 
Maria, daughter of Mauricius, 70,85 
Marinos, 152 
Mark Antony, 45 
Mark, son of the Basiliscus, 69 
Markab, 463 
Markis, 325, 358, 359 
Markis of Tyre, 339 
Markiyah, 328 
Maronda, 15 
Marquis from Rome (Conrad ?), 327 

Marriage, 197; rejected by sons of 
Seth, 3 

Marriages, Arab, 92 
Mars, 183 
Marshmallow, 6 
Martina, niece of Heraclius, 93, 96 

Martinus of Badu, 52 

Martoiya, 24 

Martyrs, the Forty, 62, 72 
Maru-rud, 199 

Marutha, bishop of Maiperkat, 66 
Marw (Merv), 96, 224 

Marwan of Khorasan, 111 

Marwan, removed Court to Bagh¬ 
dad, 112 

Marwan, son of Hakam, 102,103 
Marwan, son of Walid, 111 

Mary, daughter of Hyrcanus, 49 

Mary, daughter of King Michael, 

505 
Mary of Simnadu, 220 

Mary, sister of Aristobulus, 46 
Mary, the Virgin, 47, 52, 106 
Maryam (Miriam), 220 

Masara, 251, 267, 364, 375, 403, 
426 

Masawiyah, 147 
Mashad, 122 
Mashak, 195 

Mashtub, 370 
Masista, 255 
Masjid in Jerusalem, 96 
Maslima, 105, 106, 107, 108, no 

Masryath, 343 
Mas'ud, 481 
Mas'ud, a governor, 201 
Mas'ud ’Arslan, 243 
Mas'ud Bag, 411 

Mas'ud bar-Kawti, 459, 462, 463, 
472, 480, 484 

Mas'ud, brother of Mahmud, 255 
Mas'ud Karaja, 256 
Mas'ud Malik, 420 
Mas'ud of Aleppo, 302 
Mas'ud of Iconium, 252, 255, 256, 

281; died, 281 
Mas'ud of Mawsil, 333, 475 
Mas'ud, son of ’Ashmut, 456 
Mas'ud Sultan of Khorasan, 196, 

198, 199, 259, 260, 261, 265, 268, 
272, 280; died, 281 
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Masutha, monk of Mar Mattai, 459 
Mat, 363 

Mathan, pagan priest, 22 

Mathematicians, Arab, 92 

Mathushlah, 5 

Matitha, 42 
Mattai, an Amir, 489 

Mattai, Mar, Monastery of, 441, 

459. 475. 5°8 
Matter, 35 

Matthew, St., 26 

Mauricius, 82, 83, 85, 86 
Mauricius, a general, 81 
Mawdud, son of Mas'ud, 199 

Mawdud, 241, 244, 245, 247 
Mawsil (Mosul), m, 159, 164, 166, 

171. 173. J74. l83> i85> 202> 205> 
209, 210, 211, 213, 214, 228, 23O, 

232, 239, 24O, 24I, 243, 244, 245, 

25°. 251, 252. 253. 255. 256, 257, 
258, 262, 263, 264, 265, 268, 270, 
271, 272, 277, 282, 286, 297, 302, 

3°3> 3°4. 3°5. 3o6> 3°7. 311. 312, 

3J7> 3i8> 3!9> 333.344. 
347. 348. 35°. 352, 359. 36o> 361, 
365. 366, 367, 368, 371, 373, 374, 

377. 399. 4°°. 4°2, 4°4> 420, 421, 
426, 433, 437, 440, 441, 442, 443, 

444. 446. 447. 45x> 452, 453. 455. 
456, 460, 462, 463, 464, 465, 467, 
468, 472, 474, 475, 477, 480, 482, 

483> 484> 485. 486- 488. 489. 498. 
5°8 

Maxentius, 57, 58 
Maximinianus, 57, 58 
Maximinus, 55; and the devil, 57 
Maximus, 64; his dogma of Two 

Wills, 106 
Mazindaran, 383, 472, 503 
Mbazar Bag, 485 
Meat, fasting from, on Sunday, 68 
Mecca, 91 (see Makkah) 
Medes, 2, 6, 9, 361 
Media, 6, 7, 39, 113 
Medial Signs of the Spheres, 190 

557 

Medicine, Hippocratic system of, 54 

Medicine which cured every ail¬ 

ment, 405 
Mediolanum, 68 

Melchisedek, 10, 11 

Melitene, 1, 101, 112, 113, 120, 134, 

>35. i39. !45> 155. 173. !78> 191. 
2x3, 217, 223, 229, 231, 233, 236, 

237. 239. 241, 243, 244, 245, 249, 
250, 251, 253, 258, 259, 264, 265, 
266, 267, 268, 274, 279, 284, 287, 

295. 296, 3o8> 3io> 321, 33°. 334. 

337. 35°. 351. 36°. 361. 364> 375. 
394. 4°°. 40I> 4°3. 4o8> 4°9> 42°> 
425, 429, 435, 465, 471, 483 

Members of murderers cut off, 449 
Memphis, 11, 12, 180 
Menairwena, 58 

Menander, 12 
Menasseh, 25 

Menbij, 73, 231 
Merchandise, Arab, 92 
Merchants and the Tatars, 356 

Merchants, oppressed, 67 
Merda (?), 86 
Merv, 96, 224, 351 
Meshammashanitha, 208 

Mesopotamia, 7, 52, 55 
Mesrin, 293, 307, 371, 379 
Methodius of Tyre, 3 
Methroditos, 39 
Methuselah, 6; translation of, 5 
Metropolitan, Nestorian, becomes 

a Muslim, 156 

Meyat, 279 
Miantis, 84 
Micah quoted (vii. 13), 21, 269 
Mice, 102, 226, 352 
Michael, a general, 129 
Michael, King of the Rhomaye, 144, 

192,193,196,226,442; died, 131, 
146, 200 

Michael, Mar, 217, 222, 252, 274, 
280,296, 298 

Michael, the historian, 1,173,195,249 
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Michael, Church of, 152 

Michael, Monastery of, 173, 481 

Michael of Gargar, 246 

Michael, Papa, 334 

Michael, Palaeologos, 427, 428, 445 

Michael, son-in-law of Stawriki, 125 

Michael, son of Constantine, 222 
Michael, son of Saljuk, 196 

Michael, son of Shmona, 265 
Michael, son of Theophilus, 140 

Michael the Armenian, 250,261,277 
Michael the Patriarch, 1 

Midas, 237 
Midian, 13 

Midianites, 15, 16 
Mighalaros, 4 
Migration of souls, 35, 36 
Adihrab, 376 

Militos, 37 
Milk, qi; mares’, 4^8 

Millet, 302 
Minakos, a rebel, 201 
Minaret at Ascalon and Gaza fall, 

194. 
Minasgerd, Minazgerd, 178, 207, 

220, 222, 362, 363, 364 
Mines, gold, 143 
Minister of Finance, 142 
Misael, 25 
Mithia, 25 
Mithridates, 39 
Mithridates (Astrolabe), 198 
Moab, 11, 20 

Moabitess, 16 
Moderation, 6 

Adomin, 466 
Monasteries (guest-houses), the 

Twelve, 74 
Monastery of Abraham, 146 
Monastery of ’Akhmul, 210 
Monastery of ’Arnish, 246 
Monastery of Balut, 448 
Monastery of Bar-Gagar, 213 
Monastery of Bar Sawma, 217, 250, 

270, 276, 405,420, 435,450 

Monastery of Ba'uth, 488 
Monastery of Besher, 146 

Monastery of Beth Kanya, 266 
Monastery of Beth Zabar, 266 

Monastery of Borsan, 129 

Monastery of Cyriacus, 204 
Monastery of Dimat, 426 

Monastery of Garbid, 321 

Monastery of Gurkhath, 446, 450 
Monastery of Habhshusyatha, 441 
Monastery of'Isa, 149 

Monastery of John of the 'Urtaye, 72 
Monastery of Kalasyur, 283 
Monastery of Kararit, 270 

Monastery of Kartamin, 132 
Monastery of Kawma, 462 

Monastery of Adadik, 425 
Monastery of Magnesia, 428 
Monastery of Makruna, 420 
Monastery of Alar ’Abhhai, 265 
Monastery of Mar ’Ahron, 364 
Adonastery of Adar ’Asya, 425 
Adonastery of Mar ddananya, 270,296 

Monastery of Adar Mattai, 441,459, 
466,475 

Adonastery of Mar Zimi, 367 
Adonastery of Michael, 173, 451 
Adonastery of Paksemat, 446, 453, 

462 
Adonastery of Sargisia, 217 
Monastery of Sergius, 450 
Monastery of Simon Stylites, 94; 

burned, 75 
Afonastery of Sirikha, 278 
Monastery of Sis, the Little, 453 

Money, false, 274; struck, 214; 
white, 123 

Adoney changer, 152 
Alongol language written in Uigur 

letters, 354 
Mongols, 112, 354, 376, 393, 397, 

412, 419, 420, 422, 423, 424, 426, 

431. 438, 439. 442. 445. 446. 451. 
453. 456. 457. 46°. 464. 465. 467. 
477. 478, 480, 481, 482, 483, 486, 
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Mongols (cont.) 
489, 490, 491, 492, 496, 497, 498, 

500, 505, 508 

Mongols, Law of the, 433; smash 
iron gates, 115; their worship of 

images, 355; why they laid waste 

Persia, 356 
Monomachus, 200, 207 
Monotheism among Tatars, 355 

Monstrosity, birth of, 193; child 

with two heads, four hands, and 

four feet, 361 
Months, Era of lunar, 89 
‘Moon’, son of Cleopatra, 46 
Moon in the Sign of Leo, 455; in 

tetragonon of Mercury, 438 

Mopsuerene, 61 
Mopsuestia, 105,122, 169, 255, 264, 

32I> 38o> 446> 453 
Mordecai, 34, 298 
Moses the Great, 12, 13, 116, 281 
Moses the monk, 63 
Mosque of Bukhara, 376 

Mosque, the Great, in Egypt thrown 
down, 149 

Mosul, 194 
Mother of God, Church of, 446 
Mound, funerary, at Basra split 

open, 149 

Mount Aeolus, eruption of, 44 
Mount ’Alpet, 459 
Mount Amon, 84 
Mount Bagruh, 79 
Mount Brikha, 375 
Mount Claudia, 279 
Mount Galilee, 101 
Mount Gerizim, 36 
Mount Madai, 94 
Mount of Olives, 50 
Mount Tabor, 431 
Mountain moved three miles, 114 
Mountain of the Lion, 422 
Mu'arah, 235,248,304,320,350,435 
Mu'atam, Malik, son of Saladin, 

389,391,414,415,435 

Mu'atam Mutafar ad-Din, 373 

Mu'awiyah, 63, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 

102, no 
Muayad ad-Din, Wazir, 386 

Muazar, 392 
Mudafar ad-Din, 326 

Mu'ed, 104 
Mugan, Mughan, 473, 480 

Mughlaye (Mongols), their kingdom 

described, 352 f. 
Muhadab, a physician, 367, 399 

Muhadar, physician of Damascus, 

399 
Muhai ad-Din, astronomer, 438 

Muharran, the month of, 126, 466 
Muhawal, 230 

Muhi, 443 
Muhsin, son of Saladin, 402 
Muhtadi, 147 

Muhtaseb, 487 
Mu'in Igdish, 427 
Mu'in of Damascus, 274 
Mu'izz ad-Dawlah, 163, 166, 171 
Mu'izz ad-Din, 337 

Mu'izz ad-Din Kaisar Shah, 334,350 
Mu'izz ad-Din Senjar Shah, 333 
Mujahid ad-Din, 288, 292 
Mujahid ad-Din Dawithdar, 404 

Mujahid ad-Din Kaimaz, 344 
Mujahid ad-Din, son of Yaksh, 347 
Mujahid Malik, 344 
Mujahid Malik of Emesa, 391 
Mujahid Malik, son of Nasir, 319 
Mujan, 424 
Mujir ad-Din, 281, 282, 373 
Mujir ad-Din Ya'kub, 394, 396 
Mujith ad-Din, 363 
Mukaled, 185 
Mukhatas, 431, 481, 484, 488 
Mukhtar, 102 
Mukhtar, 368 
Mukra, 403 

Muktader, 155, 156, 158, 159, 160, 
162, 163, 178; his palace de¬ 
scribed, 157 
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Muktadi, son of Kaim, 225, 252 

Muktafi, 154, 155, 162, 263, 264, 

282, 286 
Mulberry trees, 194 
Mule, a battering ram, 71 

Mule (Tarka), 192 
Mule-head (Galen), 54 

Mules expelled, 61 
Mulk Namahy 195 
Mummy of Nicomedius, 115 

Mundar, King of Arabs, 73, 82 
Mundar bar-Herath, 79, 80 
Mundar bar-Nafman, 76 

Munes, 155, 158, 159, 160 
Munga Khan, 398, 424, 433, 439; 

his enthronement, 416; his 
Code of Laws for the Chinese, 
418 

Munga Temur, 464 
Munked, 235 
Muntaser, 141, 145 

Muria, 39 
Mur'im, 42 

Muron oil, 234, 276 
Musa, son of Mahdi, 118 
Musa, son of Saljuk, 196 
Musa-Saya Khan, 167 
Musamar, 121 
Mush, 363, 484 
Mushak, 195 
Mushe, 139 
Mushri, 399 

Music, prohibited, 69; instruments 
of, smashed, 147 

Musicians, 34 
Musk animal, 144 
Muslims, 126, 131, 134, 316, 399, 

5°5> 507 
Mustadi, 299, 305, 309 
Musta'in, 145 
Mustakfi, 163 
Mustanjid, 286, 298 
Mustanser, Khalifah, 196, 214, 390, 

408 
Mustarshid, 248, 252, 257, 259, 262 

Musta'sim, 408, 433, 474, 490; 

kicked to death, 431 

Mustather, 232, 233, 248, 252, 263 
Master of the Freres, 309 
Mutafar, 158 

Mutafar ad-Dtn, 292, 317, 333, 344, 
366, 378, 397 

Mutafar ad-Din Kukburi, 359, 365, 

372, 399 
Mutafar ad-Din of ’Arbil, 373, 394 
Mutafar ad-Din of Harran, 318 

Mutafar ad-Din Taki fOmar, 379, 

392 
Mutafar Malik, 468 

Mutafar Malik, a slave, 416 
Mutafar of Mardin, 437 
Mu'tam of Gazarta, 420, 421 
Mu'tam Sharaf ad-Din fIsa, 349 

Mu'tamid, died drunk, 151 
Mu'tamid ad-Dawlah, 202 
Muhased, 151, 152, 154 
Mu'tasim, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 

138, 139; died, 140 
Mutawafah, 107 

Mutawakkil, 141, 142,143, 144, 145 
Mu'taz, 142, 145, 146 
Muthaki, 162, 163 
Muti (Fadhil), 163, 164 
Muti', 134 

Mutilation of captives, 292 
Muwafak ’Asad, physician, 329, 

344 
Muwayad, 142, 145, 146 
Muwayad, father and son, 488, 489 
Muwafak, 148 
Muwazar, 377 
Muzalon, 428 
Mysia, 7, 63; Upper and Lower, 84 
Mysteries, the, 135, 285 
Mysteries of the Luminaries, 29 

Na'aman, son of Alexander, 82 
Nabali, 197 
Nabhatis, 56 
Nabhin, 15 
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Nabholos, 21 
Nabhorhidos, 31 
Nabhupalsar, 26 

Nabhuzardan, 26 

Nabi Yunis, 172 
Nablos, 21, 325, 332 
Nabonidus, 31 
Nabopolassar, 26 

Nafir of Mawsil, 441 
Naga, a slave, 167 
Naham, 22 

Nahos, 8, 9 
Najam ad-Din, 281 

Najam ad-Din ’Albi, 317 
Najam ad-Din ’Ayub, 288, 289, 

295>301 
Najm, 351 

Najm ad-Din, 306, 307 
Najm ad-Din 'Abd al-Jani, 430 

Najm ad-Din ’Awhad, 365 
Najm ad-Din, son of 'Adil, 348 
Najm ad-Din of B’elbak, 279 
Najm ad-Din, father of Saladin, 

273 . 
Naked prisoners die in desert, 40 
Nakhauth, Pharaoh, 26 
Nakib-al-fAlawahin, 475 
Nakiba, 476 
Naktanabos, 35 
Name of Christ, 78 
Namkinag, 397 
Naphshi, 445 
Naphtah, 16 
Naphtha (pitch), 101, 156, 419 
Napkin, Christ’s, in Edessa, 162 
Nark, 83 
Narsai, 57 
Nasarath, 205 
Nasariah, 150 
Nasawur Nawin, 409 
Nashif, 142 
Nasir, 128, 129, 130 
Nasir, a rebel, 124, 126 
Nasir, a Persian, 343 
Nasir, a general, 135 

Nasir, son of Haron Ar-Rashid, 

125 
Nasir, the Kurd, 138 
Nasir ’Abu al-'Abbas ’Ahmad, 387 

Nasir ad-Dawlah, 164, 166, 171, 

x73>J74> !79,193 
Nasir ad-Din, 270, 295, 315, 344, 

360 

Nasir ad-Din ’Artuk, 362 
Nasir ad-Din Mahmud, 361, 374, 

399 
Nasir ad-Din Manguras, 329 
Nasir ad-Din, nephew of Saladin, 

3T9> 320 
Nasir ad-Din of ’Amid, 378 
Nasir ad-Din Papa, 446 

Nasir ad-Din, son of Taki ad-Din, 

349 
Nasir bar-’Azhar, 144 

Nasir Dawud Malik, 392, 401 
Nasir Kelej ’Arslan, 379, 392 
Nasir, Khaiifah, 309, 328, 345, 373, 

38S. 386 
Nasir Khwajah, 451 
Nasir Malik, 435, 437, 438 
Nasir Malik of Aleppo, 403 
Nasir Malik of Damascus, 434 
Nasir Salah ad-Din Malik, 402 
Nasir Salah ad-Din Dawud, 191 
Nasir Salaya, 399 

Nasiraye, teachings of the, 151 
Nasranah, 150 
Nasrath, 325, 360 
Nasraye, 53 

Nativity, the, 173, 187; Festival of, 

115 
Nature the Director of affairs, 489, 

490 
Nature, the Divine, 19 
Nawm, Tatar book of Religion, 355, 

356 

Nawrin, 442 
Nawruz, 501, 503, 504, 506 
Nawshahar, 438 

Nazarenes, 53, 74 
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Nazareth, 47, 153 

Nazarite (Samson), 16 
Nazman, 151 

Nazyanzo, 60 

Nebadis, 134 
Nebuchadnezzar becomes an ani¬ 

mal, 29; plunders the Temple, 26 
Necho, 26 

Necromancy, 279 
Needles, pack-saddle, 460 
Nehemiah the cup-bearer, 35 

Nekht-her-hebit, 35 
Nemroth, 8 
Neon Anbolon, 69 

Neopolis, 74 
Nero and the siege of Jerusalem, 35 
Nero Caesar, 50 

Nerva Caesar, 52 
Nestorians, 123, 128, 216, 236, 258, 

447. 45°» 451. 483; bones and 
grave of, 123, 124 

Nestorius, father of Tsa, 179 
Netam ad-Din, 317, 347, 348, 361 
Netaphta, 6 
New Caesarea, 109, 266, 303, 306; 

earthquake in, 73 
New David, 96 
New Gate, 69 
New Moon, 5 
Nicaea, Nicea, 107, no, 196, 229, 

359, 428; First Council of (43 
bishops), 53; Second Council of 
(318 bishops), 59 

Nicephorus, 172, 173, 429 
Nicephorus Botanicus, 226, 227 
Nicephorus Domasticus, 166, 167, 

168, 169, 170 
Nicephorus, the Logothete, 120, 

121 
Nicephorus, Metropolitan of Ephe¬ 

sus, 428 
Niceta, 120 
Nicolaus, Martyr, 57 
Nicomachus, 36 
Nicomedia, 59, 115, 229, 306 

Nicomedius, his tomb rifled, 115 

Nicopolis, Nikopolis, 55, 70 
Night, children afraid of the, 102 
Nikola, 142 

Nile, 9, 12, 112, 186, 189, 290, 370, 

415, 458; blocked by scuttled 

boats, 370; failure of the, 350; 
frozen over, 133 

Nimrod, 8 
Nimshi, 22 

Nineveh, io, 24, 25, 33, 102, 297, 

359. 374- 4°2. 424. 44°. 441. 454. 
465, 466, 508 

Ninos, Ninus, io, 33 

Nipi, 427 
Nisabhor, 141, 198, 199, 217, 346, 

351. 365 
Nisan, month of, 3, 51, 122, 131, 

138, 262, 267, 286, 357, 421, 425, 
426, 448, 457, 466, 477, 481, 483, 

493 
Nisibis, 8, 59, 60, 62, 72, 73, 79, 80, 

85, IO3, IO4, Il8, I4O, l62, l66, 

i73> J94> 202> 242> 249> 255> 277> 
3'3> 315. 323. 344. 347.359.365. 
366, 373. 377. 378. 421,444. 466 

Noachos, 5 
Noah, 4, 195, 233, 320; the sons of, 

6,7 
Noh, 4 
Non, 15 
Nose of Justinian, 104 
Noses cut off, 170 
Novatus, 56 
Nubah, Gate of Baghdad, 225 
Nubians, 87, 134, 301; in Baghdad, 

225 
Numair, 193 
Numerianus, 57 
Nunnery of Beth Kudida, 441 
Nur ad-Din, 258, 277, 278, 279, 

281, 282, 287, 288, 290, 291, 293, 

294. 295. 297. 300> 30I> 302; his 
daughter pleads before Saladin, 

3l8 
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Nur ad-Din ’Arslan Shah, 310, 342, 

347. 359. 36S. 366, 367, 371 
Nur ad-Din, a child governor, 311 

Nur ad-Din of Aleppo, 276 
Nur ad-Din of Kipa, 316 

Nur ad-Din of Mawsil, 348 
Nur ad-Din, son of Kara ’Arslan ,310 

Nur ad-Din, son of Tahir, 373, 374 

Nur ad-Din, son of Zangi, 271,272, 

273 > 275 
Nuri, Mosque of, 297 
Nurin of ’Amir, 442 

Nusiraye, history of, 150 f., 235 
Nusrath ad-Din, 271, 364 

Nyssa, 60 

Oak of Abraham, 59 

Obadiah, 21 
Observatory, built by Sharaf ad- 

Dawlah, 177 

Ochus, 35, 36 
Offering, the Eucharist, no 
Offerings, Arab, 92; Tatar, 355 
Oil, 144, 420; frozen, 168 
Old Man Isaac, 405 
Olive groves, 102 
Olive oil, 168 
Olive trees, 194 
Olympias, 36 
’Omairos, 116 
'Omar bar-Hubaira, 107 

'Omar bar-Khattab, 93 f., 120 
'Omar of Melitene, 134 
'Omar of Samosata, 124 
'Omar, son of'Abdal-Aziz, 108, 109 
'Omar, son of Sa'id, 103 
'Omar, the great, stabbed to death, 

96 
One-eyed child in Antioch, with four 

hands, four feet, one beard, 63 
Onias, 36, 39,41,43 
Onions, 219 
Ophir, 8 
Opium, 198 
’Oraita, the Syrian, 24 

Origen, 366 

Orontes, 179 

Osrhoene, 103, 435 

Ostriches, 134 
'Othman, 96, 125, 150 

Othniel, 15 

Otho, 51 
’Othrar, 357, 368 

Outer Marches, 360 
Ox, worship of, 128; flesh of, 190; 

hides of, 71 

Oxen of brass, 23 
Oxymel, 159 
'Oza’il, 21 

'Ozia, 22 

Ozios, 61 

Pabak,55 
Padana Rabbatha, 116 
Paganism of Abraham, 8 

Pagans, Kurdish, 363 
Pahluan, Pahlwan, 318, 345, 364 
Paik, 392 
Paikin, 439 
Paiz Ya'kub, 404 

Pakrat, 218 
Paksemat, Monastery of, 446, 453, 

463 
Palace built in one day, 388 
Palagh, 7 
Palestine, 7, 8, 25, 55, 70, 74, 75, 

9°> 9D 93> 96> 97> I00> I24> I42> 
194, 234, 278, 295, 308, 322, 360, 
400, 414, 436, 437, 449, 456 

Pali, 379, 380, 387, 408, 410 
Paliologos, 427 

Palm Sunday, 425, 433, 451,455 
Palm trees, 156; 40,000 cut down, 

168 
Palmura, Palmyra, 20 
Palmyrenians, 56 
Pamphylia, 7 
Panak, 271 
Pangurians, 84 
Pannonia, 55, 62 
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Panopis, First King of Egypt, 7 
Panos, Pharaoh, seized Sarah, wife 

of Abraham, 10 
Panther, skin of, 134 
Papa (Baba), 405, 459, 460, 462, 463 
Paper money (Shaw) with red 

stamps, 497 
Paphlagonia, 39 
Papos, 15 
Papyas, the Metropolitan, 257, 268; 

shot and killed, 269 
Paradise, 3, 92, 133; Methuselah 

taken there, 5; the suspended, 29 
Parah, 421 
Paralysis, 490; ofMutif,i74 
Parandos, the Theban Pharaoh, 10 
Parasangs, 300 traversed in 16 days, 

180 
Paraton, 12 
Parrots, 306 
Parsigh, 447 
Parsis, 36 
Parsley seed, 197 
Parsos, 16, 81 
Parthia, 112, 113 
Parthians, 4, 8, 45, 54 
Parwana, 442, 446, 447, 456, 457, 

458, 459 
Parzaman, 277, 281, 461 
Pasik, nickname of Walid, 111 
Passion Week, 481 
Passover, 50, 51, 76; Feast of, 57 
Passover of the Arabs, 387 
Patara, 23 
Paten with broken lamb on it, 121 
Patriarch of the Franks, 285, 289; 

of the Greeks, 289, 327, 449 
Patriarch of Jerusalem, 327 
Patriarchs, the, 2, 3 f. 
Patrician, 93,101,120, 148,170, 236 
Patrik, 97 
Patronus, Eparch of Syria, 49 
Patrophilus, 52 
Patropilos, 52 
Patros, 86, 213 

Paul, St., 12, 20, 49, 50, 189 
Paul, St., and the Egyptian, 50 
Peace, the 120 years’ between the 

Franks and Arabs, 415 
Pearls, 219 
Pedon,53 
Pekah,23 
Pekahya, 23 
Pekin, 439 
Peleg, 7 
Peloponessus, 120 
Pentecost, 48, 390, 440 
Perfumes, 143, 144; as offerings, 5 
Pergamos, 107 
Pergamus, 54 
Per'on (Pharaoh), first use of the 

title, 9 
Persepolis, 39 
Persia, 6, 7, 62, 84, 93, 109, 114, 

121, 122, 130, 135, 149,193,196, 
209,214,230,259, 318, 321, 368, 

37J> 394> 398> 4o6> 4°7> 4°9> 411* 
419, 421, 467; Christianity in, 66 

Persia, Inner, 199 
Persian Gulf, 165, 184 
Persians, 6, 35, 42, 45, 47, 55, 59, 

67> 71* 73) 74) 77) 79) 8l) 82) 83> 
85, 86, 89, 91, 93, 94, 95, 96, 
114, 120, 126,127,128,139,181, 

J92) J95) x96)207)2I1)2I3)229> 
3°3) 3l8) 357) 362,383,387,418, 
463, 470; books of the, 2; Kings 
of the, 2 f., 33 f.; destroy Syria, 
56; use Arabic letters, 354 

Pertinax, 55 
Peshitta, 24 
Pestilence, 58, 109, 140, 149, 165, 

172, 185, 216, 226, 310; in 
’Adhorbijan, 184; in Antioch, 
54; in Assyria, 115; in Baghdad, 
162, 194; in Cilicia, 280; in 

EgypC 56) 35°) 351) 5°9;in Fourth 
Clime, 205; in India and Persia, 
193; in Mardin, 437; in Meso¬ 
potamia, 431; in Persia, 230 
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Pestilence, the Great, 75 
Peter and Paul, SS., festival of, 296 

Peter, martyred in Rome, 50 
Petra, 23 

Phaedo, 36, 53 
Phalli cut off, 42 

Pharaoh, 41, 187,189, 300,458, 493 
Pharaoh the Lame, 26 
Pharaohites, 492 

Pharmacist, 147 
Pharos, 40 
Philadelphia, 359 

Philadelphus, 40 

Philagrius, physician, 57 
Philarius, 52 

Philip Arridhaeus, 39 
Philip Caesar, 56 
Philip, a general, 84, 85 
Philip of Macedon, 36 

Philip, son of*Awira, 380, 381 
Philip the Tetrarch, 48, 49 
Philipicus, 106 
Philipopolis, 275 
Philistines, 11, 15, 16, 247 

Philo of Alexandria, 49; meets 
Peter in Rome, 50 

Philometor, 43 
Philopator, 41 

Philosophers, 34; Arab, 92; ex¬ 
pelled from Rome, 52 

Phinehas, 15 
Phocas, 86 
Phoenicia, 7, 59, 75, 98, 102, 150, 

254\3.59 
Phoenicians war with the Chaldeans, 

12 
Phrygia, 7, 74, 111 
Phthisis, 238, 375 
Physician, 34, 56, 57 
Physicians, 34; Syrian, 57; Arab, 

92; private, 390 
Physicist, 34 
Physicus, 25 
Physkon (Ptolemy Euer. II), 44 
Pigeons, 334 

Pigs, entrails of, 72 

Pilardos, 227, 228, 229, 231, 237 
Pilari, 52 

Pilas built, 40 

Pilate, 48, 49 

Pilgrims drowned, 280 

Pillar of light, 194 
Pillars of fire, 183 

Pillar-saint, 93 
Pindar, 34 

Pisans, 438 
Pisces (Zodiac), 225, 234, 320 
Piscina, 265 

Pishabhur, 483 

Pisidia, 6, 7 
Pisos river, 53 

Pizanaye, 428 
Plague in Grupia, 290; in Melitene, 

407; in Meyat, 279; in Palestine, 
90 

Planets, the Seven, 234; in Capri¬ 
corn, 473 

Planisphere, 54 

Plato, 36, S3, 343, 356, 452 
Plays, military, in Rome, 56 

Plinius Secundus, 52 
Plough, 63, 141 
Plum trees, 194 
Poa, 16 
Poka, 86 
Pol, 23 
Poll tax, 96; on Jews, 47 
Polyandry, 362 
Polygamy established, 63 
Pomegranate, 209 
Pompey, 45 

Pontos, 24, 57, 229, 255, 274, 278, 

359. 369 
Pope of Rome, 379, 492; writer to 

Kings of the Franks, 369 
Porch of Hippocrates, 34 
Porch of Solomon, 462 
Porphyrios, 23 
Posidion, 36 
Potites, 195 
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Practorium, 65 

Prath (Frath), Euphrates, 79 
Prayer, 5; forbidden, 105; the five 

times of, 201 
Prayers, Arab, 92; stopped, 253, 

*59> 3°9> 310 
Prayns, 283, 284, 287, 388, 289, 305, 

3i°» 311> 321>329>343.371 
Predestination, 92 

Priest, Armenian, flayed, 283, 284 
Primis, 301 

Prisens, a general, 84 
Prisos, 16 
Probus, Caesar, 57 

Procopia, 125 
Procopius, sawn asunder, 62; church 

of, 70 

Prophecy, gift of, withdrawn, 23 
Prophet, the (Muhammad), 211 
Prophets, the 400 lying, 21 
Prosidin, 279 

Protagoras, 34 
Proverbs, pagan, 356 

Proximus, 157 
Psalm cxix. 25, quoted, 65 
Psorios, Pharaoh, 12 
Ptolemies, 39; rule of, 47 
Ptolemy the astronomer, 451 
Ptolemy I, 39 
Ptolemy Philadelphus, 40 
Ptolemy Euergetes I, 41 
Ptolemy Philopator, 41 
Ptolemy Epiphanes, 41 
Ptolemy Philometor, 42 

Ptolemy Euergetes II, 43 
Ptolemy Soter, 44 
Ptolemy Alexander, 44 
Ptolemy Dionysus, 45 
Ptolemy Claudius, 29 
Ptolemy of Constantinople, 99 
Puberty, hair of, 134 
Pukdana, 425; with red endorse¬ 

ment, 478 
Pulcheria, 67 
Pulpit (Mimbar) in Bukhara, 376 

Pulpit in Baghdad smashed, 244 

Puramon river, 117 

Purple, 70, no; apparel, 66, 69; 
pillar, 76; vellum, 207; when first 

used, 25 
Pustules, 75 

Pythagoras, 34, 36 

Quadratus, 53 
Queens, the Greek, 326 

Queens, the Cushite, 9 

Ra'ban, 229, 237, 246, 277, 309, 316 
Rabi'aye Arabs, 135 
Rabsak, 119 
Radhi, 161 

Radwan, 240, 241, 242, 244, 248 
Rafts, Arab, 98 
Raga, 139 
Rahabaga, a physician, 302 

Rahbuth,10,242,253, 285, 289,463 
Rai, 142, 196, 199, 216, 345, 349 
Rainmaking by arrows, 397 
Rain stone, 397 

Rains, torrential, 278, 279 
Rajab, 170 
Rakka, 401 
Ram, 39 
Rama, 19 
Ramadan, 114 
Ramleh, 114 
Ra'moso, 12 
Ra'osa, 12 
Ra'oth, 16 
Rapekah, 114, 121, 126, 128 
Raphael, 24 
Rapka, n 
Ras 'Ain, Ras 'Aina, 10, 67, 84, 103, 

205, 255, 304, 317, 350, 351,377, 

392-3 
Rasan, 10, 23 
Rashid, 260, 262, 263, 265 
Rashid ad-Dawlah, 496 
Rashid ad-Din, 408, 409, 412, 413 
Rashik, 386 
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Rats, 102, 226, 353 

Ra'u’il, 12 
Rawandiz, 364 

Ray (Rai, Rai, Rhages), 149 

Raymond, Count, 323 
Raymond of Poictiers, 258 

Reader in church, 70 

Rebecca, 11 

Red Sea, 312 
Red Snow, 258 
Redeemer, Era of our, 89 
Redwan, 246 
Rehoboam, 20, 21 

Rehoboth, 10 
Religion, Arab, 91, 325 

Religion, Tatar, 355 
Renaud de Chatillon, 317 

Reservoir in Jerusalem, 24 
Resurrection, 43, 51, 91, 92; Festi¬ 

val of, 434; Temple of the, 184 
Reu, 7, 8 
Reuben, 310 

Rhages, 196, 216, 345 
Rhodes, 23, 41, 73, 89, 98, 107, 358 
Rhomania, 60, 100, 428 
Rhomaya, Rhomaye, 2, 7, 16, 24, 25, 

41. 42> 43- 44- 45- 47. 63- 6s, 67, 
68, 70, 71, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 
81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 91, 92, 95, 96, 

97, 98, 99, 101, 102, and see 
passim. 

Rhome, Rhomi, 24, 43, 64, 65, 66, 

99> 253 
Richard I, Coeur-de-Lion, 334; has 

union with the pregnant wife of 
Markis of Tyre, 339; his sister 
and Saladin’s brother 'Add, 337; 
leaves Palestine, 341 

Ridafrans (Roi de France ?), 414 
Rigin, 76 
Rihan, 303, 344 

Ring of 'Abd ar-Rakhman, 474 
Ring of Amin, 126 
Rinokura, 6 

Rish 'Aina, Rish 'Ayna, 10, 125 
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Rish Kipa, 125 

Rivers frozen over, 299 
Road of God, 107 

Roads paved by Antiochus, 41 
Rock of Serwand, 446 

Rod of Judah = Christ, 45 

Rod of the Prophet, 225 

Roger of Antioch, 245, 247, 248, 

249; killed, 248 
Roman, 457 

Romans, 24, 51, 55; take Egypt, 57 
Romanus, King, 161, 166, 169, 218 

Romanus, Patriarch of Adriano- 
polis, 429 

Romanus, his tongue cut out, 57 
Rome, 45, 49, 50, 59, 234, 369; 

building of, 24; captured by Bar¬ 
barians, 75; the 1,oooth year of, 

56; Aurelian’s wall, 57 
Romulus, 24 
Roxana, 39 
Royal Camp, 478, 481 
Rudbarya, 179, 180 

Rufin, 237 
Rufin, King of Armenia, 370, 371, 

380 

Ruhi, 121 
Rukkah, 41 
Rukn ad-Din, 206, 341, 358, 360 
Rukn ad-Din, 402, 410, 411, 414, 

422, 425, 426, 434,446,449 
Rukn ad-Din, an Ishmaelite, 422, 

423 
Rukn ad-Din Tughrel, 207 

Rumizan, 87 
Rupin, 305,310, 321,344 
Rusafa, 85, hi, 120 
Rushnak, 39 
Russians, 203, 398 
Rustam, 328 
Rustam, a general, 155 
Rustam, the Turian, 177 
Ruth, 16 
Ruzbah,234 
Ruzbihan, 89 
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Sa'ad, 94 

Sa'ad ad-Din, 303 
Sa'ar (Zoar), 9 

Sa'ar, a woman, 7 
Saba, 39 

Sabaeans, 151 
Sabarbarok, 219 

Sabatai, 419 

Sabbath before Lent, 68 
Sabbath of Nineveh, 465 
Sabbath of the Passion, 475 

Sabbath of the Passover, 7 455 

Sabbath of the White, 453, 466 
Sabbath of Wonder, 453 

Sabellius excommunicated, 53 
Sabha, 141 

Sabukt, 265 
Sabuktakin, 174, 186, 196 
Sabungi, 153 
Sackcloth, 389 

Sacrifice ordered, 57 
Sa'd ad-Dawlah, 478, 484, 491 

Sa'd ad-Din Kumishtakin, 297 
Sa'd, the ’Atabag, 385 
Sadakah, 399 

Sadakah, father of Dubais, 260 
Saddle, camel, 135 
Saddle-cloth carried as token of 

service, 260, 391 
Saddles, 184; use of prohibited, 

109; made of gold and silver, 156 
Sadr ad-Din, 496 
Safad, 329, 344 
Safi ad-Din, 436 
Safi Karkuri, 465, 466 
Sari bulaiman, 431 
OA a A o 
Sagans, 118 
Saghdianos, 35 
Sagitarius (Zodiac), 225 
Sagur, 129 
Sahib Diwan, 484, 488, 491, 496, 

497 
Sahina Khawarazm Shah Mahmud, 

186 
Sa'id, 99, 290, 301 

Sa'id bar-Sabuni, 233 

Sa'id, father ofYahyah, 125 

Sa'id, son of Hudail, hi 

Sa'id, son of 'Othman, 96 
Sa'idabad, 220 
Saidan, 325, 330, 379 

Saif ad-Dawlah, 164, 165, 166, 167, 
168, 403 ; died, 171 

Saif ad-Din, 278, 297, 303,304, 305, 
306 

Saif ad-Din ’Amir ’Akhur, 391 

Saif ad-Din Ghazi (Jazi), 271, 272, 

275>3°2> 303>31I^331 
Saif ad-Din of Gazarta, 435, 442, 

444 
Saif ad-Din of Mawsil, 277 
Saif ad-Din Tughrel, 345 
Saif al-’Eslam, 303 

Saif al-’Eslam Tughtakin, 295; 
Saif ad-Din al-’Eslam Tugh¬ 
takin died, 346 

Saints, images of, destroyed, 109 
Sakali, 24 
Sakhrah, 235 
Saksin, 416 
Sakuka, 89 

Salah ad-Din (Saladin) the Great, 
273, 279, 288, 289, 290, 291, 294, 

295>300>30I>302> 3°3> 3°4>3°5> 
3°6- 3°7> 3°8- 3°9> 3I0> 311. 3I2> 
313,314,315,316,317,318,319, 
320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 

327. 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 

334. 335. 336, 337. 338, 339. 34°; 
dies, 341; stories of, 343 f., 414 

Salah Yagubsani, 253 
Salamiah, Salamiyah, 320, 377 
Salamina, 52 
Salapgay, 352 
Salar Shah, 217 
Salih, 304, 307 
Salih, son of Badr ad-Din, 435 
Salih bar-Nur-ad-Din, 305 
Salih Esma'il, Isma'il, 311 
Salih Isma'il, 311 
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Salih Malik, 404, 414, 440, 442, 443 

Salik, 8, 10 
Salim, eunuch, 116 

Salinos, 25, 234 
Saljuk, 195, 226, 341 
Saljuk Shah, 256 

Saljuks, 195, 226, 282, 345, 473; 
kingdom of, 195 f. 

Sallust, garden of, 52 
Salomoni, 52 

Salt marsh, 125 
Saltak, 350 

Saman, 251 
Samanin, Lake of, 361 
Samarcand, Samarkand, 204, 209, 

282, 381, 447 
Samaria, 20, 22, 42, 145, 146, 316, 

325» 35I> 392 
Samaritans, 39, 70, 74, 93; Book of 

the Law, 3; fight Jews, 55 
Samdaghu, 443, 444 
Samiros, Third King of Babil, and 

had three eyes and horns, 8; 
death of, 9 

Samisun, 119 
Samniah, 463, 469 
Samos, 19 
Samosata, 57, 104, 114, 124, 125, 

13°. J35> tS8. l66> 229> 246> 247> 
265. 273> 277> 338- 35°. 3S1' 36i» 
372> 387. 4°°i 4°3 

Samsam ad-Dawlah, 176 
Samsam ad-Din, 281 
Samsam ad-Din Bihram, 313 
Samson, 16, 247 
Samuel, Prophet, 17,20; death of, 19 
Samyazos, 4 
San,269 
Sanbil, 246 

Sand, red, fell in Baghdad as rain, 

193 
Sand in the air, red, 455 
Sandals, eaten, 252; used in killing, 

224 
Sandstorm, 308 
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Sanga river, 251 

Sangar, 288 

Sangel = St. Gilles, 237 

Sangis, 217 
Sanhiribhaye, 179 

Sanhiribites, 179 
Sanih, 171 

Sansanaye, 213 
Sapor, 56, 58; Sapor and Julian, 62; 

besieges Nisibis, 60; persecutes 

the Christians, 59, 64 
Sara seized by Panos, 10 
Saracens, 44; Books of the, 2 
Sargi, 93 
Sargi, bar-Mansur, 100, 105 

Sargis of Ras fAin, 148 

Sargisia, Monastery of, 217 
Sari, rebel, 131 
Sarifayn, 264 
Sarig, hi 

Sarkhad, 199, 346, 347, 348, 349 
Sarkis, Mar, 455 

Sarkutani Bagi, Queen, 398, 417 
Sarmataye, 55, 63 
Sarmatians, 7, 55, 63; baptized, 39 
Sartak, son of Batu, 398 
Satabya, 362, 400, 413 
Satan and Job, 9 

Satrap, 47 
Saturecius, 120 

Saturekios, 120 
Saturninus, 59 
Saul, King of Israel, 19 
Sawinj Khan, 376 
Sawma, 5 
Sawtakin, 220 
Saya ad-Din, 216 
Sayrainos, 53 
Sbirina, 475 

Scales, invention of, 8 
Scalp flayed off, 42, 465 
Sceptre, gold, 212; first use of, 25 
Scete desert, 189 
Schism (Arab), 111, 126 
School children destroyed, 70 
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Sclavs (Slavs), 7, 152, 163, 203 

Scopas, 41 
Scorpion (Zodiac), 183, 228 

Scriptures, destruction ordered, 57 

Sculptures, m 
Scythia, 63, 83, 84 

Scythians, 25, 44, 84, 398, 405,459; 
baptized, 59 

Sea of ’Adrianos, 385 
Sea of brass, 20, 23 

Sea of Hyrcania, 363 
Sea of Pantos, 84, 87, 266, 369, 428, 

480 
Sea of Persia, 184, 194 

Sea of Reeds, 31 
Sea of Suph, 12 
Sea of Tiberias, 245, 323 
Sea retreats three parasangs (tidal 

wave?), 194 
Seal, royal, 212 
Sebastia, city of, 21, 47, 79, 169, 

179. 229> 236. 237> 239> 2S1- z67> 
296, 299> 3°3> 33°. 4°7» 4i2> 422. 

435>467 
Sebastus, 47, 229 
Sebella, Queen, 322 
Seber, 352 
Secundus the Silent, 53 
Sedhom, 9 

Sehyon, 19, 235, 329; forest of, 

463 

Seir, 22 
Sejat ad-Din, 489 
Seknak Takin, 368 
Sekstilis, 47 
Sekuntaron, 283 
Seleucia, 8, 10, 40, 62 
Seleucus, 42 
Seleucus Kalonikus, 41 
Seleucus Kronos, 41 
Seleucus Nikator, 39, 40 
Self-rule, 300 
Selina, 45 
Semiramis, builder of mounds, 10 
Semnan, 196 

Sen'ar, 7-8, 147, 183,194, 216, 230, 

259, 282, 394, 431, 465 
Senate, 102, 120; of Rome, 46, 47; 

mourning of the, 75 

Senjar, Malik, 256, 258, 259, 267; 

died, 285 
Senjar Shah of Kardu, 344, 365 

Senjar, quarter of a town, 257 
Senkur ’Arslan, 463 
Senkur ’Ashkar, 446, 447, 464 

Senkur dh&-Raz, 247 
Sennaar, 147 

Sennacherib, 179; at Jerusalem, 
185,000 men killed, 24 

Sennacherib the Less, 25 
Sepora, 12 

Septuagint, 3, 13, 16, 17,40 
Serenus, 53 
Sergius, martyr, 55, 57; gold from 

his sarcophagus stolen, 74 
Sergius, Monastery of, 450 
Sergius, Temple of, 85 
Sergius bar-Mansur, 105 
Sergius, an enemy, 100 
Sergius Patricius, 93 
Sergius of Ras fAyn, 56, 148 
Sermion, 56, 57, 60 
Serogh, 8 
Serpent slain by David, 33 
Serug, Serugh, 8, 118, 125, 127, 

129,171,193,218,247,293,350, 

351. 392» 43S 
Servant Gate, 208 
Serwand,391,446, 448 
Seth, 3 
Seth == Enoch, 5 
Setis, Pharaoh, 11 
Seven cities built by Solomon, the, 

20 
Seven sleepers, the, 56 
Seven Wandering Stars, 234 
Seven Wonders of the World, 29 
Seventy, the, 44 
Seventy, the, Book of the Law 

of, 3 



Seventy, their translation, 35 

Severianus Caesar, 55 

Severus, 94 
Severus—Antichrist, 109 
Shabaktan, 244, 247, 254, 257, 351, 

377> 471 
Sha'ban, 184, 225, 473 
Shabhor, 56, 100, 101 

Shabit, 128, 129 
Shadad, 332 
Shadi, the Kurd, 221, 288 
Sha'e, Gate of, 268 

Shaghatai, 353 
Shahab ad-Din, 481, 482 
Shaharman, 313, 314, 318, 343, 367, 

391 
Shaharsin Bazar, 202 
Shaharsin, 440 

Shaharzur, 141, 213, 240, 292, 317, 

374> 394> 397, 499 
Shaharzuri, 253, 257 

Shahdair, 423 
Shahdiz, 423 
Shahin, 87 
Shah-in-Shah, 200, 295, 360 
Shahrbaraz, 87, 89, 90, 93, 94 
Shaikh ’Eslam, 353 

Shaizar, 235, 264, 285, 296 
Shajarath ad-Durar, 416 
Shakad, 380 
Shakhub,21 
Shalah, omitted by Eusebius, 6, 7 
Shalmaneser, 23, 24 
Shalom, 23, 42 

Sham'ala, a Christian Arab of 
Taghlib, 106 

Shama'ya, 20, 21 
Shamghar, 15 
Shamir, lord of Shamrim, 21 
Shamiram, 10 

Shamishat, 57 
Shamoni and her seven sons, 

42 
Shamraye, 39, 93 
Shamrin, 20, 22, 23, 24, 44, 47, 310, 

325> 35C 39G 392; bought by 
Zamri, 21 

Shams ad-Dawlah, 386 

Shams ad-Dawlah Turan Shah, 

295- 30I> 302; died, 311 
Shams ad-Din Batkin, 399 
Shams ad-Din, a general, 303 

Shams ad-Din of the Diwan, 445; 

murder of, 472, 473 
Shams ad-Din of Mardin, 467, 468, 

469 

Shams ad-Din Pahlwan, 318 

Shams ad-Din, philosopher of Da¬ 

mascus, 404 
Shams ad-Din Suab, 400 
Shams ad-Din Tilranshah, 307 

Shams ad-Din, a Wazir, 412 

Shams al-Mulk, 223 
Shanselir, 346 
Sharaf ad-Dawlah, 176, 177, 227, 

228, 229, 230 
Sharaf ad-Din, 313 
Sharaf ad-Din ’Ahmad, 425 
Sharaf ad-Din ’Ekbal Sherabi, 399, 

4°4 
Sharaf ad-Din Jalali, 431 
Sharaf ad-Din Mahamad, 425 
Sharaf ad-Din, a Wazir, 266 
Sharaf ad-Din Zaini, 263 
Sharezer, 179 
Sharmaghon Nawin, 394 
Shaw, Mongol paper money, 394 
Shawal, 185, 402, 468 
Shawbak, 322, 435 
Shawir, 289, 290, 294 
Shaykh ash-Shuyukh, 414 
Shebha, 7, 39, 141 
Shebha, a governor, slain, 9 

Shebha, sister of Roxana, 39 
Shebhat, the month of, 135, 194, 

224, 249, 250, 289, 401, 455 
Shehab ad-Din, 293, 351, 372 
Shehab ad-Din Jazi, 378, 389 
Shehab ad-Din Tughrel, 369 
Shehab 'Arid, 427 
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Shehab Isau, 427 
Shem, 7; borders of, 6 
She mama, 444 

Shemshon, 16 
Shem'un, a physician, killed, 480 

Shepherd, the (’Aonos), 4 

Shepherd-Kings in Egypt, 11 
Sherwan, 411 
Shi'ahs (Arabs), 174 
Shield of gold sent to Rhome, 43 
Shields, brass, 20; gold, 20, 21 

Shighar, 202, 209, 210 f., 249, 253, 

277,292,297,311 
Shinar, 7, 8 
Shingiz Khan, 352 
Ship, the first builder of a, 9 
Ships, 1,700, 98; 5,000, 107 
Shira, convent of, 265 
Shiran Shah, 423 
Shiraz, 183, 224, 244, 385, 460, 

501 
Shirin, 90 

Shirkuh, 273, 289, 290, 291, 294, 

295 
Shirkuh, the Great, 364 
Shirkuh (’Asad ad-Din), 346 
Shirkuh, a fortress, 422 
Shirwan Shah, 218 
Shishak, 21 
Shishkan, 419 
Shmona, father of Michael, 265 
Shoemakers not to mend shoes of 

women, 185 
Shoes, old, boiled and eaten, 252, 

427 
Shosh, 367 
Shoshan, 213 
Shughrbakas, 329 
Shugra, 129 
Shumagar, 419 
Shumushki, Shumushkin, 166, 169, 

i7°> 173. I74> 175. 287 
Shuti Bag, 426 
Siakuh, 506 
Sibabarak 194, 265, 401, 403 

Sibakan, 391, 419 

Sibaran, 398 

Siberia, 352 

Sicily, 7, 25, 41,44, 54,99, 119, 223, 

274-3i3.329. 36°. 489 
Siditbs, 44 

Sidon, 21, 175, 325 
Sirouali, 323 
Sigillum, 96 

Sigistan, 94 

Sign, a red, in northern sky, 138 
O A1 A1AA Sikilia, 24, 25 

Silawkia, Silawkya, 140, 381, 389; 
Patrician of, 148 

Silence, 35 
Silentarii, the, 70 

Silk, first appearance of, 8; Roman, 

143 
Silver, 72; pillar of, 65; silver in 

Agrippa’s tunic, 50 
O A A I A 

bimalos, 117 

Simeon, father of fAbd Allah, 157 
Simeon, a priest, 42 
Simeon Hulabu’s physician, 437 
Simeon Stylites, Mar, Monastery of, 

94 
Simion, 151, 152 

Simnadu, 169, 220, 258, 267, 293. 
Simon bar-Nawla, 104 

Simon, high priest and general, 43; 
killed, 44 

Simon, Mar, Stylites, 75 
Simon, monk and physician, 57 
Simon, son of Cleopas, 52 
Simon Tarsai, 42 
Simonides, 34 
Simonos Pharaoh, 9 

‘Simyon, the Bulgarian, 161, 162 
Oa A "XT A A A A Sina Kanmaye, 179 
Sman, 339, 343 
OA a r r~i a a ^ / 

Sman 01 Zaid, 406 
Sinan, physician, 159, 162 
Sinaye, 352, 355, 438, 439; the 

Outer Chinese, 397 
Sinbat, Baron, 454 
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Singers in Tabernacle, 19; ejected 

from palace, 248; women, 155 

Sinjar, 202, 209, 249, 311, 312, 313, 

3IS» 333. 344. 347. 348. 35°. 359. 

361. 365. 377. 402> 435. 437. 483 
Sinob, 369 

Sinope, 369 
Sion, 19, 235 
Sira Dan Pali, 375 
Siramon, 411 

Sire Dom Baile, 375 
Sirens eat the dead in Edessa, 273 
Sirikha, 278 

Sirin, 180 
Sis, near Melitene, 168, 379, 381, 

446 

Sis, Little, Monastery of, 453 
Sisters of Beth Kushada, 441 
Sistra (?), 443 

Sit al-Mulk, 187 
Sit Nasim, 385 
Siwani (Syene), 112, 134 
Skirt, woman’s, worn by Tamim, 

*39 
Slaves, the 360 Moorish, 134 
Slaves, liberation of, 59, 92 
Slavs, 76,79,84., 104, 398 
Slings, 305 
Smock (woman’s), 315 
Snake kills Catholicus, 258 
Snakes, drowned, 305 
Snow, 132, 193, 288, 335, 397 
Snow, heavy falls of, 143, 199, 220, 

299, 454; heavy everywhere, 299 
Snow in Baghdad, 161; four fingers 

deep, 155 ; a span deep, 199; from 
1 to 1 ix cubits deep and lies a 
whole week, 183 

Snow in Mawsil, 465 
Socrates, 35, 36 

Socrates, the ecclesiastical his¬ 
torian, 1, 62 

Sodomites, 355 
Sodomy, 37, 505 

Sofi Gate, 368 

Sofyan, 172 

Sokman, 318 
Solomon, 19, 20, 23, 34; Porch of, 

462; Temple of, 96, 236 
Solomon, ancestor of Tabith, 152 
Solomon, Rabban, the syncellus, 

453 
Solon the Lawgiver, 36 
Somos, 5 

Son of Mary (Christ), 52 
Song of Praise by Deborah, 15 
Sons of ’Alohim, 3 

Sons of God, 3; leave Hermon, 
A.M. IOOO, 4 

Sons of 'Omar, 271, 421 
Sophia, Queen, 76, 81 
Sophists, 34 
Sophronius, bishop of Jerusalem, 96 

Sopros, 261 
Sorcerers, killed, 107 
Sorceries, 279 
Sorcery, 61, 116; Tatar, 355 
Soros, 12 
Sosonos, Pharaoh, 10 
Soter, 44 

Souls, transmigration of, 35, 343, 

356 
Sows, 72 
Spain, 64, 234 

Spaniards, 7, 75 
Spear appears in heaven for thirty 

days, 93 
Speusippos, 36 
Spheres, brass astronomical, 451 
Sposipos, 36 
Sru, 125 
Stadium of Mawsil, 271 

Staff of Aesculapius (the marsh 
mallow), 6 

Stagira, 36 
Stags, 156 
Stai, 419 
Standard bearer, 336 
Star, great, appears for two months, 

251 
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Star, a fortress of Edessa, 273 

Star falls like lightning, 194 

Stars, conjunction of six wandering, 

32°, 327 
Stars, orbits of the, 5; fall from 

heaven, 252 

Stasikoros, 11 
Statue at Anastasiopolis, 72 

Staves (cudgels), 331 

Stawriki, 125 
Stephanus, King of the Byzantines, 

161 
Stephen, brother of Toros, 283, 

284, 287 
Stephen, Mar, 235 
Stibium, 149 

Stikoros, 11 
Stilico the Eparch, 66 

Stirrups, 184; of iron and wood, 352 
Stones, fighting with, 331; lack of, 

in Baghdad, 126 
Stoning the living and dead, 65 
Strangulation, 165 

Strangury, 295, 302 

Strategos, 66, 69 
Subashi, 198, 403, 406, 412 
Subsidy, Persian, to Huns, 71 
Sudarium, black, 212 

Suinaye, 396 
Suftak, 368 
Sugar, 342; Egyptian, 400; boxes 

of, 244 
Suicide of maiden at Chalcedon, 

120 
Su'idath, 463 
Sulaiman, a general, 124 
Sulaiman, a physician, 135 
Sulaiman, a kinsman of Balak, 251 
Sulaiman, a Prince, 119 
Sulaiman, brother of Walid, 107,108 
Sulaiman, son of Hisham, no, in 
Sulaiman, son of Katlamish, 227, 

229, 230 
Sulaiman, son of Jaghri Bag, 216 
Sulaiman of Baghdad, 439 

Sultan Shah, 224 

‘Sun’, son of Cleopatra, 46 

Sun, the, dark for fourteen months, 

74; dark for nine months, 90; 
eclipse of the, 320 

Sunatai ’Aghonesta, 394 
Sunbat, Baron, 391 

Sunday, the first day in Chrono- 

logy. 3 
Sunday of Hosannas, 433 

Sunday of the Resurrection, 134, 
466 

Sunnis (the Orthodox Arabs), 174 
Suntai, 419 
Suntaksis, 29 

Suph, Sea of, 12 
Surhagan, 475 
Surmanrai, 404 
Surmari, 399 

Suwayad, 441 
Sweetmeats, 143 
Sword and shroud, 279 
Syene, 112, 134 
Sylvester, Bishop of Rome, 58 
Synagogue, 49, 70 

Syntaxis, 53 
Syracuse, 24, 41,99 
Syria, 7, 22, 23, 39, 40, 56, 65, 82, 

83, 95, 96, 99, 100, 104, 109, in, 
115, 122, 144, 147, 167, 173, 174, 
177,179,182,193,194,198,199, 
209, 210, 218, 225, 230, 231, 232, 

234> 235> 239> 24°> 242> 243> 244> 
250, 254, 264, 271, 272, 279, 284, 
285, 295, 297, 303, 304,321,328, 

344>35°> 36i> 366, 372,378,396, 
402, 411, 421, 431, 434, 439, 440, 

442> 445> 45°> 452> 453, 456> 457> 
458, 460, 461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 
467, 471, 472, 482, 483, 489, 508, 

5°9 
Syriac, the oldest language, 8 
Syrian Book = Bible, 7 
Syrians, 6, 24, 40, 49, 54, 86, 92, 

101, 117,204, 207, 246, 321, 326; 
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Syrians (cont.) 

their Book of Law, 3; Books of, 

2; the Ancient, 4 

Tabajag, 223 

Tabaristan, 113 
Tabernacle of Witness hidden by 

Jeremiah, 26 

Tabhni, 21 
Tabith, a physician, son of Siman, 

159, 162, 174 
Tabith, a pagan of Harran, 174 

Table of Life, no, 121 
Tabnin, 325 
Tabriz, 200, 232, 364, 450,468, 473, 

491’ 497- 499. S°7 
Tacitus, Caesar, 57 
Tadmor, 20 
Tafir, Khalifah, 282 
Tafir, son of Saladin, 332 

Taghlabaye, 400 
Taghlib, 106 

Taghlibites, 464 
Tagrit, Tagrith, 156, 178, 210, 257, 

262, 264, 282, 288, 293, 433, 

447 
Tagritanians, 475 
Tagrith (Tancred?), 242 
Tahir, 124, 127, 128, 129, 350 
Tahir, a general, 126 
Tahir, a son of Saladin, 316, 320 
Tahir ad-Din abu 'All 'Arid ’Al- 

gash Malik, 344, 345, 346, 350, 

365.399; killed, 438 
Tahir ad-Din Shaharman, 317 
Tahir Jazi (Ghazi), 351, 369 

Tahir, Khalifah, 384, 388, 390 
Tahir Malik of Aleppo, 406 
Tahir Rukn ad-Din of Egypt, 438 
Tahir, son of Hakim, 188 
Tai', 174, 176, 178 
Taimna, 346 
Taj ad-Dawlah, 386 
Taj ad-Dawlah Tatash, 232 
Taj ad-Din, 485, 488 

Taj ad-Din 'Isa, 431 

Taj ad-Din of ’Arbil, 481 
Taj ad-Din Rashik, 385, 386 

Taj al-Mluk Bun (?), 316 

Taj al-Mluk Turi, 295 
Taj Bughari, the inventor of 

Thiryaki, 405 
Tajir, 499 

Taki ad-Din, 317, 329, 344, 392, 

393. 396 
Taki ad-Din 'Abbas, 394 

Taki ad-Din 'Omar, nephew of 

Saladin, 295, 320, 331, 338 
Takish, 345, 346, 349, 351 
Takitos, 57 

Takrit, 433 
Takudar ’Ahmad, 467, 471 

Talismatas, 52 

Tall 'Afar, 359, 377, 378 
Tall Bashir, 322, 373 
Tall Hamdon, 381 

Tall Mahre, 1, 24, 104, 118, 127 
Talmidh, 289 

Tamarinds, 216 
Tamim who dressed like a woman, 

J39 
Tammuz, month of, 65, 89, 118, 

139, 177, 292, 303, 401, 420, 435, 
448,472,475,487,489,494 

Tamshal, 398 

Tancred of Antioch, 242, 243, 245, 
246, 247 

Tangazlu, 492 
Tangut, 391, 398 
Tanis, 84 

Tankurtaye, 390 
Tannis, 188, 219, 244 
Tanukaye, 117, 129 
Tanushman, 239 
Taoma, 116, 121, 185, 186 
Taoma, Mar, church of, 386 
Taormina, 24 
Taphsah, 23 
Tapragh, 232 
larakos, 10 



INDEX 57& 
Tarhak, 24 

Tarjan, 413 
Tark, 9 

Tarkaye, 73, 85 
Tarke, 105 

Tarki, 7, 64, 66, 89, 117, 145, 162 
Tarkis, 63 

Tarkos, Pharaoh, 10 
Tarnin, 346 

Taron, a city, 142 
Tarpashi, 451 

Tarsekyani, 125 
Tarshena, 279 
Tarsos, 16, 136, 140, 154, 155, 156, 

165, 166, 167, 168, 170, 175, 227, 

237. 264, 285, 287, 305, 334, 380, 
389, 410, 446, 449, 452; Duke of, 

288; mosque used as a stable, 171 
Tarsus, 16, 24, 57, 62, 133, 244; 

flooded, 76 
Tartars, kingdom of the, 352 f. 
Tartug, 246 
Tasos, 15 
Tatar propagandist, 353 
rp A . A A A 

lataraye, 352 
Tatars, 352, 368, 369, 371, 376, 381, 

382, 383, 385, 394, 396, 397, 402, 
404, 405, 406, 407, 408, 409, 410, 
412, 413, 420, 423, 436, 437, 439, 
440, 441, 442, 444, 445, 446, 447, 

45L 456> 457» 458) 459) 46°) 46L 
463, 464, 467,468,471,474; their 
army, 354 

Tatash, 232 
Taw, 63 
Tax, capitation, 445 
Tax gatherers, 106 
Taxation, 128; remitted to priests, 

deacons, and scribes, 418, 467 
Taxes, excessive and heavy, 109, 

H4) ”5) J78 
Tayyaye, 79, 80, 89, 90 
Tebit, 205 
Tedhmur, 20 
Tegritians, 433 

Tekrit, 141 

Tell 'Afar, 211, 213, 278 
Tell Bashir, 242, 244, 276, 277, 414, 

436 
Tell Besme, 270, 321 
Tell Hamdun, 281 

Tell Shih, 270 
Tell Tawri, 217 

Telia, 96, 125, 270 
Telia ’Aukama, 506 
Telia dhe-'Egle, 333, 391, 392 

Telia dhe Hamdon, 465 

Temple, Solomon’s, 20, 96, 236; 
burned by Nebuzaradan, 26; on 
10th day of ’Ab, 51; plundered, 

26; rebuilt, 33; finished, 34; 
30,000 Jews trampled to death, 
50; voice in at Pentecost, 48; 
image of Gaius Caesar set up in 
by Petronius, 49; plundered by 
Antiochus Epiphanes, 42 

Temple of Jews at Elephantine (?), 

42 
Temple of Jews in Antioch looted, 

59 
Temple of Jews on Mount Gerizim, 

36 
Temple built over Christ’s Tomb, 

59 
Temple of the Resurrection, 184, 

194, 196 
Temples, pagan, reopened, 61 
rp a a rp a 1 1 a rp a 

I emurgin, 1 emurkhin, 1 e mur- 
shin, 353 

Temurtash, 251, 265, 270, 317, 362 
Temuryalig, 195 
Tenth man, every, killed, 72 
Tents, black, 216 
Terah, 9 
Terra-cotta cups, 143 
Teshrin, First, 40, 71, 90, 129, 203, 

216, 266, 273, 286, 287, 308,327, 
454,464,473,506 

Teshrin, Latter, 76, 224, 229, 247, 
268, 401, 508 
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Teshrins, the Two, 405 

Testicles, 201; of musk animal, 144 

Testicles of Sargi removed, 100, 101 

Tetragonisa, 225 

Tetrarchs, the, 48 

Thabith, 126 
Thales, 25 
Thaoma, 129 

Thebaid, 52 

Thebais, 7 

Thebes, 16, 52 
Thebes (in Greece), 274 

Thekla, 129, 131 
Themistus the philosopher, 68 

Theodora and Justinianus, 73, 74 

Theodora, daughter of Maximianus, 

58 
Theodora, Queen of Constantine, 

207 
Theodora, Queen, 142 

Theodora, mother of Michael, 140 
Theodora, daughter of Michael, 200 

Theodora died, 75 
Theodore of Athens, 52 

Theodore of Nineveh, 427 
Theodoret, 43 

Theodoric, brother of Heraclius, 93 
Theodorus, the Armenian, of Cilicia, 

252 
Theodosiopolis, 71 
Theodosius, a general, 107 
Theodosius ‘born on the purple’, 83 

Theodosius, brother of Kustans, 98 
Theodosius, daughter of, 85 
Theodosius of Edessa, 126 
Theodosius, Patrician, 57 
Theodosius, Patriarch of Constanti¬ 

nople, 303 

Theodosius, the Great, 64 
Theodosius, the Less, 66 
Theodosius, statue of, fell during 

earthquake, 73 
Theon the Alexandrian, 36, 54 
Theophana, Queen, 173 ; a sister of, 

poisons Shumushkin, 175 

577 
Theophila the astronomer, 116, 

117 

Theophila, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138; 

dies, 140 

Theophilus, King, 132 

Theophilus of Edessa, 40 
Theophilus, son of Michael, 131 

Theophrastus, 37 

Theopitus, a paralytic, no 

Theriake, 54 
Thermopylae, 42 

Thessalonica, 64, 65, 98, 427 
Thessaly, 12 
Thiryaki, 405 

Thomas, kinsman of Toros, 292 
Thothmes, 12 

Thrace, 7, 39 
Thread to the needle, 387 
Three-eyed king, 8 

Three Towers, 72 
Thrice Great (Hermes), 5 

Throne of gold, 209, 215 
Throne of the Four Cushions, 394 

Throne seven cubits high, 212 
Throne, the Great Mongol, 500 
Thuma, 270 

Thumb, cutting of the, as oath, 191 
Thunder, 153; voice from, 149 
Tiantini, 234 
Tiberias, 274, 322,324,325,332,379 
Tiberius Apsimaros, 104 

Tiberius, a Turkish scribe, 79 
Tiberius and Herakli, 102 
Tiberius Caesar, 47, 48, 80, 81, 83 
Tiberius, son of Constantine, no 
Tiberius, son of Justinianus, 105 
Tiberius, son of Kustans, 99 
Tibris, river, 58 
Tidal wave, 63 
Tiflis, 142 
Tighinkar, 277 
Tiglath Pileser, 23 

Tigris, 8, 33, 62, 72, 114, 133, 135, 
162, I71, 202, 208, 25I, 256, 27I, 

297- 3*9> 367. 374. 377. 421, 43°. 
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Tigris (cont.) 

447, 460, 475, 481, 483, 486; 

filled with ice, 191; completely 
frozen over, 216; flood of, 134; 

flood of, destroys Baghdad, 404; 

rises twenty cubits, 175; water of, 

runs red like blood, 283 
Tila, 474 

Timaus, 36 
Timothy, Bishop of Telia, 270 

Timothy, Saint, 69 
Timur Nawin, 416 

Timurtash, 277 
Tin, white, 156 

Tina, 471 
rria a 1 a a / 

lirahaye, 302 
Tirhakah, 24 

Titalia, 65 
Tithes, 5 
Titi, father of Shams ad-Din, 467 
Titus Andronicus Caesar, 53; pro¬ 

claimed ‘God’, 50, 51 
Tobit, 24 

Toghu, 457 

Tokuz, Khatun, 419, 435, 444 
Tol'a, 16 

Tomb of Christ, 59 
Tomothos, 12 
Tongue, cutting out of the, 42, 283 ; 

tongue of Patriarch of Chalcedon 

cut out, 10 
Tonsure, 70; of Theodosius, 108; 

of King Michael, 227 
Topaz, 91 

Toros, 252, 253, 283, 284, 285, 288, 
289; died, 292 

Toros, Baron, killed, 446 
Toros of Armenia, 436 
Toros of Cilicia, 280; died, 255 
Toros, son of Leo, 275 
Torque of gold, 138 
Tortures, Mongol, 481 
Tower (dam or boom?) in the Nile 

at Damietta, 374 
Tower [of Babel], 8 

Tower of David in Jerusalem, 231, 

279 
Tower of ’Estraton, 47 

Towers on wheels for siege pur¬ 

poses, 333 

Trajan Caesar, 52 

Transmigration of souls, 343, 356 
Transubstantiation, 121 

Trapizon, 249 
irapizonta, 23 
Trapizun, 395 

Trebizond, 249, 395 
Tree of wrought silver with gilded 

leaves, 156 
lrimothisa, 12 

Tribute, reunion of, 53 

Trinity, the, 101 
Tnpogrin, 73 
Tripoli, Tripolis, 76, 167, 172, 235, 

238, 245, 285, 288, 305, 322, 324, 

334. 34°. 351 > 364. 37T 439. 449- 
453, 482; taken by Franks, 243 

Tripolitanus, 238 

Trismaghistos, 5 
Troas, 76 
Trumpeters, 336 
Tuana, 106, 122, 153; Patrician of, 

148 
Tubil, 195 
Tubuth Tangri, 353 
Tudan, 457 
Tughr Balaba, 425 
Tughr Hapa, 425 
Tughra, Tughrai, 206 
Tughrel ’Arslan, 243, 253, 256 
Tughrel Bag, 196, 198, 199, 200, 

201,202-9, 214,215; died, 216 
Tughrel, son of Mahmud, 256 
Tughrel Sultan, his pedigree, killed, 

345 
Tughrel, a eunuch, 391 
Tughtakin, 244, 245, 246, 249 
Tukak, 195, 341 
Tuli, 353, 376, 390, 391, 393; died, 

398 
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Tuli Khan, 419 
Tullos, 25 
Tumours in groin, 75 
Tunic of Bishop of Hebron, 66 

Tunic of the Prophet, 225 
Tunnel, 60 x 4 cubits, 328 

Tur 'Abdin, 86, 132, 475 
Tura Mesanta, 407 

Turan, 195 
Turanda, 106, 289 

Turbans, 259 
Turcoman Ghuzzaye, 213 
Turcomans, 226, 228, 234, 254, 296 
Turkan, Khatun, 232, 411, 426, 440 

Turkan Shah, 224 
Turkaye, 94,107,109,110,137,145, 

174, 178, 195; unpaid, 146, 147 

Turkaye, the Inner, 184 
Turkey, 64, 66, 67, 69, 73 
Turkina, Queen, 410, 411 

Turkomans, 196, 321,328, 330, 333, 
360, 405, 406, 408, 425, 427, 453, 

456> 457> 46o> 465> 5°8 
Turks, 7, 73, 78, 192, 195, 198, 207, 

208, 212, 213, 215, 216-18, 220, 
221, 227, 228, 229, 231,235, 237, 
240, 242, 247, 249,250,253,255, 

257,261,265-70,273-9,28o> 28i> 
283,285-9, 292, 306-8, 310, 362, 

363,387, 4l8, 455,475 
Turkyaruk, 232, 233, 235, 236 
Turris Stratonis, 47 
Turtle-doves, 306 

Tus, 122, 198 
Tushi, 368, 391, 416 
Tusks of elephants, 134 
Tuzon, a general, 143 
Twelve Apostles, Church of the, 

59 
Two Rivers, the, 7 
Typhoon,194 

Tyre, 20, 21, 181, 244, 252, 325, 

327> 33°> 339> 35U 36o> 439 
Tyre and Nebuchadnezzar, 29 
Tyre destroyed, 33 

'Gbaid, son of Sari, 131 

'tJbaid Allah, 240 
Uigurs, the, and their alphabet, 354 

'Ojair, 132, 138 

'Ukail, 293 
’Okama, 310 

’Okamta, 153 

’Okhatai, 368 

fUkhita, 97 
Ulcer, 414; causes death, in; in 

chest, 449 
'Omar, a general, 145 

Onaye, 65 
'Unti Khan (i.e. John), 352 

Ur of the Chaldees, 10 
Crdu-Balik (City of the Camp), 398 
Orhai (Edessa), 5, 8,48; building of, 

40 
Uriah, 19 

Urine, 367; of mule, 122; retention 
of, 80, 141 

Urmi, 198 

Crmiah, 198 

tJrsinos, 52 
’Ortaye, 72 
'Othman, 99, 100 

Valens, 62 
Valentinianus, 62, 66, 68 
Valentinus, 53 
Valerianus, Caesar, 56 
Valley of Germaniki, 114 
Vaticination, 63 

Vellum, purple, with writing in 
gold, 207 

Venetians, 428 
Vespasians, 50, 51 

Vestilianus, 53 
Vienna, 48 
Vigil of three days in Rome, 56 
Vine culture prohibited, 52 
Vine props, 276 
Vineyards, 102 
Violet (a woman’s name), 299 
Vipers, flesh of, used in medicine, 39 
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Virginity of Sit al-Mulk, 187 

Virgins, the Four Hundred, 73; 
raping of, 204; the 2,000 who 

drowned themselves, 78; the 

1,000 captive, 137; the 40, 394 

Vitalianus, 51, 73 
Volga, 398 

Volusianus, Caesar, 56 

Wadhkhoki, 441 

Wahab, 172 
Wailing women, 388 
Wairina, 69 

Walgash, 54 
Wall ad-Dm, 436 

Walid, 106, hi 

Walid, the heretic, 118 
Wall of Rome, 57; of Khishum, 130 
Wan, 364 
Wardan Shah, 224 
Warden of the Marches, 72, 77 

Wardos, Domesticus, 176 
Warharan Garmanshah, 57, 64, 67 
Wartaw, 483 
Wash-basin, 315 
Wasif, a rebel, 154 
Wasil = Basil, 246 
Wasit, 111,214, 253,283 

Water, cooled by snow, 320; crossed 
on foot, 66; failure of, 109; 
frozen in Baghdad, 193, 199; 
sweet, 261 

Water Gate of Edessa, 273 
Water lily, 205 
Waters, black, appear during earth¬ 

quake, 266 
Waters, blessing of the, at Epiphany, 

460 
Wathd Lah ad-Din, 335 
Wathek, 140, 147 
Wax, 420; candles of, 144; melted, 

213 
Wazir, 157, 180; sewn up in hide 

of bull, 214 
Weasels, 226 

Weather, knowledge of, in birds and 
beasts, 262 

Wedding crown, 85 

Week of the dead, 455 

Week of White Apparel, 251 

Weeks, the Seventy, 35 
Weights and measures, the inven¬ 

tion of, 8 
Wells, frozen, 299 

Wheat, famine prices of, 167, 172, 
183, 205; from Alexandria, 179 

White Apparel, 78 

Whoremonger killed, insane treat¬ 
ment of his body, 482 

Wild ass of the Island, 111 

Will of ’Alb ’Arslan, 224; of 
Arcadius, 66; of Constantine, 59; 
of Khawarazm Shah, 346 

Wilyas, 223 

Wind, black (i.e. habub), in Nubia, 
194; in Tagrith, 184 

Wind destroys Babel, 8 

Wind (i.e. whirlwind, hurricane), 

153 
Winding sheet, 341 

Winds, scorching, south, 177 
Wine, 91, 144; 400 jars emptied 

into the Tigris, 162; wasted, 245 
Wine, frozen, 155 ; like urine, 75 
Wine pot and head of Walid, 111 
Winepresses, 276 
Winters, seven, 86, 102, 459; in 

Baghdad, 191; in Edessa, 401 
Wisdom, the Five Pillars of, 19 
Witches, 279 
Wives in common, 59 
Wolf and 'Aziz, 347; skin of, as 

dress, 347 
Woman, the fasting, 114 
Women as common property, 35 
Women forbidden to appear in 

streets, 185 
Women-men (i.e. Sodomites), 355 
Wood saw, 25 
Wool, 396; head bands of, 141 
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Word, the Everlasting, 92 

Work on Sabbath prohibited, 69 
World created on Sunday, Nisan, 

3,6; second division of, 7 

World to come described, 91 

Worship of God established by 
Enoch, 5 

Writing discovered by Enoch, 5 

Yabaghu ’Arslan, 226 

Yabaghu, son of Saljuk, 196 
Yabhusaye, 6 
Yaghan, 259 

Yahbh Allaha, Catholicus, 492 
Yaho, 23 

Yahoahaz, 22, 25, 26 
Yahyah, 125 
Yahyah, father of Kezel, 198 
Yahyah, a physician, 236 
Yair, 16 

Ya'kob, derivation of name of, 5 
Yaksh, 347 

Yakshan, son of Abraham, 12 

Ya'kub ’Arslan, 267, 279, 280, 281, 
287, 288 

Yalwaj, 411 

Yambres, 12 
Yamnaye, 119 
Yamnia, 23 

Yamshi, 21, 22 
Yanes, 12 
Yapht, 6 
Yard, 4 
Yarlike, 507 
Yarlikh (sic), 425, 434, 443, 455, 

458; Yarlikhe, 474 
Yarmuka, 94 
Yarukaye, 311, 313, 314 

Yasan, Mongol governor, 440 
Yasawur Nawin, 409, 420 
Yastapor, 246 

Yasunshin Bagi, Queen of Tatars, 

353 
Yathreb, 91, 94, 99, 100, 102, 103, 

114, 120; John of, 8 

Yathron, 12 

Yatreb, 16 

Yawan, 257 
Yawlak, 317 

Yawnan, 22 

Yawnaye, 41, 42, 52, 222, 228, 234; 

Church of, in Damascus, 106; 
Kings of the, 81 f. 

Yawtash Baglar Bag, 424 

Yazdagara, 65, 67, 93, 94, 95, 96; 

the executor of Arcadius, 66 

Yazid bar-Muhalab, 109 
Yazid, captain of a host, 114 

Yazid, killer of the heretic Walid ,118 
Yazid, son of fAbd al-Malik, 109 

Yazid, son of Muawiyah, 102 
Yazid, son of Walid, 111 
Years, lunar and solar, 252 
Years, the 1,000, of Rome, 56 
Yoash, 22 

Yobhabh, 9 

Yokanya, 25, 26, 29 
Yonadhabh, 42 

Yonath, 19 
Yonathan, 22 
Yorabh'am, 22 
Yoshafat, 21 
Yoshba, 22 

Yotham, 22, 23 
Yotopata, 50 
Yoyachin, 29 

Yoyada, Yoyadha', 20, 22 
Yoyakhin, 26 

Yoyakun, 25, 29 
Yunus of Masara, 267 
Yusef Shah, 472 
Yustos, 20 
Yusuf bar-Mahamad, 142 

Zabar, 246 

Zabha, 112, 374, 377, 378, 441 
Zabha, the Lower, 402 
Zabhdai, 49 
Zabhe, the Upper and Lower 

rivers, 319 
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Zabil (Jezebel), 375, 380, 390, 418 

Zachari, the Little, 361 
Zachariah, King, 23 

Zachariah, a physician, 149 

Zachariah, the rhetorician, 1 

Zadimidukht, 93 
Zai, 203; daughter of Michael, 200 

Zaid, Citadel and town, 245, 250, 
251, 268, 270, 276, 280,287,296, 

3o8> 36i> 396> 400>4°3>41*, 4^5> 
426, 455, 465, 471, 487; flooded, 
278 

Zaini, 263 
Zairak, 142 
Zaki of ’Arbil, 444, 446 

Zamasp, 70 
Zamri, buys Shamrin (Samaria), 

commits suicide, 21 
Zandak, 196 

Zangabad, 404 
Zangi of Mawsil, son of Jagarmish, 

239, 240, 248, 249, 254,255,256, 
257, 258, 260, 262, 263, 264, 268, 
269, 270, 271, 288, 289, 292, 311; 

his four sons, 271 
Zangi, son of Kasim, 253 
Zara'a, 184 
Zarah, 21 
Zash, 9 
Zawath, 174 
Zawzan, 321 
Zawzanaye, 372, 378 
Zayn ad-Din, 292, 326, 344 
Zayn ad-Din 'All Kujek, 359 
Zayn ad-Din Karaja, a slave, 349 

Zayn ad-Din Kawshak, 333 

Zayn ad-Din of ’Arbil, 317, 372 

Zayn ad-Din of Edessa, 317 
Zaynon, 68, 69, 70, 71 

Zazrig, 217 
Zebedee, 49 

Zechariah, 34, 79; a writer, 75; of 

Nubia, 134 

Zedekiah, 25, 26, 27 
Zedekiah, the lying prophet, 21 
Zeno, 68, 69 
Zephaniah, 25 
Zeus and Kronos in conjunction, 473 

Zeus, image of, set up in Temple 
of Jerusalem, 43 

Zimiscen, 166 
Zina, Mar, Monastery of, 363 

Zion, 19; forest of, 463 
Zipporah, 12 
Zirak, 162; of ’Amid, 202 
Zizona, 261 

Zmaros, 10 
Zoai, 200 
Zoan, 219 
Zoar, 9 
Zobatra, 120, 266 
Zodiac, 183, 194, 225, 234; festivals 

of the Signs of the, 5 
Zoros, 12 
Zubatra, 134, 135, 138; flood in, 

134 
Zufera, a rebel, 103 
Zurbabhel, 33 
Zutaye pirates, 133 
Zuza, plur. zuze, 104, 112, 115 
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AND ITS ORTHOGRAPHY AND PHONOLOGY, 

INFLUENCE ON THE MIDDLE AGES 
MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX OF THE ETHIOPIC 

LANGUAGE, ALSO IN 

ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT COMPARISON WITH OTHER SEMITIC LANGUAGES 

OF ARAB MEDICAL SCIENCE AND ITS SUBSEQUENT 
\ CENERAL INTRODUCTION AND AN INDEX OF PASSAGES 

CULTIVATION 

AMONG THE ARABISTAE OF THE LATIN WEST SECOND EDITION, 
ENLARGED AND IMPROVED, EDITED BY CARL BEZOI.D 

FOLLOWED BY AIN INVESTIGATION TRANSLATED, 

OF THE LATIN VERSIONS OF THE WORKS OF GALEN, WITH ADDITIONS. BY JAMES A. CRICHTON 

A BIBLIOGRAPHY, AND AN INDEX 

Z 
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JOSEPH VON HAMMER-PURGSTALL FRANZ VON MIRLOSICH 

GESCHICHTE DER 1LCHANE, DICTIONNAIRE ABREGE 
DAS 1ST DE 

DER MONGOLEN IN PERSIEN 
SIX LANGUES SLAVES 

1200-1350 
KRATKIJ SLOVAR’ 

MIT NEL’N BEILAGEN, TEXTAl SZUGEN AL'S WASSAF l '\D ANDEREN 

DOKUMENTEN ENTHALTEND 
Sesti slavjanskix jazykov 

UND NEUN STAMMTAFELN DER MONGOLISCHEN HERRSCHER 
UN DICTIONNAIRE COMPARATIF 

MIT DES LANGUES RUSSE, VIEUX-SLAVE, BULGARE, SERBE, 

LITERATURNACHWEISEN UND EINHM Al SFl'HRLICHKN TCHEQUE ET POLONAIS, 

SUIVI DES LANGUES FRANCAIS ET ALLEMAND 

PUBLIE AVEC L'ASSISTANCE DE 

V. NIKOLSK1J, ST. NOVAKOVIC, A. MATZENAUER ET A. BRUCKNER 
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WILLIAM WRIGHT 

APOCRYPHAL ACTS 

OF 

THE APOSTLES 

HISTORY OF JOHN, SON OF ZEBEDEE; ACCOUNT OF JOHN’S DECEAS 

HISTORY OF PHILIP, EVANGELIST; 

HISTORY OF MAR MATTHEW AND MAR ANDREW; HISTORY OFTHECL, 

ACTS OF JUDAS THOMAS 

Syriac texts, edited from manuscripts in the British Museum 

and other libraries, 

with variant readings, English translations and notes 

* * * 

* * 

* 

Reprint of the edition London 1871. 2 volumes in 1 volume. 
XIX, 333*; (4), 298 pages. 
Cloth bound, 8vo (ISBN 9o 6o22 o73 o) 
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PHILO JUDAEUS, of Alexandria, B.C. 20-ea-40 A.D., 

famous Jewish Hellenistic philosopher, theologian and Biblical exegete 

DRUMMOND, James: 
Philo Judaeus, or the Jewish-Alexandrian Philosophy in its Development and 
Completion. 
With introductory chapters ori Greek philosophy and the blending of Hellenism 
and Judaism till the time of Philo. 
With critical notes, quotations, and indexes of subjects, names and passages. 
London 1888. Reprint 1969. 2 vols in 1 volume. 
(2), X, 359; (3), 355 pages. 
Cloth, 8vo. (ISBN 90 6022 013 7) 

GOODENOUGH, Erwin Ramsdell: 
By Light, Light. The Mystic Gospel of Hellenistic Judaism. 
(A critical study of the origins and flowering of Jewish mysticism and its achie¬ 
vement and transformation during the Hellenistic age, as resulting in the works 
of Philo Judaeus, with epilogue on traces of mystery in the Kabbalah. 
With critical notes and references, an appendix, and indexes). 
New Haven 1935. Reprint 1969. 
XV, 436 pages, with 3 figs. 
Cloth, 8vo. (ISBN 90 6022 022 X) 
\Reprinted by arrangement with Mrs Cynthia Goode no ugh) 

GOODENOUGH, Erwin Ramsdell: 
The Jurisprudence of the Jewish Courts in Egypt. 
Legal administration by the Jews under the early Roman empire, as described by 
Philo Judaeus (and a critical study of his De Specialibus Legions). 
With notes, references and quotations, and indexes. 
New Haven 1929. Reprint 1968. 
(2), VIII, 268 pages. 
Cloth, 8vo. (ISBN 90 6022 021 8) 
(Reprinted by arrangement with Mrs Cynthia Goodenough) 

SIEGFRIED, Carl (Gustaf Adolf): 
Philo von Alexandria als Ausleger des Alten Testaments. 
Die griechischen und jiidischen Bildungsgrundlagen und die allegorische Schrift- 
ausiegung Philo’s; das sprachliche Material und die Literatur an sich selbst und 
nach seinem geschichtlichen Einfluss betrachtet. 
Nebst Untersuchungen iiber Philo’s Gracitat, mit Einleitung..., Register. 
Jena 1875. Neudruck 1970. 
(2), VI, 418 pages. 
Cloth, 8vo, (*ISBN 90 6022 064 I) 
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